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RETURN OF ALIEN PROPERTY
SATURDAY, JANUARY 8, 1927
UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, ). C.
The committee met, pursuiant to call of the chairman, at 10 o'clock
a. m., in Room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator Reed Smoot
presiding.
Present: Senators Smoot (chairman), McLean, Curtis, Watson,
Reed of Pennsylvania. Wadsworth, Shortridgre, Edge, Jones, Harrison, King, Bayard, and George.
Present also: Representatives Mills9 of New York, and Garner
of Texas; Undersecretary of the Treasury Winston.
(The committee had under consideration H. R. 15009, which is
here printed in full, as follows:)
fH. I. 15009, Sixty.ninth Congress, second session]
AN ACT To provide for the settlement of certain claims of American nationals against
Germany and of German nationals against the Unfted States, for the ultimate return of
all property of German nationals held by the Alien Property Custodian, and for the
equitable apportionment among all claimants of certain available ftinds

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in C'ongress assembled. That this act may be cited as the
"Settlement of war claims act of 1927."
DECLARATION OF POLICY

SEc. 2. In pursuance of established American doctrine, it is hereby declared
that the claims of nationals of the United States against Germany, as determined by the Mixed Claims Commission. United States and Germany, shall
be settled by the ultimate payment in full by Germany; that till property of
German nationals held by the Alien Property Custodian as security for the
payment of such claims of nationals of the United States against Germany
shall ultimately be returned, together with the accrued Interest and other
earnings.thereon; that the claims of German nationals against the United States
for reasonable compensation for certain of their ships, radio stations, and
patents taken or used by the United States shall be adjudicated and the
amounts determined to be due shall ultimately be paid in full.
CLAIMS OF NATIONALS OF TIlE UNITED STATES AGAINST GERMANY

S c. 3. (a) The Secretary of State shall, from time to time, certify to the

Secretary of the Treasury the award of the Mixed Claims Commission. United
States and Germany. established in pursutance of the agreement of August 10,

1922, between the United States and Germany (referred to in this act as the

"Mixed Claims Commission").

(b) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay an
amount equal to the principal of each award so certified, plus the interest
thereon, at the rate fixed in the award, accruing before January 1, 1927.
(c) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay annually (as nearly as may be) simple interest, at the rate of 5 per centum per
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antum, upoP tile amounts payable under subdivision (b)1and remaining unpaid,
beginning January 1, 1927, until paid.
(d) The payments authorized by sul)(livision (11) (ir (c) shall be made
in accordance with such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe, but only out of the special deposit account created by section 5, within
the limitations hereinafter prescribed, and in the order of priority provided
in subdivision (e) of section 5.
(e) There shall be deducted from the amount of each payment, its rein-

lIursement for the expenses incurred by the United States in respect thereof,
a amount equal to one-half of 1 lwr centum thereof. In computing the
antounts payable under subdivision (c) of section 5 the fMt that such dedhWtion is required to be finade from the payment when computed or that such
ted uctioli has been made front prior payments, shall be disregarded.
(.) The amounts awarded to the United States in reslwet of claims of the
I

united States slll not be payable under this sect Ion.

(g) No payment shall Ie made under tins section unless application therefore'
is niade, within two years after the date of the enactmient of this act. in
accordance with such regulations as the Secretary Of the Treasury may prescribe. Payment shall lie made only to the person on behalf of whom the
award was made. except that(1) If such tbersoja is deceased or is under a legal disability, payment shall
hre made to his legal representative, except that if tile paylelnt is not over
$500 it may be made to the persons found by the Secretary of the Treasury
to be entitled thereto, without the necessity of compliance with the requirenients of law :t respect of the administration of estates;
(2) In the case of a partnership, association, or corporation, the existence
of which has been terminated, payment shall be made, except as provided in
iiaragraphs (3) and (4), to the person found by the Secretary of the Treasury
to be entitled thereto;
(3) If a receiver or trustee for any such person has been duly appointed
by a court in the Unted States and has not been discharged prior to the date

of payment. payment shall be made to the recolver or trustee or in accordance
with the order of the court; and
(4) li tle case of an assignment of an award, or in assignment priorr to the
making of the award) of the claim in resliect of which the award was made,
by a receiver or trustee for any such person, duly appointed by a court in the

United States, such payment shall Ie made to the assignee.

(it) Nothing In this section shall be construed as the assumption of a liability by tihe United States for the payment of the awards of the Mixed Clainas
Commission. nor shall any payment under this section he construed as the
satisfaction, in whole or in part, of any of such awards, or as extinguishing
or diminishing the liability of Germany for the satisfaction in full of sucll
awards, but shall be considered only as an advance by the United States until
all the payments from Germany in satisfaction of the awards have been
received. Upon any playment under this section of an amount in respect of
an award. the rights in respect of the award and of the claim in respect of
which tile award was made shall be held to have been assigned pro tanto
to the United States. to be enforced by and on behalf of the United States
against Germany. in the SaIle manner and to the same extent as such rights
would be enforced on behalf of the American national.*
() Any person who makes application for payment under this section shall
be held to have consented to all the provisions of this act.
CLAIMS OF GElRMAN NATIONALS

AGAINST V'NITED STATES

Sac. 4. (a) There shall be a German claims arbiter (hereinafter referred
to as tile " Arbiter "), who shall Ie appointed by the President, at a salary
to be fixed by the President not in excess of $15,A)it a year; or any officer
or agent of the United States may Ioe designated by the President as arbiter.
Any officer or agent so designated shall receive as arbiter, notwithstanding any
Other provision of law, i salary to be fixed by the President in an amount,
if any, which when added to any other salary will make his total salary

from the United States not in excess of $15,000 a year.

(b) It shall ibe the duty of the arbiter, within the limitations hereinafter
pirescrilied, to hear the claims of any German national (as hereinafter defined ),
and to determine the fair compensation to be paid by the United States, In
respect of-

I
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(1) Any merchant vessel (including any equipment, appurtenances, and
property contained therein), title to which was taken by or on behalf of the
United States under the authority of the joint resolution of May 12, 1917
(Fortieth Statutes, page 75). Such compensation shall be the fair value,
as nearly .as may be determined, of such vessel to the owner immediately
prior to the time exclusive posses ion was taken under the authority of such
joint resolution, and in its condition at such time, taking into consideration
the fact that such owner could not use or permit the use of such vessel, or
charter or sell or otherwise dispose of such vessel for use or delivery, prior
to the termination of the war, and that the war was not terminated until July
2. 1921, except that there shall be deducted from such value any consideration
paid for such vessel by the United States.
(2) Any radio station (including any equipment, appurtenances, 11d property contained therein) which was sold to the United States by or under
the direction of the Alien Property Custodian under authority of the trading with the enemy act, or any amendment thereto. Such compensation
shall be the fair value, as nearly as may be determined, which such radio
station would have had on July 2, 1921, if returned to the owner on such
date in the same condition as on the date on which it was seized by or on
behalf of the United States, or on which it was conveyed or delivered to, or
seized by, the Alien Property Custodian, whichever date is earlier, except
that there shall btb deducted from such value any consideration paid for such
radio station by the United States.
(3) Any patent (or any right therein or claim thereto, and including an
application therefor and any patent issued pursuant to any such application)
which was licensed, assigned, or sold by the Alien Property Custodian to the
United States. Such compensation shall be the amount, as nearly as iiiay be
determined, which would have been Iaid if such patent, right, claim, or application had been licensed, assigned, or sold to the United States by a citizen
of the United States. except that there shall be deducted from such amount
any consideration paid therefor by the United States (other than consideration
which is returned to the United States under section 27 of the trading with
the enemy act, as amended):
(4) The use by or for the United States of any Invention described in and
covered by any patent (including an application therefor and any patent issued
pursuant to any such application) which was conveyed, transferred, or assigned
to, or seized by, the Alien Property Custodian. but not Including any use during
any period between April 6, 1)17, and November 11, 1918, both dates inclusive,
or on or after the date on which such patent was licensed, assigned, or sold
by the Allen Property Custodian. In determining such compensation, any defense, general or special, available to a defendant In an action for infringement
or in any suit In equity for relief against an alleged infringement, shall be
available to the United States.
(c) The proceedings of the arbiter shall be conducted in accordance with
such rules of procedure as lie may prescribe. The arbiter, or any referee
designated by him, is authorized to administer oat hs, to hold hearings at such
places within or without the United States as the arbiter deems necessary, and
to contract for the reporting of such hearings. Any wltnes appearing for
the United States before the arbiter or any such referee at any place within
or without the United States may be paid the same fees and mileage as witnesses in courts of the United States. Such payments shall be made out of
any funds in the special deposit account hereinafter provided for and may
be made in advance.
(d) The arbiter may, from time to time, vnd shall, upon the determination
by him of the fair compensation in respect of all such vessels, radio stations,
and patents, make a tentative award to each claimant of the fair compensation
to be paid in respect of his claim, including simple interest, at the rate of
5 per centum per annum. on the amount of such compensation from July 2,
1921. to January 1, 1927.
(e) The total amount to be awarded under this section shall not exceed
$100,000,000, minus the sum of (1) the expenditures It carrying out the provisions of this.section (including a reasonable estimate for such expenditures
to be incurred prior to the expiration of the term of office of the arbiter), and
(2) the aggregAte consideration paid by the United States in respect of the
acquisition of such vessels and radio stations, and the use, license, assignment,
and sale of such patents (other than consideration which is returned to the

-
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United States under section 27 of the trading with the enemy act, as
amended).
"
(f) If the aggregate amount of the tentative awards exceeds the amount
which may be awarded under subdivision (e), the arbiter shall reduce pro
rata the amount of each tentative award. The arbiter shall enter- an award
of the amount to be paid such claimant, and thereupon shall certify such
awards to the Secretary of the Treasury.
(g) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and, directed to pay the
amount of the awards certified under subdivision (f).
(h) The Secretary of the Treasury Is authorized and directed to pay annually (as nearly as may be) simple Interest, at the rate of j per centum,
upon the amount of any such award remaining unpaid, beginning January 1,
1927, until paid.
(I) The payments authorized by subdivision (g), (h), or (s) shall be
made in accordance with such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury
may prescribe, but only out of the special deposit account created by section
5, within the limitations hereinafter prescribed, and in the order of priority
provided in subdivisions (c) and (d) of section 5.
(j) The Secretary of the Treasury shall not pay any amount In respect
of any award made in respect of any claim by or on behalf of the German
Government or any member of the former ruling family, but the amount of
any such award shall be credited upon the final payment due the United
States from the German Government for the purpose of satisfying the awards
of the Mixed Claims Commission.
(k) No payment shall be made under this section unless application therefor
is made within two years after the date the award is certified, In accordance
with such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe. Payment of any amount in respect fit any award may be made, in the discretion
of the Secretary of the Treasury, in money of the United States or In lawful
German money, and shall be made only to the person on behalf of whom the
award was made, except that(1) If such person Is deceased or Is under a legal disability, payment shall
be made to his legal representative, except that If the payment is not over
$500 it may be made to the persons found by the Secretary of the Treasury
to be entitled thereto, without the necessity of compliance with the requirements of law in respect of the administration of estates;
(2) In the case of a partnership, association, or corporation, the existence of
which has been terminated, payment shall be made, except as provided in paragraphs (3) and (4), to the person who, in the opinion of the Secretary of
the Treasury, is entitled thereto;
(3) If a receiver or trustee for any such person has been duly appointed
by a court of competent Jurisdiction and has not been discharged prior to
the date of' payment, payment shall be made to the receiver or trustee or in
accordance with the order of the court; and
(4) In the case of an assignment of an award,- or of an assignment (prior
to the making of the award) of the claim in respect of which such award
was made, by a receiver or trustee for any such person, duly appointed by a
court of competent Jurisdiction, payment shall be made to the assignee.
(1) The head of any executive department, independent establishment or
agency in the executive branch of the Government, including the Alien Property Custodian and the Comptroller General, shall, upon request of the arbiter,
furnish such records, documents, papers, correspondence, and information in
the possession of such department or Independent establishment as may assist
the arbiter, furnish him statements and assistance of the same character as
is described In section 188 of the Revised Statutes, and may temporarily
detail any officers or employees of such department or Independent establishment to assist the arbiter, or to act as a referee, In carrying out the provisions
of this section. The Attorney General shall assign such officers and employees
of the Department of Justice as may be necessary to represent the United
States in the proceedings under this section.
(m) The arbiter, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, is
authorized to (1) appoint and fix the salaries of such officers, referees, and
employees, without regard to the civil service laws and regulations or to the
classification act of 1923, and (2) make such expenditures (including expenditures for rent and personal services at the seat of government and elsewhere,
law books, periodicals, books of reference, and printing and binding), as may
be necessary for carrying out the provisions of this section and within the
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funds available therefor. Any -officer or employee detailed or assigned under
subdivIsion (1) shall be entitled to receive (notwithstanding any provision of
law to the contrary) such additional compensation as the arbiter, with the
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, may prescribe. The arbiter and
officers and employees appointed, detailed, or assigned shall be entitled to
receive their necessary traveling expenses and actual expenses incurred for
,subsistence (without regard to any limitations imposed by law) while away
from the District of Columbia on business required by this section.
(n) On the date on which the awards are certified to the Secretary of the
Treasury under subdivision (f). or the date on which the tentative awards
are certified to the Secretary of State under subdivision (t), whichever date
is later, the terms of office of the arbiter, and of the officers and employees
appointed by the arbiter, shall expire, and the books, papers, records, core.
spondence, property, and equipment of the office shall be transferred to the
Department of the Treasury.
(o) No award or tentative award shall be made by the arbiter in respect
of any claim if (1) such claim is filed after the expiration of four months from
the (late on which the arbiter takes office, or (2)iany judgment or decree
awarding compensation or damages in respect thereof has been rendered
against the United States, and if such judgment or decree has become final
(whether before or after the enactment of this act), or (3)any suit or proceeding against the United States, or any agency thereof, is commenced or is pending in respect thereof and is not dismissed upon motion of the person by or on
behalf of whom it was commenced, made before the expiration of six months
from the date on which the arbiter takes office and before any judgment or
decree awarding compensation or damages becomes final.
(p) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, to be immediately available and to remain available until expended, the sum of $50,000,000, and,
after the date on which the awards of the arbiter are certified to the Seeretary of the Treasury, such additional amounts as, when added to the amounts
previously appropriated, will be.equivalent to the aggregate amount of such
awards plus the amounts necessary for the expenditures authorized by subdivisions (c) and (m) of this section, except that the aggregate of such appropriations shill not exceed $100,000,000.
(q) The provisions of this section shall constitute the exclusive method for
the presentation and payment of claihis arising out of tiny of the acts by or on
behalf of the United States for which this section provides a remedy. Any
person who files any claim or makes application for any payment under this
section shall be held to have consented to all the provisions of this act.
(r) If the aggregate amount to be awarded in respect of any vessel, radio
station, or patent Is awarded in respect of two or more claims, such amounts
shall be apportioned among such claims by the arbiter as he determines to be
just and equitable and as the interests of the claimants may appear.'
(s) The Secretary of the Treasury, upon the certification of any of the
tentative awards made under subdivision (d) and the recommendation of the
arbiter, may make such pro rata payments in respect of such tentative awards
as he deems advisable, but the aggregate of such payments shall not exceed
$25,000,000.
(t) It shall be the duty of the arbiter to hear and determine the claims of
any Austrian or Hungarian national (as hereinafter defined), for fair compensation in respect of the same classes of property, and of the same acts by or
on behalf of the United States, and under the same conditions and subject
to the same rules, as in the case of claims of a German national, except that
the provisions of subdivisions (e) and (q) shall not be applicable, and except
that the duties of the arbiter under this subdivision shall terminate when he
has made and transmitted to the Secretary of State a tentative award to each
claimant of the fair compensation in respect of his claim, including simple
interest, at the rate of 5 per centum per annum, on the amount of such compensation, from July 2, 1921, to January 1, 1927. Such tentative awards shall be
filed in the records of the State Department and preserved to await such further
action as the Congress may take In respect thereof. Nothing in this act shall
be construed as. the recognition of any liability on the part of the United
States for the payment of such tentative awards, nor as authorizing any appropriation or the use of any appropriation or of any funds in the special deposit
account created by section 5, or of any other funds, for the payment of any such
tentative award or of a claim in respect of which such an award is made.
28623-27-2
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FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR PAYMENT

SEc. 5. (a) There is hereby created in the Treasury a special deposit ac(!ount,
into .which shall be deposited all funds hereinafter specified and from which
shall be disbursed all payments authorized by station 3 or 4, including ihe
expenditures authorized under subdivisions (c) and (m) of section 4 and
subdivision (e) of this section.
(b) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to deposit,
in the special deposit account(1) All sums invested or transferred by the Allen Property Custodian,
under the provisions of section 25 of the trading with the enemy a14t. as
amended;
(2) The amounts appropriated under the authority of section 4;
(31 All money (including the proceeds of any property, rights, or benefits
which may be sold or otherwise disposed of, upon such terms as he iny prescribe) received, whether before or after the enactment of this act, by the
United States in respect of claims of the United States against Germany on
account of the awards of the Mixed Claims Commission.
(c) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed, out of the
funds ini the special deposit account, subject to the provisions of :ubdivision
(d), and in the following order of priority(1) To make the payments of expenses of administration authorized by
subdivisions (c) and (m of section 4 of subdivision (e) of this section;
(2) To make so much of each payment (in respect of an award of the
Mixed Claims Commission) authorized by subdivision (b) of section 3, as is
attributable to an award on account of death or personal injury, together with
interest thereon as provided in subdivision (c) of section 3;
(3) To make each payment (in respect of an award of the Mixed Claims
Commission) authorized by subdivision (b) of section 3, if the amount thereof
is not payable under paragraph (2) of this subdivision and does not exceed
$100,000, together with Interest thereon as provided in subdivision (c) of
section 3;
(4) To pay the amount of $100,0)0 in respect of each payment authorized
by subdivision (b) of section 3, if the amount of such authorized paymeIt is
In excess of $100,000 and is not layable in full under paragraph (2) of this
subdivision;
(5) To make additional payments (in respect of awards of the Mixed
Claims Conmmission) authorized by subdivision (b) of viection 3, in such
amounts as will make the aggregate payments under this paragraph amrd para.
graphs (2), (3), and (4) of this subdivision equal to 80 per centumn of tle
aggregate amount of all payments authorized by subdivision (b) of section 3.
Payments under this paragraph shall be prorated on the basiss of the amount
of the respective payments authorized by subdivision (b) of section 3 and
remaining unpaid;
(6) To pay (whether or not the payments under paragraphs (1) to (5),
inclusive, have been completed) to German nationals, out of the funds available
under the provisions of subdivision (d) of this section, amounts determined
by the Secretary of the Treasury to he payable in respect of the tentative
awards of the Arbiter, in accordance with the provisions of subdivision (s)
of section 4;
(7) To pay to German nationals such amounts as will make the aggregate
payments equal to 50 per centum of the amounts awarded uner section 4:
(8) To pay accrued interest upon the participating certificates evidencing
the amounts invested by the Alien Property Custodian under subsection (a)
of section 25 of the trading with the enemy act, as amended;
(9) To pay the accrued interest payable under subdivision (c) of section
8 and subdivision (h) of section 4;
(10) To make such payments as are necessary (A) to repay the amounts
invested by the Alien Property Custodian under subsection (a) of section 25
of the trading with the enemy act, as amended, (B) to pay amounts equal
to the difference between the aggregate payments (in respect of claims of
German nationals) authorized by subdivisions (g) and (h) of section 4,
and the amounts previously paid in respect thereof, and (C) to pay amounts
equal to the difference between the aggregate payments (in respect of awards
of the Mixed Claims Commission) authorized by subdivisions (b) and (c)
of section 3, and the amounts previously paid in respect thereof. If funds
available are not sufficient to make the total payments authorized by this
s

t
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paragraph, the amount of payments made from time to time shall be apportioned among the payments authorized under clauses (A), (B), and (V)
according to the aggregate amount remaining unpaid under each clause;
(11) To mke s1h paynients asatre necessary to repay the amount Invested
by the Alien Property Custodian under subsection (b) of section 25 of tit*
trading with fthe enemy act, as amended; but the amount payable under this
paragraph shall not exceed the aggregate amount allocated to the trusts
described In subsection () of section 26 of such act;
(12) To pay into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts the amount of the
awards of the Mixed Claims Commission to the United States, on its own
behalf, on account of claims of the United States against Germany; and
(13) To pay Into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts any funds renlaillig tit the special deposit account after the payntents authorized by paragraphs
(1 o to (12) have been completed.
(d) 50 per centum of the amounts appropriated under lie authority of
section 4 shall, notwithstanding tile provisions of subdivision (c) of this
section, be available at all tinies for the payment of the awards to German
nationals under section 4. Including payments in reslect of tentative awards,
aid shall be available only for such payments until such time as 50 per centhun
of tlite amounts awarded under section 4 have been paid.
(e) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to pay, from funds ill the
special deposit account, such amounts, not in excess of $25,()0 per annum, as
may be necessary for the laymelnt of the expenses it carrying out te provisions of this section, and sections 25 and 26 of the trading with the enemy
act, as amended, including personal services at the seat of Government.
(f The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to Invest and reinvest,
fr41 n time to time, in bonds, notes, or certificates of indebtedness of the United
States any of the funds ili the special deposit account, and to deposit to tile
credit of such account the interest or other earnings thereon.
FINALTY OF DECISIONS

SEC. 6. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 236 of thw Iteviscid
Statutes, as amended, the decisions of the Secretary of the Treasury ill respect
of the funds to be paid into tile special delp)sit account and of the Iayments
therefrom, shall be final and conclusive, anti shall not be subject to review by
any other officer of the United States, except that payment made under Amthority of subdivision (e) or (in) of section 4 or subdivision (e) of section 5
shall be accounted for and settled without regard to the provisions of 1hiN
subdivision.
(b) The Secretary of tile Treasury. in his annual report to the ('ongress.

shall include a detailed statement of all expenditures made i ciirrying oit he
provisions of this act.
EXCESSLV: ATrouNYS' rMKIS PRO111TR.I

SEC. 7. (a) The arbiter and tile (oninissioner of the Mixed Claims Conimission appointed by the United States, respectively, are authorized to fix reasonable fees for services il connection with the proceedings before the arbiter
and the Mixed Claims Commission and the application for payment, and the
payment of, any amount under section 3 or 4.
(b) Any person accepting any consideration (whether or not under a contract
or agreement entered into prior to the enactment of this act) the aggregate
value of which is in excess of the amount so fixed, for services Ii eonneetion
with the proceedings before the arbiter or Mixed Claims Commnission, or will.
the application for payment or the payment of any amount under sections 3 or 4,
shall. upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fiue equal to four times the
aggregate value of the consideration accepted by such person therefore.
(c) Section 20 of the trading with the enenly act. as amended, is alnlended
by inserting after the word " attorney " wherever It appears in such section
the words

"

at law or in fact."
INVESTMENT OF FUNDS BY ALIEN PROPERTY CUSTODIAN

Szc. 8. The trading with
thereto the following new
"SEc. 25. (it) Tile Allen
invest, from time to tine,

tile enemy act, as amended, is amended by adding
section:
Property Custodian is authorized and directed to
in one or iirre participating certificates issued by

I
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the Secretary of the Treasury in accordance with the provisions of this section,
the tmounts'the return of which is temporarily lostponed, in accordance with
the provisions of subsection (in) of section 9 of the trading with the enemy act,
as amended.
" (b) The Alien Property Custodian is authorized and direclhd to invest,
in one or more participating certificates issued by the S-cretary of 1he Treasury,
out of the unallocated interest ftuid, as defined in section 28-4"(1) The sum of $25.(X0,W)0. If. after the allocation under section 26 has
been made, the amount off the unailocated interest fund allocated to the trusts
described in subsection (c) of such section Is found to lie in excess of
$25,000,000, such excess shall be invested by tile Alien Property C('slodian
in accordance with tile provisions of this subsection. If tile amount so allocated
is found to be less than $25,000,000 any participating certificate or certilicateS
thaL have been issued shall be corrected accordingly; and
"(2) The balance of such unailocated interest fund remaining after the
Investment provided for In paragraph (1), tile payment of allocated earnings In accordance with the provision, of subsection (b) of section 20, and
the deposits in the Treasury under subsection (d) of section 26. have been
made.
"(c) If the alnount of such unallocated interest fund. remaining after the
Investment required by paragraph (1) of subsection (b) of this section has
been made, is insufficient to pay tile allocated earnings and make the deposits
referred to in paragraph (2) of subsection 4b) of this section, then the
amount necessacy to make up the deficiency shall be paid out of tihe funds
in the special deposit account created by section 5 of the settlement of war
claims act of 1927, prior to any other payment therefrom other than the
payments under paragraph (1) of subsection (c) of such section.
"(d) The Alien Property Custolian is authorized and directed to transfer
to the Secretary of the T,,easv1,1;, for deposit in such special deposit account.
all money and the proceeds of all property, including all income, dividends,
interest, annuities, and earnings accumulated iii respect thereof (1) owned
by the German Government or any member of the former ruling family, or
(2) no claim to which is filed with the Alien Property Custodian prior to
the expiration of two years from the (late of the enactment of the settlement of war claims act of 1927. or (3) if any such claim is filed within sucl
period, then if the ownership thereof under any such claim is not established.
The amounts so transferred under this subdivision shall be credited upon the
final payment due the United States from the German Government on account
of the awards of the Mixed Claims Commission.
" (e) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to issue to
the Alien 'Property Custodian upon such terms and conditions and tinder such
regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe, one or more participating certificates, bearing interest payable annually (as nearly as may
be) at the rate of 5 per cent per annum.
as evidence of the investment by
the Alien Property Custodian under subsection (a) and one or more noninterest
bearing participating certificates as evidence of tile investuwent by the Alien
Property Custodiani under subsection (b). All such certificates shall evidence
a participating interest, in accordance with. and subject to tile priorities of.
the provisions of Section 5 of the settlement of war claims act of 1927.. in the
funds in the special deposit account created by such section, except tI mt" (1) The United States shall assume no liability, directly or indirectly, for
the payment of any such certificates, or of the interest thereon, except out of
funds in such special deposit account available therefor. and ail such certificates shall so state on their face; and
" (2) Such certificates shall not be transferable, except that the Alien
Property Custodian may transfer any such participating certificate evidencing
the interest of a substantial number of the owners of the money invested, to
a trustee duly appointed by such owners."
RETURN TO GERMAN NATIONALS OF PROPERTY HELD

BY ALIEN PROPERTY CUSTODIAN

SEc. 9. Subsection (b) of section 9 of the trading with the enemy act, as
amended, is amended by striking out the punctuation at the end of paragraph
(11) and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon and the word 11or " and InsertIng after paragraph (11) the following paragraphs:
" (12) A partnership, association, or other unincorporated body of individuals,
or a corporation, and was entirely owned at such time by subjects or citizens
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of nations. States, or free cities other than Autria or Hungary or AustriaHungaky and is so owned at the time of the return of its money or other
property hereunder, and has filed the written consent provided for itsubsection
(in) ; or
"(13) A partnership, association, or other unincorporated body of individuals,
having its principal place of business within any country other than Austria,
Hungary. ,r Austria-Hungary. or a corporation organized or incorporatedl
within any country other than Austria. Hungary, or Austria-Hungary, and that
more than 50 per centum of the interest or voting power in any such partnership. association, other unincorporated body (of individuals, or corporation,
was at such time, and is at the time of the return of any money or other
property, vested ini citizens or subjects of nations, States, or free cities other
than Austria, Hungary, or Austria-Hungary, and that the written consent provided for in subsction (in) has been filed; or
"(14) An individual who at such time was a citizen or subject of Germany
or who, at the time of the return of any money or other property, is a citizen
or subject of Germany or is not a citizen or subject of any nation, State, or
free city, and that the written consent provided for in subsection (ill) has been
filed; or
"(15) The Austro-Hungarian Bank. except that the money or other property
thereof shall be returned only to the liquidators thereof, and only if such
liquidators give a bond, in a penal sum and with sureties satisfactory to the
President or to the court, as the case may be, conditioned that they will redeliver to the Alien Property Custodian all such money or other property distributable to the Government of Austria or Hungary; or
"(16) An individual who at the time of tie return of such money or other
property is not a citizen or subject of Austria or Hungary, and that the
written consent provided for in subsection (in) has been filed, and that no
suit or proceeding against the United States or any agency thereof is pending
in respect. of such return, and that such individual has filed a written waiver
renouncilig on behalf of hniself, his heirs, successors, and assigns any claim
based upon the fact that at the time of such return lie was in fact entitled
to such return under any other provision of this act:--"
sEc. 10. (a) Subsection (d) of section 9 of the trading with the enemy act,
0
as amended. is amended to read as follows:
"(d) Whenever a person. deceased, would have been entitled, if living,
to the return of Iris money or other property hereunder, then his legal representative may proceed for tei return of such nioney or other property as
provided in subsectloi (a) hereof, and such money or other property may be
returned to sucli legal representative without requiring the appointment of an
administrator. or all ancillary administrator, by a court in the United States,
or to any such ancillary administrator for distribution directly to the persons
entitled thereto: Provided. howereor, That the President or the court, as the
case may ie, before granting such relief shall impose such conditions by way
of security or otherwise, a.sthe President or the court, respectively, shall deem
sufficient to Insure that such legal representative, administrator. or ancillary
administrator will redeliver to the Alien Property Custodian such portion
of tip nioney or other property so received by Iinm as shall be distributable to
any person not eligible as a claimant under subsection (a), (b). or (u) hereof."
(b) Subsection (e) of section 9 of the trading with tie enemy act, as
amended, is amended by striking out the period at the end thereof and inserting a stenicolon and the following: " nor shall a debt be allowed under this
section unless notice of the claim has been. filed, or application therefor has
been niade, prior to the date of tire enactment of the settlement of war claims
act of 1927.(c) Subsection (g) of section" 9 of tile trading with the enemy act is
amended to read as follows:
" (g) The legal representative of a person, deceased, whose money or other
property has been conveyed, transferred, assigned, delivered, or paid to the
Alien Property Custodlai or seized by him hereunder and held by him or
by the Treasurer of the United States. may (if not entitled to proceed under
subsection (d) of- tins section) proceed under subsection (a) for the recovery
of any interest, right, or title in any such money or other property which has,
by reason ofithe death of such person, become the interest, right, or title of a
citizen of the United States, unless such citizenship was acquired through
naturalization proceedings in which the declaration of intention was filed
after November 11, 1918 or has become, prior to tihe enactment of the settle-
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mlleat of war claims act of 1927, the interest, right, or title of a person eligible
i5t (,hinmint unoer subsection (a). (b). or (in) of this section. Such legn!
representative shall give a bond. in a penal suin and with suretis satisftcto'ry
t 'l ais tlhte
case iiiity lie, ('i1llitifo1 tha lit, will reto the Plresidolt or thu V
deliver io the Alici, Property Custodiana all such nioney or other property hoft
distributed to su(.h citizen or persn so eligible, or, if deceased. 1o his lihir.
or legal representatives."
Sac. 11. Subsections (j) and (k) of section 9 of the trading with the emminmy
act, as amended, are amended so as to comprise three subsections, to read is
follows:
" (j) The Allen Property Custodian is authorized and directed to return to
the person entitled thereto, whether or not all enemy or ally of enemy and
regardless of the value, any patent, trade-mark, print. laitel. copyright. or right
thei'eln or claim thereto, which was conveyed, transferred, assigned. or delivered to tile Alien Property Custodian or seized by himn, and which has not
been sold, licensed, or otherwise disptmed of under the provisions of this a.ct.
and. to return any such patent, trade-mark, print, label, copyright, or right
therein or claim thereto, which has been licensed, except that any patent.
trade-mark, print, label, copyright, or right therein or" clain thereto; which is
returned by the Alien Property Custodian and which has been licensed, or lit
respect of which any contract has been entered into, or which Is subject to any
lien or encumbrance, shall be returned subject to the license, contract, lien, or
encumbrance. "(k) Except as provided in section 27 paragraphs (12), (13), (14), and
(16) of subsection (b) of this section shall apply to the proceeds received
from the sale, license, or other disposition of any patent, trade-mark, print,
label, copyright, or right therein or claim thereto, conveyed, transferred.
assigned, or delivered to the Alien Property Custodian. or seized by hint.
"(I) This section shall apply to royalties paid to tile Allen Property Custodlian, in accordance with a judgment or decree in a suit brought under sub,,etion (f) of section 10; but shall not apply to any other money paid to
-ite Alien Property Custodian under section 10."
Sac. 12. Section 9 of the trading with the enemy act, as amended, Is amended
by adding at the end the&eof the following new subsections:
"(m) iWo money or other property shall be returned under paragraph
(12), (13), (14), or (16) of subsection (b) or under subsection (nt) unless
the person entitled thereto files a written consent to a postponement of the
return of an amount equal to 20 per centum of the aggregate value of such
money or other property, as determined by the Alien Property Custodian, and
the Investment of such amount in accordance with the provisions of section
25. Such amount shall be deducted fromn the money to be returned to such
person, so far as possible, and the balance shall be deducted from the proceeds of the stile (in accordance with the provisions of section 12) of so
much of the property as may be necessary, unless such person pays the
balance to the Alien Property Custodian, except that no property shall be.
so sold prior to the expiration of six years front the date of the enactment of
the settlement of war claims act of 1927 without the consent of ('is person
entitled thereto.
"(n) In the case of property consisting of stock or. other interest in any
corporation, association, company, or trust, or of bonded or other indebtedness
thereof, evidenced by certificates of stock or by bonds or by other certificates
-ot interest therein or indebtedness thereof, or consisting of dividends or Interest
or other accruals thereon, where the right, title, and interest in the property
(but not the actual certificate or bond or other certificate of interest or in,debtedness) was conveyed, transferred, assigned, delivered, or paid to the
Alien Property Custodian, or seized by hin, if the President determines that
the owner thereof or of any interest therein has acquired such ownership by
assignment transfer. or sale of such certificate or bond or other certificate of
interest or indebtedness (it being the intent of this subsection that such
assignment, transfer, or sale shall not be deemed invalid hereunder by reason
of such conveyance, transfer, assignment, delivery, t.rpayment to the Alien
Property Custodian or seizure by him). and that the written consent prwided
in subsection (m) has been filed, then the President may make in respect
of such property an order of the same character, upon the same conditions,
and with the same effect as in cases provided for in subsection (b), including
the benefits of subsection (c).
"(o) The provisions of paragraph (12), (13), or (14) of subsection (b) or
of subsection (m) or (n) of this section, and (except to the extent therein
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provided) the provisions of pAragraph (16) of su!isection (b), shall not be
cmstrued as diminishing or extiaaguishing any right under ony other provision
of this act in force immediately prior to the enactment of the settlement of
war claims act of 1927."
s8.c. 13. The trading with the enemy act. as amended. is anlended by adding

tiereto the following new secti1.1:

Szc. 26. (a) In the case of money (including thc. proceeds of property
converted into money) deposited in the Treasury of the United States under
section 12, the Alien Property Custodian shall allocate among the various trusts
it) the earnings accruing on such money (including the proceeds of any
bonds or certificates of indebtedness In which such etirnings are invested, and
the earnings thereon) prior to March 4, 1923, and (2) the earnings accruing,
on or after March 4, 1923, or the (late on which the money was so deposited
(whichever date is earlier) and prior to the date on which such allocation Is
Such allocation shall be
made, on the earnings computed under clause (1).
made under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury and shall
be based upon the average rate of earnings (determined by the Secretary of
the Treasury) on the total amounts deposited under section 12.
-(b) In the case of any person entitled, under subsection (a) of section 9
or paragraphs (1) to (8), both inclusive, or paragraph (11) or (15), of subsection (b) of section 9, to the return of money or other property conveyed,
transferred, assigned, delivered, or paid to the Alien Property Custodian, or
seized by him, the Alien Property Custodian, when the allocation hs been
made, is authorized and directed to pay to such person, notwithstanding any
receipt or release given by him, the amount allocated to his trust.
"(c) In the case of persons entitled, under paragraph (12), (13), (14), or
(16) of subsection (b) of section 9, to such return, and in the case of persons
who would be entitled to such return thereunder if all such money or property
had not been returned under paragraph (9) or (10) of such subsection, and in
the case of persons entitled to such return under subsection (n) of section 9,
an amount equal to the aggregate amount allocated to their trusts shall be
credited against the sum of $25,000,000 invested In participating certificates
uider paragraph (1) of subsection (b) of section 25. If the aggregate amount
so allocated is in excess of $25,000.000, an amount equal to the excess shall
be invested in the same manner. Upon the repayment of any of the amounts
so invested, under the provisions of section 5 of the settlement of war claims
act of 1927, the amount so repaid shall be distributed pro rata among such
persons, notwith-manding any receipts or release, given by them.
"(d) In the case of any other enemy or ally of enemy entitled to sucl return,
the Alien Property Custodian shall deposit the amount allocated to his trust
In the Treasury in the name of such person until otherwise directed by Congress.
"(e) The payment provided for in subsection (a), the investment provided
for in subsection (c), and the deposit provided for in subsection (d), shall
lie made out of the unallocated interest fund.
" SEc. 27. The Alien Property Custodian is authorized and directed to return
to the United States any consideration paid to him by the United States under
any license, assignment, or sale by the Alien Property Custodian to the United
States of any patent (or any right therein or claim thereto, and Including an
atpplication therefor and any patent issued pursuant to any such application).
"SEc. 28. As used in this act the term 'unallocated interest fund' means
the sum of (1) the earnings accruing prior to March 4, 1923, on money (including the proceeds of property converted into money) deposited in the
Treasury of the United States under section 12 (including the proceeds of
any bonds or certificates of indebtedness in which such earnings are invested,
and the earnings thereon), plus (2) the earnings accruing on or after March
4. 1923, or the date on which the money was so deposited (whichever date is
earlier) and prior to the date on which the allocation provided for In section
26 is made. on the earnings computed under clause (1) of this section."
DEFINITIONS

SEc. 14. As used in this act(a) The termi "person" means an individual, partnership, association, or
corporation.
(b) The term "German national" means(1) An individual who, on April 6, 1917, was a citizen or subject of Germany, or who, on the date of the enactment of this act, is a citizen or subject
of Germany.
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(2) A partnership, association, or corporation, which on April 6, 1917, was
organized or created under the law of Germany but excluding any such part.
nership, association, or corporation, more than 50 per centum of the interest
or voting power in which was on April 6, 1917, or on the date of the enactment of this act, vested (directly or indirectly) in citizens or subjects of
Austria, Hungary, or Austria-Hungary.
(3) An individual (other than a citizen or subject of Austria, Hungary, or
Austria-Hungary) whose claim is based upon an interest on April 6, 1917, in
a partnership, association, or corporation excluded under paragraph (2).
(4) The Government of Germany.
(c) The term "Austrian or Hungarian national" means-(1) An individual (other than a German national) who. on April 6, 1917,
was a citizen or subject of Austria, Hungary. or Austria-Hungary, or who,

on tleb date of the enactment of this act. is a citizen or subject of Austria or
Hungary;
(2) A partnership. association, or corporation (other than a Gernan
national) which, on April 6, 1917, was organized or created under the law
of Austria, Hungary, or Austria-Hungary. if more than 5i4} per centun of the

interest or voting power therein was, on April 6. 1917, or on the date of the

enactment of this act, vested (directly or indirectly) in citizens or subjects of

Austria, Hungary, or Austria-Hungary;
(3) The Government of Austria, Hungary, or Austria-Hungary.
(d) The term "United States" when used in a geographical sense includes
the Territories and possessions of the United States and the District of
Columbia.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. I have asked
the Secretary of State to appear before the committee, thinking
perhaps there would be some questions.,- asked by members of. the
committee, some perhaps of a confidential nature, and others that
he is perfectly willing to be given to the worhl.
STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK B. KELLOGG, SECRETARY OF STATE
The CHAIRMAN. I will ask the Secretary if lie appeared before
the House committee?
Secretary KELLOGG. No; I did not appear before the House committee. Chairman Green came down and talked with me about the
history of the Dawes plan, the payments to be made under it, and
the Paris agreement, whereby we were to receive our Army costs
and 21/ per cent for our other claims. Senator King oItered a
resolution last session of Congress, I think it was, Senator?
Senator KING. Yes.

Secretary KLLOGG. Asking for all the correspondence bearing
on the subject of the Berlin treaty, the Dawes plan, and the Paris
agreement, and I immediately went to work to get the consent of
the British and German Governments to publish it. I did not get
the consent of the German Government until, I think, after the
meeting of the House Ways and Means Committee. But I did
get the consent of the British Government, and furnished the correspondence between the British Government and the United States
Government to the House committee. I also outlined orally to
Chairman Green the substance of the correspondence with the German
Government
pertaining to the alien property held by the Alien
Property
Custodian.
Mow, I do not know any information that I can give the committee other than appears in all the documents and correspondence
which I asked the President to send the Senate in response to
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Senator King's resolution.' Nevertheless, if there is anything you
wish especially to ask me, or if you wish me to state the history of
those negotiations, I am perfectly willing to do it.
The CHAIDIAN. I think perhaps it would be just as well, Mr.
Secretary, for you to state them briefly. And then after that statemeIit why it may suggest some questions that some of the members
of the committee may wish to ask.
Secretary KELLOGG. IVell, of course, they are really all in these
documents that I had the President send to the Senate. But I am
willing to go over the matter and give you the general history of it
as bearing on the payment of the Amerigan claims and the return
of the German property.
T he CHAIRMAN. Would you at this time care to give the committee
your opinion of the House bill as it is, whether it is satisfactory?
Secretary KELLOGG. Oh, no; I do not think I would care to give
that opinion. I have never examined it closely. I understand that
the bill in substance enunciates in a general statement the principle
of returning all the German alien property to the owners. Temporarily-and I may not be able to express it perfectly-temporarily
they propose to take .50 per cent of the value of the ships, radio
stations, and patents amounting to $50,000,000, and apply them on
the payment of the American claims against Germany growing out
of the damages accruing to our citizens during the war, to take 20
per cent of the alien property and apply that to the payment of the
American claims, and to take about $25,000,000 of interest that acheldprior
by the
Alien
Propcrued
on the proceeds
of German
property
to the
time
the
or earnings
of that
property
erty Custodian,
Congress provided for the payment of the income of that property
to the claimants to the property. Now that is about as far as I have
gone in the examination of the bill.
Leading up to the agreement whereby we were to receive our
Army costs and 21/ per cent, the committee is probably aware of
the fact that the London conference was called for the purpose of
putting in force the Dawes plan. The conference ended by signature
of the protocol putting the Dawes plan into effect on the 1st of September, 1924, while I was in England. I attended that conference
on behalf of the United States, although we did not sign the agreement putting it into force. Under the Dawes plan, as the committee
are aware, Germany was to make what you might call global payments, that is, payments in lump sums into the Reichsbank, which
was created under the Dawes plan, or to be created by Germany, in
discharge of all claims of all the allied and associated powers, the
United States being the associated power. Germany was to pay
1,000,000,000 gold marks in 1924-25. The next year 1,220,000,000
gold marks. The next year 1,200,000,000 gold marks. The next
year 1,750,000,000 gold marks. And thereafter 2,500,000,000 gold
marks, with certain minor qualifications for increase or decrease,
which I do not think bear on this question.
Senator KiNG. Thereafter and for how long, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary KELLOGG. There is no limit of time. The Dawes plan
did not pretend to fix the claims of the allied and associated powers,
nor limit the amount that Germany was to pay.

-
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Tie plan" included the following provisions: First, the statement

of these sunus; an(ld, second, a (efinition of their inclusive nature as
follows:
Before passing from this p-irt of our report, we desire to make it quite
clear that the sums denoted alove In our examination of the successive years,
comprise all amounts for which Germany may be liable to the allied and
associated powers for the costs arising out of the war, including reparation,

restitution, all costs of all armies of eccupation, clearing-house operations to
the extent of those balances which the Reparation Commission decide must
legitimately remain a definitive charge on the German Government, commissions of control and supervision, etc. Wherever in any part of this report

or ls annexes we refer to treaty payments, reparation, amounts payable to
the Allies, etc., we use these' terms to include all charges payable by Germany to the allied and associated powers for these war costs. They also
include special payments such as those due under articles 58, 124, and 125
of the treaty of Versailles.
It is not necessary to go into that last treaty. So you see that

the agreement when accepted by the allied powers--we did not sign
it, of course--provides that these payments were to be the total
payments made by Germany, and the allied and associated powers
were compelled to agree between themselves as to the division of
these payments between the various governments.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. We (lid sign that agreement.
Secretary KELLOo. We did sign that agreement.
Senator KING. By what authority?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And, Mr. Secretary, by what authority did the Dawes Commission mdertake to include the matters
pertaining to the United States?
Secretary KnoGo. Oh, they simply recommended it in this. Of
course, we gave them no authority. There was no one on the Dawes
committee representing the Government of the United States. And,
of course, I did not sign the protocol putting in effect the Dawes plan
at all.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, did not the German Government insist, or rather claim, that someone on behalf of the United
States requested the Dawes Commission to include the United States
in that plan
Secretary KELLOGG. Well, I never heard of it.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, it seems to me that I got

that
from ina this
letter
of the German
Government directed
to ouimpression
and published
document
173.
The CHAIRMAN. 173 or 182?
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. 173.
Secretary KELLOG. I would have to look that up. I do not recollect it. I do recollect this, of course-and I may want to correct
the language when I look at the documents, because I have not got
everthing before me-during the session of the London conference
the French representatives offered a resolution for a meeting of the
finance ministers of the allied governments to agree on a division of
the payments to be made by Germany between them. That was
before the Dawes plan had been accepted by the London conference.
As our Army costs had not been paid and the London conference
was not to pass upon the question of the division of payments I was
instructed by Mr. Hughes to file a statement with the secretary of
the conference that the United States was entitled to participate

Eu'
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in any conference for th division of these playenwts. and was entitled to have its Army costs paid its it prior charge on those payinents, and was entitled to participate In the layments after tie
priorities had been paid for the purpose of paying the American
claims. I filed that statement with the London conference. And
thereafter we did participate in the division.
The CHAIRM~AN. Did you take any part in the London conference.?
Secretary KELLOGc. Oh, yes; I was present all the time. ()f course
the agreement was nade between the allied powers. We did not
join in the agreement. I was present simply as the representative of
the United States.
Senator EDGE. Well. they (lid agree, did they not. Mr. Secretary,
to the claim as outlined by you in the Hughes letter, I mean they
"
agreed to allow us the priority, (lid they not ?
Secretary KELLOGG. Yes. I will come to that in a moment.
Senator Ki.NG. One moment, Mr. Secretary, if I may interrupt
you?
Secretary Kuiu-oGo. Yes.
Senator KING. The payments for the Army of Occupation had
been made by Germany to the allied nations and the $284,000,000
which are due the United States has been paid, and Mr. Hughes or
you did not insist upon getting that $284,000,000, did you?
Secretary KEALOGG. Oh, yes; we insisted on it, of course.
Senator KING. And were remitted that mere amount provided for
by the agreement which you signed?
Secretary KELLOGG. No. I will explain that. Prior to the time
I became ambassador-and I can not tell you without having the
agreement here, and I have not got it, but I can send it to youthis Government sent Mr. Eliot Wadsworth to Paris to negotiate
for the payment of the American claims for the costs of the Army
of Occupation. I am unable to say to what extent the allied powers
had received their pay. I believe practically in full.
Senator HARRISON. Before Mr. Wadsworth went to Paris?
Secretary KLLoGG. Yes. I think before he entered into an agreement. I shall have to look that up for you. Germany paid certain
moneys over to the allied powers, and they assumed to at least, and
I have no doubt did, take out their army costs.
Senator BAYARD. Did they take out their army costs, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary KELLOGG. Their arms costs but not ours.
Senator BAYARD. In toto, all of it?
Secretary KELLOGG. I think they did take it out under the treaty
of Versailles which provided for it. So Mr. Wadsworth went over
to Paris and negotiated an agreement for the payment of our Army
costs in annual installments. I have not got the agreement here and
I can not give you the exact provisions of it, but if you desire it I
will send it up as one of the documents you are entitled to.
Senator WATSON. Was that before you went to England?
Secretary KELLOIG. Yes. That was in May. 1923. That agreement was, as I recollect, ratified by all the governments except
France, which refused to ratify it. 'And no payments were made
under it at all.
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Senator JONES of New Mexico. Do you know why France refused
to ratify that agreement?
Secretary KELLOGO. I do not. It was not during my term of office,
and I have no knowledge on the subject. I might be able to look it
up, but I could not tell you now.
Senator HARRIsoN. WVell, in that connection do you not think it
well, Mr. Secretary, that the number of years of carrying out the
agreement that Mr. Wadsworth entered into in which this money
was to come to the United States for the army of occupation costs
ought to be put into the record?
Secretary KELLooo. The number of years?
Senator "HAmInSON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well I thought the Secretary was coming to that.
Senator HARMSON. Well, he said he did not have that but he could
furnish it, but I think it ought to go in the record.
Secretary KELLOGG. No, I say it never came into effect because
France refused to ratify it. I do not know why.
Senator HARRISOIN. You can give us approximately the number of
years that were agreed upon, can you not?(
Secretary KiLO(;(j. Do you mean how many years it would take
tojpay up our Army costs?
he CHAIRMAN. With interest.
Senator KING. The interest and all was nearly $284,000,000, as I
remember. It is some time since I have read it.
Secretary KELLOG;. 011r Army costs amounted to about $255.000,000, less certain credits which the Geriiman Government wits entitled to, which reduced it to somewheres around $235,000,000 or
$240,000,000. Well, roughly speaking, that agreement provided that
our Army costs of $25-5,000,000, on which there have been some small
credits, which I have just mentioned, would be divided into 12 annual installments, and should be during the first 4 of the 12 years
a first charge on cash payments received from Germanv or fo' Germany's account after the expenses of the Reparationi Comnission
and the current expenses of allied armies of occupation have been
satin fied, but during the last 8 years to be an absolute prior
charge on all cash payments except for the costs of the Reparation
Commission. That was the Wadsworth agreement in substance.
Senator HAIuIsON. In other words, we were giving them 12 years
in which to pay it, although Germany had paid it.into the treasuries
of the allied countries?
Secretary KELLOG. Well, Germany had paid lump sums to the
allied powers, and under the Versailles treaty they took their army
costs as the first charge. Now, that agreement, as I say-I am not
very familiar with the history of it-never went into effect, and
we got no Army costs paid under it.
After the Dawes plan had been put in force, of course it was evident that we either had to get out money as a prior charge out of
these lump payments by Germany or a percentage of the current
payments by Germany. And I was directed to sound out the British Government as to its attitude, which had not up to that time
appeared to b very favorable to our getting anything out of the
German payments. So under the instructions of Mr. Hughes I took
the matter up NW'ith the British Government, as appears in the cor-
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respondence here. It is all in this Senate Document No. 173. The
British Government said of course we were entitled to the payment
of our Army costs, but we were not entitled to anything to pay our
claims against Germany because we had not ratified the treaty of
Versailles.
As you will see by the correspondence I was directed by Mr.
Hughes and did take the position that the Berlin treaty adopting
certain provisions of the Versailles treaty for the benefit of the
United States included the provision that the United States was
entitled to the same claims against Germany as the allied powers.
The United States did not insist on the same claims; it waived the
pensions to soldiers, etc.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, when did our Government
waive those payments?
Secretary KELLOGG. I can not tell you exactly. I think in connection with the Mixed Claims Convention and the exchange of notes.
It is all in this statement.
Senator JOx.s of New Mexico. There is nothing in the Berlin
t:'eaty which waives any of it, is there?
Secretary KELLOGG. No. I think there is in the exchange of notes
made in connection with the claims convention. If they are not
published in this statement we will furnish them to you. Under the
Berlin treaty, however, we were entitled to the payment of all damages to all Americans growing out of the war, to their persons and
to their property. The correspondence in relation to the pension and
other claims will be found oi page 31 of this document.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, as long as we are going to
refer to that we might just as well clear it up. There is nothing in
the Berlin treaty or any act of Congress, is there, by which the
United States waived any claims provided in the Versailles treaty?
Secretary KELLOGG. Well, I do not know whether there is or not.
There is nothing in the Berlin treaty. The correspondence on that
subject you will find here in this document. Of course, we did not
waive any claims for damages to our nationals growing out of the
war.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. The matter of claims for pensions
and injury to our soldiers and that sort of thing, which were provided or in the Versailles treaty, was referred to a while ago. I hat
was all carried into the Berlin treaty. Now I would like to know
y what authority the State Department or any department of the
vernment waived any of those claims against Germany?
Secretary KELLOGG. Well, my recollection is that the principal
item waived was that this Government would not make any claim
for soldiers' pensions, etc., but I would have to look that up.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Now that was provided for in the
Versailles treaty.
Secretary KELLOGG. Yes.
Senator JoN~s of New Mexico. And carried into the Berlin treaty.
Secretary KELLOGG. Yes.
Senator JoNES of New Mexico. Now, by what authority did the
State Department or any other department of this Government waive
any of those claims?
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Secretary .KELtuoN. Well, all I can tell you about it is the note
sent on August 10. 1922. by Mr. Houghton' to the German Government:
In accordance with the instructions that I have received from my Government, I am authorized by the President to state that le has no intention of
pressing against Germany or of presenting to the commission established under
the claims agreement any claims not covered by the treaty of August 25. 1921.
or any claims falling within piaraigraplis 5 to 7. inclusive, of the :annex following article 244 of The treaty of Versailles.

Senator McLEAN. What is the date of that letter?
Secretary KELLOGG. August 10, 1922. Paragraphs 5 to 7 of annex

1. following article 244 of the Versailles treaty read as follows:
(5) As damage caused to the peoples of the allied and associated powers,
all pensions and compensation in the nature of Ienislons to naval and military
victims of war (including members of the air 'force). whether mutilated,
wounded, sick, of Invalided, and to the dependents of such victims, the amount
due to the allied and associated governments being calculated for ealch of
them as being the capitalized cost ,of such lensiols
tnd ipensation at the
date of the coming into force of the present treaty oiu the basis of the scales
in force in France at such date.
(6) The cost of assistance by the governments tof the allied and associate(]
powers to prisoners of war and to their families and depeldents.
(7) Allowances by the governments of the allied anmid associated powers to
the famnltes and delpendents of mobilized lwrsons or persons serving with the
forces, the amount due to them for each calendar year in which hostilities
occurred being calculated for each government on the basis of the average
scale for such ptayments 1n force in Franic during that year.

Those were the claims. Now, I ain entirely unable to tell whether
the allied powers got anything under those claims or not.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. I an not specially interested in
whether they have or not, but I am interested in knowing by what
authority any one representing the United States Government

undertook to waive any of those claims .
Secretary KELLOGG. -Iell, of course, the President has authority
to settle claims of this country against any foreign country, unless
prohibited by Congress.

However, there is no use of mine discussing

that any more.

I am simply telling what occurred.
Senator JONES of New' Mexico. Well. I think you are just the one

to sied light upon this subject. if any one can. You are the head
of the State Department, the one that deals with foreign nations,
and here is a treaty right which the Senate put into a solemn treaty
between the United States and Germany, and I would like to know

whether it is claimed by any one in the' State Department that that
department or even the President had authority to waive anything

that was included in that treaty?
Secretary KELLOGG. Well, a German Claims Commission was

created by the convention or agreement between Germany and the
United States, and very naturally the President had the power to
decide what claims should be presented before that commission on
behalf of the Government of the United States. or should not be.

That is a power the President always has in enforcing claims against
foreign countries.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. I am willing to admit that I ann
not familiar with the practice of nations in dealing with each other
in respect to such matters as we have before us now., and it may
appear that I am asking questions which are not proper, but in order
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to satisfy my own mind I. would like to know by what authority
that agreement was entered into which created the Mixed Claims
Commission and defined its powers and limitations.
Secretary KELL.oo,. That power rests in the President in every
cae. Trhe President has authority to settle claims and adjust claims
between this Government and foreign governments, and to enter
into agreements for arbitration of such claims, and on behalf of
American citizens who seek the good offices of the United States.
Senator JoxEs of New Mexico. Well now, does he have that power
in the absence of some authority from Congress?
Secretary KELLOGG. Certainly.
Senator EDGE. Is it not true, Mr. Secretary, that many grants in the
Versailles treaty have since been greatly altered and reduced by these
various conferences?
Secretar' KELLOGIG. Oh, yes.
Senator EDOE. That is the whole idea of the Dawes plan.
Secretary KEjo(,oVJ . The Dawes payments would never pay all the
claims that the Versailles treaty authorized the allied governments
to The
present.
CHAIRMAN That the German Government itself never could
have paid. That is recognized.
Secretary KELLOGG. When the Dawes agreement was made everybody knows that the German Government was practically a bankrupt. Its currency was inflated to such a degree that it could not
pay anything.
Senator Jo.ES of New Mexico. Now, I will state very frankly,
Mr. Secretary, that what I am after here is information.
Secretary KELLOO. Oh, certainly, I understand.
Senator WADSWORTH. Mr. Secretary, may I say that I have been
reminded that the treaty of Versailles contains a provision or provisions for the setting up of mixed tribunals to go into the matter of
claims, the settlement of claims of all kinds and character as I
understand it. And that provision of the treaty of Versailles I
think is also contained in the treaty of Berlin which we made with
Germany, and based upon that provision in the treaty of Berlin,
which was inherited from the treaty of Versailles, the President
arranged for this mixed tribunal, the German Claims Commission,
and settled the claims.
Senator KiNG. And yet after assuming that there was a provision
there for the setting up of a Mixed Claims Commission, that would
not authorize the President of the United States to remit claims
which the Government of the United States had or which individuals
had, and preclude the Committee from considering them. That
wo'ild be an act of usurpation.
Senator WADSWORTH. I do not agree with that at all.
Secretary KELLOGG. No; it has always been the practice of the

President In this country to present clainas and adjust them with the
foreign countries.
Senator WADswowrH. And he was authorized to do that under the
treaty.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Is that, Mr. Secretary, really correct, unless the Congress or the Senate by some treaty has conferred
such power upon the President?

!
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Secretary KE.,oLO. Yes, sir.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Well, now, I would like to have
some illustration of that sort of thing and find out, if we can, by
what body or tribunal such action has been ratified or approved by
the Government of the United States.
Secretary KELLoGo. Well, I am speaking from recollection, and
subject to correction, because I did not know that you were going
into this subject at all.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well I did not either.
Secretary KELLoGo. The President of the United States settled
with China for the Boxer indemnities and they were paid under
that agreement for a good many years.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, was not that Boxer indeninity provision ratified by the Congress or the Senate in some
treaty?
Secretary KELLOGG. I think not. I do not think it was ever ratified by anyone. The President made the agreement himself. When
American citizens are injured abtoad and we claim that some government is liable by reason of the fact that they failed to grant proper
protection, why, the President always has authority to settle those
claims. Always has authority. ]Even though it is provided by treaty
of the United States that siuch and such a country will protect
Americans and will indemnify them for damages, etc., the President
is the one that always has the authority to settle those claims.
Senator JONES of NTew Mexico. Then according to your interpretation the President of the United States would have been authorized,
if he had seen fit to do so, to waire all claims against Germany under
the treaty of Berlin?
Secretary KLLOo. Well, I would not want to say that, Senator.
Senator Jo~zs of New Mexico. Well, if he had not a right to
waive all, why has he the authority to waive any?
There may be some claims that were affected
Secretary K=lAxO.
by acts of Congress. I would not want to make a sweeping
statement until I have looked it up. If you wish me to I will
examine the whole subject. I can not give you that now. I was
not aware that you were going into these questions. You have all
the documents here.
Article 3 of the Paris agreement provides thatOut of the amount received from Germany on account of the Dawes annuities,
there shall be paid to the United States of Americat thd following sums in reimbursement of the costs of the United States Army of Occupation and for the
purpose of satisfying the awards of the Mixed Claims Commission established
in pursuance of the agreement between the Unfited States and Germany of

August 10, 1922.

1. Fifty-five million gold marks per annum beginning September 1, 1926, and
continuing until the principal sums outstanding on account of the costs of the
United States Army of Occupation, as already reported to the Reparation
Commission, shall be extinguished. These annual payments constitute a first
charge on cash made available for transfer by the transfer committee out of
the Dawes annuities, after the provision of the sums necessary for the service
of the 800,000,000 gold mark German-external loan, 1924, and for the costs of
the Reparation Commission, the organizations established pursuant to the
Dawes plan, the Interallied Rhineland High Commission, the Military Control
Commissions, and the payment to the Danube Commission provided for in
article 9 below.

Then it provides that if in any one year the total of 55,000,000 gold
marks are not paid they shall bear interest at 41/2 per cent.
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Senator EDGE. Was 'he fist payment made under that on September 1,1926? Is that the date that the first payment should be made?
Secretary KEL)OGG. The first year commenced September 1, 1926.
Undersecretary WINSTON. We are getting it monthly from the 1st
of September.
Secretary KEuOo. Well, the Undersecretary of the Treasury can
give you that. I have no records of payments in my office at all.
It also provides:
2. Two and one-quarter per cent of all receipts from Germany on account of
the Dawes annuities available for distribution as reparations, provided that
ainuity resulting from this percentage shall not in any year exceed the sum
of 45,000,000 gold marks.

That was the Paris agreement providing for payments to the
United States.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Now, Mr. Secretary, I assume it is
your idea that the authority for entering into the Paris agreement
was the same as you have expressed as the authority for entering into
the Mixed Claims Commission agreement with Germany, the general
authority of the President of the United States. Is that true.
Secretary KELLOGG. Yes. The Paris agreement did not pretend to
limit in any way the amount of the American claims. It did not provide for the release of Germany from any treaty obligation or other
obligation. It simply provided that out of these sums there should
be paid to the United States so much for Army costs and so much
for the claims allowed by the Mixed Claims Commission.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Now you read from the Dawes
report a while ago a statement to the effect that that was an allexclusive agreement and included reparations to be made to the
United States as well as the allied powers.
Secretary KELu)GG. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Was there not a second commission or a second report made by some commission? I have seen some
reference to that. I would like to know what that was.
Secretary KELLOG. I never have heard of any other commission
than the Dawes Commission.
Undersecretary WiNSTON. It might be the conference that fixed
the amount of the allied reparations. That was prior to the Dawes.
Secretary KELLOGG. Oh, there was an agreement known as the Spa
agreement between the allied governments after the Versailles treaty
was made, whereby they fixed the percentages to each country. The
United States did not attend that.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That is not the one that I have
reference to, but I have seen a reference from two or three diterent
sources to a report subsequent to the Dawes Commission report. I
think it was to this effect, that in estimating the ability of Germany

to pay that no reference was made or thought taken of the property
of the German citizens which were not in Germany, and that they

estimated the amount of such property to be about sixteen and onetenth billion marks. Do you know 'anything about such a report
as that?
Secretary KEUooo. No, I do not.
Undersecretary WiwsTON.' Mr. Kellogg, there were two committees

appointed, the Dawes Committee that gave this general report, and
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another committee goin ginto balances and assets of Germany outside of Germany.
Secretary Kioao. Yes, there was some other committee. I don't
know anything about their report. There was a committee appointed
to look into capital exported from Germany, etc., but I can not give
you the result of their conclusion.
Senator WATSON. Well, were we represented on that committee?
Secretary KLLOGO . No, we never were officially represented on the
Dawes committee or on the other committee.
Senator JoNES of New Mexico. Well, have you in your olice or
can you get for the committee the statement or whatever it wail
Secretary KELIOGO. Well, it iuay be attached to this document. I
could not say. I never looked into that part of it. I presume we
have it. I can send it i) to you.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, I am advised that that committee or commission, whatever it was, estimated that there were
German assets of citizens of Giermany outside of Germany to the
extent of sixteen and one-tenth billion of marks.
Secretary KELLOGG. They did make some estimate.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And the statement was made that
that was not taken into consideration by the Dawes commission in
fixing the ability of Germany to pay.
Secretary KELLOG. Do you mean German citizens?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
Secretary KELLOGG. I will have to send you up the report. I
can not discuss it because I am not familiar with it.
Senator JONERs of New Mexico. Well, I wish you would.
Secretary KFrmw. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. If you are going to send that up I would like
to have it follow at this point in the record, so we will have the
whole subject matter together.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
(The report mentioned appears at p. -. )
Senator REn of Pennsylvania. Mr. Secretary, of course what
we are primarily interested in to-day is this act that is before the
committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. And its possible effect on the
relations of this Government toward the reparations payments and
our share in them. Will you not try before the hearing ends to get
to that point?
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I think the Secretary is proceeding
in a very orderly way and that we want to get from him all that he
is starting out to tell here.
Secretary KmEoLLw. Well, I have given you the history of the
adoption of the Dawes plan and the agreement made in Paris. The
correspondence instructing me to make this agreement you will find
in the documents which I have sent up to the Senate.
Senator JoN8 of New Mexico. Now you have just made the
statement that that Paris agreement contained a provision that it
did not take away from the United States any other sources for
obtaining reparations and that sort of thing.
Secretary KLLO. Yes.
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Senator JONES of New Mexico. Now what was specifically in mind
at that time in inserting that sort of a provision into the Paris
agreement?
Secretary KiLmwo. Well. here were certain payments to be .made
by Germany. I was directed by the State Department to see if the
other governments would agree that the United States should have
a part of those payments, and the British Government objected,
as I have said, to our receiving anything on our claims. You will
see by the correspondence-there is no use of me trying to read it
all, it is all in this docunient-that she took two grounds. First.
that because we did not sign the Versailles treaty we were not
entitled to any damages to our citizens or to this Government growing out of the war. I took the position to the contrary. I do not
think there was anything in their position myself: never

lid.

Second, that we had a large amount of alien property taken by the
Alien Property Custodian under the authority of Congress, including
ships, as I said, and that we ought to apply those properties on
the payment of our claims for damages to the American citizens
an(l the Government clainis. I replied, as you will see, in substance, under the direction of the Secretary of State, that'the alien
property taken over by this Government was subject entirely to
the control of Congress. as provided for by the act of Congress
taking over the alien property, and to be disposed of by Congress,
and that on that subject I had no authority and could not negotiate;
that Congress must be left free to exercise its own judgment, as
it w ,,, the only power to decide what was to become of that property.
And I declined to concede their position.
Those provisions of the V'ersailles treaty which were adopted
by us under the Berlin treaty, did provide, in substance, that if
aien property was taken bv any of the governments and converted
to its own use, it should be credited on reparations. Is that correct ?
Undersecretary WINSTON. Yes. sir.
Secretary KFLAXI. I have not it before me but that is the sub.
stance of it. Mr. Hughmes's reply, as you will see by this correspondence, to the IBriti,.h Government was that if the'alien property and the ships were finally taken by the United States, of course,
it would be credited on claims.
Senator JONEts of New Mexico. A nd the authority for the Congress
to so apply that alien property was expressly provided for. in the
Berlin treaty.
Secretary KELmua;. Oh. yes: the Berlin treaty adopting the provisions of the Versailles treaty.
Senator Jo.NEs of New Mexico. Yes.

Secretary KELLOG;. The Berlin treaty laid down, as you knowbut I think I am going over a lot of matters that you know just
as well as I do. Senator Jone.s-it contained the resolution of the
Congress providing for the ending of the war. That resolution
provided that the "United States should have the right to hold this
property as security. Have you that resolution here?
Senator BAYAiH. That is the Porter-Knox resolution, I take it ?
Secret ary KELuo(;;. Yes; that is the Knox resolution. Now. in
the autumn of 192-5 the (erman Government wrote a note to me
claiming that under thq Knox resolution and the Berlin treaty the
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United States simply held that property as security for American
claimants, and that by the Dawes plan she had made adequate
provision.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Under the Knox resolution that
we should hold it until suitable provision was made for the payment
of the claims, was that it?
Secretary KxuLLOGG. Yes.
Senator JoNEFs of New Mexico. And Germany insisted that our
acceptance of the 21/ per cent under the Dawes reparation plan was
the suitable provision.
Secretary KrELooo. Yes.
Senator JoNEis of New Mexico. All right, go ahead,
Secretary KELLO(I. Now, that note was sent to me in August.
1925. I had assumed that the Congress of 1925-26 would settle this
question of alien property, and so I did not answer the note at first.
but told the German ambassador that I (lid not agree with his claim
at all. When Congress adjourned, or at least when it appeared that
it might soon adjourn-and I do not remember the (late that Congress adjourned last springSenator REED of Pennsylvania. July 3.
Secretary KELtOGG. Before the Congress adjourned, and when
it was quite evident to me, or at least I thought the Congress would
not dispose of the question of alien property during the session. I
answered the German ambassador's note. setting out. in substance.
that the United States claimed the right to apply this property, not
only to hold it as security but to apply it; that the Knox resolution
was not the only agreement, that under the Berlin treaty and the
Knox resolution the Tnited States had the right to apply that
property to the payment of claims of American citizens in the
United States. You can read the note as it is all stated here
in this paper.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. May I inquire whether you got
any reply to that note of yours from the German Government?
Secretary KELTGo. No; I did not get any reply until I)eceinber
9, 1926. When Senator King's resolution was passed by the Senate
I asked permission of the German Government to publish this correspondence and to send it to Congress, but I could not, get the permission at that time, though I did get the consent of the British
Government, and of the other Governments, to .publish the balance
of the correspondence that is in this document.
Secretary Jo.NEs of New Mexico. Has the German Government
made any reply to your note?
Secretary KFaLo.o;. I was coming to 'that just in a moment, if
you will give me an opportunity.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. All right, I beg pardon.
Secretary KELLOGG. Finally I told the German Government, just
before the Congress met last December, that I must send the correspondence up to the Congress pursuant to that resolution, whereupon
the German amba,%ador handed me a note, found on page 40 of this
document which is before you, document No. 173, in which the ambassador said:
In your note of May 4, 1926, Your Excellency set forth in considerable detail
the legal position of the Government of the United $tates concerning the release
of German property and added that the handling in practice of the question
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is to be kept separate from the legal position avd that the Congress of the
United States, for which the decision concerning German property must be
reserved, is now considering the question.
In view of that explanation my Government would, although its legal position differs from that stated in the note, refrain for the present from a discussion of the diverging legal positions and confine itself to expressing the
hope that the deliberations of this Congress will arrive at some practical result that will be satisfactory to the nationals concerned on both sides.

Senator JoNES of New Mexico. So the German government had
never receded from its position as stated in its note to you of Aug.
ust, 1925.
Secretary KEuwoo. Apparently not.
Senator BAYARD. When the German ambassador sent you this last
letter, to which you refer had the decision of the United States
Supreme Court in the Chemical Foundation case, been handed
down?
Secretary IEuwoo. Yes; I rather think it had. I am not sure,
however, of that matter, and the record will show the exact date.
But, of course, the position taken by me in that note not only was
sustained by the Supreme Court, but it is perfectly evident on the
face of the document that Congress is free to exercise its own judgment as to the disposition of this property. There is no doubt about
that.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. This bill which has passed the
House of Representatives does utilize a part of that German property.
Secretary KELmG. That
is right.
And it has been stated in the
Mexico.
New
Senator JoNEs of
press and I think on the floor of the House a number of times, that
that bill as passed by the House was satisfactory to everybody, and
that all parties had agreed to it.
Secretary KFLmmo. Perhaps so.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Now, I should like to know whether
there has been any agreement in regard to it by the German Government?
Secretary KEUOGG. I do not know a thing about that, Senator
Jones.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Is not your department the one
which would know about it if there were such an agreement?
Secretary KELTOGG. How do you mean?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. By what authority would' any
Other department of the Government have any such dealings or
direct knowledge?
Secretary KELLOGG. Do you mean agreement by the German
Government that this property should be taken?
Senator JoNxs of New Mexico. That this bill as it passed the
House of Representatives is acceptable to the German Government.
Secretary KELLOGG. I should think they would notify me.
• Senator JoNFs of New Mexico. I should think so, too.
Secretary KELIOG. ,,s to the question of any agreement between
German claimants to property and the American claimants, of
course naturally, that would not come to my attention at all.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Perhaps not, but I am referring
now to any agreement on the part of the German Government.
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Secretary KELuooo. I know of no agreement on the part of the

German Government in regard to that matter at all.
Senator CURTIS. What did the treaty provide in reference to the
disposition of this property? There might be authority according
to that.
Senator JoxEs of New Mexico. I was just coming to that. If you
will, take the treaty of Berlin you will find that the preamble to the
Knox resolution, or the appropriate provision of the Knox resolution is recited as a preamble to the treaty.
Secretary KELOGG. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. But after reciting the preamble,

then comes the treaty itself.
Secretary KELooo. Yes.

Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. And is not the treaty itself, beginning with article 1, 2, and so on, the only agreement which has
been entered into between the German Government and the Government of the United States with respect to claims, or this property?
Secretary Kniooo. That is in the main body of the treaty, I take
it; the Knox resolution is in the main body of the treaty.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Let me call attention to this
factSenator KiNo. While Senator Jones is looking up something, let
me interject by saying that the treaty of Versailles and the treaty of
Berlin was each an appropriation of the usufruct, if not the corpus.
of all the property held by the Alien Property
Custodian.
was
constithe old It
the assertion of Germany of the definite right under
tution, as well as under the Ebert. constitution, to expropriate property, as to the corpus or use of it, of any citizens for any purpose it
deemed appropriate. Both of those treaties constitute expropriation of that property. Therefore, it is quite clear as to what the
contention wouldbe, and I took the precaution when the Winslow
bill was passed to advise the Treasury Department and the State
Department that before we paid out any part of that, approximately
$50,000,000, that is, on payments up to $10,000-we should get an
express agreement from the German Government consenting that
that should be done, because she had expropriated the property.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Have we not received that express

agreement in the treaty of Berlin for the sort of application we
make in this bill?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think the iiatter can be made
clear if we will just get the expression in this Berlin treaty. The
treaty itself, in this document, is, embodied in the proclamation by
the President of the United States, and the first whereases are a

part of the proclamation and not a part of the treaty. The treaty
itself is as follows:

Considering that the United States, acting in conjunction with its cobelligerents, entered into an armistice with Germany on November 11, 1918, in
order that ai treaty of peace might be concluded; considering that the treaty
of Versailles was signed on June 28, 1919, and came into force according to
the terms of its article 440, but has not been ratified by the United States;
considering that the Congress of the United States passed a joint resolution,
approved by the President July 2, 1921, which read., in part, as follows:

And then is inserted the essential portions of the so-called Knox
resolution. After that recital, and under a quotation, the treaty
proceeds as follows:

s*I
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Being desirous of restoring the friendly relations existing between the two
nations prior to the outbreak of the war; have for that purpose appointed
their plenipotentiaries; the President of the United States of America, Mr.
Lorng Dresel, ambassador of the United States of America to Germany, and
the President of the German Empire, Dr. Frederick Rosen, Minister for Foreign
Affairs, who, having communicated their full powers, and found to be in good
and due form, have agreed as follows:

Then follows, as I conceive it, the full agreement between the Ger-

man Government and the United States Government. The Knox
resolution was not an agreement between the United States and Germany; the Knox resolution simply declared the war at an end, and
declared it to be the intention of the Government of the United
States, among other things, to hold this property as security for
certain claims. That is recited in this treaty as a mere preamble,
and that is agreed to in the language of the treaty, these representatives, who, having communicated their full powers, found to be in
good and due form, "Have agreed as follows." Then, Mr. Secretary, is not the whole agreement between the two Governments comprised in what follows
Secretary KELLooq. Yes; and let me tell you what it is, please.
Article I of that treaty provides:
Germany undertakes to accord to the United States, and the United States
shall have and enjoy, till the rights, privileges, indemnities, reparations. or
advantages specified in the aforesaid joint resolution of the Congress of the
United States of July 2, 1921,

*

*

*

And you understand that that is the Knox resolution.
Senator REEw of Pennsylvania. And that puts the Knox resolution
right into the treaty?
Senator SHORTRIDE. Yes; it carries all of its provisions right
into the treaty, does it not?
Secretary KELLOGG. Yes; it carries all those provisions right in
the treaty. You will see that that is explained in my note to
Germany.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Then what follows that with
respect to this property.
Secretary KELLOGG. I continue readingincluding all the rights and advantages stipulated for the benefit of the United
States in the treaty of Versailles which the United States shall fully enjoy
notwithstanding the fact that such treaty has not been ratified by the United
States.

And then follows certain specified provisios of the treaty of
Versailles.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Then what right did the Government of the United States obtain under the Berlin treaty with
respect to this alien property?
Secretary KELLOGG. The right of Congress to appropriate the
property as Congress may determine. It is entirely a question for
the Congress of the United States.
Senator WATSON. In other words, is it not necessary to obtain the
consent of the German Government at all?
Secretary KioLLow. Not at all.
Senator WATSON. In order to enable the Congress to pass this
bill?
Secretary KEuoo. No.
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Senator JONES of New Mexico. What do you think of the1 contention'of the German Government that our acceptance of 2 / per
cent was the suitable provision referred to in the Knox resolution?
Secretary KELLaGo. I do not think it is correct at all.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. The provisions of the Versailles
treaty which were incorporated in this treaty of Berlin means this:
That you think that this Government has a right under the Berlin
treaty to enforce those provisions?
Secretary KEuoo. Do you mean to apply this property to the
payment of the claims?

Senator

JONES

of New Mexico. Yes.

Secretary Kyauoo. Yes; I think so.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well now, then, let me ask you
further---Secretary KEHGoG (continuing). I state in my note, and if you
will read it you will see that I covered that provision. You will
find it on page 39 of this paper known as Document No. 173:
Accordingly under the treaty of Berlin the United States has the absolute
right to apply the property in the hands of the Alien Property Custodian, or
any part of it, to the payment of the awards of the Mixed Claims Commission,
United States and Germany, and the awards of the Tripartite Claims Commission, United States, Austria, and Hungary.

Senator JonEs of New Mexico. Let me ask you this: Was such
provision in that treaty contrary to any of the policies, traditional
or otherwise, of the United States with respect to dealing With alien
property?
Secretary KELLOGG. You are just as good a judge of that as I am,
and I have no doubt know more about the history of what this
country has done in such cases than I do.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Let me ask you, then, whether or
not that provision in the Berlin treaty was considered by the State
Department as being in contravention of any traditional policy of
the United States at the time you entered into that treaty?
Secretary KELLOGG. I assume not, or else Mr. Hughes would not
have entered into it. I can not state what was in the mind of Mr.
Hughes, but I judge by the treaty that he did not think it was
contrary to the policy. But it must be stated in addition to that,
that that treaty did not compel the United States to take this property. The question of the taking of this property was a question
left entirely to Congress under the congressional act under which
the property was taken by the United States.

Senator

WADSWORTH.

Might it not be said that if there was any

change from what might be termed our traditional policy, that it
occurred when Congress passed the alien property act?
Secretary KELLOGG. I do not know that r quite understand that
question.
Senator WADSWOiTH. Might it not be said that if any change took
place in our traditional policy it occurred under the Alien Property
Custodian act itself, and any negotiations carried on by the Secretary.of State after the conclusion of hostilities required that the
provisions of that act should be taken into account.
Secretary KELLoG. Oh yes, and it was recognized that the property should be held and disposed of by the Congress and by no one
else.
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-Senator Rtm of Penndylvania. And the Knox-Porter resolution
showed the policy of the Cbngress; it was a clear indication to the
State'Department of the declared policy of the Congress.

Secretary KulAm. Yes.

Senator CvRs. Did not the Supreme Court in some case that
went up to it for final decision declare that we had the right to
confiscate this property if we so desired?
Secretary KELLOGG. Yes.

Undersecretary WisSTON. Yes; and that we had done it.
Senator Cuirris. But instead of taking advantage of that power
of confiscation, we have concluded to apply it to the payment of
claims, or to return the property to them.
Secretary KIjzoGo. The policy on that question is for the Congress. But as to the legal right to take the property there can not
be any question.
Senator RiXD )f Pennsylvania. May we not now pass on from
the attitude of Germany to the attitude of our associates in the war?
Some of us are very much concerned to know what the effect of this
law will be upon the claims of Great Britain, France, Italy, Belgium,
our associates, with regard to our right to continue to enjoy payment from the Dawes annuities.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Ought that not to be prefaced by
a statement that these other governmentsSecretary KEwuoo. I suggest that this should not be recorded.
The CHAIRMAN. The shorthand reporter will lift his pen.
(After a few minutes the recording of the proceedings- was resumed, as follows:)
Secretary KEuio. Of course I understand that the other gov-

ernments have appropriated the alien property, and prior to the
Dawes plan I believe Germany did undertake or did, rather, compensate her nationals for the loss of the property. How much she
compensated them, or how much was the value of the currency with
which she compensated them I can not tell you. It has been claimed
that the compensation was in depreciated currency. I can not give
that because I do not know enough about it.
Senator BAYARD. In making the adjustment by the Allied Governments with Germany, they did it on the basis of the gold mark of the
value 23 cents plus, did they not?
Secretary KMLLOGo. I can not tell you.
Senator BAYARD. What I have in mind, and I am diverting some-

what, is this: Was there not a rule established by our Mixed Claims
Commission, United States and Germany, that the mark should be
valued at 16 cents plus?
Secretary KmmLoGm. I can not tell you that. I have not kept tract

of the Mixed Claims Commission. My assistant tells me that that
arrangement covered certain bank deposits.
Senator BAYARD. If that were done it would be done by the Mixed
Claims Commission "*selfand not by the State Department?

Secretary KLLOcm. There is the point, that Germany claims to

have compensated some of her citizens, and now claims that she is
entitled to offs~t that amount against the Dawes payment. And they
are arbitrating that matter now, but there has been no decision by
the arbitrators so far as I know.
28623-27-3
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Now'we are, coming to something that I think' should not appear
on the record.
Senator HARmSON. I should like to have a record of al these
things so that I might be able to go over them and study them.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Then you certainly would not expect the Secretary of State to as frankly discuss the matter with us.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I should like to have some kind of
a record made of this.
The CHAIRMAx. The reporter will write this on a separate piece of
paper from his regular stenographic report and furnish it to the
clerk of the committee separate and apart from the report, but at the
time he delivers the report.
Senator GEORGe. I understand it to be the present contention of
Germany that she has made compensation to certain of her nationals,
and that arbitration proceedings are now pending to determine that
very question.
Undersecretary WINSTON. That has to do only with relations between Germany and England.
Mr. PHENIX. She has claimed the right to credit on the Dawes
annuities all sums so paid since September 1, 1924.

Secretary

KELLOOG.

She has not paid anything on account of ours,

for property that we took.
Senator GEOuaE. I understand you to say that Germany has
claimed that she has reimbursed her nationals.
Secretary KELLOGG. As to Great Britain, Italy, and other nations,
but not to us.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Is it not reasonable to assume that
having reimbursed her nationals that as to those nationals she would
contend the same as to our country.
Secretary KEuwoG. I think so.
Senator GEORGE. As I understand it those reimbursements have
been made; not to her nationals on account of any claims against us.
Secretary KLUoGa. No.
Senator GEoRGE. But as against other countries?
Secretary KELLOGG. Yes.
Senator GEORGE. But so far as the State Department is advised,
has she made any payments to her citizens?
Secretary KloGG. On account of our ntionals?
Senator GEORGE. Yes?

Secretary KELLOGG. Not that I know of.
Senator BAYARD. In that connection I call attention that Repiesentative Mills in a speech said:
The German Government ini the form of subsidies has already largely compensated German shipowners for their losses and German shipowners are
better off than any other single class of payments.

Secretary KELLOGG. Ido not know about that.
Representative MILLS. Interpreting my own statement let me say
that that was done in the form of subsidies rather than in the form
of direct compensation.
Senator BAYARD. But it is tantamount to compensation for tho
loss of ships taken by' this country.
Representative MILLq. It would not be legal, because it is in the
form of a subsidy on ships now being built, rather than compensa-
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tion for ships seized; and Us I understand, as far as those claims are
concerned it is about 1 per cent of the claim and that is in some
cases, and in some others not more than 4 or 5 per cent.
Senator WATSON. We are to receive a certain percentage of the
total reparation sum, are we not?
Secretary KELoco.
Yes.
Senator WATSON. Suppose that Germany, by reason of reimbursement of her nationals for loss of property in England, France,
Belgium, Italy, and these other countries, were, to bring down that
reparation sum very greatly in the way mentioned, then we would
be affected by it, would we "notI
Secretary KIL1oG. We certainly would be.
Under Secretary WxNsTox. If we win the arbitration it will
simply credit the amount to England, but it does not mean to us.
Secretary KP oo. Do you mean on account of payments made
to other countries?
Senator WATSON. Yes. We are to have 2 per cent of the whole
sum. Now, if that sum is cut down by reason of this arrangement
of German claims, then would it not affect the 21/ per cent that we
get.
Senator KiNG. Yes; certainly.
The CHAIRMAN. No; that is not the effect at all.
Senator WATSON. I should like to have your interpretation of it,
Mr.
Secretary.
Secretary
KELOG. The question is whether if the
arbitration now
pending should be decided that Germany is entitled to credit on the
Dawes payments, the amount she has paid in reimbursing for alien
property taken from her citizens by England, France, Italy, and
BelgiumSenator JONES of New Mexico (interposing). Or in event we
should do so.
Secretary KEUoao. Let me answer the other first. Whether that
would cut down the total out of which we could be entitled to our
21/4 per cent. I should not like to answer that right off. Of course we
should take the position that that should be charged against those
countries' portion and not against ours. On the other hand, of
course the Spa. agreement made between the allied powers divided
up all payments by Germany, but did not take us into consideration. So we had to get an agreement that out of the sums available
for distribution and reparations we- should receive 1/4 per cent,
and undoubtely the allies would make claim that the whole of the
reparations must be reduced, and that therefore our amount would
be reduced. It certainly would not be fair to us, but I do rot know
what the arbitration will decide. Do you want me to finish my statement here this morning?
The CIIAIRBA. If you will, and then we will take a recess.
In my dealings with the various Governments about our receiving
our priority for Army costs and the 214 per cent which we finally
got-I was instructed to accept that amount if we could not get any
more, and as-you. know it took us a long while to get that-the
Government that most strenuously objected was the British Government. Mr. Churchill insisted that we were not entitled to anything.,
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Varying;,amounts were discussed during our negotiations; and we
finally sad, after trading back and forth, that we would not accept
anything less than. the percentage equivalent of about 45,000,000 go d
mzrks. Thio, worked out to approximately 214 per cent, and we
agreed on that figure. The other Governments seemed to be favorable to our receiving a proportion. They said of course they were
not going to be paid in full or anywhere near it under the Dawes
plan payments, but nevertheless they thought we ought to have a
fair proportion of such, payments to cover our claims.
Senator Joqus of New Mexico. Did not that come about in this
way: Under the Wadsworth agreement, which was ratified by all
Governments except Fiance, we were to be repaid our $255,000,000
in about 12 payments.
Secretary
.
Yes.
Senator JoNEs of New, Mexico. And if any default should be
made in the first four of those payments it should be added on to
the other eight, and at, the end of 12 years we would get our
$255,000,000. Then did not the State Department of our government express its willingness to divide that payment with American
claimants, and that they were to extend the payment, without interest, of the cost of maintenance of our Army in Germany, to a period
of 24 years, and through that process they obtained an agreement for
2/ per cent? But upon the whole the Reparations Commission was
not to be charged with any greater sum than it would have been
charged with under the Wadsworth agreement. So we have just
surrendered from the payment of our Army costs the amount of
money which we are willing to pay over to the American claimants;
isn't that our arrangement, how the arrangement was brought about?
Secretary KELLOOG. NO.
Senator JoKIw of New Mexico. And is not the effect of it, too, to
extend over a period of 24 years the payment of our Army costs,
without interest, and this Government is giving us that much by
way of getting some compensation for American claimants from the
2% per cent?
I never heard of any such discussion.
Secretary. KFrOxLo.
Senator JoNsE of New Mexico. Is not that mentioned in your
letter to the British ambassador, or Mr. Churchill?
Secretary KXIXoGG. No; I do not remember any such discussion as
that, but if there was, it is all in this document.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. My recollection is that it is so.
Secretary KiEuooo. If you can show it to me, all right, but I do
not remember any such discussion.
. Senator EDoE. The fact of it was that France would not agree to
the Wadsworth agreement.
Secretary KELLOGG. That is true.
Senator EDGP,. So there was not any Wadsworth agreement.
Secretary KuMOG. I undertook to get all we could for Army costs,
and was finally instructed, as the correspondence shows there, by
Mr. Hugh sSenator JONES of New Mexico. Does that correspondence show it?
Secretary Kuwoo (continuing). I was finally instructed by Mr.
Hughes to accept 55,000,000 g0ld marks a year for the Army costs
an4;24 per cent for the other.
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Tt~e CHAIRMAN. The committee will now stand adjouined until
Monday morning at 10 o'clock in this room.

Secretary KELLOGG. Is there anything more that you want with

me Senator Jones?

Senator JoNE;s of New Mexico. Yes; there is.

Secretary KExUGo. I wish you would tell. me in advance what it is,
so I may look it up.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee now stands adjourned until Mon-

(lay morning at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12.10 p. m., the committee was adjourned until
Monday morning, January 10, 1927, at 10 o'clock.)
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MONDAY,

'ANUARY 10, 1927

UNITED STATES SENATE,
CoiwTnrmrrrE ON FINANCE,

Wa8hiagton, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment on Saturday, at
10 o'clock a. m., in room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator Reed
Smoot (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Smoot (chairman), McLean, Curtis, Watson,
Reed of Pennsylvania, Ernst, Edge, Shortridge, Jones of New
.
Mexico, Harrison, King, Bayard, and George. .
Present also: Representative Mills, of 'New York, and Under
Secretary of the Treasury Winston.
The CHAIRMAN. If the committee will come to order we will proceed with the hearing. When the committee adjourned on Saturday
Secretary Kellogg was making a statement in relation to the provisions, of the bill, and if the Senators are ready now to proceed we
will be glad to hear further from Secretary Kellogg.
STATEMENT OF HON. PRANK B. KELLOGG, SECRETARY OF
STATE--Resumed
Secretary KEOmG. Will Senator Jones tell me whether his ques tion, propounded just before we adjourned 'on Saturday, included
the matter of confiscation?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. No; I asked about the policy of
the United States with respect to disposing of the German property
we have seized, in accordance with the provisions of the Berlin
treaty. Confiscation, I take it, may be quite a different thing from
that.
Secretary KELLOGG. I do not know of any other treaty that this
Government has ever had like the Berlin treaty. As Istated on
Saturday, there is no question but what the treaty gives the United
States the right to take the alien property and apply it in payment
of American claims against Germany. That is also a principle of
international law. I think that is the only answer I can give to
'
that.
Senator CURTIS. You might go further and state that the Supreme Court of the United States decided in the Chemical Foundation case that. we had the right to confiscate the property.
Secretary KEowG. That we had the right to. take the property
and apply it on claims; yes. I stated that on Saturday.
Senator JoxEs of New Mexico. And that was the purpose of incorporating into the Berlin treaty the provisions of the Knox resolu-
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tion, and the treaty of Versailles, so far as they, related to that
question?
Secretary KE.ioo. Undoubtedly that was one purpose.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. Was that contrary to any traditional policy of the United States, so fai- as you know?
Secretary KEuwao. I do not see how I can answer that question.
I have not had time since Saturday, with the other things burdening me, to go into the history of that matter. You will find in the
hearings by the House committee on .the Mills bill, which preceded
the hearings on this bill, at page 155 aid' subsequent pages, some
discussion of that subject, but I have not even had time to examine
it. You have a copy of those hearings, but I have not had time
to read them.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes; I have a copy of those

hearings.
Secretary KELLOGO. Now, I also refer you to a publication headed
"Selected Topics Connected with the Laws of Warfare," prepared
by Joseph R. Baker and Lewis W. McKernan, published by the
Government Printing Office, which you can get there. I have only
one cdpy of it. It contains a long discussion, but I have not read it.
There may be something in it that would throw light on the question
propounded by Senator Jones. But, as I have said, this is the only
copy I have and I could not leave it with you. But you could get
it. The
from the document room or the Government Printing Office.
CHAIRMAn. I suggest, Senator Jones, that inasmuch as the
Secretary can not leave his one copy with you, that you will have
notrouble in getting a copy.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Let me see what it is.
Secretary KLwo(o. Here it is.
Senator CuRTIs. What is the number of the document?

Senator JONES of New Mexico. It is entitled "Selected Topics
Connected with the Laws of Warfare," as of August 1, 1914, prepared by Joseph . Baker and Lewis W. McKernan, June, 1919.
Secretary KELLOGG. I have never examined it, Senator Jones.
Senator CuRTzs.

Has it a document number on it?

Secretary KELLOGGI. It has not.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. It appears to contain a discussion
of enemy property in belligerent territory, beginning on page 150
of this document. I have not seen it, and the Secretary says he
has not.
. Secretary KELLOGG. Senator Jones also asked for a report of the
second committee of experts, and I have a copy of it here which I
will leave-with the committee.
(The printed document referred to was indentfied by being
parked "Exhibit No. 1, Secretary Kellogg.") •
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Alyord, will you just take that document
and get some copies so as to send one to Senator Jones and any
otheii who may wish a copy.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Now, Mr. Secretary, in the Berlin
treaty or rather that part of the Berlin treaty which is known as
th, Knox resolution, it is provided that this alien property shall
be retained by-the Government of the United States until suitable
provision has been made for the payment of the American claims.
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I will ask you whether or .not there was ever any correspondence
between the United States and German Government, or between the
State Department of our Government and any representative of
the German Government, with reference to making suitable provision for the payment of American claims.
Secretary KELLOGG. The only correspondence is given in Senate
Document 173, which I sent to the Senate December 13, 1926, and
which is the correspondence between the German Government ask ing for a return of the property and my answer thereto, as well
as the German Government's reply to my note. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. At what page in the document does it begin?
Secretar T KELLTOO. It begins on page 34 of Document No. 173.
Then, of course, there was a long correspondence between Mr.
Hughes and the German Government about the claims agreements,
which begins on page 14 of Senate Document 173.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I observe in Senate Document 173
that there is a tentative draft of the agreement for a mixed claims
commission, but there does not appear in that document the agreement which was finally executed by the Stute Department and the
representative or representatives of the Germany Governmeit.
Where is the mixed claims commission agreement finally agreed to?
Secretary KELooo. Twenty-five copies were sent over to the coinmittee on Saturday.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. May I have one?
Secretary KELLOGG. It is "Treaty Series 665.9'
Senator McLE . I see that it is here right before each of us on
the table.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. All right. Before adverting to
that instrument I desire to, call attention to the fact that Senate
Document 173, which has been referred to by Secretary Kellogg, so
far as I have been able to ascertain, contains nothing bearing upon
the question of a suitable provision for the payment of American
claims. Is that true? Is there anything in Senate Document 173
which makes reference to the manner of payment of American
claims?
Secretary KEiwa. I have not read that correspondence for some
time, but I do not think there is.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. May I ask if the State Department
has ever made any attempt to agree with the German Government
upon that provision of the Knox resolution which provides that the
German property shall be retained by the United States until suitable
provision is made for the payment of American claims?
Secretary KELJw. The only arrangements I know of were those
made during Mr. Hughes's administration, whereby the Government
of the United States was to receive pay for its Army costs and 21/
per cent of the Dawes payments to apply on American claims.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Do you want us to understand
that we had no agreement with the German Government regarding
the distribution of funds under the Dawes plan?
Secretary KELLooo. No; we had no agreement with the German
Government of that kind.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Then are we to understand that
this Government has made no effort to bring about an agreement
28023-27-----4
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between the United States and the German Government providing
for suitable provision for the payment of American claims?
Secretary KELL . That is, do you mean, to negotiate with the
German Government for the payment of those claims to us directlyI
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Or in any other way, for payment
to us directly or otherwise.
Secretary KELLOGG. Not that I know of.
Senator CURTIS. If I may interpose right there, let me say: As
I understand it that whole question is in the hands of Congress.
We reserved to ourselves the right to dispose of the seized property
1and to use it in anyway we pleased in the settlement of these
debts.
Secretary KELLOGG. Absolutely.
Senator CVniis. And therefore it is wholly in our hands to decide it.
Secretary KELLOG. In the hands of Congress to decide it.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. That is precisely the point which
I wanted to know about.
Secretary KELLOGG. It is entirely in the hands of the Congress
as to what you shall do with this seized property.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Then there has been no effort
made by the State Department to bring about an agreement with
Germany with respect to the manner of payment of American
claims, and the State Department has felt that that was a question
resting with the Congress; is that true?
Secretary KELLOGG. The State Department has felt that the United
States had the right to hold this property; that the question of
whether Congress would apply it in payment of claims was one
entirely for the Congress to decide. It was reserved to Congress
by the act taking over the alien property, and has been ir. no way
interfered with by any treaty provision.
Senator EDGE. May I interject right there: On the other hand,
the State Department has been represented unofficially at various
conferences, whose action might have a bearing upon the distribution of these assets and their return.
Secretary KELLOGO. Oh, yes; the State Department was represented
at the Paris conference, where the agreement was made for the
payment of certain sunis to the United States out of Dawes annuities, for the payment of Army costs and the American claims.
Senator JoNE'S of New Mexico. But not at any conference in which
Germany was officially represented.
Secretary KELLOO. NO; Germany was not represented at the
Paris conference. The United States was represented, but not by
an official delegate, at the London conference where the Dawes plan
was put in force.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And there was no agreement between the Unlted'States and Germany that the Dawes plan should
go into effect?

Secretary KELLOOG. No.

Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I observe in the Knox resolutionThe CHAIRMAN (interposing). Just before you ask that question
let me inquire: Do you contend that Germany should have had a
voice in that?
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Secretary KELLmo. Gerinany did have her representatives present
at the London conference.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought you said she was not represented.
Secretary KELLOGG. I said she was not represented at the Paris
conference.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. He said the United States had no
official delegates. I notice by the Knox resolution, which became a
part of the Berlin treaty, that it was agreed also that this prolrty
holdd be retained by the United States until American claims
against Austria, and Hungary &hould be paid. I ask you to state
what has transpired between the State Department and (Iermany, oranybody else, with reference to the adjustment of claims against.
Austria and Hungary.
Secretary KFJLLOo. Well, a claims commission has been created
similar to the German Claims Commission, for the settlement o
claims by the United States against Austria and Hungary. I can
not give you now the status, as to how much work they have done
on that, but I can prepare it and send it up if you desire.

The

CHAIRMAN.

I just suggest that we have loaned Austria

$20,000,000 as a new indebtedness following the war.
Secretary KELLOGIG. I do not remember how much we have loaned
her, but Congress authorized a loan to Austria, and I think also a
postponement of our claims.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. In using the expression "our
claims," do you mean American claims or claims of the American
Government'?
Secretary KELLOGo. Of the American Government. I do not
remember the amount that was loaned, but your o-wvn legislation will
show that.
Senator JoNps of New Mexico. I do remember the fact that we
made a loan to Austria.
The CHAiRIMAN. And I think it was $20,000,000.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I do not remember, however, that
the Congress ever decided to postpone any claims of American
nationals against Austria or Hungary. If I am in error about that
I should like to be corrected.
Secretary KELLOGG. I would not say, Senator Jones, that they postponed them. My recollection is, and I am speaking only from
recollection, that' they subordinated them to that. I can look it
tip if you desire.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think it important that we have
that in the record right now, what provision was made, if any,
regarding the payment of claims of American nationals against
Austria and Hungary.
Secretary KFLLOGG. If you want me to send up the claims convention and the act of Congress. and what was done under it-is that
it?
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Yes.

Secretary

KLLOGG.

I will see that that is done.

The CH i MAN. Do you wish it put in the record at this point when
received?

Senator JoES of New Mexico. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. The shorthand reporter will make a note ac-

cordingly.
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Senator.HA sox. Would it not be well to state in that connection
what were the reasons for the loaning of money at the time ?
Sderetary KUowo. I could not tell you that.
Senator HARISON. My recollection is that it was to quiet Bolshevism, to-prevelat Austria from going over with Russia.
Secretary KELLOUG. I do not -remember the debates in Congress
although I-think I was there when it was done.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Have you any record or infornation as to the amount of the claims of the American nationals against
Austria and Hungary?
.Secretary KELLOM. We probably can give you a list of claims that
already have been filed before the commission. But as the time for
filing has not expired there may be other claims filed.
Senator ,JONES of New Mexico. Could you give an estimate as to
the amount of the claims already filed?
Secretary KELLOGG. I could not give you any estimate to-day, but
I could send it up. Mr. Phenix thinks that Mr. Bonynge, who is the
American agent, testified before the House Ways and M',ans Committee as to the amounts of those claims.
Senator Jo.sms of New Mexico. Will they amount to a considerable
sum?
Secretary KELLOGG. I presume they do, but I have not looked into
that matter.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. What property of Austria and
Hungary, or the nationals of Austria and Hungary, is in the custody
of the United States, if any?
. Secretary KLOGo-. That is also shown, Mr. Phenix tells me, in the
testimony taken by the House Ways and Means Committee, but I
would have to go to the Alien Property Custodian to find out about
that, and I have nothing to do with the Alien Property Custodian
at all.
The CHAIRMAN. In the Annual Report of the Secretary of the
Treasury, at page 33, and this report being for 1923, a full stateis made.KE~~G. Those records are not in my office.
ment
Secretary
The CHAIRMAN. It is short, and perhaps I might just as well read
it right here:
Among the obligations received from the United States Grain Corporation
on account of sales of flour for relief purposes under the act of March 30, 1920,
is one of a series of Austrian Government bonds of a "face value of $24.055.708.92, designated as "Relief Series B of 1920," described on page 23 of the
annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury for the fiscal year ended June
0, 1922. On February 20, 1928, the Reparation Commission released from
reparation claims for a period of 20 years certain assets and revenues of the
Austrian Government. in order that they might be used as security for the
Austrian Government guaranteed 20-year loan, maturing in 1943, issuing
putrsuant to a plan for control of Austrian finances embodied in three protocols
signed at Geneva on October 3, 1922. All governments holding relief obligations were asked to take similar action with resiet to the charge enjoyed
by these bonds. In this connection, acting under the authority conferred by
the Joint resolution passed by Congress and approved by the President on April

6,1922, copy of which also appears on page 23 of last year's annual report,
;nd pursuant to advices received through the Department of State, the Secretary of the Treasury. on behalf of the United States. on June 9, 1923, formally extended to June 1. 1943, the time of payment of the principal and
interest of the Austrian obligation held by this Government and consented to
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subordinate the lien of ihe obligation upon such assets and revenues of the
Austrian Governinent to that. 4)f the above-described loan, without prejudice,
however, to the priority over costs of reparation to which the obligation Is
entitled.

Senator Jo.NEs of New Mexico. That has nothing to do with tile
point I had in mind.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought you asked for the value of the claims?
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I referred to claims by American
nationals, and the property in the custody of the United States belonging to Austria and Hungary or their nationals. That article just. read
made to Austria.
loan which
only to the
you relatesKELLOGG.
by Secretary
Mr.weBonynge can give you the
I suppose
amount of claims filed before the Claims Commission, and the Alien
Property Custodian could give you the information as to the property in his hands. Of course, I have no such information in my office.
Senator HARRISON. Senator Jones, before you proceed may I inter.
...
pose a question.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Certainly.
Senator HARRIS0o. Senator Smoot, did understand that the loan
was for $20,000,000 worth of grain furnished by us, for which
Austrian bonds were taken?
Under Secretary of the Treasury WINSTON. That is correct.
Senator HARRIsoN. It was not money that we loaned, but for
grain that we bought and sent. over there.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. It was to the same effect. We sent
them grain soon after the armistice in order to give tlhem immediate relief. They had the grain, which this country had purchased,
and it was the same as if we had loaned them the cash with which
to pay their debts.
Senator HABRSON. Yes, but in fact it was for grain that wosold
them. It was at a time, too, when the price of corn and wheat was
way down, and we wanted to help the corn and wheat growers.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I am just informed that the amount
of Austrian property held by the Alien Property Custodian is in the
neighborhood of $12,000,000, estimated.. Have we any record of the
claims against Austria and Hungary on behalf of American
nationals?
I have no doubt the claims commission has a
Secretary KELLO(,o.
record of all claims diat have been, presented. If you wish, as I
stated before, I will have those claims scheduled and sent up to you.
Undersecretary WI'NSTO'N. I might suggestthat the time -or filing
claims before the Austrian-American Claims Commission has not
expired. That is the reason why we have not a full statement.
Secretary KEuooo. Yes; that is what I said a moment ago.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Is there anything in the hearings
before the House committee regarding this matter?
The CHAIRMAN. So far as Ihave been able to find up to this time

Mr. Bonynge's testimony is on the matter of German claims.
Secretary KELLOGG. I do not know bout that.

Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. That was my recollection, although
I have not read all of the hearings before the House Ways and
Means Committee. Everything I have-read in those hearings related
only to claims against Germany, and related to German property,

I

I

I
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Secretary KELLoGG. I do not know about that, Senator Jones. I
did not appear before the House Ways and Means Committee, and
have never read their hearings. I have not had time.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. The Berlin treaty provides that
we shall retain German property until the claims of our nationals
against Austria and Hungary shall be paid, or suitable provision is
made for their payment. Has there been any correspondence between the United States and Germany with respect to that part of
the Berlin treaty?
The CHAIRMAN. Let me say right here that in another place in the
hearings I see that Mr. Bonynge does refer to the Austrian claims.
Secretary KELLOcG. In the note to the German Government, page
34 of Senate Document 173, followed by my reply, you will find a
discussion of the rights of the United States to hold that property.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I understand that, but in that correspondence, as I recall, no reference was made in your letter to the
German ambassador regarding the claims against Austria and
Hungary.
Secretary KELLOGo. On page 39 of Senate Document 173 I said:
Accordingly under the treaty of Berlin the United States has the absolute
right to apply the property in the hands of the Alien Property Custodian, or
any part of it, to the payment of the awards of the Mixed Claims Commission,
United States and Germany, and the awards of the Tripartite Claims Commission, United States, Austria, and Hungary. The question whether this
property shall be so applied, is, under the trading with the enemy act and
under section 5 of the joint resolution of July 2, 1921, as incorporated in the
preamble of the treaty of Berlin, reserved to the Congress. No agreement has
been entered into by the Government of the United States which is in any
way inconsistent with the rights of the Congress in this connection.

I see the word "by" seems to have been left out, and the print
reads "entered into the Government of the United States." Whereas
it should read "entered into by the Government of the United
States."
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I remembered that statement in
your letter, but in that letter there is no attempt made to enter into
an agreement with Germany with respect to the payment of these
Austrian claims.
Secretary KLoGG. No. As I say, the Claims Commission, Austria,
Hungary, and the United States, has been appointed, and the property
could
held under
Knox so
resolution
to pay
thosebeclaims
if the the
Congress
desires. and
" the Berlin treaty
The CHAIRMAN. In further reading the proceedings I find that
Mr. Bonynge did refer to that matter, and I will just read it at
this point:
Mr. BoYyaGE. I have been asked to make a statement in reference to the
American-Hungarian claims. It is impossible for me to give you any estimate
as to what those claims will amount to. Under the agreement between
Austria-Hungary and the United States, the time for filing claims does not
expire until January 25, 1927, so that, of course, it is quite impossible for me
to tell how much they will amount to.
Mr. NEWToN. Can you not give an approximation of the claims now filed?
Mr. BoxyoL I can give an approximation of the amount of the claims
now filed, probably, but that would be a very small indication of what they
will ultimately be because the time has not expired.-

Senator HARulsoN. He says the time limit is January 25, 1927.

Senator

SHORTIME.

Who fixed the time to be a sort of statute of

limitation, Mr. Secretary?

.
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Senator JONES of New Mexico. I assume that there was correspondence between the State Department and the representatives of
Austria and Hungary with respect to the creation of a claims commission to ascertain the amount of claims against those Governments,
was there not?
Secretary KELLOGG. I do not know. I would have to examine the
correspondence to be able to tell you. It was before I was in office.

The

CHAIRMAN.

This statement says that Austria never seized

American property.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I am not talking about what
Austria seized, but am talking about the property of Austria or of
Austrian nationals seized by the United States, and about claims of
American nationals against Austria, and so on. It appears that a
claims commission has been created to ascertain those matters, and
that a number of claims have been filed, but we do not know the
simount or anything of that kind. I assume that there was some
correspondence between the United States and the Governments of
Austria and Hungary respecting the creation of this claims commission which I am now advised was created; is that so?
Secretary KEwIOG. I presume there was.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think it would be advisable for
the committee to have that correspondence.
Secretary KEuLo. All right.
(Seep.-.)

The

CHAIRMAN.

Is that question propounded with the idea of in-

cluding in this bill any matters affecting Austria and Hungary, be.
cause it is not referred to in the bill at allI
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Inasmuch as you have the right to
hold that property, it is quite a significant fact that it is not included in the bill. Our treaty with Germany provided that we could
hold German property for the payment of those claims.
Senator SHOR IIIDE.. May I again ask when these claims against
Austria and Hungary must be presented to the commission?
The CHAIRMAN. January 25, 1927.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Is that limit inchded in the act?
The CHAIRMAN. It is in the claims convention.

Senator

SHOWrMDOE.

That was so as to claims presented against

Germany too, was it not?
Secretary KELLOGG. Yes; it was the same.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. No; there was a time fixed in the
agreement for the creation of the Claims Cofimission to deal with
German claims, limiting the period for the presentation of such
claims to six months. That was not in the act of Congress, however.
Senator SHORImDOL That was what I wanted.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. But it was in agreement between
the State Department and the representatives of the German Government.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. I asked the question because there are those
who claim that the time was altogether too short and that certain
claims which' the holders contend were meritorious were not presented in time and therefore were not considered.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. And that they did not know about
the limitation.

WII
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Senator SHORTRIMGE. Yes; and that the holder of those claims
were not advised as to a limitePtion of time within which to present
them.
Secretary KALOGG. I think as to the German Claims Commission
it was fixed by the notes between Mr. Hughes and the German
Government. I think that is all in your record here.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think you are quite correct about
that.
Secretary KELLOGG. What notice Mr. Hughes gave to claimants
I can not tell you.
.Senator JONES of New Mexico. I was just going to ask about that,
whether or not there was any notice given to the public, to American claimants, or rather those having claims, as to the period of
limitation which was fixed in the agreement between the State
Department and the German Government, regarding the limitation
of time for the presentation of claims.
Secretary KELLWG. Well, I could not tell you, but I understand
that everyone who wrote in to the Department of State was informed, and it was generally stated, or advertised in the press.
But I should have to look that up to be able to tell you more
definitely.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I should like to have put in the
record at this point any public notice given by the State Department to American nationals regarding the creation of the Mixed
Claims Commission and the period of limitation for the presentation of claims.
Secretary KLLOGG. I will furnish you all that we have.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That will be satisfactory.
Senator SHnormE. I have heard, as I now recall, that the coin.
mission itself issued some notice.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I will include in my request any
notice issued by the Mixed Claims Commission itself to the public.
The CHAIRMAN. And that information when furnished will be
put in the record at this point, and the shorthand reporter will make
a note accordingly.
Seep. -. )
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. This bill, as stated a moment ago
by the chairman of the committee, makes no reference whatever to
the payment of claims of American nationals against Austria or
Hungary, or any other countries allied with Germany, and my recollection is that in the treaty of Versailles, which was made a part of
the Berlin Treaty, provision was made that Germany should not only
be responsible for the claims against Germany but for Austria,
Hungary and all other allies of Germany during the war; is that
your recollection, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary KELLGo. I could not tell you definitely without looking
at the Treaty.
Senator JONES of New Meiico. Has anything been done with respect to American claims against any of the allies of Germany, other
than Austria and HungaryI
.
.
Secretary KELoG. I do not know whether there are any claims
against any other countries.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Then it would follow that so far
as you know nothing has been done in regard to any such claims.
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The CHAIRMAN. It would not act until after the time limit for the

filing of claims, against Austria and Hungary. And the only other
_government would be the Turkish Government and Bulgaria, I
Believe.
Secretary KILmUoG. I never heard of any claims against Bulgaria,
and do not know whether there are.any or not. We never declaredd
war on Turkey, I might remind you, also.
Senator JoNis of New Mexico. It is true that we never declared
war on Turkey, but the Berlin treaty provided that Germany should
be responsible for the clahins of American nationals against all of
the German allies, which would include Austria, Hungary, and
Bulgaria, and Turkey, I believe, which were the German allies in
the war. What I should like to know is whether there are any such
claims, and what, if any, steps have been taken looking toward a
liquidation of such claims.
Secretary KFru.owo. I do not know of any claims against those
countries, or any steps that have been taken. I have never looked
into it. but it has not been called to my attention.
Senator JON.Es of New Mexico. I should like to make request, Mr.
Secretary, that an examination be made of the files in the State
department so that we may know whether or not there are any such
claims, and what, if anything has been done with respect to them.
Secretary KrukAo. Xll right.
(See p.--.)
Senator EIIE. It would seem to me rather difficult to include in
the bill under consideration, H. R. 15009 any claims against Austria
and Hungary, or any other Government because of the method of
securing assets therefor to pay German claims. That is, German
property and reparations from Germany, and differentiating between
the 21/ per cent being l)ai( on this account, and money being paid
direct for Army occupation, all of which forms a part of the debit
and credit in this bill. If we should introduce any other country
into the bill it would seem to me to greatly disturb the scheme for
payment.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Does that fact disturb the Senator
from New Jersey?
Senator EDmF. It is not a question of disturbing the Senator from
New Jersey, but it is a. question of trying to consider the bill now
before this committee in an orderlv manner.
Senator JONIES of New Mexico. .As I take it. we are dealing with
this whole question of what shall be done with German property, and
Germany has agreed with the United States that this property
may be held until a decision is made, not only as to claims against
Germany, but against Austria, Hungary, and all other countries
allied with Germany during the war.
Senator EnGE. I thoroughly understand that, but I understand the

Senator is leading up to thie point of possible claimants against
August-Hungary, and I (1o not see how it could be included in this
bill unless there be a separate bill.
Senator JN.xES of New Mexico. Well, if we are going to return all
of this German property without taking into cognizance the claims
which we have against Austria-Hungary, then are we not surrendering a right which we obtained under the treaty of Berlin?

I
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Senator. EIo)E. That might be true, but it would seem to me that
the two would have to be handled in a separate way, even though we
were holding this security.
Senator BAYARD. Yes, but in this bill in the "Declaration of
policy" it says, "In pursuance of established American doctrine."
Are you not going to carry through this doctrine in regard to the
settlement of all the claims against these countries?
Senator EDGE. Exactly, but you can not do everything at one
time.
The CHAIRMAN. By the mere fact of the passage of this bill you
can not relieve Germany.
Senator EGI. No.
Senator JOiNES of New Mexico. And that is one point in connection with this bill, inasmuch as this bill makes not provisions whatever for the payment of the claims of Americans against. Austria,
Hungary, Bulgaria, or Turkey, and surrenders all of the German
property, we surrender every means provided in the Treaty of
erlin for the payment of any such claims.
Senator EDGE. I do not understand that.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Could we not take that question
up with the Treasury Department, which ought to be able to give
us more specific information about it?
Senator EDGE. I would like to have that cleared up, too, because I do not understand that we surrender all of this property.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Oh, absolutely. Something new
has been injected into the situation here. I have always understood that the State Department dealt with foreign countries and
dealt with the question of reparations and so on, but we find in this
particular case that it is the Treasury Department that is dealing
with this subject.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Well, that is our fault. We took
the conduct of the alien property proceedings out of the hands of
the State Department or the War Department We put it in a
separate, independent bureau, and then we mad that bureau lean
all over the Treasury Department in order to finance itself.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Under what law?
Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. We required a bureau, the Alien
Property Custodian, to deposit all his receipts in the Treasury
and required the Treasury to continue special funds for it.
The CHAIRMAN. And make the investments of the funds?
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. It is our fault, not the fault of
the department.
Secretary KELLOGG. Well now, so far as the State Department is
concerned it carries on all the negoti tions with foreign countries.
The State Department has nothing to do with the administration of
the alien property. Congress has the sole power to dispose of that
property and to say what shall be done with the property or the
proceeds. This bill is not a bill prepared by the State Department.
I never saw it until it came from the House of Representatives. The
State Department has nothing whatever to do with the bill.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I observe in your letter of April
3, 1926, addressed to Mr. Green, chairman of the Ways and Means
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Committee of the House, and most of which appears on page 2 of
the hearings, the statement:
The bill has been prepared by the Treasury Department, and during its
preparation this department furndshed the Treasury Department informally
with certain facts bearing on t.e situation, and also brought certain considerations to the attention of that department.

Secretary KELLOGG. That was not this bill at all, Senator. Pardon
me.

Senator JONES of New Mexico (continuing):
It assumes that the Treasury and the legislative counsel of the House, who
collaborated in the drafting of the bill, gave due consideration to the data submitted by the department, and that the present draft represents the considered
judgmnent of those responsible for the preparation and introduction of the bill.
In these circumstances and since this department does not feel that it can
assume any responsibility for the form of the present draft, its legal sufficiency
or the policy laid down therein, I prefer to make no comment on the bill now
under consideration.

That letter, of course, related to the so-called Mills bill, which
was under consideration by the House Ways and Means Committee
last spring.
secretary KELLOGG. Yes.
senator JONES of New Mexico. I will ask you now if your connection with the present bill is the same as that with respect to the
Mills bill?
Secretary KELLOGG. I had no connection whatever with the present
bill. Before the present bill was framed the House committee, either
by vote or informally, I do not know which, asked for the correspondence. I sent them all the correspondence, except certain correspondence with relation to the alien property between the German
Government and the United States, and that correspondence I subsequently sent to the Senate when I got the consent of the German
Government, and they are both before you.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That appears in Document 173.
Secretary KELLOGG. Document 173; yes, sir, that is correct. I
had nothing to do with the framing of the bill or making suggestions
about it at all.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Has there been correspondence
with the State Department by American nationals protesting against
the six months period of limitation fixed in the agreement between
the State Department and the German representatives, known as the
Mixed Claims Commission agreement?
Secretary KELLOGo. I could not tell you without an examination.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I wish you would have an examination made of the correspondence of the State Department with
American nationals relating to their claims which are now barred
by the limitations fixed in the Mixed Claims Commission agreement
and let us have a summary at least of such correspondence.
(See p.--.)
Senator WATSON. Is it set forth specifically in the Berlin treaty?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. How?
Senator WATSON. Is it set forth specifically that the claims of our
nationals all be settled by this treaty and thit thereafter there is no
recourse?
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Senaor. JoNEs of New Mexico. There is no such provision as that
in the Berlin treaty. The only period of limitations ever fixed at
all was in the agreement between the State Department and the
representatives of the German Government which preceded the
Mixed Claims Commission, and I am not sure that it was contained
in that agreement tis to the commission, but was a period agreed
upon in notes between the State Department and the representatives
of the German Government. There was no authority of law for any
such limitation.
Secretary KELLOGG. I think that was fixed by a note sent by Mr.
Houghton by direction of Mr. Hughes in 1922. It appears in your
records.
Senator WATSON. Does anybody know how many claims were not
filed within the fixed limitation
Senator JoN.s of New Mexico. That is what I am asking him to
give us, if he has the correspondence in the State Department with
such claimants.
Senator WATSON. Well, does the Senator think that even though
they be consequential that that limitation could be extended ill any
way
Would there not be recourse against the German Government?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, I am trying to develop the
facts here as to what has been done, and later on that will be undoubtedly a subject for discussion and consideration.
Senator SHOTRIDGE. I have been told, Senator, that there were
claims amounting to several millions of dollars formally filed or presented to the commission that. the commission held they could not
consider because not filed in time.
Senator WATSON. Without passing on the merits.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. No: could not consider them.
Senator WATSON. Yes.
Senator SHORTRiGE. And in a sense, rejected.
Senator WATSO.N. But there is nothing in the treaty itself that
precludes the possibility of recovery against Germany if Germany
were willing to pay the claim, that is to say, this treaty does not
provide that all of these claims that ever are to be paid shall be
paid out of these proceeds.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That, I take it, is the effect of the
correspondence between the State Department and the German
Government, and at this point I think it would, be well to insert in
our record this agreement for the creation of this"Mixed Claims Commission and the correspondence in reference thereto, as appears in
this document Treaty Series, No. 6605.
(The documents referred to contained in Treaty Series, No. 665.
are here printed in the record in full, as follows:)
I

AGREEMENT BETWEEN

TIlE UNITED

STATES

AND GERMANY

FOR A MIXED COMMISSION TO DETERMINE TUE AMOUNT TO BE PAID BY GEB&!AN" IN
SATISFACTION OF GERMANY'S FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE TREATY CONCLUDED BETWEEN TIlE TWO GOVERNMENTS ON AUGUST 25, 1921

Signed August 10, 1922

Agreement: The United States of America and Germany, being desirous of
determining the amount t 1wepalid by Germany in satisfaction of Germany's
financial obligations under the treaty concluded by the tw,,o Governments on
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August 25, 1921, which secures to the United States and its nationals rights
specified under a resolution of the Congress of the United States of July 2, 1921,
including rights under the Treaty of Versailles, have resolved to submit the
questions for decision to a mixed commission and have appointed as their
idenipotentiarles for the purpose of concluding the following agreement:
The President of the United States of America. Alanson B. Houghton,
ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary of the United States of America
to Germany, and the President of the German Empire, Doctor Wirth, Chancellor
of the German Empire, who, having communicated their full powers, found to
be in good and due forng. have agreed as follows:
ARTICLE I
The coniiission shall lss
upon the following categories of claims which
are more lrticuhrly defined in the treaty of August 25, 1921. and in the treaty
of Versailles:
(1) Claims of American citizens, arising since July 31. 1914. iii respect of
damage to, or seizure of, their property, rights. and Interests. including any
company or association in which they are interested. within German territory
as it e xisted on August 1, 1914:
M -6)Other claims for loss or damage to which the United $tates or its
nattiaidls have been subjected with respect to Injuries to persons. or to property, rights, and Interests, including any company or association In whIch
American nationals are interested, since July 31. 1914, as a consequence of the
war;
(3) Debts owing to American citizens by the German Government or by
,German nationals.

A

Ii

ARTICLE 11

The Government of the United States and the Government of Germany shall
-each appoint one commissioner. The two Governments shall by agreement
select an umpire to decide upon any cases concerning which the commissioners
may disagree, or upon any points of difference that may arise in the course
of their proceedings. Should the umpire or any of the commissioners die or
retire, or be unable for any reason to discharge his functions, the same
procedure shall be followed for filling the vacancy as was followed Ili appointing him.
A 1TICLE I II

The commissioners shall meet at Washington within two months after the
coining into force of the present agreement. The may fix the time and the
place of their subsequent meetings according to convenience.
ARTICLE IV

The commissioners shall keep an accurate record of the questions and cases
submitted and correct minutes of their proceedings. To this end each of the
4'overnments may appoint a secretary, and these secretaries shall act together
as joint secretaries of the commission and shall be subject to its direction.
're commission may also appoint and employ any other necessary officer or
officers to assist in the performance of Its duties. The compensation to be
paid to tiny such officer or officers shall be subject to the approval of the
two (Pvernlnents.
ARTICLE

V

lF;ch Government shall pay its own expenses, including compensation of its
own commissioner, agent, or counsel. All other expenses which by their nature
are a charge on both Governments, including tile hotnorarlum of tile umpire,
shall be borne by the two Governments in equal moieties.
ARTICLE VI

The two Governments may designate agents and ciiunsel, who may present
oral or written arguments to the commission.
The commission shall receive and consider all written state 'aents or documents which may be presented to it by or oil behalf of the respective Governments in support of or in answer to any claim.
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The decisions of the commission and those of the umpire (in case there may
be any) shall be accepted as final and binding upon the two governments.
ARTICLE VII

The present agreement shall come into force on the date of its signature.
In faith whereof the abovenamed plenipotentiaries have signed the present
agreement and have hereunto affixed their seals.
Done in duplicate at Berlin this 10th (ay (if August, 1922.
SAL]
•
ALzANSON B. HouGuoTON.

[s L

WIRTn.
Exchange of notes]

The qerian ('hanectlor to the Americat:n Anbassador at Berlin
[TranIsntion]
No. III A 2451.

FoREON O#t"CA
Berlin, August 10, 1922.

Mr. AMBASSA)OR: In reply to your kind note of June 23, 1922, I have tho
honor to state to your excellency as follows:
The German Government is in agreement with the draft of an agreement
communicated to it hi the note mentioned, now that some changes in the text
have been agreed upon with your excellency. I have tie honor to Iransmit
herewith the draft modified accordingly.
From the numerous conferences which have taken place with your excelley,
the German Government believes Itself Justified ill a981ing that it isII
te
Intention of the American Government to insist In the proceedings of the
commission upon all the claims contemplated in the Versailles treaty without
exception, that it in particular fles not Intend to raise claims such as those,
Included in paragraphs 5 to 7, annex 1, of article 244 of the Versailles treaty
(claims for reimbursement of military liensiolnS pid by tilt American Glovern ment, and of allowances paid to Anterlcan prisoners of war or their families
and to the families of pe'sons niobiliz(ed). or ind14eM claims going beyond til,
treaty of August 21, 1921.
The (lernan Governnent would! be grateful if your excellency would colifirum
the correctness of this assumption.
In the view of their German Government it would furthermore he in the
interest of both (loverninents concerned that the work of the commission bw
carried out as quickly as iossille. In order to insure this It might be expedient to fix a period for the reporting of the claims to be considered by
the commission. The German Government. therefore, proposes that the coinmission should consider only such claims as are brought before it within at
least six months after its first meeting as provided in Article III of the abovenamed agreement.
I should be obliged to your excellency for a statement as to whether tilt
American governmentt is in agreement herewith.
At tile same time I take advantage of this oceaslon to renew to you, Mr.
Ambassador, the assitrance of my most dlistingulished consideration.
'I'he Ainc rieun A sbasadorat Berlin. to the (hrnnalt ChanCcellor
No. 128.

AIMERICAN EMIBASSY,

BCrlin, Auust 10, .I41 ".
Mr. CHANCeMOR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
note of to-diy's (late transwnitting th(,draft of the agreement closed to you
ili my note of Juntv 23. 10s modified i s it result of the negotiatiolns thot havo
been carried oil between Ius.
In accordance with the instructions that I lhave received from my Govern.
meat, I ant autlhorized by the President to state that he has no intention
of pressing against Germany or of presenting to the commission established
under the claims agreement any claims not covered by the treaty of August
25, 1921. or any claims falling within paragraplls 5 to 7, Inclusive, of the
annex following article 244 of the treaty of Versailles.
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With regard to your suggestion that the commission shall only consider

such claims its are presented to it within six months after its first meeting,
as provided for in Article ]II, I have the honor to inform you that I am now
in receipt of instructions from my Government to the effect that it agrees that
notices of all claims to be presented to the commission must be filed within
tie Irilod of six months its above stated.
I avail myself once more of the opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Chancellor.
the assurances of my most distinguished considerat ion.
A. B. louuonoN.
Doctor WRTNi,
Chancellor of the Gesian Emnpire, Rerin.

Senator WATSOx. Senator, if it will not interrupt you; is this 20

per cent that we are retaining for the purpose of liquidating these
American claims sufficient to cover these d aims that have not been
included?
Senator ,JoNEs of New Mexico. By no means. And it is all in-

tended to be used in the payment of the claims which have already
been allowed by the Mixed Claims Commission.
Senator Snoirimiw-I. l)oes that correspondence fix the time, Senator'?

Senator ,JoNms, of New Mexico. This correspondence fixes the time,
and says that " all claims to be presented to the commission must be
filed within the period of six months as aboVe stated." That is after
the first meeting, I believe, of the Mixed Claims Commission.
The CHAuuIuA. I think you will find the great bulk of the claims
filed since are for loss of marks purchasel by American citizens,
investments that were made over there and the loss on those investnents.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. May I ask for further informa-

tion ? I (10 not observe in these
of Anericans which would be
settled on the basis of 16 cents
correslpondence which fixed that

notes the agreement that the claims
made in Germlan marks should be
for a mark. V ikere is the note or
provision? As I understand such a

provision was agreed on.
Secretary K, 1 AmM. The State Department have no correspondence
on that. subject. Whatever was (lone about that was (lone by the
Mixed Ctims ('onmission. You will have to ask them for that. I
can probably get the information front themn for you. But I have
not Iitid an11" (0)tIirespondence on the subject at all. I ait informed
that that plertains to certain bank deposits principally. I can not
state positively , Senator.

Senator ,hmrs of New Mexico. I would like to get into the record
at this point, if I may, somne statement as to who did that. and what
it amolinted to. I have haid considerable correspondence bearing
111)0 that subject.

Senator EimE. Has the Senator coml)leted that statement?
Senator oT
ois of New Mexico. Yes.
Senator Eix;jm. Recurring to the point I drew attention to a. few
niomuients ago as to the r'etention of German property, if this bill
became a law, as I understand, it will be retaining a sum equal to
20 per cent of. all the (ierman property for t period of approximately
24 years: is that not correct?
Senator .TOxk:s of New Mexico. Not at all, as I understand it,
Senator. It is applied at once. That is applied at once to the pay-

ment of claims allowed by the Mixed Claims Commission, and the
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Senator -ill observe that if he will scrutinize carefully the report
of the Ways and Means Committee of the House.
Senator EimE. Well, I am reading from the report of the Ways
and Means Committee of the House, Report No. 16,23, if I may
finish my sentence.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. If you will look into the tabulation on the last pageSenator EimGE. I am reading from the tabulation on the last page.
Senator Jo.Fs of New Mexico (continuing). You will find that
$104,000,090, which is applied to the payment of these Amner;can
claims, is made up of $40,000,000, which is assumed to be 20 per
cent of the value of the German property.
Senator EixwE. The statement I make, if I may complete ny sentence, and which I think is correct, is that the UGermans do not get
back all of their property within a period of 24 years, at least not
before that, and I am trying to make it clear by reading from the
last page of Report No. 1623:
Yas
Total thne required (approximate)-To pay off 214 per cent priority mixed claims, together with interest
6
thereon and interest on deferred amounts---------------------18
To pay off principal (if $1243.110,000 with interest -------------21.&
To pay off $25,0000.0 unallocated interest fund, without interest ....

That would not enter into it, as I understand it. But that provides a period of 24 years during which time, if I correctly understand the report, and the terms of the bill. we are holding approximately 20 per cent of the (German property. So that in speaking
of the claims against Austria and Hungary or Turkey we certainly
have that credit within the control of the Government of the United
States. I simply wanted to mnitke the point plain that 1 made,
Seitator Jo.NFs of New Mexico. Let me make this suggestion: If
the Senator will examine carefully the reI)ort of the tiouse committee he will obesrve that the 20 per cent of alien property iNto be
applied at once to the payment of American nationals, and that
the German claimants themselves are supposed to get a return of
that amount for themselves out of the 21/4 per cent of the Dawes
plan, and in that way there is appropriated out of the 21 per cent
of the Dawes plan an amount which will go to the German owners
of property equal to their '20per cent in 24 years.
Senator ENxI. In a period of 24 years.
Senator JoN.ES of New Mexico. Yes; or theredtbouts.
Senator EmmF. Yes.
Senator ,To,,Nts of New Mexico. But the Government of the U'llited
States does not retain that 20 per cent in the meantime. It is paid
to American claimants. and coulh not. in any sense be considered as
security for any claims against Austria-Hungary, or any claims of
American nationals who have not had an opportunity to present
their claims to the Mixed Claims Conission.
Senator EDxFG. I do not entirely agree with the Senator's interpretation. Whether we defer payments to the Germans for 24 years
or handle it the other way. we still have that credit.
Senator JoNES of New Mexico. No; by this bill it is appropriated
to the German claims and is not retained by the Uunited States.
Senator RE1n) of Pennsylvania. Mr. Chairman, if I may interrupt
there. I do not believe I can quite agree with Senator Edge.

m
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The CHAItMAN. I can not either.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. That the certificates of investment
in this special deposit fund which are issued to German nationals
are in,any sense collateral for the payment of our claims against
Austria.

Senator EroE. Perhaps not.
Senator REFA of Pennsylvania. But I can not agree either with
Senator Jones that there is anything in the Berlin treaty which
enables us under a fair construction of the language of that. treaty
to hold German property to secure the payment of claims against
Austria, because the only reference to that right which is contained
in the Berlin treaty comes from section 5 of the Knox-Porter resolution, and that requires that we shall hold the property of Germans
and Austrians until their Governments shall, respectively, have
arranged for the payment of debts due to American nationals. Now,
I think the use of the word "respectively" clearly indicated that
each body of property was to be held as w.curity for the respective
group ofclaims.
Senator SHORTIME. You are reading from the treaty itself?

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Yes; from the treaty of Berlin.
Senator SuoRTmumE. Precisely.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. And I do not believe that on a
fair construction of that treaty we have any right to hold German
property to secure Austrian claims, or vice versa. I think the use
of tie word " respectively " which occurs several times in that long
paragraph makes it clear that there was no such right. I inject
this, Senator, only that we may not seem to acquiesce in the theory
as zou stated.
Senator SHOIUTRIIUE. I a111 very glad that you did call attention

to the language of the treaty itself rather than our recollection of it.
Senator oNxEs of New Nlexico. And at this point in order to
clarify the discussion I think it advisable to insert into the record
at this point section 5 of the Berlin treaty, and I call attention to
the language bearing upon this point. .
Senator SimiOtTtHuxi.,.

Wias it otherwise referred to in the treaty?

Is the subject matter which we have in mind otherwise or elsewhere referred to in the treaty, or is it all within the section named
Senator Jo.NEs of New Mexico. No; all within the section named.
And I do not think it will be necessary for ne to coninient on it
any further at this time.
Senator WATSON. Well, it is to be in.,srted in the record.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. It is to be inserted in the record at

this point..
Senator WATSON. Yes.
(Section 5 of the Knox-Porter resolution, contained in Treaty
Series No. 658 is here printed in the record in full, as follows:)
SF(c. 5. All trolwrty of the Imperial German Government. or Its su(cesor

or sumessors, ito of all (ernian nationals. which was. on April 0, 1917, in or
the pIossessloit or under control of. or has been
has since that date comeinto
thc subject of a demand by the Uinltel States of America or of any of its
(officers. agents, or employees, from any source or by any agency whatsoever,

and all prolprty of the Imperial anwl Royal Austro-ltmmgarlan kover"nent,
matlonals which
or its sieCessor or sum.essors, and of all Austrotlutngarhl
was on D~ecember 7. 1917. in or has since that. <ate come into the los8session
or under control of. or ias bten the subject of 1kdemand by the United States
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of America or any of its officers, agents, or employees, from any source or
by any agent whatsoever, shall be retained by the United States of America
and, no disposition thereof made, except as shall have been heretofore or
specifically hereafter shall be provided by law until such time as the Imperial
German Government and the Imperial and Royal Austro-Hungarian Government, or their successor or successors, shall have respectively made suitable
provision for the satisfaction of all claims against said Governments respectively, of all persons, wheresoever domiciled, who owe permanent allegiance to
the United States of America and who have suffered, through the' acts of the
Imperial German Government, or its agents, or the Imperial and Royal
Austro-Hungarian Government, or Its agents, since July 31, 1014, los,,, damage,
or injury to their persons or property, directly or indirectly, whether through
the' ownership of shares of stock In German, Austro-Hungarian, American, or
other corporations, or in consequence of hostilities or of any operations of
war, or otherwise, and also shall have granted to lwrsons owing permanent
allegiance to the United States of America most-favored-nation treatment.
whether the same be national or otherwise, in all matters affecting residence,
business, profession, trade, navign.tli,, commerce, and industrial property
rights, and until the Imperial Cerman Government and the Imperial and
Royal Austro-Hungarian Goverrment, or their successor or successors, shall
have respectively confirmed to the United States of America all fines, forfeitures, penalties, and seizures imposed or made by the United States of
America during the war, whether in respect to tlhe property of the Imperial
German Government or German nationals or the Imperial and Royal AustroHungarian Government or Austro-Hungarian nationals, and shall have waived
any and all pecuniary claims against the United States of America.

Senator WATSON. Senator onese, I am informed that Mr. Bonynge
in his testimony before the House committee stated that all, of the
claims that the commission would have had the right to consider or
would have had jurisdiction over amounted to $3,700,000. and that
the great sum of claims over and above $3,700.000 they could not
have considered because of the want of jurisdiction owing to the
nature of the claims and not because of the limitation of time. That
is to say, for the depreciation of crowns, I think. He mentioned
three or four of those items here. That is Mr. Bonynge's testimony
before the House committee.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. That is his construction of the
agreement creating the Mixed Claims Commission.
Senator WATSON. Yes.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. And which defines in certain respects the jurisdiction of the commission.
Senator WATSOx. Yes; that is his construction.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. And I think that may be true, but
the point for this committee to consider, it seem's to me, is a broader
question than that, because the Mixed Claims Commission was not
a creature of Congress. but was created between the State Department and the Foreign Department of the German Government, and
its limitations fixed by that correspondence and agreement and not by

any act of Congress. "That Claims Commission had no jurisdiction o f
Austria's and Hungary's claims. And I may finally reach the conclusion that the decision of the Mixed Claims Commission as to its
own jurisdiction is within the agreement made between the State

Department and the German Foreign Office, but I do not think that
that relieves this committee from examining the question as an
original question.
Senator WATSON. Did this commission
decide squarely that
claims?
Austrian ever

they had no jurisdiction over the
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Senator Jo.NES of New Mexico. I doubt if. that question was ever
put tp to it, because the agreement creating the commission made%
reference only to claims against Germany.
Senator WVATSON. Yes. ,
Secretary KELIOGG. I think you will find the position that I
took as to the right to hold German alien property as security for
claims against Austria-Hungary is stated in my note to the effect
that the United States has a right to hold that property as security
for both the German claims and the claims against Austria and
Hungary. And if the Governments respectively should pay these
claims then of course the property could be released. But you
have a right to hold it.
Now does the committee want anything more of me? I have
very important engagements at 12 o'clock.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I just wish to add that I think the
Secretary has clearly stated the views which I entertain with respect
to the right of the United States Government under the Berlin
treaty to hold that property for the payment of claims, as stated
by thie Secretary.
Secretary KELL oG. There was one other thing that Senator Jones
asked. I have not had a chance to personally examine it. But to
give a list of cases where the President, without the ratification by
the Senate, had entered into claims agreements of protocols settling
claims, by United States citizens or the United States against foreign countries. And I have- had prepared and will complete the
examination if this committee desires, a memorandum here which I
will simply leave with the reporter to insert in the record. I can
not discuss it because I have not looked into it. I understand a
different rule in some cases exists where, of course, the claim is
against the United States, because there you would have to have an
appropriation by Congress to pay it.
(The memorandum presented by Secretary Kellogg for the record
is here printed in full, as follows:)
DEPARTMENT'OF STATE, Janteary 10, 1927.
The SECRETARY:
The Government of the United States does not seem to have followed a consistent procedure for the settlemen t of claims against foreign governments.

In some cases claims conventions have been submitted to the Senate for advice
and (.)isent. In other case% such agreements have not been submitted to the

Senate. An examination of Manloy's "Treaties. Conventions, International
Acts. Protocols. and Agreements between the United States and Other Powers"
lnd
of Moore's " International Arbitrations" indicates that the advice and
consent of the Senate has not been requested in the following cases:
Protocol between the United States and Venezuela, May 1, 1852. (Malloy,
p. 1842.)
. Protocol between the United States and Brazil of March 14, 1870. (Moore,
lp. 1733 to 1747.)
Agreement between the United States and Spain of February 11-12, 1871.
(Malloy, pp. 1601 to 1664.)
Convention between the United States and Colombia of August 17, 1874.
(Moore, p. 1443.)
Agreement between the United States and Spain of February 27, 1875.
4Malloy, p. 1064.)
Protocols between the United States and Haiti of May 28, 1884, and March
20, 1885. (Malloy, pp. 932 to 935.)
Protocol between the United States and Haiti of May 24. 1888. (Malloy, p.
935.)
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Protocol between United States, Great Britain, and Portvgai of June 13,
01891. (Malloy, p. 1460.)
Protocol between the United States and Mexico of March 2, 1897. (Malloy,
p. 1180.)
Protocol between the United States and Chile of May 24, 1897. (Malloy,
p. 190.)
Protocol between the United States4 and Peru of May 17, 1898. (Malloy,
p, 1443.)
Protocols between the United States and Haiti of October 18, 1899, and June
30, 1900. (Malloy. pp. 936 to 939.)
Protocol between the United States and Guatemala of February 23, 1900.
(Malloy. p. 871.)
4"rotoeol between the United States and Nicaragua of March 22, 1900. (Mallow. p. 1290.)
Protocol between the United States and Russia of August 26 (September
8). 1900. (Malloy, p. 1532.)
Protocol between the United States and Salvador of December 19, 1901.
(Malloy, p. 1568.)
Protocol to which the United States was a party at the conclusion of the
so-called Boxer troubles. September 7, 1901. (Malloy, p. 2006.)
Protocol between the United States and Mexico of May 22, 1902. (Malloy,
p. 1194.)
Protocol between the United States and Brazil of September 6, 1902. (Malloy,
p. 152.)
Protmool between the United States and the Dominican Republic of January 31, 1903. (Malloy, p. 414.)
Protocol between the United States and Venezuela of February 17. 1903.
(Malloy, p. 1870.)
Protocol between the United States and Venezuela of February 13. 190).
(Malloy, p. 1881.)

Protocol between the United States and Venezuela of August 21. 1909.
(Malloy, p. 1887.)
Protocol and exchange of notes between the United States and Venezuela
of September 9, 1909. (Malloy, p. f889.)
In addition to the foregoing cases there sire, of course, many individual
claims which have been presented and settled through diplomatic channels by
the Department of State.

Secretary KELLOGG. Now, if there is any further information with

relation to that that the committee wants I will be glad to give it.
At present, if the committee will excuse me, I wbuld very match
like to go, because I have very important engagements this morning.
The CHAIRMAN. If there are no further questions the Secretary
may go.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I observe this statement which
the Secretary has just offered for insertion in the record contains
a number of cases in which the agreements between the United States
and other powers have been entered into with respect to the settle-

ment of claims by American nationals and these other countries
without the concurrence of the United States Senate..
Secretary KELLOGG. Yes.'

Senator JoxEs of New Mexico. I would like for him to have
some one in the department make up a list of such actions by the
Government wherein the concurrence of the Senate was*had.

Secretary KELLOGG. I will have that done.

You asked the other

day for these cases. so I had these prepared.

(See p. -. )
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes. Thank you for them.
Secretary KELLO(GG. Of course, naturally; if a claim is settled

against the American Government. there would have to be an appropriation by Congress to pay it.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for coming here, Mr. Secretary.
Now we will hear Mr. Winston.
STATEMENT OF HON. GARRARD B. WINSTON, UNDERSECRETARY
(IN CHARGE OF FISCAL OFFICES), DEPARTMENT OF THE
TREASURY
The CHAIRMAN. If yOU have any particular statement to make in
Ielation to this bill as affecti~ig the 1reasury Department or the attitude of the Treasury Department in relation to it I would like to
have you do so now.
Undersecretary WINToN. I would like to make some comments on
this if I may. We are up against a purely practical situation. It
is all very well to talk about what is the ideal thing, but what Congress has to decide is what is the practical thing.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Well, now, Mr. Winston, you say
that we are up against an impossible situation.
Undersecretary WINSTON. Well, I mean this country. Not impossible, sir.
Senator JoNES of New Mexico. Well a confusing situation, or
whatever word you used.
Undersecretary WINsToN. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I would like to know whom you
include in that expression "We."
Undersecretary WINSTON. Well, I was referring to Congress, to
the administration, to the American claimants, the German property
owners, and the German shipowners. All of the people who are involved in t1iis question.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Well, I would like to know for
whom he is talking here.
Undersecretary WINSTON. I asked permission to make comments
on this problem, and this is the expression of my opinion.
Senator SHORTIDGE. The chairman invited him to make some
comments.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, of course, I have no objection to that, and, if you prefer, I am willing that you should go
ahead with your statement and then I will interrogate you afterwards.
Senator KING. Of course, I might suggest that we might want
to have other men come and make their comments who have entirely
different views, and have views maybe of as great importance to
the committee as Mr. Winston's.
Senator Rmrw of Pennsylvania. And when they come let us hear
them and not start to cross-examine them before they finish their
first sentence.
Undersecretary WINsToN. Germany lost the war, and she entered
into the Versailles treaty and agreed to pay reparations to the Allies.
Those reparations were fixed at 132,000,000,000 gold marks, plus some
other charges, and they did not include any part of the United
States claims. "The reparations fixed carried interest at 5 per cent.
That is about $33,000,b00,000 principal, and 5 per cent interest on
that is $1,650,000,000 a year.
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Germany was not able to pay these reparations. In effect, the
country went into the hands of a receiver. The Dawes committee
was constituted to determine how much Germany could pay. After
investigation, they decided that the total of Germany's capacity to
pay after five preliminary years was 2,500,000,000 gold marks, or
about $625,000,000 a year.
Just compare that capacity to pay with the. total of the reparations
fixed under the Versailles treaty, and also with even the annual
interest under the Versailles treaty, and you will see that while these
reparations on paper are obligations of Germany, they are beyond
Ge~rmany's capacity to pay. It is only a theoretical discussion when
you consider these figures.
When we became a party to the division of the Dawes plan an allowance was made of 214 per cent on account of the American claims
against Germany. Two and one-fourth per cent would, pay the
American claims, including the United States Government claims
with interest, in about 80 years. The Berlin treaty provided that
we should hold the property of German nationals, which we had
taken, until a suitable provision was made for the payment of the
American claims. It should be noted here that the right to hold
that property exists until a suitable provision is made for payment
of the private American claims, and not for payment of the claims
of the United States Government against Germany.
So we then have a provision on Germany's part to pay off these
claims in 80 years, and for us to return the security titter 80 years.
To keep this property for that length of time in the hands of a
public trustee is in effect confiscation. So some plan had to be arranged whereby the American claimants could get a reasonable
payment on their claims and the German property could be returned
within a reasonable period. There had to be sacrifices on both sides.
Theoretically the American claimants had the right to retain this
property. Or, rather, that the Government should retain the property for the American claimants until the claims were fully satisfied. But, asI say, to do so amounts to confiscation.
There is no way of getting more money out of Germany than
this 214 per cent. So we caine to a situation, when you consider
the problem as a whole, of trying to work out something which
would clear up these questions.
The original plan of the Treasury was for the United States to
return the German property, to pay for the ships and radio staitions, to pay the Americanclaimants and to be reimbursed out of
the reparations and Army costs coming from Germany. That plain
was not acceptable to Congress. A new plan was proposed as a
compromise. The bulk of the German property is returned immediately and 20 per cent retained to be paid out of reparations.
Fifty per cent of the ship claims is paid in cash, 50 per eent on time
out of the reparations. The bill takes what would otherwise pay
for the balance of the ship claims and gives that to the Anmericaii
claimants. The bill gives to the American claimants the paynients
on reparations which have already come .in, and then gives to tle
American claimants 20 per cent of the property retained.. In order
that there should be an equality between the three classes there
is provided a priority on the payment of the American claims,
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up to 80 per cent, and then .after that the three classes, the American claimants, the alien property owners, and the German ships
share alike.
The CHAIRMA.N. That is, all over $100,000.
Undersecretary WINSTON. That is after the smaller ones are paid.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. At that point. Mr. Winston. it
might be well to make clear that all the death and personal injury
claims are paid in full at once.
Undersecretary WrxsTox. And all the claims up to $100,000.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. And all the claims under $100.000,
and $100,000 on each of the large claims.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Undersecretary WINSoN. I just want to speak of the point which
has been raised "on the short limitation for the presentation of the
American claims. The Berlin treaty provided for the payment of
these American claimants. The State Department provided the
machinery for ascertaining the amount of the claims, and, as is
usual in those cases, a period of limitations was set within which
claims should be presented.
Senator McLEAN. Was it six months?
Undersecretary WV sNoTo. I believe it was six months after a
certain date.
Senator McLEAN. Yes.
TUndersecretary WINsTON. The Mixed Claims Commission took the
position that if a claim was not presented in time it did not come
within their jurisdiction and they could not enter an award against
Germany. Now, Germany has agreed to pay only the awards
entered by the Mixed Claimis Commission. If you should extend the
period of limitations and ask the commission to enter new awards
they wold not bo such awards as Germany is obligated to pay.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Obligated under the mixed claims
agreement or under the treaty?
ITndersecretary WINSTON. Under the treaty, in which it agrees to
pay the awards, and the mixed claims agreement which provides
the machinery, including the statute of limitations.
Senator Kix-. Is the statute of limitations fixed in that agreement?
Undersecretary WixsToN. It is fixed in correspondence in connection with it.
Senator SuonTRmIDE. Pardon me. The treaty provided for the
setting up of the commission, did it not?
ITndersecretary W.NSTON. No; the treaty provided, as I recall,
simply that Germany would pay these claims.
Senator SIoIroITDOE. No; but there was some provision for the
setting up of a commission to pass upon claims, was there not?
Vndersecretarv WINSTON. No.

Senator IV%,D'of Pennsylvania. Not in the treaty.
Senator KINc.. No.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. How did it come about, just for my own
immediate information ?
Undersecretary WixSTON. Well, when a man agrees to pay a
claim which is unascertoined, the first thing you have to do is to
set up some machinery ,c ascertain the amount of the claim.
Senator SHORTHIDGE. YCS.
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Undersecretary WINSTON. That wa, done by the State Department.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Who set up the commission then?
Undersecretary WINSTON. The State Department and the German
Government.
Senator SIonTwoE. Well, was the commission given the authority
to fix the time? That is the only point in my mind for the moment.
Was the commission given the authority?
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. There has never been any act of
Congress authorizing the creation of the Mixed Claims Commission
or defining its jurisdiction.
"Senator KING. Or the time within which payment should be
made.
Senator HARRISO.. Will you not for the benefit of the committee
put the personnel of that Mixed Claims Commission in the record?
Undersecretary WINSTON. I will put it in.
Chandler P. Anderson is the American commissioner, Doctor Kiesselbach

is the German commissioner, and Edwin B. Parker is the umpire.

The CHAIRMAN. The time is fixed six months after the first meeting of the commission, and that was agreed to by notes passing
between the American State Department and the German State
Department.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Well, then, it was the two Governments that
fixed the statute rather than the members of the commission?
Undersecretary WIN.STON. Yes; it was fixed by the State Departments.
The CHAIRMAN. By the two Governments?
Senator MCLEAN. And there were claims that were valid and just
that were not presented to the commission, were there not?
Undersecretary WINSTON. Yes; just as happens in any kind of a
law, that the limitation runs on some people.
With reference to the Austrian and Hungarian claims, we hold,
as was stated, an estimated amount of $1.2,000,000 of Austrian property. As I say, the time for the filing of claims has not yet expired,
and I have seen no authoritative estimate on the amount of the
American claims. I have been told by the Austrian minister that
these claims will not aggregate over two to four million dollars.
As far as the Hungarian claims are concerned, the Hungarian
minister said to me just informally-I imagine he advised the State
Department to the same effect-that Hungary did not wish to be
included in any bill until the amount of the claims could be estimated and some provision made for their payment.
In the German case we have the arrangement of the Dawes plan
of 214 per cent reparations to take care of these claims. We also

have the time limitation for the presentation of claims past and an
accurate estimate of the amount of claims. It was felt that you

could now draw a bill to cover the German claims, but you could not

very well draw a bill to cover the Austrian or Hungarian claims,

and that was the reason why those claims were not considered in
the draft of this bill.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we hold three or four times the amount of

Austrian property to cover any claims that the American nationals
have against that country?
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.. Undersecretary WINSTON. Vell, Senator Smoot. I say I' haveI no
authoritative estate as to the amount of those claims.
'The CHAIRMAN. Well, all the information that we have and all the
information that has been collected supports that position.
Undersecretary WINSTOn. The aggregate of the American claims
may be much larger because of the speculation in crowns, just like
I
the speculation in marks.
Senator WArso.N. Did Germany agree to pay those claims, Mr.
Winston?
Undersecretary Wi-,SToN. No.
The CHAIRkAN. Well, you do not think that Congress ever intends
to take care of all those who invested in German marks or Austrian
crowns?
Undersecretary WINSTO,. No; I hope not.
' Senate WAfS6N. 'Mr. Witiston, did Germany agree to pay 'the
claims of' her allies as well is her own'?
Undersecretary W1i-csrn. Well, I think there is something of that
sort in the Versailles treaty.
*.'SenatorWArSON. Yes.
Underseereta ry WINSTON. B,?t, as Senator Reed said, the Berlin
treaty apparently contemplates a respective provision for each of
these nations for the payments.
Senator Jo.N.,s of New Mexico. You have just heard the statement
of the Secretary of State in that regard. Do you agree with the
Secretary of State?
Undersecretary WiNTOx. Well, I will just have to leave it to the
Berlin treaty.
'There was one question raised by the Secretary of State in the
last hearing, as I understand, which was this: In negotiating for
the admission of the United States into a share of the Dawes payments our State Department said that if we we retain any ships
which we have taken we will credit them against the reparations, and
they also said if we retain the alien property we will credit it against
the reparations. The question is raised as to whether this bill in the
form in which it is now presented constitutes a retention of the ships
or property so that the Allies could say we are not entitled to any
further reparations from Germany.
The way that question appeals to me is this: The two situationsthe ships and' the alien property. We can not return the ships in
kind because some of these ships do not exist. On some of them we
spent enormous sums of money, like the Lpeviatawn. But we satisfy
the requirement if we pay the value of these ships. We are not retaining the ships if we pay their value. There is no requirement that
we shall pay their value in cash to-day, and it is the same thing if
we pay their value 50 per cent in cash.' as the bill provides, and 50
per cent on time with interest, as the bill provides. If the Allies
say that that 50 per cent is contingent on reparations, and therefore
may not be paid, they can only raise that question when the reparations cease to be paid. And if the reparations cease to be paid there
is nothing against which to credit the ships.
Senator Evoi. Or when ihe reparations exceed the amount could
they not raise it then?
Undersecretary WINsTon. No, sir; because then the ships would be
paid for.
28623M-27---5
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Now the question with alien property is a good dear the, same,.
We have the right under the Berlin treaty to retain the German
property until suitable provision is made for the payment of theAmerican claims. In other words, we could retain 100 per cent.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Is that all the right we haveunder the Berlin treaty?
Undersecretary WINSTON. Well, we have at least that right.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I know, but is that all the right wehave under the Berlin treaty?
Undersecretary WINSTON. Under the decision of the Supreme.
Court it seems to me we have already confiscated that property,
that is, that Chemical Foundation case, and could dispose of it as
we pleased as confiscated.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I am speaking now with respect
to the provision of the Berlin treaty. I have noticed throughout your
statement you refer to the retention of the property as the only recourse we have. I ask you whether I am correct in assuming that
that is your position or not I
Undersecretary WINSTON. Well, that is my position under the
Berlin treaty alone. Although we did have under the Versailles
treaty a greater right, and the Supreme Court has held we have
already confiscated the property, and Congress may dispose of it
as it sees fit.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, that provision in the Berlin
treaty which incorporates into it certain portions of the Versailles
treaty-The CHAIRMAN. It is made a part of the treaty.
Senator JONES of New Mexico (continuing). Made part of the.
Berlin treaty; is it your position that that is no longer effective?
Undersecretary WiNSTON. No; it has been my belief, just as a'
lawyer, that we can do as we pleased with this property, in spite of
the limitation evidently contained in the Berlin treaty that it is
simply security.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, then, why did you make thestatement, or rather leave the impression upon my mind, that this
21/4 per cent under the Dawes reparation was the only means we had
for payment of the American claimants?
Undersecretary WINSTON. I did not mean that.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And that we would have to retain
this property as collateral until those payments' paid off these claims?'
Undersecretary WINSTON. No; I conveyed the wrong idea, then,
Senator. I said that is all we can get from Germany.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Oh, what we get from Germany?
Undersecretary WINSTON. What we get from Germany. This is
not Germany's property. This is the property of German nationals.
But let me finish that statement on the possible argument that the
Allies might claim we are not entitled to any more reparations. We.
have the right, certainly, under the Berlin treaty, whatever our
rights are under the Versailles treaty, to retain this property until
the American claims are taken care of.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, have we not a right under
the Berlin treaty to liquidate this property and pay American na-.
tionals if we want to?

A
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Undersecretary WINSTON.' Well, may I finish on this particular
phase of it? Ve have the right under the Berlin treaty, whatever
other rigl)*s we may have, to retain this property until the Americam
claims are paid. Now if we have a right to retain 100 per cent we'
have certainly a right to retain 20 per cent of it, which this bill pro,
vides we do. So that whereas you can not guarantee anybody against
a lawsuit, you can say that as this bill is now framed we certainly
ought to win any arbitration that the Allies might raise climing
that we are entitled to no more share of that 21/ per cent.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, now, do you mean to infer
that we have no right under the Berlin treaty to now liquidate this
property and pay American claimants?
Undersecretary WINSTON. No, sir; but I say we have certainly the
right under the Berlin treaty to retain the property.
Senator JON0ES of New Mexico. Well, have we not clearly the right
under the Berlin treaty to liquidate the property and pay Americar
claimants?
Undersecretary WINSTON. Well, that would be my opinion,, but Y
am not so certain of that.
. Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Mr. Winston is not answering
your question directly. Is not this the situation, that under the
Berlin treaty we have got a right to apply this German property
to the immediate liquidation of all American claims, but if we dco
the Allies can then justly claim that the 21/4 per cent payments
must instantly cease?
Undersecretary WINSTON. That is right.
The CIIAJUMAN. And I rather think they would cease under tle

agreement because it is specifically stated.
Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. We all agree that they ought to
cease, I think.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Now, what we are trying to prelvent is a claim by the Allies that those payments ought to cease pro
tanto because we are temporarily retaining 20 per cent of the German property, and it was on that that Mr. 'Winston was speaking.
I thiik, perhaps, he (lid not catch your point, Senator.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Well, I did not catch li's point
either in that way. I was interpreting his statement as meaning
that. the only chance we had for payment of these claims is through
ihat 2t per cent, and that we retain this property merely as
collateral.
Undersecretary WiNSTON. No, that was not my belief, Senator. I
was just addressing myself, as Senator Reed suggests, to the' question
raised by the Secretary of State that the Allies might claim that.
Senator JoxEs of New Mexico. Well, now, as I understand' you.
we have a right to retain this property as collateral, and we also'
have the right to liquidate it and pay American nationals?
1lndersecretary WINsToN. I think that is correct.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And under this bill it is l)ropoSe(
to liquidate this property and return to the German. owners or.-

claimants 80 per cent of it.

Undersecretary WINSTON. At once.
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Senator' JONES of New Mexico. At once; and then later on let
them collect out of this 2 per cent.
Undersecretary WInsToN. Later on we pay them.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. But, in other words, you are going
to use 20 per cent of this prope-i'ty for the payment of American
nationals, and that much only, notwithstanding the fact that we have
just as much right to use the other 80 per cent of property as we have
the 20 per cent. And why was the bill framed--I understand you
did it-why was it framed so that we would only use 20 per cent of
German property for the liquielation of American claimants and
tnrn back to the Germans the other 80 per cent?
Undersecretary WINSoN. This bill, Senator, was framed in the
Ways and Means Committee. The bill that I was concerned with
was the original Mills bill which provided for the return of all tie
property at once.
Senator JoN.s of New Mexico. Yes. Now, it was stated in tile
House, in the debates certainly, if not in the report, that this bill was
framed in the way that it was because of soime agreements between
somebody. Do you know anything about those agreements?
Undersecretary WINsTon. Ihat was not handleil by me. I understood Chairman Green had an agreement front the representative,
of the American claimants, representatives of a majority of the
German property owners, and representatives of tile German ship..
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Well, did you or the Treasurv
Departnrent have any correspondence with the German Government
or with any Germans or American claimants looking toward a settlement or an agreement?
Undersecretary WINsroN. The correspondence with the represontatives of the Germans was filed on Saturday, I think, or Friday,
in the Senate, in response to the King resolution.
Senator JONE ,s of New Mexico. Well, I had not heard of that.
Have we got that before the committee?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, it is prirtted and we have got it.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, can you state in a general
way what that correspondence was?
Senator REED of Pennsylvaniai. If he is going to state, first with
whom? Did the Treasury Department have direct correspondence
with the German Government?
Undersecretary WINSTON.. No, at no time. These people did not
represent the German Governirent. They 'represented the ship.
owners or the property owners.
Senator SHORTIDim-E. May I ask right there, Mr. Secretary, under
this bill we retain 20 per cent of i;he German property, do we?
Undersecretary WIxsToN. Temporarily; yes.
Senator SHORTRIDO.. Yes. Now, in consideration of that we in
effect assign to Gerinapy the 2'1/ per cent payments supposed to
come to us in the future under the Dawes agreement; is that right?
Undersecretary WINsToN,. No; l.)ecause Germany is not concerned
in this transaction at all.
Senator SimuormrE. Well, in what way do we compensate, so to
speak. Germany for the 20 per ceni retained?
Undersecretary WiN sToN. Germans, not Germany.
Senatoir SHOITRID'E. Yes.

I'ndersecretary Wy.sSTON. You must keep that distinct.
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Senator

SITOIRTIIDGE. I do.'

I
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Undersecretary WiNsTow. If it was Germany, why, we could just
set off our claims.
Senator SHORTHIDGE. I understand.
Undersecretary WINSTON. It is provided that after the American
claimants get 80 per cent out of these other various funds, plus
current payments on reparations, then the reparation payments
frol Germany are divided three ways-one to the American claimant's. one to tie alien property, and one to the shipowners--so that,
a. indicated at the last two pages of the report of the Ways and
Means Committee to the House, these payments are distributed.
'rhe CITAIR IAN. Twelve o'clock has arrived, and if there are no
further questions to ask Mr. Winston at this time, I would like to
have hini come to-morrow morning at 10 o'clock.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Wen lie comes I want to ask him
one question, andi perhaps; he would want to prepare for it. Why is
it not practicable to reserve 40 per cent of the German property in
the custodian's hands and liquidate the entire 80 per cent of American claims at once?
The CHAIRMAI-. Do you mern 80 per cent ? You wean the whole
of it?
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. No; I do noi mean that at all.
Perhaps you had better answer it to-morrow.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. We will adjourn until to-morrow at 10
o'clock.
(Thereupon, at 12 o'clock noon Monday, January 10, 1927, an
adjournment was taken until 10 o'clock a. um. the next (lay, Tuesday,
January 11, 1927.)
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UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Wa8 ington, ). 0.
lhe committee met, pursuant to adjournment on yesterday, at
10 ilclock a. m., in room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator Reed
Smoot (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Smoot (chairman), McLean, Curtis, Reed of
PennsYlvania, Ernst, Edge, Shortridge, Jones of New Mexico, Gerry,
Harrison, Bayard, and George.
The CHAIRMAN. If the committee will come to order we will now
proceed with the hearing.
'STATEMENT OF HON. GARRARD B. WINSTON, UNDERSECRETARY
(IN CHARGE OF FISCAL OFFICES), DEPARTMENT OF THE
TREASURY-Continued
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Jones, I think you were asking certain
-questions of Mr. Winston at the close. Do you want to go on now?
Senator Rmo of Pennsylvania. When we adjourned I had a ques-tion that I had asked Mr. Winston to think over. I had asked the
-question and he had not yet answered.

Senator

HARRISON.

What was the question?

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Why could we not temporarily
-withhold 40 per cent of the German property in tl.=e hands of the
,custodian and make an immediate payment of the full 80 per cent
,on all the American claims? I am prompted to ask the question
'because under the bill as it is now written the Germans immediately
get 80 per cent of their claims, but the Americans, some of them,
"have to wait six years in order to get their 80 per cent.
Undersecretary WINSTON. WYhen the original bill was introduced
last spring the negotiations as to trying to get some amicable arrangement between the various parties in interest were carried or by
'the Treasury through me. When this bill was introduced the negotiations were carried on entirely by the Ways and Means Committee,
and not by the Treasury at all So my information on the subject.
is second hand.
I understood that the general scheme was for each of theSe
three interests to make equivalent sacrifices, and it 'was 30 per cent
'for the Americans, 30 per cent for the German shipowners, and 30
:per cent for the alien property owners.
That then the Germans came to Chairmdn Green and said they
'would prefer to make it 20 per cent for the alien property owners
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and 50 ptr cent for the shipowners, which meant the same amount
of money from the Germans. I think the reason for that was that
the shipowners were all represented, and they are a comparatively
small number, whereas the property owners were not all represented,
only the majority were represented, and thiqre. were so many more
property owners, 20,000, or so, that they thought it would be more
equitable to take 50 per cent from the ships and 20 per cent from
the alien property.
Senator HARmsoN. Whomade that suggestion?,
Undersecretary WINSTON. My understanding, Senator Harrison,
is- that the Germans made that 'suggestion to Judge heen of the
Ways and Means Conunittee.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, they were looking after the greater
number of their claimants, and they were the individual claimants.
I suppose the ships claimants are very few in number.
Undersecretary WINSTON. There are comnparatively few.
The CHAIRMA.N. Very few.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I can understand why the German property owners are cheerfully giving up 20 per cent. They
are getting four-fifths of their property, and this is the only case
where any of the Allies has given them anything. I can see their
motive all right. But the payment of these American claims depends to a very large extent upon the Dawes atmuities being con.
tinued for 24 years.
The CHAIRMAN. That is, the 20 per cent of them.
Senator RED of Pennsylvania. And ini many cases mich more
than that.
The CHAIRMAN. No; it could not be more than that.
Senator Rriri of 1Pennsvlvania. Yes, it could; because 'll claims
over $100.000 are not paid! up to 80 per cent for six years. They
do not get immediate payment. And sonic of us are skeptical about
the continuance of the Dawes plan payments for 24 years.
Undersecretary WiN-sroN. I think it should be recognized, Senator Reed, that this settlement was also acceptable to these American
I
claimants.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Yes; and that is comnprehensible
too because at present they are getting nothing.
Undersecretary WINSTO*N. That is quite right.
Senator Ri-,FD of Pennsylvania. That is because Congress has been
slow in dealing with the question.
Undersecretary W NSTON. The Ways and "Ieans Committee was
up against a practical situation, and if they could get an agreement
between all the interested parties that is what they thought they
should do.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. lay I ask you why we should
get any agreement?
Undersecretary WINsroN. Of course, there is no necessity for
getting any agreement, except if you do have an agreement then
it indicates that all of the people who are to be affected believe that
this is fair law as far as they are concerned.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. It seems to me to be a ve'y ingenuous scheme and a very good one, but that 20 per cent rather sticks
in my throat.

*
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Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Let me ask you, Mr. Winston,
what percentage of this property was paid out under the Winslow
Act?
Undersecretary WiNsroN. I think about $50,000,000.

Is that not

right, Mr. Alvord, tinder the Winslow Act?
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Senator Sutherland could answer
that.
Undersecretary WINsT(.N. Senator Sutherland could answer that;

yes. That was all the claims up to $10,000,
the larger ones.
The CHAIRMAN. I have always thought
$50.000,000.
Senator REElD of Pennsylvania. And when
count the Gernman property owners are being
the American claimants.
Undersecretary WlNesroN-.

and $10,000 on all ofa

it was approximately

you take that into acconsidered better than

They are.

Senator JoNtis of New Mexico. Mr. Winston, do you know what
percentage of the claims of $10,000 and under were paid out under
the Winslow Act? I do not want the figure exactly, but approximately about what percentage?
Undersecretary WVINSTON. Mr. Sutherland is the man who can
tell tbat.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Almost all of them were paid,
were they not?
I Tndersecretary Wrx8'sro.x. I think practically all of them were
paid.
Senator Jo.Nqs of New Mexico. And do you happen to know
what percentage of the present German claimants have been
gathered together to give their con-ent to this proposition or this
bill?
undersecretary WI-sroN. I have not the exact figures.
Senator JoNE's of New Mexico. You spoke a moment ago of all
the shipowners. -They are relatively few in number, and I can
readily understand how they can be gotten together. But you spoke
of the rest of the claimants, as I understood you.
U'ndersecretarv WI.NSTON. All I have is a communicationn from
Doctor Kiesselbach. who represented the German shipownrs and
the German property owners, that he had a majority of the claims
in amounts.
Senator ?BAYAi). Do you not know what percentage that majority
is, do you
Undersecretary WINSTO.N. No.
The CIIAIt1MqA. He was in my office the other day.
Senator BAYARD. Whether it was a bare majority or a substantial
majority?
'Vhe CIIAImRMAN. A substantial majority, nearly all of them, he told
me when lie was in my office the other morning. I asked him that
qu-.stion when he c.ulne and told nI of that agreement that was
signed by himself for the Geiman claimants and Sidley for the
American claimants, and that agreement was, of course, in writing
and was addressed to Congressman Green, which I read the other
morning.
Undersecretary WINSTON. We have a peculiar situation as to num-

bers represented.
28623--27-6

They had a practice, as I understand, of taking
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an American stock certificate-say the Baltimore & Ohio commonand putting it in the name of a bank in Germany, and then issuingparticipation certificates against that, which would make a great
number of people interested in that stock certificate equitably,
although legally only one person was interested in it.
Senator AARRISON. Wel, did the rule that several people could'
get it, or just that one person could

Undersecretary WINsToN. Well, the bill provides now, I understand, that the equitable owners of this stock certificate receive.
the propert.
4Senator CUTIS. Get their share.

The CHAIRMAN. But the bank will take care of the distribution,.
because the bank holds it..
Senator HARRISON. The Winslow resolution, as I recall, paid
$10,000 and less to the German claimants.
Undersecretary WINSTON. Returned all the estates up to $10,000,.
and paid $10,000 on all of the larger ones.
Senator EDGE. And that was paid in one payment, was it not?:
Paid right out of the Treasury?
Undersecretary WINSTON. That was paid right out as it could be

done in the ordinary course of business.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And since the payments under the.
Winslow Act we have been returning to the owners the earnings.
on that property.
Undersecretary WINsToN. The earnings on the property have been
paid to the owners since that time, with the limitation of up to,
$10,000 a year.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. $10,000 a year?
Undersecretary WINsTON. Yes.
Senator HARRISON. Well, now, taking into consideration what the.
German claimants would get under this bill and what they have
already received, what per cent would they get more than the,
American claimants would get at this time?
Uzidersecretary WINSTON. Well, the value of the property is estimated at about $250,000,000.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. What would it have been estimated'
at before the payments under the Winslow Act?
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Estimated at $208,000,000 in the.
House report.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, that i's since the Winslow,
Act?
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. $300,000,000.
Undersecretary WINSTON. Using these figures here, 80 per cent
of $250,000,000 is $200,000,000, which they would get under this act..
They have also received $50,000,000 under the Winslow Act. So.
there is $250,000,000 out of $300,000,000 total. Or that would be 84
per cent.
Senator HARRISON. That is what the German claimants would get.
Undersecretary WINsTON. Yes.

Senator GEORGE. Exclusive of the shipowners and the radio.4
stations?
Undersecretary WINsToN . This is only the alien property.
Senator GEORGE Yes; I understand.
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Senator HARRISON. And' then the Americans would get 80 per
cent?
Undersecretary WINSTON. The Americans would get not 80 per
cent, but 80 per cent with the priority.

Senator HARRISoN. Well, it is 50 per cent at once.
Undersecretary WNSTON. Well, it is a little more than that.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. I have those figures now.

Undersecretary WINSTON. What are they?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Do you want to know what has been returned
under the Winslow Act?
Undersecretary WiNsToN. Yes.
Mr. SUJTHERLAND. To October 31, 1926, $48,685,983. round figure
Undersecretary, WINSTON. Well, we were using the
$50,000,000.

Senator

Senator Sutherland, does that include principal

GEORGE.

as well as interest disbursements since?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. That includes all property in cash returned
under the Winslow bill from April, 1923, to October 31, 1926,
inclusive.
Senator GEORGE. SO that includes both the principal and the
interest?

Mr.

SUTHERLAND.

Senator
Senator
interest.

It does not include the current interest?

It does not.
Of Pennsylvania. It does not include the current

GEORGE.
REED

Senator GEORGE. Yes ;I understand.
The CHAIRMAN. We had already returned $272,420,000.

Undersecretary WINSTON. That was property illegally taken, I
imagine.

The

CHAIRMAN.

That was so decided later.

Undersecretary WINs ON. That was not to German claimants.
Senator JoN1ES of New Mexico. There should be added to that
figure the value of property returned under section 23, $5,906,000.

Senator

GEORGE.

That would include. the accrued interest since

the passage of the Winslow Act.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That is earnings since the Winslow
Act came into effect.
Mr. SUTHERLAND.

Yes.

Undersecretary WINSToN. That is earnings that have actually
been paid.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Earnings that have actually been paid out.
Undersecretary WINSTON. There are some earnings still undistributed.
The CHAIRMAN. Was all of that $272,420,000 property illegally
taken?
Undersecretary WINsTON. Well, we have some question in that
lawsuit in New York that Daugherty and Miller are being tried in.
I suppose this six or seven million dollars of American Metals
property is included in that figure.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that may be true.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, we will not get back the
six or seven million dollars, will we?
Undersecretary WINSTON. No.
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The'CnA1nt.rA.. But the bill before the committee here disposes
of the property that we actually have, without any discussion at all
as to the amount of property illegally returned.
Undersecretary WlINSTON. No; that has no bearing.
The CHAIRMAN. That has no bearing at all. It is just what we
have got in the hands of the Government.
Undersecretary WINSTON. Yes.
Senator JO.NES of New Mexico. Mr. Winston, in the tabulation by
flie Ways and Means Committee in its report there is used in that
tabulation $50,000,000 to be appropriated out of the Treasury on
0
account of the ships. Is that your understanding of it?
U-ndersecretary WINSTON. My understanding fof the theory on
which that is claimed is thisSenator JONES Of New Mexico. Well, first answer the question if
you do not so understand.
Undersecretary WIsroxN. Yes; I understand that there is
$50,000,000 appr'opriated which will be used for this purpose of paying the American claims. An ultimate $50,000,000. It starts with
$25,000,000. ihe theory on which I understand that was made is
this: If we are going to pay for the ships we will have to pay for
them out of appropriations, and it is perfectly fair. therefore, to
appropriate the amount that we are going to pay for the ships at
once. and then use that cash, 50 per cent of it. to pay the American
claimants, and let the shipowners wait for their 50 per cent until
these reparations come in.
Senator JOxES of New Mexico. Well, I understood that the Ways
and Means Committee expected to pay the shipowners 50 per cent of
their claims at once.
The CHAIREMAN. Well, that is true.
Undersecretary WINsT'ON. Well, assuming that the ship award was
$100.000,000.
Senator Jo-NEs of New Mexico. That is just the point that I ant
coming to exactly. On this whole calculation here they have
that we would pay $100,000,000 for these ships. 'is that
as;samed
not so?
The CaAu.%r.%x.-. That is a part of the bill, that it shall not exceed
$100,000,000.
Senator JoN.Es of New Mexico. I know it shall not exceed. and
all of the estimates made for the payment. of these claims are on
that there will be 100,000,000 appropriated for those
the
ships.basis
Indersecretary WINsTO. That is quite ri.ht, Senator.
Senator Jo.NES of New Mexico. And the first $50,000,000 of it we
used entirely in the liquidation of American claims.
The CYAMAN. Xes.
Undersecretary WI sTw. The bill provides that only 50 per cent
of what these actual awards are shall go to the Amherican claimants,
so it is possible that the American 'claimants will not get $50.000.000 out of this appropriation.
The C-AI.RM . Well,* why do you make that statement?
ilndersecretary W.N'-SoN. Well, I mean, suppose that the awards
were found to be $80,000,000, then they would only get $40,000,000.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but I haven't any doubt that the awards will
be $100,000,000 from the ships that were taken.

I
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Undersecretary W1 S'o. Well, I am satisfied myself that it is
the intention that they shall receive $100,000,000.
The CHAIR- AN. I think it will be more than $100.000,000, but it is
limited in this act here to $100,000,000.
Senator JO ES of New Mexico. And I want to express it as my
view now that we should not make any provision for an allowance of
anything like $100,000. )00 on account of those ships.
Senator MCLEAN. Vell, haven't there been appraisals made of
those ships?
The CHAIRM Ax. And it is more than $100,000,000.
Undersecretary WixsToN. The appraisals of those ships vary
from $33,000,000 1 think, to about $250,000,000.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. No; we had a regular appraisal of
those ships, and that is undoubtedly what Senator McLean refers to.
Senator McLEAN. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. At the time the ships were taken
a commission was appointed to appraise their value at that time,
and they did so, and they appraised the value of those ships at
about $33,000,000.
The CHAIR3M AN. $35,000,000.
Senator Jo.NEs of New Mexico. And I am convinced in my own
,mind that we could never get anything like as fair tn appraisal now
as we could and did then.
Undersecretary WINSTO.-. May I make this suggestion? We took
those ships from their individual owners. If we are doing equity
we should pay the value of those ships to their owners. Now the
value of those ships is not established by ant ex parte appraisal by
American interests.
Senator JONES of -New Mexico. Noiv may I ask there. who is it
that appraises the value of this property Which the Alien Property
Custodian has taken over?
Undersecretary WINSTON. For whLt purpose?
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. For any purpose? For the purpose of liquidation? A great deal of it has been actually sold and
converted into cash and then changed. Now who appraised the value
of the original property there?
Undersecretary WiNSTO.. If the property was sold it was probably
sold on the market for the best they could get for it, and that fixes
its value.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Well, now you say it is probably
so. I do not think we ought to let this case rest on mere possibilities.
We ought to know what the facts are.
Undersecretary WINSTON . I can not tell the facts, Senator, because
I have not been in charge of the alien property.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Very well then; that is all right.
The CTdAIuM.AN. Senator Sutherland is here now.
Senator .Jo.xFs of New Mexico. I know. We will get at that
later on. But this witness was making reference to a very important
point that as to these ships we should have a joint appraisal of their
value. But here the much larger part of the German property is
taken over b, the Custodian. and I suppose half or more of it 'as
been converte,1 in some fashion, and if there has ever been any public
sale or any biparty appraisal of it I have never heard of it; and I
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ao not see why we should deal with these shipowners in any different
way than we have been dealing with the owners of the other property
which the Alien Property Custodian has.
Senator HARRISON. Who was on this commission that made this
appraisal of these ships?
Undersecretary WzwsTo. I understood it was the American Navy.
Senator HARuSON. The American Navy?
Undersecretary WINSTON. Yes.
Senator HARRISON. Who appointed them?
Undersecretary WINSTON. I do not know that, Senator.

senator REW. of Pennsylvania. Was that during hostilities that
they were appraised? .
senator BAYARD. They were appraised at the time they were taken
over, Senator; and you must take into consideration this fact, that
when we did take them over they were gutted by the German officers
who had charge of them, and they were take. over at their then.
present value.

Senator REw of Pennsylvania. I understand that, but there was
an uncertain factor in the appraisal because nobody could know
when the war was going to end.
Senator HARRISON. But the prices at that time of ships were

higher than they are now, were they not? Ships were bringing a.
tremendous price at that time.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Price of free ships, yes.
Undersecretary WNSTO.N. The bill proposes to pay the value of
these ships in the condition they were at the time that we took

them over.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. And there is nobody living who

knows the condition in which they were at the time they were taken
over.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Oh, yes,

Undersecretary WINsToN. Oh, yes; the,, -;.,ere all inspected by the

Navy.
Senator GEORGE. Well, the whole'scheme of this bill contemplates
fixing the value of these ships at $100,000,000, does it not?
The CHAIRMAN. Not to exceed $100,000,000.

Undersecretary WINsToN. No.
Senator GEORGE. Well, I know, but is not the whole bill framed

on that theory?

Undersecretary WINSTON. The $100,000,000 limitation came in, I
think, originally at my suggestion in the first Mills bill. These
two values were put before us, $33,000,000 and $250,000,000, and I
thought that we should not submit a wide-open proposition like
that under which we might be forced to pay $250,000,000 as the
value of these ships, and I suggested to the Germans that they
ough
toputa limitation on them, and after some discussion the

limtatonfor all of these claims, radios and patents and ships. was
fixed at $100,000,000. The patent question at that time was very

uncertain. I did not know what might be the value of these two
or three thousand patents that we had taken over, and I thought
in preparing the first bill, the Mills billSenator BAYARDo May I interrupt you, Mr. Winston, there for a
moment? In the matter of the ships.. They were valued by a
governmental instrument, it was a commission, you can call it what
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-you please, at $33,000,000, ag their then going value in connection with
the market price at that time, taking into consideration their then
condition. Let me call your attention to this. The Alien Property
Custodian sold a lot of patents to the Chemical Foundation for two
hundred and odd thousand dollars. Now, then this commission
ought not to go into any other value of those patents than that
-established.
Undersecretary WINsToN. No.
Senator BAYARm. Then how can this commission go into any other
value than the value established by the commission appointed by the
President at the time the ships were valued, although they were not
.sold at that time I They were taken in the same way that the patents
were taken.
Undersecretary WINsroN. If you want to do equity to these private
owners you should pay for the value of the property you take.
Now we wanted to pay the value of the patents that we still have,
'We do not propose to go back of any sales that were made.
Senator JoNzs of New Mexico. Well, if you are going to do equity
:along the lines that you suggest why not go back of the whole
transaction?
Undersecretary WINsToN. Because that should come, if at all, in
:a separate bill. In preparing this bill originally it was desired to
dispose of the German property we now hold. Not sales that we
have had in the ast, or not setting u claims for damages for actions
'in the past. Now, at that time nobody in the Government knew
what the value of these patents were. The radio stations, you could
fix that value fairly accurately.
Senator HAmSON. What was the value of the radio stations?

Undersecretary

WINSTON.

I do not recall now.

Senator JONEs of New Mexico. There was only one station, and it
was appraised At the time it was taken over at $490,000.
The CHAIRMAN. There were two stations.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, one was turned back because
it belonged to the French and not the Germans.
Undersecretary WINSTON. The ships were valued from $33,000,000
to $250,000,000.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, who made the valuation of
$250,000,000?
Undersecretary WINSTON. That was the value c f tonnage, the value
per ton in the world market at about that time.
Senator Joiis of New Mexico. Well, who made that valuation of
$250,000,000?
Undersecretary WINSTON. That was the cost of so much tonnage
in the world market.
Senator JoNzs of New Mexico. But who made it, I am asking?
Undersecretary WINsToN. It was made by the price of ships, the
market for ships at that time.
Senator IimisoN. Well, the Navy took the figure of $33,000,000.
Senator JoNES of New Mexico. Who made the valuation of $250,000,000?
Undersecretary WInsToN. Well, that is the market value of ships
at that time.
Senator SHORmIMoE. Who made it?
senator REE D of Pennsylvania. Some clerks made it.
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Did the Germans make it?

Undersecretary WINSTON. No; that was the world market of ships.

If you wanted to buy a ship in 1917 you had to pay so much a ton.
senator HARRISON. Well, did not the Navy who valued the ships at
$33,000,000 take that into consideration when making their valuation I
Undersecretary WINSTON. I do not know. It was the world market for ships.
The CHAIRMAN. We paid as much as $225 a ton for' ships ourselves.
'Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I may state at thispoint that a witness from the Judge Advocate General's office, I forget his name,
went into that whole question and told how the valuation was made
by the commission, who constituted it, and he explained that it
would be impossible to fix a value at the present time upon those
ships. and that it was done at that time thoroughly, and taking into
consideration the condition of the ships, and that the valuation was
placed in the records of the ship itself. A great many of those
ships have been sunk, and the records have been sunk with them.
And that has all been &one into in the House hearings. And that
witness said that it would be impracticable at that time to value the
ships in the condition they were at the time the Government of the
United States took them over.
The CHAI MAN. Personally I think the biggest steal in the whole

war was the steal of those patents turned over to the Chemical Foundation. They got patents that were worth millions and tens of millions of dollars.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Mr. Winston has just stated that
that question is to I-,3 left open.
Undersecretary ,xiNSIKTO. This bill does not touch it.

Senator CuRTis. Well, that question has been virtually decided
by the court, has it not, so what is the use of wasting time on that?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And if that question has been
decided by the court. as: it has, the Senator is quite right about it,
and we are not going into a revaluation of those patents turned over
to the Chemical Foundation, then I inquire why we should go behind
the valuation we put upon these ships at the time?
The C AIRMAAN. Well, those were sold outright to other parties.
Senator JoxEs of New Mexico. Wetl, these were sold and turned
over to the United States and that constituted the transfer of title.
Senator BAYARID. They were taken over immediately for governmental purposes, and they are not for sale, perhaps, for immediate
use. And the patents were afterwards taken in that Chemical
Foundation operation at a sum of $200,000.
Senator SHORTItIDUE,. W111O was it that made these valuations of
these ships taken over?
Undersecretary WINSTON. The Navy Department.
Senator SHOnTRIDFE. And how was it, and when, and under what
authority, and by virtue of what arrangement?
The CHAIRMAN. Those valuations were made by the Navy Department. The first valuation when the ships were taken over.
Senator HARRISOX. Mr. Winston, may I ask you this question?

You say that the value of these patents would be fixed at the price
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that they were sold at, and' they all have been sold, have they not, to
the Chemical Foundation?
Undersecretary WinsToN. No; the patents that were sold to the
Chemical Foundation are not touched in this bill. This bill refers
only to the patents that we still have.
Senator HARRISON. Well, what has been the estimated value of
those that were not sold?
Undersecretary WVIisTox. I have not seen an est.imte as to that.
Senator HARJUsoN. There has not been any estii-ute placed upon
them at all?
Undersecretary VIINSTON. I do not know how you can put an estimate yet until you investigate every patent, and it is for that reason
that we put this $100,000,000 limitation in.
Senator BAYARD. Does this bill intend by its provisions in any
way to interfere with the value realized by the sale of other property
than ships and patents?
Undersecretary WriNsTo-.. Not at all.
Senator BAYARD. In other words, you take that as an established
fact merely because there was a sale and a transfer of character of
the property from kind into money.
Undersecretary VIxsrox. This bill purports only to cover the
property now in the hands of the Alien Property Custodian. And
if he has sold any of it the bill does not touch it.
Senator BAYARD. And you disregard any findings made by any
proper body at the time of the taking as of the then value?
Undersecretary WINSTOx. We provide for an ascertainment of the
value of the ships and of the patents.
Senator BAYARD. Yes; but you disregard any further ascertainment and do not feel bound by that in any way?
Undersecretary WINSTON. We do not make conclusive at all the
finding of the Navy Department as to the value of those ships, because, as I say, it was an ex parte determination in our own interests.
If we are to do equity we must pay what is the fair value.
Senators HARRISON. Well, Mr. Secretary, in that $100,000,000 that
is proposed to be appropriated you do figure the value of the ships
since the time we took them over?
Undersecretary WxxSTO x. Yes.
Senator HARRISON. And the patents and the radio station.
Undersecretary WINSTON. You see there are 10 years of interest on
those ships.
Senator JoxEs of New Mexico. I think it would be advisable at
this point to put in the record the resolution under which these ships
were taken.
The CHAJIRAN. I was oig to speak of it.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. On page 180 of this document Mr.
Eagle, of the office of the Judge Advocate General. Navy Department, was the witness, and I find in his testimony this statement:
The ships that are referred to in this bill were taken over by the United

8tate, under the presidential ordet' in conformity with the resolution of May

12. 1917.
The aA or the resolution provided that when the ships were take, tho
title should pass to the Government, so that those, ships are Government
property now-at least, when they were taken-and did not at any time come
under the cognizance of the Alien Property Custodian.
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There werb about 100 ships seized, I believe, and the resolution provided

that after they were taken the Navy Department should provide a board to
survey and appraise them.
A board was appointed for that purpose, and a survey and appraisal was
made, which was reported to the department, as contemplated by the resolution.
I would like to call the committee's attention to the fact that the resolution
says that the report of the board shall be competent evidence in connection with
any claim.

May I suggest, Senator, that that resolution is still in force, and that the appraisal will be competent evidence before the arbiter in this case.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, why is it not competent evidence before this committee?
Undersecretary WINSTON. It is competent prima facie evidence.
Senator JoNS of New Mexico. Well, it does not say competent
prima facie evidence. It says "shall be competent evidence."
Undersecretary WINSTON. Well, that does not mean it is conclusive. It is evidence.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, why should not this committee accept it as conclusive?
Undersecretary WINSTON. Because the resolution itself does not
make it conclusive, and because if ou are doing equity you have
got to pay the fair value of those ships and not some value determined by a partisan commission.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. What are you reading from, Senator?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I am reading from the testimony
taken before the Ways and Means Committee, and this was a gentleman from the Judge Adovate General's office of the Navy who knew
about the appraisals.
The CHAIRMAN. In the first volume.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. In the first volume of the hearings
before the House Committee.
Senator EDGE. That is the latest hearing-the present session
hearings?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. No; not the present session. This
was not gone into, as I understand it, at the present session.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. This was in the hearings on the
Mills bill.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Mr. Mapes asked this witness:
Undersecretary WiNSTON.

Would it be your judgment, then, that it would be as well, perhaps, to take

the valuation fixed by the board as to provide for this way of fixing a valuation
on them?
Mr. NzAoL& I believe that would be the only practical and reasonable thing
to do.

And in his testimony he goes into that question at length as to
how the appraisal was made, and why it is impossible now to get
any definite evidence to bear u on the question of valuation.
Undersecretary WINSTON. ITf Mr. Neagle's statement is correct
that that is the only evidence available, and if the resolution makes
that competent evidence, that could be under this bill the only evidence that the arbiter could consider.
Senaor JONES of New Mexico. Well, if we want the arbiter to set
that in, as the only evidence, why should not we do it now, and why
have an arbiter at all?

I
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Undersecretary WINsToik. Because it may not be the only evidence.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, we know in the nature of
things, and according to the statement of Mr. Neagle it is the only
practicable evidence. The ships are not here now. Their present
condition-I mean looking at them now-would only be a guess as
to what the condition was at the time they were taken over.
Senator EGE., In other words, everything that has been expended
on them since has been expended by ourselves.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
Undersecretary WINsToN. The effect of that resolution, Senator
Jones, is to make our evidence, the Government evidence, simply an
introduction of this appraisal, Then the burden is on the Germans
to show that it is wrong.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, that is your construction
of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well Senator Jones, you do r.it understand that
the limitation of $100,000,000 means that there is going to be $100,000,000 paid?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That is just exactly what is contemplated by this bill, in my opinion.
Senator HAxRISON. Well, there is not much doubt about that;
$100,000,000 will be paid.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Well, the House committee report
assumes that it will be paid.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes; it does.
Senator HARRISON. Can you not figure up what will be the interest
charge since we took over these ships on the basis of this estimate,
Mr. Secretary?
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. That is easy. It is 10 years'
interest at 5 per cent.
Senator HADRISON. And also what the interest on this radio station that we took over at that time will be, and then give us some
idea as. to the limitation of the patents that will be paid, so if we
want to write it into this bill and reduce it to that figure we can
do it.
Undersecretary WINSTON. I have no information on which I can
lit the limitation of patents.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Senator Harrison, the $33,000,000
appraisal for the ships would have added to it 10 years! interest at
per cent, which would add one-half of the original appraisal, maky
ing Navy
$50,000,000
payable
to the shipowners now on the basis of
the
appraisal.
Senator HARBiSON. And then the radio station was valued at about
one half a million dollars, I understand, and there would be 10
years' interest.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Yes, and then the patents that are
valued are only those patents which the United States took from the
Alien Property Custodian or from the owners. It does not include
l)atents like the Chemical Foundation.
Senator HnIsoN. That is fixed.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Which was held by the Custodian
0r odd to outsiders. It is only those few patents which the Governnwnt. took for its use and still holds.

so
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Senator JNr.s of New Mexico. I find that the pertinent part of
the resolution referred to a while ago is quoted by Mr. Neagle in these
hearings. Mr. Neagle says:
The resolution of May 12, 1917, the second section, siys:
"That the Secretary of the Navy is authorized and directed to alppo0int.
subject to the approval of the President, a board of survey whose duty it
shall be to ascertain; the actual value of the vessel, its equipment. appurienances, and all pwoperty coittained theren, at tilt- t'te of Its taking, awd
make a written report thereof to the Secretary. These Ililiugs shall he,
considered competent evidence in all1 proceedings on any chili for conipeusation."

Then, Mr. Neagle continuesI have here the form in which the report of the lioiit'd was ]ade in ea.h
case. They made a separate, report on each vessel.

Then, he quotes-The board appointed by the Secretary of the Navy under date of May 11).
1017, with the approval of the President. after full and careful consideration
of the age and physical condition of the steamshipi (blank), Its equipment
and appurtenances at the time of the taking thereof, and all other informlation and facts bearing upon the valoe thereef. his ascertained and deteruifed
the actual value of said vessel, its equipment. and appurtenances, and of tlte
property therein contained at the thie of its taking, to be (blank).
This value is composed of the following ilenis:
(a) The vessel. its equipment, and appurtenances.
(b) All other property contained therein," including fuel, consumable supplies, cargo, etc.
Then on that form, in each ease, the value of the vek;sel Is stated.

Senator BAYAiR. Taking into consideration all the things at the
time.
The CHAUtMA,. Then lie goes on and says, in answer to a question
by Mr. Lea:
Mr LEA. Will you give us the total value of the ships as so appraised?
Mr. MILLs, Roughly speaking, $33,000X,00.
Mr. N.XA;Lt*. The value was placed on each ship separately, and has not been
footed up; but It was In the neighborhood of between $33.000000 and $35,000,000,
I believe. for the 99 ships.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. And then Mr. Neagle later on says:
A good inany of them have, been sold. Some are still iti operation, both Iby
the Shipping Board an(1 by the Navy Department.

Senator EnGE. If it is obtainable it would be interesting informnation to have the price received for those that weie sol.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I think it would.
Senator Ri,:D of Pennsylvania. That would depend upon the tine.
Senator SIoirrimmE. Does the record show that anybody filed any4
protest or objection to that?
Undersecretary WiNsToN. We were at war with Germnany.
Snator SiiorTmn:o.. I grant we were: but had anybody questioned
the conclusions reached by that board?
Undersecretary WixsTO&,x. We have questioned those conclusions
very strongly.
Senator BAYARD. Mr. Winston, it is your contention that this
Mi;-ed Claims Commission can place any value it pleases upon the
shij s, notwithstanding this finding of the Naval Board of Inquiry ?
41 nator REED of Pennsylvania. The arbiter woulh do that.
U Adersecretary WxINSTON. Any value that is justified by evidence.
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Senator RE.l) of Pennsylvania. This would not come of the Mixed
Claims Commission. It comes to an arbiter who is established by tile
bill. A single individual.
Senator HARRIsON. Who was the arbiter?
Senator Ri-a-z of Pennsvvania. The Presidtnt.
Senator BAYARD. But tfien he would have the corresponding right
under Mr. Winston's claim to arrive at any value other than the
$33,000,000 arrived at?
Senator RPml) of Pentisylvania. Absolutely.
Senator GEoRGE. Not exceeding $100,000,000.
Senator REED of Peiinsylvania. No; it would have to be not ex,,,eding $100,000.000. He would have a right to arrive at any value.
The only rule set for him is the provision that these ships shall be
valued at their worth to the owner at the time of the taking, bearing
in mind the fact that they could not be used until the termination of
the war, which was stated as July, 1921.
Senator GEORGe. Which was an undetermined contingency at that
time.
Senator RE.:Lw of Pennsylvania. Which was,. of course, undetermined at the time they were actually taken.
The CHAIRMAN. That date has been changed. I have the statement from the department stating that it was 1919 instead of 1921.
Senator lirED of Pennsylvania. I do not see it.
The ChAIR.rAN. Well, I will get the Giovernment statement.
Senator CURTIS. We can take that up later.
The CHAImMAN. We can take that up later, but I will. assure you
that it is 1919 instead of 1921.
Senator CuvTIs. Let us get through with the witness.
Senator Ri.:D of Pennsylvania. Mr. Winston, would this bill be
substantially satisfactory to the German claimants if we were to
provide that 40 per cent should be withheld and the first 20. per cent
of that should bl paid ii the years immediately succeeding the passage of the act?
Undersecretary WIsNsroN. That is a question I can not answer,
Senator Reed, because I did not participate in any of these negotiations in which the 20 per cent was fixed.
Senator REt of Pennsylvania. You see what we are doing is to
make the payment of the fuli 80 per cent to American nationals contringent on the continuance of the Dawes plan payments for the next
six years. Now, it, occurs to me that the wiser way to arrange it
would be to iet the German payments in full for their 80 per cent
depend upon that, contingency.

If anybody is going to take the

risk of a default in the next six years it ought to be. the Germans who
do the defaulting rather than our people.
LUdersecretary Wi. s'jo x . Well, that is the wamy I feel about it
personally" but I did not participate in these arrangements and,
Of course, I can not speak at all for the Germans.
Senator REK.n of Pennsylvania. We place on 178 American claimants all the risk that is involved for the continuance of the Dawes
plan for the next six years.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. And it is even more than that
unless we turn over to the American claimants $5#00,000)000 out of
the American Treasury.
rhe CHUAIII3AN. Yes.
.
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Senator RMD of Pennsylvania. Well, we are sure that they are
going to get $50,000,000 for the ships, Senator, because the appraisal of 1917, plus accrued interest will make up 50 millions
of dollars. .It occurs to me-I do not like to protect this examination, but we might its well clear up this point-it occurs to me
that if we provided that in this special deposit fund was to go the
first $50,000,000 payable on account of ships, instead of 50 per cent
of what was paid on account of ships, then we make sure that there
will be that $50,000,000 fund, and we do not require the arbiter
to give them $100,000,000 for those ships. Do you catch my point?
-Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Yes; I catch your point. But
what I wanted to call attention to, in the estimate of time of payment, as made by the Ways and Means Committee in its report, it
includes the payment in 1927 of $25,000,000 on account of these
ships, and in 1928 of another $25,000,000 on account of the ships.
and to go to these American claimants the whole $50,000,000. And
upon that basis only will the American claimants get their full
amount. within the six-year period, and only on that basis will the
rest of this money be paid within 261/3 years. And I call attention to the fact that the $60,000,000 allowed to the United States
by the Mixed Claims Commission is not provided for at all, either
interest or principal, and that as to that $60,000,000, even under
the calculation made by. the Ways and Means Committee, we will
not begin to get any part of it until after 26 years.
Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. Is that correct, Mr. Winston?
Undersecretary WINsTON. I do not get that.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not so read it, Senator.
Senator Jo.vis of New Mexico. If you will just, look at the Ways
and Means Committee report you will see that that is the case.
Undersecretary WrNSToN. You must remember that the alien
property is not held under the Berlin treaty as security for the
payment of the United States claims but only as security for the
payment of the claims of American nationals.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. But in the agreement for the
Mixed Claims Commission it was provided there that the claims of
the United States should be ascertained.
Undersecretary WiNsToN. Yes.
Senator JoNES of New Mexico. And the Berlin treaty, through
the provisions of the Versailles treaty incorporated, provided that
this
property
United
States. could be used for the payment of the calims of the
Undersecretary WiNsToN. Oh,Ayes,.the Versailles treaty did.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes, which is incorporated in the
Berlin treaty. And so on the $60,000,000 of the claims ascertained
by the Mixed Claims Commission as due to the United States, no
part of the principal or interest will come to the United States until
after 26 years plus, and if you do not apply $50,000,000 out of the
Treasury to the payment of these claims, I do not know when we
would begin to get anything-probably not for 40 years. And
in the meantime we would have due us the $60,000,000 plus the 5
per cent interest, which would be more than doubled at that time, and
then you would have to amortize a debt, at that time of probably
$120,000,000 with 5 per cent interest out of a fund of less than
$11,000,000 annually.
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Undersecretary WxNsT N. May I state the way it appeals to me
as a practical proposition. Certain courses can be taken. You can
confiscate the German property and apply it on the claims of the
American nationals and on the claims of the United States, and so
far as we are concerned we are paid. The Government and our
people.
Senator REED. of, Pennsylvania. Now that is what all of our allies
have done, is it not?
Undersecretary WINSTON. That is what the Allies have done.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. At this point I wish to take exception to the use of the word "confiscation ' in that connection, and
it seems to me that any American citizen, under the treaties which
have been entered into, should not for a moment think of using the
term "confiscation." In my judgment it is not confiscation to use
this property in the way that is provided for in the Berlin Treaty.
Under that treaty the German Government itself has agreed to pay
its own nationals for this property, the German Government as
expropriated this property, andby its solemn agreement, its treaty
with the United States, has agreed that this property shall be used
in this manner for the payment of American claims. And in view
of all those facts I think it is entirely improper for any representative of the Government or any citizen of the Government to use the
expression " confiscation" in such connection.
Undersecretary WINSTON. I think the Supreme Court has said
we have already confiscated the property, and that is their language
in the Chemical Foundation case. And then if we have already confiscated it, Senator Jones, this would be simply the application of
property already confiscated. The second extreme is to return the
German property and let the Americans wait until they get their
payment out of this 21, per cent. And the reason for the returning
of the German property is the establishment of a public policy or
an international policy which the United States believes it should
establish. If the United States believes it should establish a public
policy it should establish that policy at the expense of the people
as a whole, and not solely at the expense of the American claimants.
So if Congress decides that they want to establish that policy of not
applying the property of enemy nationals to the debt of the enemy
government, then the United States should in equity sacrifice some
of its rights in favor of its nationals who have claims against Germany. I have thought that we are taking too much from the
American claimants in returning their security until they are actually paid, but this compromise bill has been made. It has been accepted by all of the parties. The German property owners, the
German ship owners, and the American claimants.
Senator EDGEo That is what you call the three-party plan, in other
words.
Undersecretary WINSTON. Yes, this compromise plan, and it
seems the only practical plan to settle these questions. I know it
is not perfect.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, I am unwilling to allow
American claimants and German claimants to get together and
agree ,pon a national policy for the United States, and that is the
effect ol this bill.
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Undersecretary WINsroN. I do not think it is quite accurate to
state it that way, Senator. The policy was established by the House
of returning this German property, and the claimants got together
simply on what they thought was a fair treatment of them under
those particular circumstances.
Senator JONES of New MexicQ. Well, I know that some of the
leaders in the House supposed that there was to be no charge upon
the Treasury of the United States, and that the American cliimants
should be paid in full from other sources than the United States
-Treasury, and that in my opinion this bill does not accomplish those
Imposes.
TheCHAIRMAN.
)o you mean that some of the House members felt
that the Government of the United States should not pay a dollar
for ships that were taken?
* Senator JowEs of New Mexico. No.
The CrAIR.MAN. Well, that is about the pay.
only money that the (Nov.
ernment of the United States will have to
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Are we not practically under
this bill waiving $60,000,000 with interest on a claim which has been
allowed to the Government of the United States?
Undersecretary VINsToN. Their consideration for that is that you
are depriving the American claimants of their security for the sake
of a public policy which you wish to establish.
Senator JoNES of New Mexico. Well, so far as I am concerned
I do not wish to establish any such policy.
Undersecretary WiNsroN. Well, I am talking about Congrtess.
The CHAIRMAN. That Congress wishes to establish.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. And as to that question of public
policy, the way it is worded in section 2 of this bill, as I construe this
bill. is to establish a policy and at the same time guarantee to the
German claimants of this property that they will ultimately be paid,
and if in the course of time the payments under the Dawes plan
should fail, or if they should fail within a reasonable time to pay
these German property owners for their property, they will come
-to the United States and say that "under your, declaration of
policy in section 2 of this bill you have guaranteed to return to us
all this property, and we now ask that an appropriation be made
for it."
Undersecretary WrNSTON. The alternative is either to take this
German property and apply it on these claims, or to deprive the
Americans of their security without giving them an opportunity of
reasonable
payment.
. Senator GFO)RG.
If we establish it as a, national policy, a policy
of this Government that we are not to take any property seized of
an alien or the national alien, thereafter at least the Anerican citizen
could not claim that he had any security for any counter obligation
at all, because if we establish that policy, why 'then there is no
security left for the, American citizen who has a claim.
Undersecretary WINsToN. He has.a security to-day.
Senator GEoRGE. Well, he has it under this property.
* Undersecretary WpxsToN. Yes.
Senator GEoRGE. But now if you change that and say that notwithstanding this treaty we are going now to declare the policy, why
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he has no security except the moral obligation, which we probably
would assume, to pay him out of the Treasury.
Undersecretary WiNSToN. Well, that was the theory of the original
Mills bill, that we would establish this policy and the Treasury
would pay it.
enator GEORGE. Yes. Well then, Mr. Winston, this bill would
come to the same thing eventually. It is not inconsistent with the
original theory.
Undersecretary WiNSToN. No, it is not.
Senator GEORGE. No, it is not. I so conceive it.
The CHAIRMAN. And I think if the Dawes plan failed we would
have to do that.
Senator GEoRGE. Undoubtedly.
The CH1AIRMAN. Undoubtedly. I said so before, and I say so now,
that that is what would happen.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I would like to make this point.
The statement was made by Mr. Winston just now that to hold this
property as security for the American claims is contrary to the
policy declared in section 2 of this bill.
Undersecretary WrINsToN. That is right. We are establishing a
policy different from the Berlin treaty.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Or in other words, we have established a policy through the Berliii treaty which we by this bill now
say was wrong, but inasmuch as through the Berlin treaty we did
hold this property as security for the American claimants, that we
are now going to declare another policy, and inasmuch as we change
our policy our liability to American claimants accrues. There are
millions of dollars in claims against the government of Mexico today. No suggeston has been made that the Treasury of the United
States should be responsible for any of those claims. And the only
reason now why it is suggested that the Government of the United
States is responsible for any of these claims is because through the
Berlin treaty we acquired properties which could be subjected to the
payment of these claims and now it is sought to turn around and
and reverse the policy which has been declared by the Senate in its
treaty with Germany, and the policy which has been declared by
all of thf Allies of the United States, or the governments fighting
Germany during the war: it is going in the face of everything we
have done heretofore, of everything that all the other governments
have done in adjusting their claims against Germany. And I. for
one, feel that we are not justified in any sense of the term in dealing with this question from any such premise.
Senator HARRISON. Well, section 2 states the facts. It says it
has been the established policy of this Government.
Senator Jo.N-Es of New Mexico. And it is the old traditional policy.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Well, as to that- traditional
policy, I suppose it is not better expressed than in the Prussian
treaty of 1785, and all that that provi(les is that where private property is taken it shall be compensated for, and we have made provision in the, treaty of Berlin for compensation to these German
nationals.
Senator Joxs of New Mexico. The Senator from Pennsylvania is
absolutely right about it. This in no sense can be considered con-.
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fiscation of this property by the United States if we apply it to the
settlement of these claims. And may I call attention further to the
fact-and I think we had better insert it in the record now-in a
memorandum which was furnished to Mr. Winston by the German
Government, which is printed in this pamphlet which we received
yesterday morning, a full statement is made there as to how Germany has been compensating her nationals for the property which
has been taken over by England, France, and the other countries.
She has compensated her iationals, .or provided: a means for coinpensating her nationals; and, of course, they did not make any compensation for German nationals whose propery we have, because we
have not yet disposed of it, and they are simply waiting our disposition of it before they compensate their nationals for it. The compensation of their nationals for this property, certain classes of
property, is only 2 per cent, but that was because in Germany, owing
to the depreciated currency there the property of the nationals of
Germany living in Germany was taken through the inflation of the
currency, so that in a great many cases they got nothing. Its value
was wiped out as to them. And they thought that these German
nationals who had property in these enemy countries should not be
compensated at any greater ratethan the people in Germany were
being compensated for their property and its depreciated value
owing to the extreme inflation of that currency. The whole statement is made here in that pamphlet which was handed to us yesterday. And at this point I would like to insert in the record the letter
and the memorandum to which I have just referred. This appears
at a e 17 of Senate Document 191.
(The letter referred to, together with the memorandum are here
printed in the record in full, as follows:)
WASHINGTON, D. C., November 16, 1926.

Hon. GARRARD B. WINSTON,
Undersecretary of the Treasury, Washington, D. 0.
DEAR Ma. WINSTON: I understand that some members of the Committee on
Ways and Means are of the opinion that German nationals whose property
has been seized by the United States were compensated by Germany and that
huge sums for this purpose appear in the German budget. I take the liberty
of drawing your attention to the annexed memorandum, which upon the
request of the State Department was delivered to Mr. Castle by the German
Embassy on April 20, 1926. It appears from this memorandum that no compensation whatsoever. has been paid. to such German, nationals, which, is
explained by the fact that under the laws of Germany compensation can
only be paid in the event of confiscation, it being the common opinion in
Germany that so far, the German private property seized by the United States
has not been confiscated.
I am, my dear Mr. Winston,
Very respectfully yours,
DR. KARL VON LEwINSKI.
MEMORANDUM

On April 12, 1920, the following questions were submitted to me by Mr.
Castle:
(1) I should like to know whether the German Government has taken any

assignment from German nationals covering property now In the hands of
the Alien Property Custodian.
(2) Does the German budget for 1924-25 contain this provision: Settlement charges, compensation for losses due to sequestration and liquidation of
German property in foreign countries, 289,000,000 marks? Does the 1925-26
budget.contain a similar provision?
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The first question I have already answered in the neg dive. ,.ter cornnmunicating with my Government I have merely to confirm my statement.
As regards the second question I have upon knquiry received the flowing
information from my Government:
The German budgets for 1924, 1925, and 1926 contain certain items for the
allowance of compensation to German natiorals whose property hats been
confiscated by victorious powers during or in causequence of the wric. The
table annexed hereto (Exhibit 1) specifies these items and shows the amounts
actually granted and paid under them to German nationals. This tribe shows
in particular, that the item of 289,000,000 marks contained In the budget
for 1924 and mentioned in Mr. Parker Gilbert's report or May 30, 1925, referred principally to losses caused to German nationals through compulsory
measures (expatriation and expulsion from territories ceded to allied powers
under the Versailles treaty) and to damage to German private property
caused by hostilities within the former German colonies. Only 17,400,000
marks out of this item of 289,000,000 marks were granted and paid for
-damages caused by confiscation of property abroad. The corresponding items
in the budget for 1925 and 1926 are 89,700,000 and 4,141,200 marks, respectively.
The German legislation dealing with the compensation of German nationals
for losses sustained by confiscation of private property abroad is set out in
detail in exhibit 2. It appears from this exhibit that the compensation
granted by Germany in such cases averages 4.10 per cent of the pre-war
value, that in case of confiscation of cash or securities the percentage allowable is only 2 per cent and that in all cases where the loss sustained exceeds
200,000 marks the percentage allowable for damages beyond this figure is
,
only two-tenths of I per':"ei-t.
German nationals, whose property in the United States was taken over
by the Alien Property Custodian under the trading with the enemy act,
have not received any compensation under the laws quoted in the annex and
are not entitled thereto for the reason that their property has not been con-,
fiscated, but is merely being retained by the United States. If such property
were to be confiscated by the United States they would thereby become entitled to the same rate as allowed to Germans whose property was confiscated
by the allied powers. As, however, the assets held by the United States
consist almost exclusively of cash and securities the percentage to be applied
would, with a few exceptions, be 2 per cent of the pre-war value for assets not
exceeding 200,000 marks in each particular case and two-tenths of I per
cent for all amounts exceeding this figure.
It must be noted that the laws set out in the annex do not apply to ships
taken by the United States during the war for the reason that the losses sustained by the German shipowners were settled on a different basis. The
shipbuilding industry in Germany was a very -important one, employing many
thousands of mechanics a=L laborers,, andi the general welfare was especially
Ilnvlved in this question for the double reason that these workmen were not
well adapted to other trades and that the acquisition of ocean-going vessels
to enable Germany to undertake once more an export trade-which also involved the import of raw materials, for. her factories--was necessary if
economic life was to be revived and the country enitbled to live and to look
forward to the payment of reparation obligations. It was therefore considered
advisable instead of including the shipowners in the general compensation
scheme to meet their requirements for once and a1 by the payment of a fixed
amount under the condition that the sum as so granted were to be used for
immediate reconstruction of at least a small part of the German merchant
marine. The amounts allowed under this settlement were at first calculated
in such a way as to equal about one-third of the pro-war value of the vessels
in question. Due to the depreciation of the German currency, however, the
sums paid out to the shipping companies decreased in value before they could
be translated into the form of ships actually built to such an extent that they
did not cover more than approximately 10 per cent of the peace value of
the lost fleet. In view of this obvious inadequacy it was expressly provided
that the shipowners could retain for themselves any sums which they might
afterwards receive from foreign governments on account of lost tonnage. As
far as the ships taken in Americati ports are concerneOl the situation to-day
Is that the former owners have not been compensated for them from any
source whatsoever and that in the event the United States make compensation for these losses the amounts awarded would go to the former owners
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exclusively, the German Government having no charge or or share in the
amounts thus paid.
WASHINGTON, D. C., April 20, 1926.

Senator RED of Pennsylvania. May I ask Mr. Winston what
is the amount awarded by the Mixed'Claims Commission to the
United States I
Undersecretary WxNsTON. With interest it is about $60,000,000.
Senator REE D of Pennsylvania.' Without interest about $40,000,000
is that it?
Undersecretary WINSTON. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And may I state there that all
of these other claims of American claimants include interest, and
if you put the United States claim on the same basis you would
call it 60,000,000. in the same sense that you used the expression
$180,000,000 for American claimants.
Senator SilburRIm. Senttor Jones, let me ask this question.
Does any one. question this proposition, that under the treaty between
us and Germany all the 'property which. we seized and still hold
may be applied o the settlement of claims of our citizens as against
Germany ? Does anybody question that proposition?
Senator JONES of New Wexlco. Yes; thaf is questioned.
* Senator SioitRwluno. Does not the treaty specifically so provide?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. My unqualified opinion is that
it does.
' Senator Son'TRInoE. Vell, such has been my opinion.
-Senator Enox. The Secretary of State also corroborates that.
* Senator JONES of Mexico. The Secretary of State is of the same
opinion, as stated in the record 'on yesterday. But in 1925, the
German ambassaddjn his lettei'--anl I thiik that should in the
record at this poinkS'made the claim that owing to the fact that the
Government of the.ITnited States had accepted 21/ per cent under
the Dawes reparatiqWt plan, that that was the suitable provision for
the payment of Amiican claims Called for 'in the Knox-Porter resolution, which entered into the Versailles, treaty. The Secretary of
State, Mr. Kellogg, made a reply to that claim, which in my irind,
is absolutely conclusive, and I think we had' better insert at this
point the letter of the German ambassador to the Secretary of State,
the letter of the Secretary of State to the German ambassador, and
also the reply of the German ambassador to the Secretary of State.
.(The three letters referred to are here printed in the record in
fuil, as follows:)
THE GiMA,

AMBASSADOR (MALTZAN)

TO TILE SECRETARY OF

ESTATE. (KELLO(W)

[Trnslatioid
G ERMAN

EMBASSY,

Wa.thignton, D. C., August 6, 1925.

Under instructions from my government I. have the honor to submit to you
the following:

"Public opinion in Germany has of late been paying ever-increasing atteii-

tion to the question of the release of such property, rights, and interests of
German nationals as have come into the possession or wnder the control*
of the United States on account of various legislative and other measures
during the war.
It Is known to the American Government that the present economic situai
tion in Germany is a serious one, due principally to the scarcity of liquid
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funds. The fact that It was 'impossible in spite 'of all efforts to avoid discontiAuance of important industrial enterprises is significant. In connection
with certain measures, for the execution of the Dawes plan and with the
debates concerning the new 'German-American commercial treaty, the opinion
was voiced front various quarters that the restoration of those assets which
ate still being detained by the United States might effectively relieve the
situation at the present critical moment, that such restoration would facilitate
the fulfillment to Germany's obligat'ons and thereby benefit also her creditors who are naturally interested W the maintenance of Germany's economic
equilibrium. The fear was expressed that irreparable damage might be done
by letting the critical moment pass and it was even intimated that the
German Government by remaining inactive any longer might create tlhe impression on the American side as if it were prepared to leave time and means
of regulating this matter entirely to the discretion of the United States
instead of asserting the rights, -jecured to the-German nationals by the
peace treaty in such a way that their rvalization
may furnish the. relief
hoped for in the present serious situation. T he German Government can
not but recognize the validity of these arguments and it feels therefore that
it is now the proper time to lay before the Government of the United States
its- conception of the basic principles governing the question of the release.
The German Government and the German owners of private propertly
affected by the measm'es mentioned above have always recognized with special
satisfaction that the United States, as she chose to submit her claims arising
out of the war to an impartial arbitral tribunal, so on, the other hand made
the disposal of'the enemy property subject to regulation by treaty. Instead of
reserving the right of applying. such property to thie satisfaction of war claims
by way of one-sided liquidation the United States, by incorporating the joint
resolution of July 2. .1921, into the peace treaty and by thus making it contractual law. has limited herself in recognition of the sacredness of private
property to impressing tile German private property with the character of a
mere collateral, granting at the smte time to Germany a legal right for the
release of such property if certain conditions would be fulfilled by her. con-

ditions which were contained ini the originally one-sided resolution of July 2,
1921, but now forming part of the treaty.
The German Governmenit Is of the opinion that the fulfillniot of these
conditions is now complete.
In particular the most-favored-nation treatment in all matters affecting
residence, business, profession, trade, navigation. commerce, and industrial
property rights has been granted by Germany and is in practical application;
it will furthermore be secured for the future by the new commercial treaty, the
acceptance of witch by the German Ieichstag is to be expected within the
next few days.
The obligation which stands paramount among tie contractual conditions
mentioned above, viz, the obligation to make suitable provision for the satisfaction of all claims against the German Government of American nationals
arising out of the war has likewise been fulfilled. Germany has made such
provision, by adopting and conscientiously executing the Dawes plan. This
plan has established and fixed the maximum burden which Germany is able to
bear and has to bear in order to satisfy tile various financial obligations
imposed upon her. It has deprived Germany of the possibility of making any
other prov!zio !or the satisfaction of claims of every kind. According to its
clear wore ing. the payments and deliveries to be made by Germany under the
plan are Lo satisfy the claims of the allied and of the American powers (pt. 1,
Sc. XI). The committee of experts has not hesitated to express its conviction that by the obligations undergone by Germany, by the collaterals provided
by her and by the measures of control* executed by the creditor States the
satisfaction of all those claims is being safeguarded within the limits of possibility. All these collaterals and guarantees apply also to the American claims.
The Dawes plan, according to its nature, considers Germany's financial
obligations in their entirety; it does not deal with the claims of the creditor
States separately nor with the problem of distribution.' This problem was left
to negotiations litween the creditors, leaving the debtor States entirely out
of contemplation. Consequently the measurement applied in distributing the
proceeds can in no way be used against Germany. This applies particularly
to the agreements reached in Paris as far as the United States is concerned.
Including the settlement under which the United States is to be satisfied out
of the Dawes payments for the costs of the American occupation instead of
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being reimbursed directly by the allied powers which had already received
payment therefor from Germany. The fact remains that, by the acceptance
and execution of the Dawes plan, Germay has made provision for the satis-,
faction of all her obligations arising out of the war, including the claims of
the United States--provision which, under the circumstances, is the only one
possible and which, therefore, must be recognized as suitable under a fair
interpretation of the treaty.
The German Governtent comes therefore to the, aqnclusion, that the tipediments which so far stoo(i in the way of the release of German private
property have now been removed and it hopes sincerely that the Government
of the United States, taking into consideration the above-described economic
needs of German commerce and industry, will in accordance with the treaty
of peace take the appropriate steps in order to restitute the rights and
infierests of German owners of private property which have been affected by
the various measures applied by the United States during the war.
Accept, etc.,
MALTZAN.
THE SEcmSrAaY OF STATE (KUJ.ooo) TO THE GsMAN AMBASsADOR (MALTZAN),
WASHINGTON, May 4, 1,926.
I have the honor to refer to your excellency's note of August 6, 1925, in,
which, under Instructions from your Government, you express certain views
with respect to the property of German nationals seized by the Government
of the United States during the war and still held by the Alien Property
Custodian pursuant to existing law.
The department has nated. that -the.German Govertiment is of the opinion,
that the conditions stipniated in the Joint resolution of July 2, 1921, as incorporated in the treaty of August 25, 1921, restoring friendly relations between
the United States and Germany, have been completely fulfilled and that as a
result the impediments which have heretofore stood in the way of the release
of the above-mentioned property have been removed. It has also noted that
your Government, it the light of these circumstances and In view of the
economic needs of Germany, hopes that the Government of the United States-"will in accordance with the treaty of peace take the appropriate steps in,
order to restitute the rights and interests of German owners of private
property which have been affected by the various measures applied by
the United States during the war."
It appears from your excellency's note that the German Government. having
taken the steps outlined therein, is of the opinion that the United States Is
under a present legal obligation to return to German nationals the proltrty
seized by the Uuiited States during the war and now held by the Alien Property
or Its proceeds.
Custodian,
The'l)epartment
of State is unable to concur in this conclusion. The treaty
of Berlin clearly accords to the United States the right to apply this property
so far as necessary to the payment of the awards of the Mixed Claims (onlmiss:on, United States and Germany and of the Tripartite Claims Commission.
United States, Austria oind Hungary, or, in the alternative, to release it to.
the former owners thereof. the determination of the policy to fe followed
by the United States in this connection being specifically reserved to tilt"
Congress.
Article 11 of the treaty of Berlin provides that the United States shall
have and enjoy the rights and advantages stipulated for its benefit in certatil
parts of the treaty of Versailles. Among the rights and advantalges thus
reserved for the benefit of the Tnited States are those stipulated in articles
297 and 243 of the treaty of Versailles. Subject to a reservation inot nimterilmi
to the present question, paragraph (b) of article 297 of the treaty of Ver.
sallies confirms' to the allied and associated powers-"Tihe right to retain and liquidate all property rights and Interes'.s belonging at the date of the coming into force of the present treaty to German
nationals, or companies controlled by them within their territories, colonies,
possessions, and protectorates, including territories ceded to them by the,
present treaty."
Subparagraph 2 of paragraph (h) of the same article provides that in
the case of powers not adopting the clearing house procedure (of which the.
United States is one)-
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"the proceeds of the property, rights, and interests, and the cash assets, of
Germin nationals received by an allied or associated power shall be subject
to disposal by such power in accordance with its laws and regulations and
may be applied in payment of the claims and debts defined by this article or
paragraph 4 of the annex hereto. Any property. rights,
(and
interests or
proceeds thereof or cash assets not used as above provided may be. retained
by the said allied or associated power and, if retained, the cash value thereof
shall be dealt with as provided in article 243."
Article 243 provides that there"shall be reckoned as credits to Germany In respect of her reparation oblgations: (a) Any final balance in favor of Germany under * * * Seetions III anl IV of Part X (economic clauses) of the present treaty."
According to paragraph (1) of article 297 of the treaty of Versilles"Germany undertakes to compensate her nationals in respect of the sale or
retention of their property, rights, or interests in allied or associated States."
The United States has, therefore, a clear legal right under the treaty to
liquidate the German property seized by it during the war; to apply It or its
proc eds in satisfaction of amounts due in respect of claims by the nationals
of the United States with regard to their property, rights, and interests,
including companies and associations In which they are interested, in German
territory, in satisfaction of debts owing to them iby German nationals, and In
satisfaction of claims growing out of acts committed by the German Government or by any German authorities since July 31, 1914; to utilize any balance
In satisfaction of the losses and damages for which Germany is liable to tile
United States under the treaty of Berlin; and to expect Germany to compen.
sate her nationals for any of their property thus liquidate and applied by the
United States. In this connection it should be noted that under article 231
of the treaty of Versailles, the beiefltA of, Which are. 'also reserved to the
United States by Article 11 of the treaty of Berlin, Germany accepts response.
bility, not only for herself, but also for her allies (among whom are Austria
and Hungary) for the loss and damage caused by the war.
In addition to the foregoing provisions, the treaty of Berlin contains in its
preamble the text of section 5 of the joint resolution approved July 2, 1921,
which reads as follows:
"Saoc. 5. All property of the Imperial German Government, or its successor
or successors, and of all German nationals, which was. oil April 6, 1917, in
or has since that date come into the possession or under control of, or has
been the tiubject of a den nd by the United States of America, or of any of
its officers, agents, or employees from any source, or by tiny agency whatsoever,
and all property of the Imperial and Royal and Royal Austro-liungarian Gov.
ernment, or*its successor or successors, and of all Austro-Hungarian nationals,

which was on December 7, 1917. in or has since that date come into the
possession or under control of, or has been the subject of a demand by the
United States of America, or tny of its officers, agents, or employees, from
iny source, or by any agency whatsoever, shall be retained by the United States
of America and no disposition thereof made, except as shall have been heretofore or specifically hereafter shall be provided by law until such time as the
Imperial German Government and the Inperial and Royal Austro-Hungarian
Government, or their successor or successors, slmll have resli!tively n1lade
suitable provision for the satisfaction of all claims against sidld Governments,
respectively, of all persons, wheresoever domiciled, who owe liernilniont allegiance to the United States of America. and who have suffered, through the
acts of the Imperial German Government, or its agents. o1' the Imlerial uand
Royal Austro-Hungarlan (iovernnent,or its agents. since July 31, 1914, loss,
damage, or injury to their persons or property, directly or Indrectly. whether
through the ownership of shares of stock in Gernan. Austro-iiungalim, Anwirican, or other, corporations, or iii conseqUence of hostilities, or of tiny operations
of war or otherwise, and also shall have granted to persons owing permanent
allegiance to the United States of America most-favored-nation treatment,
whether the same be national or otherwise, in all matters affecting residence,
business, profession, trade, navigation, .commerce, and industrial property
rights, and until the Imperial German Government and the Imperial and Royal
Austro-Hungarian Government, or their successor or successors, shall have
respectively confirmed to the United States of America all fines, forfeitures,
penalties, and seizures imposed or made by the United States of America
during the war, whether in respect to the property of tile Imperial Government
or German nationals or the Imperial and Royal Austro-Hungarian nationals,

;
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and shall, have waived any and all pecuniary claims against the United States
of America."
This resolution had for its purpose the termination of the state of war declared to exist between the liiperial German Government and the United
States of America by tie joint resolution of Congress approved April 6, 1917,
and in the absence of effective treaty provisions between the two Governments
saving to the United States its rights in the premises, the Congress incorporated
in section 5 of the resolution the stipulations set forth above with respect to
such rights. The subsequent Inclusion of this section in the preamble of
the treaty of Berlin in no way restricted or limited the rights accorded to
the United States by Article 11 thereof and outlined above. On the contrary
It is clear that the rights reserved by the United States in the joint resolution approved July 2, 1921, are In addition to the rights stipulated for its
Benefit in those portions of the treaty of Versailles incorporated by reference
in the treaty of Berlin. Article 1 of the treaty of Berlin states that:
"Germany undertakes to accord to the United States, and the United States,
shall have and enjoy, all the rights, privileges, indemnities, reparations, or
advantages specified in the aforesaid joint resolution of the Congress of the
United States of July 2, 1921, including all the rights and advantages stipulated
for the benefit of the Uynited States in the treaty of Versailles which the United
States shall fully enjoy, notwithstanding the fact that such treaty has not been
ratified by the United States."
Accordingly, under the. treaty of Berlin, the United States has tile absolute
right to apply the property in the hands of the Allen Property Custodian, or
any part of it, to the payment of the awards of the Mixed Claims Commission.
United States and Germany, and the awards of tile Tripartite Claims Commission, United States. Austria. and Hungary. The question whether this property shall be so applied is, under the trading with the enemy act and under
section 5 of the Joint resolution of July 2, 1921. as incorporated in the preamble of the treaty of Berlin. reserved to the Congress. No agreement has
been entered into by the Government of the United States which is in any.
jhe
way inconsistent with the rights of the Congress in this connection.
adoption by the German Government of the so-called Dawes plan did not
affect the rights of the United States with result to the property held by
the Alien Property Custodian. The agreement of January 14, 1925, providing
for the distribution of the Dawes annuities and the participation of the
United States therein, was not in any sense an acceptance by the United States
of such participation as "suitable provision for the satisfaction of all claims
against" Germany, Austria, and Hungary within the meaning of the treaty
of Berlin. The legal obligation of the German Government under the treaty
of Berlin to provide for the payment of the claims of the United States against
it, and against Austria and Hungary,. remains unimpaired. Article 27 of the
agreement of January 14. 1925, specifically provides that the terms of that
agreement "do not prejudice any rights or obligations of Germany under the
treaties, conventions, and arrangements at present in force."
I have set forth the legal position of the Government of the United States
in considerable detail in order to avoid any possible misunderstanding thereof.
The question of policy is, of course, separate and distinct from the question
of law and. as appears above, has been reserved for determination by the
Congress. which body, as your excellency is aware, is now considering that
question.
FRANK B. KELLOGG.
Accept. etc.,
THE ( ERMA.

AMIIASsADOR

(MALTZAN)

TO THE SEcRETAUY OF STATE (KEL~oxo)

[Translation]
GERMAN EMBASSY,

Washington, D. C., December 9,1926.
In your note of. May 4, 1926, your excellency set forth in considerable detail
the legal position of tile Government of tile United States concerning the
release of German property and added that the handling in practice of the
question is to be kept separate from the legal position and that tile Congress
of the United States, for which the decision coneetning German property must
be reserved, is now considering the question.
In view of that explanation my Government would, although its legal position
differs from that stated in the note, refrain for the present from a discussion of
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the diverging legal positions and confine itself to expressing the hope that
the deliberations of this Congress will arrive at some practical result that
I
will be satisfactory to the nationals concerned on both sides.

Accept, etc.,

MALTZAN.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. It was the contention of our State
Department that the acceptance, through the Paris agreement, of the
21 per cent had nothing whatsoever to do with the question as between the United States and Germany. That as between those two
Government . the rights of the parties were fixed by the Berl;n treaty.
and that what we got through the Paris agreement, which gave us
2 per cent, was a mere accommodation of the subject by our associates in the war, and that Germany in no sense was a party to it,
and that it did not modify the Berlin treaty.
Senator EDmE. Additional insurance, as it were.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Additional insurance. And I
think it would be conceded by every one that the State Department.
through the Paris agreement or any other agreement, would have
no authority to change a treaty which existed between this Government and Germany. '.
The CHAIRMAN. -Well, Senator, that question was not involved in
the bill as it passed the House.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That question is in a sense involved in the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. I can not see that it is involved in the bill at all.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And I may state here that the
German Government has not agreed to this House bill, and the German Government has insisted that all this property shall be returned.
The CHAIRIMAN. Well, we do not have to take into consideration

what the German Government wants, or demands. The property
is in our hands, and we are going to dispose of it in some way.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, I agree with you, but you
were saying that the House bill did not take that into consideration.
What I am trying to impress is that the House bill is simply an
agreement between private parties, and so far as anything of record
is known the German Government is still insisting that all this
property shall be returned, and is not consenting to the House bill.
I do not think that we are bound to pay any attention to what Germany jhas to say regarding the matter.
The CHAIRMAN. None whatever. Senator Jones, do you want to
ask Secretary Winston any further questions?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes; I have been waiting for the
opportunity.
Senator EDE. I was going to suggest-I tried to once or twicethat in view of the uncertainty, generally admitted, of the continuation of the 21/ per cent under the Dawes plan, and in view of the
discussion here which has brought out the fact quite clearly that
the German claimants are preferred in the distribution under the
bill to American claimants, i would like to see the necessary amendments prepared in such form that they can be before the committee,
so that we can give them further consideration, tha,t would remove
that discrimination, either putting the American and German claimants on a basis of 50-50, or givingthe American claimants absolutely
first preference.
28623-27-7
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Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. And would the Senator include
in that the claims allowed by the Mixed Claims Commission to the
Government of the United States?
Senator Ei)DE. Yes, certainly, to the Government of the United
States as well as the claims allowed to the citizens.
Senator JoN.-is of New Mexico. And would the Senator also
include in that the fact that under the Winslow bill there has already
been returned to German claimants about $50,000,000?
Senator RE.ED of Pennsylvania. We do not have to include that in
an amendment.
Senator EiMIE. We know that as a matter of information, but I
am trying to get definitely drawn the necessary amendments which
would prepare this bill in such form that we could remove those
inequalities, if we agree that they exist. I would like to see it in
such form.
Senator JONES of New Mexido. And another point. Would the
Senator from New Jersey put the claimants of the ships and patents
on the same basis of payments as the other German claimants?
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Senator Jones, the owners of the
ships, once the value of the ships is fixed, are not treated as well
as the owners of the other property.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. WhIy shouldn't they be?
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Because the 50 per cent is withheld
from them.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Why shouldn't they be?
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I do not know what the reason
was, out they seem to be satisfied not to be.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Well, if I may hazard a surmise,
I think it was upon the theory that $100,000,000 would ultimately
be appropriated, and if they got $50,000,000, they were getting more
than they were entitled to.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, may I ask this question for
the record? Have we now in possession ample property in value
to satisfy all the legitimate claims of our nationals and the claims
of our Glovernment?
Undersecretary Wi-Vsi-ox. We have just about that. The estimate
of the property in our possession is $250,000,000.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Yes.
Undersecretary WINSTON. The estimate of the claims is between
$240,000,000 and $250,000,000.
Senator SHOirritiDE. Well now, has not Germany agreed solemnly
in treaty that we may apply that property in satisfaction of the
claims of our nationals?
Undersecretary WINsTO.N. No question.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator, I am quite sure that it would be
absolutely impossible to pass a bill or amend this bill to carry out
your thought there and the House agree to it. What we want to do
is this: We ought to take into consideration at this time legislation
that we can get action upon here, and if it does not clean it all up,
why let us clean up as much of it as we can. I think the suggestion
made by Senator Reed of Pennsylvania, changing that 20 per cent
to 40 per cent, perhaps, would meet the situation better than anything else that has been suggested here as far as our American
claimants are concerned.
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Senator Jo.NEs of New Mexico. Well, if the Senator will just stop
and think for a minute he will find that that does not get us very far.
It only puts into the pot an additional $40,000,000.
Senator Rip, of Pennsylvania. May I make this suggestion to
Mr. Alvord, who has prepared the language of this bill, as I understand it. Will you prepare for the consideration of the committee
such amendments as these: First, a change from 20 per cent to 40
per cent in the amount retained from the German claimants gLnerally. Next, a provision that the German ships taken by the United
States shall be paid for at their value as ascertained by the Naval
Commission of 1917. Next, that the owners of those ships shall be
compensated on that basis in the same manner as other German
claimants. Do you catch my idea? That having estimated the
ships at the basis of the appraisal of 1917, then those German
claimants shall be put in with the 6(-40 per cent arrangement of
other German claimants. And finally, a provision that after American claimants have received their 80 per cent, and after German
clainmants shall have received 80 per cent, then the United States
shal larticipate in respect to its claim of $60,000,000 on an equality
with all those who share in the remaining payments. Is that
lucid?
Mr. ALVOUtD. Yes.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I do not know where that will leave

you in the matter of finance, but I think those amendments are
worth considering.
Senator EoE. That brings it to the 50-50 per cent basis that we
are discussing, will it not, Senator?
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Yes
The CHAIRMAN. YoU want the 214 per cent then to apply on
the balances that will be shown by these changes just the same as it
is tinder the provisions of the bill.
Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. Well, substantially it is this, that
every private individual in both nations shall have rceived 80 per
cent, thereafter in getting the 20 per cent they shall share equally with
the United States Government in the payment of its $60,000,000
claim.
The CHAIRMAN. That is, every claimant who has a claim over and
above $100,000.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Yes.
Undersecretary WINSTON. May I make one suggestion with re.
aspect to using an arbitrary figure; I mean fixing the report of the
Navy as the amount of compensation for the ships. We took something over 600,000 tons of ships. The Navy valuation is about $50
a ton. The actual valuation of ships on the world market at that
time was over $100 a ton. If we fix what is not the value of those
ships. but some arbitrary figure, will not the Allies be in a position
to say that we have retained a portion of these ships or their value,
and that portion must be credited against Germany's reparations
tinder the agreement made by Mr. Hughes with Mr. Chamberlain in
the notes which are of record.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. My reply to that is this, that under
the Berlin treaty this property is to be disposed of according to the
laws of the United States, and anything that the Congress may do
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in the matter under the Berlin treaty becomes an absolute settlement of the question.
Undersecretary WINSTON. Maybe with the property, but not with
the ships.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I think that the answer to that is
this, Senator, that if we take them at an appraisal made contemporaneously it does not lie in the mouths of the Allies to say or to
tny to prove that that was not a fair appraisal. And when you contrast the value per ton allowed by the Navy with the going market
value in the world at that time, there are two factors that ought to
be taken into consideration. One is that the market value for ships
of $100 per ton was based on ships in fit condition, and these ships
were rendered unfit, so that many of them required the expenditure
of millions of dollars to put into condition. And in the next place
these were interned ships which did not have the world market
value to their owners.
Undersecretary WImSTON. That is the point, and I think we may
come down to a value of appi-oximately what the Navy applied.
But if you take an appraisement made by a department of our own
Government on ships that we were taking and make that value conclusive, then we can not say to the Allies that we have paid the real
value of these ships.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Of course we can. We can say
the value was ascertained in this way. How can they come and say
that our Navy was corrupt in its estimate?
Undersecretary WINSTON. Well, just look at the proposition that
there is a $50 per ton valuation and the world's market at that time
was $115 per ton, and then take into account the deductions for
putting those ships into commission, which will never bring them
down to $50 a ton.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Do you think not?
Undersecretary WINSTON. Oh, no.
Senator Snoir'11110,. What was the condition that the ships were
in?
Senator REEDm of Pennsylvania. Everything that could be smashed
was smashed.
Senator SHIRnmIoE. Well, so it depends on the actual condition
that they were in whether they were worth $50 or $100 a ton.
Senator HARRIsoN.. They thought they did destroy the ships.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. They thought they had destroyed
the ships. The cylinders were cracked and electrical machinery destroyed.
Indersecretary WINSToN. I should say the fact of fixing the value
arbitrarily, which would permit the Allies to say that the difference
between that arbitrary value and the real value must be taken from
your 21/t per cent reparations, will be simply to deprive the American claimants of getting anything out of the reparations.
Senator McLEAN. England must have taken some German ships.
How did she appraise their value?
Undersecretary WINSTON. They took the ships, and, as I recall,
one was at about $62 a ton and one $86 a ton.
Senator McLEAN. Yes; and they were not destroyed. They were
in good condition, were they not?
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Undersecretary WINSTON. That was the value of the ships after the
armistice. They were credited to that amount,
Senator MCLEAN. They were in seagoing condition.
Senator GRau'Y. Those were new ships building, were they not?
Senator McLEAN. Yes; in good condition, seagoing ships, and they
were appraised at only $10 a ton more.
Senator BAYARID. What are we going to do in the face of the book
published by Ambassador Bernstorff in which he says that under his
orders from the German Government these ships "were put out of
commission ?
Undersecretary WINSTON. I am not saying that we pay for those
ships a cent more than they were worih. All I say is that you
should not fix an arbitrary value on them, but you should let this
valuation of the Navy go in as prima face evidence, and if it can
be established that the ships in the condition that they were then
to their then owners were worth more than that, why let. isgive them
that value.
Senator ox.s of New Mexico. I suggest at this point there be
inserted in the record the quotation from Bernstorff's book just
referred to by the Senator from Delaware.
(The following was presented by Senator Bayard for the record:)
These reports are confirmed in Count von Bernstorff's book, My Three Years
in America, in which he recounts the incidents during the time he was German
Ambassador to the United States. In this book, Count von Bernstorff refers
to the matter of disabling German ships by order of his Government as
follows:
"On January 31, at 5 o'clock in the afternoon, I handed Mr. Lansing
the official communication about the U-boat war. This was my last political
interview In America. We both knew that the end had come, but we did not
admit the fact to each other. The Secretary of State contented himself with
replying that he would submit my communication to the President. I cherished
no illusions regarding the expected outcome of this interview, for the ultimatum
of April 18, 1916, no longer allowed of any chance of preventing the rupture
of diplomatic relations. Consequently, on the morning of the 31st of January
I had already given the order that the engines of all ships lying in American
harbors were to be destroyed. I had already been given instructions to
this effect at the time of the Sussew crisis, and these instructions had now
been repeated from Berlin. As a matter of fact it was dangerous to allow
of any delay, for on the evening of January 31, our ships were already seized
by the American police. As far as I know, however, all of them, without exception, were made unfit for use before this occurred."

The CHAIRMAN. I want to say that England did not get just those
two ships that he speaks of here. All of those ships were turned
over to the Allies and valued at 745,000,000 gold marks. And they
were distributed to the Allies, and England got her proportion. It
was stated here the two ships were valued.
Undersecretary WINqSTON. I am saying two valuations, not two,
The CHAIRMAw. Two valuations, not two ships; yes.
Senator GERRY. But two of the main ships that England got were
in perfect condition, and they were not completed when she got them.
The CHAIRMAN. England got many ships, and they were valued
at $62 and eighty some odd dollars per ton.
Senator GERRY. Yes; but she did not get ships that had been put
out of commission by Germany on purpose to prevent their use, which
is what we did in the liners we took over here, and some of the
largest ones.
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Now, I would like to ask another question there and see if I am
straight on the record. As I understand, Mr. Winston, these claims
are only claims that have been settled by the Mixed Claims Commission, and that commission has never been agreed to by the Senate,
and they set an arbitrary date, did they not, in which claims had to
be handed in?
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. No; that was set by notes exchanged between our ambassador to Germany and the German
chancellor on August 10, 1922. The date when the Mixed Claims
agreement was signed these notes were passed, and one of the agreements in those notes was that all claims to be considered must be
presented within six months of the first meeting of the commission.
which happened to come on October 9, 1922.
Senator GERRY. Now, as I understand it, that Mixed Claims Commission was not agreed to by the Senate
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. No.
Senator GERRY. Theref6re it is not official to that extent.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Oh, yes; I think it is within the
President's right to create it.
Senator GEaRY. It is a question of whether it is or tiot, I think
I think there is that question.

Senator

HARRISO'7.

Mr. Chairman, while amendments are being

suggested I think just striking out section 2 would get at the propo.
sition but I would like for sowe thought to be given to how you
modiiy it, to take it out from the proposition that we are declaring
a traditional policy of the Government which is contrary to the
Berlin treaty.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. It seems to me that there is no
occasion here to declare any national policy at all, and therefore in
my judgment section 2 of the bill should be stricken out absolutely.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. What do you see to be the necessity of section 2, Mr. Winston?
Undersecretary VINsToN. That I would think would be to meet
in part the complaint that the Allies may make that we are actually
taking some of this property. We negative that by declaring that
we propose to return it, and we propose to pay for these ships. It
may also be to meet the objections of an element in Congress that
feels we should return this property at once and should not use it
at all in aid of paying American claimants. •
Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. I can see how it would be some
slight help to us in meeting the claim of the Allies that we had paid
American claims, and therefore were no longer entitled to the 2
per cent, but I can see also that it would be extremely embarrassing
in future years if we have other wars.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And the Allies can not in my
judgment make any complaint regarding any disposition that we
will make of this property.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. What right have they to make complaint?
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Because they are giving us 21/4 per
cent out of their pool.
Senator SHOnTmDGE. Well, if we pay our nationals and our Govermnent then we could certainly retire from the 2/ per cent.
Undersecretary WINsTON. That is all they ask us to do.
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Senator JONES of NNew Mexico. Clearly under the Berlin treaty
we are authorized to dispose of this property in any way we see
fit and apply the proceeds in any way we see fit, so far as the
Allies or the German Government are concerned.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. One more suggestion, Mr. Alvord.
I can see that the amendments that I outlined to you would probablv create a fund in this special deposit account that would not
be sufficient to comply with the intentions as to immediate payments.
Will you also prepare an alternative amendment to the effect that
the first $50,000,000 found to be due for ships, patents, and radio
stations taken by the Government shall be deposited in this special
deposit account. The bill as it stands provides for 50 per cent of
it being put in. My idea is that the first $50,000,000 should go in.

Senator

BAYARD.

Rather than a percentage.

Senator REM of Pennsylvania. Rather than a percentage.
Mr. ALVORD. For distribution in the order that the bill states?
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, I think the ship claimants
,ought to be put on the same basis as other property claimants.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. It would appear so to me, Senator,
but it appears that the claimants themselves have agreed that they
should not be, and it appears to me that if we were to put them on
the same basis then our special deposit fund will not be big enough
to take care of the necessities of the bill.
Mr. ALVO11D. May I suggest to Senator Reed, these proposed
amendments will require rewriting of a considerable part of the
bill, and it would take a considerable time to do it.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. So that we ought not to meet tomorrow for that. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Alvord, who has very kindly
consented to prepare these amendments, says that he can not do it
between now and the meeting to-morrow morning, so I suggest that
we might adjourn until such time as he reports to you that he is
ready to submit them.
The CHAMIKAN. Well, I suppose there are other questions here
involved in this bill that we can go on with. Senator Jones, you
wanted some witnesses called here, did you? And we can go on
with those witnesses, I suppose.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Well, I am simply one member
of the committee. And I did not or have not undertaken to assume
the burden, or directing the course of testimony which this commit.
tee will take. I do not know now what the chairman of the committee has in mind, but I think there are several facts that ought to be
made much clearer than they have been made. If the chairman of
the committee and the majority of the committee are willing to
stop the investigation here, why that I would like to know. But
if the chairman thinks that we should have any more facts I think
that they should be developed under his direction.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I want to know the wishes of any member

of the committee, and if they want any particular person here to
testify I want them to have that chance. Now, as far as the chairman is concerned the witnesses that have been here have given the
information, as far as they could here, that I thought that the
committee would want beyond the question of a doubt. Now there
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may be other witnesses but I haven't them in mind, unless it is
Mr. Bonyn e. I think Ir. Bonynge ought to be heard.
Senator HARRISON. Who is he, the attorney?
The CHAInMAN. No; he is the American agent.

I think he ought

to be heard, and we can go on with him to-morrow. If we could go
on to-morrow with Mr. Bonynge, and perhaps some of the members
of the committee would like to hear from the Alien Property Custodian, Senator Sutherland. And that is all I had in mind, Senator.
But if you have anybody else?
Senator HARRISON. Vhat is the inatter with the representative
who is representing these German claimants and the attorney that
represents all the American claimants?
Senator #JoN*:s of New Mexico. If there has been any agreement
regarding any legislation, I think this committee dught to know
what the agreement is and who made it.
The CHAIIHAN. Well, I read it to the committee, Senlator, and
I will hand it to you now. I do not believe yon were here, though.
at the time. But you can take this letter if" you want to. It was
given to me in contdence, and I read it to the committeee.
Senator ERNsr. Why not have the people come before us that
made the agreement?
Senator JoNES of New Mexico. I (1o not think we ought to have
anything in confidence here. I do not want to know anything which
I can not tell to the Senate and to the country. I (1o iot want any
confidential information. And if that letter is in confidence 1 (10
not care to read it.
The CHIAIIUMN. Congressman G'reen sent it to me in confidence.
Senator HARIrSON. Well, is there any objection to having the
representative of these German interests and the representative of the
American claimints before the committee to see what kind of an
agreement they have got?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, if the committee wants to ask them to come
here, I will be glad to do it.
Senator JONES of- New Mexico. Well, so far as I am individually

concerned, I am not willing to legislate on any agreement between
any parties, so far as that is concerned.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, that is what you have stated.

Senator JoNzis of New Mexico. And declare the policy of the
United States.
Senator ERNST. I don't think there has been any agreement.

I

think they have reached the conclusion that that is the best they
can do, and are willing to have it accepted and disposed of. I think
there is nothing beyond that.
The CHAIRMAN. I think that is all there is to it, but of course
that would be an agreement.
Senator JoNkEs of New Mexico. Well, I do not want to settle this
thing on the mere question of think. I believe we ought to have
facts here and out in the open so that everybody may know just.

what there is behind anything we do.
Senator ERNST. Mr. Chairman, I suggest you send for the chairman of the American Claims Commission.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we will have Mr. Bonynge here to-morrow
and then Senator Sutherland. And then I will ask also the representatives of the claimat)ts to be here.
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Senator JoNES of New Mexico. I would like to request that some
accountant of the Treasury Department be delegated to make an
estimate of the time when the United States could get its claim
paid under the provisions of tile bill as it passed the House, and
instead of using $50,000,000 for the payment of these claims use only
$25,000,000. You will observe that in the report of the Ways and
Means Committee they use $50,000,000 there in the payment of these
American claimants out of the Treasury or the ship money. I
mean in the estimate which is given by the Ways and Means (onlnittee.
Undersecretary Wi's'rox. You want that continued, Senator, so
as to show the p'aynient of the $60,000,000 of American claims?
Senator .o~xs of New Mexico. Here you have got $25,000,000 in
this $104,000,000.
Undersecretary WINsTON. I understand.

Senator JONES of New Mexico.- Andl here you have got the other
$ 52,000,000. But do not include this second $25,000,000.

Undersecretary WINSTON. I will have that done for you. That
was done in my office.
Senator ,JONES of New Mexico. And run it on through so as to
show when the United States claims will be paid.

Senator GEImuy. Mr.Chairman, while we are arranging for these

hearings, I am getting a. great many protests from claimants who

say that they had not sufficient notice to file their claims within the
six-tontlhs' period, and I think we ought to have a representative of
theirs ap.)pear before the committee.
The CHAIMAN. Well, what could they say?
Well, I want to hear what they could say, Senator.
Senator (iitity.
The CHA1IR, 1AN. Well, we all acknowledge that. There isn't atiy

doubt but what there are claims here.
Senator ,JONES of New Mexico. I have requested the State Departzient to furnish us with a list of those j)eople so that we may know
the amount of their claims which are being pressed.
Senator GEmity. And then, later, if we want to have the commission's view of it we can sumnmon one of them to appear.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think you are quite right. They
ought to have a hearing before the committee.
Senator GERRv. I think they are entitled to the hearing so the
committee can have some information on it itself.
The CHAIrMAN. The committee will stand adjourned until 10
o'clock to-morrow morning.
(Thereupon, at 11.50 a. im., an adjournment was taken until 10
clock a. m. the next day, Wednesday, January 12, 1927.)
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 12, 1927
UNITED STATES SENATE,

CoMmT'rEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment on yesterday, at
10.30 o'clock a.im., in Room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator
Reed Smoot (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Smooth (chairman), McLean, Curtis, Reed of
Pennsylvania, Ernst, Wadsworth, Shortridge, Jones of New Mexico,
Gerry, Harrison, Bayard, and George.
Also present: Hon. R. W. Bonynge, American agent before the
Mixed Claims Commission; William P. Sidley, attorney at law,
representing the American War Claims Association and others;
Hon. Howard Sutherland, Alien Property Custodian; Dr. J. W.
Kiesselbach, German commissioner on the Mixed Claims Commission,
and Dr. Karl iron Lewinski, German agent before the Mixed Claims
Commission.
The CHAIRMAN. If the committee will come to order we will begin
the hearings.
STATEMENT OF RON. GARRARD B. WINSTON, UNDERSECRETARY
(IN CHARGE OF FISCAL OFFICES), DEPARTMENT OF THE
TREASURY-Continued
The CHAIRMAN. The figures that the committee asked you for, Mr.
Winston, yesterday will be out how soon I'
Undersecretary WiNSTON. I think we ought to have them to-day.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I will ask you, Mr. Winston, if you
know anything about the claims against Austria I
Undersecretary WINsTON. Only to the extent that I have talked
the matter over with. the Austrian minister. It was referred to me
by the State Department.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. What condition is that in?
Undersecretary WiNsToN. The period of limitations for filing of
those claims ends in the latter part of his month, and until those
claims are all in it is difficult to come to an accurate estimate of what
the amount of claims may be.
Senator Jomzs of New Mexico. Well, are they being adjusted by a
separate commission ?
Undersecretary WINSTON. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. When was that created?
Undersecretary WINSTON. Mr. Bonynge, do you know?
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Mr. BONYNGE. I think it was in September of last year. Probably the year before.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, that is under a different
treaty is it?
Undersecretary WINsToN. It is under an arrangement between
Austria and the United States.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. What do you understand that arrangement to be?
Undersecretary WINsToN. I have not seen that.
Mr. BoNYNGE. Similar to the German one.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. It was signed November 26, 1924;
ratified by the President August 4, 1925; ratified by Austria August 25, 1925; ratified by Hungary November 5, 1925. Ratifications
were exchanged December 12, 1925.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I would like to insert in the record
at. this point the provisions of those treaties relating to the settlement of private claims.
The ChAIRMAN. Of Austria and Hungary.?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Of Aiistria and Hungary. I believe W'e have no treaty with Bulgaria, and we are working on the
treaty with Turkey now.
Undersecretary WinsToN. I have, never heard, of any claims
against those two nations.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, there is a separate treaty
with Hungary also?
Undersecretary WINSToN. This includes, Hungary. This is a tripartite agreement.
.The CHAiMAN. If the Lausanne treaty passes, then, of course, the
State Department would immediately provide for a claims comnmission to settle whatever claims there may be between the two Governments.
New Mexico. Well, the point I was wanting to
JONES
getSenator
of record
is ifofthere
is any provision in the Lausanne treaty for
the settlement of claims against Turkey, and I would like to have
the provision inserted in the record so far as it relates to settlement
of these claims.
The CIIAIR.MA:. I think there is in this present Lausanne treaty
a provisions.
Senatoir JoN-Es of New Mexico. I was not sur4 about it.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. You asked me whether there was
a separate treaty with Hungary. There was such a treat, made' at
Budapest in 1921. It was proclaimed by the President on December
20, 1921, The treaty with Austria was made at Vienna at the same
time, and was proclaimed November 17, 1921.
Senator JONES of New exico. Well, I would like inserted in the
record.the provisions of that treaty so far as it relates to the private
property rights in the settlement of private claims. And I would
the United States and Austria and 'Huhlike
gary,the
theagreement
tripartite between
agreement,
Treaty Series, No. 730, inserted.
The CIAIRAIN. 5 nator *Jones, I am told that this treaty is in
exactly the same tuims as the treaty of Versailles in providing
therefor, and all the other treaties that have been agreed to by our
Government.
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Senator JONES of New MexicO. Well', that is what I wanted to have
appear.
The CHAIRMAN. The Knox-Porter resolution is incorporated in
each one of them.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, if that is true it probably
will not be necessary to insert these provisions separately. Suppose
you make the statement about these other treaties.
Mr. PHENIX. The treaty of Berlin and the treaty with Austria and
the treaty with Hungary establishing friendly relations with those
three Governments contain mutatis mutandis the samo. pl0visions
regarding the settlement of claims and the reparation obligations
of these Governments.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And the retwnr of property, etc.?
Mr. PIENIx. The treaty of Versailles, the treaty of Trianon, and
the treaty of St. Germain have identical provisions with respect to
the properly rights of the allied and associated Governments against
those Governments.

The CHAIRMAN. So there would be no necessity of putting it in.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. No necessity then to copy those
provisions in. And, M r. Bonynge, I suppose you will be able to tell
us something about the amount of the claims filed?
Mr. BONYNGE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what we had Mr. Bonynge here for.

Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Then I will ask that there be
placed in the record only the agreement between the United States
and Austria-Hungary.
(The agreement between the United States and Austria-Hungary,
Treaty Series, No 730, is here printed in the record in full, as
follows:)
TREATY SERIES,

AN)

No.

7 34).-AGREEMENT BETWEEN TIHE 1.NITED STATES AND AuSTRIA

IUNGARY FOR TIlE I)oERMINATION OF TIlE AMOUNTS TO BE PAID BY Aus-

TRIc AND BY HUNGARY IN SATISFACTION OF THEIR OBLIGATIONS
WITH AUSTRIA ON
TREATIES CONCI.UI)EI) HY TIlE UNiTEI) STATE

1921,

AND) WITH HUNGRY ON

UNDIM TIHE
AuGUST 24,

AUGUST 29, 1921;

signed at Washington. N'oveilivr 26, 1924.
Ratified by the President, August 4, 1925.
Ratified by Austria, Aug'ust 25. 1925.
Ratified by Hungary, November 5, 1925.
Ratifications exchanged at Washington, December 12. 1925.
The United States of America and the Republic of Austria. hereafter described as Austria. -ind the Ki,,.doni of flungary, hereafter described as Hungit'y. being desirous of deternifniug tht. alioiunts to be paid by Austria and by
Hungary in satis-faction of their olIigations under the treaties concluded by the
United States with Austria on August 24. 1921, and with Hungary on August
29. 1921, which secure to the United Stades and its nationals rights specified
under a Joint Resolution of the Congress of the United States of July 2, 1921,
including rights under the Trelies of St. Germain-en-Laye and Trianon, reslvctively, have res,,olved to submit the questions for decision to a commissioner
and have appointed as their pleniltentlaries to sign an agreement for that
purpose:
The President of the United States of America, Charles Evans Hughes,
Secretary of State of the United States of America.
The President of the Federal Republic of Austria, Mr. Edgar L. G. Prochn'k,
Charge d'Affaires of Austria in Washington, and
The Governor of Hungary, Count LIszl6 Sz~chdnyi, Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister Plenipotentiary of Hungary to the United States,
Who, having communicated their full powers, found to be in good and due
form, have agreed as follows:

!
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ARTIcLE I

The three Governments shall agree upon the selection of a commissioner who
shall pass upon all claims for losses, damages, or injuries suffered by the
United States or its nationals embraced within the terms of the treaty of
August 24, 1921, between the United States and Austria and/or the treaty of
August 29, 1921, between the United States and Hungary, and/or the Treaties
of St. Germain-en-Laye and/or Trianon, and shall determine the amounts to
be paid to the United States by Austria and by Hungary "n satisfaction of all
such claims (excluding those falling within paragraphs 5, 6, and 7 of Annex I
to Section I of Part VIII of both the Treaty of St. Germain-en-Laye and the
treaty of Trianon) and including the following categories:
41) Clins of American citizens arising since July 31, 1914, in respect of
damage to or seizure of their property, rights, and interests, including any
company or association in which they are interested, within the territories of
either the former Austrian Empire or the former Kingdom of Hungary as they
respectively existed on August 1, 1914;
(2) Other claims for loss or damage to which the United States or its nationals have been subjected with respect to injuries to or death of persons, or
with respect to property, right, and interests, including any company or association in which American nationals are interested, since July 31, 1914, as a
consequence of the war;
(3) Debts owing to American citizens by the Austrian and/or the Hungarian Governments or by their nationals.
ARTICLE II

Should the commissioner for any cause be unable to discharge his functions, a
successor shall be chosen in the same manner that he was selected. The commissioner shall hold a session at Washington within two months after the
coming into force of the present agrement. He may fix the time aud the place
of subsequent sessions according to convenience. All claims shall be presented
to the commissioner within one year from the date on which he holds the first
session required by the foregoing provision.
ARTICLE III
The commissioner shall cause to be kept an accurate record of the questions
and cases submitted and correct minutes of proceedings. To this end each of
the Governments may appoint a secretary, and these secretaries shall act
together as joint secretaries and shall be subject to the direction of the
commissioner.
ARTICLE IV

The three Governments may designate agents and counsel who may present
oral or written arguments to the commissioner under such conditions as he
may prescribe.
The commissioner shall receive and consider all written statements or documents which may be presented to him, in accordance vlth rules which he may
prescribe, by or on behalf of the respective Governments in support of or in
answer to any claim.
The Governments of Austria and Hungary shall be notified of all claims filed
with the commissioner and shall be given such period of time as the commissioner shall by rule determine In which to answer any claim filed.
The decisions of the commissioner shall be accepted as final and binding upon
the three Governments.
ARTICLE V

Each Government shall pay its own expenses, including the compensation of
the secretary appointed by It and that of its agent and counsel. All other
expenses which by their nature are a charge on the three Governments, including the compensation of the commissioner and such employees as he may
appoln$ to assist him in the performance of his duties, shall be borne one-half
by the Government of the United States and one-half by the Governments of
Austria and Hungary in equal moitles.
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ARTICLE VI

This agreement shall Ie ratified in accordance with the constitutional forms
of the contracting parties and shall come into force on the date of the exchange
of ratifications.
In faith whereof the above-named plenipotentiaries have signed the present
agreement and have hereunto affixed their seals.
Done, in triplicate, at the city of Washington this 26th day of November, 1924.
(CHARLES EVANS HUGHES.
DnGAR PROCHNIK.

(SEAL.J
[SEAL.]

LA5ZLO 4Zf.CH1PNYI.

[SEAL]

Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Now, Mr. Winston, have you taken
up the question of the settlement of these claims against Austria and
Hungary in any wary?
Undersecretary WIvSTON,. By reference from the State Department I have seen the Austrian minister. I have also met informally
the Hungarian minister. The Austrian minister was anxious to have
his claims included in this bill. The Hungarian minister said he did
not wish the. Hungarian property included in this bill. The Hungarian minister took the position that until this commission had met
and there was some idea as to the amount of the claims that we were
in the dark and could not act intelligently.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Now, you said you had those interviews by reference from the State Department. What sort of reference was that? In what form was it?
Undersecretary WINSTON. Why, it was simply advice from the
State Department. As I recall now, the Austrian minister took it up
with the State Department, and they asked him to come over and
talk to me.
Senator JoNEs of N*ew Mexico. And how did your connection with
respect to the German claims arise?
Undersecretary WINsTON. After Mr. Miller resigned as Alien
Property Custodian and Mr. Hicks came in I was in very close
consultation with Mr. Hicks on the policies of the alien property
custodian,, particularly in getting all of this property into the hands
of one ban , into the Federal reserve banks, instead of being scat.
tered all over the country, and in getting these bank accounts centered
in the Treasury where they belonged, and through that acquaintance
with him and through the discussion of his difficulties we came to the
conclusion in the Treasury that something ought to be done to settle
these questions. The ought not to be left open indefinitely.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. You say "we came to the conclusion in the Treasury."
Undersecretary WINSTO.Nv. That is, Mr. Mellon and myself.
Senator JONFES of New Mexico. And that was the manner in which
the whole *question was virtually transferred from the State Department to the Treasury Department, was it?
Undersecretary WiNsTON. That is the reason why we got into it.
Senator BAYARD. Was that transfer, Mr. Winston, by letter or
verbally?
Undersecretary WINsToN. Nothing except that there did not seem
to be anybody taking the lead, and as we saw these questions we tried
to find the solution for them.
Senator BAYARD. In other words, a matter of. oral conversation?

I./
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Undersecretary WINSToN. It was a matter of just somebody doing
it, that was all.
Senator BAYARD. But you are not answering my question, please.
Was it done by authorization from the State Department by letter
or by word of mouth?
Undersecretary WINSTON. No; the State Department felt by their

attitude that they had no more jurisdiction over it than we did.
They were not in charge of the Alien Property Custodian.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. But they were in charge of the
creation of the Mixed Claims Commission and the ascertainment of
th. amount of claims, etc., were they not?
Undersecretary WIN-STON. They were in charge of that, but when
you come to the payment of the claims, that is more a Treasury
matter than a Stite Department matter.'
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you were deeply interested in the Mills bill,
were you not?
Undersecretary WINsTON. We drew the Mills bill.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. You were connected with that. And in
that connection I suppose the Austrian ambassador came to you
and asked that his claims be incorporated in the bill, and became
interested in the legislation?
Undersecretary WINSTO.N. Yes, but. Senator Jones is talking about
the original legislation, that is, the original German legislation, as
I understood his inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. I th ight the Senator was asking about the
Austrian.
Senator .JoN .S of New Mexico. No. I had reference to the legislation in Congress regarding the settlement of these claims.
I'ndersecretary WINSTON. Yes, that is what I mean.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes.

Undersecretary WiNsTON. The Treasury was receiving repara.tion payments from abroad, and also the payments on account of
the army costs, and as those came in with no disposition of them by
Congress we wanted to settle that question. Iihat, together with our
close relationship to the Alien Property Custodian, was the reason
why we took the initiative in this legis tion.
Senator JBAYAIa). As far as the Alien Property Custodian was
concerned, you were merely a bailee to hold the moneys deposited
by him in the Treasury Department, were you not?
1.7ndersecretary WINSTON. We were only that, but there was a
close personal relationsliip in as, ing our advice by Mr. Hicks. and
it was at our advice that the audit; of Mr. McCarl was made and the
bank accounts were concentrated in the Treasury instead of being
scattered throughout the country, and the property in the hands of
the various bailees, trust companies, were centered in the fiscal
agent of the Government. the Federal reserve bank.
Senator JONES of New'Mexico. I think that is all.
The CHAiR A . That is all, thank you, Mr. Winston. Mr. Sidley.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM P. SIDLEY, CHAIRMAN OF THE EXECU-.
TIVE COMMITEE REPRESENTING AMERICAN CLAIMANTS,
CHICAGO, ILL.
The CHAIRMAN. Give your full name and address to the reporter,

please.
Mr. SIDLEY. William.P. Sidley, Chicago.

The CHAIRMAN. What position do you hold in relation to the
claims under the pending measure'?
Mr. SIDLEY. I am the chairman of the committee, of the executive
committee of nine, a voluntary group which came together two or
three years ago, representing the large majority of the American
claimants, and acting on behalf of all these American claimants to
keep them advised of the progress of events in connection with the
allowance and payment of their claims.
The CHAIRMAN. As chairman of the committee of nine?
Mr. SIDLEY. As chairman of the committee of nine; yes.
The CHAIRM Ax. Do you know the names of the others?
Mr. SIDLEY. Yes.
lhe CHATIMAN. Can

you name them?
Mr. SwDLEY. Mr. Fred I. Kent, New York; Mr. Winthrop Aldrich,
New York; and Mr. Oscar Houston, New York: Mr. Roland S.
Morris, of Philadelphia; Mr. Clarence M. Brown, of Philadelphia;
Mr. Klein, of New York; Mr. Betts, of New York; Frank L. Polk;
and myself.
The CHAIRMAN. How was that organization first started?
Mr. SimLFY. Well, I suppose I was responsible for starting it.

I had at claim, a large claim, involving the injuries to a manufacturing plant in Belgium, and I found that there were two or three
other people who were in the same situation-this was some years
ago-and we talked these matters over from time to time. We
had to go abroad and investigate the matters, and in that way we
came together. And later, as the matter began to be discussed
somewhat in Congress, perhaps two or three years ago it first came
up, we were a good deal concerned because there seemed to be relatively little attention given to the subject of the American claimants'
rights. The interest seemed to be centered largely on what should
be done with the alien-property fund, and it seemed to us that the
rights of the American claimants perhaps were apt to be overlooked in the general consideration, and so we decided we would see
if we could get a group of the claimants into some kind of an informal association where we could consult together from time to time
and be ready when some such occasion as has now arisen should
come up, to be able to speak for the claimants as a whole.
The CVuATuMRAw. Did the claimants appoint the committee?
Mr. SIDLEY. Yes; the claimants. We got the names of the claimants from the office here in Washington, and we sent out notices
to several hundred of them. saying that we thought we ought to
form an organization for our mutual information and protection,
and we called 'a meeting, and they came together in very considerable numbers, and the matter was laid before them, and they decided
that they had better have an executive committee, which should be
in session between meetings of the claimants, and they appointed

I
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that time-I think the original committee was six with power to
add to their number, and we added three more after the original
appointments were made.
The CHAIRMAN. Were those meetings held in Chicago?
Mr. SIDLEY. No; those meetings were held in New York, because
most of the interests were in the east here. And we have had meetings from time to time, and have sent out reports to the claimants,
and then when matters began to be active here in Washington we
came down before the committee. A year ago I think. Well, first I
think we came in when that Winslow bill was before Congress. And
we were invited then to come and appear. I appeared and one or
two others and made statements as to the interests of these American
claimants.
"k Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Did you protest against the Winslow bill?
Mr.

SiDLEY.

We raised the point before the Winslow bill that the

principle of it did not seem to be quite consistent, that they should
turn back a part of the funds and not turn back the whole. We
felt that the whole fund ought to be kept as security under the
Berlin treaty. But they pointed out that there was only a portion of
it, 10 per cent, going to be turned back, and that there would be
ample funds left to take care of all the American claims, and we were
satisfied with that situation. All we were interested in was that the
funds should not be released until the claims had been taken care
of. But they were interested more in finding out who we were and
what the nature of our claims were, and that is what we went down
for not to protest but to inform the committee as to our situation.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. That 10 per cent proved to be an
underestimate, did it not?
Mr. SIDLEY. An underestimate of what, Senator?
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Of the proportion of property

which was returned.

About $50,000,000 was returned, and there

remains something like $208,000,000.
Mr. SIDLEY. Well, I am in error in speaking of 10 per cent. The
Winslow bill provided that amounts up to $10,000 should be returned.
I think it figured p:'obably more than 10 per cent.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. It was about 20 per cent of the bulk
of the property.
Mr. SIDLEY. Oh, yes; it would figure more than 10 per cent. But

there seemed to be ample funds retained for the protection of any

American claims which might result, so the patter went through

without very much opposition, as I remember. "The CHAIRMAN. YOU appeared before the Ways and Means Coinmittee on the pendin bill
Mr. SIDLEY. Yes; f was there in November of last year.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you approve of the bill?
Mr. SIDLEY. Well, we felt it was the best bill that under the circumstances could be secured, and we gave our consent so far as we
could give anything.
The CHAIRMAN. And that was satisfactory to the claimants that
you represent?
Mr. SIDLEY. Yes; on the whole it was satisfactory. Of course we
had asked that our claims be paid in full. On the other hand, the
Germans are apparently asking that the whole alien property fund
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be returned without condition. The things had come to apparently
an impasse, and it was indicated that each side would have to make
concessions if any legislation was going through, and so we decided
that we would.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Indicated by whom, Mr. Sidley?
Mr. SIDLEY. Well, it was indicated by Chairman Green of the committee after the hearings were over. He made a statement that you
g ntlemen perhaps are familiar with-I was not here at the time, but
he has communicated to me-in which he said that it seemed quite
obvious that the German and the American claimants could not both
get what they wanted, and that there would have to be some sort of
concessions made on both sides if anything was to be brought out of
the hearings before the committee. And he communicated that fact
to me. I learned of it through people who were here, and I think he
made a statement at the close of the hearings to that effect. It seemed
to be quite obvious that concessions would have to be made on both
sides if anything was to be brought out in the shape of a bill which
was to go through Congress. And so our committee met here in
Washington, went over the situation and felt that we ought to make
concessions as far as reasonable and possible. We hoped that we
would get paid in full in the end, but we felt that if we could get part
of our payments now and some satisfactory assurance that we would
in the endhave our fuill amounts, that that ought to be accepted.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Did you hope or expect that you
would be paid out of the German property?
Mr. SIDLEY. No; we did not expect we would be paid out of the
German property; that is out of the alien property fund, you mean?
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr. SiDLEY. No.

Senator JoNsEs of New Mexico. Front what source did you expect
to get paid?
Mr. SIDLEY. Well, we expected that advances would be made to
the American claimants out of a fund which was to be made up in
various ways, which was indicated by Mr. Green. The fund would
consist of partly the amounts which had already been received under
the Dawes plan payments, which I think were expected to amount
to some $14,000,000 by next September. And then there were some
unallocated interests in the Treasury in connection with the alien
property fund which it was felt would be applicable to this advance
payment to the Americans. Then a part of the German alien property fund was to be temporarily withheld and applied into this fund.
And then there was some money that probably would be paid to the
shipowners, radio station people, and patent owners, and a part of
that was to be paid into tile fund, and the final payment postponed
to the Germans on that, which would make a sufficient amount to
pay a certain percentage, 60 per cent or more initial payment to the
American claimants, and then later as the Dawes plan annuities came
in from time to time they were to be applied until the American
claimants were paid, I think it was 80 per cent.
Senator JO'ES of New Mexico. Well, you have just recited what
are the principal features of the bill passed by the House.
Mr. SIDLEY. Yes. Of course we had nothing to do with the drafting of the bill, and we did not know until it was drafted' and. we
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saw it just what those terms were going to be, but in a general way
we understood that some provision of that sort would be worked
out, and Mr. Green so indicated in the statement which he made.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, you did not expect then that
the Treasury of the United States would have to bear any part of this
burden?
Mr. Smixy. No; we were given to un ierstand that that was not
possible. Under the Mills bill the Treasury was to advance this
money in the first instance, but it became apparent that there was
such opposition to any money being advanced which might fall
upfoni the American taxpayer that it was very clearly indicated that
some other plan would have to be adopted by this committee.
Senator JompEs of New Mexico. If the effect of this bill as passed
by the House is to put a burden upon the lreasury of the United
States, is it your view that there should be some moditicat ion of it?
Mr. Sinvy. Well, I would not say, Senator. that we would suggest
that there should be a modification in that regard, because while we
did not expect that to take place yet we did favor the Mills bill. We
thought that that was a proper measure at the time, although it did
apply an advance from the American Treasury which might in part
in time be ultimately borne by the country. And our view as a committee was that if it should 'become necessary in order to pay these
American claimants in full that some portion of it should I)e paid
from the Treasury, that it would be a just and proper measure to do
Sena1tor JONES of New Mexico. And there are nunierious American citizens who have claims against the Governineut of Mexico.
Do you think that, there should 1; a call upon the Treasury for the
payment of those claims?
Mr. SiU1 EY. Well, I am not posted on those claims, Senator. I
will be glad to go further into my view on the matter if you desire
to have it.
Senator ,hONES of New Mexico. Well. that is what I am trying
to get at.
Senator Ri.:F of Pennsylvania. Tell us first your personal relitionsiip to this. Are you counsel for some company that had a factory there?
Mr. Smil.ur. Yes; I aiml the general counsel of the Western Electric
Co. The Western Electric Co. had a large plant in Belgium, which
it owned. That plant was seized by the Germans as soon as they got
into Antwerp, and it was practically wrecked. They took off very
large amounts of material and shii)ped them to Germany. They
made us of the property and injured it very seriously. And, of
course, the plant was out of commission until after tile armistice.
And( they requisitioned all the goods that they could use, and they
inflicted very large Injury uI)Oll the colmany. It became necessary
after the wvar to arrange for proving up tis claim which was put in,
and I went over there on two or three occasions to accomplish that,
and we finally had an allowance of the claim, which was practically
80 per cent of all that we claimed for the German Government.
Senator RE.ED of Pennsylvania. What is the amount of your
award I
Mr. Sw xzy. The amount was in round numbers $1600 000. We
claimed about $2,000,000, I think, altogether for injuries o one kind
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and another. They disallowed portions of it and granted the rest.
I am not here, you understand, Senator Joner, advocating the
payment of these claims out of the Treasury. The proper place for
the payment in the first instance is in Germany, if that is possible.
That was our view of. the matter, because they inflicted the injuries
upon us.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Well, certain portions of the German property in the United States are to be used, at, any rate toWiporarily, for payment of part of these American claimss, Upon
what theory do you make your contention that any piqrt of this
German property should be used for the payment of American
claims?
Mr. SIDLEY. The Alien property fund stands pledged under the
Berlin treaty as security for the patient of Ahierican Chims; that
is, it is to be held by the United States lmtil (Germany shall have
made suitable provision for the payments of Amierican claims.
We had always contended that the funds should not be returned to
Gerinany and should not be released until that had been carried out,
until the provision had been made for the payment of the Ainerican
claims. And so we have always argued that the funds should not
be unconditionally returned without taking care of the American
claimants. We have felt that if the provision is made for a portion
of the claims being paid, that then enough only of the fund need
to be retained until lthe balance has been disposed of, until actually
we have been paid in full.
Senator JoNus of New Mexico. Well, the Berlin treatyy.lso proc,
vided, did it not, through the incorporation of the provisions of the
Versailles treaty, that the Government of the United States miight
liquidate this property and pay American clainmants'?
Mr. S Eixy. Yes; it so provides if they wish to do so. It is up to
'Congress. That if they wish to L so they undoubtedly would have
the legal right to do it, as the Supreme Court has held. But under
the Berlin treaty, as it appears to me, the United States elected in
the first instance to treat this alien property fund as a pledge, with
the implication, of course, that after Germany had made due and
.suitable provision for the payment of the American claims, that it
would be releasd. And of course that would be my expectation.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, has any (due and suitable
provision been made?
Mr. Sinui:v. Not yet.
Senator JONES of New MAexico. Might it not be considered that~the
provisions of the Versailles treaty might be availed of as the suitable provision?
Mr. SIDLEY. Well, you mnean that the funds should be applied to
thue payment of the American claimants?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr. Sin y. I do not think Congress would view it in that way.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, I ama not speaking aiout
what Congres has done, but I am speaking about the contracts 'qtween the American Government and the German Goveriunqnt.,,
Mr. Siwny. My view upon that would be that inasmiucik as he
Versailles treaty terms were incorporated in the ierlin treaty aiong
with this provision, that the United States should retain the itliep
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property fund until such time as Germany should make suitable

provision, that it probably would not be interpreted that the United
States felt that the application of that money was the due and suit
able provision under the Versailles treaty terms, but that Germany
would be expected in the future to make some provision to pay fur
these claims so as to recover back the alien property fund, it being
meanwhile held as a pledge.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. And thus far Germany has take
no further steps regarding the matter?
'Mr. SiDLEY.

No; not as I know of. We have had an allowance of

a very small percentage under the Paris distribution, but, of course,.
that was the action of the Allies.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Yes. And in your opinion would
that constitute a suitable provision?
Mr. SiDLmY. No. No; I would not consider it as such.
Senator RzEED of Pennsylvania. How long, in your judgment,.
ought we to hold this pledge before foreclosing on it. if Germany
does nothing to make suitable provision I
Mr. SIDJSY. Well, that is a difficult question to answer in point of'
time. I should say that every liberality should be given in the .
treatment of Germany to enable it to make good on the payment of
these claims, we holding, meanwhile, the fund until the Americans
were paid in full.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Under the Dawes plan is not Germany precluded from making any such arrangement for direct payments to us?
Mr. SIDLEY. That is a question which I do not believe I can.
answer, Senator.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. And if she is, then she could not
make an agreement for direct payments until the completion of the
Dawes plaii payments, and they are indeterminate in duration. So
that if we wait for her to make a direct contribution to us to satisfy
th, ze claims we will have to wait an indefinite time in the future.
of.Lr. SmLEy. Well, of course, the expectation is that in the course

of some years, under this plan which has been devised by the Green
committee, that these annual payments which will be received from
Germany will liquidate all of these claims and pay them in full.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Has your committee considered
the claim of the United States Government against Germany for
$60,00,000?
yes.
has been allowed;
Mr. SiDLEY. Well, we know that sueh a claimanybody
who particiSenator REED of Pennsylvania. Was there
pated in making this agreement who seemed to have that claim in
mind?
Mr. SIDLEY. Well, I could not answer that. The only thing that I
was interested in was in the American claimants' standpoint.
Senator REE of Pennsylvania. The individual American claimants?
Mr. SIDLEY. The American claimants' standpoint, yes. Not the
United States standpoint.
ell, do you think that there is any possible
The CHAIRMAN.
chance of the Government of the United States ever getting the
$60,000,000 out.of the 214 per cent of reparations provided or in
the treaty?
Mr. SIDLEY. Yes.
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Well, how man years do you think it will take?

Mr. Smwu'r. I do not know.
Lave not figured the time. It
will be a considerable length of time before it will be done.
The CHAIRMAN. Over 20 years, would it not?
Mr. SwLEY. Oh, yes; I should think so.
The CHAIRMAN. And you think that those reparations will be
paid in 20 years?
Mr. SxiLEY. That is my personal view. I may be an optimist c~n
Germany's resources.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Under the report of the Was and
Means Committee of the House it is estimated that by the United
States appropriating $50,000 000 that that 214 per cent will, after a
'lapse of 261/3 years pay off the American claimants and half of the
German claimants, but in the meantime nothing has been paid or
provided for with respect to the $60,000,000 due the American
Government, and the interest on that for that period of years would
more than double the amount of the claim, as I estimate it, and then
how long would it take thereafter for the 24 per cent to liquidate
that claim on behalf of the United States Government?
The CHAIRMAN. If interest was charged on it it would take about
75 years in my opinion.
Mr. SIDLmY. Well, are yon asking me now with reference to subordinating the American Government claims?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I wish to draw out the fact, Mr.
Sidley, if it is a fact, and I think it is, that under this bill as it
came from the House for all practical purposes no provision has
been made for the payment of this $60,000,000 to the United States
Government. Is not that the way you would also construe the bill?
Mr. SIDLEY. Well, I would not construe it quite that way, Senator.
The provisions are set up for the ultimate payment and application
of these Dawes remittances to the United States.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. But under the bill as it came from
the House there is no hope of the United States getting a dollar
until after more than 26 years, is there?
Mr. SIDLEY. Well, I presume that is so. I have not in mind the

length of time in which these private claims will be paid in full, but
it Will be after they have been paid that the United States will
begin to receive its payments upon its own claim. And that I take
it was upon the theory that it was proper for the United States
Government to subordinate its claim to that of its citizens whom it
represented in making these negotiations, and for whom it acted
as trustee in its claims against Germany.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. If you believe that that is the
proper disposition of the American claim I wish you would state
why.
Mr. SIDLEY. One of the great functions of Government, one of the
great duties of a nation is to look after the interests of its private
citizens, to see that they are protected, and to repair wrong and
injury which is done to them. That case arose in connection with
the war. There were a good many hundred American citizens who
suffered serious damage and injury, life, person, and property, in
connection with the war. The only source to which they could look
for reparation and indemnity was through the United States Government, and their claims were necessarily placed in the hands of the
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UiAite: states. Government for recpvery.. The' same principle av
though an America4 citizen: had beeqji;AIued in a foreign port, by
a foreign nation or by ciLz;,is of foreign n4ions, we would doubtless
attempt to secure reparation for such a citizen, as .we have done
before.
. Now, we were aUl in that situation. The United States was the
representative of these indivdual citizens to secure proper reparation
from Germany, and it undertook to do that,. It did not enter into
the Versailles treaty. It did not set up a clearing house. It took
VIo steps for some time after the war to enforce-any rights on behalf
Of. its individual citizens. And finally opportunity came in connection with the Paris agreement after the Dawes plan had been set
up, to secure satisfaction for its citizens. And it acted on their,
behalf in so doing..

It also had a personal claim arising from commercial operations
Which it transacted in the way of insurance during the war, upon
which it made a considerable sum of money.

, Senator RBu F of Pennsylvania. It was subrogated to the insured

in claims Against Germany.
Mr. SIDLEY. Yes. That is how it came in in a private capacity.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, that was not all of the claim,

was it?
Mr. SiDLEY. Well, that was the principal amount, I should think.
There were other ship losses and things of that kind, but as I recall
it the large amount is in connection with the insurance bureau, etc.,
which was established. They were private claims of the United
States in the sense of being allowed by the commission. And the
United States then appeared at the Paris confeience and made terms
for the protection #nd indemnity of all the parties concerned-itself
and the American citizens. And it also at the same time made provision for its own Army of occupation costs, wvihih were a very large
.mount.
In that respect it took a preference to the claims of its own citizens
Whom it was representing at that time. I do not speak of this, gentlemen, in the way of complaint. You have asked me how in my
mind this works out as a justification for treating the American
claimants
this way. There was only a certain small percentage
which was in
available
for distribution to America at the Paris confer-ence. The United States had a claim of some $250,000,000 for Army
of occupation costs. A fund which had once been paid in in such a
way as to have made it available possibly for the United States if it
had been pressed and collected. But it was not. At least that is
the claim that is made.
And so we went in at that time to get that amount allowed, and
also the amounts for these private Americans, and the United States
then secured a preference on the Dawes plan payments for its $250,000,000 of war claims, which was not Only a preference, but it was
cumulative. If not paid it was to bear interest.
And after it had thus provided for recovery of its own expenditures in that regard, it negotiated an arrangement by which 214 per
cent of the reparations payments under the Dawes plan, after expenses and other large claims should be taken care of, should go
to the American claimants. That was quite inadequate to take care
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of what w6ald be considered a reasonable payment and reparation
to these Americans, because their claims amounted to such a total
that the 214 per cent would hardly be more than the interest upon
their claims which had been allowed by the Mixed Claims Commission, and I think it was figured at that time that it would take some
75 years for these American claims to be amortized, paid off in full,
etc.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And even that 75 years did not include the claim of the United States, did it?
Undersecretary WINSTON. It did.
Mr. SIDLEY. I think that did include all the claims.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, then, with the reparations of 2 per cent
it would not pay them off with 5 per cent interest.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. If you allow interest on the
American claims, including the United States claim, the 21/4 per
cent is not sufficient to pay the annual interest is it?
Mr. SIDLEY. Well, it depends on the total amount.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, the United States claim has
been allowed of about $60,000,000. The others are, in rotind figures,
about $180,000,000, making about $240,000,000 all together. And
they are bearing interest at 5 per cent per annum. We get under
the 214 per cent $10,700,000 a year. That would not be equivalent
to the interest., would it, on all these claims amounting in round numbers to $240,000,000?
Undersecretary WINsTON. I think in considering the $240,000,000
as carrying interest at 5 per cent you are not quite right. The principal of the claims carry interest at 5 per cent, and the principal of
the claims is less than $240,000,000.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. How much less?
The C11AIRM-AN. But how about the interest that has accumulated
up to date?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, we will go into that later.
That is immaterial.
Mr. SuDLEY. Those are figures, gentlemen, that I do not carry'. in
mv mind. You evidently have them there. And you are asking
me about general principles.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes. Now, Mr. Sidley, you made
reference to the fact that part of the United States claim arose out
of commercial transactions. Is that not true of the claims of many
of the individual American claimants?
Mr. SIDLEY. Oh, yes. I mention that to put them on the same basis,
so far as commercial claims are concerned.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, I rather construed your
remark to mean otherwise-to indicate that that was one reason why
the claim of the United States should be deferred.
Mr. SinLEY. No, I was trying to show that in these allowances by
the Mixed Claims Commission we were practically all on a similar
basis. That is, it was a private claim, not an army cost claim.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Then what argument could be made
for deferring payments on the United States Government claim
which would not apply to individual claimants of the United States?
Mr. SIDLEY. My feelng about that is that the United States where
its own interests of this sort are concerned, where it can very con-
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veniently tarry a matter of this sort over a long period of years,
should d'efer its claims to those of its wards, its citizens, the private
citizens for whom it acts practically as a trustee and as an agent .in
asserting their rights and securing their indemnity, and thus between
the two, it would be proper that they should postpone their claim, it
being, in my judgment, payable in full a.ter %length of time.
Senator J0NES of New Mexico. Upon what theory do you think
the Government of the United States can carry a claim in a better
way than an individual can carry a claim?
Mr. SIDLEY. Its resources are very much larger, and time to a govermnent is not so important as years to an individual claimant. It
could carry for 20 or 30 years or even 70 years a claim of this
sort and with ultimate collection in sight, where it would be practically a denial of a payment to an individual who had a claim to be
carried, and extended over such a length of time as that.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Well, would not that extension of
time on the part of the Government become a burden upon the taxpayers of the country?
Mr. SIDLEY. Why, I do not know that it would any more than
other debts which it has to carry from time to time. Claims and
so forth.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Certainly not, but do not all those
debts elf the Government have to be ultimately borne by the taxpayers of the country?

Mr.

SiDLEY.

Well, they do not have to be paid by the taxpayers

of the country.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Well, from what other source will
the Government get money with which to pay?
Mr. SiDLEY. WIll, I understand, and my theory of this proceeding
is, that they would be paid from these German reparations wiicli
would come in under this Dawes plan which has been set up.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Do you think that it would be
considered much Of a payment to defer this to 75 or 80 years?
Mr. SiroLEY. Well, I think it would be considered a payment of it.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Why, you would not think mch
of that sort of a payment to yourself, wild you?
Mr. SIDLEY. I certainly would not, because an individual is in no
position to carry on a claim of that sort' in the way that a government would be.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, now, thai was really a digression from the thought which I had in mind. Upon what do you
base your claim that the Government of the United States should
look after these claims of American citizens? Is it the Berlin
treaty?
Mr. Sm.LEY. You mean look after them to collect them?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes; and to make sacrifices in
order to collect them, such as it is doing under the bill as it came
from the House?
Mr. SIDULEY. That is one of the purposes for which a Government
is set up. For instance, if I may cite what is in my mind. There
was a situation arose, I think during President Roosevelt's administration, with a gentleman in Africa by the name of Raisuli. There
was an American injured over there, a private citizen. The United
States did not stop to think of cost of asserting his rights and in
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securing the indemnities. I cost money to send ships there. It was
a considerable expense to go and assert the rights of that American
on behalf of this country. But that was done. And his rights
were asserted. And his release was secured, all at the expense of
the American Government. Now, we can not stop in times when
our private citizens are injured in a case like that, or in a case where
we are drawn into a war which isnot the making of a private citizen, and he has injuries inflicted upon him for which he should
have redress.
It seems to me that one of the great purposes for which a Government is set up is to extend its power and backing for the individual
protection of its citizens, and it should not stop anywhere to count
the cost in that regard. And, therefore, I think that it was incumbent. upon the Government of the United, States at once after the
war to enter into some arrangements for the satisfaction of he
injuries which had been inflicted upon its own citizens. And it
therefore entered into, finally, this treaty of Berlin.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, the Government of the United
States did not inflict those injuries, did it?
Mr. SIDLEY. No, it did not.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well now then, it would be your
judgment that the Government of the United States should make
some financial arrangement to pay for the claims which American
citizens have against Mexico?
Mr. SiDLEY. No, I can not answer that because I do not kn6w the
circumstances under which the claims arose, Senator.
Senator JoxEs of New Mexico. Well, they are injuries inflicted
upon American citizens and their property in Mexico.
Mr. StaLEY. Yes. I think that America ought to assert up to the
limit its authority to force Mexico tinder those conditions to make
full and satisfactory and adequate payment of all these American
claims. That is the first duty to the country.
The CHAIRMAN. We have a commission, have we not, there, for
that purpose?
Senator Jo.Es of New Mexico. Yes, we have.
Mr. SjiLxY. As I understand that is now in process.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. But no one apparently has ever
assumed to consider the proposition that the Treasury of the United
States should in any way be obligated to pay those claims of American citizens, has there, that you know of?
Mr. SmLEY. I do not know that it has, and I understand, Senator,
in this connection in the American claims it has been assumed that
America would make these payments. It has been assumed that
America would make advances to help its American citizens in the
first instance, but always upou the theov that it would ultimately
get back the amounts which it had so advanced.
Senator Jo.xrEs of New Mexico. Well, if it turns out that that

theory would not work out in practice then what have you to say
about it?
Mr. SmDJJEy.' Well, 1 have no alternative to suggest beyond what is
taken care of in this bill, Senator, because that goes upon the assumption, which I have always thought to be a correct one, that in the
course of time the United States Government would be indemnified.

-
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Senator JozFS of New Mexico. Well, some of us have a different
view of that.
Mr. SID LEY. Yes.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. But is it not a fact that the reason,
why you have taken this means of collecting your claim is that the
Government of the United States entered into the Berlin treaty
and thus secured the right to use this property in the adjustment of
the claims of American nationals? Is-that not the theory on which
you go ?
Mr. SwDLEY. Well, which right do you refer to, Senator, under
th Berlin treaty?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. All rights under the Berlin treaty.
Is it not the basis of your claim that the Government of the United
States, through the Berlin treaty, acquired an opportunity or the
right to liquidate these claims, and that therefore your claim is
really based upon that treaty and the provisions in there for -the
liquidation of American claims?
Mr. SIDLEY. Well, I do not know that I have ever thought of it in
just that way. I have not assumed that the German property. as
such would be applied to the payment of these claims in the end.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, now, if the effect of it is to
do that, then you think your claims ought to be waived and this
property turned back to the Germans?
Mr. SJiLEY. I do not. I think that the American claimants ought
to be paid on one basis on some theory, they ought to be paid in full,.
and that the Government of the United States should see to it that.
those claims are naid in full.
Senator JoNEsL of New Mexico. And that this property should
either be liquidated or held as security for that payment?
Mr. SIDLEY. I think that this property should be held as security
until the payment of those American claims has been effected in full.
That is what I feel. And I feel that the United States should see,
that those claims are paid in full. That it should exhaust its efforts
in every way to secure those payments from Germany or German
interests, if that is possible to do. And I feel that the present plan,.
as I read the bill that comes from the House, is going to carry that
into effect; that ultimately they will be paid in full and that the
German property will be returned in full; and that all the claims.
will be taken care of over a considerable period of time.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, some of us do not agree with
that view, Mr. Sidley, and we think that the bill itself contemplates
appropriation of the United States Treasury for a great deal more
money than it should, and that the provision in that bill for the
payment of the claim to the United States itself amounts to nothing
more than a dream.
Mr. SIDLEY. Well, I just add this word, Senator, so that you may
know my view upon the question. I think that these American
claimants who have been injured in connection with the activities of'
our country in .war, into which tJhey were drawn necessarily and innocently, as all the American citizens were, that they have suffered
loss in the common interest of the country, and that the United States
as a Nation should see upon one theory or another that those sufferers are taken care of in the only way that is prescribed, and that
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is by the indemnities which have been allotted to them. That if
there is going to be a suffering that it should be borne by the country
as a whole, and not by the handful of people who suffered during the
war, and that therefore if it came to the last analysis, where it was
impossible for the Government to secure from Germany, for some
reason or another, the'payment of this in full, that it would only be
just that tile nation as a whole, whose rights had been asserted in
the war, in whose behalf as a nation these individuals had suffered
loss of life and injury to property, that the country as a whole and
not this group of people, should stand the payment of the loss which
ensued.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Then do I understand, Mr. Sidley.
that if the payments tinder the Dawes reparations plan should cease
within the next year or two, you would feel that the Government of
the United States ought to in uch event pay lie balance of these
American claims?
Mr. SlILEY. I certainly do, assuming that she can not in any way
secure such payments bel'eafter, assure such payments from German
sources.
Senator G.oina.. Well, now, Mr. Sidley, you feel that way because
we are letting go of property that we have in our hands? At bottom
that is vour conclusion, is it not?
Mr. S1mLIY. Yes. We certainly ought to in no circumstances turn
back this property and release it to German owners and leave these
Americans unsatisfied.
Senator GEotoi. Yes. Now permit me to ask this question. The
which you directly represent occurred
injury to the special interests
the war?
long before we went into
Mr. SmEY. Well, no, it occurred partly before we got in and principally afterwards.
Senator GEORGE. Well, in so far as it did occur before we went into
the war it was not in consequence of your company aiding the United
States, because we were not then in war?
Mr.

SIDLEY. No.

Senator GEORGE. But subsequently we were drawn into it, of
,course. So your argument necessarily comes down to the proposition that we presently having had in hand property which was
seized by the country, that when we let that property go finally, why
the obligation is raised to pay the American claimants?
Mr. SwIJEY. Yes. I think, Senator, as I expressed, that there is
.a broader ground upon which to put the obligation.
Senator GEoRo. Yes; I understand you emphasized the broader
ground and the paramount duty of the Government to protect the
life and property of the citizens.
Mr. SiDLEY. Yes.
Senator GEORGE. But I do not understand that you would carry
that theory to the extent of saying that for instance we should
reimburse out of the public treasury where we had not been remiss
in the proper prosecution of our claims, a citizen, for instance, who
'has suffered at the hands of the Mexican Government, if any have
!suffered, assuming that some have suffered, so therefore this particular case must necessarily rest not only on that broad doctrine, but
primarily at least, upon the fact that we had in hand properties
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that were seized, and that in some way we have allowed to go back
to the owners?
Mr. SIbLEY. Yes. And I would say this further. The. United
States has elected to take a stand before the world which is different
from that of other nations, which it regards as a high and generous
attitude to take. It waived reparations against Germany in connection with the war, that is, it is generally known as reparations
for injured soldiers and that sort of claim. It has taken the position
that it did not desire to confiscate the property of private owners.
of German private owners in connection with the war. It is in a
sense an unusual attitude. It is a fine attitude to take. It is taken
as a national attitude in behalf of all citizens of the United States.
Now if it had taken the position that other nations had iaken we
would have had our claims paid in full long ago.
Senator GFoRGE. Exactly.
Mr. SmxFvy. We wevold have gone in under the treaty of Versailles.
We would have set up a caring house. We would have taken the
German property and applied it to the payment of American claims,
as we had a legal right to do. Instead of taking advantage of its
legal rights tinder the circumstances it elected, and I think it took a
very high stand in so doing. on moral groti-ns-I think it was a
stand which will redound to its advantage probably on commercial
grounds-at any rate as a national position it deided that it would
not enforce any of those rights in behalf of its private American
citizens which 'other nations did. And I say, therefore, that when
the country as a whole takes a position of that sort it ought to be at
the national expense and riot at the expense of the handfld of
claimants.
Senator GEORGE. I understand your position, and I aniprepared
to fully appreciate it. But let me ask you this question, Mr. Sidley.
and I ask lurely for information. I understand that your particular
company, the Western Electric. was awarded $1.600.000 approximately f
Mr. SIDLEY.

Yes.

Senator GEoRe.E. Now I assume that that award does not include
any profits, loss or profits?
Mr. SIDLEY. Oh, no; those were all cut out.
Senator GEORGE. Well, I assumed that, and I wished to know it.
that is all.
Mr. SiDle. That was just simply for property sequestered, the
property ruined and destroyed in connection with it.
Senator GEORGE. Well, I, am not familiar with it, and I wished to
know. And I presume that is true of all other claimants standing
on the same basis as yourself?
Mr. SIDLEY. Yes; they are all on the saine basis. .'There are no
profits whatever involved in the allowances. Of course J have other
claims. I had people who were lost on the Laconia.
Senator GEORGE. I understand, but I am speaking of claims that
were similar to yours.
Mr. SIDLEY. Yes.

Senator GEORGE. And there were no profits involved in any of
those judgments.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Mr. Sidley, you said that this
Government has elected to take some high moral ground which other
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nations have not (lone. When and where did this Government so
elect?
Mr. SIDLEY. Well, you will find in connection with the negotiation
of the Berlin treats:. I think i is. ha our Execuive Department,
which negotiated it.'stated in substance at that time that it was not
our intention to assert any claims against Germany under these general reparation claseses-thiat is, insurance for soldiers and injuries of
that kind. Those were all waived.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. By what authority was that state.
ment made ?
Mr. SIDLEY. I have'seen the exchange, I think, of letters, which
will be found in connection with the Berlin treaty, or possibly the
setting up of the Mixed Claims Commission. I guess that was it.
The CHAIRMA.s. That is what. it was.
Mr. SIDLEY. There was an exchange of letters between the State
Department and Germany.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. You are a lawyer, I understand?
Mr. SIDLyY. Yes.

Senator JONXES of New Mexico. I would like to get your view as to
the legality of any such arrangement made by the State Department.
Mr. SIDLY. I amnnot a State counsellor, Senator, and I am not
versed in international law of that character, and I would not undertake to give you an opinion on that, Senator. I assume from the fact
that it was (one it was assumed that it was in proper course.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. As I understand it, the State Department only assumed to assert that the United States would not
press any claims under sections 5, 6, and 7 of the annex to section
297 of tlie Versailles treaty. But you spoke also of the Government
having elected to take some other high position that would not useto make a practical statement-German property in America here
for the payment of American claims. When was the election to take
that high position made?
Mr. SIDLEY. Well, as I recall it, the first selection was in connection
with the Winslow Act. when we returned at that time up to 20 per
cent-I think you said, at that time. That was an implication.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, if that had constituted an
election to do that, why did we not return it all at that time?
Mr. SIDLEY. I don't know. I never quite understood the consistencies of the Winslow Act.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. As a matter of fact, when the
Winslow Act was passed did we not estimate that there would remain
sufficient property to satisfy the American claims?
Mr. SIDLEY. I think that was done at the time. There wk~e some
expressions in that connection, however, which indicated the feeling
of Congress at that time that the funds should ultimately be returned
without any confiscation.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, that was an expression simply of individual Members of Congress, was it not?
Mr. SIDLEY. Yes.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. And it did not enter into any legislation or resolution expressing any declared purpose of Congress.
Mr. SID xy. Well, now, I would say further, Senator, that this
present existing bill. if it goes through.'is an expression of that kind.
Senator JON.ES of New Mexico. I think you are quite right.

J
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The CHAIRMAN. Paragraph 2 of the bill.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr. SwLEY. Yes. Now I say that we are now considering the
effect of pending legislation, and if this country elects by formal
declaration, as it does in one of the paragraphs of the bill, to return
in full this private property, that when that is accomplished then it
has released what otherwise would have been a fund for applicatittii
to American claims, what other countries have used for that purpose,
and that in connection therefore with that act it would be no more
than right that it should assure in some way to the American individual claimants that their claims should be paid in full, and that
the attitude of the country as a whole should not be taken at their
expense, but at the expense of the nation as a whole.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. But this committee is now considering the question of approval or disapproval of section 2 of the
House bill, which does declare as you have just indicated, and it can
not be said thus far that the Congress has made any declaration on
the so-called high ground to which you have referred.
'rhe CHAIRMAN. That grew up, did it not, Senator, in the minds
of the people from the statement that was 'iiade by the President
following the signing of the armistice? In his message to Congress
did not President Wilson take that ground at that time?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. President Wilson certainly did not
take that ground. On the other hand he helped frame the Versailles
treaty, which definitely provided a very different ground.
The ChAIRMAN. Well. I have not read his message,.s which followed after that, but I think there was some high ground taken
there. And I think the American people approved' of it, too.
Senator JoNt.s of New Mexico. I think you are referring to a very
different thing than the provisions for the payment of American
claims, because the Versailles treaty did provide for the payment of
American claims out of German property in the United States.
Mr. SIDLEY. Yes; if they wanted to use it as such.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr. SIDLEY. Perhaps you could answer this, Senator. I do not
recall just how it took pace, but the United States certainly elected
not to resort to the clearing house. Now, I do not know how that
was done. That was used by other nations, and as the result of
that private claims of those other nations were pretty generally paid.
Senator JONEs of N&w Mexico. Yes.
Mr. SIDLEY. Now, in some way we waived our right to do that.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. The Government of the United
States undoubtedly through inaction at least, waived the provision
of the clearing house and waived its right to sit upon the reparations
commission.
Mr. SIDLEY. It did.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. Two very important things, which
I think the Government should have entered into, but it did not.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Have you had any payment on
account of your claim whatsoever?
Mr. SIDLEY. No, not $1.
Senator REw of Pennsylvania. I would like to ask you how much,
under the bill as it comes from the House, will the Western Electric
Co. receive at once on account of its claim of $1,600,000?
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Mr. SIDLEY. Well, it will depend I think a good deal on how much
ship rkoney goes into the common pot, as it is called. Now suppose
$50,000,000 is the total, and $25,000,000 goes into there, and about
perhaps $40,000,000 from the alien property fund, say 20 per cent,
I just guess at these figures, it would be $65,000,000. Now, if $25,000,000 went in from the unallocated interest account there would be
$90,000,000, and we think by September there will be about $14,000,000 accumulated from the Dawes plan payments. That would be
$104,000,000. And assume that the total claims allowed, Mr.
Bonynge, will reach $175,000,000. I assume, the total claims may
reach $175,000,000.
Undersecretary WiNsTon. The estimate used in the House is $179,000,000.
Mr. SiDLEY. Well, it is $175,000,000 we will say for round figures.
There will be one hundred one hundred and seventy-fifths. What
will that be? Around 60 per cent?
Senator REItD of Pennsylvania. It will be four-seventlhs.
Mr. SIDLEY. Somewhere around there.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. But sonic of the claims are paid
in full.
Mr. SXuDIY. Now they won't get all that, because all claims up
to $100,000 will be paid in full, and $100,000 will be paid on this
theory on all claims over $100,000. That will take $20,000,000 or
$30,000,000, will it not?
Senator REE) of Pennsylvania. According to the House it will
take $33,000,000.
Mr. S1mEY. According to the House it will take $33,000,000.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. That will leave about $70,000,000
for general distribution among the claims over $100.000.
Mr. SIDIEY. Yes.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. That is, $70,000,000 applicable to
awards totaling $145,000,000.
Mr. SIDLEY. $145,000,000.
Undersecretary WINsrTON. It will take $33,000.000.
Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. Yes. That will leave $70,000,000
in the special deposit fund for application against awards totaling
$145,000,000. It is approximately 50 per cent of the excess of the
claims over $100,000. So you will receive $100,000 first, and then
one-half of the remaining $1,500,000.
Mr. SIDLEY. Yes.
Senator REED of

Pennsylvania. You will get $850,000 immediately under this plan.
The CHAIRMAN. Plus interest.
Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. I am disregarding interest. Taking the sum total.
Mr. SIDLEY. Yes.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Then the balance of your claim
will be paid through on the next six years, approximately, until you
have received 80 per cent.
Mr. SiDLEY. 'Until we have received 80 per cent.
Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. You will have to wait six years
to have received 80 per cent?
Mr. SiDLEY. Yes.
2823-27-9
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Senator RrED of Pennsylvania. Any German claimant, op the
other hand, who has a claim of $1,600,000 received $10,000 under
the Winslow Act, he has received all of his accrued earnings or
interest since 1923, and he would at once, receive 80 per cent when
this bill passed. So that, taking two claimants for the same amount,
one German and one American, it seems to me that the German
receives very much more favorable treatment than the American.
Mr. SiDLeY. Well, he does on that basis receive more favorable
treatment. Of course, the situation that I happen to be in representing this large company is partly my own fault, because the
American claimants among themselves agreed that the injuries and
loss of life and such of the small items should be paid in full. We
realized, for one thing, the difficulty of paying in installments over
small claims, and so we agreed, those that had the larger claims,
that it was only just that the small ones should be paid-in full, so
that reduced a considerable portion of our claim, but even then we
would have less than the Germans. But our chief interest there
was that enough of the German property should be retained in hand
so that ultimately we would be secured, and the amount which is to
be retained would take care of us on that theory.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you remember how many claims there are exceeding the $100,000?
Undersecretary WIN.STON. One hundred and fifty-three awards
over $100,000.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought that was something near the number.
Mr. SIDLEY. Of course we started in with the idea of trying to
get 80 per cent of our claims paid if the Germans get 80 per cent,
but it seemed to be difficult to get the plan through, and so we con.
ceded these arrangements they have worked out'in this plan here
upon the theory that ultimately we would get our money.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. This is that much better than
nothing, in other words?
Mr. SiDLzy. This is that much better than nothing, yes. And
it seems possible that the prospects are good in the end for getting
our money.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, would you feel that your
prospects were good if we would leave out section 2 of this bill as it
passed the House?

The

CHAIRMAN.

The declaration of policy..

Mr. SIDLEY. The declaration of policy?
Senator Jors of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr. SIDLEY. Let me see-just what was in your mind there,
Senator?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. What was in my mind was this.
If you had to reply wholly upon the 214 per cent which would come
from the reparations commission and not upon any declared policy
of the Government of the United States so as to have the Govern.
ment incur no obligations along the lines which you were discussing
a while ago, would the bill be then satisfactory to your people?
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. He has answered that in substance.
Mr. SIDLEY. I think so.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. When he says he believes that the
)awes plan payments will be continued.
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SMr. SIDLEY. Yes; I believe that the Dawes plan payments will be
carried through, or a substitute. I do not know what will happen in
the next few years, but I believe that Germany will be i a position
to carry out those payments on some theory, even if they have to
modify them.
Senator JoxEs of New Mexico. And you are willing to take your
chances on that?
Mr. SIDLEY. I certainly am. We have to take them on that.
The CHAIRMAI. Well, striking out of section 2 of the bill then
would have no effect at all on the position that you have taken in
the past?
Mr. SIDLE,. Well, we have relied as I have said before, upon
these deferred payments coming in throu h the Dawes plan.

The

CHAIRIMAN.

As provided in the bills

Mr. SDLEY. As provided in the bill. And it was no suggestion of
ours, of course, that this declaration of policy be made. That was
something that was introduced by the committee. And I am not so
wuch concerned with the individual claimant with that policy, which
probably was put in for good reason, but it was no suggestion of ours.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Well. it has been stated, Mr.
Sidley. that this bill is the result of an agreement. You have told
us how the American claimants got together and the processesp
there. Did your committee have any agreement with anyone representing the German claimants?
Mr. SIDLEY. Well, I would not call it an agreement, but we finally
conferred with them to see if we could meet on some common ground
which would be satisfactory, upon which Mr. Green's committee
would be satisfied, certainly along the lines that he had indicated in
public statement at the close of the hearings.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. With whom did you confer?
Mr. SIDLEY. I conferred with Doctor Kiesselbach and Doctor
von Lewinski. who were the representatives of the German interests
here.

The

CHAIRMAN..

The same as you were of the American interests?

Mr. SIDLEY. The same as I was of the Americans; yes. And we had
never been able to come to an agreement. We' occasionally talked
over these matters in connection with our claims, etc., but we had
diametrically opposite positions apparently, which brought things
to an impasse, because we wanted our claims paid in full; the Germans insisted that the alien property fund should be released in full
unconditionally. And, of course, the two things could not very
weil exist.
After the close of the hearings Mr. Green made an announcement
that he thought that the only change of getting legislation through
was for both Sides to make concessions, by which I think he indicated
that perhaps 715 per cent might be paid and the balance withheld by
each party and worked out over a period of years. and he was very
anxious that we should see what could be done with our American
claimants in that regard. And I had a talk with him upon that
.Iihject. in(n I called my committee together in Washington to see
how far we felt we could go in making, in the first instance at any
rate. eofe.siElns and getting a common basis upon which the corn-
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mittee could go to work. And after conferring together some of the
German people wished to see what concessions we were willing to
make, and we were interested in knowing what they were willing to
make, and we had a meeting in Washington-I had a meeting with
one or two members of my conmittee-with Doctor von Lewinski
and Doctor Kiesselbach, and there was nothing in the nature of an
agreement, because, of course, there was nothing that we could do
which would be binding on anybody,.but we did say that we were
perfectly ready to tell Mr. Green, for the information of his committee, what concessions"we thought we could stand in the way of getting
a-bill through. And at that time we discussed these terms which
practically now have been worked into this bill, by which they would
withhold temporarily 20 per cent of their alien property fund, and
that half of the slip money would be temporarily withheld, and we
should waive our rights to get our payments in full, and take what
the deposit account would give us, and then in installments afterwards up to So per cent, when we would e then on the same basis
as the German alien property people, and then we would go ahead
on a basis by which we wold prorate all payments which would
in later. And I communicated that. and I guess Doctor Kies.ellcome
bach did, too, to Mr. Green.
The CHAIMANx. You signed ' joint letter.
Mr. SIDLEY. We signed a joint 'letter to him in whih'h he desired
to know how far we had made cmi'essions among ourselves, which he
said would he only for th, information of his committee, but he
would like to know how far we could get on the matter, so we signed
a paper which I delivered to him indicating what I have already
stated.
Senator JONES of New. Mexico. Do you know of any reason why
that paperr should not go into this record?
Mr. SinLFY. I know of no reason whatever, sir. I gave it to Mr.
Green just for his information and for the information of his
committee.
The CnAH VIAN. And he submitted it to me, you know, in confidence, and I will ask Mr. Green if we can not put it in the record
this afternoon.
Senator JoNns of New Mexico. Well, I was going to ask Mr. Sidley
if we might have a copy of it for this record here. I understand
that that original letter has been sent over here. in a confidental way,
and I am not willing to consider anything in confidence in connection
with this bill.
The CH, MA~uMN. You have no objections to having it in the record'?
Mr. Simrer. No; none whatever.
The C11AIRMAN. And Doctor Kiesselbach?
Doctor Kw5ssELBACII. No.

Mr. Sin.y. It was given to Mr. Green at his request and for his
information.
The C1IAIRMAr. Then I do not think that Congressman Green will
'Jbject, but I will ask him this afternoon, Senator, and if he does not
object we will put it in the record at this point.
Senator JoxEs of New Mexico. And if he does object I would like
for one or the other of these gentlemen to furnish this committee
with a copy of the letter.

U
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Mr. SIDLEY. Well, you will let me know if anything is wanted
further in that regard?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Was there anything else?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. No.
(The letter addressed to Chairman Green, of the Ilouse Ways and
Means Committee, from Mr. Sidley and Doctor Kiesselbach is here
printed in the record in .full,as follows :)
DECEMW 1, 126.

.

Ibon. WILLIAM R. GREEN,
Chairman Way8 and Means Committee,
House of Representatire..
DEAR MR. GuREur: For your information and that of your committee in
drafting proposed legislation, we note the following as a general basis of
agreement between the American and German interests which we respectively
represent:
1. Twenty per cent of the alien proprty fund to he temporarily retained and
so invested In Dawes plan annuities as to become applicable to the immediate
payment of American claim,, the balance of the 80 per cent of the alien
property fund to be promptly returned to the owners.
2. Fifty per cent of awards for payment (of German ships, radio stations,
patents, etc., to be likewise temporarily retained and applied to American
claims as soon as it becomes available. and the hulance of such awards distributed to ship owners, et al.
3. The $26,000,000, approximately, of nallocated Interest in the hands of
the Treasury to be similarly applied to American claims.
4. The $14,000,000, upproximateliy, of Dawes plan payments received up to
September, 1927, to be applied to the paymelit of Amcr!can clains.
5. All funds in the hands of tie Alien Prolrty Cutodliaii formerly belonging
to the German Governmnt. togetlr with all funds so held the ownership of
which is not disclosed within a period to he fixed in time bill, and thereafter
established to be applied to tih, payment of Americain .latms.
0. To the extent that the above payments on the American claims falls short
of 80 per cent o1' the total amtount of such claims, itncluding interest thereon as
awarded to January 1, 1927, the receipts from the Dawes plan payments
accruing subsequent to September, 1927, to be lirst applied to payment thereof
until such 80 tir cent has been paid in full, and thereafter said receipts from
the Dawes plan payinerts to he distributed ratably among the remaining unpaid
claims of Americans, alien property claimants, and ship, radio, and Patent
claimants, together with 31/_, per cent interest thereon, until they are paid In
full; and( thereafter these Dawes plan payments to be applied as they accrue
to the payment of the $20,000,000 of unallocated Interest advances as afore.
said, together with 3,1, per cent interest thereon until pd111d, thereafter the
Dawes plan payments to be applied to the payment of the United States
Government awards against Germany.
WILLIAM P. SIDLEY,
1or the Amerieaa Claimaidt.
W. KlESSELBACII,
For the German Claaiiiantq.

I

The CHAIRIVIAN. It is now 12 o'clock, and the committee will stall
adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
('hereupon, at 12 o'clock noon, an adjourmnent was taken until 10
o'clock a. m. the next day, Thursday, January 13, 1927.)
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THEBSDAY, JANUABY 13, 1927
UNITED STATES SENATE,
CoMMITEE ON FINANCE,

Wa8hington, D. C.
The committee met. pursuant to adjournment on yesterday, at 10
o'clock a. M. in room 312. Senate Office Building, Senator Reed
Smoot presiding.
Present: Senators Smoot (chairman), McLean, Curtis, Shortridge,
Edge, Jones of New Mexico, Gerry, Harrison, and George.
Present also: Hon. R. W. Bonynge. American agent before the
Mixed Claims Commission; Hon. Howard Sutherland, Alien Property Custodian; Dr. J. W. Kiesselbach, German commissioner on the
Mixed Claims Commission; and Dr. Karl von Lewinski, German
agent before the Mixed Claims commission.

The

CHAM4N.

If the committee will come to order we will pro-

ceed with the hearings. Mr. Bonynge.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT W. BONYNGE, AMERICAN AGENT,
MIXED CLAIMS COMMISSION, UNITED STATES AND GERMANY
Mr. BONYvGE. Robert W. Bonynge. I am the agent of the United
States before the Mixed Claims Commission, United Stptes and
Germany. And also the agent of the United States before the
Tripartite Claims Commission, United States, Austria, and Hungary.
It has occurred to me, Senators, that perhaps if I should make a
very general statement as to the character of claims that American
nationals have under the Versailles tredty and the method adopted
under the treaty for the adjudication of those claims, that it might
be helpful to the committee, and then explain the method adopted
by the United States for the adjudication of those claims.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think it would.
Mr. BONYNGE. And in that connection I will, if you desire, explain
how we arrived at the rate of 16 cents for the valorization of mark
debts, and also make some statement in reference to the late claims,
which I think are both matters which the committee desires some
information on, and after I ha' completed the statement in reference to the German claims I %Illl give you such information as I
have relative to the Austrian claims.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I think that is just what we want
to hear from you.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Yes.

Mr. BONYNGE. Under the Versailles treaty and the provisions of
that treaty that were incorporated into the Berlin treaty, and also
into the treaty with Austria and the treaty with Hungary, there are,
131
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generally speaking, two great subdivisions of claims that American
nationals have. One class comes under what is known as Part VIII
of the Versailles treaty. Those are what are termed the reparation
claims. Under that part of the treaty there is one section, section
231. in which Germany admitted its liability for the war, and that
she was liable for the consequences and the losses occasioned by the
war. That was followed by section 232, by which the allied and
associated powers recognized that Germany s resources were insufficient to compensate for fill of the losses arising as a consequence
of the war, and then under that section certain specific classes of
claims are set forth for which Germany should be responsible.
Those are stated in Annex I following article 244, and there are
10 different classes of claims, from 1 to 10. There are in those sections paragraphs 5,6, and 7, which have been discussed here, being
claims for -pensions and for eost of assistance by the Governments
of the allied and asso,.-iated powers to prisoners of war and their
families and dependents, and allowances by the Governments of the
allied and associated powers to the families and dependents of
mobilized persons.
These reparation claims, so-called, are claims that arose during
belligerency, of course after we entered the war.
In addition to the claims for reparations there are also the claims
under section 10 of the Versailles treaty, which are the economic
clauses of the treaty, and in that class of claims there are perhaps
two principal sk-bdivisions of claims that might be mentioned.
provided for under Section III of
One is for debts, and th-y are t,
Part X of the treaty, article 296, which specifies the debts for which
Germany would be liable. And there are four different classes of
debts mentioned. Tihe first fotr sIbhli'isions of article '2906.
And what are thiy, briefly?
CHAIRMAN.
The
E (reading)
Mr. BoNIGx

*

(1) Debts payable before the war and due by a national of one ot the
contracting powers, residing within its territory, to a national of an opposing
power, residing within its territory;
(2) Debts which became payable during the war to nationals of one contracting power residing within its territory and arose out of transactions or
contracts with the nationals of an opposing power, resident within its territory,
of which the total or partial execution was suspended on account of the
declaration of war;
(3) Interest which has accrued, due before and during the war, to a national
of one of the contracting powers In respect of securities issued by an opposing
power, provided that the payment of interest on such securities to the nationals
of that power or to neutrals has not been suspended during the war;
(4) Capital sums which have become payable before and during the war
to nationals of one of the contracting powers in respect of securities Issued
by one of the opposing powers, provided that the payment of such capital
sums to nationals of that power gr to neutrals has not been suspended during
the war.

Mr. BONYNGE. The other class of claims mentioned in Article X
are those provided for under section 297. Those are claims for
damages to a national of an allied or associated power resulting
from the application of an exceptional war measure by Germany to
the property rights and interests of a national of the allied or associated powers.
Now, the method provided for by the treaty for the adjudication of
these different classes of claims is different in reference to the repa-
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rations and in reference to the clainis arising under the economic
clauses of the treaty. For the reparation claims it was provided
that there should be a reparation commission established by the selection of delegates from the countries signing the Versailles treaty,
who would compose the Reparation Commission, and each of the
Governments was to present to that Reparation Commission a stateinent of the amount of damages that it claimed under the reparation
clauses of the treaty.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well. now, Mr. Bonynge, would
that include more than the claims mentioned in sections 5, 6, and 7?
Mr. BONYNGE. Oh, it would include all the claims arising under
Part VIII of the treaty. All the 10 different classes of claims mentioned tinder that section.
I should say, in reference to the Teparation claims, that the allied
and associated powers were to present to the Reparation Commission
a statement of the amounts demanded for reparations under all those
various 10 clauses specified in the section that I have referred to.
Germany had an opportunity to examine the statements, but those
statements of account were filed in a lump sum under the different
classifications. There was no opportunity to Germany to examine
individual cases; no hearing on individual cases.
The method provided for the adjudication and determination of
the amount due under the economic clauses of the treaty was this:
There it was provided in reference to the debts that there might be
established clearing offices between Germany and the different allied
and associated powers. Each country to have its own clearing office,
and the debts to be reported by the nationals of each country to its
own clearing office, and then at stated periods.a balance struck and
the payment made through the different clearing offices. And for
the claims that arose for damages resulting from an application of
exceptional war measures there was established by the treaty mixed
arbitral tribunals, each country selecting a member of the tribunal,
and then a provision for the selection of a president of the tribunal
from a neutral power.
Those mixed arbitral tribunals determined the amount due to a
national of an associated or an allied power for damages arising by
reason of the application of an exceptional war measure to the property rights and interests of the national of one of the associated or
allied powers. And that tribunal also had the authority in case the
clearing offices disagreed as to whether a debt existed to settle that
difference. There was, in fact, an appeal to the mixed arbitral
tribunal.
Senator CuwRs. Was that the provision under which these people
who purchased bonds before the war, that the payment of was
stopped by Germany during the war, are to proceed to get their
claims settled?
Mr. BONYNoE. They might come under the classification of debts or
claims for damages due to an exceptional war measure. If the
security matured during the war, or coupons upon the bonds matured during the war, then they became debts under article 296 and
would be settled through the clearing office. If, on the other hand,
they were claiming damages to their securities that were in Germany any subjected to an exceptional war measure, then they would
28023-27-10
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come before the Mixed Arbitral Tribunal, because it would not be a
debt; it would be a claim for damages that they were seeking to
recover by reason of the application of an exceptional war measure
to their property. And later, if you desire, I will explain what is
the position of the commission relative to the recovery for damages
to securities that were subjected to an exceptional war measure.
The CHAIRMAN. I hope you will before you conclude.
Mr. BONYNU.E. Yes; I will be very glad to do that.
Now, in reference i-o the debts, it was also provided by paragraph
(d) of subdivision (4) of the same article, article 296 of Section III
of the treaty of Versailles, thatFor the purpose of this provision the pre-w :v rate of exchange shall be de
fined as the average cable transfer rate previllng in the allied or associated
country concerned during the month immediately preceding the outbreak of
war between the said country concerned and Germany.

Now, in the case of the United States. we entered the war on April
6, 1917. The average cable transfer rate prevailing in the United
States during the month immediately preceding AprilThe CHAIRMAN. The three months preceding?
Mr. BONYNGE. No, one month preceding; was 17.4 cents to the
mark. Under this article 296 and the clearing office system both the
associated or allied countries and Ger'many were to be responsible
for the debts of their own nationals, and to valorize them at the rate
as provided for in the treaty. The United States did not adopt the
clearing-office system. There was a provision in the treaty by which
within a certain time after the treaty was ratified each country was
to elect whether it would adopt the clearing-office system or not. If
it did not adopt the clearing-office system then -the provisions are
somewhat indefinite as to what was to be the rate of exchange that
was to prevail. The United States did not adopt the clearingoffice system.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Do you know why, Mr. Bonyngel
Mr. BONYN;GE. No; I have no way of knowing why. Excepting
this, that my understanding has been that the united States at the
time the treaty was under discussion at the peace conference declared
that it did not desire to assume responsibility for the debts of its own
nationals. It did not desire to valorize those debts. We had some
Americans who owed debts to Germans payable in marks, and if we
had adopted the, clearing-office system we would have been obliged to
valorize those debts the same as Germany was valorizing the debts
to US.

The CHAIRMAN. On what basis did England and France and Italy
settle?
Mr. BoNYoGE. They adopted the clearing-office system.
The CHAIRMAN. But at what rate?
Mr. BONYNGE. Their rate would have been practically the normal
rate, because one month preceding the time they entered the war the
rate was practically normal.
The CHAMAN. Yes; 24 cents, in round figures.
Mr. BONYNGE. 23.8 cents. But in our case we did not enter the
war until April, 1917, and by that time the mark had depreciated
considerably, so that the best rate we could have possibly obtained
would have been 17.4 cents to the mark.
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The CHAIRMAN. And you finally decided on 16 cents?
Mr. BONYNGE. Yes; we did. And I will explain how that arose
and why we made that compromise later.
Now. as we did not become parties to the Versailles treaty, of
course we were not represented on the Reparation Commission.
Neither did we have the clearing office. Neither did we have mixed
aIrbitral tribunals. But our nationals had the right to recover for
claims an( damages of the character I have mentioned. And what
I have said in reference to the Berlin treaty applies equally to the
Austrian and to the Hungarian treaties. So that the executive departm ents. the State Department particularly, then negotiated an
agreement with Germany setting up the Mixed Claims Commission
in the case of Germany, to which was referred all of these various
claims. the reparations claims and the claims arising under the econonic clauses. There was no other machinery. The Mixed Claims
Commission exercises all the jurisdiction over claims that either the
Reparation Commission. the clearing office. or the mixed arbitral
tribunals would have had.
And when the question came before our commission as to Germany's liability for debts, the issue immediately arose as to whether
Germany was responsible for those debts. T'he contention of the
German Government being, through its agent. that as we had not
adopted the clearing-office system, and as that was a reciprocal
arrangement by which each country was to be responsible for the
debts of its own nationals, Germany was not responsible for those.
debts and not obliged to valorize them. Not directly responsible.
Of course, there is a provision, which I will refer to a little later,
that the property of its nationals in the United States was subject
to a charge or such debts.
The American agent contended that under other sections of the
treaty we were entitled to the same rate of exchange that was provided for in section 296, namely, the 17.4 cents, and briefs were
prepared by both agents before the Mixed Claims Commission. The
matter was pending before the commission for some time, and it
looked rather dubious as to whether we would be able to maintain
the position that I contended for, namely, that we were entitled
to the 17.4 cents. And in any event, even though we should have
been successful, it would have meant a very prolonged litigation
before we got all of our claims settled, and great expense and trouble
to our nationals.
The German agent then, on behalf of his Government and with
the consent of his Government, proposed an amicable adjustment of
this question of the rate of exchange in view of the contentions
of the two parties and the difficulty in arriving at a solution. and
one that would not only expedite the conclusions of the adjudication
of these claims but save the American nationals a great deal of time
anl expense in establishing their claims. He proposed that a rate
of exchange at the rate of 16 cents be adopted for the debts provided
for in section 296, and that Germany would, notwithstanding the
fact that we had not adopted the clearing-office system, assume direct
liability for those debts.
The CHAIRMA . Did they have any other reason why they did
not make it 17.4 cents? Simply because we were not assuming the
liability?
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'lr. BONYN.. Simply that we were no11 aSs.iing the liability for
the debts of our nationals, and that the provisions of the treaty
were reciprocal.
I submitted that proposition to quite a number of the American
nationals who had claims of or debts payable in marks, and they
approve it. They thought it was a fair, just, and amicable arrangement for the settlement of the debts.
I then submitted the proposition to the State Deparment, and the
State Department, after considerable consideration, approved the
agreement, and that is the way in which we arrived at the 16 cents.
IC was in the nature of a compromise. And in addition to the 16
cents under that arrangement we also got interest on the debts form
January 1, 1920, which was by way of a compromise at the rate of
5 per cent.
I It was a very important settlement, particularly for our bank
deposits, because as you notice from reading the character of debts
specified in the treaty it would have been necessary to establish that
the debt matured during the war. Now. a bank deposit ordinarily
does not mature until a demand is made for the bank deposit. We
would have great difficulty in establishing as a debt that the bank
deposit has matured during the war. But under this agrement all
bank balances were to be valorized at this same rate of 16 cents to
the mark. And all that we had to establish was the amount of the
bank balance as it existed on April 6, 1917, and then we added to
that any appropriate debits or credits after April 6 during the war
that arose out of pre-war transactions, and added the interest that
matured up to April 6, 1917, and then interest was suspended from
that time until January 1, 1920, and from January 1, 1920, to the
date of payment we got 5 per cent upon such amounts. So that
I regarded it as a very fair and just arrangement, and one very
advantageous to the American nationals, and tMe American nationals
have been extremely well satisfied with it.
Senator JONES ofNew Mexico. How did you arrive at the date of
January 1, 1920?
Mr. BoxNYNc.E. That was really an arbitrary date.
Senator McLEAN. Under the six months' limitation there were
some American claimants that did not file their claims.
. Mr. BONYNGE. I will speak about the six months' limitation a little
later.
Now in reference to the lien on the property of the German
nationals in the possession of the United States or any of the allied
powers, subdivision 4 following article 298, being an annex to article
297 of the treaty, reads as follows, and this is a very important section
in connection with the consideration of this bill:

All property, rights, and interests of German nationals within the territory
of any allied or associated power Aiid the net proceeds of their sale, liquidation, or oilier dealing therewith may be charged by that allied or associated
power in the first place with payment of amounts due in respect of claims by
le nationals of that allied or associated power with regard tq their property,
rights, and Interests, including companies and associations in which they are

interested, in German territory, or debts owing to them by Gdrman nationals,
and with payment of claims growing out of acts committed ,by the German
government or by any German authorities since July 31, 1914, land before that
Wllied or associated power entered into the wari

j
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Now it will be observed, Senators, that the lien, therefore, on the
property in the possession of the Alien Property Custodian was for
the claims in regard to the property rights and interests of our
nationals, and those are the claims that are mentioned in the economic
clause. They are not the reparation claims. So that the property in
tile possession of the Alien Propefty Custodian is not charged with
the lien for reparation claims, but only for claims arising under the
economic clause of the treaty.' And it will be further observed that
this provision does not charge the l)roperty of nationals in the possession of the Alien Property Custodian with a lien for claims of the
Government of the United States, but only for the claims of the
nationals of the United States growing out of damage to their'
property, rights and interests; namely, the economic clause of the
treaty. Only indirectly would there be any lien on that property
for reparation claims.
There is a subsequent section of this same paragraph that. I have
not completed reading:
The amount of such claims may be assessed by an arbitrator appointed by
Mr. Gustave Ador, if he is willing, or if no such appointment is made by
him, by an arbitrator appointed by the mixed arbitral tribunal provided for
In Section VI. They may be charged In the second place with payment of the
amounts due in respect of claims by the nationals of such allied or associated
power with regard to their property, rights, and interests In the territory of
other enemy powers, in so far as those claims are otherwise unsatisfied.

That is to say, that if there were any unsatisfied claims of the
character mentioned against such enemy powers, then the property
of Germany might be charged with the payment of such claims.
Senator fJo;s of New Mexico. Would you construe that to mean
that we should exhaust our ability to collect claims against the.
German allies from other sources before we could take advantage
of the agreement of Germany to pay that?
Mr. BoxYNGE. I should think so; yes. If they remained unsatis-.
fled after we had exhausted all our remedies against the others, then'
the German property would be subject to a lien for that remaining
unsatisfied portion of such claims.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr. BoNYNGE. There is also another provision of the treaty that
if there should be a balance remaining after the payment of all these.,
claims of the nationals arising under this clause, then that balance
should be a credit in favor of Germany on its reparation payments.
The reparation payments were to be made to the Reparation Coinmission, and that balance would, under the Versailles treaty as it
stood, be turned over to the Reparation Commission, and then by
subsequent agreement between the Powers the total fund in the
possession of the Reparation Commission was divided up between
the allied powers in certain proportions.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Now, let me understand. This
property is first to be used to liquidate the claims of American,
nationals?
Gof.'
Mr. BONYNW. Growing out of the economic clause of the treaty.'
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Growing out of the economic clause
of the treaty ?
Mr. BONYNGE. Yes; of the economic clause. It may be used fo0:
that purpose. It is chargeable with that.

1:W
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Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes; I understand. And then if
there is anything left that may be used then for the satisfaction of
what you call reparations?
Mr. BONYNGE. May be turned over to the Reparation Commission.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Which would include the claims of
the Government of the United States itself?
Mr. BoYqG E. If it made any claims for reparations; yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr. BONYNGE. Yes; if it made any claims for reparations.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Would this allowance of $600,0),000
to the Government of the United States come within the claims for
reparations thus provided for?
Mr. BoNYVGE. Yes, it would. Yes, they were all reparations claims.
But we would not have gotten that money. Under the provisions
of the Versailles treaty it would have gone into the reparation fund.
but it would have been divided up between the allied and associated
powers. France would have gotten 52 per cent of it. There is no
fund now being paid to the Reparation Commission. and no governuient in the world has turned over any surplus to the Reparation
Commission. Not a single government. Now all money that arises
for reparations goes to the reparations representative-I do not know
what the official title is-the representative under the Dawes plan.
And it is divided among the allied powers. If we got any portion
of it we would get 2 per cent under the Dawes plan of any of that
money that was turned over, and the rest of it would go to France,
Great Britain, Italy, and the other countries.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, now let me get this clear.
What claim has the United States against any of the assets of German nationals or of Germany for the payment of the $60,000,000
which has been allowed by the Mixed Claims Commission?
Mr. BONYNGE. If there is any German property, meaning the
property of the German Government, in our possession, we would
have certainly the right to retain that property.
The CHAIRMAN. That is German property.
Mr.BoNYNGE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. But not the property of the German nationals.
Mr. BONYNGE. But not under the treaty the property of the German nationals, no.
Senator Joxsz of New Mexico. Anything else?*
Mr. BONYNG E. I do not know of anything else except our rights
under this bill.
Senator CuRTis. No; generally speaking.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. No; under the treaty.
Mr. BONYNGE. No.
The O HAIRM AN. There are ships.
Mr. BoNYNqGE. Those, I understand, were not the property of the
German Government. The ships were the property of the German
nationals. They belonged to German companies, not to the German,
Government.
The CHAIAN. Well, what German property have we then?
Mr. BONY.GE. I do not know. There was some money that belonged to the German Government that is in the possession of the
Alien Property Custodian.
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Senator Cuwrris. What do you do then with the decision of the
Supreme Court in the Chemical Foundation case that the Government had the right to confiscate the property?
Mr. BONYNGH. Oh, it has the right to confiscate the property, but
under this treaty they apply it in the way provided for by the treaty.
There is no question but they have the right to take it if they want to.
Thie CHAIRMAN. Well, then, I do not see any other way of the Government proceeding with the $60,000,000, unless the 21/4 per cent
provided for under the Dawes plan would pay the balance of the
debts that may be due the nationals after the distribution of the
alien property, and then the balance of it to go to the Government.
Mr. BoNYNGE. The 21/4 per cent would go to the Government then.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I was just coming to that. You
say for the payment of this $60,000,000. I use that term in order
to specifically designate the claim to which I refer.
Mr. BONYNGE. Yes. It is not quite that amount.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Well, that is all right. If there
is any property of the German Government, we can take it, you
say, for the payment of this $60,000,000?
Mr. BONYNGE. You could if you desire to; yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes. Now then, could we pay
that out of this 214 per cent which we are getting under the Dawes
agreement?
The CHAIRMAN. Pay it how, Senator?
Mr. BoNYNGE. I do not quite understand.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I mean, could we collect that money
which would come under the 2 per cent of the Paris agreement
and apply it to this $60,00,000 claim?
Mr. BONYNGE. Under that plan for distribution of that 2
per
cent the provision is that that 21A per cent is to be used for the payment of the awards made by the Mixed Claims Commission.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. And that includes the $60,000,000?
Mr. Boy GE. That includes the claim of the United. States; yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. So as to this $60,000,000 claim
the only method of collecting that is any German property which
we may have, and the proceeds of that 21/j per cent?
Mr. BoNYNOE. I think only the 21/4 per cent as it stands now.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Why do you exclude German
property now? I am speaking of property of the German Government.
Mr. BONYNGE. Oh, you might apply that. Yes; if you desire
to you might take that property in payment of the claims of the
Government as reparations.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And the proceeds of the 2
per
cent arrangement?
Mr. BoNYNGE. Yes.
Senator iJONEs of New Mexico. Those are the only sources then
from which we may expect any payment upon this $60,000,000 claim,
are they
Mr. BONYNGE. As far as I am familiar with; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bonynge, are you not mistaken in relation
to the 214 per cent that any part of that could go to the reparations
that the Government of the United States could claim-132 billion
marks -were allowed?
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Mr. BoNYNGE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And that is divided between the other countries.
We are not involved in that. We can not take any of that money.
Mr. BONYN( . No; that is true.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I understood you to say that you could.
Mr. BoNYNOE. Well, that 214 per cent of the amount paid under
the Dawes plan was to apply on the awards made by the Mixed
Claims Commission.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the only thing that we can take is whatever balance there may be here after paying our nationals with the
property that we have.
Mr. BONYNGE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all.

We have no other claims, Senator,
unless there is some nationalSenator Jo.NEs of New Mexico. Well, I do not believe the chairman
of the committee understands the statement made awhile ago by
Mr. Bonynge. If I understood him, th'is property which is in the
hands of the Alien Property Custodian can only be applied to the
payment of American nationals, excluding the $60,000,000 claim of
Government, and if there is any surplus it would have to be turned
over to the Reparation Commission.
Mr. BONYNGE. It might be under the provisions of the Versailles
treaty.
The CHiAIM.3AN. No; but it does not have to, Senator.
Mr. BONYNGE. No.

The CHAIRMAN. Whatever balance there is goes to the Government
of the United States, and that is all the money that we will get.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That is just what I was trying to
get out of Mr. Bonynge. And I should like to know whether my
understanding ib correct, or the understanding of the chairman of
the committee.
Mr. BONYNtGE. Well, under article 243 of the treaty it says:
The following shall be reckoned as credits to Germany in respect of her

reparation obligations:
(a) Any final balance in favor of Germany under Section V of Part III and
Sections III and IV of Part X.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. BONYNGE. Now under Sections III and IV of Part X those
are the debts and the damages arising from tre application of exceptional war measures. If there is any balance after the payment
of those it may be applied upon the reparations.
The CHAIRMAN. That is exactly what I say.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And you mean by that the claim of
the United States of $60,000,000?
Mr. BONYNGE. Yes. A reparation claim; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Mr. BONYNGE. That is the same statement which I made before.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That is just what I intended to
clear up.
Mr. BONYNGE. That is what I intended to say.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. I did not understand you before.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think that Mr. Bonynge made the statement just as you presented it to him.
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Senator JONES of New Mexico. I am sure that he did.
The CHAIRMAN. But I did not understand it so, and therefore I
asked him the question that I did.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And I was basing my supposition
on the remarks of Mr. Bonynge.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Now, then, let us see if we understand it. This property which we have is first to be applied to the
claims of American nationals'
Mr. BONYNGE. May be.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. May be I
Mr. BOXYNGE. Yes. Arising under the economic clauses. To
American nationals arising under the economic clauses.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, those are the only clauses,
are they not, which are dealt with by the Mixed Claims Commission I
Mr. BONYNGE. Oh, no; oh, no. The Mixed Claims Commission
also deals with the reparation claims of American nationals.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, what do you include within
that term, speaking now with particular reference to the claims which
have been filed before the Mixed Claims Commission?
Mr. BONYNOE. I mean any of the claims that arise under any one

of the subdivisions 1 to 10, set forth in Annex I following article 244
of the treaty.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, state the nature of such
claims.
Mr. BONYNOE. Damages to property resulting from hostilities and
operations of war. Destruction of ships. The reparation claims are
those mentioned; specifically:
1)unuage tio injured persons and tip surviving dtdenis
(it to death of civilians caused by acts of war.

by personal injury

For instance, the persons who lost their lives on, the Lusitania and
other ships.
Damage caused by Germany or her allies to civilian victims of acts of

cruelty, vioienee, or mdltreatnient.

Damage caused by Germany or her allts in their own territory or in occupied or invaded territory to civilian victims of all acts injurious to health or
capacity to work, or to honor, ais well as to the surviving dependents of such
Victims.
Damage caused by any kind of maltreatment of prisoners of war.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think you have read enough.
Mr. BoNY.XoE. But the principal one I have not read. Leaving out
the others:
Damage in respect of all property wherever situated belonging to any of the

allied or associated States or their nationals, witl the exception of naval and

military works or materials, which has been carried off, seized, injured, or destroyed by the acts of Germany or her allies on land, on sa, or from the air,
or damage directly in consequence of hostilities or of any operations of war.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. Does that include the State, the
Government of the United States?
Mr. BONYNGE (reading):
Damage in the form of levies, fines, and other similar exactions imposed by
Germany or her allies upon the civilian population.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

I
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Senator .JiNE'S Of NeW. Mexico. Now. let ne see if I get the proposition now. This property in the hands of the Alien Property Custodian is first liable, or may be made liable for the claims of American nationals tinder the economic clauses of the treaty?
Mr. BoNYXGE.. Ye: exIctlV.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Second, it may be applied to the
payment of reparation claims of American nationals and the Government of the United States?
Mr. BONYNOE. It may, according to the provisions of the Versailles
treaty, be put into the reparation fund and given as a credit to Germay upon the reparation payments due by Germany.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, then, how do you expect the
damages that its people suffered by reason of the sinking of the
Lusitau'a.to be paid? Do you mean to say that they are not. payable
out of this fund?
Mr. BoNYXGE. This fund is not subject to the payment of claims
except those arising under the economic clauses.
The CHAIRMAN. The whole difficulty and misunderstanding arises,
as I understand it, right here, that we have nothing whatever to do
with the reparation fund.
Mr. BoN YTGE. Oh, yes; the LWmtaia would be, for this reason.
Under that paragraph 4 that I have just read we have an additional
right for all claims that arose by acts of Germany prior to the time
we entered the war, and that property is made subject to a lien for
all of those claims. The only countries that would have such claims
would have been the United States and possibly Italy for damages
done by an act of Germany to an American or Italian national
prior to the time the said countries entered the war, and regardless
of whether it was a reparation claim, if it arose during our neutrality
period this property in the possession of the Alien Property Custodian would be subject to a lien for the payment of such claims.
Senator JoNqEs of New Mexico. When did that arise? By virtue
of what measure or treaty?
Mr. BONYNOE. By virtue of section 4, following article 298, and

by virtue of the Knox-Porter resolution. And then by section 4,
which I just read to you, this property shall be charged in the first
place-with payment of amounts due in respect of claims by. the nationals of that
allied or associated power with regard to their property, rights, and interests,
including companies and associations in which they are interested, in German
territory, or debts owing to them by German nationals, and with payment of
claims growing out of acts committed by the German Government or by any
German authorities since July 31, 1914, and before that allied or associated
power entered into the war.

Now, that covers all of our neutrality claims. So that all of our
neutrality claims are made a charge upon the property of the German nationals in the possession of the Alien Property Custodian.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. All right. Now we will take
another start.
Mr. BoNYNGE. I think that clears that.

Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I think all this has tended more
to confusion than anything else, I wanted to getback to my original
thought of how this matter should be worked out to give us an
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understanding of where we are at. This property in the hands of
the Alien Property Custodian is liable for the claims of American
nationals under the economic clauses and under the provisions of
the Versailles treaty providing for damages before we entered the
war.
Mr. BONYNGE. Yes, sir.
Senator Jo.NEs of New Mexico. Now, then, where does the claim
of the United States come in, the $60,000,000?
Mr. BON.YNGE. Let me seeL-" and with payment of claims growing
out of acts committed by the German. Government * * * "---yes;
I think that they would be liable for the Government Qlaim that
arose by tin act of the i"erman Government since July 31, 1914, and
before we entered the ,,ar.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, did we have any such claim?
Mr. BONYINGE. I do not know. I do not think we did.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator, I call Mr. Bonynge's attention to article
243. to remind him of that, because it is right in connection with
this, Senator, and I think we want to get at the facts.
Senator JoNxrs of New Mexico. Absolutely. That is all I am
after.
The ChAIRMAN . . Article 243 provides:
The following shall be reckoned as credits to Germany in respect of her
reparation obligations:
(a) Any final balance in favor of Germany under

*

*

*

Sections II

and IV of Part X of the present treaty.

That is the economic clause.
Mr. BONYNGE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what article 243 pro'id. s.
Mr. BONYINGE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Under that article it seems to me that it would
be impossible to have anything whatever to do with the reparations
affecting the economic clauses here other than the property that is
held by the Alien Property Custodian.
Mr. BONYNGE. Well, that is to say, if there was a surplus.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, then, that surplus can come to the Government, and that is all.
Mr. Bo.YNGE. Can come to the Government?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. BoxYXGE. To be a credit to Germany. But reparations were
distributed under the treaty through the Reparation Commission.
Mr. PimNIX. Can I state what my understanding is ?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. PIRENIX. The-United States did not participate in the Reparation Commission.
The CHAIRMAN. That is so.
Mr. PHENiX. The sum total of 132,000,000,000 gold marks, which
was fixed as Germany's reparation obligations did not include any
allowance for the reparation claims for the United States. The only
way that any balance remaining of the alien property could be applied as a credit on the United States reparation claims would be to
satisfy those claims here.
The CHAIRMAN. That is as I understand it.
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Mr. PHrnnx. If you turn the money over to the Reparation Commission, it would be applied against the reparation claims of the
allied governments, and there would be absolutely no participation.
Mr. BONiYNGE. Yes. I stated that.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. You are now getting at the point
which I had in mind.
The CHAMMA. I did not understand you to.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. No; 3 understand the witness to
sav-Ur. BONYNGE. I said it would go 52 per cent to France if we
turned it over to the Reparation Commission, under the provisions
of the Versailles treaty.
Mr. PHOENIX. If we did, yes.
Mr. BONYNGE. If we did, yes.
Mr. PHOENIX. But we do not have to.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. But what I am talking about is,
what right have we got to apply it to our claim without turning it
over to the Reparation Commission?
The CHARMAN. Under article 243.
Mr. BONYNGE. Under article 243, I should imagine. If we have
the right at all it would be under article 243.
The CHAMMAN. Article 243 says, Senator, and this is the only
authority that we have gotMr. BONYNGE (interposing). That it shall be a credit.
The CHAIRMAN (reading):
The following shall be reckoned as credits to Germany in respect of her
reparation obligations:
(a) Any final balance in favor of Germany under * * * Sections III
and IV of Part X--that is the economic clauses-of the )resent treaty.

*

Now that is the only authority that we have to take. even if there
should be a balance and apply it.
Senator JONES O New Mexico. Well, now, I am willing to state
that I had the same view of this as the chairman now announces,
but the witness' statements it seemed to me were not in that direction. They did not confirm that construction of it.
Mr. BONYNGE. I spoke of what would occur under the Versailles
treaty.
Senator Jo,.Es of New Mexico. Well, I do not care whether it is
the Versailles treaty or the Berlin treaty or the Paris agreement or
the creation of the Mixed Claims Commission, or what not. What
I am getting at is: Where can the Government of the Uifited States
collect this $60,000,000?
The CHAIRMAN. That is it.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. That is what I am trying to get at.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Do you mean under the treaty, Senator, may
I ask youI
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I mean under anything.
Senator SixoitRinDE. Or under our inherent power?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Under anything. I want to know
where we can collect this $60,000,000.
Mr. BONYNGE. I was undertaking to explain the methods provided for by the Versailles treaty, and that under the Versailles
treaty ali reparation payments went to the Reparation Commission
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and were distributed by the Reparation Commission, but we were
not parties to the Reparation Commission, and then if there is any
surplusSenator JonE of New Mexico. Well, now, that is a whole lot of
circumlocution, Mr. Bonynge. If you were employed by the United
States to collect this $60,000,000, where could you put your finger on
something to get the pay?
Mr. BONYNGE. Out of any surplus that was left.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Surplus of what?
Mr. BoNYN(E. Of this property after the payment of the economic
claims.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. That is just What I was trying to
get at exactly.
Mr. BONYNGE. The fist lien on tLe property in the possession of
the Alien Property Custodian is for the payment of the economic
claims of our nationals.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. So then after the payment of the
American nationals out of this property, why we can apply any surplus which there may be to the payment of this claim of the United
States, is that right"
Mr. BoNiNy GE. I beg your pardon, I missed that.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. So then after applying the property
in the hands of the Alien Property Custodian to the payment of
American nationals' claims, if there is any surplus Ave have a right
under these agreements which we have had to apply the surplus
to the payment of this claim of the United States Government?
Mr. BoNYNGE. Yes sir, I think that is t.'
Senator JONES of Pew Mexico. Well, >1 is just exactly what I
was trying to get at.
The CHAIRMAN. Now you may proceed, Mr. Bonynge.
Senator HARRISON. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Green wanted to ask a
question.
The CHAIRMAX. Yes, Congressman Green, you wanted to make a
statement.
Representative GREEN. 'Well, it has got so far past the point that
you were discussing at that time. I merely wanted to make a little
Piatement of fact with reference to the property of the German
Government. It is believed that there is about $5,000,000 of property
in the hands of the Alien Property Custodian which either belongs
to the German Government or to the former reigning family of
Germany. And that amount is not to be turned over under the
provisions of the bill, but is to be withheld and applied towards the
claims of the mixed commission.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, do I Understand then that the estimates
given in your report as to the amount of alien property on hand
oes not include that $5,000,000?
Representative GREEN. Well, I can not say just how that is
worded. Probably Mr. Alvord can answer that more accurately
than I could.
Mr. ALVORD. The situation of the $5,000,000 is this. If it is actually determined to be German property-and that determination has
not yet been made-if it is actually determined to be German property there is an attachment against it under a decision of the Su-
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preme Court which will undoubtedly cover all of the $5,000.000. If
there is anything left the bill then provides that it will be liquidated and paid into the special deposit account for distribution as
the bill provides. And the amount will be credited against Germany.
The CHIAIRMAx. That does not answer my question. The statement submitted to the House from the Alien Property Custodian
is that there are so many millions of dollars of property on hand.
Now does that include this $5.000,000?
Mr. ALVORD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, then. if the Supreme Court decision says
that that property belongs to Germany. and we take the $5,000,000
and pay it upon our $60,000,000, then there will be $5.000,000 less
to pay here. or to be made np in some other way. of the property
that is held for our nationals.
Mr. ALVORD. In the report of the total aggregate property it includes the German property, but allowance would be made of the
German property in the allowance that would be ttiken -'nder the
bill.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Mr. Chairman. my impression is that Mr. Alvord

is just a little mistaken. The judgments that were obtained have
been satisfied. I know of no judgments that are unsatisfied and
outstanding. There was transferred by agreement about $2.715,500
out of an unidentified account and placed to the credit of the German Government. And that sum just happened exactly to meet
these judgments. seventeen in all. twelve of them obtained here in
the District of Colu:-.bia. and five in the Federal courts of Missouri.
So that that sum being transferred as an unidentified German Government account was wiped out entirely by these judgents.
The CHAnnMAM1K. Well, were those judgments, in favor of the Goveminent or individuals?
Mr. SUTTHERLAND. Those' were on account of these dollar bonds
that were sold. Those were claims arising out of the sale to our
nationals of these dollar bonds. Now then we still have in seven
different trusts four million nine hundred and some odd thousand
dollars of unidentified money which may or may not be subsequently
or later identified as being the property of the'German Government
or of the former reigning family of Germany. We carry those as
undisclosed enemy accounts.
. The CHAMMAN. Well, the amount is included, in the total that you
report as having On hand.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Yes; that is all included as part of our fund on
hand. It is not separated in any way.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Bonynge.
Mr. BoNYNxG. Some questions were asked about the Government
not pressing claims under subdivisions 5, 6. and 7 of the reparation
claus. Last evening I happened to notice a note made by Judge
Parker in one of his decisions referring to a debate tl-ht occurred in
the Senate when the Berlin treaty was before the Senate, that I
thought might be of interest to the members of the committee. This
is found on page 820 of the Consolidated Edition of Decisions and
Opinions of the Mixed Claims Commission, United States and
Germany:
When the treaty of Berlin was before the Senate of the United States,
Senator Walsh of Montana moved to strike from it tlhe provisions olaigating
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Germany to reimburse the United States for pensions and separation allowances paid by the latter. He said, inter alia (p. 6367, vol. 61, Congressional
Record), "at the conference of Versailles an insistent demand was made by
certain of the Allies to exact compensation of Germany for all damages
after the debate progressed before the
occasioned by the war; and * *
Versailles conference, the contention was finally abandoned by every one of
Germany should
them, and it was agreed that the compensation to be exacted tif
be limited to the damage which was done to the civilian population * *
I challenged anyone to attempt to defend pensions and separation allowances
as damages done to the civilian population, and no one has attempted so to
defend them."
At this point Senator Khortridge, of California, asked Senator Walsh in substance if lie feared or thought that the United States. "by whomsoever guided
for the payment of penor directed, will ever make" a demand on (4ermntain
sions and separation allowances, in effect expressing the opinion that such a
contingency was so remote as to make of no consequence the objection of
Senator Walsh to the treaty as it stood. This opinion expressed by Senator
Shortridge, which was not challenged and which, as appears from the debates,
expressed the view held by the Senate, was fully justified when the President
of the United States authorized the statement that he had no intention of
pressing against Germany or presenting to this commission any claims falling
within paragraphs 5,6, and 7 of Annex I to Section I of Part VIII of the
treaty of Versailles. (See exchange of notes between Chancellor Wirth and
Ambassador Houghton on August 10, 1922, printed in connection with the
agreement between the United States and Germany providing for the creation
of this commission, American Treaty Series, No. 665.)
'

Now, I have not examined the Congressional Record. but there
may be something in the Congressional Record during that debate
that might be of interest to the members of the committee in reference to the position taken by the Government that they would not
press those particular claims.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Senator Jones, that recalls to my mind the
discussion in the Senate when the treaty was under consideration.
And if I caught what you read, the point was whether our Goovernment would make demand upon Germany on account of any pensions that we had paid or might through legislation agree to pay
and pay hereafter.
Mr.

ONYGNE.

Yes.

Senator SHOTRIDGE. That was the point, was it not. that was up?
Mr. Bo YGNF.. Yes, that was the point. Senator Walsh had offered

an amendment striking out that provision of the Berlin treaty.
Senator SHORTRIIOE.

Yes. My recollection is we agreed as to that

proposition, Senator Walsh and I.
Mr. BONYGNE. Yes.

Your statement was that. the Government

never would undertake to make claim for those payments, and that
therefore it was unnecessary to strike it out from the treaty because
thev never would be pressed anyway.
senator SHORTIDGE. And in "anydemands which our Government

has made thus far no claim for pensions has been included?
Mr. BONYGNE. No.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. I have made reference to those pyovisions of the Versailles treaty, not for the purposeof expressing
any opinion one way or the other as to whether such claims should be
waived or not. I merely intended to call attention to the fact that
such claims are within the provisions of the Versailles treaty and
that the State Department had assumed to ignore those provisions
on its own responsibility and without any expression from the Congress. And the question was in my mind, and which I wish to get
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into the record, as to whether or not the State Department went
beyond its jurisdiction when it undertook to waive those claims; such
claims having been provided for in the Berlin treaty, whether the
State Department was justified in assuming any such' responsibility.
And as I take it the remarks of Lhe distinguished Senator from California and the Senator from M4ontana on the floor of the Senate
amounted
to nothing more than an expression of indicould
)lnld (4ould not and did not bind the (overnimet of
vidual have
opini~in,
States. And if you will allow a parenthesis here, I think
the United
I agree with the remarks made by the Senator from California and
theSeator from Montana, but that does not touch the question as to
the right of the State department to waive ony of such claims.
The C11AMMAN. Well, Senator, the State l)epjartment did not waive
any right. The State Department went just this far, that they expressed themselves that they thought that the President had no
intention whatever of forcing those claims.
Mr. BoNYNGE. Pressing them.
The CHAIRMAN. That is as far as the State Department went. It
.did not waive the claims at all.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I understand that. But if you
take the notes, which are in this record, exelihnged between the State
Department and the representatives of the German Government in
the creation of the Mixed Claims Commission, I think you will find
it perfectly clear that the exchange of notes really constitutes a
moral agreement between the parties nqt to present any suel claims.
The C,IRAIRMAN. And I think that is the sentiment of thepeople
throughout the country.
Senator JoxNEs of New Mexico. Well, that may be, but it does not
touch the point which I was trying to make.
The CHAIRMAN. Well. but that is not a waiver.
Senator JoNEs of Ne.v Mexico. Well, if it is not a waiver to say
that you are not going to present a claim I would like to know what
you call it.
The CHAIRrMAX. Well, it did not go that far.
Senator SHOIRTRIDGE. Well, of course, that proceeds up(,n the

assumption that we did have a legitimate claim under the 'Treaty of
Versailles.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Well, I think it is admitted that
there is no question but that the Tieaty of Yersailles did include
such claims.
Senator SITORTRIDGE. That character of claims?
Senator JoxmrS of New Mexico.. Yes.
Senator HAmulsoN. And other countries collected such claims.
Mr. BONYNGE. I do not know whether they did.
The CHAIRMA.-. No; I (to not know of one.
Senator McLEAN. I do not think so.
Senator JoIEs of New Mexico. Yes; but any of the claims that
they did think they had any chance to collect.
Senator McLEAN. Well, they had other claims that would amount
to more than they could get. And of course that is the case with us.
We could not collect any such claim even if we presented it.
Mr. BONYNGE. I understand that about one-third of the claims of
the other governments are for pensions. And they come under those
three clauses.
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The CIHAIIMAN. We hav6 a complete table of what they con-

sisted of.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, I would like to have that
made clear here.
Senator MCLEAN. I would, too.

Senator JoNzs of New Mexico. As to whether or not our associates
in the war did make claim under sections 5, 6, and 7 of article 297 of
the Versailies treaty.
Mr. BoNYNGE. There is no doubt they made the claim.

You asked

me first whether they collected. I do not know whether they collected, but they made the claim.
The CHAlIMAN. In the original claim, before reducing the amount
to 132 billion gold marks, there were pensions mentioned in the
original claims of France, England, Belgium, Italy, Japan, Rumania,
Portugal, Greece, Brazil, Siam, Bolivia, Peru, Haiti, Cuba, etc.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. How much were the claims valued
at or made for when originally presented?
The CHAWM AN. Well, for instance, the British Empire made a
claim for military pensions and compensation of the same nature of
1,706,800,000 pounds sterling. That was on the original estimate.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Well, now, I would like to put
in the record these other claims.
The CHAIMAN. Well, I can tell you some of them. The large
ones, because the others, outside of the British Empire, France,
Belgium, Italy, and Japan, are as follows: France. 60,04,5,696,000
francs: British Empire, 1.706.800,000 pounds sterling; Italy, 31,041,000,000 francs; Belgium, 1,637,285,512 French francs; an(d Japan,
70,294,000 yen.
lose are the principal ones.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Now what part did they con.
stitute of the original claim of those (overnments against G'ermany?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, for instance, with France--

Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Why not let us put that list into
the record here.
rie CHAIRMAN. Well, I can tell you the percentage in just a
minute. Approximately 30 per cent" with France. With Britain
approximately 50 per cent. Italy is about 50 per cent. Behiiii
al)l)roximately 5 per cent. And Japan nearly all of it.
Senator McLEAN. That was in the origina claim?
The CHATIMAN. Yes. that was in the original claim.
Senator MCLEAN. Now what did they finally come to?
The CmIMAN. That of course I have not the list of.
Senator MCLEAN. Well, were they still included in the final ag'reementI
Mr. PHENIX. May I explain?
Senator MCLEAN. Yes.
Mr. PHENIX. The gross estimates of the Allied Governments were
arbitrarily reduced to the lump sum figure of 132 billion gold marks.
There is no distribution as between categories of claims, so it is impossible to trice a particular claim to a particular allowance by the
Reparation Commission.
Senator McLEAN. Well, it was reduced to 132 billion gold marks.
Mr. PHENIX. It was reduced to 132 billion gold marks, yes.
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Senate McLEAN. I thought we were discussing that. I thought
this chart had that.
The CHA11MAN. No this is the orignial.
Senator McLEAN. Those are the estimates submitted by each
country.
The CHAIRMA.N. Yes, the estimates submitted by each country.
Senator McLEAN. What does that total?
Mr. PIENIX. There is no total. It involves a dozen different cur.
rencies and a dozen different exchange rates. It has been variously
computed, but it aggregated something over two hundred billion.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes, more than that. Two hundred and sixty
billion anyhow.
Senator McLEAN. Yes. So that as finally agreed to the total claim
would amount to a sum which would exclude any claim for pensions?
Mr. PxENIX. No. there was no exclusion of the particular items.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. No, it would not do that, Senator.
'England's claim, for instance, was over 50 per cent for that reason.
senator McLEAN. Well, she did not get more than 50 per cent of
the original.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Oh, yes, they were reduced to
132,000,000,000 gold marks.
Senator MCLEAN. Well, what was the total? Something over
200,000,000,000?
The CHAIRMAN. Two hundred and sixty billion.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, I think the statement 260,000,000,000 is probably not accurate.
Senator McLFAN. Would like to know whether this final settlement still rested in these claims an expectation of getting certain
sums for their pension accounts, or whether when they came to a
final settlement it was based upon an exclusion of those pension
claims?
Senator JOXEs of New Mexico. Well, It think the statement has
been correctly made that there was never any designation of claims
which were excluded. That they simply reduced the amount within
what they supposed to be the ability of Germany to pay.
Senator McLEAN. I know.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, may I ask you a t4uestion?
Am I right in thinking that under the Dawes Plan the total amount
of reparations to be paid by Germany has never been fixed.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, no, not definitely fixed. That is true.
Because they do not know how long they will have to pay, or what
the interest may be.
Senator McLIEAN. The witness was going to enlighten the committee as to the fate of our nationals who held securities in Germany
and whose claims were not presented to the Mixed Claims Commission within the six months' limitation.
Mr. BONYNGE. Yes. Perhaps it would first be in order to explain
the liability of Germany for securities that were in Germany, and
the rules of the commission governing such liability. The bonds
that matured or coupons that matured during the war were debts
which were to cone under the rules for valorization at 16 cents to
the mark regardless of whether they were in Germany or here.
They were debts. Now, those that did not mature by their terms,
and most of the German bonds did not mature because they have
I
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a system of issuing bonds With no definite period of maturity, but
subject to call by the government, drawing by lot, etc., and they did
not draw by lot during the war, so that practically none of their
bonds matured during the war.
Those that were not debts, if the bonds were in Germany during
the time that the exceptional war measures in Germany were in
effect, that was from November 10, 1917, to January 10. 1 think it
was 1920, were then held to be subjected to Germany's exceptional
war measures. We established that the exceptional war measures
applied to those bonds by proving that they were in Germany during
that time. This fact alone did not entitle a claimant to an award
for damages as the result of the exceptional war measure. The
American national had to establish in addition to that fact that
damages resulted to him by reason of the application of the exceptional war measures to his securities. The exceptional war measure
that affected the bonds was the provision of the German decree
which prohibited the exportation of the bond. from Germany or
securities or money from Germany.
Senator McLE.AN,. They were substantially sequestered. They
could not be realized upon.
Mr. loxyxoE. They were prohibited from taking them out of
Germany.
Senator McLEAN. Yes.
Mr. BoNxyx-(;F.. And that was the exceptional war measure. Now
if an American national had had his bonds in Germany for a long
time before we entered the war there would not have ben any presumption that he would have taken them out even though the exceptional war measure had not been applied to them. The Anglo-German Mixed Arbitral Tribunal has held that in cases of thiskind it
was necessary to establish some overt act on the part of the English
national to take his bonds out of Germany for the purpose of sale or
exchange in order to establish that the exceptional war measure had
caused the damage.
The rules established by our commission were a little more liberal
in that respect. Our rules provided that if the bonds were in Germany that was enough to prove that they were subjected to the exceptional war measure, and then if the claimant was able to establish by
evidence such facts'as would warrant the commission in drawing the
reasonable conclusion from the evidence that he would have withdrawn his bonds from Germany for sale or exchange save for the
exceptional war measure, then he would be entitled to recover the
damages that resulted to him by reason of the application of the
exceptional war measure. Those damages would be the difference
between the value of the securities at the time the exceptional war
measure applied to the bonds and the value at the time the exceptional war measure ceased to be applicable to the securities. The
difference between those two values would be the amount of his
damage.
Senator MCLEAN. Well that rule applies to the claimants who
filed their claims within the six months with the commission ?
Mr. BONYGNE. Yes.
Senator McLEA -X. Now I want to get at the claimant who filed
his claim, we will say, with the Alien Property Custodian but did
not file his claim with the commission.

d-I4
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Mr. BONYONE. That filed the claim with the Alien Property Custodian? In most of the cases where the claim was filed with the
Alien Property Custodian but had not been filed with the commission before April 9, 1923, were before the commission.
Senator McLEAN. Well, perhaps I had better read this resolution
that was introduced by Senator Copeland. I promised to bring it
to the attention of the committee, and it is possible .that if I read
it you may understand better than I have suggested the question.
This is the amendment:
(u) It shall be the duty of the arbiter to hear, determine, and adjudicate

oel'tain claims. described in this subdivision (u), of American citizens, filed
prior to the passage of this act before the Secretary of State or the Alien Prop.
erty Custodian of the United States, against the Government of Germany. or its
nationals. The Secretary o State awtd the Alien Property Cutodian shall

refer to the arbiter all much claims filed before then by American citizens

against Germany or itP nationals.

(1) Where the arbiter finds that such claims of American citizens against
the German Government, or its nationals, so filed with him. were based upon
debts of the German Government, or its nationals, payable in mark currency,

owing but not due, or due and not paid, and owned by American citizens
prior to October 6, 1917. and that the evidences of such indebtedness were sub.
Ejected to the German Government's war orders of "Measures of econonlic
retaliation against the United States," he shall render decisions in favor of

such citizens upon the basis of 1 mark equals 16 cents in United States currency, and his findings shall bear interest at the rate of 5 per centuin lr
annum, from the date upon which Germany's " Measures of economic retaliatitin

against the United States," were revoked, namely. January 10, 1920. Such
Decisions of the arbiter in favor of American citizens shall bo against tlhe Government of Germany, and shall have the same force and effect as awards m11ade

by the Mixed Claims Commission. and shall be treated and paid in like manner

as is provided for awards by such commission in this act, and pa21 out of the
funds provided for in section 5 thereof: Prorided. That the recovery of any
debt .under this sectien shall be barred if the claimant has signed a waiver

thereof before the Mixed Claims Commission.

Mr. Bo.Y.O. I think. Senator. you will readily see that the purpose of that amendment is in effect to change the treaty. Germany under the treaty was liable for the debts that matured during
the War, not for the debts that were owing during the war and did
not mature.
The CIr.TiKAN. Or created during the war.
Mr. BONYNWE. Yes. or according to the proposed amendment crated during the war. This amendment is to provide for these war
bonds that were issued by Germany and that did not mature during
the period of belligerancv and are still owing. It proposes that they
shall be valorized at the "rate of 16 cents, which is an additional provision to what the treaty provides. It is attempting to hold the propertv for something that the treaty does not authorize the property
to be held.
Senator McLEAN. Well, what do you say as to the justice of such
claims?
Mr. BoNYNor. I have no sympathy at all with claims of that
character. People who speculated in 'German bonds, and especially
the war bonds, knew that they were taking the risk.
The CHAIRMAn. Does not that amendment go farther than the
bonds? I think it takes in indebtedness with German marks.
Mr. BONYNGE. Yes, think it does.
Senator HARRISON. What he is trying to get at is bonds.

F----
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Mr. Bo YNcE. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. One of my dear friends speculated in German
marks, bought millions and millions.
Mr. BOXYNGE. Yes; and they want them all valorized at 16 cents.
The CHAIRMAN. They want them valorized at 16 cents, and they
bought some of them for about 3 or 4 cents.
Mr. BoNYNGE. Less than that.
Senator McLEAN;. I have had so many communications from my
constituents, insisting that these claims are just and should be recognized, that I would like your view, and I promised Senator Copeland
that I would bring his resolution to the attention of the committee.
Senator JoNqEs of New Mexico. I think it is quite right that the
committee should consider it.
Senator McLEAN. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Now, what I would like to .ask in
that same connection is whether or not there are any claims barred
by the six months limitation which would come within the jurisdiction of the Mixed Claims Commission?
Senator McLEA N. Yes; that is the next question.
The CHAIRMAN.
Yes.
Mr. BONYNcE. Yes; there are some.

Senator SHORTIDGME. What was the date of the expiration of the
six months period,?
Mr. BoNYNGE. April 9, 1923. Senator GERRY. I would like to ask the witness a question there,
too. What was the notice given? How was notice given as to the
termination of the six months period?
Mr. BONY.NGE. Through the press.

Senator GEnY. Was there any publication in the press?

Mr. BONYxGE,. Yes; several publications by the State Department

in the press.
Senator GmnY. Well, how was it published? Was it advertisements?
Mr. BoNYNGE. No; not by advertisements. Just press notices.
Senator GERiRY. Just in news items?
Mr. BONY.NGE. Press notices.

Senator GERmY. Well, then, it would be very easy for claimants
not to know it.
Mr. BoNYm :. Vell, in addition to that, long before the commission was appointed inany thousands of claims had been filed with
the State Department. People generally understand that if they
have a claim against a foregin government the State Department
is the department that- looks after such claims, and they filed those

claims with the State Department.

In

edition to that the State

Department had endeavored to ascertain long before the commission was appointed any American nationals who had property in
any of the foreign countries during the war, and they had a long
list of such people. All of those people were advised to file their
claims by personal letters from the agency. Any communication
that the State'Department had from any national in reference to
a possible. claim against Germany was turned over by the State
Department to the American Agency upon the organization of the
commission. And every one of those people were communicated
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with and advised to file their claims.. And that the ntice was quite
effective, that they generally understood that the claims had to be
filed within that time I think is perhaps demonstrated by the fact
that 12,416 claims were actually filed before April 9, 1923.
Senator GERRY. Well, of course, all the big claims and all the
claims of large, -active business interests would naturally be filed because those claims would be carefully watched .by competent attorneys, and they would know what was going on in the State Department. But I can well see how a perfectly just claim can have been
held out by ignorance on the part of the holder of the claim. And
the State Department did not, as far as I know, publish any advertisement. I did not see any.
Mr. BONYNOE. Oh, they did not publish any advertisement. They
published press notices.
Senator GERRY. And I am questioning whether they were sufficiently diligent in the notice they gave within the six months' period.
Senator McLEAN. I1 suppose there were people who did not file
their claims and yet whose claims matured during the war. There
would be a case where you would think that some provision should be
made.
Mr. B ONYNGE.

Well, I do not know as I would think that some

provision should be made. The question would be whether the
claim was barred by reason of that limitation. I made an examination of the claims last A ril, I think it was, that were filed with the
State Department since pril 9, 1923. At that time there was some
discussion as to whether it would be advisable to ask Germany to
modify that agreement and extend the time for filing claims; and,
as the German Government would have to consent to it, I asked the
German agent to go with me to the State Department, and go o .er
the claims that were there that had been filed; and, as the result
of that, I wrote a letter to the State Department; and I think by
reading that letter, which is not very long, I can state more clearly
and concisely what I found to be the situation. This letter was
dated March 4, 1926. [Reading:]
The SECRETPARY OF STATE.
Sin: I have the honor to report that the agency Is daily in receipt of applica.
tion to file claims against the Government of Germany. My attention has been
caled to the fttct that since April 9, 1923, about 2,000 claims have been filed
with the Department of State.

This was on March 4 1926. There have beehi quite a number filed
since that time.
The question naturally arises as to what, if any, disposition should be made
of these late claims. In order to be in a position to make a recommendation
in connection therewith, I have personally, with the assistance of the German
agent, examined all the papers filed in support of these claims, and have made
an estimate of the maximum amount that would be allowable on such claims
under the decisions of the Mixed Claims Commission, United States and Germany. In making this estimate no consideration has been given to possible
defenses that Germany might interpoge to many of the claims, nor to the
probable inability of many of the claimants to furnish evidence either of their
American nationality or of fact sufficient to warrant the entry of an award.
The estimate as to the amount involved is taken on the statements of the
Claimants and a consideralon of the rules and decisions applicable to Such
claims.
I am inclosing a copy of the estimate thus made, showing the maximum
amount allowable on claims now on file to be the sum of approximately
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$3,7f0,000. This is, in my opinion, an extremely liberal estimate. In all
probability the total amount that would be finally allowed after thorough
examination of the claims would not much, if any, exceed 50 per cenat of the
estimate thus made.
I1; will be noticed that the claims have been divided into different categories.
An examination of these claims discloses that over 90 per cent of them are not
clai"ms for strictly war damages due to hostilities or operations of war, but are
for depreciation in value of securities, bank deposits, privte debts, the interests
of American citizens in German estates, or are based on German war bonds,
and many of which are entirely ot a speculative nature.
As you are aware, the time for filing claims and giving notice to the Mixed
C',aims Commission, United States and Germany, and to the German agent, of
the claims to be filed and the amount involved was by an exchange of notes
between the two Governments prior to the execution of the agreement of August
10, 1922, fixed at six months after the first meeting of the commission, and that
time expired on April 9, 1923. The Department of State gave wide publicity
fo the fact that claims would have to be filed within the time limited or that
they could not be considered by the commission. The fact that 12,416 individual claims were filed within said time, involving practically $1,500,000,000,
demonstrates that the publicity was effective.
As I understand, the principal reasons for the comparatively short time allowed for the filing of claims was that four years had already elapsed since
the armistice, many claims had been filed or notice thereof given to tle Department of State, and undoubtedly both Governments recognized the supreme
importance, for economic and political reasons, of having the total amount of
Germany's liability for war losses to the United States determined at the
earliest practicable date.
The commission and the agencies of both Governments, appreciating these
considerations, have been diligently endeavoring to bring thpir labors to an
early conclusion, with the result that, in less than three years from the expiration of the time limited for filing the claim-, over .90 per cent of the work has
been finished. This result has been accomplished notwithstanding tile fact that
the American agency has experienced great difficulty in a large number of
cases in obtaining within a reasonable time, from the claimants whose claims
were notified within tile tinie limited, the necessary evidence in support of their
claims to enable the agency to present them to the commission for adjudication.
The German Government entered into the agreement of August 10, 1922, with
the understanding that the claims should be filed and notice thereof given to
the German agent within the time limited, and the rules of the commission also
so provide.
Whatever limit of time may be established for the filing of claims, there
always will be some meritorious claims that will not be filed within such limitation. Every limitation of time on account of action or claims works a hardship in some individual cases. After all, the main consideration, it seems to me,
in considering the problem now presenied is whether the advantages to be
gained by extending the time would offset the disadvantages. Unquestionably,
there are some meritorious claims, as there always will be, for which compensation can not be awarded. But tMe holders of such claims may fairly be charged
with laches in not presenting their claims in time to avail themselves of the
opportunity afforded them by the Government of the United States to have
their claims established and adjudicated by the agency maintained for their
benefit at Government expense.
If tle time limit should now be extended, I am convinced. in view of the
large number of claims now being dai!y filed. that many thousand additional
claims, many of them of doubtful validity, would be filed, necessitating an examination of thiem by the agency and their adjudication by the commission
or some other organization to be established for that purpose, all of which would
involve a large additional expenditure of money on the part of the United States
and might possibly delay the final payment of the claims that were filed within
the time limited to the great injury of the claimants who were diligent in
the presentation and prosecution of their claims.
In order to obtain the necessary evidence to support many of the claims
that have resulted in awards, it was found necessary to have a representative
of the American agency in Germany for a considerable period of time. This
was particularly true in reference to estate claims in which American citizens
claiming interests in German estates. had little or no knowledge of the value
of the estates, their condition; or their intere. ts therein. If the late claims are
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pow to be considered, it will probably necessitate again sending a representative to Germany to collect the necessary evidence to establish the validity of
the claims. It would doubtless take from one year to two years additional
time to dispose of the late claims.

And I think that is a short period, because so many more have

since been filed.

Moreover. my examination of the claims filed convinces me that the great
majority of them have been filed as the result of solicitation on the part of
attorneys who have been circularizing possible claimants throughout the
United States.
After careful consideration of all these matters, it is my opinion, and I so
recommend, that it would be inadvisable for the Government of the United
States to undertake to have a modification of the agreement heretofore made
with Germany under which an extensdi of time would be granted for the
filing of claims, or to attempt to make any provision for the settlement and
adjudication of claims that were not presented within the time limited by the
agreement with Germany and the rules of the commi.-sion.
I have the honor to be. str, your obedient servant,
ROm,=iT W. BONYNGE, Agent.

Now, let me say, gentlemen, that there has been a regular propaganda by several attorneys trying to collect all sorts of war bond
claims and claims by people who purchased marks on the street
corners of the cities, and have filed those claims with the State
Department. In many instances they have collected fees from those
people. Those claims could not possibly be allowed, even if the
time were to bt extended, and the great majority of those claims are
of that character. There are a few meritorious claims there, unfortunately.
Senator MUcLEAN. The Alien Property Custodian is here, and I
would like to ask him a question. Do you know whether your office
issued any notices or advertised in any way to these claimants?
Whether there was any effort made on the *part of your office to
interview claimants during the four years that elapsed after the
war and before this six months limitation was created?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. That was, Mr. Chairman, before my incumbency

of the office, and I will make an investigation and advise the comat the session to-morrow whether there was.
mittee
. The CHAIRMAN. Was not, the State Department the proper department to do it?
Senator GFRY.. W(li, dlid the State Department do it? What did
it do? I did not see it.

Mr. SUTHERLA D. Our office may h-kave possibly supplemented that.

I will find out.

The CHAIRMAN. I will ask Secretary Kellogg to send over what
information he has in relation to it.
Senator GERRY. TLat is it.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That request has already been
made and is in the record here. We have asked the State Department
us with any notices or proclamations which were made
to furnish 'it.
regarding
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; and that will be st~t to the committee.
Senator JONES Of New Mexico. Yes. lit I would like to ask
Senator Sutherland whether or not any claitIs against Germany have
been filed with the Aliert Property Custoditn?
Mr. SUTHEIRLAND. W e constantly receive letters from claimants

similar to those descr)Ibed by Mr. Bonyne here. Most of them are
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from those holding bonds or marks who purchased speculative marks
or bonds and now want them made good. And of course we refer
them to the State Department or advise them about the impracticability of securing relief in such cases. There are a few of them,
however, I will say, who simply by reason of failure to file perfectly
legitimate claims before the time limit set are now barred, who
failed to make their claims within the six months' period, and yet
who otherwise come within the terms of the treaty.
Senator McLiEAI. Would be legitimate if they had filed within the
limit?
Mr. SITHERLAND. Would be perfectly legitimate if they had filed
within the limit, and who assert that they had no knowledge of the
six months' limit.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Could you approximate the amount
of those claims?
Mr. SUTHELA :,D. I could not in amount. No doubt a'great many
of them have since that time been filed with the State Department
and are probably included in the figures given by Mr. Bonynge in
their investigation, because they have all been referred to the State
Department. So probably he has included most of those claims.
Mr. BONYNGE. I have, yes.
Senator .JNiEsof New Mexico. Then as I understand it so far
as we now know those claims may amount to somewhere between
three or four millions of dollars?
The Ci
TiR
AN. 'tlhe total of them.
Senator JOE.:s of New Mexico. The total of them.
The CHAIRIATA. Yes.
Mr. Bo.NYNGE. But not those that might be allowed.
The CHATI:MANx. Those that might be allowed are a very small
percentage of that amount.
Mr. Box'x(,E. I think those that might be allowed are a very
small percentage of that amount.
Senator JoX'--s of New Mexico. Well, I did not understand the
witness then a while ago *vhen he read from his letter. I understood hiis letter to state that the claims filed embracing items which
would have been cognizable by the Mixed Claims Commission
amounted to about $3,700,000.
Mr. BONYm,-E. Yes, and then there xz: another statement immediately following that.
senator JONEs of New Mexico. And then you made a statement
later on that those claims might be reduced in amount as much as
50 per cent.
Mr. Bo-.Y-'NE. Here is what the letter says:
I am inclosing a copy of the estimate thus made, showing the maximum
amount alowale on claims- now on file to lie the sum of alproximately
$3.750.000.

Senator JoNps of New Mexico. Yes; that is what I understood.
Mr. BoNYNCsE (continv' rg reading):
This is, in my opinion. ,y extremely liberal estimate. In all probability
the total amount that woul(j w finally allowed after thorough examination of
the claims would not much, if any, exceed ) per cent of the estimate thus

made.

Senator Joxr-s of New Mexico. That is just my understanding
exactly. So we have got aims which we know to amount to about
28623-27--11
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$8,700,000, consisting of items which would come within the jurisdiction of the Mixed Claims Commission, and probably half of it
woull be meritorious.
The CnAinMA>r. That is as I understood it.
Senator GEoiIOE. Well now, right there, Mr. Chairnman, I have here
a letter from one of the holders of certain of these bonds in which
he makes these statements:
These securities were in Germany atd(] were acquired before the war, representing a value in excess of $67,000.000 according to Senate Dcument No.
416, Sixty-sixth Congress, third session. pages 8 and 9.

" He is now referring to the total bonds, of course, not his
particular
claim.

I understand that the amount of awards nImade by the Mixed Claims UJon-

mission upon the priniinial (if bonds whiteh were sequestered by th2 Gornt-in
Government atmounts to less than $100.000.

Is that true?
Mr. BoxYNG(E. No, that can not be true. I can not give you the

amount ofihand, but that can not be true. That can not he true.
Senator McLxx. Well, dIoes your letter state when these bonds
mat ire
Senator G(taIE.

This particular clainmant, Emil

Kersten. who

was formerly a German national and is now an American citizen.
and lives in my State, merely states that his bonds were pulrchased
prior to the war.
Mr. BoNYIN(;E. Were they ,n the Inited States?
Senator (,Eoi.. No: thev were in (iernmny. -and were left there
for the purpose of proper and prompt presentation.

The (,mA1.,\:,.

But he does not say whether they fell due during

the war period or not ?
Senator GIm':oIm":. No, war.
he (does not say that.

purchased prior to the
The CIHAT1031A.

lie says they were

That would determine the question.

Senator G(i.oi(.
Mr. Chairman, I wish to put in the record at
this point this letter, because it is a very comprehensive letter, and
Atuotes-but I do not understake to say accuratelv--not only from
Senate documents but from declarations made bv Senators at the
tinme of the consideration of the Versailles treaty. including a uotation from the present Secretary of State, an~d alsh.o a quotation
from Senator Lodge. I would like to put this letter in the record.
and I would also like to 1put in a letter front another former German
national, now an American citizen residing in my State-Mr.
Hocistein. who now resides at Albany, Ga., which is to the san1e
general effect, because they state what appear to be facts. and if
they be facts uponSenate.
an examhination they ought to be taken into consideration bv the
The C M'IioiMA,. Was he a German national at the time of the
war'?
Senator Gi-ono. No: a former German national. A citizen of tile
United States at the time of the war.
(The two letters from Emil Kersten and Max Hochstein addressed
to Senator George are here printed in the record in full, as follows:)
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COLUMBUS, GA., JnIuary 5. 1926.
Holl. WALTER F. GEORGE,

,Senat( O/fle Building, IVashinglon, D. C.
M" DEAR S 'ATOII GaowE: I am in receipt of your letter of December 9 i
tile matter of my claim against the Government of Germany for which I
thmnk you.
I have filed a claim for my losses which is in duplicate form. one having
been filed with the Departunent of State and the other with the Alien Property
Custodian. My claim Ix based upon the sequestration of ny securities by the
German Government.
As my ease is typical of the thousands referred to in the inclosed statement
made by my bankers. Zimnnr.n:::in Iz Forshay, I am sending you stch statemeit as it explains how Germany tied up my bonds during the war period.
I bought my bon(ds before tie outbreak of the war through Zimnternamlilt &
Forshay and their stete'nntnti completely covers tile facts in iny case.
I would like to ('all to your attention the great injustice that InI been done
thousands of our .itizens which would not have occurred lad Senator I'nderWood's 1111111 betn1i adopted by the Sznate several years ago, which jovided
for the ('realim of a comnnis ion to adjuilcate the claims of American citizens
agallist (Uorilliy.

I klnw of :I great many former nationals of (.ermany 11WV

living hi Georgia wino are similarly situated as myself.
IluiIg lilt' Sixty-seveltn Collgr'e.
Secoinid session. Selatlor lUnderwood illtrodut'ed S. .VN52. a bill Ito) :tmii
alt act entitled "An act to (l''ine. regulate.
and ptunsh trading with Ili, eminy. and for other purpos's." On July 27.
1922. ho Conmmittee mi Judiary held hearings, and oil pige 12 thereof. lie
following appears:
Senitor ('t'.uMmNs. Wh.lnt would yII do with tlie ease of :1 claim of an
American citizen against Germany for seizure in Germany of tile inlividmil
property of the American ('itizen? Now, I am told that Germ ny offers to li.y
back--, f''rs t41liay Aznri'cll
titizicc'.
h' cl(ir
:inis. But they seized the
property when tint niark W.I.s worth. we will say, 20 cents, ald they want to
pay It hack inn ai mark that is not worth 1 coli.
Would the failure on the
part of tine Gernnin GoI'llIllrmnn't to make honest returnts for the prolirty so0
seized he t I clalli
against tile (:'llnan Governmnent that we could i ry ill al
Ameriean court?
"Mr. l'm.,mrt. Yes. si': it is expressly nominatedd Ili (lie lioel.'
Setor

Mr.

IT 'I'.M.MINS. Waillt
IICR. I'As o.y it is

is thilat?
'Xil'-.'y s a

nioninll

eled ill t

tha i6d.'

L

i-

:1n

the treaty Just that way. Grmany agrt' ll ot llterely tol ! ' ft claii'I of
the Aiiie'ii'III citi.ln Wii .t i;-llrt''y wa's take
by (orllnially un1tder :t lINV
siniilal to 0:11's, hut e('l'litlliy ntgi'eel to storee tlne ijoerty, alll '1*l"tor'e
Illellils to plit the Alll'i'it'ztmi citizeni hack in tie position lie was 1) whnn 4(h'rlnally
took tilt- lroj'irly.'"
he(m. A. 31'tle'ell Pahiers test'l lo y 1ii llo'etd of Sellator 1' e'wood's bill
and gave ;ill of its jPlovisioli very s.wri'iotlIs (olisidaltti. Ii wIs I ls*l:gnn'ti
that. Aitit'ic
o werild's (it lbolds whi(h wl'(,' sequ st(rel iiy (4;y'n'innany
'oithl
hve recovt'red Iheir losses.
One of tine t'lrgest single categerile of dluanages tiled by Amn.rih'an ('iti/eis
inglinst ('erllinally
s :1 'ollsequellte of ille w.t1x covelni
Allel'b'iall -Vl.'cl
s'eni'hties wlihh the (fer'ain (o1'rltll'l('t lrev'ehtc'd Aillerivl cit'
-itiis
froil
eiler lislloicisig of l)1tcerl,,etig %l-al was owed to themn. Tnetsi
svt'ilities Wvere
in () l'inllla lld were aitjil'el iefco'e tine war, represeniting : vilhi ili excess
of $(67,0000H). according to S.4enate I)oe';:nent No. 411, Sixty-sixth C'aiit'ess,
third session, pages 8 anit .). 1 iletiorsttonal t l 1|le annlinllnt of awards lniltle
by tint' Mixe( ('1iinns ('onnlniissio
lipon the pl~n.cilnl tolnd , wiel wre se(jttesteretd 1y tne (GWlerlmn!(1ol'lelnnnna'mt nilllts.
to less thlall $WIJ0.HMI.
The Senate s iould kiow the total amount of awards mdt, 6y tilt, Mixed
Claills Collillisslenl upoll tine lnillc:aii of bollIs for wlnl'i chaiinis w't- Mled
by o1r people, aid 3'oii iidolibtedlly will le imatized 'at tine Small tirii:Ut.
Whell yIti ellsider hullt tinpiv 'ac'eees
tine lininds Ialve beein used by Grt'nal
debtors to Increase tlh, ir pn'oqnrty holdings,
tine r iacelnienit aite of whlik
Is far greater to-day clnpired to tile tie
well tie bollds were sold ielore
the war. you will tlalreciatf,' i, great profit the German delators will make
at oulr exl ilse by reason of' (Inc (wri),ann
Govermnent's war regulations.
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As an toxanple, wve take tile ellse ot -A, a German 111t1:0i111, who11
issued bonds
payable lin marks and sold them in 1910 to 13, an Americant citizen residing lin
thle tUnied States. The proceeds of the bonds were used biy A to increase hli.property holdings in the United States. 13 left hIt, bonds tipon deposit with a
bank lin Germany so that the couponts could be presenltedl to the main office o)f
the(, (ebtoir. A. Oil August . 191T. the Gernman Goverinnont sequesteredl IWs
bondfs. Later when our trading with the enemy act was passed, the custodlian
seizedi As property in the United States. A's prollert3' wats partially created
out of lir4KweelS of tile bonds4 sold to It. Nmv, under the p~roviisionls of the b1ll
which passed thle House, 11 c!an not rec'iver the debt owing to h1im1by A 1111(
the result i,, that A will get his jiropoerty returned to 1him1an1(1 make a hands5i0111 iliit sit IVs eXlKOIIH because thie marks lin which the deblt wats uiwing
bijive lie' hue wo rthless.
However, before marks became worthless. It wats prevented front realizing
11314)1 his. bond",1 iitcilflse iif tile Gerinally's war fird('rs. which tied upl the lonids
ill shll it waly that It (4111141 not dispoise, of tlieiii when marks were oW value.
These American creditors oif German debtors should ha''their right-., and
remedies; prIotected inI the fullest measure by our Senate. To permit Uermaui
(debtors to iborrow mioniey from our nationals and1( have the evidence oif sulch
lindelit(A(lless seihlestered fly the Germamil Governmient without ilholil~g tile (;overllllelt
of Germany lia1ble would certainly be most inconsistent with. our policy
of tile inviolability (if pirivalte property, especially 315 we tire, going to ~omplfenlsate
crermanlt natiilti forl ships. raltlo station-, and patents according to tile value
-it tit(,- time we took then over.
I (-.ll not comeieive of our Sentate adopting so liberal a ploicy with refe-rpee,
too4131 h'Ut
lt
-m.li(e and (.itst asidep tie appeals of our' own citizens for the
alliplicvtion tio' tile .1111 policy to their owl causes.
Mr'. Mil11s. who sponlsored thle 1)111 Ill the Hlouse of Rtepresentatives, -,,ail that
an Anwiricaml citizens could r4?C(W4r 163 cents upo)01 these securities lit tile event
till it cmdid he~ provenl tim~t tile chitiniant wits nimbite1 to remove his bonds41
iq'.iilsse 4t tie war' regulations of the German Government.
I want N011 to
know thal1t tis
is not mi. biecaluse tiuat fIlet hits been proven tluat Germany's
wVill- 4pl-ders of ItMetistres of economic retaliation against tile IUnite(l States
prohiited( American citizens from eit her removing their Winds(1 or selling them1l.
and14 is biornl oit by tile report of tile Wi'uys and Meanis Committee onl page 7, and
I no0w quohte, front its report:
CLAIMS 0*' AIF:ILICAN NATIONA~LS
Diurinlg tile warili't,1 Germnan Governmnlmt svized( a1111 seqluesteredl property'
of Amnericali citizens inl Germany. Moreover, even prior to our formal ell
tl'alle1e 111(0 tile wa-r. %iar regilitil
0 I he Germanl Governmenl~lt 11111(1 it lilto1r1
ios~sihile for our citizens to) withdraw ili(1 of their' property from G~ermanjy.
mor'e ,-pec'itictiy hanitk deposi15ts 111(1 -secuiritits."
Tile Mixedl ('linls COM
'
Ilissiolli er'a ted by 1111 Bxec-titive algreeen~t. 110t
approved oy13 tile Seme.O c.-itlt;Iing an1 milreasonablle, linlital (imi
timell
11
which
to fii ieu
wh111
%Iich wails set forth tit six 11101t11. has1 frozen (lilt every Amnern
c1,ill mwller 4of indl~s wrhichi wvre sequo-stered by thle Gernill Govorilnet. Youl

will hemit a reitt dea'l about tile difference bet ween, t weed leflum nd11
twevullt(ee frimll tihe CmllilllssiOlk ts 110
)hw this Ilitl1Pellei, lit I believe thle Illatter
should( lbe full%, ilivestigilted by your eollllitti'0.
However, tis
agreement was
ratified by tile (10-11l11n hteicllstag9 In 1922.
Plase hear lit ind11
that Germlany did( not actually seize much American
property.
It fleco'llilisil(4 tha purpos IUIhf'li
anothe11r wayl by vlilectimg war
leigishilt loll wichiil ImirE111ited~ AmerW1ican v1(itizensIl
from d isposin~g of their seviuri-

ties Ill GermlitlI ly WVllit'h wa ai'll illdil'('t melthod (if seques0traitionl.
Sem)i tir (1opleblind has1 introduced mi1 ail~idnllelt to tile 1111011 property
ill wivil(ll hats been referred to) tile Committee 011 Finanlmce. T'Is amendmenIlllO~t
provides that 11ie cxovernmlent of Gernlany shafll lie liable for tile sequestrattiln
of Anl('ricllow'd sec'uritilos wickh camle umlder tile control (of tile (;01*1111111
Governmalent durn~g tile war period.
As thve foreignt pIml(Ies o~f 4our Govermlnlent 1114 to at large extent. definedl li
our Kenlitets 11ev.idllltd bly 0111' tI'01t4* withl forelgmi govermlenlts, I (i no4t
believe it wvas tile lintentionl of tithe Uiltedl States Semitte when01 It ratifiehd tile
treaty of Berlin to permit tile Gov4ernmelnt of Germamny to sequlester Amlericanl'
o~wnled secuiritie.- 111mid
prolIt thereiby tit. (lir exl~ni5C.
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Senator Lodge made a brief' -statemient Ii tile- Sente, September 24. 1921,
regarding thip treaty of 1watce wilii Presidlent Hlardinig ha~d iie;,ol ined with
Germiany in which lie said:
"It was Iiecessary III nw1kiiig this treaty to mlake it Ill slieh a way tilait
it Ivolilll conform'l tdo tile -esolutimii patssedt Ily tilie cligLv-s$, 2111d t hat was a
it woirk of 110 little (litl1elilty. Thie re-sidutimli WI general ilits 115t(ins, ('1111)4a~te Ini regard ti the protection tif einiiis olf vitizens of tile lihttd Slites, and1(
tlliltlg'
Iig-tsr
tll r-igalis an ad11(
staltedl broadttly I hllt Nve shouitld inist till
thlat caline uider tile treaty of Versailles. whatever thiey miighit lit'.
"We are, not l imitedI by thle Versaiilles treatIy as5 toi tile ('liaillaeer oft el~inas
for damliages8; we call m~ak(e any clai1mis we' like."
10S'iaitt. Se4'ptl lP'28.
il4t fill'
Senator Kellogg II li scussinig tile trelIty oftiviC
1921. said:
"Another provision of the treaty for peave fil! our leit~it as well ats like
benefit oif thle other allied ponvers Is, the setlenient (of delots owing from Germanii nattionals to Amierican natio~naLs."
R"Ipetfully yours,
EMIL KEIISTh'N.
(Sigmit')
C'Oi.VMJIA GA., 8.15 Broad Strect.
.tlbvinjy Gau..

.1(111 u'iy

S. 11117.

D). C.
Senate O)ffice Bu~ildingf, 11(I.,41 inlon(.
MY DEAR S40YATOR: Receip~t is aicknlowledlged of your letter of the 2s'th
for which I thank you.
ultil.
The ailienI prioperity bill, unless amenc~ded. piermhits at flagrant disre'gard of
the( rights of Amerivan citizens Ii the matter of the( revolvery of their losses
f warl W('gi4at tion
eaure
11f'
Il(l
Gi(ov('iniit't I
(occurring boy ivasonui of the Ge'rmani
Gnerlolids Ilcateelit
hlt"
l
termeid soijuestrat ion, which covered Anier:cniwne
nmany tdurinig thle war period.
tilie act of, lite ("oveliilent (if
tliouli
I sustaiiied it Substanutiail los
I hanve
tiigIhe wvar period.
411011
stelillest!rI' ng liiy1 SeClll'itif
(;'iiIll
filed it (!la~ili atga411ist the Gtiovernnu'nfIt 41f, fieriln~y. a1114 It. is 110WV pllilig
betfore the Lielartiwent of State. Throtogh the( arbiitrar y ct iiji (of stime of
(if
till 4111it'als they aire' iild.SIoS'E to tatke 111.% ltinolk ill MilV Ielinif i'cai
tilie
nil
-ill at g'll :agrevilnt -:1114111
.1 certain limeaw limit which was fixed ll
S~l 1111111 is alad is
Ill ilirtirliI lift ie( I' hit td Sill. 's Se'llat e. 'lle' C1ao lii l is
wiii
lieili A niericanl cii'elns
fii il
S,.1C il
11 t ol.%
ty1 S101
CVcWl.%i agil ti ll leE'4!11

sii-li

ilgrteviiielt ".115 everlll cre.'1 jl

o

lust

I'iinar (it'rliaii

skilje&'ts

troui filing

cals50 of
rig
t hie&l111
i
It ils t'Iii'le 4lily siltetlitil111 t halt it 1115heiis liv staled
of
a
(i0f Represtlittives in1 th piiissage
Ill lt' 1 t,
of))1
i
the' dllalt t' 41l Ililoo
14) Iip St.' OfC
%'.'IWts
1.111111Cd
lit' alikii proper'ty billl iahl if tin Aliviernlu Citi(I
Ilis Sev'lliiies- ill (;eruiianly because' of tit'. at tif' the (Gaiiau ( ;oviinienit
lint t uhcitie i'.t'i 'li recoerti his bossesS.
Su0h nt state ellneill doews niot tootrmi wit hi thle act tint fact ilk thle prosection01
(if -I laiiil by lilt Aiiitricakiii tlizeil under our trenty witIi G2eraniy bievause
our1 explerlince dixcl'ises t 1111 lit tile, irolstettioii of tile HIbOVP ('11111 I have
1)1
in tffet. against securities owned by
il
iIovIe~li Ihitit ( e.''iili iiy's warIvislai
people absolutely Jirevllid('(l ike 11(i11li dispotsinig tif theml.
$mrW
t i( Etetioli
The Senate Elf [ lie Ilitedl Sutecs should very carefully exaineIlie(
(if tll' rights (if Amterican cli zen.s with r'espec't to just how far Gerin.iiy
thev war pteriodl
wenit ili ltispossessig our people (of their securitit's (lurnli
iafuter
and11 prev('itilig theni from dotinlg lillytlinlg withl t heir securities ulil~
the warl w%"as over when tile Currency Ini which they were panyable had depi'eclatt'd toi the ioljitt where it was only worth it few%cenits.
we t1011kL over oti the
If we were to volillsitte G;ermns foe 111' irlj4r
ini marilks has illdii('t('t ili Met owner's books ili (;el'tuy
basis1 (of tie vailtl
ropexrtyv and no0w tender suchk owner tit', mark
1111
att ti(. tilit ive seized thi
clll'rll(y lie certainly wvold positively dechiiie to accept it because suchel cur.
tie case it's (lithlilt to rectuncile thu desire
reney i,, worthless. Thant tilg
to paiy their Amtericani (relhitfirs for lomiiis receivedl before
Elf (vpimaii (Itltol
tile otbttreak of the war In dlie same worthless currency.
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converted by the hiorrowet' to his owit ettrichllilt at the
cretlitor. To permit ti't debtor to lImposise 1)1ou tie creditor
Ie to perliit till abrogation
pa
lll
1me1t iohli
oiIes's paper n131'.lt
the tt'veipt tif%V
These itnts w('r

expese t'sf

ie

of tlt(.' 'olitrle't oil which tiet, loan was foulded, al14 tit profitIby reason of
Germa11(s r1tailoti on against tltc United States, would 1unit to a titonstrouis
w'oiig. Before th1 G*'eriian custtditun returid setiarlltes to tile American
owners after ihe signing of ile armistice, I uislersland that through the
alet't1 eotinlhiity o'f tite ollicials of the German G overjitient. hundreds of
millions of mtark .uirretiey was circulated in 19119 and was mf it11tde to appear
that sinh currency had bee; issued by the Goveriiteil of hermaiiiv i 11910.
The printing (of such logus and counterfeit currency Itpaired the vested
lropt- ty rights of Ame'ican citizens because it rsul5Ited ill ma king worthless
whilh Americanl'lrr'IIcv. This ssturfe
their securities jayabl in tmark
ol'hed hitwiis wet, lied ill) by Germany's war legislation.
'The Geratna alien property cuistodanm's police in Gtj'ermanmy fhiutrioned in a
way familiar to our custodian it tile Uinlted States. Tile securities owned by
custo(lia v:who
Alliericau citiz,1lis ('tlle tnder (lit! control sof tilt, (lernit
well it was
alisoliutely preveintted il1th relloval fronl (ermauny of tite Iott ly
furlierntors' enforced the laws of Gertmay dettying lia.tent of
of value. il
ntf
Gei'llilly cook
debts ow iug ts, Amu'eicani natiou1s. Whet tile? Gov '1mutt'l
copli'ti'r
4V4l'
it'Irj'proprty. tark currency possesed a gold value of approxinlately 1-I cents per taiit'hk. itd when thit thnlita
t'iislttitl retu|ited the
(
of tihe mitanner
arl
a'its vattled it prlellIealy 114th g, because
Iirclsat'itY 1he
ill whit'h ('imaIslly hid dililibtered Its Jillillies ill the pros,'lllin of tlte war.
Ar tite tile the bonds were purchased, repayment of the loan was protected
according to Ilit' laws of Gerimlany ill that the tMarks were convertible Into gold
oilt a
si , ( f 23.S cets to the iiarkl¢. Ilowever. Germany .suspended tlte, law
covering tilt, convtirtlbillty of its paper currency.
Alphonse ItivIer. tit au thority on international law . lainti-h diplomatic interveitisn tit eitforce paylttent of public debts of a iftllion which a4iministers
its fiiatmie badly and hetrays the cotildence of lildivisluals placed in it when
they sus'ril to 1o0lls an1(d Says:
"TiTe fI|rtiutes of individual, subjects of tile state, forms an eleen'tt of tile
riches so14 ldrosslt'lty of ti' state Itself. It has tni interest in theltmaitenance
If it is cotitpromised by ilie 41.t o a foreign
and
tnt.rease of that fortune.
State whicil asltinisteI's itm filaniceS b1dl'. whtilfh hssetrays the conilletee of
idivhittals ida-,ed ill ir when they subscribed to loans on csuihli ns that are
mot oliserved. tid which violates its engagemelnts ii

regard

0 toieit, the

raite

thit' injured itlif'idulals belojig is evidently autlthualzed to lake their
illtetrst ill Ihand ill n1,Vltliatnntr which it shall seeim suitable; it w3ay proceed
ay see to it, pnrchance. according
either ly didstsmacy or by reprisals. It
to the ci'l'tllt1stittltS. that their subjects atre better ti'eat(I than those of other
states. or other than those of tile insolven state." (Primiclpes due srt'siit ties getis,
,Patris. 1S1%$ 1. 272.)
118a general p'olosition (it inter'atisitawl law. that dilloMat'ttis iul& sttd.
Itlatic iittt'rlicsitiill was just ilied, it'it sui'es of tIlmlit istJ'lliitti'e s) Ii'iiidttltit altd
dtelOt' Siate nitolis
"Thoi'
liucipIt's of justice. with so
inliqu tius. so evideitly repugniitit to ilit' first
ani'it'nlill u defeating tll' c:atims of its cretlitor'.
iuisi't'i nit
Itiili away with
sil'tlis
lctollr'Se to violent fllnaliliai
i11s
W liel .i S'ti
inherc'lt oldli',igli ats to satisfy its :idebtecIln'ss. tlhe 'violtioll o pros rtye'tlrights
which result is suflicient tol authorize other mitions to take till li this respect
the cause 4s thi,;r subjects atll( employ for their pl'oles'tiolt every mIeans
nutlasrizedl Is.' tih, Iliw of' tatIols.'
Vtlt'el, tilt- lfted iltcin',t 4)1111 autlhorlt3. hits sate4 in' i huts trt'allse:
of at Stits. debts 'iet'd ill tlle aillistr'atloll
' to:' o te Ss''ts
"'' ]on us a,
ofthe lbl lit affair, are contracts of strict righl, obllgatory uponi the Siate
and the entire peoplt'. Notiling 'all dlspliste with the payinult sit suclh sleits.
.inev' they were elsitrat'ed 1)3 ia legititatte lsow'lr. lie r ght of lt cr'ditr Is
surs4 A. \\i]ilhe' this' 1uwney borrowed hiss (wul'is'il ot for tl' profit of the
Stlst'. oir whether it has l'.xzl dlissiliteh ill t'dli'., is vot tlt affair of tht oite
Wh'lo ItVea-. 1hli ts tullC4 lis il'olt'rly l1) the titllu it is 1Is4ulas4 to restore."
I Cii 't ciiiccive of otur 'iovernteiit je'itttitg th'i'itia d'ehtsrs to escape
'olhilett' l11h lily 1ijis!! their liinded iudelItcdms'ss owing to klu'itlut citizens
therv'1y cutlsig 0o111' owil people to lose lheir entire inveslmets 'Imade before
t(e war. Su1rely. Ailititali creditors are entitled to something. There should
.1i '.m'ItewIashuing ot'l Glnnu debts 's' olbigat(lns s\'im to oar
nist )'' iiOi;shiss
llhil t(hat lits :ke lihce ill to lit Iresnt1 lines.
owli ('ili".51>. hutll it stti
to whitl
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The atetioni of the Gerima Government lit sequest rattig Amerienu securithm
should no t he emuohlolaged by .i1~1Wl
who Iludles thle clizinrgo 1'e'ulittioii
oil the Ipirt of Alerkic.in cit iz/ens, Some14 of our lwoj)1Q maty lve huven very
limpruden1t'flit
losing t heir d4lhirs to (ieritim (debtor's. but [his nuLt (f theirs
'511d )lot 11ir(Wehlt themIk from receiving t he sn111 nithsure (if favonrlile :et iofl
which Its been token
bliltif of those who 1111((1etHositS Ii Oermain lIinks
which were'& wituestered 1111( who hive bieeni giveut at 16-cent. c4)l1omroise for
every uirIk they deolsited up until the thiie we? entered the
av.t,- April 6,
19)17. Tlhis is, cert.11113' * iS'llhlt
dic
011ilo
iiguthist (o1e class of Americain

I V(itii
ieVV Of V.hlSeS Ilk the finier otf l01111 ninfle1 by Atmieitin (it i'/'Its
to Germns which hatve turned out to the profit of suelh creditors. However,
in The iitter oif hatnk deposits. I. caml und~erstmid where the depository it)
Oerlmny susthlilnel -I loss &'qut it) Ilinit (of the Anieriean (h'lositor (i'11150(
thII'41'uzh thei dehalsempent of mark currency. Why Ilhere, should be -my dis('rIninntioll in favor of those who haid Nunk dvposits Ini the
itme of the
proof to be submiiitted compared to that which im Amiericim hionifioldter must
submit, I ('all not und~erst-mid the tc'hnivi1 reasons therefor.
It would he .I gross8 injustice to Americani citl'vems to permit Gerniniu i dehtos',
and1( more'( t'spieilly thet GOroninkflut of (b'rmillny. to ('11115 ourii ct liitl'y to
suffe'r n1 qubstantil, economic loss tund coi'iespiinlibir gfain to Germnly ni11(
its reOsidenlt debtors If Gerlmny is peiluitted to t'scajpo liability for Its m-tioli
Ii cse(Jestri-nlufg Amerivinm-owned sectiiflles.
Any policy of our Giovernmnent returning 6ernmn prioper'ty should be niz!e
sflffl(ielltly 'Olprellenllve to aIfford ('hul! treni eill to Amlerican1 c-i tivens ill
the nuatter of their ('bns against Germiany for the va-lue (of their property
tha-t was taken over by that Government during tile wari ijeritlil.
Very truly y'ours'.
MAX 11IIST'rN.

Nfi' BoxyN.;E. Before I leave I w~old( like to say soniethingr about

(lhe Auistrian matter.
Senator .J( NI.s of New M~exico. yes~.

MrI. lBoNym(.E. Th~e ('olllllli~z5ioIle1 N~viu5 app)joinlted inl November,
wa!i.S it not-Nov'0fib('1 25 ? TJhe (kiate of the agreement wats N.\oVeI1)01 26. 1924, and( raitih('UtioIwh weret exchanged D~ecember 12. 1925.
IUp to late there have lbe('h filled 1,572 ('111111 against Aulstria and
Hunlgai'y. Austr'ia did not, it is claimed, hav-e any excepItiolnal warl
hIt'Iashii'QsS uch as t1W a1ppo iitnwit (4 ain AMien Pr";operty Custodian
VCustodlian.
There Wats no0
0o' an1 olli('e'1 sinilai' to an Mie~n ProLpe-ty
legislation in AutstrPia. so -fill- as we have ascei'tainedi, that prollubited
Astiin nationals from paying their Ame i'cn debtorss if they
wanted( to. 'We have very few' claims against, Austria ar-ising under
tile repar-ationis (claulses. 41"I'a(twcally all of those chIiols were also
n ~
nisaantGray
~jutd
CA icated befor-e thle Germans'
?.iI
clatimls commisonl.
Fully 80 per venit of the claimss that havwe been filC(iI against Austrim
and 1l1ng1"61111 MY )asedl 111)01 bonds.k 01' private de~bts ar1isimrg 11141r
thle economiic cla ,1:es of thle tr-eaty, anld niot under thle l'epai'at ion
11,se. Thoslrr claims are filed inii many inistanices for tile full face,
value of the bonds ait the i'miial I-lte of exchialie. Of course, that
('1111 nolI be recovered. If youl take thle total amnouit of the clainris
as they filedl them it would appear to be somewher-e around %,,425,00O0.OO00 or $26,000.000. Nit, of ('oi15Q nthling like tha,-t amoun)llt c'an
be allowed, because inl manly of these eases' and practically all of
then, they ari asking e'itherl' or tile f'ull face vaillie uf thet bond which
has not mnatur'ed, or they are asking for' the amlounlt that they paid
for the bond. And inl mi-ost Cases thiey w~ill. only be able to recover
the interest onl tile b~onds that niattured. And as I showed before,. if
they are G'overnment bonds tile property in the po sessioni of thle
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Alien Property Custodian is not subject to the claims for debts due
by the Government for valorization.
1lhe time fo' filing claims against Austria and Hungary does not
expire until th(e 2.5th of this month. We are not getting very many
more claiins at the present time. Tie total, as I have said, fow is
some 1,572, aggregating on their face about $25,000,000. But my
estimate in goig over those, (.Laius is that the total a1imount, to be
allowed against Austria. and Hllun,'varvwill hardly exceed $5.000,000.
That will depnld1 very largely upon whether t'ware -r)ale
to arrive

at some similar agreement with Austria and Hungary for the
'ualorization of their (Iebts.
The l)re-war rate of exchange, so far as Austria and Hungary is
concerned, was very low. As stated, under the treaty it was t'e
average ca)le transfer rate prevailing one month before we entered
the war. One month before we entered the war with Austria-

Hungary was November, 1917. We entered the war with those
countries in )ecemlr, 1917. In November, 1917, the kronen had
already very greatly depreciated. According to the figures I have,
the average cable rate prevailing in November, 1917, was 9.4 cents
to the kronen instead of a little over 20 cents. So that the rate was
very low. The Austrians contend that the rate was 9.2 v(ents. There
is only a difference of two-tenths of a cent between us. But they are
making the same contention that Germany made, that Austria is not
liable for its debts as debts, because we did not adopt the clearingoffice system, and they do not have to valorize theuu, and that they

are only liable for damages that resulted by reason of exceptional
war measures. if we ('U II establish that exceptional war measures
al)plied to the debts of our nationals.
I lilt e'ideavoring to ari'i v at soinel,i uist et with hem sinrilar
to what I arrived at with (h'rnilanv. Up to the present tiuwe we

have not been al)le to arrive at suc:h an adjustinenlt with Austria.
Hungaryv las are(vd to suliliit flie niatt' to tlie oiIII iissionIr.
They oe'0red 2
ceiits to tlhe kronen for' all de)ts. I refused
to 1'(flhithh(l I that to the State 1)epartrilent. 'lley say they van
nrot fo hevoli(l that. be(aUIs(, sinh'e the Ve'stilly ti',aty tI ,v have
centered into conventions with Italy, France, lg-ium.i, 1nd( other
countries, fixing as the rate for tiwin' (le)ts 1luht tllwo.-e ('01tries

have agreed to take ablut" 10 per vent of the nomial rate. which

would he a little over 2 cents. not to (x(eed 2%' vents. Al in those
conveiit ions they have what is kIoNn as the'fav re(l-nation c'lause,
that if they give any other country a Ibetter rate they' must give the
same to those countriess. The.y. say l)V
reason of that provisionn they
,.cents.
can not agree to a rate to exceed
The ('HAICiMAN. Have y'om looked that u ) to see whetlw' they did
have that favored-nation'clause?
Mr. BE)NYN(1. Yes.
The (' nMAN. They all wanted it in their settlements with us.
Mr. Bo-.YNOE. Yes. Yes, I have seen those conventions. And
that makes it diflictilt to arrive at an adjustment with then. Now
they have suggested that if we can not arrive at that adjustmnent
that we ask tile various governpients-and I have not even consulted
the State Department as to this Vet-to authorize the commilissioner
to establish a rate that would 'be fair under tire circumstances.

Hungary has agreed to do that. Austria has not yet agreed to do
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it. So that at
're tliH
Iho
mi

tIe pnEseliit Iilne it is a4 little dtifficuilt lintii We call
ajIs'4. and Ilei I inile hats expired f'or filing
adr.
clillis, to) )1(IVI it fo)Ih
4 j IWI il(f1
dii'
an111 ay iiit
ofIAuist ii an a il
Iliirigariail elajdits. It' this b;itt or. s(ome s.1iifa bill. was J)al.setl and

The AlienI lt1()I)(it~v (Culstodianl call tell NI. bu1t I
'I1ivit' (i IA i A'Iht is
i tatr S 12.11011l.0 .
Mlt'. l(1tYxNi.. A1101i1tItwo itiilhioll o~dd f4)1 miualhocatedl iteresi. .]fill4
.111'.

iIONYNO(i*.

ilid erst a in

.

Nh'. uIi
, I[,.t X
"I). I w~ill say t hat the fiinII-es for Auistia and)4Bunten '-v I ouct (br a $112.478. IS.Th.a I is it estimate, of (-()i rsev.
Senator thnimry. 'Howi iuiiich fo r A iist via
1,'1v Cu1.%] nn.xNS. .haive voil it SCI)11'ftaQe there?
Mi' IILA
Suri i).L ave uot it separated, and14 I do not. know
thait it (call be separatedI. bua 1. willI see if it earn1be, a~nd T will give
Sen1ator)1 ( ImtLy. Well. have voll not grot to whelli
quest ionl of eliteii h into tlhe final settletlieint e
The ('iA LA.'l'lii'
Alisisan
oit of' iIc $12.000)(0I)0
,

it Comies to t ile

( overn ineent cla ills about S").( 00.(00

Thet CH
ix RM . N. ) i!!Ql) 1)41 ;
Ah'
Ior.E
Anrd Ithen there0 is iinalhovat ed interest.
MIr. St -I'llI
1). It will. 4)1 4'otlvsv evei- tuallv he separated 1.
Se'nator
4)1 .e
(dN.:
Mexico). Now. wvliat is the( aiiioiint oft'ile
t1:11111 a:i I ilst .1 tiitgar'*
MVI. I10)NYMNh I Wetll. Iha-t is inctild e(I ill thli sl4i 1)1th' flilt tI "SaIve

I 1iiiL4uliV will not1 e'xoceedt $1 .0004)00.
S""onutor'JNF of New Mo'xico. WetllI. what I ungltl
W at is,
hav'e I properly vI i Si hit'i'it 1to paY thle cia ill s :qna inst 4liii n(rarv?
Nil'. B4)NYNCE1: I think not.. Not. od, 1h't1tLgaIianl Protw'I v11.Blt
it' we aji].
ulv iiv.A et i'i'iic thatt 1lier' ilnY~ he o)r ii inr ats aai
l)(' p~ropterly of Austria, wev have.
Senat141'.1

0
ofE
New

pwIIIIovide tha
ut we' 11:la,

Iet
I

Me(xic'o. Well. (does tile tipar1it ite alrIeeIIe: A I1k i-i
i lpro('IH'rt v to ~I)I mitgai'ian

cht i ills
Aill'. B0-NYN;E. 'l'Ier-e is no1provision ill
erence to how Iiio'
o'la ills "'l II l paidi.
onlY for. tile adljuiciat ion of the validity
c4ms
Se'natoi. .JoNS of New Mexico. [ se'e.
ill thei treaty with I Itingralry

Mr11.

lBi

NYNGi.;

following Sect ionh
lii

'lt
129,

unisat isfiedi cli
28623-27-12

Saml~e

the agpreemlent With ret"'li'

O'i'('4iii('rt

provides

anit thle auioitnt of thle
WellI. is there fanythingr

proi'isionl thait Ireadi, pariagrapjh 4

Whic'h pr1ovides

Itiat it' there is a

(tefi(ieney,

is against one of til oth).1er of the eiienIi

l)4)e''5
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you may use the property of another enemy power to make up the
deficiency that arises under the economic clauses.

Senator JO.,':s of New Mexico. Then, under that provision, we
would have the right to use Austrian property for which to pay
-ungarian claims?
Mr. Bo.NyN'OE(. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, there is a like provision
in the German treaty.
Mr. BONYNGE.. Yes*; there is a like provision in the German treaty,
the same provision.
Senator Jo.viE.s of New Mexico. Well, what do you say as to
whether we should pay those claims out of German property, or
Austrian property, or where?
Mr. Bo NYN E. Well, there is plenty of Austrian and Hungarian
property together to more than take care of the Austrian and
iungarian clainis.
Senator Jo.xms of New Mexico. Are there any claims against
Turkey?
We had one claim that was filed that arose during
Mr. Bo.NYmx.
belligerency against Turkey, and as Turkey was an ally of Get'many, Germany was held liable for it. And so, with reference to
the reparation claims against Austria that arose during belligerency,
several of those claims were filed against Germany and have already
passed to an award against Germany.
Senator JOxES of New Mexico. Through the Mixed Claims Commission?
Mr. BONYINGE. Through the mixed Clains Commission, certainly.
Senator JONES of NTew Mexico. And any claims against Bulgaria?
Mr. BoNYN.-O. I have never heard of aniy claims against Bulgaria.
Senator JoN.ES of New Mexico. So then this Mixed Claims Coinmission is allowing claims of American nationals against Germany
on ac mount of claims really originating against Austria and Hungary
ard Turkey?
Reparation claims.
Mr. BoN Y;N<.
Senator Joxir.s of New Mexico. Reparation claims?
DMr. BONY.M.E. Reparation claims, yes. If it arose during the
period of belligerency, after we entere(Il the war. If it arose during
neutrality only Germany would be liable for the acts of its own
Govern iiment.
Senator JONES of New Mexi('o. Well, then, all the claims are being

presented to the commission which has to adjudicate the claims
against Austria and Hungary which could not be allowed by the
Mixed Claims Conmission created between the United States and
Germany?
Mr. BONYNGE. Mostly on account of debts, bonds, and securities of
of the Austrian and Itiungarian (Governments. Between 80 and 90
per cent of them. And some for requisitions by Austria and
property, or enforced military service, or
American
unwaryof of
kind.
that
matters'
New Mexico. Well, is there any contention anySenator Jo'x.E:.: of N
shovild )e presented t,' the Mixed Claims
clainis
ar.y
where that
Commission o',.: ,-o the Austro-Hungarian Commission, or that they
should not be .6o presented? Is there any contention between any of

U
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tile )arties as to the tribunal which should adjuldi ate the claim. or
pay .Y
M[r. BONYNGE. TlhIre is no (lestion a)oIut which trilimal .- ul1

or the amount of the claims.
the validity
adjudicate
IS that all. Senator'
'he CuAIMTN.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think so.
The CA1,1M.AN. I saw congressmanan Green yesterday in relation
to the letter signed by the representative of the Amer(cIan claimants
and the representative of the German claimants as to the agreentt
with the provisions of the bill as now before the committee, and it
v4as sent to ne, as I state(l. in confidence. Congressman Green said
that he was perfectly willing that it should go into the record at the
place ((esignated yesterday. I also spoke to Mr. Sidler and also
Doctor Kiesselbach, and tiley both were willing that it' should go
into the record. So I will give the reporter a copy of it and have
it put into the ecor(l tit the place designated in yesterday's hearing.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That is entirely satislartory.
The CHAIRMAN. rhe, committee will stand a(ljourned until 10
o'clock to-morrow.
(Thereupon, at 12 o'clock noon, an adjournment was taken until
10 o'clock a. in., the next day, Friday, January 14, 1927.)
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FRIDAY, JANUARY

14, 1927
X'.jI,,3)
ST'Er,:; SI

.vNr.

C().Lm311v.;'i: ON Fi.N.AXCE,.

Wlashlita oin, . C'.
The coinniittee Init, ur.ulsnt to adljoulritncat on veste dan". at
10 o'clock a. in.. in room 312. Senate Office Building, Senator Reem
Silloot )residing.
Pe'selt: Senators Sm()t (chuiria). McLean, Reed of 1enn-

sylvaiia. List, Shortr~dg(', Esige, ,ione's of New MAexico, Harrison.
and George.

lPr-tent also. Ilon. IowarI Silttherland, Alien lPropertv Custo..
(1ian: )r. J. 1V. Kiesllbacih. (German commissioner on tle Mixed.
('laims omissiono: ani )r. KaIl von Lewinski, (1ernia,1
agent
before the Mixed Claims Commi sion.
The (2ITAIJIMAX. If the committee will come to order we will con.-

tinue the
, T hearings
committee re(pieste(I the Secretary of State.
to furnish copy of the joint resolution approved April 6. 1922.,

authorizing the Secretary of the lreasurv to extend the maturity
Oif the Austrian relief bond held b\" the I 'ated States 1111d to subordinate the lien enjoyed thereby to; that of the Austrian gtraranteed
20-vear loaf).
Al.o a fellllduif
summarizing the correspondence between
the Department of State and the Austria anl ilungarian1 ('iven-

mnlts leading li) to the coitciinion of the tripartite claim,.cotiventiol).

The Secretarv of State has this morning submitted that informa-

tion, anl I thinc th1e coni() ittee rejU,stedl t hat it be p)rintdl
record. Senator Joies, I ihink that wits your F(l'st.

in tle
)o volt

want this printed at the proper place iii the record, or shall it be
printed il to-(lay's recor(l(
Senator ,JON I.sof New Mexico. Why, wherever it is itiove (on,v(lielt.
The C
rAI
.\-M
' Then it will be,printed i (ithismorning's record
at this point.

(The lpa)er. trausmi, te I to the C:ommittee Iy tlie Seretary of
State ,.re here printedi in tlie rcord in full, as follow.:)

I )I.A\RTME'NT OF' STATE,
WV.\sAI1INrON. JWun urji 1,1, 1927.
MY )l.:A11i :x.oiSMir
R
1 :11w:
I I ocast'aiv i Iir ismittin herewiti for ap)proI)rate ilslimin ii
h vi. ()
4t !I.yrecent th-4iiimoii lye" )re the Stmiate Comnmilk-.' on l,'l11n1.e tilt
4141,.1111,4-111
:1111 11(,n1mrtinfa llstvJ lwhmw Awh,h 4contain:,
tilt' iiift)riIIat ii i'('( t''(Istd by th' toiillt
t('e. (C'oplh.8 '"'the report 4?tIh S (-()14.
of|J'xi)wrts re('(4rr l t) )n1 ling' 22 o)ftht steno)grahlic Irilsterlp);
have 11ready lbtvn ftwiardhd t) tho
{)mmit(e, as liave col):es or the trijiartite.
chnillis 'tilolvit1). Utilted Siatets. Alu trtin. a:t, liumtgitry. rt'trrcd to onI pu)gi.'
59
tn,
f lcl~gllllhictranscrip~t.

('oili tie'
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Tile puprs transmlitted herewith art! a.4follows:
"('opy of lhe joilt resolution daplroved April G, 1922, authorizing the Secrebond held
tary 41" Hic Te'asury to extend tile maturity of till' Az4i itii ri--'ief
tilljoyted thertiely to that of
Slates. Ill(ito Silllrd It t' tile lieui
by thei i'jiil
steiiographic
the Allv.1-1iill .iu'iilltCL'(d 2(-year loan. (Rtelerred to oil 1p.59 of tii,

trim l

"M(l

it.
,)
1,itlln s

w e
h
ar):/,ilg the (corresp ondetive hoitwIll h
ni

State lm] tite Allstil

ep r m

t o

)elni 'tilelit Of
Mt.dilig uIp to the ctil(Iel'erred to Oil p. 67 of tile

IIIH|
lmigritiall (love,'numqits

1i(the tripartite clablis colivv'itiol.
clusi(ll
steniograi I lettrawIs(ript. )"

1'lciuordultilli regidrdiiig ilie notices issued by the State )epartment 4orthe
regardhig thit, lilitatihmi of tilmie for the lrte,,enttlmiss sio(n1i11115|)i1
Mixed ('h
'le.
70 of ti t stelnographic rascript.)
thal of chils. 4Rlerred to on 1).
regardilg the statuss of Ameriiii claimss agaiui.st Turkey tnd
I'l'al4m1
M)
qItefeltred to oni1.762 of the stellographiv trallnScri)t.
11(].11iu.
Metia ir,iidni leglardlllg .;o;.rican claims against ( Irimaty sulimitted after
(of th(, litle liit lixed by tle excliarge of notes of August 10,
thie. expirat i,,li
t id778 of the steliogralhie transeript.)
11922. 4Iteferred to oin pp.
]istlig ('10i1s (olivtIntiolls or prol!W ols concluded by tit, GhovMellorallt 111111
eliilliilt of tho ['nited States and submitted to the Semiate for advice and
coniselit. (1Ieferred to on p. 100 of the steiiographi trmiscrllpt.)
]i.ihig additional cases where chiaiis conventions luve not
h
Memiiorandu
been submitted to the Seoiate for advice and consent.
I anil. my dear Senator 1imoot,
Sincerely yoirs,
FItANK B. KELLOGG.

[lPUBiLIC 13SOLUTION-No. 46-67'rii Coxlouhss]

fS. J. Res. 1601
JOINT IE S( I.1'TtON Authorizing the extension. foi' it 1wriod of not to exceed twinly-

five yeirs. oI the thne for t ir payment of tle liineipai
Incur'ecd lv. Ausirhi for lho Iul'cihts4' of lour from tie
thn, atndti tor wthar p)Urp)oses

WhereaS
llUIlIIlhers O4

11h (1(14
'iilliC
(

tiorlitv1copl

,ind Interet of the debt

'1it0d Slates Grainu CorporIll-

strueltire of Austria Is aippr,ilchiiig collapse and great
of Austr'|t atre, Iii (!ol5c4 il('IIO. it itiiiithliet (hiliger

of slalvatiol.u Itil( threatened by diselises growhiig out of extreme privation
i ' l<d
an(1 sttirvaIo
Whereas this (GovellllneHlt wisIhes to cooper..te in relieving Austria front the
rmerefore be it
iklitilitt&' burden li'(ratedli.v her outstamdliig debts.
(w.;l',rcd by the &tmate and lousme of It'cli'meatirc-s of tle LUited Statc"s
of .imcrier i/ ('oiqpress assemblcd, That tIhe Sv(er'tlry oi'the Treatsury IS
herely liuthiorized to extend, for a period not to ex(eidi twm(ity-fiv(+ years. the
Ihnp oif pl-ynimnt of the lorin,:lpil and interest (if lihe (,hbtheurred by Austria
oliir froll tile I'lli(,ld Stittes
oIf
for the ulllclhla(
1Cpl'ei.s' Allstiil l;ssels pledged for the( lINyIietit
III Itv judvioiill of tle S'ecrtetalrY
part. 'is m1i.\"
nlt of the pil'lOses ()f
r' for thI' tItcoistllli
stly

III

',il
Corporaltion. 1111( to
II whole or
of itheTreasury li, e'SProvided,
this re. iilution

('
G

(if suech lo.llh

dher lutiolls. to wit: ('zeehoriltor
i
11siiliiiltlily
tlll 111'
hol-'rei. Thimt
shov(ikit. Ilenuutrk. i"ratlice, Great Briltaln. Greece, 1Iollhid. Italy. Norway.
Y1goslavla situll take action with regaid
Sweden. Switv/.rlai ]04. 411)4.1
]tum tila.h
The
forthi.
110giist Aistrii shmihlr ito tIfit llivrein sv(,t
to their resQpective linis
slauhll be 11tthorized to deido whel t]is proviso
'I'(u.ry
of liii'
,Seeretiiry
hiis beel1 sIlisit1iflly ('Olmlielld with.
Alli'O(iell. AlprIl 6. 1922.
|I+'TWEz', Tlt: I)I,;IxT
[F.'Moi4.\Nilt! M StAc.. ItIN; TIIE ('OIIIIESI'(NlIEN'4
IFAIIN(G UP TO
OV SI'''' ANI) -film As'll'TAN ANID lUN;AIITAN (i4'J0,+NMN'T
C)NVINVENT[(IN
( LAIMN
N O1' iM TRIPARTITE'I
TilE ('ON.LUS1
elirg d'afftlres
'l(led
Aug.-ust 30. 1922. the A listrii
Ii :ll-IIemoi ,l u1111
1 1l .tInitIlt of Slte(o litha:ivlig eertali amendDo
1114.'t1lI(e of u
I'tquo4't< ifo
uents -1till1itt4ld to te r-psOluithioi hitroduci'e(d Oil .Jllu;4 2,. 1922, 13 I, l'3esel)rovid(e
vl(1llIt. "WIts to
tihe .iwi,gost 41oii lll
Visll.lw. Th, jilirlp'lso of
taltivv
flol' 111' !''em1'lSe of11'llAustriani ploperty hell by tile Alien Property I '11s1t411l.
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Il a note fated October 28., 1922. the department replied to the abovementioned ineinoranduni stating thit numerous claims had been iled with
it by American citizens against the Imperial and Royal Austro-llungarian
Government for losses resulting front the torpedoing of vessels by submarines
of that Government, for military requisitions made by that Governlent, and
for diaiage or injury to persons tind property. The, department referred to
the provisions of the treaty of Aagust '24. 1921, between the U7nited States
and Austria under which certain rights were secured to the I.ited States
with respect to the Austrian property held by this Government, and pointed
out that inasmuch as no suitable provision for the settlement of American
claims growing out of the war had been made by the Austrian Government,
the Department of State was not in a position to take the action requested
by tle Austrian authorities.
During the winter of 1922 the department approached both the Austrian and
Hungarian nluisters in Washington with reference to the creation of a claims
commission, stating that the United States would probably suggest the estlblishinent of a claims commission similar to the Gernan-Anerican claims colmission. These informal reprnesentations were made the subject of subsefluent
oral discussion. but resulted in no definite agreement.
Il December, 1923, the department telegraphed to the American legaitions in
Vienna and Budapest requesting that I)nrmal inquiries be made of tile Austrian and Hungarian Governments. respectively. as to whether those Governments would be disposed to work out a plan for setting up a Mixed Cliims
Connission shnilar to that between tie United States and Germany. Ii reply
to these inquiries, the Austrian and Hungarian Governments stated fliat they
were willing to participate in negotiations for setting up such a commission.
Early in 1924 the department transmitted appropriate instructions to tie
American Legations in Vienna and Budapest, together with the text of a draft
convention, as follows:
"The United States of America. Austria, and Hungary. being desirous of
determining the amounts to be paid by Austria and by Hungary in satisfaction
of their obligations under the treaties concluded by the United States with
Austria on August 24, 1921. and with Hungary on August 29, 1921, which secure
to the United States and its nationals rights specified under a joint resolution
of the Congress of the United States of July 2, 1921. including rights under
the treaties of St. Gernmain-en-Laye and Trianon, respectively, have resolved
to submit the questions for decision to a commissioner and have appointed as
their plenlpotentiarles to sign n agreement for that purpose.
The President of the lUnited States of Amjerica.

Austria,
And lungary,
Who. having communicated their full powers, found to be In good and
duti form, have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE I
"The three
who slhll

lhe

pa"',5

lovernuments shall agree uioll the selection of itcommissioner
m11moll

nil claims

for losses, dlaiittges, or injuries

sm.,:'ered

by

killedd St, es or its natijonals emahraced within tile terms of the treaty

of August -12. 11921. Itween the U7jnited States and Austria and/or tile treaty
oif

Aulgust

29,

1921.

between

Ilhe

Uited

States

-indl

hingary,

and/or

tie

Sremilt's of St.
ntd/oril-eli-J.lye
Trian/or n'lliOii.
amid shill determine the
iiiiitiitmit to lie paid to the I'nilted Staites lby Austria aiid by Hungary in satisfaltn
14 of all such (lins (excltidng those falling within paragraphs 5, 6. find.

7 itAnnex I to Section I of Part VII of both the treaty of St. (lermain-enLa ye an1d li
e treaty of 'i'ri1n
and illdillg Il following categories:
" (1) ( 111i1tis of

Anicrican cilizeits

al's"lig sllee Jlly

31.

191-1.

ill respect

of 4illiluage lo Ir. seizlre 4)i' tlheS4r i'Iiperty. rights, and interests, including lilly
('4li~ii .t ii)il
r a;issoi'alilhil
ill
e iet f ire lilt
eiit Nrested, wit Ihin the territories
of illier Ie forliller Aitrlmi
Enirle 1o, the foriner Kingdon of fhlungirAry
i

I they respectively existedl on Auguist 1. 191-:

2I Olier ch4nlms fl. loiss or diigige to which the
2t
nllted States or Its
I ave beenllslljeet ed with respect t 1 iliiluries itoril dilli (if persmi 1,
ir with respect to prioj'rty. r"'ighl.
mtnil ilerests. ilchludiig liy (;4opillia
lly
Ei'
,1s
sellthiliin whi
i'iiituiiii
nationals ire Interested. s isce July 31,
19-1. mi,
.1
a oll'eqlueilcl off' l
war;
") Ileitis owing to Auieri.ai(, citWezs llby tlie Austrihln and/or tli llun1iiit ion:'

golhili ( h 'ernnient.

or by thoi

niit hllials.
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ARTICLE II

"Should the commissioner for any cause be unable to discharge his functions, a successor shall be chosen in the same manner that he was selected.
The commissioner ;hall hold a session at Washington within two months after
Ihe coming into -foree of the present agreement. lie may fix the time and the
place of subsequent sessions according to convenience.
ARTICLE III

"The commissioner shall cause to be kept an accurate record of the questions
and cases submitted and correct minutes of j)rocce(lings. To this end eachL of
the Governments may appoint a secretary, and these secretaries shall act
together as joint secretaries and shall be subject to the direction of the
commissioner.
AwtTICL1 IV
'IThe three Governments may designatee agents fand counsel who maty present
oral or written arguments to the coniis-sioer under such conditions as lie
may prescribe.
The commissioner shall receive till(] consider tll writteL statements or
documents which may be presented to him, in accordance with rules which he
may presribe by or on behalf of the respective governments in support of or
in answer to any claim.
The decisions of the commissioner shall be accepted as final and binding
upQn the three Governments.
ARTICLE V
"Each Government shall pay its own expenses, including the compensation
of the secretary appointed by it and that of its agent and counsel. All other
expenses which by their nature are a charge on the three Governments. including the compensation of the commissioner and such employees as lie may
appoint to assist him in the performance of his duties, shall be borne by the
three Governments in equal moieties.
ARTICLE VI
"Tile present agreement shall come Into force on the dte of its signature.
"In faith whereof the above-named plenipotentiarles have signed the present
agreement and have hereunto affixed their seals.
"Done in triplicate at the city of Washington this day of
1924."
The above-quoted draft convention was slightly modified during the course
of the negotiations. The text of the agreement finally reached by Ilie three
Governments appears in a pamphlet entitled "Treaty Series No. 730."

MEEMORANDUM REGARDING THE NiOTICES ISSUED BY THE ST,TE DEPARTMENT OR TIlE

MIXED CLAIMS COMr"ISSION REGARDING THE LIMITATION OF TIME FOR THE PRESENTATION' OF CLAIMS

It appears from the records of the department that the text of the convention
with Germany providing for the creation of the Mixed Claims Co:nmission was
issued to the press on Augist 10, 1922, the date of its signature. A copy of
this announcement is attached hereto.
On October 4, 1922, the department issued the following statement:
"The first meeting of the commission appointed under the agreement of
August 10, 1922, between the United States and Germany will be held in room
212, Department of State, on Monday morning, October 9, at 10.30 o'clock."
Oil November 2, 1922. the New York Times published an article regarding
the work of tile Mixed Claims Comnission. This article read In part as follows:
"Circular letters are being sent out by the State Department to all American
claimants against Germany instructing them to present memorials of their
claims to tile State Department by January 1, next."
This article was based on information given to the press by the Department
of State. A copy of the circular letter mentioned is attached hereto.
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On December 29, 1922, the dpartlnent issued the following statement to
the press:
" In view of the great pressure attending the filing of claims for presentation before the Mixed Claims Commission, United States and Germany, by
January 1, in accordaice with the notice heretofore given by the State Department, the Secretary oif State has decided to extend the time within which
claims may be filed until the 15th day of January, 1923. No further extension
will lie granted."
This action wias taken on the reeonnondation of the American agent who had
received a great number of inquiries as to whether claims must be filed by
Jaiaky .1, 1923.
After January 15, 1923, the American agency referred -ill inquiries is to the
filing of claims to the Department of State, and tie department received and
subsequently transmitted to the agency for presentation all claims filed wvith
It up to and including April 9, 1923. the ,:ist date on which notice of chlm
could be given under the agreement between the two Governments and Rule
IV (d) of the Mixed Claims Co,,miission.
In those cases where it has .-een found that plainss had not been ixotified
to the Mixed Clains Commission by the American agency prior to April 9,
1923, but had been of record in the I)epartment of State or in the American
agency ats of that (late, the Germatl agent has acquiesced in their subsequent
presentation to the commission.
In these eases where the claiin was not of
record in the agency or in the Del',.tilent of State as of April 9, 1923, the
claim has Ibeen considered a ' late claim."
It does not appear tat the Mixed Claims Conmisslon issued any notices
to the press regarding.,ie limitation of time for the presentation of claims.
[For the press]
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
August 10, 1922.
An agreement between tie United States and Germany, providing for the
determination of the amount of the claims against Germany. ,vas signed
to-day ill U4-rlin. This agreenilt provides for a claims commission composed
of two commissioners and an umpire. One commissioner Is to be nanled by
each Government, and the. two Governments are to agree upon an uiipire.
The umpire Is to decide finally upon any questions as to which the conilmissioiiers may disagree.
Simultaneously with the signing of the agreement, the German Government
expressed its desire to have an American citizen appointed as the umpire and requested the President of the United States to make the designation accordingly.
It.
1'ursuant to this request, the President has nhmcd as Ulpire. 1illhn1
Day. Assoc.'ate Justice of the United States Stlpreme Court. The name of
the All'eriftn coanllnnssioIer will lie atiOl'i~ced liter.
The agreement is as follows:
"

The United States of America anC Gernany, be- ",-

desirous of determin-

ing the amount to be paid by Germany in satisfaction of Germany's financial
obligations under the treaty concluded by the two Governents on August 25,
1921, which secures to the United States and its nationals rights specified
under a resolution of the Congress of the United States of July 2, 1921,
including rights under tile treaty of Versailles. have resolved to submit the
question for decision to a mixed commission and have appointed as their
plenkipotentiaries for the purpose of concluding the following agreement:
; an1d
Tile President of the United States of Anerica-"The President of the German Empire"Who, having.conlnuicated their full powers, found to be in good and
due form, have agreed as follows:
" ARTICLE I
"The commission shall pass upon the following categories of claims which
are more particularly defined in the treaty of August 25, 1921, and in the
treaty of Versailles;
" (1) Claims of American citizens, arising since July 31, 1914, In respect
of damage to, or seizure of, their property, rights, and interests, Including

Io
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any company or association in which they are interested, within German territory as It existed on August 1, 1914;
"(2) Other claims for loss or damage to which the United States or its
nationals have been subjected with respect to injuries to persons, or to property, rights, and interests, including any company or association in which
American nationals are interested, since July 31, 1914, as a consequence of the
war.
(3) Debts owing to American citizens by the German Government or by

German nationals.
"ARTICLE

1I

"The Government of the United States and the Government of Germany shall
eacl appoint one commissioner. The two Governments shall by agreement

select an umpire to decide upon any cases concerning which the commissioners
may disagree, or upon any points of difference that may arise in the course

of their proceedings. Should the umpire or any of the commissioners die or
retire, or be unable for any reason to discharge his functions, the same procedure shall be followed for filling the vacancy as was followed in appointing
him.
"ARTICLE AlI
"The commissioners shall meet at Washington within two months after the
coming into force of the proAt agreement. They may fix the time and the
place of their subsequent mee, ngs according to convenience.
ARTICLEE IV

"The commissioners shall keel) an accurate record of the questions and cases
submitted and correct minutes of their procei.dings. To this end each of tile
Governments may appoint a secretary, and these secretaries shall act together
as joint secretaries of the commission and shall be subject to its direction.
1"The commission may also appoint and employ any other necessary officer or
officers to assist in the performance of its duties. The compensation to be
paid to any such officer or officers shall be subject to the approval of the two
Governments.
"ARTICLE V
"Each Government shall pay its own expenses, including compensation of
its own commissioner, agent, or counsel. All other expenses, whicli by their
nature are a charge on both Governments, includ ng the honorarium of the
umpire, shall be borne by the two Governments in equal moieties.
"ARTIcLE VI

"The two Governments may designate agents and counsel who may present
oral or written arguments to the commission.
"The commission shall receive and consider all written statements or documents which may be presented to it by or on behalf of the respective Govern.
ments in support of or in answer to any claim.
"Tihe decisions of the commission and those of the umpire (in case there may
be any) shall be accepted as final and binding upon lhe two Governments.
"ARTICLE

VII

"The present agreement shall come into force on the date of its signature."
The note requesting the President of the United States to designate the
umpire, which was addressed to Ambassador Houghton, is as'follows:
"Mr. AM -\I.SADOR:
"The agreement concluded to-day for the settlement of the ,, ticmt of American claims for damages provided by article 2, that on the basis ot an agreement
between the two Governments concerned an umpire shall be chosen. The German Government is convinced of the intention of the American Government to
carry out in an accommodating and Just manner the settlement of the questions
still to be solved between the two States concerned, the way to which is opened
by the signature of the agreement. It is still further strengthened in this
belief by the assurances received from Your Excellency. The German Govern-

I
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ment believes that the distrust of nations toward one another brought about
by the war and the severe economic damages which it caused to all countries
concerned can be most certainly done away with if these countries decide to
approach the solution of the questions which have arisen between them as a
consequence (if the war in a generous manner and in the spirit of mutual
accommodation. The German Government welcomes the fact that the American Government intends to take the initiative in this connection. In order to
make this possible and In order to give the American Government a proof of
its confidence, the German Government has the honor to request the President
of the United States to cause an American person, seeming to him suited for
this responsible office, to accept the position of umpire, such as it contemplated
in the above-mcntioned agreement. I should be grateful to Your Exceliency if
you would transmit this proposal of the German Government to the President
of the United States. At the same time I take advantage of this occasion to
renew to you, Mr. Ambassador. the assurance of my most distinguished

consideration.
WIRTH."
"(Signed)
William Rufus Day, who has bein selected as umpire under the claims agreement, was admitted to the bar in 1872 and began the practice of law at Canton,
Ohio. the same year. He served as judg- of the Court of Common Pleas (Ohio)
1886 -90; was appointed United States district judge for the northern district
of Ohio in 1889; served as Assistant Secr,-tary of State from March, 1897, to
April 20, 1898. and as Secretary of State fromi April 26. 1898. to September,
1898. when he bcame chifirman of tile 1-i7ted States Peace Comiiiissioii at
Paris- at the close of the war between the United States and Spain. He was
United States circuit judge for the sixth circuit, 1899-1903, and has been
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of th- United States since February,
1903.
An agreement was signed at Berlin, Gerany, on August 10, 1922, by a
representative of the Government of !:hc United States and a representative
of the Government of Germany which provided for the establishment of a
commission to determine the amounts due by the German Government on the
classes of obligations described below:
(1) Claims of American citizens arising since July 31, 1914, in respect of
damage to or seizure of their property, rights, and interests, including any
company or association in which they are interested within German territory
as it existed on August 1. 1914.
(2) Other claims for loss or damage to which the United States or its
nationals have been subjected with respect to injuries to persons or to property, rights, and interests. including any company or association iII which
American nationals are interested, since July 31, 1914, as a consequence of
the war.
(3) Debts owing to American citizens by the German Government or by
German nationals.
According to the provisions of the agreement, the Government of the United
States and the Government of Germany were each to appoint one commissioner, and the two Governments were to agree upon an umpire to decide any
case irpoint concerning which the commissioners might disagree. The two
Governments have appointed their respective commissioners and have selected
the umpire and the President has appointed an agent to represent the Govern'nent of the United States before the commission.
In a note which the American Ambassador at Berlin addressed to the
German Chancellor at the tine the agreement was signed, the Government
of the United States undertook tu'notify the (onmission within a period of
six months from the date of its first meeting of all claims to be presented to
It. Tft first meeting was held oln October 9. 1922. In order that tile desired
notice can be given to the 1ioznnission within the required time, It is imhePesented to tihe d apartment at ais early a (late as
portant that lain.is
possible so that they may be exllinied and prepared for notification to the
commission.
It appears from the records of the department that you consider that the
German Government is obligated to you within one of the categories described
above. Any petition which you desire to present to the department should be
prepared in duplicate and should contain a full and complete statement of the
facts and circumstances from which the obligation for which indemnification
or reimbursement is sought arose. The petition should also set forth whether

Hlow
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the petitioner is now a citizen of the United States; and, if so, whether he is
a native or naturalized citizen, and where lie is now domiciled. The petition
should be subscribed under oath and should be accomllnfiel by the best 01tainable evidence,e, in duplicate, in support of the allegations made in the petition. Citizenship by birth in the United States may be established by the
production of duplicate certified copies of a birth certificate, or if this be not
available, the affidavits, il duplicate, of persons who have known the claimant
since birth and are in a position to testify as to the tine and place of his
birth. Citizenship by naturalization may be established by the production of
an original naturalization cerlifleate or two certified coldes thereof. or of tile
final order of the court admitting the person to citizenship. Certified copies of
certificates is ueed slice June 29. 19006. will be forwarded to the Department of
State by the Department of Labor upon the request of a claimant. li the
case of corporations, two certified copies of the articles of incor)oration should
be furnished. The citizenship of a partnership is that of its individual
members.
Mr. Rhert ('. Morris h1es lieeu aplinted 'gent (if the U'nited
res before
bt:
the Mixed Claims Conimission, United States and Germany, and is preparing
to present claims, to the commission. It is. therefore, necessary that you present
your claim to the department on or before JTnuary 1. 1923.
ALNERICAN CLAIMS AzAINsr TummR:y .%N. IWI.o*.rA
CLAIMS AGAINS'I' TURKEY

The United States never declared wari :ginst
.
Turkey. There was therefore
no occasion for the negotiation of a treaty ('stablishilig friendly re!itioln such
as the treaties with Germny. Austria. and llnlgary. InI order. however. tit
regul,'rize relations between the unitedd I'latates ,ild ,he new Turki,4l r
a
agie.
treaty was concluded at Ltusanie oil August 6. 19231. betwLen the U'nited
States and Turkey. This treaty contained no provision for tht ,Oetthllement of
Amerian ,laims agaillst Turkey but an exeliaurge of letters was efl'eeted on the
same day that the treaty was signed, which referred to this question. The
letters, in translation. were as follows :
L.WvS.ANNEI, .Auf/UN C, 1923.

EXCELLENCY: I have the lionolr
declaratiolls which I previously

to draw youlr (,xcleletcy's ttt(l(Ptio 14) the
alde on the 'subject of the illportance whi(.h

lily (;overllnilt'it attached to the COlil(.lUol,

Oil the occasion of til- negotialtion1

of tilt, treaties signed to-day. of 1n grt'enlent Colcerling the settlement of lhe
claims of American nationals, conImnies, and associations against the Turkish
Government.
InI proceeding to the signature of the treaties above mentioned. I must say.
under instruetion from my (overnment.,that it is understood that the question
of ('htlms is reserved for subsequent discussion (as soon as possible after a
l)'riod of 2) days. alid that ill wailing for tile irol(clusioll of an agrLeemnent on
this subject. my Governmenut reserves to itself entire liberty of action concerning the question of submitting tile treaties to the Senate of tile United States
for is advice and Its consent to their ratification.
Accept. Excellency. the assurances of my highest conlsideration.
JOSEPH C. GinW.
His Excellency ISMEr I'ASHA,
Illilster of Foreign .Iffair of the (forermment
of the (1rond Natioml .t.oemblyt of Turkey.
Chairman of the TurNi9h Delegation, Lamsanne.
LAUSANNE, Atust 6. 19.?J.
the letter which your
excellency was so kind as to address to ie to-day relative to the question of
claims.
The Turkish delegation has several times had occasion to make plain tle
point of view of its Government on the subject of the reciprocal claims of the
nationals of the two countries.
This question having been found incapable of solution, inI spite of the efforts
exerted on both sIdes, during the course of the negotiations of the treaty
signed to-day at Lausanne. I agree with your excellency to reserve all discussion for a subsequent date, as soon as possible after 20 days. I wish to nake
clear upon this occasion that ,the Government of thme Grand National Assembly
EXCELLENCY: I

have

had the

honor

of receiving
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of Turkey similarly 1'Cst'1've its cittire -lilberty of actioni with re4gard'4 to the
qjuest~ion of sulpintiting the tivaties alive mentioned to thle Ctrauid Naii,oia1
Assibty for r'ntiiicutiu before the consummation of an agl'eenivitt oil the
tlhjcct of cluimls.
excell'.
e
n11.Icy,thit asuiti.iC Of miy high conlsidetration.
Ills Excelleiiey 31r. 3u,
ILh Hil LXC$ raoiir
441il (1(
and 1iubd
P.I(Ic
'Iii po ten t hi ry
of thc Unih'd States, tc, 11crn('.
A firtli er excl iaiii-A ' l1-tvis 1~in$- onh
41 Ili:, 511111* xubjvv{t 1i4ok plac. Ii
Colu-411tiitilitlop'
on ikveliiuler 24,. 1023. ThvE:4t letters. Iii tirltisliti4)i, wereC as5
fo114iWs:
DI)ECm-.Nm~t

24. 19.23.

Exi. i..1.i:
Pur1sult t to tilt dismIls~i's wih have N-4,11 la4-14 at (Collshil?
ie 11lit'
)(t~dt'
123. ill(N0
1.
eo~ifo-ldit
w*itli th lt 1ters; exchianged a
I~lU'i!
1114' A u
. 12:4. with a v tow Ito reset-in-ii 14ior a suibequent (IIM'uiAo)ll f il l
14111~
t
(O1titi' 1l'(CIi-ii'. (1)15f
chi m
tilt lie iolak
(11ist' ( t~w I'l ted Sutes
and oilEf'1'ii i~y. I hazve' tithllnor If iiiffi 'I'll poll Malit 1 1111 a11thl4Nied biy iiy
014.1,1r)1114,1i1

141 ('41111 ('AV 01i 'yol

1My1 (1. l4Sgllt111(4
4
tisil

eX'eleiey%ill 'fOllowing--

.14
i'Ellnt
ii'olN 'ii11 [ilk,5

it'iit

of

he1

V411111is

RIepuhic

11.11l nive! ait (i41iistailt liii l4 s~ixiihtu aftoevh tile Iialig(' of Ilit' ratilieittiolls
4O1tilt,' t-i~1111it
iit( a~lv
.
uusii, 1 Ait--1tit 6.
44'ii~
Ow2.~i
i gt'u1 I rei
11(4115 between tit(' Ullited4
Sttes :tit Turmkey.
TI'it -; ciiiliiitive4 Mil pi1'4ted.
~wiit vivw to de4tite'111i11.i lie -oii 14 11 iicdi sliidie~ O4'gveni themt, tit tile
VX3'1i11ifill

O f tit(
li

e6 111
15colist

by vilti-cG(ove'1i114)It within at pi-io44 of

Oiii
YllNs'ited4

:4 X Iiloil.

Iits
11-1

doc)('11111t'ii

e'stablilhillpg thei

i1111l.

TIEl

41

nottlV. iliv. Origin.

O''W5E
tite (.1a10115 1111151 ct'4t11 1he
111)4 tile Just iiatlion 44
ifaNch

D ocunimlits, 114t *lcvomluiyijig Ib l Vlt
presenJ)
tedtc4 kvithin the peiod
lii ithis pr-)id
fiil~llill1ii lile 11i't'(edifig pa ragiuauli and id041t ng
11k,
l Said
nul1114' o eillkililliatod t t1(4
14 comi 111le at th l httst wvithi i
pvvth4id
yt'a i* I'l Iii11 itscl~tt uh' 'a.
I sliu'il lit! grt
lul i
l (ui
tXcvllivly will lit' soi g0144 it- tol v4pIivey
1lit' c1 41111,111 tit il (of tll s ar1rauigt'iilt.t
Acetlit . 4'X llt'lv
E'i.
ttv'w't
eiv e 1 sm,,mviie of ily vevy (list ini.iflitd t-i in
114,11.
Ills. Exf--e'l

D&1C~
r. .Ai)x - N i

0mY
(
v.t",uI ;.,le.

of six
clainlis
4of

Onle

t ile

ih'ra-

MARIK L. Ittsroi..

('4.NSTiANTJNoiIi..
J.f (cnt/lc' 2 ;. 19424.
I hav 1,41
a the lii i114 1.' i-v4('vif t it', no4te which yo4ur exeelleticy wats pgi4d ti4 to ( Sendit mie Dkeiilit' 24. 19)23. CO4ii(D'lilig thP 4qlWS11l (ofi44
thle rectipl)1oEil (.1alis #, t ilt' nat h imis of t ric'
-m1(i Eof tit,-Iied.
Si stfks . a 41ue4st hut wh'ichl was t't'5t'iv4)4 for. a sill Isequenit discussion by viltue11
Of the le'tterPs ex4lian~gt'4 ait Lausannie Auguust 6. 1923.
I alit auO'] vized4 bi y i ovoeriinum-lt I') iuiforma1 yom. exellelney that it Is
i
act-o'4441 wi.th thet ((vi~1ilne'iit of the
llitt'( Si te:. fol. the(
ilf o1'i
fori its plht of tw
W()t'C41''5(ltintivt'5 -is Iiit'1pt'i'S; 44f at t'omiiittce which will. ieet
at 4'istlliilile
six months aft(er thlt VX0Uliam-ge O~f the 11101ieitiMIMS Of the
ti-va'lty slit'ndiut Laninelt Augusl.t (1. 1923. c'4nc(eliilng tie geitet'il re'lationts
bitwe
w T'
l i lmkey timid the l'Iinited States,. This colimlitttev will lproeved with
ai View to tleteiminling tilie Solutionis whi(11 shoutlld lhe given them. to the pxaiti
liitn
til te
c'hiis prvc:vntvd by either G4overment wit him it period
(if six itionths from Its eomist i i141.
The dossiers of the ('111111 inust ecilita in
the( ilovunlents- (.taItlsl itg the nature. tilt' origin. find( the justification of
peh c11111).
1)IlumtIltq miot nec('omllmying the claims presented within tile peJtrotl of
AIx nliltlis providled Am In the preceding paragr-aph find r'elating to the
saidt Clln
mut be collmlutliCated to tile colmmttee att the latest within it
peiod of one year from Its constitution.
Accept. excellency, thle renewed a.surance of my very distinguished considera tion.

Ex :*tm C:x

DocToR ADNAN.

ills Excellency ,,.dnilral ARK L. BRISTOL.
Rcpr-escntalhi,e of the Governmenot of lte uniteded States of America.
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Pending action by the Senate on the treaty of Lausnnne with Turkey. the
Deprtment of State hat taken vio further steps looking to the adjusttient of
American claims against Turkey. Aui exaiititton 'f the depart ment's files
discloses that it had record of elmt 414) formal applications for 1hw support
of claims against the Turkish Goveient. and that tile amounts ('amid
therein aggregate about $17.0O0.0N.
It alnp'ars that very few of these claims
have their origin in events during the perlid of Turkey's belligereney in the
World War.
CLAIMS A(;AINST IU[LGARIA

The United States never declared war against Bulgaria. There was. therefop'e, no occasion for the negotiation of a treaty establishing friendly relations
such as the'treaties with Gernmny. Austria. and Hunga ry. The lilts of the
department show tlhat 17 claimants have Ilndicated their desire to prefer
claims against the Government of Bulgaria. The amounts claimed aggregate
approxhnately $1.750,000. Of these 17 cases, s arose during the period August
1, 1914. to July 2. 1921. The claimants in these eight Cases have claimedI
approximately $250,000.
MEMORANDUM REGARDING AMERICAN CLAIMS AGAINST (NERIMANY
SITIMITTED
AFTER TIlE EXPIEtAnON OF TilE TIME LIMIT FIXED BY TIlE EXCIIANGE Or NOTES

OF AUGUST 10. 1922
During the early part of last year the American agent made all examination
of the so-called " late claims ' filed with the apartmentt of State for the putrpose of deteruhinling their prlhiable anlount and merit.
iThe result of hIls 4xamination was set forth in a letter addressed to tilt' Department of St ae by
him on March 4. 1926. The text of this htter and of the imemnoranldum transmitted therewith is printed on pages 372 to 374. inclusive, of the 'oItUlllent
entitled "Return of Alien Property, No. 4." containing hearings before the
Committee (Inl Ways 111d Means (if the Ilouse of Iteliesentittives held in

November, 1926.

This letter is self-exilanatory, itild colntails till till ilnfor-

mation now available oi this subject.

I)ErARTMENT OP STATE,
.JIl(arj
11, 1927.
OF CLAIMS CONVENTIONS.
I(ro)TotOLS. (in AGREEMENTS ENE'rI'w) INTO
BETWEEN TH' (lOVEUNMI"NT OF 'PIlE UNITED STATES AN) OTH ll GOVERN
N'S,
VHICH HAVE BEEN St'UBMITTED 'To TE
SENATE FOr AiwicF: AND (VONSCN'r.,

LIST

AS i1IX(ORDED IN "TREATIES. CONVr'rNIOs. INTElRNATINAI,
Tls, PROTOCOLS,
AN)
AfGREE:MENTS BTFrW'EEN TlE UNITED STATES AND OTHER POWERS, 1776

TO 1923
TO :1923

"

AND IN TIlE 6 TREATY SEFS

"

OF THE UNI'rED STATES Sr8SEQVENT

Claims conveiltion cohld(d JInunry 27, 184)

and Brazil.

between the United States

(3alloy. ). 1,14.)

Cla .ils convention coBcllided Aug-ust 7. 1,12. between the United States
and Chle, providilng for the adjustllellt (if chills llade by citizens of either
country against the governmlent of the (other, (31alloy. p. 185.)
(Cozt'Vtltioll concluded 3ay 24. 1897, between the United States an11d Chile.

reviving the cov\'olntwii of August 7, 1S92. (31alloy. P. 190.)
Claims colveltion concluded November 8, 1858. between the 1:31ited States
and China. (Malloy. p. 232.)
Cmhns convention concluded Septtmlber 10. 1857, between the United States

and Colollbia. (Mailoy. p. 319.)
Claims convention concluded February 10. 1464. between tli United States
and 'Colomif'a. extending the duration of tine commission established under
the convention of September 10. 1,i'. (M&Aoy. p. 321.)
Claims convention concluded July 2. 1860. between the United States and
Costa Rica. (Malloy, p. 346.)
Claims convention concluded March 28. 1830, between tile United States
and Denmark. (Malloy, p. 377.)
Agreement concluded December 6. 1888. between the United States and
Dennark. sublitting the claim of Carlos Butterfield & Co. to arbitration.
N
•
(Malloy, p. 387.)
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(T01S 'Olventi(n conclude(I November 25, 1862. between the United States
aRd4 f,',uador providing for the aldjustmeiit of clatis a(le by citizenss of
either country against the (1overnnment of tile other. (Malloy. p. 432.1
Claims convention concluded February 28, 1893. between the United States
and Ecuador providing for the arbitration of the clhim of Julio IR.Santos.
(Malloy, p. 438.)
Conventloln c4)Ilmued April 30, 1803, between the United States and France
for
wiepmyment of sums due by France to citizens of the United States.
(Malloy, p. 513.)
('lhilis convention Comlld(l January 15. 1880. between tie United States
antd France providing for the adjustment of claims male by citizens of either
country against the government t of the other. (31alloy. p. 5-5.)
Claims convention concluded July 19. 18S2, between the United States and
France. exten(ling tile term of duration of tile commission provided for by
tie 0VlRve(ltiOn of January 15, 1S80. (Malloy. p. 539. 1
Clfim convention conelu(le(l February 8, 1883. between tile United States
andi France providing for the further extension of the duration of tile comIilission provided for by the (onvention of .1Ianary 17. ls80. (Malloy. p. 540.)
Clails convention concluded February 8, 1S33, between the Uinited States
and (reat Britain, providing for the a(justnient of claims made by citizens
of either country against the Government of the other. (Malloy. p. 664.)
Claims convention conldled July 17, 1S54. between the UnaiteI States and
Great Britain, extending the duration of the conmlission provided for under
the convention of February 8. 1853. (Malloy. p. 673.)
Treaty concluded July 1, 1863. between the U'nited Stat,,s aml Great
Britain. providing for the settlement of claims against the United States by
the Hudson Bay Co. an( tile Puget Sound Agricultural Co. (Malloy, p. 688.)
Treaty concluded May 8, 1S71, between the United States and Great Britain
providing inpart for the arlitration of the Alabama claims. (Malloy. p. 700.)
Conventon concluded February S. 1896. between the Vited States and
Great Britain for tile settlement of claims presented by Great Britain against
the Uliittei States under the fur seals convention of February 19. 1892.
(Malloy, 1). 766.)
Claims convention concluded April 11, 1839, between the United States and
Mexico. (Malloy. p. 1101.)
Convention concluded January 30, 1843. between tile United States and
Mexico. regulating tie payments to be made by the latter ulder the convention of April 11, 1839. (Malloy. p. 1105.)
Claims convention concluded July 4. 1868. between the United States and
Mexico. providing for the adjustment of claims made by citizens of either
country against the Government of tile other. (Malloy. p. 1128.)
Conve mtion concluded April 19. 1871, between, the United States and Mexico,
extending (lie time of (lie ccnmmission provide(i for by the convention of July
4, 1868. (Malloy, p. 1133.)
Convention concluded November 27. 1872, between the United States and
Mexico. extending the duration of the (omnlissioPn provided for by the claims
convention of July 4, 1868V.
(Malloy. 1. 1134.)
('onveillion(., . dded Novenil ar 201. 1874. betwetn the 1'nited Statvs amid
Mexic ,.extt,n(im" further the( duration of tile cims conmissioh providI
for
by the convention of ,fuly .1. 180S. (Malloy. p. 113;.o
4'otivenimom, cojieluded April 29. 1876. between the United Stiiets amld Mexico.
extending 4l fullvtions of the umpire of tile claims convention provided for
under the ct-01&'itioil of July 4. 1,14N. (Malloy. p.11:1S.
(Claims (.4,nvdii4tion conchlR(eo February 4. 1.59. between the I'nited States
and Paraguty. 04Mlloy, p. 1362.)
Cliaiums comrvention (.o)IrChlde(1 3lirch 17, 1841. between the United States and
Peru. (Malloy. p. 1386.i
Claim's convention concluded IDecember 20, 1862. between the United States
and Per',.
(31alloy. p. 141M.)
Claims convention concluded January 12. 1863. between the United States
an(d Peru providing for the adjustment of claims nmade by citizens of either
country against the g'overninait of the other. (Malloy. p. 1468.)
Clims convention conclude(l Deember 4. 1868, between the United States
in( Peru proving for the adjustnent of clatnis wade by citizens of either
country against the government (of tie other. (Malloy. p. 1411.)
Claims convention concluded February 26, 1851, between tile Un1ited Statesf
an1 Portugal. (Malloy, p. 1458.)
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(Coniil'iton ('o11(111(ld November 7. 189)9. hetwoeii the I nlite1 States. G~ermany,
and (Yreat Britain klatig to tile Settlement oIf 4'llaiiiis of citize/.s and1( ".uhjects
011ice
it oif tile
4.
tilte S~IM10ntii lsl:1iItS O
of tile respective counlhtries 1'eSiEI('1 Il
I Alalbpy.
recent military o)eI'Itiotls (4)ildu(ted there ily the three governments.
P. V'S'.)
Claims cen(Itlon concluded Auguist 11* 180)2, lwhveo&t'ihet UInited(18 tites
and1( Spain ;)rovidhig for thle adjustiment (if clmmiiiis of Individuals of either
nation. (M1alloy, p. 16.50.)
('lails (oflvenoll1 conleludeil 1Ftlbrulry 17. 183-1. between thle I'niled 'Qtate-s
4 M1alloy, p). .1659.)
and 8pain.
Ciins convention concluded April 11, 1838, bet ween thle T'nite1 Sta~tes and
Texas. (M1alloy, p). 1778.1
C'laimis conivenitioni (cll) udd Octobier 1.1. 183*',2. betwevin the Uied States
and the Kingdlom of the Two Shliies. (31alloy, p).1804.)
(1111ils t'otiveuit io'i coliciutel -January 14. 15.between the UitWed States
(Mualloy, 1). 1843.)
r~nd VeneyupII1
Clauimis collvenIt ii ll ('oli tletid April 25, 18041, between tilie U7niled States a nd
Venezuela. (M1alloy, p1.1856O.)
('1'aiunls cflhiveutionl ('ollidefI D ecember' 5, 1.XS, between the liflited( Staites~
anti( Venezuela reviving for a special ibur1,lose tilie g'emieral Stipulations of' thle
(M1alihy, p., 185.)
convention of April 25, 18(;f.
Convention 'onleltd lMarchl 15. 1 881". hotweell th11 'lit(d S8111. .1'11dni
to$
10 11 e ileanning Of thoi voiiiieit 14)1 signed Deveiii"Zuieli to remliove (14)111)15
ocember 5, 18S5. (Malloy, 1). 14
Convention ('t)(41U1id OctElier1 5, 188S, extend g tilie conivenitioni or D eceitier
~,18S5. (3Muihloy, p). 1864.)
'oniclded( Ja nuary 19., 18).botweenl the 1United States.'
Cl.aiis ('EIlltioi
find Venezuela, providing for time aritiration of thle ('11111 ElIf thei Venezuielanl
Stemin Tranislioi'titioil Co. ( Malloy, 1). 1.S68.)
Si~8)eeltl agreement ~oncldedl August 1 '4. 1.910. bietweeni the Vlitell 'States
mnd Great Britaini for the submission to arbitration of peeunilary claim.
(Malloy, p. 24119.)
Pecunliary 0.011i
(Sluil'liuill 11(o11iih1ed Auigust 11. 19)10. Iit ween the( Uniited
States aind other powers rep~resentedi at thle Fourthl Intemmutiolna-l (Congressof
Anmerie-an States. ( Malloy. 1p.2922.)
special claims (ollitiolt 1()lcnehidd SeptElilier 10. 11)23, bt'tween the Vn ' Ae
Stales anld Mexico, providing for the set tleient of chliiis of Aiiieu'k'ui citizens
ati'sbig fromi'c.di
eolll
n('t.,,
ill 3Mexico( from Niivembier 20), 1910. to Mlay
31, 1920. (Treaty Seie. No. 671;.)
Conlvemitionl (,ommchtdedl Septembher 8. 19213. bet1weent tile I'imted Stautes atid(
AMexi('o. plroviding tor' tile ad.juistmnimt Elf clhiivis by citizens (of either country
flgaiiist the G over nmen t of tile other. ( Treaty Series No. 678.,)
LIST OF CLAIMS CONVENTIONS CONCLUDED BY THlE UNITED STATES WITIIOUTI THE
ADVICE AND CONSENT OF. THlE SENATE IN ADDITION TO THOSE APPEARING ON PAGES
9S TO 100 01. THlE STENOGRIAPHIIC T1RANSCRIPT
Fx'otoeol emlieludcel May 10. 1900, between the Unite~d States and Guatemala
supplt-inentary to the protocol oIf February 2:3. 1900O. (Mfalloy, p. 873.)
Protocol (concludedl January 31. 1873, betweenj the United States amid Mexico
extending tile coniventioni of April 19, 1871. (Mlailoy, p). 1135.)
Protocol concluded Jlune 61. 18498, between the United States and Peru sup)plemntary to the protocol of, M1ay 17, 1898. (Mualloy, p. 1444.)
Agreement concluded February 23, 1881, between the United States and Spain
for termitai~ing tile claims c(Iliission formed under, tie agreement of February 12, 1871. (M~alloy, p. 1671.)S
Protocol signed May 6 anti December 14, 1882, between thle United States aind
Spain extend(inlg tile time for the termination of the claims commission under
the agreement of February 12, 1871. (Malloy, p. 1673.)
Protocol concluded June 2, 1883, between the United States and Spain with
reference to tile termination Of the American and Spanish claims commission.
(Mailoy, p. 1678.)

Protocol concluded December 1, 1909, between the United States and Chile
providing for tile arbitration of the Alsop claim. (Malloy, p. 2508.)
Agreement concluded January 28, 1911, between the United States and China
providing for the settlement of Changsha Indemnity claims. (Malloy, p. 2512.)$
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Agreement concluded Augu,t 10, 1923, between the United States and Gerniany providing for a mixed commission to determine the amount to be paid
by Germany in satisfaction of Germany's financial obligations under the treaty
of August 25, 1921. (Malloy, p. 2001.)
Agreement concluded November 26. 1924, between the United States and
Austria and Hungary for the determination of the amounts to be paid by
Austria and by Hungary in satisfaction of their obligations under the treaties
concluded by them with the United States on August 24, 1921, and August 29,
1921. respectively. (Treaty Series No. 730.)

The CLAIRMAxN. Doctor Kiesselbach, will you take the stand.
STATEMENT OF DR. J. W. KIESSELEACH, REPRESENTING THE
GERMAN CLAIMANTS
The CIIAIRMAN. Doctor Kiesselbach, you represent the German
claimants ?
Doctor KiESSELn Acn. Ye.
The CAInRMAN. By what authority do you represent them, Doctor?
Doctor KIESSELBACI!. Will you allow me a few words just to
explain?
The (HAIRM.AN. Yes; anything that you desire to submit to the

commIIittee.

Doctor KTESSFLEMACI.

I only want to say that I am a lawyer

practicing law in Hamburg an(1 that in the year 1922 1 was asicea
to represent my Government as commissioner on the Mixed Claims
Commission, and that later on I was asked, by the private owners,
to represent their interests in this l)roblem here, and that in neither
of these positions have I gotten any pay whatever. I do this for
the interest of mv country, but I have'no personal interest in it;
especially. I do not get any fees either from a private German
owner nor from a ship owner nor from anybody else.
In 19%, I saw these problems coming ill). and I went over to
(k rinany and I told my German compatriots about the situation, and
I organized them.
The (. HA[UtMAN. You say you went over to Germany in 1925?
You were in this cmintrv tlen"in 1925?
-es;
I was here since 192.
)octor KIESSELBACI .

The ('II.\Am.3x. And you went from here to Germany then?
Doctor KiE:SSELnA(A1. Yes: I went to Germany in the summer time,
in 1925. and I organized my'people who have interests in these questions. and they established a committee. This committee is composed of the leading Germnan men in banking, in shipping, in comfierce, and in industry, and the full list of them is given to the

Secretary of the Treasury. Mr. Mellon. in one of my letters which are
before tiis committee. And so I represent about 90 per cent of the
German private property owners and 100 per cent of the German
shipowners. And the way I negotiate with them is through this
committee.
The CHIRMAN. Do you know whether the German shipowners

claim that the ships were of greater -value than that which was
estimated at the time they were taken over?
Doctor KIESSMuIACH. I know that; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What do they estimate those ships to be worth?
Doctor KmEssELmiAH. Well, they believe that that will be between

$200,000,000 and $300,000,000 now.
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The CHAIMAN. On what basis?
Doctor KissLnACu. On the basis of the value at that time. For
instance, in the spring of 1917-just to show by instance, Senator,
what they believed at that time-a Canadian concern was offering
$200 per ton to buy all these ships, and they refused because they
were quite sure that the value of the ships was much higher, and that
they would do much better by keeping them. And there are quite a
number of viewpoints from which they certainly believe that the
value of the ships is much higher.
I wonder if I am allowed to go further into this question?
The CHAIRMAN. Go as far as pu want to, Doctor.
Doctor KIESSELBACH. For instance, just to show you. if I may
touch on the Navy appraisal. This appraisal only refers to 86 ships,
but there were seized here more than 100 ships. And to show and
to make quite clear how these al)praishls are made, the best way will
be to state that, for instance, very shortly after that appraisal was
made some of these ships were sunk, and insurance got for these
ships lost was a)out six and seven times as much as the ships were
appraised at. That shows that the appraisal was a very conservative one, and that the shipowners will be in the position to prove that
the ships have a very, very much higher vahe, and that they assented
and agreed to this limitation, but that without that limitation they
would be entitled to a considerable amount more.
Senator McLEAN. Well, the insurance might have been larger be.
cause of the character of the insurance contract? Of course the
insurance companies had to live up to their contract.
Doctor KIESSELBACII. Surely, yes.
Senator McLEAN. And it would he important to know what that
contract was in the estimation of the damages.
Doctor KIESSuLBACn. Yes; but my belief is that if the owner of the
ship insures his ship for, let us say, $100,000, and 14 days ago the
ship has been appraised for $10,000, it is a certain evidence that the
value of the ship may be more than $10,000.
Senator McLA.N-. Yes; but these ships that were sunk were in
seagoing condition, and the ships that were not sunk were so injured
before they came into our possession that their value was greatly
damaged.
Doctor KIESSELBAC. I do not think so. Senator. I think the
injures made to the engines were very small and very ineffective.
Senator McLEA.N. Well, I do not know.
Doctor KIESSELBACH. I do not want to contradict you, but you
asked me.
Senator McLL.AN. I am merely seeking information.
Doctor KIESSELtA('I. Yes.
The CHAI. MA.N. Well, Doctor,

it is generally understood, of course,
that the ships at the time America seized them had been as near
destroyed for use as it was possible to (1o without sinking them.
Doctor KIESSELBACH. Fronj my information that is not so, senator.
But, of course. I do not know it.
Senator McLEAN.. Well. if they insured these ships at so much
per ton at a certain time, the insurance companies would have to
live tip to their contract.
Doctor KIESSELEBACI. Yes.

I
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lihereas later on a great many things might
Senator MWLEAN.
have occurred that wold have affected tile tonnage value of those
ships.
Doctor KIw.SSmn.Cr. Pardon me. Senator, but there nmy be a
mIisunderstanding. As far as I know these.ships have been insured
here after their seizure b the United States: therefore it showss that
the men who insured those ships believed them to be of a higher
value, notwithstanding that some injury may have been done to
them. I do not know that.
Senator McLEN. Well, I do not know.

I assume that the board

or the authorities that appraised these ships which rlepresented our

Govermment must have had some J)articular reliable information as
to the tonnage value at the time. And ,, I understand it they fixed

that value at about $33,000.000.

Doctor KIESSELBACH. For 86 ships; yes.
The CHAnI mN. No, Doctor, it was 8'0 ships.
Doctor KIESSELBACI. Eighty-nine ships. I beg your pardon, I
made a mistake.
The CnAIRMAN. Eighty-nine ships.
Doctor KIESSELBACH. I es; 89 ships.
Tile CILAI13JAN. And the valuation was $33,000,000 approximately.
Over $33,000,000.
Doctor KIESSELBACH. Yes.
The C1i.,I1M.x. Now as to the value, was not this the fact, that
those ships were interned, and of course the value that would 1)e
)ut upon those ships as interned ships may be different from the
value of the ships after they were released and reconditioned and
put in operation?
fDoctor KESSILBAicL. I agree to that. I mean it is a question
ofThe (2.rIIAMAN. Well, they were not insured here i1 America
while they were interned :hips, but after they were released, then, of
course, they were abroad, and then is the tilne that the insurance was
placed upon them in America.
Doctor KiESSELBACII. I fully admit that. It is a q uestion of arZgkument, sir. I mean what may be the outcome of it I (1o not know,
but there are a number of points which can be made by the (German
.shipowners, we believe, to prove that the value of the ship s may be
higher, may be considerably higher.
The (H. .nimN.Well. if they were worth from $200,000,000 to
$250,000.000 they would be worth eight times the amount of the
appraisal, nearly.
J)octor KIESSELBACH. But they' agree to limit it to much less, you
know.
The CHAi.1Nx. Proceed, Doctor.
Senator MCLEAx. lell, how was tlis compromise of $100,000,000
brought about '? As I understand it you had something to do with
negotiating this.
Doctor kIESSELBACH. Yes: We discussed this question of compen-

sation for ships, the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Mellon, and
myself, and his position was that it would be impossible to allow
any compensation without knowing how much could be at stake,
and therefore it should be limited, and I admitted that would be

j1
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the only way to end this question, and1( then we agreed] to the amnoutil
of $100.000,000. after several (liMsissiofls.
The (.'JL11IMAN. Th'lat is, not to exceed $100.000,000?

Doctor

KissiE,%tmcu. Up to.

The CII.AiiMr..

N
\ot to (PX('Q0.
Yes; not to exceedi. Including the paitenlts
and including the radio stations.
The CII.AMAN. haveIN you h'd the owner1S Of those Ships to beVlie
that it w~onild be $101OO).O0600?
Doctor KiFE-LIA('Ii. Well. tlieV? W~OIl 1n0t care1- m11Ch,1 if I mayI
say so, for my judgment. They know much more about the value of
the Shi ~s than I do. And1 tf; y have neverv asked myW opinion on
that.
feel quite suire they (-an pr-ove their claim to thle full.
111an1 not an, exjpeft. and it is not for mie to indicate that.
The CHIR~MAN. NO. I asked~ the (piICst iof dlirectly, bnt perhaps
I should p)ut it this way: Has there been any (lisctission between voii
and~ any rejp~sita ieoAInericait intevzests, and in that discussion
have you'i been led to believe that the amount would be $1W000).0I)()
IDoetor KiuSSEI~.l1r~l. Betw4.en the American cia ima)nts a411InIly
self, no.
Doctor KiESEJAAi-,jI.

Ihey

Thle C1JAuuIMAN. O)r an113 rel)1resenltativC Of the(' Goveruinien0t e
Doctor KIESSEI-3ACI. No.
Senator Jo.-Ni-s of New Mexico. Amterican official.,, or aiiv one?~
Doctor IVWsSELBACIr. NO.
Senator jo
1 JONES of New Mexico. vk'll. wais thej-e iiot ai l)1p'Ol)ftion

made by Secretary Mellon or Mr. Winston which jpractielilly indicatedl that thle amlounlt would be *$i00.000,00) And was ;lot the
estimate of the am11ount to he allowed for thlose- ships- placed fit
$100.000.000 inl fixing up1 thle payments tin1der thle luse bill
Doctor' KwESSF*IuM'lr. No. Ibils ailnoillit was rewclwel,. ari~ ait,
last November 25. when I hiad myirs &iscw'sionl with t he MeSet arv1,%
of thle realsuiry. Mr. Mellon. AT'that timew we came to this jim Italt ionl
of ('ohipensati;on of $l00.000.000f. and( fr-oml that t ifllW tlieie ha not
been any disctis,iiou onl that quelLstioni. sir.

Senlator fJO.Ss of New Mexico. Well. I notice in) tile taltiatiohl ol
paymen-lts to beC mnade kinder thle House Nil, ats reported by thle chuairmatn of the Ways and Means Commiittee of the House, that there is
appliedl to thle individnual national claims of the Akmericam-; - ')0.000).000 onl acc.(oult of these hil and that the shtipowliers tleiiseli'es,
if they got anything. would be expected to get it in adldit ion to the
$50,000,00.
If yom will just observe that report, andl I havme no
doubt youi have, you will find thiat there is iniclulded in diese payinents to the American claimants $50.000,000; first, $25.0011yi04 inl
1927. and thent $25,000,000 more in 1928s. and)( thus ap)plyinlg
$5(),000,000 of Ship money to thle payment of these other. chlims.
And so if the shipowners got their '50 per cent, which they were led
to believe that they would get, there would have to be an approprialtion of $50,000,000' more. would there not?~
Doctor KEsSEL'BAVIT. YeS.
The CHAIRAN. You can continue with your statement, Doctor.
Doctor KIESSELBACH. If you will ask inc quest ions, Senator. I do
not feel entitled to make a statement.

The

CIIAMMAN. 0Oh,

you may make any kind of a statement you

wish.- I would like to have you give to the committee your views as
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to the bill, and if you have anything further to say as to the agreement that was reached between the claimants of Germany and the
claimants of America, represented by yourself and Mr. Sidley, we
would like to hear it.
Doctor KIESSELBACH. Well, I feel that this agreement is a very
fair one, and I wonder whether I am allowed to give here our
German point of view of the legal situation arising out of it?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Doctor KIE'SSELiBACH. If yOU will allow me so far. I do not quite
agree with what Mr. Bonynge has said here yesterday. Yesterday
he dealt here with the treaty of Versailles, but after that Germany
has niide the treaty with the United States, the treaty of Berlin,
and in that treaty it is said that the German property shall be retained in the interests of the private American claimants till Germany has made suitable provision. Now, my personal belief is that
thiis means that even if the treaty of Versailles would provide for
liquidation and right of confiseati(4n, this clause supersedes; it means
a new agreement between both countries, agreeing that the property
should only be retained and that it shall be retained until we have
made suitable provision. And I beg your pardon, gentlemen, but I
Am sincerely of the belief that Germany made suitable provisions.
You know that under the Dawes plan Germany pays the utmost that
it can. That is acknowledged by every country.
(iermany is paying now two billion and one half beginning next
year. And later on the United States went to Paris and the allied
tnd associated powers divided what Germany has to pay between
themselves, without asking Germany, and the United States was generous enough to take only 21/ per cent. But this generosity, in our
opinion, was dealing with the allied powers. and not with Germany.
Cernany was not a party to that agreement. If the United States
would have insisted, and the United States as the most powerful
nation could have insisted instead of getting 214 per cent, on getting
20 per cent, nobody would have disputed but that we would have
iiiade -siuitable provision.
h'lherefore my position is, and that is
only for mny own belief here, that really we did what we could,
and that itis not our fault if' what is going to the United States
is not more.
The ('HAIRMAN. And of course you are perfectly aware that
they did not want to give anything to the United States. And it
took a great deal of time aind a great deal of talk to get even the
21/t per cent.
])oCtor KIESSELBnACH. I know that, but it is not our fault. It may
be the fault of the Dawes plan.
Senator HARRISON.

Iell,

that. was between the allied countries too,

you are speaking of ?
Doctor KIEMSSELBACH. Of course we are not a party to it.
The CHAIRMAN. The two and a quarter billion that you are
referring to are gold marks and not dollars?
Doctor KIESSELBACIF. Yes. And to continue further, I am quite
sure that even if Germanv would have difficulties in paying, and
soine other solution of the" problem should come up, that under all
circumstances Germany will pay what it owes to the United States.
It is not so very much. It is only these $250,000,000 occupation
expenses, and then it is about $200,000,000 and something more of
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Government claims and private claims here. And it is of the utmost
importance for Germany to strengthen the relations, to improve the
relations toward the United States: it is of so mu,'h Iimportance that
I feel quite sure that whatever happens, except i the allied powers
do not allow it, Germany will pay these amounts. And that is not
only my personal opinion, but I know from my discussion in the
foreign office over there that it is the firm belief and the fast purpose
of our Government to act in that way.
The CHAIIMrAxN. Do you believe' that Germany will pay the
132,000,000,000 gold marks?
Doctor KIESSELnACII. The whole amount?
The CHAIRMrAN. Yes.
Doctor KIESSELBACII. I do not know.
The CHAIRMAN-. Well, unless she does the claims against her will
never be paid in full.
Doctor KIESSELBACHr. There may be a new arrangement. I do not
know what will happen, you see.
The CHAIIRIMAN. Well, I wanted to get your view of ii, whether
you really thought they could be paid in- full or not.
Doctor KIESSELBACH. I believe with even these 2,500.000.000 gold
marks we will sonie time have some great difficulties, especially the
transfer of it. But. it may be that ('ernmany can pay that. You
know last year there was an improvement in the condition of Ger-.
many, and that Germany paid a considerable part more than she
agreed to pay.
The CnAIRMAN . But what is the sentiment over there? What is
the sentiment in England and France as to whether Germany will
continue to pay this 2,500,000,000 marks?
Doctor KIESSELBACII. I do not know that. I am a private lawyer,
and not in politics.
The CHAIRMAN. Evidently. the doctor does not want to express
himself, and so I will not press it any further.
Doctor KIESSELBACH. I would not assume to say anything about
that.
Senator SHoNrmRID'E. Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt and ask
this question right there while it is in my mind? I understood
you to say. Doctor, that this property of the Germans should be
held until Germany made suitable provision to compensate, or reimburse, take care of, her nationals. What "law has been enacted
by Germany, what done to take care of her nationals should we
retain their several properties?
Doctor Ki.;SELABACI. May I make one remark? My friend Mr.
von Lewinski, tells me that'I misunderstood a question here. What
I intended to say was that I believe that Germany has made suitable provisions to pay the American claims, and my friend tells
me that the question asked is what suitable provision Germany has
made to pay the German owners. I have not answered that "question. I suppose now you asked that question, Senator?
Senator SHORTrHlVG. Yes.
Doctor KIESSELIBACit. Germany has enacted a law, and under

that law on the average the German owner gets 21/2 per cent of
the pre-war value of the property. Not of German property seized
in the United States. This property is not compensated for at all.
because the position ofour Qiovernment is that it is not confiscated.

!
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but only retained. But so far as property is confiscated. for in.
stance, in England and France we got tlat colpensation. Only
in some countries was the property confiscated. Other countries
like the Latin American countries have not confiscated at all, but
have returned the full property after peace.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, their people did not have
any claims against Germany, did they?
Doctor KiESSErBAci-r. They did; yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Did Cuba have any claims against
Germany?
Doctor KIESSELBAC11. I do not know. but Brazil and these South
American republics had. If I may give you the names of the countries that released all the property: Bolivia. Brazil, Cuba. Ecuador,
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua. Panama, Peru. and Uruguay.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Now, did the nationals of those
countries have any claims for injuries during the war?
Doctor KiESSELBACir. I feel quiite sure they did.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, they did not enter the war?
Doctor KIESSELBACII. Yes; they did.
Senator Jo.E.s of New Mexico. Cuba did, of course.
Doctor KIESSELBACiI. All these countries did.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. And were they parties to the
Versailles treaty?
Doctor KiESSELBACII. Yes. They signed it.
Senator Jo-xis of New Mexico. Well, what has been done with
respect to claims of the nationals of those countries against Germany? The claims against Germany by the nationals of those
countries?
Doctor KwSsELnAcIr. I can not tell you, sir. I do not know that.
Senator Jo.NES of New Mexico. Have any claims been presented
by any of the nationals of those countries to any tribunals, or to the
State department of the United States, or to the State Department
of Germany, or anywhere else?
Doctor CTESSR:ELBACT. I can not answer.- As I said in the beginning. I am a private lawyer. and the only point on wilh I have to
work on these ;(uestion'4 is the Aneri..an quesl ion. I have never

served in the Foreign Office. I have never been in public life. It
is not that I do not want to answer.

I can not answer.

I do not

know these facts.
Senate' J:;.s of New Mexico. Well., the reason I am asking these
questions is that my information is, and I am not assuming it to
be correct, doctor--lay information is that none of the nationals of
those countries have any claims against Ciermany for injuries during
the war. And that therefore they simply had (German property
interned in their countries during the war. but their citizens did not
suffer any damages by reason of the war.
Doctor KESSELBACH. If I may make this addition. sir. I feel
quite sure, first. that tliere is a very close commercial relation between

these

countries' and Germany, especially for instance. Hamburg,
and. therefore, I do riot doubt for a moment that very important
private debts have existed between these countries anl Germany,
antl you know these debts were also a lien on the property. Further,
all these countries shipped very large cargoes during the war, and
you know that very many ships were sunk, and therefore, it is my
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belief-it is only my guess-that cargoes were lost and the people
lost by them.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And so far as you know, then, no
provision has been made between Germany and those various countries for the settlement of any claims which the nationals of those
countries may have had agplinst Germany?
Doctor KIESSELBACH. No; my belief is that the private creditors
have settled directly with the private debtors in Germany, as very
many countries did.
The £JHAIRMAN. Just at this time, Senator, I had better put into
the record the estimate of claims submitted by the allied and associated powers up to February 4, 1921, and that list, which is co.
tained in the report of the Reparation Commission, will show the
claims submitted for every country, beginning with France and including the British Empire, Italy, Belgium, Japan, Czechoslovakia,
Rumania, Portugal, Greece, Brazil, Siam, Bolivia, Peru, Haiti, Cuba,
Liberia, and Poland.
Senator McLEAN. Who prepared this?
The CHAIRMAN. The Reparation Commission prepared this list.
Senator McLEAN. And does it include the claims of the nationals
in South America, do you know?
The CHAMAN. I think I mentioned Brazil, Bolivia, Peru, Haiti,
and Cuba.
Senator MCLEAN. Do they amount to anything?
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes. Brazil's amounts to 1,990,192 pounds
sterling.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. IS that a claim of the Government or the
nationals of Brazil ?
The CHAMIIAN. The nationals and the Government, but the Government put in the claim. Siam has 9,203,966 gold marks. Bolivia
has 16,000 pounds sterling. Peru has 56,236 pounds sterling. Cuba
has $801,135. And Haiti has $80,000.
.(The list presented b the chairman for the record, containing the
original estimates of claims submitted by the allied and associated
powers up to February 4, 1911, is here printed in the record, as
follows:)

France
DAMAGE TO ]PROPERTY

j

British

Replace int value

A. Industrial dg
..
m...........
g
e..........
38.982,521,479 French fratics-.
11. Damage to property built upn.................. 36,89.,5X0,000 French francs..-i
C. Dmag tofuritue--------------------------2,llii'500400 French francs.)
1). Damage to property not built upon ------------------------... i21,671,546,225 French fran". ?7,936f,156l ounds 0E. Damage to State property------------------------------......1,958,217,101 French francs.-.j
F. Damage to public works-------------------------------..
2,W83,299,425 French francs.-.!
0. Other damage-------------------------------------2,3.,8.5,000.Frech francs...
Shipping losses-----------------------------------------....
5,009,618,722 French francs.--. 763,000,000 pounds
Special:
Algeria and Colonies---------------------------------........
10,710,000 French francs.......................
Ab~road--------------------------------------------........2,(04,825,000 Freudi frances...' 24,,3H;0J.5Jpoun1ds.
5 per cent interest on the principal (33 milhiards In round figures front 4,125,000,000 French francs ... I.................
Nov. 11, 1918, to May 1, 1921, that Is, 30 months Iit round figures).
DAMAGE TO PERSONS
A. Military pensions and compensation of the same nature (par. 5, 60,045,696,000 French francs-. 1,706,8W0,000 jK~unds
annex 1).
13. Allowances to famjilies of mobilized persons (par.?7, annex 1)--...12.36,956,824 French francs..4 7,597,832,080 francs-,
Civilians (pars. 1, 2, 3, 4 0, 8, 10, annex 1):
(a) Pensionq granted to civilian victims of the war and their do- 514,4(Z.,000 French franca...
pendernts' par. 1).
(0) Maltreatment of civilians and prisoners of war (pars. 2, 3, 1,869,230,000 French francs ... ' 3(1,'3,36 francs.- .
and 4).
(c) Assistance to prisoners of war and their families (par. 6)...
976,906, 000 French fravcs. - (d) Insumlency of wagcs (par. 8)------------------------...223, 123,313 French francs-. - (e) Exactions imposed by Germany upon the civilian population, 1,267,615,939 French francs......................
(par. 10).

1________

Grand total-------------------------------------..........

28623--27.
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218,M41,596,120 French francs. 2,542,707,375 pounds.
I7,597,832,0841 f--

f

Estimate of claims submitted by the allied and a800ia
British Empire

Italy

Belgium

Japan

S rlh-.Croat.Sloveno State

.

. .

. .

.

914
dare ,1240,000
(dinairs----,513,O
H uinars...... ..
2,576,0 )odinars .....
- .
3,727,6I,0W) diiai .......... .;,4,013,2x7 gahl fr'as

.............

53..105,000 diner.........

francs... 74.,000,000 pounds sterling-... 128,000,000 pounds sterling 18.1,708,250 Belgian rancs....
.......
pounds starling .......
i...t..............112,O0,7000

francs.:..........................
..............................
...............

Portugal

Greece

1914i"alle

Replacementv
Replacem(nn value
1,541,185,000 lire . calue,
............
8,310,086,125 B(lgan
-Ig''1,93framw9.
,francs.,6,S10,72
,000 lir ..-----------2francs..,00
.............
francs.. 7,t036,116po..i.s sterling..5,1495,13,10li
r
. 21,357,252,074 ]----- fl-('s.
francs .::--res.-,francs...
1,484,615,000 lire .............
francs..

francs...-24,910,P59 pounds sterlin~g ....---.............................- .................
'fnes
.......................
............-...................
--...........

Rumania

1,774,%7 glht os
g-ldc-n----..

I,,sa,l,

.

1

(12,0

plg

francs..

593,000I
14,0,,0
I

dinars...............................23,075,000

:".....................-.................---........-----................................................................................................................
...-.
. ..............
..........................
.......-.--...........................
..............
-. '-"............ - _

.

........................................

...................

francs..1

.....
..

,70 ,,0,
tl (ls sterling. 31,(041,00,000 francs........1,637,25,512 French francs... 0,294,0(0)
1..........-..3,211,251,71,
francs ...... 1,206,603,(t golh lts
12,100
..
rans.. 7,697,832,086 francs-..........6,885,130,395 francs .......... 730,930,484 French francs....I 454,063,00 y(n............873,688,620 trans...........
416,703,847 gold franc.s.. 1,4311 old Cnta...........
rans.... 1
.
3,721,514,992 francs ..........
francs i
.496,131,000
B~elgian francs .... 9,elia0n0fyncs..--------b
,....
.
ui,
c..............944,850,0M0
francs ...........
•
,36,030,30
frattes
.............
,}0 ie............
franios-125so0
f
rns....12,5289a000
lire......
.350,332,652 Belgian francs.......................
218,394,785 frans
21 9,978 gold francs .... 123,511 gold conto,.-.......'francs..-'8,9478
fans
..
-francs.
144,000,000 Belgian francs-....--. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...- . . . . 200,000,000 francs........
frans.........
3,305,534,02 Belgian francs..................
.......
875,000,000 dinars

i...............

........ .
.

.......

.

07,7.1,434
jgldlconti.go
497,007,763 goldfrancs....
.21.28
6,00,000 goldfranca..

j.....

- francs. 2,542,707,375 pounds sterling;
7,597,832,08At francs.

33,080, 36,000 lire; 37,926,130,395 francs; 128,000,000
pounds.

34,154,CC4.,803 lelgian francs: b32',774 ,1100 y.n..........
2,375,21,J French francs.

8,496,091,000 dinars; 19,219,.
700,112 frans.
7

..............

31,099,400,188 gold firn-s..

REMARKS
Ialy: (1) Italy has excludod fromt her valuation, damages relating to her newly-redeemed provinces.
Siam: Iho
(2) P paragraphs A, B, C, 1), ,F, under damage to lrolerty compared with Ihoso of France should be
Siamese detail
cansilered as t whole and not separately, especially in regard o industrial damage and damage to public
Serb-Groat.
wo k:; France has included her railways under industrial damage, and Italy under daage to public works.
C
(3) 'J1le figure given for damage to civlians Is subject to agreement in regard to general principles.
the
war,
.iapan: I gold mark=0.478 yen.
" Liberia: 132
Braizil: (1) £303,018 are included under shipping losses for insurance of vessels and cargoes; (2) £1,071,839
property.
for loss of profit through dispossession, and £454 for confiscation at Berlin of goods belonging to a Brazilian
citizen are included under dainage to property.
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.
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Iholivilk'Cuba

8ill
.
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.

. ._
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Jly I ilL' W2O: 6,01),228,09| 1
J
f'iollus; S,61.' ,647I9(.

pll11h'
1,0022.93,
fva s . .

,8,4
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~'clI-

ision:dmark8,(s,4,.........12,HJlOd1ttu
1olshcvi
,nv..Ilosoaiancon.PH$rbeP)/-/#value
[j
1,.845

crowds.

i otulIs s erling .. .
. 23,07
6 5,0 9 gold frat cs ......i m ),974n

Czechoslovakian

...........
......
......

. 5,782,)U gold francs
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gold marks ..

----

francs;

pounds sterling.

------...........................-...........

-.....

---

Brazllian

4,.olidssterling..........

0,frans;0

dollars- 516,000 dollars............

1,990,192

---------------

-..

}---

.
------..............................................

i

7,;12,.432,103 fraues; 7,(003,117,835 crowns.

56,236
9,203,966 gold marks.......16.000 pounds sterling .......

REMA RKS

.1,071,839

............................................................

1-8,63-god-mrks-......I
-----------------------------------------------------------------

..---.--

4,992,788,739 gold francs.....5698,406

public
works.

:

............

---.---..-.-.---.- ----------------- -----------.........................................................
js-2,3"gold narks .
.- ............................-........200,000 francs; 60,000 dollarsl..............rs............
"....
, : ......
.....
......
......
......
......
.....

------------

rovlnees.
iould be

.

... . ......... .. . ................................................................................. ..
8.go........ ..... .. ....

o----....................-------. ; 925 pounds sterlig...-

.-..-

..............

. 9~
124,017

....

l

-..

------------------------------.-----------------------------.---------------------------...............................................................

I
.....
goll fans.llslei

.............................. ..,I
....

.--.............................. .............................. 5 ,236 pou nd ssterlingr.l--------------

..........

S...

S977173.

fra ................

III...... h
ssaklsr

[ OI,204,tM17 francs;1,448,-

)(',,
........ .

claimed by Siam, representing the cost of the
claims do not include 924,94S gol marks, 11so
sian: 'T'he
Siamese detachment of occulpatioll, which consequently raises the grand total to 10,128,914 gold marks.

Serb.? 'roat-Slovene, SaI-M: I diar--I gold frane.
Czechoslovakia: stintate ill taking February 8, 191.1, asth eilate upon which Czechoslovakia entered
the war.
Liberia: 1,326,635 dollars claiimd by liberia, for loss of ctistoils duties aroincluded under damage to
property.

pounds

150,000 francs.

sterling;

80,000 dollars; 632,693 francs.. 801,135 dollars...........3,

Liberia

Cul it

;5,4

European Danube Conmission

Polaud

USdlas

gold
fncs; 1,8480g)
834800 gold francs.
R 12,094,438,780
5W0,000,000 gold
marks
rns

1,3,%35dolar
.........

............................
....

d

l....l..............
n---.................

-.....

1- --

............... " .... .

116,000 dollars ...............

........... ..... ....... ....... ,........................... .

. ........--..........

........

.........

....... ................. .... J

16,000 dollars ............... 115,000 dollars ...............

2, 400 ,7 07 dollars .............

)1,135 dollars..............

9,818,830,960 gold francs..... 488,851 lel;
francs.

3,977,142 dolls ............. 21,913,209,740 gold francs;
500,000,000 gold marks.

15,048 French

1,834,800 gold francs; 15,048
French francs; 488,851 lei.
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, Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, now, who can tell us what
arrangement has been made, if any, for the payment of those claims?
The CHAIIRMAN. Well, I do not know whether the doctor knows.
Doctor KIESSELBACH. I can only remark this, Senator: You seei
tie greatest parts of the claims are reparation claims, and the reparation claims are to be paid under the Dawes plan, and the greatest
part of what this Mixed Claims Commission here has allowed are
reparation claims, too.
Senator McLEAN. Well, do these include reparation claims and
economic claims?
The CHAIRMAN. All sorts of claims.
Doctor KIESSELBACH. If you will allow me one explanation. All
countries except the United States have simply presented total
amounts representing their reparation claims to be fixed by the'
Reparation Commission. The United States has followed its tradition of arbitration, and has prepared every single claim as far as
it falls under the reparation clauses, and these claims were submitted
to the Mixed Claims Commission and are adjudicated there, together with the claims arising from the economic clauses. There
you see the difference. Other countries have submitted to the
tribunals set up under the treaties only the claims arising under
,such economic clauses. All other claims are not private debts, but
reparations in the language of the treaty and are to be paid under
the Dawes plan. I may add that the very greatest part of what we
have allowed here falls under the term of reparation claims.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, now, I think we ought to
put in at this point the allocation of the funds under the Dawes plan
which was entered into under the Paris agreement, so that we may
know.
The CHAI AN. That is, the percentages?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. The percentages.
The CHAIRMAS. Beginning with France at 52 per cent, and running down to the United States of 21/4 per cent.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Running down to that, including
all these countries.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Phenix will prepare it in one statement, and
it will be put in the record at this point.
(The statement of the allocation of funds under the Dawes plan
is here printed in the record in full, as follows:
28623-27-13
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TABLES REPRODIUED FROM TIE REPoRT OF TIE GERMAN GENERAL COMMISSION
FOR REPARATION PAYMENTS, DATED NOVEMBER 3, 1923
EXIBIT I.---Composilion of litc Geriman annuity under, the expert,'
[In millions of gold marks]

plan

1928-29
and thereafter
"standard

year"

1927-28

1926-27

1924-25

1925-26

Supplementary budget
contribution
300

Budget
250

Budget
Ho

Transport
tax
250

German
external
loan 1924
800

IInterest on
the German
Rallwaybonds
200

1,000

Transport
tax
290

Budget
1,250

Budget
500

Transport
tax
290

Transport
tax
290

Interest and
amortization
on the
German
Industrial
debentures
300

Interest and
amortization
on the
German
industrial
debentures
:oo
Interest
and
amortization
on the
German
Railway
bonds
660

2, 5003

nteres on
the Gerzan
Industrial
debentures
125

Interest on
the German
Industrial
debentures
250

Interest
on tie
German
Railway
Londs
595

Interest
on the
German
Railway
bonds
550

Interest
and
amortization
on the
German
Railway
bonds
660

1,220

1,500

1,750

I The annuity year runs from Sept. I to Aug. 31.
i The plan fixed the third annuity at 1,200,0,000 gold marks. It provided however, for two con
In the fourth and fifth antingent supplementary contributions, payable from the German budget an
agreement between the
nuity years, amounting in the aggregate to 50,000,000 gold marks. By8, 1926,
the two contingent
Reparation Commission and the German Government, executed Sept.
supplementary contributions have been replaced by a single definite payment of 300,000,000 gold
marks, to be made during the third annuity year.
$ Subject to increase as from 1929-30 (inward, depending on the index of prosperity described in
the plan.
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EXHI

, IIT.-Final distributionof first annuity. ,ioiiny .liares of the respective
[in tlhotauands of gold m.,rks]

I-

Army costs

Belgian

Arrears

Current wa

Resttu-

parRea
tijofl

wa tion

Totol

shr

in

etClaims

1. France ............
.......... 0.412 110,000
16, 663
41,4 51.......... 36,9S3 1454,512
4.86 25,00)0
2. British Empire .............
14, 3030
1(Wk----------- 14(1,
0
191,047
3. Ital...........
l
y.
. .
..................
.......
1.2!..........I 724
66,8t4
4. Belgium ......
i
..............
......25,000
5,3 %
..,31----83,3S2 2115,047
.........
---------.
0
---------.
.........-3
3,63
33.435
5. Serb.Croat-Slovcfie State...
.......
..........-.
1,359.......... 15,359
6. United States of America.. 7.Rumania ...................
. ...........
.7,340
7,534
,..
--------------------..........
--- 5,005
5,005
8. Japan ....................... ......... .
9. Portugal ....................
5,005
5.005
I ..........
................................
10. Greece ..................... .......... W-------....................... ! 2,009
2,669
.
1I.Poland ..................... .......... .................
129. .........
...........
1 29
Total ....................

11,250!

160,000

36,310

7,262

15,359

607,275

Interest received and gain In exel ange (less discount paid) included in the above distribution
Servi(e of German external loan.I
Costs of interallied commissions.

S~.------...................
-..........
.........

..........

897,458
255
897, 201

---

1 ,25,6b20
970

......-..........

.. ......!,000,00

.... ....

Total of first annuity-....

...

I Subject only to a possible minor modification In the distribution of the amount allocated to restitution.

I These figures give effect to an agreement between the Belgian and French Governiments whereby a
portion of the total share accruing to the latter, and amounting to 30,000,000 gold marks, has been made
available to the former.

EXHIBIT III.-Retsed distribution, of second annuity, .showing shares of the

respective powers
[In thousands of gold marks]
Army costs
Arrears

Amixec
Belgian Lcstitution i claims
; I wardebt
claims
Current w

ReparatMon

1. France .....................
10,028 110,000
21,238
5,677 .......... 436,241
2. British Empire ...........
8,018'
25,000 1 18,237
128
-........ 187,102
3. Italy ........................
---110- - - ------..
85,046
5,001
6,
804
2,828.
4. Belgium ....................
" °1 '5 6
74,037
..........
~
..
........
~
~
......
~
~
i
....
.
5. Serb-Croat-Slovene State...
42, 523
"I.' "'2"':71.. .. ....
6. United States of America... "' '.."
7. Rumania ................... ------9,355
-----------------::::--------19,---768. Japan......................
6,378
9. Portugal .................... SI..,]----6. 378
..
.
6..
.5.~ . . o .
o.......... q o ....o ... .
10. Greece ......................
3,402
11.Poland ...................... I

----------

Total ----------------- 1 18,640 160,000
46,279
9,256 1
Interest earned and gain in ex- .
---------- ..........................
change included In the above
distribution.
Service of German external loan. ----------......
....................
Costs of interaliied commit ions............
..........
Discount on railway interest ................- .-- ::::::::::::
Total of second annuity- ..........

.. ..... ....-

19,576
.

583, 784
238,485
85,158
1108,679
42,614
19,576
9, C02
6,378
6,378
3,402
165
1,104,219
3,175

850,462
......
.

1,101,062

..........
.

Total
share

92,234

.

19,294
7,410

--------m 1,220, 00

I These figures give effect to an agreement between the Belgian and French Governments whereby a
portion of the total share accruing to the latter, and amounting to 0,000,000 gold marks, has been made
available to the former.,
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ExiumntT IV.-Approxiiatc distribution of third annuity, xhol-ing shorc8 of the
respective poers?

IIn thousands of gold miarks]
Army costs
Arrears

Current

flelgianAnerican
Belgian
Restit-i mixed
I
tion
...
debt
aIni
.

26,242
110,000
14,2. 0
1. Frat('e.....................
2.
F pire.10,7,60
25,000 ....
22, 534
3. 1ritish
Italy .............
.........
..........
..
S, 107
25,000
...
4. Belgium ..........

--

I

eparaTotal
0 nwar share

7,015 ......... 583,913
158
..........
16!..........
3t--- - 245,072
14,54
9
47,289
3.507 ..........

147278
..... 113 .........
5. Serb-'roat-Slovene State.....................
124,189!..... ....
..
...
55. (410..........
6. United 8t:,es of Amnerica-.
........
11,07
305
7. Rumania ................................................
8,039
.................... . ..........
8. Japan .................... .............
7,9
...............
9. Portugal .................... ..........
4,208
10. (Iree, ............................................... ..........
203 .....................
11. olmd
...........................................

741,420
304,414
94, 700
84,20X$

47,391
70,189

11,912
8,039
7,99
4,208
203

Total............ ....
80,000 160,000
57,183
11,437
24, 189 I1050, 802 1,383,071
91,500
..
Servile of (Jerinan external loaln. ,.......................
19,350
..........
Costs of Interallied conknissloiis....... .1...............................
................ . .. .............................. . 6,4709
Discount on railway interest.. .

!.................... ....................
Total of third annuity....

1,500,000

IIn accordane, with article 20 of the finance ministers' agreement of .an. 14, 1925, a deduction of 10 por
cent has been made fron the Iotal shares of I taly and Servla. Tho sums thus rendered availle have heen
distributed aunong the powers in arrears on the basis of the provisional percentages entitled by the Ropara.
tion Commission.
2 In accordance with articles 6 B and C of the ftine ministers' agreement of Jan. 14,1925, the reparation
share of Belgium Ias been reduced by 3.5 per ent and the aimounit thus released has been allocated to
France and the Blritish Emrpire Ith lWprolortion of 52 :22.

The CHA NMNx. Now. Senator Sliortridge, in answer to your ques-

tion I want to state that in 1924 ('ernmny paid 320,710,00) gold
marks for coiiseation damages and other war losses.
Senator Snor'rulx I. Paid to whoili?
The C ATIOmUnMN. 'I'o their nationals.

That was your question; to

the German nationals.
Senator SHirTroIDG. Precisely.
''.
'lhat is what I though you asked.
The C uMMAI.
4

Senator StioRmlWDOG I did.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. The amount paid for confiscation damages,
17,400,000 gold harks. Shall I give for the record the dollars or
the marks? They are both given here.
Senator SHOlTuTIOE. Well, if it was the normal value of the mark.
The CHAIRMAN. Gold marks. Amount paid for other war damages for that year, 1924, is 82,100,000 gold marks.
In 1925, the amount paid for confiscation damages and other war
losses was 73,000,000 gold marks. Amount paid for confiscation
damages, 89,700,000 gold inarks. Amount paid for other war
damages, 196,500,000 gold marks.
In 1926 the amount appropriated for confiscation damages and
other war losses was 50,000,000 gold marks. Amount paid for confiscation damages, 4,400,000 gold marks. And for other war damages nothing was paid in 1926, or the reports so show.
Senator SiioITmm E.

Well now, were those several amounts paid

to the German nationals?
The CHAMIRMAN. To the German nationals.

Senator SuOi'riTRn:E. On account of damages suffered by them

through acts of the United States?
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The CxAn1RMAX. Oh, no.
confiscation, too.
Senator SimwiTIrimIl.

Through loss in tie war.

That was

That was on account of losses suffered by

thei, through the war, by whomsoever those, los.,s were caused
flie CAIKUrA.IMX. And in whatever way. 'lhev are se)aklted here.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. But, may f add. chiefly. if not
entirely, because of property of (hernman utionals take ovw0r by
England, FranciVe. Belgilni. a1.l other Countries Who WerIe engaged
in the war against (Germanv, and parties to til, Versailles treatyv.
)octor KIns-st-immami. Tl ese sUMS, lls far as I know, include also
tile Compenisatiol for the I00000 peopleh who were expelled. flo
itistaice, fromi Alsace Iorraine alnd fr'om Polanid and so on. aliul had

'

to Comle back to (Gernmnv without anv Ilne:lus of subsistul.'' and
ltSatioll for clliscatilo of property,
therefore, it is not only ( n peMH
but these sums include imichi more.. As far s I I'cillber. tihe Siate
)elpartient hais :iskcl for infornIlatiolt oil this I)oi nt. anti )111-t'tll}a;,V
has given hill inf orlmatiJll it. anld there is a ( e'llill lte. %viltti
is printedol
soitiewlhere.

IIIh(, CHIRMA.N,.

])oetor

1(CL

~.
This is the HlOW. I \ft,,tell 6-011) thi lote

"-1-EI
BAcI

I. Ye.,.

Ilielt

is

the

l
tI-lle
rk

th at

as

()

tile

t'V
fi
!,jl)yn.,1;'t tlil,1)I4
(.onpen.-ation for' p~ro)erty coiifisctalti0hl.
,ilu1
All ierictllI
r fl til t Ve'crge.
1l1t le. it.amlOunlts It)21,'
,s
property has not beenl COtliel.iitedl at all. 'hi'e l'ro ertv of( W
ill Aimierica has nlot been com.petsated lit all.
SenIator- ,OXNE (ifNew Mexico. Well. IItN' I -tsk why iU wa's that
per' 'ent of tie av til, vilue ?
Gerilaln tiuly paid etlnat ioals "2 lp
Doctor K
i Asii.BecaIttse tile allied pole's insisted on getting

% know. and
li'st, IIeir p)iyllehtt. ahd (, erian wet I nkrt.lllypto
was ]lot ilk It pOsitiuI to pa to the'Gernian owners in full.
Senator MCLVEAN. WeL, is this 214.2 per cents pa'ennt onit account?
])octor h i:,tESSiIIACII. No: it is a h a iPals'it1.
SeItator MtlEAN. .11t tley'took receipts ill full
)octor Kni ssE.lIACi;. Yes-, it is atilial paplielt. I'ler ie ltw
there is no right left for any mtiore pl'imiiet.
Senator ,lcJN s of New MeXico. May I ask whether or not, in arriving at that

)el
er ('ni. (erillany

t'ok Iito C consideration the fact;

that owing to tile depreciation in gold value of the (.iernl mllart1'k
that other nat ionals of Gerlaiv lost practically till of their property
which Was in the shape of debts or bonds or credits or anything of
that. sort
'I'lev practically lost it all. those people %wlto'were ill
Germany ad had stuch l)'Ol'erty. Now. may Ii ask whether that
filet was taken into coiisideratioml in settling wi1 these Gereman
nationals to whom you have referred on the basis of :/ per cent?
1)octor KESSEALBACII. I clIn not answer that.(Ilest it).n.

I w.s lot il

Germany at that time. I have not followed tile parliamentary negotiations, and I have not studied the law so far.
The CIIAIIVUA\N. Well. (10 1 ItIIIhrstaIil that ('eruiMn nationals ar0
only paid 21., per cent of their claims?
)octor Ki1 ssE:AAcn. I know only what I c-ail speak of for myself.
I owned pi'operty which was seized till(] coidiscatCil il England,
and I got 21/,! per cent 'onpensation for that property whilh was
Coniseated.

I,

U
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The ChAIRMAN. Well, I notice Germany has paid to her nationals
already nearly $124,000,000. Do you mean to say that that is only
2y per cent of the claims?
Doctor KIESSELBACH. For the average of the claims it is, because
as I said before, this does not include only compensation for confiscation, but as far as I know very large amounts are paid for some
other reasons. For instance, the people who lost everything by
being expelled, expatriated.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Expelled from Poland, etc.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I understand.
Senator McLEA-. At the time this settlement was made what was
the exchange value of the mark?
Doctor KIESSELBACH. Pardon me?
Senator MCLEAN. At the time this settlement of 21/2 per cent was
made what was the exchange value of the mark?
Doctor KIESSELBACH. I can not tell you.
Senator MCLEAN. Well. was the settlement based upon that?
Doctor KIESSELBACII. It was based on the pre-war value. This
property confiscated in foreign countries retained its value.
Senator MAcL'AN-. Well, if the value of the paper currency in
Germany at that time was only 21/ per cent of the gold Value
of the mark, why, they might have settled on that basis as
they settled with everybody. They might have paid them their full
debt in paper marks and still it might have been worth only 21/
per cent estimated in gold.

Doctor KIESSELBACH. Will you allow me a remark?

Senator McLEAN. Yes.
Doctor KIESSELACIa. You see this property was not property in
German marks, but it was property in good English pounds, or
others.

Senator

McLEA.N.

Yes; on that basis.

Doctor .KIESSELBACH. And therefore they compensated on the
pre-war value, and the property owned by the Germans in these
countries was more than 11,000,000,000 gold marks. It was a tremendous amount, and even 2 per cent of it is quite an amount.
The ChAIRXAN'. W-ell, they have paid about 8 per cent of that
amount.
Senator McLEAIN. Well, they might have paid their domestic
obligations in full in marks when those marks were worth only 2
per cent in gold, and liquidate those debts.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Well, we can ascertain the facts.
Those amounts were paid in 1925.
The CHAIRMAN. 1924, 1925, and 1926.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. 1924, 1925, and 1926 when the
German mark was practically worthless.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, you made a statement that you thought
that there was a final settlement on those claims. I think you 'are
mistaken. I think they are under arbitration at this time.
Doctor KIESSELBACn. May I answer that? If I get as a German
my compensation . make a final settlement. Now, the Germans
tried to get our Government allowed to pay under the Dawes installments, and, of course, if they would have succeeded in that they
would have a right to and would get a new right to further compensation. But if they did not succeed in that they have no right
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again, t the German Government to get anything more than what
they have already received.
the CHAIRMAN. Well, I know that the question is in arbitration at
the present time. I did not know what the result was going to be.
Doctor KIESSEMAc:. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Now, Doctor, may I ask: If all

of the Germans who had property in Great Britain and France
and Belgium and Italy and some other countries only received 2
per cent of the value of their properties why should the German
owners of property which happened to be in America receive any
more favored treatment than you have extended to your nationals
with respect to property in other countries?
Doctor KIESSELBAcHi. Because we believe, Senator, that we have
more rights here under the treaty of Berlin. All these problems, if
I may say so, were settled under the conditions of the treaty of

Versailles. But the United States entered into another treaty, did
not accept the treaty of Versailles, but made a treaty with Germany,
with a promise to retain the property until suitable provision was
made, and therefore we believe we are entitled to get our property
back.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, if that treaty of Berlin is
to receive the construction which you put upon it 'what was zhe
purpose of putting into the Berlin treaty any reference to the
Versailles treaty?
Doctor KiESSELBACiI. Because there are ,quite a number of other

rights which the United States Government reserves to itself, but
it'did it by; plainly stating that the use of these rights should not
be inconsistent with the rights allowed under the treaty to the
Germans.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Where was that statement made?
Doctor KIESSELBACH. It is in the treaty, if you would allow me.

I wonder whether I am allowed to go into this question furtlier?
I can give you further explanation, if you want it, sir.
Senator -JONES of New Mexico. Y'es: any explanation.
The CHAIRMAN. Give any explanation. Doctor, you desire to make.
Doctor KIESSELBACH. I vill just read this from Article II:

The United States in availing itself of the rights and advantages stipulated
in tho provisions of that treaty mentioned in this paragraph will do so in a
mainer consistent with the rights accorded to Germany under such provisions.

Senate' JONES of New Mexico. Well. "under such provisions."
Did that not refer to the provisions in the Versailles treaty? That

is the way I interpreted that language.
Doctor KIESSELBACI. Yes: to the provisions in the Versailles
treaty.
Tle CHAII'MAN. This is the Versailles treaty? It is not in the
Berlin treaty?
Doctor KICSSELBACH. This is the Berlin treaty.
The C11A.TMA.s. No; as I understand this is the Versailles treaty.
Doctor KIESSILnACr. This which I was reading was the Berlin

treaty, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Article II says:

With a view to defining more particularly the obligations of Germany under
the foregoing article with respect to certain provisi(,ns in the treaty of

Versailles-

r
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Doctor KIESSELBACIi. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN (continuing reading)
It is understood and agreed between the high contracting partles(1) That the rights and advantages stipulated in that Ireaty for the benefit
of the United States. which It is Iitenldeid the Uite d SIles s, t have and

enjoy, are those defined i section 1, of Part IV, and Parts V, VI, VIII, IX,

X, XI, XII. XIV. an4 XV.
The United States in availing itself of tile rights 14nd advaitaiges stilluhted
II the l)rvisions.1 of that treaty nnl(.qitiled ill this paraigrapl will do so in a
minder
such provisions.
Milliner Conis.i|teit with the rights accorded to (rerimany
6enator JONES of New Mexico. That says " under suich provisions."
The provisions of the Versailles treaty.
Ilhe CIIAIMAN. Yes.
Doctor KIESSELBACH. Yes; that is what it says.
Senator JoNES of New Mexico. Now there is no provision in the
Versailles treaty which says that the United States may not liquidate this property and pay American claims, is there'?
Doctor KIESSELBAC1L I believe there is, if I may explain that, to a
certain extent. Under the treaty of Versailles there are three groups
which have t lien on our property: The private debts, imagess
occasioned by exceptional war mlea ures within (erniin territory,
and what we call the neutrality clatins. Mr. lonyige referred to
that yesterday.
•
The CHAniMAN. Yes; Mr. Bonynge referire to all three.
Doctor Kn-,SSl:LIaaA ir. These three groups have a lien Iun1der that
treaty, and these three groups anmotint, as far as the comimisj.on
has passed on them, not to more than $50.000,000. (ermatny has a
rilit, if there is a surplus above that which is used for fihe payment
o°'these three groups, to have that, if the lower does not. agree to
return it, tlned over to the comnion pot, if I may so say, of the
allied powers-the question was mentioned y. - rday-and Germany
has an interest in this provision, it has a right in the observance of
this provision, because it is, of course, to Germany's greatest interest
that in the first place their neighbors. France and England, are satisfled, and everything which goes into this pot goes in the largest part
to France and, to a very considerable amount, to England, and so on.
Therefore, under the treaty of Versailles, Germany has the right
that only for the three groups German property can be applied to
pay claims of the respective Governments, and that the other remaining surplus has to go either back to her nationals, or to go to this
pot. And we believe that so far as the treaty of Berlin (lid not
change the situation-and I will come to that immediately-we have
a right that these provisions should be observed.
The treaty of Berlin has changed this situation in so far as it
added the proviso that the German property shall be retained as
security for all claims on behalf of American private nationals for
damage caused by acts of Germany, giving thereby to those nationals
a lien on the property also for claims arising under the reparation
clauses. But the treaty of Berlin itself does not give t right to
liquidate the property to that extent, the right of liquidation being
only provided for in the treaty of Versailles with the limitation
mentioned before, that is the limitation to the three groups of claims;
debts, exceptional war measures whin German territory and neutrality claims. I may reiterate that the treaty of Berlin provides
only and exclusively that theproperty shall be retained in favor of
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those groups which, under the treaty of Versailles. would be entitled
to liquidation and, in addition thereto, in favor of the private
claimants who have claims under the reparation clauses. And, there
fore, we have to accept the retention of our property as security for
those private claims also, which form, as I said, the largest part of
what our commission has allowed.
Senator MCLEAN. We get 21/t per cent. and no more.
The CHAIRMAN. I think that is what the agreement says.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think what the doctor has just
said is very important. And I :am not prepared to answer your
position, Doctor, at this time, because I have not studied these treaties
with the care that you have, and have not reached any conclusion
upon the points which you have mentioned. But I would like the
representative of the Stitte Department to prepare an answer to the
position which the doctor has just taken, if it has any answer to
it, so that we may put it in the'record.
The CAIUCMAN. I think it must be admitted that the statement
was correct. I said so yesterday, and I think it is.
Senator J NEs of New Mexi(.o. I would like to have now a statement from the State J)epartment upon the very questions which
the doctor has mentioned here, a2(1 if the State I)epartment agrees
to his construction of tile treaties, I think it is important that we
put it in this record.
Senator MCIEAN. It is very iml)ortant, I agree.t
Mr. PIENTX. May I say something right here?
Senator ,JhNEs odf New Mexico. Y es.

Mr.
1Immxix.
think you will find the answer of tile State Departmnent in the Secretary's note to the German Embassy, and tile
Se(!etary's position has not changed since that. That note stated
that tie Government of tile UJnted States had under these relative
l)rovisions of the treaty the absolute right to retain and liquidate the
property held by this Glovernment in saitisfaction of tile awards of
the Mixei Claiins Commission, United States and( Germany, and
the awards of the Tripartite Claims omissionio, United States,
Austria, and lungary. linking no distinction whiatsoever between
private claims.
The (,
,1AIRAN.
I (lid not understand the doctor to say otherwise.
Senatoir ,hj4iNEs of New Mexico. Oh, yes; indeed so.
The CHAtRMAN. Then I misunderstood him.
Doctor KIENSSHLBACIL I fully realize that tile State Department is
of a different view, and therefore I beg you to appreciate that this
was my personal opinion only.
'ie'CHAImMAN. I thought it had reference to the 21/2 per cent.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. No.
Doctor KJESSELnACIr. If yOU Will allow me to I will give You a
memorandum of this question later on.
Senator JotEs of New Mexico. Well, now, Doctor we will be very
glad to get any memorandum which you may furnish this committee
on this point.
Doctor KIESSELBACI!. Thank you, sir.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. But what the committee wants,
Doctor, is the exact facts so far as we can arrive at them. And we
do not want to do anything in the absence of clear knowledge with
respect to these various questions.
28623--27----- -14
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The CH IRMAN. We request now that our State Department give

us the opinion of that department on the statement that Doctor Kiesselbach has just made.
Mr. PHENIX. You have already got that.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think there should be an analysis

of these treaties and of the Mixed Claims Commission agreement
specifically covering the point which the doctor has just presented
to us.
Senator McLEAN. I think it is pretty well covered in the informatiop already furnished.
Senator EDGE. I think Secretary Kellogg has given that, but I
will say that I agree with the Senator Irom New Mexico and I
would like to see that following the doctor's statement.
Senator MCLEAN. Based somewhat on the theory that some other
nations under the Versailles treaty had confiscated and liquidated
the German property and used it as they saw fit. Is that not so?
Doctor KIESSELBACH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I still think

that for the record the State Depart-

ment should make the statement requested, although of course it
will be just exactly the position they took before. But I want it
to go into the record.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I do not think the State Department went into an analysis of the point of the treaty such as the
doctor has just referred to, but I may be mistaken about that.' What
I would like to have in the record is a comment upon the provisions
of the various treaties to which the doctor has referred.
Senator SHOnTRIDGE. Right in that connection, Mr. Chairman,
our Supreme Court has held that we had certain rights'under generally accepted international law. I would like to know whether
we have entered into any treaty which modifies the general international law principles. If so, we of course should be and are bound
by such treaty agreements. I do not know whether the pertinent
part of it has been carried into this record or whether it is desirable
to carry it in. I assume that the members are familiar with the
statement.
Doctor KIESSELBACH. If I may make answer to that, from my point
of view, I assume that the Senator refers to the Chemical Foundation
t
decision I
Senator SHORTnIDGi. I do.
Doctor KIESSELBACH. And I may call your attention to the fact
that the treaty of Berlin came into force years after the sale of the
patents with which the decision deals. The Supreme Court has
nothing whatever to do with the financial or legal bearing of that
Berlin treaty, but deals only with the question what the United
States was entitled to do during the war.
Senator SHORTEIDGE. Under accepted international law principles.
Doctor KIESSELBACH. Under domestic law. It is a question of
domestic law. The trading with the enemy act is a domestic law,
not an international law, a domestic law of the United States, which
of course, is in force. Biut later in 1921 this treaty of Berlin came
into force and there was no reason for the Supreme Court to deal
with that because all acts happened in the time before that.
Senator SHOrTuiDOE. Prior. Certainly, that is what I had in mind.

The question, therefore,, that ivas in my mind, or the thought in
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my mind was: Had we entered into any treaties subsequent to the
act complained of in the case mentioned, modifying or changing the
rights of the parties involved?
Doctor KIESSELBACH. Yes; I believe so.
THe CHAIRMAN. Senator Jones, in this connection, there has been
certain correspondence with the German Government. A complete
statement was made by Secretary Kellogg on May 4, 1926, answering
every point that the doctor has just brought out.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, that has all been put into
the record heretofore.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, no.
Senator EDGE. You are referring to Document 173, are you not,
Mr. Chairman?
The CHAnIMAN-. I am referring to Document 173, on page 36.
Senator JoNLEs of New Mexico. Now, I asked that all that be put
into the record, and I am sure that it has been done.
]he CHAIRnMAN. This is the correspondence between the State
Department and the German Government. This has been threshed
out. you know, on exactly the same points, exactly the same statements and the same position taken as was taken by the doctor here.
It seems to me that it would be better to have the position on the
part of the German Government. It could not be made better
than it is made in this document. It is in this Document 173, and it
seenis to me we ought to take cognizance of the fact that the two
Governments themselves have discussed this, and take that discussion rather than his statement;.rather than ask the State Department
to get into controversy with some individual.
Senator JOINES of New Mexico. I think you are right, and we have
already put that in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. It, is already in the record. If there is any doubt
about it being in the record I will ask the representative of the State
Department to lok into that, and if it is not in the record, to see
that it goes into the record.
Senator Jot.,s of New Mexico. That is right. I know that I
have heretofore asked that it be put in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Now, Doctor, have you anything further?
Doctor KIESSELISAVI. I plainly feel that it is not for me to make
argument with the Department of State, but I only want to say
that our Government has abandoned the plan to answer the note
of the Department of State, and therefore as far as I remember
these notes outr viewpoints are not contained in the German notes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, they must have been given.
Doctor KIESSELBACH. NO; the answer of our Government says
that we abstained from answering it regarding the legal points,
and that we would be very glad if some solution would be found to
settle this problem.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. The doctor is quite right about
that. The German Government wrote a note to the State Department of our Ggvernment, and there was a reply to that. There
has been no reply by the German Government to the note of the
American secretary.
The CHAIRMAN.'Yes; there is a reply, Senator.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Oh, no; except a short statement
there that inasmuch as the Congress was dealing with the matter

'i
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the German Government hoped that the Congress would deal with

it according to the views of the German Government or adjust the
matter to tie satisfaction of Germany.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but the whole case is here.
Senator EIOE. That is under (late of December 9, 1926.
The CHAIRIMAN. Yes; signed by the German ambassador.
Senator SHolrlmIE. Is this the upshot of the matter, that our
Government, through proper channels, gave its interpretation of
the treaty?
rfThe CHADI MAN. Yes.
Senator SOirT,,E.
u
The German Government did likewise give

its interpretation of the situation?
The CIHAIMMA.
Yes. Our Government gave an answer to that,

Senator JoNm.:s of New Mexico. The matter started by the claim
made by Germany' that the provision for the 21/ per cent under
the Versailles treaty was the suitable provision referred to in the
Knox-Porter resolution.
Senator SiboanmT1ixu.
Yes.
Senator Joi's of, New Mexico. And, therefore, that all this propertv shoul( be returned without any liquidation or deduction. aind
our State Department replied taking the contrary l)osition.
Senator SiIORTDiGE. Yes.
Senator EM;F:. May I ask a question here. Mr. Chairman
I
could not ml(lerstan(l everything the witness stated. I simply want
to ask if the statement that he made, which the chairman has said
is quite clear-I did not understand it all-was purporting to be an
answer to or taking exception to the position of Secretary Kellogg
as contained in his letter of MayV 4. 1 am simply asking if tle
statement that he has just concluded a few minutes'ago was practicallv answering or taking exception to the position of Secretary
Kellogg as contained in his letter to the German ambassador dated
May 4, 1926?
The CIIRMA.. Well, as I understand it the Doctor gave his personal views here to rhis committee and has taken virtually the ground
that was taken by his Government. Now, that is all there is to it.
Senator EGE.'I (lid not understand it clearly enough, and I
wanted to have that clarified.
Senator M(CL],'EAN. That is right.
The (IAnIMAX.
Doctor, was there anything else that you wanted
to present to the committee that you had in mind?
Doctor KIEsSELBAtnC.
I do not think so, Senator.
The CHIAIRMAN. Doctor, how was it that they arrived at the 80

per cent that was to be paid to the German claimants?
Doctor KI.ESSELLBAC1. Well, it was a compromise. Of course, the
Germans wanted
The CHAHIMA-N. Well, it was a compromise up, was it not, rather
than down?
Doctor KIESSELBACH. No; it was a compromiseThe CIATMIANs.
You wanted 100 per cent, did you not?
Doctor KIESSELBACII. I wanted 100 per cent; yes.
The CHAImMAN. And our nationals wanted to take their time and
collectDoctor KIESSELBAiCi. They wanted to hold the German property.
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Senator JONES of New Mexico. They wanted 100 per cent, too.
The ChIAlit fAN. Yes; our nationals wanted 100 per cent.
)octor KIESSELBACII. Yes; certainly.
The CIiAIRIAN. Well, now, do you not really think that there is
sonie justice in the position that if anybody is to wait in this
matter that it ought to be the German claimiants .
Doctor KIESSELBACH. Well, to be quite frank I think that this
is a very fair compromise. and that it is not at all in favor of the
Germans, because we are so surely convinced from a legal point of
view that we are -in the right. But my feeling has always been
that although those whom I represent have a legal right, it would
be much better to look at the matter from a moral viewpoint and
therefore I have insisted that it was absolutely necessary for the
Germans to sacrifice part of their rights in favor of the American
claimants.
The CHAIRMAN. You recognize that if the American claimants
and America ever get paid in full they will have to rely upon the
21/ per cent provided for in the Dawes plan?
Doctor KiESSELBACII. Only so far as it was more than 80 per cent.
The large claims.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I am aware of that. But they are claimants just the same.
Doctor KIESSELBtA,.rl The large claims have to wait for the last 20
per cent, just as we have to wait for the last 20 per cent.
Tille C(nAIRMtAX. WeI, what excuse do you tiink that we could
offer to our American claimants anti the taxpayers of this country
in saying that they shall wait for their pay on the payment of the
2 1/t per
cent under the Dawes plan, and the German claimants are
paid in full How could that be justified?
Doctor KIESSELBAcIi. The Germans will not be puaid in full. They
get 80 per cent, and the American claimants get 80 per cent, too; and
both parties are relying on the Dawes installments for the remaining.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but why should Amei icans be compelled to
rely upon that plan?
Doctor KIESSELBACH. For two reasons. One reason, if I may say
so, is that I do not think that American claimants will very easily
succeed in getting our property confiscated; and another reason is
that I believe that under the treaty of Berlin the German private
owners have the legal right to get their property released now be.
cause Germany has made suitable provisions. For these two reasons
I think that a deadlock arises, and that therefore there must be a
compromise.
Senator SHOTRIMIE. Who is to determine that suitable provisions
have been made? Who is to determine that?
Doctor KIESSELBACH . I do not know. If two parties agree on a
question and a dispute arises it is not for me to decide. I can only
tell you what my opinion 's. I am a party to it, ahd of course it is
only my private view of it.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Certainly.
Doctor KIESSELBACI. I was asked to explain to the Senators upon
what reasons the Germans believe this compromise to be a fair one.
Senator SHOnmTRGE. In other words, I take it your opinion is that
Germany has made suitable provision?
Doctor KIESSELBACH. That is my opinion; yes.
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Senator SHoJTrIMD.E. Whether we think so or not is another proposition.
Doctor KIESSELIIACH. Yes. I try only to explain the German
point of view from what angle we approached this compromise and
wh we have accepted it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think you have stated it fairly.
Senator JoxES .of New Mexico. Well, in the preparation of the
Dawes plan and fixing the amount which Germany was able to pay,
did not the second committee of exports organized by the Reparation Commission eliminate all of this property of German nationals
which was in the United States?
The CHAIRMAN. )o you mean (lid not toke it into consideration as
to their ability to pav?
Senator JoN.Es of New Mexico. Yes. I notice in the report of the
second committee of experts, if I have interpreted that report correctly, a statement that the German assets, so far as the Reparations
Commission was concerned, had been diminished to the extent of
sixteen and one-tenth billion gold marks, and that that was assumed
to have been liquidated by the nations Opposed to Germany in the
war under the provisions of the Versailles treaty; that while no
specific reference was made to the Inited States in that treaty, it did
include in the exclusion of German assets the property of German
nationals in the United States. Have you studied that second report
of the committee of experts?
Doctor KTESSELBACI1. I have not. Senator, I have only read the
other report. I know from that report that it provides payments by
Germany to t1 allied powers and to the United States as associated
power. That is may remembrance of it.
Senator JoKFS oi New Mexico. At this point I desire to put in the
record an excerpt from the report of the second committee of experts.
It appears from this report. that this committee of experts was created
ascertain
was to countries,
its duty
thatexisted
by
in foreign
which
,f(ermany and
of the assetsConmmission,
valueReparations
the the
and the probability of the German Government being able to use
those assets of Germrn nationals in foreign countries for the purpose
of raising money un!er the Dawes plan. This second committee of
experts in dealing with that question, on page 4 of the report I
have before me, printed in a document, used this language:
Next, we considered whiit was the net reduction in this total at the time of
the armistice.
.

That is, they were dealing with assets of German nationals in
foreign countries:
We took ito aecouwt mi one side the balance of trade, advances by (1eriznV
to her allies, loss by seizure ad .selquestration of property confirmed by the

Versailles treaty, and(1 loss through depreciation of the value of property aid

securities..

And there are various other provisions.
The CHAIRMAN. The whole report is in the record.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I do not think so.
The CHA1IIMAN. Oh, yes; I understood it was ordered printed in
the record.
Senator Jo.Es of New Mexico. I do not think I ever asked that
it be put in the record.
The CHAIRIMAN. I thought it was asked to be put in the record.
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Senator JONES of New Mexico. I asked that a copy be furnished
to me, and I understood that the clerk was directed by the chairman

of the committee to furnish each member of the committee with a

copy of the report.
(The report of the second committee of experts, printed both in
French and in English, is here made a part of the record so far as
the English version is concerned:)
REAPORT OF THE SECOND COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS
COVERING LETTER

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I have the honor to present the unanimous report of
the committee appointed by the Reparation Commission to inquire into the
amount of German exported capital and to consider the means of bringing it
back to Germany.
In laying before you the result of our labors may I be permitted in the name
of the committee to express the hope that our work may assist in solving the
problems involved in the execution of the treaty of peace.
I remain, yours faithfully,
R. McKINNA.

The CHAIRMAN REPARATIONS COMMISSION.
In pursuance of a decision of the Reparation Commission of the 30th of
November, 1923, we were created a committee to consider the means of
estimating the amount of German exported capital and of bringing it back
to Germany. We were convened in Paris on the 21st of January, 1924, and
we have held altogether 38 meetings, first in Paris, then in Berlin, and finally
again in Paris. We have examined numerous witnesses and have availed
ourselves of the services of trained economists, technical advisers, and expert
accountants. We have also studied the published works on the subject by
well-known economists, and each member of the committee has furnished
reports on particular problems.
Our estimates relate to the 31st of December, 1923. Later events may, of
course, have either Increased or decreased the amount of German capital
abroad.
In our investigation of the amount of capital owned by Germans in foreign
countries, we were confronted by very considerable difficulties. There are
many ways by which Germans can acquire capital abroad but in most cases
no precise figures can be given. It is nearly always a matter of estimate, and
the utmost we could hope to do with any degree of certainty was to lay down
limits between which the actual amount is to -be found. The distance which
divides these limits marks the want of precision of the material. at our
disposal.
One method of investigation, to institute an inquiry through bankers and
business men in those countries in which German capital is believed to be
deposited or invested, was rejected by us at the outset. We have availed
ourselves of all information of a public or official character supplied from
countries outside Germany, but we were of opinion that it would be neither
proper nor useful to request the disclosure of specific transactions which, in
general, would have been entered into under an implied condition of secrecy.
Moreover, we felt that even though all obtainable information were freely
given to us, it must be extremely defective, as much German capital in foreign
countries is certain in existing circumstances to be hidden in various ways
under assumed names.
The method we have adopted is altogether different. Our first step was to
form an estimate of the total value of German capital abroad at the outbreak
of war.
Next we considered what was the net reduction in this total at the time of
the armistice. We took into account on one side the balance of trade, advances
by Germany to' her allies, loss by seizure and sequestration of property confirmed by the Versailles treaty, and loss through depreciation of the value of
property and securities. On the other side we considered the sales of German
securities, the sales of gold. the accumulation of interest, and finally the effect
on the trade balance of the imports into Germany from occupied territories.
These imports were commodities either requisitioned without payment, or
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paid for, inthe case of Belgium and Poland, largely by marks which remained
in the country, and, in Rumanta and occupied France, as well as in Belgium
and Poland, by local currencies which the German Government caused to be
printed and issued for the purpose.
Fnally, starting from the basis of the remaining pre-war German assets, we
examined in detail the various means by which Germans can have increased
or diminished their capital abroad during the period from the armistice to
the close of the year 1923. The reliability of our final estimate depends upon
the completeness of our examination of the different elements which make
up the total of German foreign acquisitions and of the various ways in which
such acquislt~ons may have been expended.
The chief method by which Germans have acquired foreign assets since the
armistice has been by the sale of mark bank balances. Our estimates of the
total sum under this head has been obtained by a procedure founded upon
the principle that every foreign sale by a German of a mark bank balance
creates at the moment of sale a corresponding holding of a foreign bank balance
1i Germany. The periodic totals of foreign balances shown in the books of
the German banks were disclosed to us; and with the assistance of expert
accountants we have been able to ascertain the net proceeds expressed in gold
derived from the sale of marks. It is interesting to note that the foreign
assets acquired in this way amounted to between seven and eight milliards of
gold marks, the whole of which in consequence of the final devaluation of
the mark was lost by more than one million foreigners who at one time or
another were buyers of mark credits.
This figure is one of the credit factors in estimating the final total.
Other principal sources of German foreign assets have been the sale of
goods, securities, real estate, precious metals, and mark banknotes; interest
accumulations, tourist expenditure in Germany, German holdings in ceded
territories in Poland, Dantzig, etc., foreign money expended by the allied
armies of occupation, remittances from Germans abroad, earnings of shipping, railway and canal freights for foreign goods in transit through Germany, insurance profits, etc.
On the other hand, German foreign assets have been expended on the purchase of goods imported, cash payments to the Allies, interest paid on German securities held abroad, German tourist expenditure, etc.
On all these heads of receipt and expenditure, the German statistical records and estimates, official data, bankers', and business reports, and other
similar evidence, have been subjected by us to the most critical scrutiny,
and their reliability has been tested by our examination of witnesses and inspection of original sources of information. Our investigations and the evidence obtained led us to discard entirely the values of German imports and
exports as stated in the official reports, and to revalue all commodities on
the basis of the then current world prices with such allowances as the special
circumstances of German trade at the time may have rendered necessary.
After it close examination of all the factors which make up the total sum,
we are of opinion that German capital abroad of every kind, including
capital of varying degrees of liquidity and capital invested In participations
In foreign companies and firms, and after taking into account all credit and
debit items was at the end of the year 1923 not less. than 5.7 milliard gold
marks and not more than 7.8 milliard gold marks and we think that the
middle figure of 6% milliard gold marks is the approximate total.
We draw special attention to the foreign currency in Germany which,
though not included in our valuation of capital held abroad, is, so closely
akin to a foreign asset that it must not be overlooked. It may indeed be
said that this currency, the total of which we estimri'e at not less than 1
milliard 200,000,000 gold marks, Is a German holding in the most liquid form
for conversion Into foreign assets.
On the other hand, on a broad view of Germans financial capacity, the value
of the property in Germany held by foreigners should not be left out of
account. The annual yield from'this property, whether in the form of rent,
interest, or dividends, is at present inconsiderable and may at any time become subject to special taxation, particularly in the case of rent in respect
of real estate purchased at the low prices current in recent years. We
estimate, after very close study of the question, that the real estate and
securities owned in Germany by foreigners represent a value of from I to
11, milliard gold marks.
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The committee have thought' it desirable to give III an annex to this report
additional information in respect of their estimates of German assets abroad
in 1914 as well as of the principal credit and debit factors, both during and
since the war, that have gone to make up the final total of Gernman capital
abroad.
The second part of our inquiry was to investigate the means of bringing
exported capital back to Germany.
The so-called flight of capital in. this instance was in the main thie result of
the usual factors. It arose principally front the failure of tile Government to
bring its budget into proper relation, and, as it corrollary of such failure, from
the raising of large loans and the direct Issue of paper money. Secondly, it
was due to the action of speculators and timid investors who sold their marks
against the currency of other countries., while the exporters of goods retained
abroad all timt was possible of the proceeds of their sales. In the particular
case under inquiry, however, the flight" of capital was accentuated by the
attitude of the people of Germany towards payments to her war creditors, and
was marked by new anI ingenious devices and schemes for evading restrictive
legislation and for cloaking the real ownership of foreign balances.
The failure of the methods employed, both old and new, demonstrates the
final ineffectiveness of restrictive legislation when successful evasion is so
richly rewarded. Neither legal enactment nor severe penalties resulted in disclosure of assets abroad or hampered the flight of capital. We feel that this
would have been true whether the Government had or had not used its best
endeavors to enforce the laws and regulations.
In our opinion the only way to prevent the exodus of capital from Germany
and to encourage its return is to eradicate the cause of the outward movement.
Inflation must be permanently stopped. If the issue of currency is strictly
confined within the true limits of national requirements on a stable basis of
value, the German with capital abroad will feel assured that he will suffer
no loss in bringing it home; tle speculator can no longer look for a profit from
the sale of marks. We have already seen In the case of Austria low, when the
currency is fairly stabilized, the necessities of foreign trade tend to bring
back existing foreign balances. Restrictive legislation, which In the main has
proved futile in preventing the export of capital, becomes superfluous the
moment there Is no longer any inducement to evade the law. It is indeed to
be feared that laws purporting to compel the return of capital would have the
reverse effect to that which might be wished.
The method of securing a currency in Germany capable of maintaining a
sufficiently stable international value covers the whole question of budgetary
equilibrium and the establishment of a bank of issue on a sound basis. These
matters,' which fall outside the scope of our inquiry, have been referred by the
Reparation Commission to another committee whose conclusions we have the
advantage of knowing. If effect is given to their recommendations, we think
that a considerable part of the German assets now In foreign countries will
return in the ordinary course of trade.
While we are of opinion that special legislation to prevent the export of capital or compel its return Is not required when a country's finance is on a stable
basis, we recognize that in the case of Germany a period of transition must
necessarily ensue before stability can be obtained and confidence restored. We
suggest that during this period an amnesty should be granted for a limited time
from the penalties Imposed by existing enactments and that special terms be
offered for subscriptions to Government loans made In foreign currencies. Wellconceived measures of this kind would be helpful in hastening the return of capital and the final restoration of financial equilibrium in Germany, conditions
which are essential to the payment of reparation.
We desire to express our sincere thanks to the officers of the Reparation
Commission, and to the economists, statisticians, and expert accountants who
have aided us, for whose valuable assistance we are greatly Indebted.
REINAIn McKENNA, Chairman.
HENRY M. RoBINSoN.
ANDnu LAURENT-ATTHALIN.
MARIO ALBERTZ.
ALDEBT-E. JANSSEN.
APRIL 9, 1924.
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ANNEX
SUMMARY

I. Assets abroad in 1914.
I. Period of the war:
(a) Surplus of imports and Germany's advances to her allies.
(b) Depreciation of pre-war foreign assets; sequestration and liquidation
measures.
(o) Profits realized by Germany in occupied territories.
(d) Sale of gold and German 'securities.
(e) Return from German assets abroad.
II. Postwar period:
(a) Surplus of imports and cash payments made by Germany under the
peace treaty.
(b) Sales to foreigners of mark credits and bank notes.
(e) Sales of gold.
(d) Sales of German real property and German securities.
(e) Expenditures by foreigners traveling in Germany and by Germans
traveling abroad.
(f) Expenditure by the armies of occupation.
(g) Earnings from shipping. insurance, transit. etc.
(h) Income from German investments abroad and from foreign investments
in Germany; remittances made by Germans residing abroad.
(I) German private property in ceded territories.
(I) Foreign bank notes in Germany.

I. AsSETs ABROAD IN 1914
The value of German assets abroad in 1914 ha; been estimated by different
economists at sums varying between 20 and 35 milliard gold marks. Besides
these unofficial estimates two estimates of an official nature, as well as a
census, have been made by the German Government. The earlier of these
two official estimates is that made in 1905 by the Imperial Admiralty; the
later one was supplied by the German Government in 1924 In reply to a question raised by the second committee of experts. The census. which only
covered securities, was made by the German Government during the war, in
August, 1910.
In the question put to the German Government the committee not only asked
fe-. an estimate of the foreign assets held by German nationals in 1914 but
al , requested it to submit its comments on the various estimates already made
by German economists.
All these documents-estimates of German economists, and those of neutral,
allied, and associated countries, official estimates and census, and the replies
of the German Government-have topen examined and compared. Taking into
account all the factors of valuation, the committee has come to the conclusion
that the figure of 28 milliard gold marks may be accepted as representing the
value of German assets abroad at the time of the declaration of war, it being
understood that this figure of 28 milliards comprises only the assets abroad
belonging to German nationals residing in Germany and not those belonging
to German nationals residing abroad. In this estImate securities have been
taken at their face value in gold marks.
II. PERIOD OF THE WAR
(A)

SURPLUS OF IMPORTS AND GERMANY'S ADVANCES TO HER ALLIES

The difficulty encountered by Germany in exporting her goods during the
war, as well as her persistent endeavors to increase her imports by every
possible means, in order to provide for the requirements of her armies, naturally produced a surplus of imports, considerably in excess of the figures of
the normal pre-war deficit. To this deficit in Germany's foreign trade balance
must be added the sums advanced by Germany to her allies to enable them
to pay for their imports, for which she received no corresponding return.
The figure indicated for these two items may be considered to be reliable and
amounts to an aggregate sum of 15.2 milliard gold marks, subject to the modifications referred to in paragraph (o).
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48) DEPRECIATION OF PRE-WAR FOREIGN ASSETS-SEQUESTRATION
MEASURES

AND LIQUIDATION

Various estimates of the reduction it German assets abroad during the
war as a result of depreciation have been made by several economists, whose
figures are generally based on an estimated total of from 20 to 25 milliard
gold marks for German assets in 1914. Their estimates seem too low, if we
take as a basis the figure of 28 milliards adopted by tl:e committee for
German assets abroad in 1914. This impression is moreover confirmed by
information which the committee has obtained by its own investigation.
It is impossible to adopt a definite figure in determining the value of tlae
assets selzed and liquidated in the Allied and Associated countries. On the
basis of information obtained by the committee from the Governments of the
allied and associated powers as well as from Germany. the committee has
been able to estimate at approximately 16.1 milliard gold inarks the reduction
in German assets abroad during the war, as- a result of depreciation and
liquidation and sequestration measures. In adopting this figure no allowance
has been made for the fact that certain German assets abroad may have been
utilized to cover the payment of imports. nor for the fact that German assets
abroad may have Increased owing to the accumulation of the interest accruing
on these assets. These several items are discussed elsewhere. The above
figure therefore represents a net reduction in German assets abroad for which
Germany during the war period received no return. These assets underwent
a further decrease in value during the period following hostilities, which
decrease was taken into account.
lJstlI. the committee is of opinion that both during and since the war, the
categor' of assets in neutral countries has likewise undergone a reduction
in value, and that in particular the greater part of such securities held by
Germans lsas no longer a value equivalent to their f&ee value, even taking into
account th6 effect of the decline in the value of gold.
(C,

PROFITS REALIZED BY GERMANY IN OCCUPIED TERRITORIES

An examination of German economic measures taken in Belgium during
the var, to which tile attention of the committee was: called, suggested that
substantial profits had accrued to Germany from the exploitation of occupied
territories. Constquently, the committee has made a careful study covering
not only German operations in Belgium and northern France. but also those
in Poland and Rumania.
No attention has be%,n paid to the purely military aspects of these operations,
such as. for instance, requisitions intended to provide for the partial sub.
sistence of the German occupying troops. Quite apart from such matters,
however, it was found thht the profits realized by Germany by requisitions and
by other methods in occupied territories are closely connected with the deficit
of the German balance of tiade. With the help of German official documents,
in particular reports by the military administration drawn up during the war
and German memoranda estimating the value of war damages, the committee
has ascertained that the profits realized by Germany were principally obtained
as follows :
Germany obtained in occupied territories considerable quantities of conmodities which through the operation of centralized importing companies
specially created for this purpose, were transported to Germany for internal
consumption. Most of these goods were either not paid for at all or were
paid for in paper marks which were subsequently left in tie country. and
amounted in the case of Belgium to six milliard paper marks, or were purchased through the medium of issues of local paper currency. The special
object of such issues, according to a statement by the German staff. was to
enable Germany and her allies to receive goods from occupied territories
free of charge during the whole period of hostilities.
By requisition or in exchange for paper marks or local currency, Germany
also obtained considerable quantities of the currency of invaded countries.
Thus in the 'north of France the German military authorities imposed on
towns fines and levies for which payment was required in German money,
gold coin. or notes of the Bank of France.

I
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Finally, foreign assets were acquired by Germany, specially in Belgium and
Frauce, notably by means of sequestration of securities, coupons, and other
credits, and these, like the bank notes mentioned above, served in part to pay
for Imports from neighboring neutral countries.
It must also be pointed out that when the German Coal Centrale in Belgium
issued export licenses for coal for Holland, Switzerland, or Sweden, the German authority kept for itself the foreign currency thus obtained, and forced
the mines to accept paper marks.
The committee has adopted the figure of from 5.7 to 6 milliard gold marks
as corresponding to that portion of the profits derived from this exploitation
of Belgium, Northern France. Poland, Lithuania, Rumania, etc., representing
imp.;rts for which no payment was made and which In consequence had not
been allowed for in her balance of accounts.
(D) SALE OF GOLD AND GERMAN SECURITIES

The sale of gold and securities was the principal means whereby Germany
paid for her imports during the war. The export of gold, which took place
mainly during the early years of the war, reached a total amount of 1 milliard gold marks.
As regards German securities, widely diverging estimates have been made
of the amounts sold. In our opinion the total figure is not far from 1
milliard gold marks.
(E) RETURN FROM GEPMAX ASSETS ABROAD

The revenue which Germany derived from her assets abroad was very considerably diminished immediately after the declaration of war and further
reductions occurred during the period of hostilities.
It should, indeed, be noted that interest ceased to be paid on the assets held
by Germany in countries with which she was at war. Some of these assets
were sold during the war and the depreciation of others became very marked
toward the end.
On the other hand, the industrial securities, particularly those of neutral
countries, continued to pay interest at rates frequenUtly higher than before the
war.

While the committee has been unable to determine exactly the variations for
each year of the war in the revenue derived from German assets abroad, it has
at least been able to make an estimate which may be taken as very nearly
accurate.
III. POSTWAR PERIOD
(A)

SURPLUS OF IMPORTS AND CASH PAYMIENrS
PEACE TREATY

MADE BY GERMANY UNDER THE

One of the main causes of the reduction of Ge;.man assets abroad during the
postwar period arose from the necessity for Germany to cover the deficit in
her trade balance and to meet the cash payments which lwd to be made to the
Allies under the treaty of Versailles. These two items together amount to
between 9 and 10 milliard gold marks.
As already stated in the report, the figures given in the official German
foreign trade statistics are quite Inaccurate for certain periods. This observation applies particularly to the figures originally pub-lished.
For this reason it was necessary to revise completely the balance given for
every year. Taking into account the various factors entering into the calculation, the committee is of opinion that this revision has made it possible to
reach a figure more nearly equal to the actual excess of imports than had been
the case in previous reports dealing with this question. The fixing of the
amount of the deflcit in the trade balance is of true importance since any
valuation that Is to be made of German assets remaining abroad largely depends
on the ,gure finally adopted for that deficit.
The cash payments made by Germany to the Allies-to the Reparation Commission, under the reparation recovery act, payments to the clearing office,
etc.-do not give rise to dispute.
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(B) SALE TO FOREGNES OF MARK CREDITS AND BANKNOTES

Germany has acquired foreign assets in large volume since the armistice
through opening credit accounts in her banks for the benefit of foreigners
These credits were paid for by the foreigners in the money or credits of other
countries, and as they underwent a constant shrinkage in real value through
the depreciating value of the mark, German economy profited largely from
the transactions. The committee made a careful study of tile values so
acquired by an investigation, with tile aid of expert accountants, of the miark
credit balances on foreign account in the principal banks of Germany during
the postwar years.
It was found that there had been during this five-year period more than a
million individual accounts of this kind. in most cases the mark credits of
these accounts had not been immediately utilized and had undergone a process
of shrinkige through the depreciation of mark values that amounted to a
veritable ewilporatio.
Tile work of tile expert accountants was directed to determine as nearly as
possible tile aggregate amount of the shrinkages ilt these very numerous
accounts that wias due to tile depreciation of the value of the mark. With this
end in view the leading ialks ilnGermany were asked to transcribe from
their books the data showing tile credit balances and the amounts of debits in
the accounts (if all foreigners at the close of each month from tile end of 1918
to the end of 1123.
After the sums indicated had been inverted to gold equivalents at the cur.
rent rate of exchange, it was possible to draw close inferences as to the total
gains. a(' ruing to Germlan economy as a whole. The data furnished by the
banks were submitted to careful checking by tile expert accountants, and it
was found that they had been correctly compiled.
('redits in German larks were purchased by the citizens of a great niny
nations, but the largest aniounts were taken by the citizens of a relatively
restricted group of countries.
Tile methods used in determining tile value of tie assets ae(luired by tile
Gernn banks ini this w:y weu'e muijected to an interesting check which consistedl of taking a singh account of a foreigner who had engaged in speculative
operations oil
colCnside'able scale. and converting the figures of the trinsactions to a gold basis for every day on which any debit or credit entry was
recorded. The results indicated that there was no tendency for this detailed
method of coilversioli to yield results naterially different front those found by
the more gelleral mass inethods that it was necessary to tuinploy In computing
the figures for (serniany as a whole.
When the whole inquiry, which wits of considerable length, had been Coinpleted it was found that Germany had profited by the sale of mark credits by
til amount of from 7 to 8 billiards of gold marks. Ill addition the sale of
paper

n-arks ilnforeign counit'ies lid resulted

in profits anounting to from

60),00,000 to 700.0001,(I0 gold marks, or a total front these two sources of 7.6
to 8.7 billiards of gold narks.
(C) SALES OF GOI)

German official statistics record sales abroadto by Germany principally it the
years 1919-1,121 and 1923 of gold tip a total amount of l,.2
nilfliird fold nark.%
Tie accuracy of these figures is not disputed.
(D) SALES OF GERMAN REAL PROPERTY AND GERMAN SECURITIES

During the period characterized by the rapid depreciation of the mark, sales
of real property to foreigners reached tin unwouted development Jn Germany.
Il e ,tinating the proceeds of such sales, tile committee had before it various
statistics indicating in detail the number and amount of ales of real property
to foreigners since the war in some of the l)rincipal towns of Germany, and
also in districts of varying economic character.
As regards securities, Germany was able during the first part of the post-war
period to market some of her securities abroad but as soon as her financial
position became more uncertain, most of these transactions were suspended.
In the aggregate, the committee considers that sales of German real property
and securities to foreigners amounted to about 1Y2 milliard gold marks.

in
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EXPENDITURE BY FOREIGNERS TRAVELING IN GERMANY AND BY GERMANS

TRAVEJANG ABROAD

During the five years which have elapsel since the armistice, considerable
sums have been spent in Germany by 1trge numbers of foreigners who have
traveled and lived in the country. Our estimate of the expenditure by these
travelers was facilitated by the official statistics kept by the largest German
towns and by the special report on the subject supplied by the German Government. The committee was able to obtain a fairly exact idea of the number of
foreigners who came to Germany (luring the period in question, the average
length of their stay and the daily expenditure of each traveler.
As against this, numerous German travelers belonging mostly to the wealthier
classes have stayed in foreign countries, especially in the last two or three
years. Their expenditure has to be deducted from the expenditure by forlndvery considerably rcduefl- 1he
eigners in Germany referred to above,
amount of the German assets realized from that source.
(F

EXPENDITURE BY ARMIES OF OCCUPATION

During the post-war period, it certain sum iss i)een realized by Gerniany
through the expenditure in foreign currency, or in marks bought with foreign

currency, by the troops occupying Gernman territory.

Each of the Govenments having had armies of occupation in Germany has

supplied the conunittee with a detailed estimate of the expenditure made by
the officers and men o' by the various army services. These estimaates were
checked in several ways by a series of calculations relating to each ,rniy's
different methods. The results of these different calculations li\'e been
combined.
.SHIPPING,
(G) EARNING.- FROM

INNI-RANCE, TRANSIT. ETC.

earnings from shipping, insUtranct-, conimissions, transit, were an important

source of Gernian Income prior to 1914, but (luring the war such earnings in
great measure dlsappe:red. Ili ti e five years 1919-1923 Smile of tith lost
ground has becn regained. particularly in the field of shipping -il inhsurn'e,

and the committee has taken this item into account.

(H) INCOME FROM GE~RMAN INVESTMENTS ABROAD AND FOREIGN INVESTMENTS IN
GERIMANY--REMITTANCES MADE BY GERMANS RESIDING ABROAD

The total amount (if the invcme produced by German assets abroad since 1919

is of course substantially below that produced by German assets abroad before
the war. The assets held abroad by Germany since the war represent Indeed
only a small and for some part unproductive fraction of her pre-war holdings.
It is true, on the other hand, that the payments which Germany has had to
make since 1919 in respect of German securities held by foreigners have been
inconsiderable. After a careful study of the question, the committee came to
the conclusion that a set-off of the two items--income from German investments
abroad and income from foreign investments in Germany-resulted in a small
balance in Germany's favor for the whole of the postwar period.
The remittances sent to Germany by German nationals residing abroad and
German connections and sympathizers amounted to a considerable figure in

Germany's favor.
(I) GERMAN PRIVATE PROPERTY IN CEDED TERRITORIES

Most of the valuations of German property abroad have taken little or no
account of the value of German private property in the ceded territories of

Silesia, Posen, Danzig, etc.

These properties are included in our own estimate in so far as, according to

the definition adopted by the committee, they are owned by Germans residing
in Germany. Although it is very difficult to determine with any precision the
extent of these properties, the committee considered that it should not exclude
from its valuation certain industrial assets, particularly those in upper Silesia.
(J) FOREIGN BANK NOTES IN GERMANY

There is in Germany a large quantity of foreign bank notes (dollars, florins,
Scandinavian crowns, Swiss francs, pounds sterling, and more especially in the
occupied territory. Belgian and French francs). The exceptional plight of the
German mark has influenced Germans it acquiring stable currencies wherever
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possible and on a large scale.' These foreign notes have remained in the
country instead of finding their way abroad again through the normal channel
of trade, as would have been the case in ordinary circumstances.
Various estimates of the total aniount of such notes were made in Germany,
particularly toward the end of 1923. The committee has compared the different
estimates with the information which it collected in Germany and other countries. In Its opinion, the value of the foreign notes existing in Germany at
the end 'Nf 1923 amounted to about 1.2 milliard gold marks.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. The patrt to which I particularly
refer is found on page 10 of this report, and is as follows:
It is impossible to adopt a definite figure in determining the value of tile
assets seized and liquidated in the allied and associated countries. On the
basis of Information obtained by the committee from the governments of the
allied and assmoisted powers as well as from Germany, the committee has been
able to estimate at approximately 16.1 mlliard gold marks the reduction in
German assets abroad during the war, as a result of depreciation and liquidation and sequestration measures. In adopting this figure no allowance has
been made for the fact that certain German assets abroad may AiIve been
utilized to cover tile pa.ynent of Imports, nor for the fact that German assets
abroad may have increased owing to the acenniation of the interest accruing
onithese assets. These several items are discussed elsewhere. The above
figure therefore represents a net reduction inGerman assets abroad for which
Germany during the war period received m return. These assets underwent
a further decrease in value during the period following hostilitifs, whicll
decrease was taken into account.

So it would seen that the Dawes Reparations Commission in
fixing the ability of Germany to pay excluded that part of (German
assets which were in the Unrte1 States. as eli as in Great lritain,
France, and other countries, and whlch lmc been used for the payment of claims against Germany.
Senator EX.IE. Not which had been used, but which had been
held, Senator Jones.
Senator JoNxtEs of New Mexico. Which was held and assumed not
to be available for Germany for the ptirpose of making reparations
payments.
Senator EmW. It has not been atiully used but is held as
security.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Which .had been actually used by
all the countries except the United States.
Senator EDGE. Andi am speaking of the U~nited States.
The CHI MtAN. 1)octor Kiesselbach, you may now answer.
Doctor KiESSFLBAC.d. As flu' as I could follow it this speaks only
of property seized under the Versailles treaty, and then as far as
I remember this report was made in 1923 or 1924, by considering the
German property seized in America, that report would, at least by
implication, have meant interference with American policy. No one
could know then what the United States of America would see fit
to do with this property. Therefore my belief is that it could not
be taken into considemration, and that is was simply to be left out.
The CHArMAN. Every dollar that you received would be an
advantage to that extent.
Doctor KIESSEBcACi. As to ability to pay.
Senator SHQRTIUDWE. The treaty of Versailles was signed on June
98, 1919. The so-called Knox resolution was approved by the President July 2, 1921. Then followed the treaty of Berlin, and Article
I of that treaty carries into the treaty Section V of the Knox resolution and makes it, of course, in all of its provisions a part of the
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treaty. Now, do I understand your position to be that Germany
has done all or has promised; or has noj agreed to do all that is
required of Gei'many under that treaty of Berlin?
Doctor KIESSELBACH. Yes; that is my belief, and under the Dawes
plan Germany is not allowed to do anything more. Germany has
to confine herself to paying these installments, and is not allowed
to enter into an agreement with any power to pay something
else.
Senator SJIORTMDONE. Yo-,. claim that the Dawes agreement has in
some way and to some extent added to or modified the treaty of
Berlin?
Doctor KIESSELBACI. Oh, not at all. If I may say so it only complies with it by providing'for suitable provision, under the control
of the powers. All of the powers have come together and considered
the capacity of Germany to pay, and have stated what. would be
the utinost for Germany to pay, and then provided for very farreaching securities for those payments, and now Germany's finances
are controlled, and they have done everything to see to Germany's
payments and to safeguard those pavmepts. Therefore we believe
and we contend from our point of view that we have satisfied the
allied powers and other powers who wanted us to pay to our capacity.
Senator SHioUTmM. In other words, I understand your contention
is that there. I may say, through the Dawes plan, Germany has
done or agreed to do all that is required of her under the Bierlin
,
treaty?
Doctor KItESISELBACH. Yes; tll that we can, all that we could call
suitable provision.
Senator SHOnTIDGE. Well, do you contend that the United States
has committed itself to your contention that you have made suitable
provision?
Doctor KIESSELBACUI. I do not con,,ind that, no. I have simply
explained my viewpoint.
Senator SHORTIIDGE. I see. That is all I wish to ask.
The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions?
Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. Just to carry that on one step
further, in your viewpoint it is suitable l)rovision for the satisfaction of these claims?
Doctor KIESSELBACH. Yes.
Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. But you do not contend ,hat the
United States has pronounced it as in its opinion suitable provision ?
Doctor KIESSELBACII. I do not.
The CHAIrMA,-. That will be all Doctor Kiesselbach.
Senator JoN.,s of New Mexico. There is one point I want ,to bring
out from the Alien Property Custodian.
The CHAIRMAN. W ill Senator Sutherland take the stand.
STATEMENT OF HON. HOWARD SUTHERLAND, ALIEN PROPERTY
COSTODIAN, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Senator Sutherland, I should like
to put into the record what was (lone, if anything, with respect to
the property of German nationals who were residing in the United
States during the war.
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Mr. SUTHERLAND. Well, %weseized those properties, so far as we
could ascertain their existence. It was supposed to be all reported,
and then demands were made for that property. and it was taken
possession of under those demands. And it is to a large extent still
held, where it has not been returned.
Senator JONEs of -New Mexico. Do you mean to include in that
statement all property of all German nationals who were residing
in the United States luring the war?
The CHAIJEMAN. No; that property was not taken unless they were
interned. If they were interned that property was taken.
Mr1'. SUTHELAND. I had reference especially to interned Gerinal
nationals.
Senator JoNES of New Mexico. I think the properties of interned
German nalionals occupy quite a different status from that of other
property of Gernman nationals residing in the United States.
Senator SHORTRmino. That was not laken.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. No; that was not taken.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. That is the point I wanted to get
clear in the record-that the property of German nationals who
resided in the United States during the war and had property in
the United States was not affected by the provisions of the trailing
with the enemy act, or the duties of ihe office of the Alien Property
Custodian.
Mr. SUTHEIIRLAND. NO: it was affNeted if they were alien enemies
living on the other side aid if they were interned Germans on this
side.
Senator JoxE, of New Mexico. I wanted to get this in the record
for the specific' purpose of making (lear that many expressions of
Americans and others with respect to confiscation related to the taking of that ,Aass of property and not to property of German nationals
who were resiling in the Ltnited States during the war.
Senator SHOmTIDn.E. And who were not offensive or who did not
violate any of our laws.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. The Senator is making a good
suggestion.
Senator SnoRTRItDE. I think you have made that perfectly clear.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Do you individually know, Senator
Sutherland, anything about the patents which are still held by the
Alien Property Custodian. as to their value?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. I have had a statement prepared giving completely that information.
The CHAIRMAN. It would be a good thing to have it in the record
right here. It is not very long.
Senator JoxEs of New Mexico. I think so.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. I will insert in the record the statement showing
completely the situation with reference to patents, trade-marks, and
copyrights.
(rhe statement furnished by the Alien Property Custodian, entitled "Patents, Trade-marks." and Copyrights Sold by the Alien
Property Custodian from October 6.1917. to January 1, 1927," is as
follows.)
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Patents, trade-marks,and copyrights sold by the Alien Property Custodian from
October 6, 1917, to January 1, 1927
Consideration

PropertY'

lato

Assigned

Average
price

Martin E. Kern ................. Jan. 13,1919

1 design, 2 trade-marks, 139 patC. M .........
Unts.
PatrolN Manufacturing ('o
......
Jan. 25,1919 9 tradc-inarks ----------------- $5, 100
500.66
J. F. Sturdy's SoatsCo., and

Leach & Garner Co.

Jim. 30,1919

Sterling l'roducts Co............ Feb
United States of America repro
Feb.
sonted by Secretary of Navy.

3,1019
6,1919

A..1
....................
Kimorly Phnnograph Co ...... Feb. 10,1919
Charles A. Fulio ........
Feb. 12,1919
Coffin & Co., A. 1. Leach & Feb. -# 1919
Co., Warren A. Wilbur.
Alexander llarris................ Mar. 19,16019
Allan A. Ityn.............
Apr. ID, l1l1)
Chemical I'oundtl:on (ie.) -... ..... -to .......

Howard
E. Mitchell
.............
12,1919
Locomotive
Superheater
Co..... Apr. 22,1919

8 patonts,

names.

a trade-mairks,

4 trade

558 patents, I trade-mark ........
34 patents .......................
12 contract rights, 72 patonts....
Certain trade-marks, etc ........
I aplicatlon ..............

1 latent, 2 trado-marks, 15 trade
1)3111)05s.

$313,000

20,806.66

C. At.
$1,190

3.00

$ion

6. 32

$1'000 ..........
Noll ...........
VI. t ...........
C. 1H . ..........

r patents ........................

I
20 patents, 25 trado-nmrks.
4,125 i'littnts, 845 trailod nrks,J

492 copyrights, 46i
contracts.
4 patents
44
patents........
and interest in two

C . I.........
$250, 000
45.39
c. 1)0 ..........
$10,
217.35

n1greeonzts.

American Radio ('o ............. Apr. 26, 1111112 contntst5, 8 p tet..
..
George U. Tompers .............
13,1919
,pr. 12 vatiknts0 23 trademarks, j

25,000 2,3,00.0)
C. I. .........

Walter I. Comfort and Joseph: Apr. -, 1919
Krieg.
George 1V,
Tompers ............. Nf y 2,1919

C.NI. ..........

IhIS

els.

4 patents -----------------------

.-do .............
..... .
(.N.
.......
- ,hii ti' ................ ......I..........
.N .
... .......
.....
1 ....... 22 trade-marks ....... ....
(C. ..
.
Chhi a Foub
lindtion (ile.) .
do ....... 2trade-marks-...-.......--l)- ...................
. MNay 6,1119 114 ,,,1euls
.
j
25.0
Lehlt & Flik ....... ............ lay 13, 1919 I !tr lo-nmark ............. ...... 10 ,70 , .
('hemical l"onnirtloln (Inc.) _. ,N\l
y 15,1919 1 itent-t .....................
.. ...
IL hI. Wleelock - .... ......May 2,1.11119 17 patents .............-......... !
. , . . .
W ilter It.
,her ...............
do........
17 Itatetts, I trade-itizrk ........
1 '
Whitillg & lvs-----------f
ly....1919 4i atelts--(.,1
.
Ilarry 1).D.I'.
i ~ ..
.....----------.
1119 2 lt ..............
N......
th~s.
.. ..... . June.1114
|tte
i1
r.
-----------...
hatt R
31.s
-, 99 I, ttn s. .. .................
If() . .22. 00
(ustave Thurniner.-.-...
1919---!
2
ptr.do
.........
C N1. ..........
Harry 11. Friedmlan and Morris. lt1
_do ........
21.1
a.t-teit
ts\I
mrks, I ltl ......... .
.
I)o .......................-.......
--o

Do ..

.

Chemical Foundation (Ine.) - --- Jinfe 17, 1919 73 tents .. ........
Walter NI. Noles(...).....
"...JU
e 21. 1111
.........
i
-.2
liolley hi'ilIlhs.. -------do ...... :
i3patenits, It trmde-:rk

(rhellft1 I1a i~onlatinn (file.).-

do-...

Tishop (ltt-iereh

3
1)0
N-- ........

.
...

3 patents, 3 traile-1norks :1 eonI ro 'ts.I

C.

1.501)

.

rql.00

Co.....June 21.1919 1 trade-imark ....................
.I.
C. l11o -......-...........
-l-tiJul-,2L1919 42 tteils. .............
.
.....
NI .
.Robert 1. Nletzler ............
.1Juy,
J
1111) 36 Iradh-rirks, I Iaiihsl----...-1
.NI.
TtonmsIp ihrv ................. Juyi, 119
trad nk------------......
Wild.:, & Co .........---lilt% 18. 191)1, Ipatent, I d+ilgil, 75 tr;u--mnark,, lit totied
-.
Henry l'fillfer, Gustav A. ifelf-I Jtily
2. 111!) 24) paitents, 16 trade-litarks, 2 1
t.
or,
'and (linIle+d 1).Wlierr 'r. I
I )rinlts.
Peter V. IDal ..................--.
.. .........
2 1rade-nmlrk- ................... I.....T.
Rlh-----------------------------do-------------------4
lit)2C
V
Dahvid NoI.'., t,-................
- - - -1 1 91g.
9 I 1 ji.tent, traa
..........
- -............V .
Joseph KaUfilrifln ................ ,itig.
.
21,1919 3 att'its
..-----..........
t..........
Adoillilt 1. I.itk-------------...
IS,111-I..
I
ISue%'b'-------iit
. 215,1919 7
4'otn--------------I
1
V.N1
.....
lhrla'l I. ArlOi-rS............. Sep1t. 30, 1919 2 1ratle-lialks, III ,ll
111ud
eit _..
'1. .........
N.
Chemical Foundation (i(.,)
Oc<,t.
17, 919 21 patelits .......................
.t150 'fit).00
T. V-.80'hilvoll ...........-..... Oct. 25, I9:92 r',-mnrk::, 1 1
ue(;,
t, ,. C. Ni.tl
...

Do .. ..
.... ....................
,.l
,....
it.,1.....................
C.11 ..........

250 tril I litltlliteq'.,
1 10)(4 .

Tmlerl I unio Co..... ..... Nti. 6,1131
0
1)titlIs..................................
Julius NI. Reis ari lien lis., ke).Il, 1919
p-.
C N. .........
1)ontl, 1). Davis ................
d47.... :1t
t.....
"'
-'ai
at
-"
]'
.NI......
W illham KropT-....-...........
h. I,I!21 I p4:It
' , I label 1711,'itI-lll.;r ,
.
I co[ yl'i'ht,
45 truth, lumllus.
('emilcal Foundution (Inc.) .... el 24i,1920 t it
contacts ------M1)
,,00
lDN
. ........................
flt-.
9 1924)211
9,
patents, 20 trade-mtarks ......
'1310 i 50.00
John l)t'te lls
.................... I Miar. 11,19)
7 trade-marks -----_--------C.
-.
.
Tanners productss ('o..........
31, 1920 I1patents, I0)trade m.rks--:
31,
,. NI.
UnItedtatesof Ainera .....
A o!3, 1920_If ringemnent nd contract rIghts ..........-".........
1))---------------Al,
- Ihinages
and lr
profits
.............
D on.... . . .. . . .. .. .......
..oo ......
.2(
)l ltleln
tll .4il|
ll mider
l~lP 488i i"
)i.
Willili, KroplY .............

oitrt

io........
7 tnu-marks (Cuban & Porto
Iiot'Aine),

1 I{ttrnetl (order o~f
Attorney Generatl),

2, f*
.,
I

10.00
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Patents, trade.mark8, and copyrights old by the Allent Propertyl Cutodion from
October 6, 1917, to January 1, 1927--Contilned
Date

Assignee

Considernation

property

A verage
price

C. M.
Will. Waite Snow ...............
Apr. 21,1920 10 patelts......................
$1,750
ChemIcual FoLludatlon (file.) .... NI y4,11920 35ipatots.....................
(,M
Witerotus Fire Englne Co . ..... May 13, 1TO) 12 patents ...........
12. 42
8,000
Chetllhal Folhldatio (hn.).... i .MAty15, 1120 403 platetns ......................
c.M. .o.......
.......................
Juno 8,1920 33 plitints
Morton E. (rush ............
C. M.
..................... 11ly 21,1920 1 patIent .........................
Tiyer & Coo
41.00
)ec. 21,1020 2 pnnts........................li)
Chotileal Fouidualo (Inc.) ....
V. M. .o.........
Feb. 7,11)21 14 patents ....................
J. P. Devine .....................
14.15
5,0(m)
......................
354
Iptents
:
19,1921
Clerical Foundation (Inc.) .... Feb.
ll0
Sterling Products (inc.) ......... ' Apr. 25,1921 ('Cerain rights under 2 Imtenlts..
W0.00
550
('laruilall FounidaI lon(Inc.) ... Apr. 27, 1021 It palelts .......................
M.
C.
.......................
patents
17
Koplpel Industrial ('ar Equip- Juno 15, 1)21
ment Co.
...o.o...
Edword lB. Marks Music ('o.... Sept. 24,1121 1 copyright ...................... Returned.
A.naerici ("el loaie Co ........... I Sept. 30,11021 2 |latetIt ........................ Iteturnod.
(2)
do...........................
Golde Patent Mouaufaecturing Fe.) 3,1922 .....
Co. (In,. v.
Fell. 14,1922 1 patent ............... .
D)ilost'p',) (1, it .) ..............
t..........
(3)
(to.........................
Apr. 7,1922 .
Jhliti. E. Ifilinfeld ............
112. 605
1,000
Sept. 21, 1922 7 patnts......................
Albert '1T.(11 ..................
3'3150
patents ................. :......
Ernst Oldeon lick Mainufaetur- I Nov. 11,1
ing Co.
500
I1:dent
.........................
Otis Etevator (o .............. Nov. i, 192.)
50m
co[ |wlS Engineerilng Corpora- Feb. 17, 1912M
..... do ...........................
)
...........
..
....
eplt.
22,1023
Khtaiher
..............
Dr. Albert
The iBartlett Halywaird Co....

(to ......................
19123 .....
Diec. Ap,

Slttes Vinamsse Fer.
The
Utlie,
tilizer
C'orp~oraltionh

o...................
Dec. 14,1923 .....

M
7,A(

o...........................
l111l (o ......................... Feb. 28.1,21 .
............................
It. M1.('oley ('o ............... I Mar. 4,19.
........................
5
ila,
mts
Nlir.
10,
11)24
....
W.
Fairbatk
Clair
mi l- Sept. 4,11921 2 patents ........................
V(st.itigitot s(, EIeclrle & h,
factulring (o,
Nov. (),110215 patents ........................
nI hw ..................
] ihar
1 2A I patent .........................
Skn3'af ihill hearing co ......... Ott. 11),
Armllin Fhh. ................... D~ee.
..........................
1)2
Jln. S., 1I
:........
V)6 ......,o ...................
i
&
lighting
C'r
1Heating
SaIfety
( '0.
. . .I
I

.,.4...0..)
.. . 00..
200
16.at.
00
I
3. P91)
m4,(1)0
25)
5,(tI0
()
(4)

Corrective olmignment.
C

1 eotrmed tinder chin.

4 Itetll d u nlder court. order.
NOTE.- Whero patents, t rade.tllIrks, ainld copyrights were .mild vIlh the aissats of varlotis Corp)altiois,
110ilmliaa t wa s sLt asile for th vilu of SIulh jaateaat: trai'ic-maarks .l,' copyrights.

TlI(

(IlIRAM N.

tU do 1141t giVoi, IIIV ( Stilnated value of the

patents in that reo)rI't.?
M'. SuHEn.,.ANo. We give here flhe

mller of patents, tradeby number; those
tlisl)ositiofl
the
1nt(
seizedl,
markcs, and copyright.s
that were s(l and li(en.sed, 'and the total number held. We hold
lOW (.oniiipiatively few that have not been licensed. We hold solne
hltvt' licensed so that they rte being Ilsed. They are held
that N%'(
Subject, of ('II'Se, to fhe license.
Se(1111tv11

M LEAN. Ils

1 StiltenIelit

)f

interne d

)ro1er'ty and its

cllim'te' been )ut into the record oJs yet?
Op )erty seized of interned
M'. MUTrEII,,ANI). TlM- 11ln111ut
Gerl'ns?
Yes: tie (0'lliritetel' lnd value: has it been put
itivLE.A,.
Senator ]
n
ill tile record in tht vay
Mr. SuTrHErLAM). I think not. I will see if that information is

available, and if so, will furnish it for the record.
(The statement Cilled for and is afterwards f

Iurnished( by, tile

Alien lrol)erty Custodiani, is here made as part of the record, as

follows :)
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Propertyheld by Alien

'roperty ('ustodlan as belonying to interned enenies
(c' tfited oply)

Total amount heh Feb. 15. 1919
----------------------Returned under elaim to Oct. 31, 1920-..........
Amount held Oct. 31, 1924. ------------------------.

$3, 457. 898. 17
3. 442. 498. 17
15. _10. 4 )

Division of properly held by Alien Property C'ustodian (e.tinmtted tonly)
Gern-t
......-------------------------------$251. 7T19. 441. 83
Austriann a
i..gal...----------------------------------...
12TS. 182.31
15, -10 itt. 00
--------------------------------Interned Others
-----------------------------------------7.33-1. S42. 75
Toil ...-----------------------------------------.-

----

271. 537, 866s.
89

Senator JONES of New Mexico. As to the patents in your po ssesSion, have you anyone in your office whose duty it has )eel to Study
the patents now held by the Alien Property Custo(dian with a view
to estimating their valu6?
Mr. SUTJRLIAND. I do not think that any real estimate of their
value has been iniade. Do you nilen those'still lehl, e(tlier inler
license or otherwise?
Senator .JONES of New Mexico. Those still lelil by the Alien

Property (uisto lian.
Mr. Sk'TTIILANI. Whether licensed or not ?

Senator ,Joxis of New Mexico. Where the title is still in flie Alien
Property Custodialn.

M'. SlUTIIUA.ND. We hol the title subject to flie li'elises whieh
have been granted, mostly through the Navy I)epartnezt, y'ou 1now.
and are now being use"( by the Navy D(,pirl'tlllent.
The (I,\icMtN. I lin;k they iniust have soni record
Iller
as 1to
the nuiiber of licenses, anl wha't they get for the licensIs l.r atmilln.
That will give Is the oily real vailue. in so far i s the ( Iovei'iitilent
holding those patents is(Nliceriie'd I notice liere there ar.e i'.115 of

these patents upon which licenses have been issued.
Senator Joxmrs of New Mexico. It wouhl be inltortalift o know
what we are getting for those.
Mr. SUrrTIULAND. Colonel McMllen can give yolu niore inforniation about that than anybody else. It has passed out of orln hands
largely. While we hold notiinal title, yet. having license(l theni to
the Naivy Departnient, they have had to Io with the royaltilian
all that sort of thing, and would have niore" opportulllnity to .fuidlge
of their value than we.
The

CHAIRMAN.

Will you tell Colonel McHullen that the coin-

mittee would like to know the total received for the 5,834 patents
sold outright; and we woul like also to receive information as
to the amount of annual incohile received front the 5,418 licenses,
and that is the great bulk of the nuliiber seized.
Senator JoNs of New Mexico. I should like for the Alien Property *ustodian to l)ut hiniself in position to tell is, or to have sonleone in his bureau to tell Iis, about the patents which he still holds
and which have not been licensed or sold, and give is solie data

with respect to them from which we may get some idea as to the
value of these patents.
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The C.'HAIRIMAx. There ate only 77 of them, I see from this statement, that are not licensed or sold. I suppose that this statement
which is now in the record is complete up to date. Then I should
like to know the amount received annually from the licensed patents, trade-miarks, and so on which this report shows numbers 5,413.
Senator SHORTRIrUME. For the benefit of the committee I should
like to remind you, and it may be recalled, that under a resolution
introduced by Senator King there was an inquiry made as to many
matters. and particularly in respect of patents taken over that were
seized by the Alien Property Custodian. There were many hearings held by the subcommittee appointed, of which I happened to
be chairman. In those proceedings this subject matter was elaborately testified to. The testimony was printed and is available. Mr.
Garvan. I remember, was on the'stand for many hours, and in a carefully prepared statement he dealt with this immediate subject matter. I suggest that to this committee and to Senator Sutherland,
for in that document you may find a great deal of information in
respect of this subject.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. These matters were all dealt with and disposed of in this way before I ever came into office, and therefore
I am not as familiar with the details as I otherwise would be.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Can not we call upon some one,
either in the bureau of the Alien Property Custodian or in the War
Department, to digest that testimony for us? It would be a
tremendous job, I realize.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Colonel McMullen has given a great deal of
study to that subject and knows more about it than anybody else.
What we get from the Navy Department for all the patents that
are licensed to them is $100.00 a year. That is all that the Alien
Property Custodian's office gets for it. What they get from them
I do not know. That is a matter that Colonel McMullen, no doubt,
could tell you.
Senator SHOUI;E. In the hearing to which I have referred it
was testified as to the number of patents seized, their general
character, their problematical potential value, etc. It is all set
forth in those hearings.
Senator 'JONES of New Mexico. I have in mind two things which
it seems to me this committee ought to insist upon from some source:
(1) The basis and valuation of these patents, or rather information which will enable the committee to devise some definite plan
for fie valuation of these patents; and
(2) The value of those which the Government took over for its
use. So that, frankly speaking, we want to eliminate this arbiter
from this bill and make a direct provision for the ascertaining of
these values, not only of ships but of these patents also, so that this
committee can recommend a definite sum to be appropriated for
these things which were taken over by the Government of the United
States.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Just in line with that, Senator
Sutherland, have you the appraisal of the radio stations that were
seized?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. I have a copy here of the appraisal which was
made.
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Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. Of which station?~
Mr. SUT'VIRAND. Of the Sayville station.
Senator REED Of P1eiinsylvania. Otte other than Sayville was
seized, but was surrendered to the owners, was it not i
Mr. SUTI1JMLAND. YCS8 .4111.

Senator RiEvu of Pennsylvania. So the SayVille station is thle Only
ono which was seized 11nd has been retained?
Mr. SUTHERmLAND. VYeS.
Senator REED) of Pennisylvalnia. W~hat is the vailuatioti

1 )t

tq)on

The total value of $313,0i6 was p)ut. uljl that.
Senator RmEED of Pennsylv'ania. I think it would be interesting to,
put in the record att this point the letter of appraisal, showing the
date of tile seizoire and meothod of appraisenment. It is Only one page
A.S UTHEILLANI). I have that within the detailed inventory making
up the figures.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. That is pretty long and goes into
great detail.
Mr. SUTHE11LAND. It is signed by C. W. Wailer, and is dated
June 24, 1918.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I think the letter ought to be
put in evidence, but unless -some member of the committee wants
the detailed appraisal it sems, to til unnecessary to cuimber the
record with it.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. I should like to know wvho madle
the appraisal.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. It, appears by the record that it
was Mr. Waller. lDo you know, Senator SutherAnd?
1.

SUTHR'&NtD

Mr. SUTHuERLAND. I really do not know.
Senator Rimm of llennyt.vania. Could you find out?
Mr. SUTHIERLA ND. Yes; I could find out.
Senator eioN~s. And I should like to have you find out by whom

lie was at lonted.
(The letter referred to, to be furnished by the Alien Property
Custodian, togethiei with thle other (latit asked for, and afterwards
furnished, is heire madit part of the record, as follows:)
OFICEw

DEPARTMENT OF' TILE. NAVY,
OF THLE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL,

AJuwN PRiOPERY CUSV~TODIAN,
lWaRllntoDI, A? V.
" inVen1tory "' of high-power radio

.4tttoi hem-with attached has
been pr'epared byv the undel(rsignled, mid1(
covers the ('ntir( physical and personal
8114:

'll

prolierty of thle Atlantic Comunntioti Co., itsitted at Savle Long Ishiul,
N. Y. The prloperty has been elassilled under different hleadings, andiu the values
plcd oil s41iu tire bansedi on what miighit be realhize(] in disposig of the non.
operating equipmetlit III the open ma~rket. The larger part of the plant equipmnent hans nit ower-,iting Value, duie to its ei)Png of foreigni manufacture, mid In at
very 1111d1
stite of rejitir; therefore, it canh o we fll)1)ised ait scrap value.
-The buildings have no further use fromn thle stidliint of operation-., anti
Ca~ll (ailly be? (olisiderel as ,storeroom~ls or teniporary (iarters for iittenititm.
The towers are constructed of lght-weight materials find1 ore of a design not
considered goodl prnctiv*e for present-day construction of
radio"
work, but it substntialii prie ham beeii allowed for same, as well as Certain
station tipparativs wich It Is possible to use for soime thike tit conine('tlon with
the new Pojipinist no0w hielg Inst filed.
"igh-power
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The enmidl -sulplles and niaterils oil hand could only be appradtied it it
Ilice
which might be realized In the (ojell inal'ket, sitni having ub operating value.
The total l)riee of $33.016 we' i'lhW('v, fairly 'epr'senuts the v,,lne of all property known as the Siyville station of' the Atlauth1'onuain uiation Coi.
C. W. WALLU..

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Senator Sutherland, as far as you
know or have been able to learn from your experience in the Alien
Property Custodian's office, is it a fact that the merchants of Germany, residing here at the outbreak of the war, were allowed to
remain at least nine months to collect their debts and settle their
affairs, and were permitted to depart freely, carrying off all their
effects without molestation?
Mr.

SUTI[FIILAND. So far as I

know, that is true.

Senator REE-aD of Pennsylvania. You find nothing in the Alien
Property Custodian's ollice that indicates that that priniclle, if it
was a principle, was disregarded?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. No.

Senator REEi of Pennsylvania. Have you found anything, or has
anything come to your attention to indicate that women and children, scholars, cultivators of the earth, manufacturers and fishermen
unarmed and inhabiting unfortified towns, villages, and places, and
in general all those whose occupations were for the common subsistence and benefit of mankind, were allowed to continue their
respective employment and were not molested in their persons, nor
were their houses or goods burned or otherwise destroyed, nor their
fields wasted by the armed forces of the United States, is that so?
Mr. SUTIIElRLAND. I have no special knowledge on that subject,

except by what is known by everyone in this country practically,
but that is absolutely true.
Senator RE~u of Pennsylvania. Of course what I am reading from
is a paraphrase of the treaty with Prussia which was claimed to be
in effect at the time war was declared. So far as you know that
class of people were compensated for land or property taken in
the United States in the course of war for military use
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Let us put in that provision of the
Prussian treaty at this point.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. It was a treaty originally made, I
believe, in 1784 and renewed at various times down to March, 1829,
and that treaty was believed to be in effect at the time war was
declared. You will find a history of the treaties and the text, of
them to some extent set forth in Senate Document 181 of this session,
which I presented and had printed December 22 last.
The CHAIRtMAN. In Senate Document 182 you will find that that
Was in relation to the resolution affecting the administration of the
office of the Alien Property Custodian, and in part 11 you will find
reference to patents, trade-marks, and copyrights. It was made, I
think, by Comptroller General McCarl; and I think the most of the
information we have asked for as to values and where they went is
included in this report.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Senate Document 182?
,The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Will the clerk of the committee

get me a copy of that document?
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The CiAIRMAX. You will find it beginning at page 87.
Senator HAIBRsoN. Let me ask Senator Sutherland, before we
adjourn, at question: There was some controversy mentioned on yesterday between the German Government and some one in regard to
property in the hands of the custodian. Some question was raised by
Mr. Carlin. who was somewhat fearful that under the provisions of
this act some judgment obtained in the Supreme Court might be
interfered with, in which some corporation in which the German
Government owned 98 per cent of the stock, and which since has been
liluidated, and the German Government then owning all of it, that
the party recovering judgment might not be able to collect under the
provisions of this bill. Will you state what the policy of your office
would be in reference to it-whether or not, if there is any ambiguity
in the language as to that claim to be collected, you would object to
it beingclarified?
Mr.-SUTHErLAND. There is only one claim pending now on the

part of the German Government, and that is under the terms of a
will by which the German Government was made trustee for some
heirs. This was an American citizen who left heirs in Germany,
and the German Government put in a claim through the ambassador
here. A claim such as you mention would take the ordinary course,
and unless it was specifically provided for in the law, of course it
would not be allowed. But I am not familiar with the particular
judgment to which you refer.
Senator HARRISON. It would seem to me if the language is ambiguous with reference to it, that claim, which has gone to the courts and
filed in the Mixed Claims Commission, it ought to be so clarified as
that it night be paid.

The CHAIRMAN. Have they any defined position?
Senator HAURISON. Oh, yes.

Mr. SUTHEMLAND. We would inquire as to the ownership of the
corporation, and if the ownership of the corporation was in the
German Government it would be treated as other German Government property and not returned. We would not return it.
Mr. ALvOnD. Claims against the Germha1 Government would be
paid out of the interest of the German Government in the corporation I
Mr. SUTHERLAND. It would be held as the property of the German
Government, and would be subject to payments due from property
of the German Government. That would be one of the sums out of
which our Government could recoup itself for its claims.
The CHAMMAN. On ships etc ?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. ' es. We still have about $5,000,000 of undisclosed property which may or may not belong to the German Governnent or to ti'ae former reigning family of Germany. Eventually,
of course, that will probably be disclosed, or if not we will continue
to hold it.

The

CHAIMAN.

Do you hold the property itself or the money?

Mr. SUTHERLAND. We hold it, whether in shape of money or
property. If it is in the shape of money, we put that in the Treasury,
and if in the shape of property it is held by us.
Mr. ALVORD. All claims pending in .your office would be paid out of
these funds as to German Government property?
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Mr. SUTHERLAND. Yes; and there are some claims pending, quite a
number of them.
Mr. ALVORD. They would have relief under subsection (e) of seetion 9.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Under the general act.
Senator JoNES of New Mexico. By what authority does the Alien
Property Custodian make the assets of the German Government
availal)le for individual claimants through court proceedings? Why
has not that property been seized under the trading with the enemy
act, and why has not title become vested in the Government of the
*United States or the Alien Property Custodian? And why should
an individual claimant who may have a judgment against the German Government get a priority with respect to his claim?
Senator IIAitlso,. This particular claim, as I understand it, is
one where the people enteredsuit against the Secretary of the Treasau'y and the Alien Property Custodian, alleging that it was a German
corpi'ration and that Germany owned 98 per cent of the stock and a
judgment was acquired. The ease went to the Supreme Court of the
United States. as I understand it, and that court affirmed the judgment, and then they went into (lermany and found that the concern
was liquidated, that (lermany bought up the other two shares of
stock. Now, as I understand it, all of the funds of this corporation
belong to the German Government and are in the hands of the Alien
Property Custodian. What the parties holding the judgment are
fearful 'of is that this act might preclude them from collecting it.
3Mr. A +VOR. Under subsection (e), section 9, of the trading with
the eiriley acat, any person who. has a claim against a person with
property in the him)(I; of the Alien P'operty Custodian, may, if the
debt is les.ribed in that subsection, get it paid by the Alien Property
Custodian.
Senator JoNps of New 1Mexico. Oh I
Mr. ALVoUD. It was under that provision that the Supreme Court
held against the contention of thelUnited States and that the individtials had priority over the United States.
Senator HAUmuSoN. These people do not want to be precluded by a
law that will be passed here that any residue should go to the United
States Government instead of paying their judgment.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I am sure that no member of the
committee will want to do that if provision has been made for it in
the existing law.
Mr. Su'rIz+mi
i,, . I will be glal to make further inquiry about
that.
The CITA11M AN. If there is no other business this morning the
committee will stand adjourned until Monday morning at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12 i., the committee was adjourned until Monday,
January 17, 1927, at 10 o'clock a. in.)
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MONDAY, JANUARY 17, 1927

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTF: ON FINANCE,

W11aington, D. C.
The committee met. Iusuant to adjournment on Friday, January
14, 1927. at 10 o'clock a. m., in room 31'2, Senate Office Building,
Senator Reed Smnoot (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Smoot (chairman), M1cLean, Reed of Pennsylvania, Shortridge, Edge, Jones of New Mexico, (Thrry, Harrison,
Bayard, and George.
Present also: Hon. (iarrard B. Winston, 17ndersecretary (in charge
of fiscal offices), I)epartment of the Treasury, and Hon. Howard
Sutherland, Alien Property Custodian.
The C1AIRMAN. If the committee will come to order, we will proceed with the hearings. Senator George, you advised me this
morning that there was an attorney that you desired to be heard.
Senator G(Fo:,,.E. Mr. Escher, of New York.
The (HAIuMA.N. Will you make your statement?

,A

STATEMENT OF HENRY ESCHER, ESQ., NEW YORK, REPRESENTING THE INTERNATIONAL FOOD PRODUCTS CO. AND THE SWISS
NATIONAL INSURANCE C0.
Mr. ESCHeR. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I
appear before you 9n behalf of an amendment that will have for its
effct to correct what. would seem to be an oversight in the treatment of alien property, and that is that the bill as drawn at the
present time does not provide for the return of neutral money as
.such to neutral corporations. There was an amendment in May,
1926, for neutral individuals, but not for neutral corporations. The
situation is a comparatively simple one. There are only a few neutral corporations in the position of the ones which I represent and
on whose behalf we ask this amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. What are the names of the corporations?
Mr. ESRCHeRF. The two that I have in mind, sir, are the International Food Products Co.-,The CHAIRMAN. Located where?
Mr. EscdiFlt. Located in Switzerland, with a branch office in New
York; and the Swiss National Insurance Co., located also in Switzerland, with a branch in Zurich, in Switzerland, and a branch, I think,
in the United States. Money of those two corporations was seized
and sequestered on the theory that they were doing business in enemy
territory.
223
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If I might digress I shall try to be very short. The situation is,
as I say, a comparatively simple one. A neutral corporation under
the statute is regarded as an enemy corporation if it did business
within enemy territory. These two corporations that I have in
mind, and posibly there are others, find themselves in that position. They are incorporated within neutral territory; there is no
question about that. And the United States Supreme Court has
held on the appeal of the International Food Products Co. that the
question as to who are the stockholders is not to be considered.
0 Tat is to sa , a neutral corporation is neutral regardless of the
nationality of its stockholders. You gentlemen , those of you who are
lawyers, will understand. of course, that that is the only reasonable

working rule, and that to go behind the corporate entity and
say that this isa Swiss corporation in name but German in fact would
lead to infinite coniplictjons and would get us nowhere..
Senator RtEu! of P !nnsylvaaiia. And yet that is what was done.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Mt. ESCIVER. Originally. sir, yes. So I would like to call your
attention in the cae of the corporation which I represent particularly, this International Food Products Co., that it was incorporated
in 1913 in pursuance of an agreement that had been made in 1912,
consequently there is no question. of course, of the bona fides of
the transaction.
The CHA111M'AN. Wlho owned the stock?
,11r.EscHi. The stock was owned at the time of the seizure 17.15
per cent by neutrals, and the rest by enemies, some 82 per cent by
enemies.
The CHAIR.%M.N..,. And they did business in Germany, I suppose?
Mr. ESrHEIi. That. sir, is a question of law which isat the present
time pending. We have contended that we never did business in
Germany, but the Attorney General says that because we were a
holding company and owned the stock, in some instances all the
stock, of German corporations, that that constituted doing business
with enemies-in Germany. And that is a point that has never been
definitely decided. To-day I say, in answering the Senator's question, that there is no question but that the corporation was incorporated prior to the breaking out of the European war. But the
seizure was not made upon that theory. The seizure was made upon
the theory that four persons who had originally owned this enterprise were the owners of the stock, and that the corporation was
merely a fraud or cloak for their operations. We satisfied the Alien
Property Custodian that that view was wholly unjustified, and then
later, after the Supreme Court had said that these corporations
weie not to be treated as enemy corporations, came this question of
doing business.
Now, I certainly do not purpose asking the committee to go into
that question of lfaw. It is a complicated question. It would seem
as if. for reasons which I shall touch upon very briefly, the fair
thing to do would be to restore to neutral corporations their money
regardless of whether they were considered as having done business
in enemy territory or not.
Senator REED Gf Pennsylvania. Let me interrupt you so we may
get the issue defined.
Mfr. ESCHER. Surely, sir.
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Senator R=w of Pennsylvania. The amendment that appears on
page 27 of the bill that is before us would appear to release to your
clients immediately 80 per cent of the amount of its property now in
the hands of the Alien Property Custodian; that is correst, is it not?
Mr. Escan. That is correct.
Senator REw of Pennsylvania. Your people are dissattisfied with
that and want full 100 per cent!
Mr. Escinn. Yes, sir. And may I add that while this is perhaps
an ideal rather than a practical suggestion, that we particularly desire a clean bill of health. That is. we are extremely anxious not
to come before Congress and say we will admit that we are enemies
and we would like to receive our money back by virtue of the legislation giving it back to former enemies of the" United States. We
feel that we are neutrals and that we are entitled to take it on the
theory that we are neutrals, and that under 9 (a) we had a right
to it in the first instance. That is to say. we never were in the position where the property, though I will concede it was properly
sequestered, should have been held. We were not in a position where
it should have been held. I do not want to take up the questions of
law.
Senator HARRISON. How much would it. amount to now if these
neutral corporations got the 100 per cent instead of the sf) per ('ent
now ?
Mr. ESCIHER. I am told-I know that in Swiss hands there is about
$1,000,000 involved. That is to say. these two corporations that I
know of particularly, one of whom I'represent. have had sequestered
about $1,060,000. Mfy best information is that Dutch nioney and
possibly some Swedish money and some Spanish money ;vould
ieaeh another $1,000,000, so the total amount involved i wouhl! be twofifths of $2,000,000. There is not a very great sunt. but we think
there is a very serious principle involveil. And in that connection
I would like to call the committee's attention to the fact that it
would seem to be very desirable to establish a precedent here to the
effect that private property will not be hehl. at least rider these
circumstances.
Adverting very brieflySenator REED of Pennsylvania. I am going to ask you to pardon me
again, because I thought I stated your attitude. but I would like to
have your aliswer to this. If you amiend section 91of the trading with
the enemy act, as is provided on page '27. we find that section 9 (h)
of the trading with the enemy act provides for the absolute return.
without retaining any percentage. to certain persons that are mentioned in 11 different subsections.' We now would add :5 additional
subsections to that. and No. 13 would cover the ease of yotr client.
Why does not the bill as it stands amply take care of your (corporations?
Mr. EsCIJEa. Because the bill, sir. in line 13 at page 27. provides
that the consent provided for in subsection (li) has been filed as
an accommodation precedent to receiving back your money, which
means that we would get 80 per cent instead of 100) per cent.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I see.
Mr. ESCHER. That is the theory of it. In other words. may I suggest. these amendments as drawn completely satisfy the "case of
the 'return of German money. but I think that I am; not incorrect
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in saying that Swiss money, neutral money, has nowhere been considered in this statute. We have taken that upj with the )epartment of Justice, and I understand that some there have expressed
themselves to the effect that they did not want to do it. That tihey
thought. that the neutrals, so fa' as the neutrals were not, enemies,
would get their property anyway, because, of course, the statute pr:ovides for i suit at law, 1111( so iar its the' wem technically enein'es
they had better take what they could get and be satislie," with that.
And we do not

goosee

to accept that position. W e verve respectfully

protest before you gentlemen to the effect that if we are -neutrals,
that the history of tie law, the law itself, and justice and morals require that thisproperty should be refunded, not its a matter of grace
but its itmatter of rialht.
'The CAJIIMA1N. )O you think

that it is morally right that if
Gierman nationals own 83 p-r cent of all the stock of tihe Swiss company that. they ought to he paid 100 per cent, and the American
cltimuants (-tilt
wait for theirs, (ermai claimants getting SO per cent?
Do you think that that is morally right? I am not speaking of the
law now. I am1 streaking of the moral question .

V

Mr. Esc:(iI.
miinnrtand your position. If I nay answer your
question, Senator, by giving .you the facts (if these two cases, you will
see what I miant when I said that it wits not feasible to go through
tile corporation organization. I will answer yollr question in just a
mtuonueltt. In the cae of the Swiss National nsturanWe Co. I understand that 50 per cent, roughly speaking, of the stock is inoneemuy
held. In the case that I speak of 17.115 per cent only is nonenemy
hold. In our case there i4 a bond issue, 50 per Celit of which is in
the hands of neutrals. The corporation's stock was very gravely
paired about 19'20, so that they wrote off something like 96,000,000
Swis francs. ('all it $12,0(X),O0() or $13,00.0110. 'It is tie bondholders at the present time who have the real first lien on this
imioney.
While that does not anIsver your question, the academic oqestion,
as to whether or not if 83 per cent or 82 per cent are (ermans,
whether those (elrnans should have their money, it does show the
liti(ultv of inquiring into that question, ain.d 1 submit that it shows
that. more injustice will be done by not returning the money than by

returning it., iectase the stockholdeis are going to lose it. Besides,
the stockhoh(lers are not going to get this money. 'his corporation
keeps this money is part of its capital stock, and there is nothing to
indicate that it is going to be distributed to the (.3lermatis. It is g,.oin,g
to be kept in tie treasury of the corporation where it is going to
(10 business, among other things, in neutral countries, because 45) per
vents of the stock of this cor)oratioi is invested in neutral countries.
Now, with VoIuI" permission I would like to say, one word as to
the motives which underlie this discussion here. The question is
not a new one, this question of who is itneutral corporation antd
who is not is not it new question. It arose at a time when the

trading with the enemy act wits enacted in 1917. Tie bill in
those days wits in charge of Assistant Attorney (eneral Warren,
and the (Iilestion niose befIore time committee of.the Senate as to
what that meant; its to whether or not itneutral who had for instance, relations with an enemy country would be regarded its an
enemy-1 amt speaking of corporations-and would be apt to lose
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his money. And they asked Mr. Warren, the Assistant Attorney
General, about that question and he said that "'doing business'
is a very well recognized phrase and has a clearly defined legal
meaning. Doing business within Germany is, of course, different
from doing business with a German citizen."
Senator Vardinan asked him, "'What do you think about it? "
and lie said. "Personally, I say we use the words ,doing business'
because those, words have been given a definite meaning by our
Supreme Court, and I am surprised to find that anybody nisunderstood them.""
And then lie goes on to say that " d oing business " means hatving
an office within an enemy territory.
The CnuiArm,3N. Well, do you tke that ground, that if I send a
sanl)le out from America to a firm in South America and I have
no' office in South America, that I an not dealing then with a
foreign country? I (o not say enemy now, I say with a foreign
Country.
Mr. lsunit:u. No: we think that beyond any question you are.

1'

The CHnRMAN. Yes.

. ut we think that the statute using the words "(d o in g
Mr.
" had a )erfectly definite mieang.
business within enemy territory
reporting it out said:
TllV

('on I

(
T4rcCor

tionttee

" Doing hu1hiss within Germany." of course, IHttIR) having a branlch or
agency itelively conducting business within that country. The bill does not
brihg within tilt term "eminy '" a ineutral unless suci, neutral is it branch of
1
.Glermany.
its liusitess wllhh

The CHAIiRMAN. III other words, they could 'do business just

across the lile outside of Germany, no lilatter whether north, south,
east. or west; tlev could carry on a business there and furnish Germanmy with anythlng that (Germany inay want to lrchase that they
carry, and theun they would not he doing business within an alien
country?

Mr. Escjii,. Thal is correct. May I say this ill answer to this
tuiestioni, gentlemen: This whole discussion, gentlemen of the comuponI what seems to me a very serious misappremitt,,e,
is a country of about 4,(000,000 inhabitants.
Switzerland
hensmI. is founded
It has no raw materials, a11d it (40111d not do enough blus)iness within

the confines of the Swiss Confederation ill a year to support one
of its national banks. I mean by that that the great majority of
the busiiness of tie corporations is entirely outside of the limits of
the confederation. Now, may I not suggest that, that. being the case,
it is natwral-in fact, it is inevitable-that Switzerland should do
business witi its neighbors; and I an frank to say that, as a leyal
Amueriwan citizen, I was shocked when the Attorney General first put
the suggestion Ibefore me-wheni it was first suggested that we had
done any wrong because we had done business with (Germany. In

the first place, it woo:mld mean economic ruin. Of course, Switzerland wol have gone to ietces in a week if site had not done business with her neighbors, because site did not have any food, let alone
any monev. Hu1t the thought that there should be iny objection to
the Swiissdoing business with Germany during the War seenis to me
to be wrong.
The C AIRMAN. What articles (lid the companies that you represent furnish (fen'ninny ?

,;
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Mr. EscHER. The Swiss National Insurance Co. is an insurance
company, and the International Food Products Co. was a manufacturer of chickory, which is a coffee substitute. It is a food product, and indirectly, of course, went to assist the enemy. There
were no munitions or anything of that sort. Neither as I understand it was the slightest charge made against any of these corporations that they were guilty of any disloyal act against the United
-States. They found themselves on the south of the Rhine, and
Germany was on the north of the Rhine. They had done business
fgr a hundred years-for a thousand years when they were not
fighting with each other, and of course under the circumstances they
continued to do business. And later when the Allies furnished food,
and the United States were in the front ranks in doing that, the
stipulation was made that as in Holland. the S. S. S.. the So""t"
wh'i10
de Surveillance Economique (Suisse). was incov'ported, %
society had the duty of seeing to it that im)ortsi into Swirzerland
into neutral countries were not diverted into Germany, except with
the consent of the Allies, and under those circumstances it would
seem that the Swiss corporations were neutral. Now. if the statute
says that they were not neutral by reason of the fact that they did
business within enemy territories. and we did considerablee reinsurance in those countries, we come to this committee and ask that
it be good enough to change the law so that that situation no longer
exists, and they may get back their money.
May I make this suggestion. There was one forcible argument in
favor of the law and of the seizures. an(d that was the fact that a
Swiss corporation, like these two, like any others functioning in
,Switzerland, having a source of revenue in the U'nited States, could
not be reached and could not be prevented by the United States froin
transmitting that money into enemny hands. And that being the case
we took the position from the beginning that the United States was
well within its rights in seizing, not becatise there was any warrant
in international law for such a practice, but siml)ly by reason of the
fact that the statute was passed to cripple the enemy, and that if
it had not been done eventually it would not have been possible to
( getting into (Germany through
p revent American money from
charge
of moral turpitude against these
There
was
no
Switzerland.
corporations.
this mIuestration is in ti) sense of the word
As I understand it.
a penalty. It was a. war measure, and as long as the war was on
we had no complaint to make. But now the war hs been over for
eight years, and yet there is no effort to restore this property. The
theory seems to be that you did something that should not be done
and under the circumstances you are not going to get your property
back, or if you get it back you are going to get it back as a matter of
grace by act of Congress.
Senator BAYARD. Were there any other similar (ircumstances by
which the representatives or any of the officials of any of the allied
governments took over similar property of the Swis corporations?
Mr. EscHm. I have no knowledge of any such case, and I do not
think it occurred. I have investigated the question somewhat, and
I am told that there were hundreds of Swiss corpora-tions doing
business in all the countries of the world, including the United
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States, and with the exceptiii of these two or three, none of them
were sequestered.
Senator BAYARD. And whose. individual securities were held pro
tanto, as these were, by a majority of German nationals?
Mr. ESCHE. That I would not care to say, Senator, that I do not
know, but I think surely there must have been, because there was a
great deal of German capital invested in Switzerland. I may add
that the Swiss have changed their corporation laws since the war
ceased to prevent that. They are the first to object to the majority
control by Germans. of corporations.
Senator BAYARD. 'Such corporations as those that you repre.,ent
would unquestionably have come in contact with England. France,
and Italy, and I thought some question might well hllve arisen after
the declaration of war by those countries against (,ermany.
Mr. EsUHEJ. Must have arisen.
Senator BAYAIRD. Must have arisen. But you know of no instance
in regard to the settlement of those claims as to what was done by
the official representatives of those countries in regard to the German
interests in those corporations?
Mr. Escimit. No, I do not know; and as I say, I have not in mind
any instance where England, for instance, had such a case-I think
England would have done it, because her act was very similar to
ours, but I have no case like that in mind where such a case happened.
Senator HARUISOx. Did you present this matter to the Ways and
Means Committee of the louse?
Mr. ESCHER. It was presented. I do not think it was formally
presented. We saw Mr. Green on several occasions and spoke with
some of the other members, and for some reason the Ways and
Means Committee felt that they did not want to put the amendment
in at that time. W e offered an amendment to them, but they did not
put it .in.
Senator HARRIsoN. They did not accept your argument, then?
* Mr. EscimJR. I do not know. I am sure. We did not appear personally before them.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I think you are wrong about these
two corporations being,, the only two corporations that are in this
position. The Alien Property Custodian tells me there are others.
rhe American Metals Co. is one of them. And I understood from
other sources that there are several corporations in the same predicament, Swiss corporations.
Mr. ESCHER. That, of course, may very well be. I think I may
say that there are no other cases in the courts, because those I have
followed. I have no ineans of judging that there are, but the minister of Switzerland told me on Saturday night that so far as he
knew there were no other Swiss corporations. The American Metals
case depends, as I understand it, on a question of title, and is a different question from this one. And there may be other neutral corporations, but not many Swiss ones.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. You say the Swiss minister told
you that these two were tle only two?
Mr. EscimR. That he had any knowledge of.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. That he knew of?
Mr. EsCi[ER. That he knew of, or that had been brought to the,
attention of the legation, involving this question.
281323-27-----16
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In final word may I say, then, that our position is that the statute
as it stqod was proper and protected the interests of this Govern.
ment up to the close of the war. That since that time there does
not seem to be any justification for holding this money. That we
should like to get it back as neutrals, and not as enemies. And that
we think that a simple amendment-it has already been submitted,
as I understand it-a simple amendment providing that a corporation organized or incorporated within any country other than Germany, etc., if that were added to the list of those persons entitled
now to get back their money, would be sufficient to cover our case.
Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. What is the amount of the property held by the Alien Property Custodian belonging to these two
corporations? ,
Mr. EScHER. About eleven hundred thousand dollars. And I am
told that the total money that is involved in laims similar to this
on behalf of all neutrals is less than $2,000,000, so far as anybody
knows. I think the Alien Property Custodian would be the onliy
one could give you official information.
There is also, gentlemen, a treaty, 1850. with the Swiss Government, which contains a most-favored-nation clause,. and which we
think ought to be considered in connection with this questionn, as it
seems that the provisions of that treaty have been-I would not say
violated, but have not been observed, and if you gentlemen desile
any further information of course I will be very happy to give it to
you. I have all the facts here.
I thank you much for listening to me as patiently as you have,
and I trust that you will see your way' clear to put that in.
Senator EE. Did I understand the amendment wa.s offered in the
Senate?
The CHAIRMAx. Did you offer it, Senator George?
Senator GEORoGE. No; I did not offer it. I have a1 Copy o)f the
amendment, and I understand that vome one has offered it or expects
to offer it.
The CHAIMMAx. This meeting was called this morning prinarilv
for the purpose of hearing Colonel McMullen on patents. If Colonel
McMullen will take the chairSenator JoNEs of New Mexico. It may be that the Alien Property
Custodian can give us the information'I had in wind.
STATEMENT OF LIEUT. COL. JOSEPH I. MoMULLEN, JUDGE ADVOCATE, CHIEF OF THE WAR DEPARTMENT PATENT SECTION,
AND SECRETARY OF THE INTERDEPARTMENTAL PATENTS
BOARD
Senator .ToxEsof New Mexico. What is that board
Colonel MCMULLEN. That is a board set up by Executive order
of the President in 1922 for the coordination of the patent activities of the whole Government. The primary purpose was to get
together in one office all the patents owned by or licensed to the
Government, so that we could disseminate information to all departments of the Government, and they could use them without sonie
department making the mistake of making a contract to pay royalties
on a patent that the Government owned or already had a license on.
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Senator JONES of New M~xico. Let me see if I understand the situation; A number of patents taken over during the war were sold to
a third party, I believe.
Colonel McMuLLEN. Yes.

- Senator JONES of New Mexico. And may we have the amount received by the Government, I mean received by any one for those
patents which were sold if you have that information?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Ro, Sir; I have not that information. I
think the Alien Property Custodian has it.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Have you that information, Senator SutherlandI
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Yes; I have a statement showing the royalties
receivedSenator JONFS of New Mexico (interposing). No: as to the
amount received for patents which were sold?
Senator EDmE. Do you mean that were sold outright'?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr. SUTHRLAND. I have here a statement which gives the amount
received for all patents sold, all persons to whom sold. and the dates
and whether it was a patent, a trade-mark, or what.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Is that a voluminous document?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. No.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. What do the totals show. asi to the

number of patents sold and the amounts received]?
Mr. SUTHERILAND.

The amounts received are not totaled up. It

would take a machine to do that. But the amount is nt very large.

We sold some patents to the Chemical Foundation for $250,000,
and then some other patents to several parties for aitotal of $313,M00.
and then some others to other parties for $1,000.000. As to tht,
others, the most of them are small amounts; not exceeding $5,000.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think we better have that docut-

ment put in the record. And I wish you would have the totals
ascertained before you finally put the statement in the record.
Mr. SUTHERLAN D.

All right; I will do that.

(See p. 659 Transcript.)
The (H1AIRMAN. In Mr. McCarl's report there is a total of $l,87.,
000 received, with some little detail.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I first want to get the amount we
have received on account of sales.
The CHAIRMAN. It shows here $1,370,000.
Senator ,ONFs of New Mexico. And that included how many

patents?
The CHAIRMAN. I do not know that it shows the total.

Do you

mean whether trade-marks, copyrights, or something else?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Either one or both.
The CHAIRMAN. You will have to get it from the Alien Property
Custodian because this report. does not show that detail.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I ran through that report very
hurriedly, but I was unable to get the information.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. I will have it totaled up for the record.
Senator MCLEAN. How were those sales negotiated? I niean, was
there any competition?
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Senator J0,xs of New Mexico. I understand that there was not,
but I think it would be well to get that officially in the record, as to
how the sales were consummated.
The 01AIR.AN. Do you know, Colonel McMullen?
'cMULLE,.
Yes, sir; they were practically all made undez
Colonel
private negotiations.
Senator McLEAn. As to the question of their real value, was
that known or estimated at the time of sale?
Colonel
bMMiN
L .EN.Well, in some instances it was, of course, but
in other instances they just, I think, placed a more or less arbitrary
value on them.
The CIATIBI.AN. It was a case something like this: That they
knew as to one patent it was worth the amount they paid, and if
they got anything in addition they were that much'ahead.
Colonel McMtIJ,.N. That is true in a group of patents.
Senator ,Jo's of New Mexico. None of those were sold to the
Government direct.
Colonel MCMtLLEN. Yes, sir; there were 187 patents and what
they call contracts sold to the Government direct. for which we
pail in some instances only a nominal consideration, $1 per patent.
Senator JoNxs of New Mexico. But were they actually sold to
the Government .
Colonel McM 'ua.x. Oh, yes; and some of thein are very important patents.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Such as what?
Colonel MChLLEN. Radio is the one outstanding patent among
the group, covering a hard filament for radio tubes. At that time
it was not. worth much because it was quite some years ahead of
the art, but now the hard-filament radio tube is what is called the cat's
whiskers in the art in the matter of radio tubes. And, by the way,
those were applications for patents only, and the patents have not
vet been issued. There has been quite an interference in the Patent
Office, and also litigation. ,
Senator RFin of Pennsylvania. Were they actually used during
the war~
Colonel MCMwLLrN. No: but they were
applications that the
in
buying.
War and Navy Departments joined
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Are they in use yet
Colonel MCMLLEXN. Oh, yes; everybody is using them. They
found the hard filament of the greatest benefit in radio broadcasting
tubes and also for use in reception tubes. They were found very,
much more satisfactory than the soft filament.
Senator JoN.Es of New Mexico. Is the Government granting to any
other people the right to use that patent?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Those patents were purchased through the
War and Navy Departments, but in the name of the Secretary of the
Navy. 1 understand that the Navy Department has granted, under
the authority of an opinion by the Attorney General, what you might
call a cross license agreement with the International'Radio and Telegraph Co.. the right to use their patents, in consideration of their
granting to us the right to use their patents. The agreement was
revocable, was a revocable nonexclusive license, just merely a license
for a use that could be revoked at any time.
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Senator Eitx. Then we do not receive any renmneration for that
use?
Colonel McMuILu N. We receive remuneration in the way of use of
their patents.
Senator EDGE. But so far as those valuable l)patents are concerned
that we hold through seizure, we have never in any way received any
income from them.
Colonel McMULLEN. No; because we have no authority of law to
license the use of them other than under a revocable license, and you
realize that nobody is willing to pay much money for a revocable
license.
Senator Eixn.. 1 was just asking for information as I did not know
our policy on that matter.
Senator JoEs of New Mexico. Is it necessary for the Government
to retain title to that patent if it should be issued ,
Colonel McMuuxjz. It would be highly desirable; yes, sir.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. To the exclusion of all private
manufacturers?
Colonel McMuLLN. Well. we either ought to have title or a
license, because both the Navy Department and the War Department.
that is. the Signal Corps of the War Department, and the United
States Shipping Board use these patents, of course, very extensively
now. We have a regular system operated by the Signal Corps at
great profit to the Government, and, of course, the Navy use them
very extensively in all their operations.
Senator JoNE-vs of New Mexico. You say "at great profit to the
Governmentt: in what respect do you mean?
Colonel McMuLLmE. In the saving of telegraph costs. You see
it costs very little to transmit messages by radio with our system,
and so we send all the business possible over our radio system instead
of by telegraph, and, of course, we have to pay telegraph tolls when
we send niessaes by telegraph.
Senator MeAN. Would the ownership of these patents by the
(overnment be helpful in event of the enactment of legislation
controlling them?
Colonel McMULLX. Oh, very much. Control of a group of radio
patents that way would be very helpful in forcing the industry to
treat the Government right. We have used them to some extent
already in that way.
Senator JoNES of New Mexico. Do you manufacture your own
apparatus or appliances?
(Colonel McMULLEN. Well, we have done so at times under special
authority of Congress; that is, we have carried on certain research
work and then made contracts for the actual production. We have
(lone experimental and design work, you might say, in broadcasting
tubes because we could not get satisfactory bids for broadcasting
tubes because of adverse interests of patentees. There are a good
many patentees in radio who claim the right to certain things that
are in litigation, and it puts the Government up a tree in its desire to
furnish radio tubes to the Shipping Board. For instance, under the
De Forrest patents they would not sell broadcasting tubes for use
for commercial purposes, and under our system-I mean the War
Department system-we handle commercial business from outlying
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places like Alaska, Hawaii, and other distant points, and we could
not agree to the terms of the contract that we would not use tubes
for commercial purposes. Furthermore, the War and Navy Departments furnish the United States Shipping Board all their transmitting tubes, which are used almost exclusively for commercial purposes. So we had to go out into the field and develop our own
tubes and take the chance of being sued on the patents, and we
have not been up to date.
Senator MCLE AN. Is your contract of such a reciprocal nature by
wh-ich you could estimate the actual value of these patents, supposing
that they were in possession of owners who could demand a royalty
or annual income from their use
Colonel MCMULLE.N. There is no rule of thumb method for valuating any patent, but the Supreme Court of the United States and
the Federal courts, as well as the Court of Claims, have adcpteA
a system that where there is no possible means of fixing the actual
damage in patent cases and where a patent is a pioneer patent in
an art, that the royalty is worth about 20 per cent of what it cost
to manufacture the article, whatever it may happen to be. And
where it is a very small improvement on a patent, involving a small
contribution to the art, they have decided that it is worth less than
1 per cent of the manufacturing cost. So that, you have a range
of value of from 1 per cent to 20 per cent where you have no method
of arriving at the actual damage to the patentee. You simply apply
the rule that I have mentioned. That is what the courts have done.
Senator JoNF. of New Mexico. Have you attempted to apply it
in making anyr estimate of value?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Oh, yes. That is how I arrived at an estimate of the value of these patents to the Government, by applying
that rule. And that is the only possible rule that could be applied
in this case, because the German owners could never fix any actual
damage. We would not admit it, anyway.
Senator ED)GE. Twenty per cent royalty on the series of radio
patents that you speak of, now in general use, would be a very large
sum.
Colonel MCMULLEN. We do not admit that that is a pioneer
patent. It is valuable, but we do not. admit it to be a pioneer patent
and therefore entitled to 20 per cent. As a matter of fact, there
is not a patent in the whole group that is entitled to the 20 per
cent. The most outstanding patent in the group of patents we
will have to adjudicate are the Diesel engine patents, but they are
by no means pioneer patents. The pioneer patents, in the most of
these arts, have long since passed to the public. These are all improvement patents; I do notknow of a single pioneer patent, with one
exception, in the whole group.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That is, of all the patents that the
Government purchased.
Colonel MCMULLEN. Yes; either purchased or used.
The CHAIM AN. What is that particular patent?
Colonel McMuLLEN. That is the salvarsan patent, which will expire in about one year more, and it is invalid. I am merely talking
about the assumption of a 20 per cent royalty on a pioneer patent
when it is valid. A great many of these German patents are on
their face invalid.
I
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Senator McLEAN. How do you estimate the value of a patent like
salvarsan?
Colonel McMuLLEN. This is a pioneer patent if it were validSenator McLEAN (interposing). We will assume that it is not, valid,
and then what is it worth?
Colonel MCMULLEN. It is not worth a cent.
Senator McLEAN. The courts have so decided?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORmIDGE. Are you now making an inquiry as to the
value of these patents. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Of the Government patents.
Senator SHORTRIDuE. The value of the patents taken over.
The CHAIRMAN. Of the 187 patents purchased by the Government,
Senator JONE S of New Mexico. The real purpose of my original
question was not only to ascertain the amount for which these patents
were turned over to the Government, and the value to the Governnient of the patents, but also tD ascertain the advisability of owning
the entire patent under these various articles which the Government
is actually using. May I ask whether or not it is true that the Government should control absolutely these patents, the entire patent,
or merely the right to the use of a great many of these patents for
its own purposesI
Colonel McMuLLEN. In general what we call the nonexclusive right
to use is sufficient for the Government. There are exceptions to that
rule and where the Government ought to absolutely control the
patents. I think that is true with respect to these Salversan patents
for example. There are a lot of these alkaloidal patents and pharmaceutical patents that the Government ought to control. The reason
is this: Take the drug patents, many of these drugs which are used
as specifics. for many diseases other than Salversan, oxidize when
they are exposed to the air and become dangerous to health. Therefore they ought to be produced only under the most careful supervision of the Government, just as anything else that affects the public
health. And that is what we are doing'to-day; we are supervising
the production to-day of quite a number of drugs.
Senator Jo.vEs of New Mexico. For general consumption by the
public?!
Co7nel MCMULLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. On the same theory if we have to
have alcohol in any form as a medicine, which is considered dangerous to the public, you think that ought to be produced by the Government also? .
Colonel MCMULLEN. Well, I hatve never considered it dangerous
to my health anyway.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. The eighteenth amendment of the
Constitution would rather indicate that that was the public mind on
the subject just now. So the illustration is not a theory but is to the
point it seems to me.
Senator JONEcs of New Mexico. Y2or the record: The Government
itself took over directly a large number of patents or bought outright a large number of patents. and what was the amount of the

purchase price for those patents,?

Colonel 1NCiNULLE.N1. Well, \e bought outright only .187 patents,
and I should say all we paid for those 187 patents was $187. My
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recollection is that we only paid a nominal consideration for the
patents we purchased. But we took a nonexclusive license from the
Alien Property Custodian for 5,850 patents, in which the Navy anti
War Departments joined, and paid $100,000 for the license.
Senator Jo.Es of New Mexico. Well, is that $100,000 per annum
Colonel MuMuLLEN. No; it is a lump sumn.
Senator Joxis of New Mexico. That is a nonexclusive license?
Colonel McMuLL FN. Yes.
Senator JO ES of New Mexico. And there were 187 patents where
we took over the entire title ?
'Colonel McMuILXN. Right, title and interest, yes, sir.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Are those 187 patents all of the
same general character, I mean as to the necessity of their exclusive
use by the Government?
Colonel McMuuia.N. No, sir; I do not think so.
Senator JoNiEs of New Mexico. Well, to what extent. nigh we
differentiate?
. Colonel MCMuLLE.u. Well of course you take the engine patents and
I think, if I recollect correctly, the ordnance patents, there isn't
any reason why we should have an exclusive right. I do not know
why, of course, they took the exclusive title to the patents in some
instances. The reason we took the exclusive right and title to the
radio patents was that we wanted to get a group of patents to
protect the (Governinent.
Senator JoNts of New Mexico. But. even in those cass we do not
need the exclusive right, do we?
Colonel McMULLE.N. No; we do not ne,-d it except, that it will
be a good club in the hands of the Government to make the industry
treat the Government right. That is from our point of view.
Senator JoN~s of New Mexico. Well, are any of these patents old
with respect to the patent law, for the value of the pittent .
Colonel MCMULLEN. Old in the art, do you mean?
Senator Jo..Es of New Mexico. Yes, old in the Patent Office.
Colonel MCMULLEN. Oh, yes. I should say practically 50 per cent
of all these patents have now expired. 1 have the exact figures on it.
The CHAIRMAN. That is of the 187 patents?
Colonel MCMULLEN. No, I mean all of them. The total patents
I have the figures.
Senator Jo.NEs of New Mexico. Would that include the 187 also?
Colonel McMULLEN. Yes. I have the exact figures on all of those.
Senator Jo.Nms of New Mexico. Well, I would like to have that
put into the record. I would like to know to what extent the patents
have now expired.
Senator McLEAN. Well, what is the Government going to do at
the end of the 17 years with the patents which they should control
exclusively?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. They can not do anything.
Colonel MCMuLLEN. They can not do anything.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. And it seems to me that your question involves a very important feature of this whole matter.
Senator McLEAN. I think so.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. That we should bear in mind that
our exclusiveness in any event will only be for a limited period, and
if we could not have the gxclusLve right after the period it is rather
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difficult to see why we should have the exclusive right during 'the
period.
Senator McLEAN. I suppose ultimately we have got to rely upon
the interstate commerce clause of the Constitution to control the
radio and other thin-s that affect interstate commerce.
Senator JONES of Tew Mexico. Yes.
Colonel MCMULLEN. Well, 102 of the 187 will have expired at the
end of 1929. We fixed that date because we thought that that would
be about the (late that this thing would be cleared up. And of the
others, those licensed to the United States, 4,244 out of the 5,850
will have expired at the end of 1929.
The CHAuMAX. I suppose the same will apply to the 6,000 that
were purchased by the Chemical Foundation?
Colonel McMULLEN. Well, I have that, too. Three thousand and
eighty-six of those will have expired at the end of 1929. And there
are 5,055 of those patents. without duplications, under which we
are licensed from the Chemical Foundation.
Senator Jo.*ss of New Mexico. Well, now then, let mie see if I
have this thing right. The Alien Property Custodian has sold to
the public, or rather to a iurchaser other than the United States,
a large number of these patents, for which it has received a certain sum. somewhere between one and two millions of dollars. It
sold to the United States outright patents numbering 187 for the
consideration of $1 each. Those are patents which the Government has assumed to retain the exclusive use of.
Colonel MCMULLEN. Yes.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. It has not actually retained the
exclusive use, but has sublet, we may say, the use to"individuals in
the United States.
Colonel MCMULLEN. Or corporations. No indivh-ials.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, I mean corporations.
Colonel MCMULLEN. Yes.

The (11AuIRIMAx. For Goverinent purposes or for all purposes?
Colonel MCMULLEtN. For all purposes.
Senator ,Jox-Ns of New Mexico. Then. is there any wav of estimat.

ing the value of those patents to the Government "for governmental

use only, and to release them for general use by the public? Is
there any way to estimate the value of the use to the Government
if it did not. retain the entire use, but released to the owner the
right to the use of the patent for all purposes, except governmental
Colonel McMuLLtE,. Yes; you could estimate that value.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Could you establish a definite
rule for that estimation?
Colonel MCMULLEN. The rule I have already given; that is to
sity, we know what the Government's needs have been in the past,
and we could estimate what they would be in the future. with respect to the life of the patent, and simply multiply that by the per
cent which ive would give to the patent as to its contribution to the
art, whether it was a pioneer patent or an improved patent. Another consideration that the court gives is the quantity of production,
If you produce a large quantity,
a of course the percentage of royalty
goes down.
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Senator MoLEAN. Now to what extent is this question of the value
of these patents involved in the pending legislation?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, I have been seeking this
information so that if possible we may devise some plan for handling
this situation other than that contained in the House bill.
Colonel MCMULEN. Do you wish me to answer your question,
Senator?
Senator MoLEAN. Well, I did not know but what the witness might
have some views on it.
Colonel .MCMULLEN. Well, I can say this. You can not. fix any
rule-of-thumb method that I know of, they never have been able to
devise any, or arriving at the value of patents, I mean in general, or
in groups, or the whole lot, because for the very reason that one
patent may be a pioneer patent and the other one a very small fiprovement patent, and so you have got to apply all these rules to
each patent, and then find out what the user is or has been or is
expected to be, and apply the rules to each patent in particular.
There is no other possible way of doing it.
Senator Jo4Es of New Mexico. Well now, there are several thousand patents here, and if you were to try out each one, and in a con
troversial way involving the various points which you have discussed before the committee, when would we probably wind this
thing up?
Colonel MCMULLEN. I suggested to the Ways antl Means Committee in the House I think the language is all right if the arbiter
adopts what you might call an arbitrary way of handling the whole
matter. You have got this proposition under the law as it now
stands. You have got a license to the Government from the Chemical Foundation under 5,850 patents. Some of those patents are not
worth 2 cents Mexican. Some of them are more less valuable. The
majority of them are not worth much. I mean the license to the
Government. The license runs to the Government for the life of
the patents in each case in the 5.860 patent i. The law provides that
we shall pay for that license what we would have been willing to
pay an American citizen if we had made a contract with him"for
license at the time we took the license. The only possible way of
course you can arrive at the proposition is to analyze these patents.
all of them, with the knowledge Which we only.have, I mean the
Government, the War Department.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. To what law do you refer? You
said that the law required that yo should )ay.
Colonel MCMULLEN. Well, I am talking about the languae, iii
this proposed bill, as the language now is, and assuming that it becomes the law, that that defines the limits of what they can collect.
and it says with regard to the paying for the licenses and paying
for the value of the patents which we took outright that it shall be
a price which we would have been willing to pay an American citizen under the same circumstances if we had negotiated the matter
with him.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Well now, who can determine what
the Government would have been willing to pay to a private citizen
under the circumstances?
Colonel MCMULLEN. I think that is not so difficult, for this reason.

We do that right along.

If we would go out to an American citi-
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zen who had a patent and wanted to negotiate a license, and he was
willing-this is on the assumption that the American citizen would
be in the position of being willing to grant a license for a reasonable
price-why we would take into consideration first from our side,
from the Government side, the contribution of the patent to the art.
That is to say, whether it belonged down in there where we would
pay 1 per cent on the cost of what we manufactured, for instance,
or 2 per cent, or 5 per cent, or 20 per cent. We would take first
into consideration, as I say, the contribution of the patent to the
art.

Then we would put 'down what our production had been in

that field in the past, I mean in money value, and estimate what we
would produce in the future for the 1ife of that patent, and simply
take that and total it up and multiply it by the pr cent. If it is
1 per cent that would be the value of the license to the Government.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, I should expect one connected
with the purchasing branch of the Government could determine that
sort of thing.
Colonel McMumLuN. Oh, well. the purchasing branch of the Gov-

ernment could not determine it. It has got to be somebody who is
qualified in patent. law and the general practice of the courts.
Senator MCLEAN. Well, has the arbiter or the Mixed Claims Commission been called upon up to date to a(ljust any unliquidated
claims like the value of these patents?
Colonel MCMTruJN. I spoke to Mr. lonynge about that, and he

said they had a few patent cases that. they had not attacked yet.
Most of them are afraid of patent cases. They are very difficult.
Always have been.
Senator McLEAN. Well, there must he unliquidated claims presented to this arbiter.
Colonel M[CMULLEN. Oh1, yes.
Senator McLEAN. What as to fixing value?
Colonel McMULLEN. Well, when I spoke to Mr. Bonynge some

time ago they had not yet.
Senator McLEAN. No; but other than latents, and if these patent
claims come to him he will have to fix the 'alue, will he not?
Colonel McMtLLEN. Oh, yes. yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, now, Colonel, assuming that
the Government of the United States had a right to use these patents
or other property of aliens during the war, have these patentees
suffered any injury by reason of what the Government has done in
the matter?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Oh, yes; there is no doubt about that. I
know of a number of cases where they have. There is no doubt but
what quite a few of them have suffered injury.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, now, Colonel, eliminating
wholly from our calculation any connection with the Chemical Foundation whatever, we acquired from the Alien Property Custodian
certain patents.
Colonel MCMULLEN. Yes, sir.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. They amount in number to 187, do
they?

-,
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Colonel McMuJr, E. Yes, sir; that is all right, title, and interest,
and that includes what we call 18 contracts, which are the same
things as patents.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And for those we paid the Alien
Property Custodian a dollar, each?
Colonel McMuLLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Now, as to these other patents

which the Alien Property Custodian held, he merely transferred to
the Government a license f

Colonel MCMULLEN. A nonexclusive license; yes, sir.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. A nonexclusivpe license. And for
that we have paid $100,000?
Colonel McMrLrEN. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Then whaf does the Alien Property
Custodian now hold with respect to these patents?
Colonel McMuxL N. Well, he holds the patents subject, to those
licenses and such other nonexcluive licenses as he has granted to
other people.
Senator JoNps of New Mexico. He has granted other nonexclusive
licenses
Colonel MCMuLLEN. In some instances; yes. sir.
Senator ,oNs of New Mexico. And do you know ft
wtiount
of
money he receih'ed for those licenses.
Colonel MeM'hrLLEN. No; I do not. I think lie stated that the total
sum was ai million and something dollars sales in licenses. And
then there are some licenses, of co'se.. outstanding. issued by the
Federal 1Trade (1 o11iss1011. litt I (10 hot know just whlat.
Senator MCLEAN. 1Vel, tflie dluration of these licelise is for tl
life of the patent ?
Colonel MCMuLumtN. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. It seems rather difficult to get a
statement here of what would occur to me to be important.. and the
fault may be with mie rather than with the method of accounting
and so on which has been kept u) by the Alien Property Custodian.
But what I want to get at is w here the Alien Property Custodian
has deat with tI)V(dv ottsi(de of the (Governinent of the United
States itself, if we assume those transactions to be closed transactions, then I would like to get at an estimate of the value of what
the Government has got from what was left.
Colonel MCMULLEN. Well, that is the value that I have estimated
at seven and a half million dollars.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. But you said a while ago that that
seven and a half million dollars included the use of certain patents
which were derived from the Chemical Foundation.
Colonel MCMULLEN. No.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Well then, I misunderstood you.
Colonel McMUL, N. No. I think, Senator, that I can probably
make this clear to you by stating that you have these propositions.
I am talking about this proposed law as it now stands, as this bill
came from the House. You have the proposition of paying these
former owners for the license which the United States has taken
from the Alien Property Custodian, 5,850 patents, evaluate that
license and pay them for'it.
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Senator JoNEs of New M'exico. Well then, that would go behind
the transaction which has been made between the Alien Property
Custodian and the Government whereby the Government paid to the
Alien Property Custodian, $100,000.
Colonel MCMULLEN. Oh, yes; it does that. Of course, the bill
provides under section 26. to return that $100,0W() to the Alien
Property Custodian and treat the matter as a new matter for evaluation purposes.
Senator JoNFs of New Mexico. Well now, as a matter of eq,,ity
would we be justified in going behind the $100,000 proposition any
more than we would the Chemical Foundation propositionI
Colonel McMuuami:. Of course that is purely a matter of policy
for Congress. As a matter of law, of course, we do not have to do
a thing about this property.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well then, as a matter of equity
though, why should we go behind the one transaction if we are not
going behind the other transaction?
Colonel MCMULLENW. Well, that is purely a matter for the Senate,
Senator, and not for me. I am afraid I will get in deep water
if ISenator JoNEs of New Mexico. Well, I ask you whether you see
any difference?
Colonel MCMULLBEN. Yes; I do.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. What is it?
Colonel MCMtJLLEN. I think when you consider the traditional
policy, which a great many people do not. agree with me on, of the
Government, that while we are settling this matter, as a matter of
grace-the Germans have no legal nor equitable, in fact, I contend,
no moral claim to any of this propewrty-but that in the light of
our traditional policy and our desire to keep up the, you mitgit say,
honor of the Anglo-Saxon race, I thnk we ought to do it. These
transactions with outside parties were not the Government. This is
the Government. What we have done is the Government. And to
keep up the honor and traditional policies and traditions of this
Government I think we ought to do it. That is why I think we
ought to let the whole matter be adjudicated rather than fixing any
sum. I have not any worry about what the Gernmans will get when
they come to a matter of demarcation tinder this bill as the law now
stands. I haven't any worry about that at all. If the Government
is properly defended I have no worry about what they are going to
get for the patents or the radio stations or the ships either.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, it looks to me as if under the
House bill we are simply going to involve some of these matters in a
long period of litigation.
Colonel MCMULLEN. I can not see it that way. sir.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. When you begin to invetigate
the validity of over .000 patents, and then the value of each one
of those patents, if it is held valid, why it looks to me as if we
have got a job. that is going to continue into the next generation.
Senator SIIORTRIXII. The Mixed Claims Commission would be
the tribunal to investigate.
Senator JoNrs of New Mexico. No; under the House bill we
are to name an arbiter to adjudicate the matter.

h i
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. Senator, I would like to say this. I suppose
u
Colonel.MMlaEN.
you probably have more or less knowledge of it. When the war
was over, at least when the Government had ceased operations, the
War De)artment were confronted with 3,600 claims, including the
patent claims, involving claims for about eight billions of dollars,
and we settled that whole thing up, the War I)epartment settled that
whole thing up in less than a year and a half, and so far as I know,
without a single exception, the courts have sustained every decision
we made. And we did not pay 10 cents on the dollar in 'the settlement of those claims.
senator SHORTIIDGE. Who presented those claims, aniounting to
this vast sum?

Colonel McMvLLEN. Contractors throughout the United Statescontractors with the War department throughout the United States.
They were claims of all sorts.
Senator SHORTRIDO. Yes. I did not catch that description of
the claims.
Colonel MICIMULLEN. And with these clainis, if we have the set-lip
and the broad authority and the money, with the proper organization and the proper authority to go ahead with these tents claims

we can clean this whole thing up in nine months.
Senator JoNE.s of New Mexico. Well, then Colonel. under this bill
caie from the House there isplit in a limitation of $100,000,000
as it,
to cover the ships, I'alio stations, and all of these patents.

Colonel MCMULLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator ,JoNts of New Mexico. Well. now. if stich a limitation is
advisable, why not niake a further limitation and say that so much
of that may be applied to the patents and so tmuch, we will say, to
the ships? If you aire going to have a general limitation why not
divide the limitation?

M IiULLEN. WVll I think the general limitation is
Colon
perfectly safe, but itspecific limnitat ion I would not like to see. That
s to Say, personally. I think the general limitation is perfectly safe
because I do not beliee ,he final value of the ships, radio stations,
and patents will exceed $41,000,00). That is my estimate, if the cases
are properly defended. That is, exclusive of interest.
Senator J~mts of New Mexio. Well, when we are doing something which you have designated as a matter of grace, why shouldn't
we make i'specific litnitation, Why shouldn't we limit tle ships
to a definite amount and these patents to another: definite amount if

we are doing the thing as a matter of grace?
Senator MCLEAN. Well, because in soue spcifi( instance you might
need a little more ioney that your limitation would permit.
Senator ,oJNE.s of New Mexico. Well. we are not limiting each
individual vase, but simply putting a limitation in for a lump.
Senator MCLrAN. No, but your arbiter has to adlninister all of
these cases, and if when he finished he should find that. he has not
got quite enough money to be grace-full to all the claimlants, why
then you have not car'ri;d oit your intention.

Senator ,JoNFS of New Meximo. Well, the intention is under the

House Bill, to putta limitation.
Colonel McM :LLE.N. Yes, but I think it is a safe limitation. And
when you get down to specific limitations. not general limitation,
I think it would be dangerous, and it wohld not ie judicial. And I

.
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think that we ought to-of'course that is my personal opinion-that
we ought to in settling these matters up, be judicial.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, your opinion is that the limitation of the
$60,000,000 would be amipe to cover all, the interest and all?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Well, I don't know just how much the interest
would be.
Senator JoNES of New Mexico. He said $41,000,000.
Senator SnOriTnon'E. Exclusive of interest.
lThe CHAIRMAN. Yes. And that the $60,000,000 would cover that
with interest on the $41,000,0M) at 5 per cent for the 10 years.
That would be a little over $S0,0(0,000.
Colonel MMumx . Yes, about $62,000,000.
The CniM.
uAN. About $62,000.000. But you think that the
limitation of $62,000,000 instead of $100,000,000 would be ample to
COVer e.r requirement to be met?
Cohnel MCM'LLEN. Yes: but I would :ot want to see that limitation made, Senator, because if it came out where it was a little over
$62,000,000, and you had to cut it down, they would say that you had
not judicially determined that matter. And I should think you
ought. to do it that way. If you are going to be graceful and fair
I think you oughlt to imke the best efforts you can to do it. And
personally I think, from my knowledge of the entire subject, that
you would be perfectly safe 'in
leaving it to the arbiter.
Senator ,IJNES of New Mexico. Now let us see if I can get this in
it close compass. Certain patents were sold to the Chemical Foundation, for which the Alien Property Custodian received a definite
sum of money.

Colonel MCMITLLEX. Yes, Sit'.

Senator 1loN.%s of New Mexico. Certain patents have been licensed
to individuals other than the government .
Colonel McM1TLIEXN. Yes, sir.
Senator JoN.s of New Mexico. For which the custodian has received 11certain sumi of money.
Colonel M
*Muni,.,N.
Yes.
Senator JO)NES of New Mexico. The Alien Prop-erty Custodian has
lice.ised thie other iatents to thie Government, and there is nothing
left then in the Alien Property Custodian, is there?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Oh, yes; the right, title, and interest to the
patents tire left there.

Sen11ator JhONES of New Mexico. But they are in the pro])erty of
the Alien Property Custodian, though lie isnot receiving anything
on that fccounti'
Colonel -(I"m n:N.
o, no; le hIts just merely got tile right,
4
title, and interest there of the patent itself subject to those licenses.
SPIDatOr ,JONES of New Mexico. Yes. 'Well then, if we turn back
these patents now other than the ones which have been sol to the
Chemical Foundation, and those which have been sold to the Governnment, and which the Government still needs, if we turn back the
balance to the owners and make a reasonable paymnent-and I use
the term " 'esonable " in connection with what the Alien Property
Custodian ha: done-il other words, if we confirm every transaction
which the Alien Property Custodian has made and turn back these
patents now to the owners, what. would be the basis of an adjust-
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ment? If we confirmed what the Alien Property Custodiani has
done and turned back these patents now?
Colonel McMuIueN. That, of course, Senator, is purely a matter
for Congress to decide. That is purely a matter of policy: And nobody can make the policy of the Government except Congress, and
the treaty-making power which is with the President and the Senate.
Under the Constitution all the policies of the Goveranment ais such.
the national policies, must be formulated and initiated as they come
from the Constitution, and by the treaty-making power, that is the
President and the Senate and'the Congress, an( nobd else can inake
of policy
is a question
herewhat,
question
And the
the policy.
b~e
shall of
that policy
can say
andwhole
nobody
Itihe
Government,
except Congr'ess.'
The CHATIMAIN. In the estimate of $7,50),000 do you recolle' what
the five thousand five hundred and odd patents that are now held by
the Alien Property Custodian amounted to?
Colonel McMum1LuN. 1)o you mean the license under those patents
to the Government?
The CHAIlRMAN. No; supo)osing we would turn all those patent back
to the owners, what amount then could we dedt from the $7,500,000 estimated by you for the whole of the patents?
Colonel McMULLniq. Well, I should say, Senator-I do not know

sec. is
not. Ihut my estimate, you
whether I quite understand vou orbill,
and my: estimate of value of
based upon the provisions of this
those 5,850 patentS
The CHAIRMAN (interposing). That is what I want, the amount.
Colonel McMulhf:N. Was the value of the license which the (nited
States has. Now that value I estimated at $2,.500,000.
The CJIAItMAN. Or, in other words, if we turn those back flow to
the owners it would be $5,000,0, instead of $7,500,000?
Colonel MeMIumN. Vell, no, not quite. because we got that
license in 1920, and we have had the advantage of it for seven veatrs,
and of course a. great many of those patents, as I said, aboit. 60
per cent of then at least, will hate expired by the end of 1929.
You have really got a complicated subject here, Senator: I mean
when you come to fix their values.
Senator SuoIrTimIE. Senator, may, I ask just one or two (plestionts

to develop this in its chronological order. The Government took
over a certain nuinber of there German patents?
Colonel McMvLLEx. Yes, sir.
Senator SnOrTiumoEf They were )ut in the custody or c're of the

Alien Property Custodian; is that. right?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator SIIORTiUMI-X. The Alien Property Custodiall then sold a
certain number of them to the Chemical Foundation?
Colonel M(MuTJEN. Yes; sir.

Senator SHOm'rmno.. It has flow !beeniheld that title )assedI and
foundation .
vested in the Chemical
Colonel M('MULLEN. Yes, sir.

Senator SioTmu1(m. The Chemical Foundation then sold certain
of the patents to the Government?

I)id you say the Chemical Founda-

" Colonel MCMULLEN. Yes sir.
tion ?
Senator SjioRTitmE,. I did.

I
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Colonel MCMULLUN. NO; the Alien Property Custodian. The
Chemical Foundation have never sold anything to the Government.
Senator SitoiarioE. All right. The Alien Property Custodian
sold certain of the patents to the Government?
Colonel McMULLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator SWoRTRimE. The Alien Property Custodian licensed certain patents to the Government?
Colonel McMuuzN. Yes, sir.
o. The title to those sold to the Chemical
Senator SnioR
Foundation, according to decision, is vested in that grantee, the
corporate ion ?
Colonel M(:MtLmEN. Yes,sir.

Senator S1101r-1i)OE. Now, the Government agreed to pay the
Alien, Prolerty Custodian a (ertain sum of money for the patents
Sol to it, the government ?
Colonel M Mu,,EN. Yes, sir; $1 each.
Senator SIIO1fHlW)E. $1 each. And did the Government agree to
pay and has it paid to the Alien Property Custodian anything for
the licenses?
Colonel McMumrLLEn. $100,000.
Senator SHomrImME. $100,000. So that as to all these patents the
legal situation as of now is this, that the Chemical Foundation owns
certain of their?
Colonel MhMIa.EN. Yes, sir.
Senator SxtoITlIli;E. It has entered into certain contracts of sale
and of license lo various parties. it is not contended, is it. fihat we
can (list mub the title which passed to the Ciemical Foundation?
Colonel MvMI'LI.t. Notlat all.
Senior S~t-rIlti'mE. That has passed beyond our control?
('olonel M'M*,lEN'. Yes, sir.
Seltilor SnoliilmxiF. Is it tlhe position taken here that the Government. how(vel', still has power to disclose of and to handle and make
lroper legal equitable. or, as a matter of grace, disposition of all
of thw -,pitents still under th( control of the Alien Property Custo(lli ?

Colonel MeM',msN.
Senator S iolriul

,!,.

esCsill.
Yes.. lVat they are, the number of those

patents. is knowil ?
Colonel McMuilm.;. Yes, sir.
Senator Snwilrum*ii. Now, do I understand that the Alien Property Custodian or that the Government maunde use of certain of these
patents diilring i certain period of time: and when did that time commienle am(li when end ?

(olonel

MCM;LEN. Well, al)poxinately, it began on Novem-

ber the 121,
1918 a(ld ended on the date that the patents were
eitler licensed to the Glovernment or sold to the Government, or dis-

pose(l of otherwise, which would he, roughly, in 1920.

Would be

aboit pra'tically two yeirs. There is a period in there of two years-just in round t4gures. of eourse-whei the Government would use
those Ipntents, you uiiight say, without authority.

Senator Snoirrlm)(4.. Well, do you undersllnd that the Alien
Property Custodian has not parted with the title to the patents
which were licensed to the (4overnmunt during that period ?

I

U
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Colonel McMuxiLN. Only a few. He still has the title to the nutjority of them.
Senator SIORTITDGE. Yes. And you are estimating, I understand
you, that the fail, reasonable value of the use of those patents by
tie Government during that period was $7,500,000?
Colonel McMuLIEN. No, no. I am estimating that the use during
that period and the license granted to the Government for the life
of the patents and the 187 latents sold to the Government are worth
$7,500,000.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Assuming the validity of all of them?
("Olonel MCMULLEN. Assuming their validity; yes. sir.
Senator SHowruDmuE. That is all.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, have you estimated that the
license to the Govermnent shall continue during the life of tile
patents?
Colonel Mc1Muj,,N. Oh, yes: yes, sir.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Now, who co'td make up this sort
of a list for the committee, a list of tie patents which the Government ought to retain the absolute title to?
Colonel MCMt LEN. I would not like to undertake that. Senator.
It would take too long. That is a very difficult proposition. and
may not be of any value whatever. Of course, I know of 'soen
now, but I would not say that that was all of them, or that we
on record. I do not think we ought to.
ought to put it,
Senator JINES of New Mexico. Well, now, in disposing of this
subject-it is a very peculiar subject-a patent is a mere right
to use a certain process?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Well, it is a deed to a certain piece of poper T, that is what it is.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Well, it has thait legal effect, of
course.
Colonel MCMULLEX. Yes.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. But after all it is simply a right
to use a particular process?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Yes.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Now. the Governnent does not
want to continue in business. It seems to mie that generally speak.
ing tiere are a few things. you say, where the Government ought
to control the Nisiness?
Colonel McIMULLUX. Yes. Senator, may I correct you lhere, if
I may? The G(overnment is not continuiIng ill business. It is not
in business. There are certain things in its pectiliar operating
departments, like the War and Navy Departments, where we have
got to use things, I mean theyare essential as a part of their business; the use of radio, for instamice. But when you conie to chemicals.
we merely control it as the Commerce Department controls under
the food and drug act. you know, control the turning of these things
out. We merely control it.
The CHAIRMAN. We will adjourn now until to-morrow at 10
o'clock.
(Thereupon, at 12.25 o'clock p. in., an adjournment was taken
until 10 o'clock a. m., the next day, Tuesday, January 18, 1927'.)
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TUESDAY, JANUARY 18, 1927
UNITED STATES SENATE,
C3OMMI'IEE ON FINANCE,

1Va81Iington, 1). C.
The committee met, plrsuant to adjo'nment, at 10 o'clock a. in.,
in the committee room, Senate Office Building, Senator Reed Sioot

presiding.
-Present:. Senators Smoot (chairman)'. McLean, Reed of Pennsylvania, Wadsworth, Shortridge. ,Jones of New Mexico, Gerry,
Bayard. andi George.

STATEMENT OF COL. JOSEPH I. McMUILEN, SECRETARY INTERDEPARTMENTAL PATENTS BOARD-Continued
Senator JONMs of New Mexico. Has any one in the War 1)epartment or the Navy I)epartment. made any examination of these various patents with a view to determining what patents the Government desires to retain and what. not?
ColOnel MCMUILEN. I hold say only casually, because we have
not had the facilities to do it. You refer to the" 187 we purchased,
or the licenses?
Se1atlor JONES of New MleXic(o. I wish YOU WOUhl deal with each
class separately, but with respect to the thought.
Colonel MCMuLLEN. Under the 5,8t) licensed patents, I should
say there are alxmt .28 cases where we would probably want to
retain the licenses for the balances of the life of the patent: but of
a
have already expiredl, so that it would be
those 928 quite number
less than that.
This patent situation is rather complicated because in some of
the cases we do not know exactly where we stand, because the patents
were sold inadvertently to two; different parties, in one instance to
the United States--I mean some of them. Tiere tire not a great
number that way.

So that it. would be very difficult to get. right

down to brass tacks without considerable study to determine just
exactly which Ip'tents we couid legally hold to-I mean either as
to the license or as to the ownership.
The CH.IUMAN. Sold to two parties by the Alien P property (ustodian ?
Colonel McMuIr1N. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How many such are there?
Colonel McMUmLLIN. There were 692 duplications-I

mean alto-

"ether-out of the 12,000 patents; either they were sold or exclusive
icense given duplicated. In one instance ihey were sold to three
differentt parties, it group of patents.

It was 'tiadvertence or lack
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of keepihg track of their bookkeeping system or something of the
kind. Some of those patents are important; and it is going to be
a rather difficult thing.
Another difficulty is that those transfers have not been recorded
in the Patent Office by anybody, not even the Government, and I
have been unable up to date to locate the original assignments to
the Government.
The CHIR1MAN. To whom, were they sold first?
Colonel MCMuLLEN. That is what I do not know, because they..
are not recorded in the Patent Office. All we have is the record
tfiat they have been sold to two or three different ones.
The (HAIRMAN. Are aL! transfers required to be registered in the
Patent Office.
Colonel 1%f('MvIIJ,EN. They are required to be registered within 90
days with respeet to innocent third parties. As between tile different assignees, I think tie one who got the first assignment would
be the legal owner. I do not think there is any question about that.
Senator JoNxEs of New Mexico. Prior to the war did the Government buy patents ?
Colonel McMutJEx. Oeasionallv; yes. sir.
Senator ,Joi:s of New Mexii o. For its'exclusive use
Colonel McMULLEN. Ocea:.donally: yes. sir.
Senator Jo~vs of NewS\ Mexico. To what do those patents rate.
Colonel MCMULLE.N. Sometimes one thing and sometimes another.
Somethfies they were ordnance., sometimes thev were electrical oi
referred to the Signal Corps or radio or various things, depending
altogether upon its needs or circumstances in a particular case.
Senator ,JONES of NewDMexico. l)o you
an that the Government
of the United States IwV'chasd outright a patent with respect to
radio?
Colonel MC"MUJLE.N. Oh, yes.
Senator ,JoN:s of New Mexico. What wits the nature of such
patent., and why was it nece"s ai'y for the Government to obtain the
entire patent?
Colonel M(MUL.x. Of ('ourse. I can not explain that. I can
explain my viewpoint of it, but I do not know why in the particular
case it wias done.
For instance, just before the war, just about the time the, war
broke oit, we bought out the Federal 'relewrai)h Vo. and the Poilsmn
Wirekss Co.. two companies in California who controlled the Poulson pittents. Poulson was a Swede or Norwegian or something, and
the Federal Telegraph Co. controlled a certain number of these
Do. Forest patents, and the Government were very anxious, particularly the Navy ])epartnient-te Navy Department bought the
pate:its--to get control of sufficient patents so that they could set
up a radio system, anticipating that they were going to get, into the
war, and had to be in position to do it.
Senator JoN\-s of New Mexico. They dlid not l),'chase those patents with a view of preventing
? V the latentee front granting rights
to other American citizens
colonel M(MULLE.N. Oh1, no. They bought the patents to prevent
sornobody else preventing the Government from doing what it
wani ed to do, or from charging the Government enormous royalty
-ate-, on thos,0 patents. In the exid, it cost us a lot less than if we had
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had to\go out and pay De Forest and Poulson royalties on those patents. By buying those patents from those two more or less bankrupt
companies for a comparatively small sum-my recollection is, $1,700,.
000-we got all the equipment as well as the patents. We simply
bought them out.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. When was that- done?
Colonel MCMULLEN. That was very early in 1917. I think it was
just before the war. It was done by special authority of Congress.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Prior to the war what was the
situation?
Colonel MCMULLEN. We occasionally bought patents outright. I
can not say off-hand right now. I know that we (lid buy patents
outright where it was a requirement for ciir needs-for instance,
chemical patents relating to the production of smokeless powder or
high explosives, things that we wanted--and in some instances we
it secret,
bought the application so as to keep the
public.a;ud we delayed it along
in the Patent Office to keep it froni
Senator JONES of New Mexic. That related to a thing which the
War Department only intended to use; did it not?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Well, no. You see, those high explosives are
used in commerce as well as in the War Department; but there were
some things that we wanted to keep from other nations. We would
very often buy applications for patent, and things of iat kind.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yot say they are used in commerce?
Colonel MCMULLEN. I am talking about explosives now.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. So am I. In such a case, would
you grant a license to an individual to manufacture that kind of an
explosive?
Colonel MCMULLN.. Oh, yes; we would under proper circumstances.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Have you done so?
Colonel McMuLLEN. Oh, yes; we have, I think. We granted, for
instance, the du Pont Co. a license to manufacture it for us or for
commercial purposes under certain patents that we owned,.but only
a nonexclusive revocable license. That
t is the only license that we
have authority of law to grant.
Senator BAYARD. Were the patents you sold to the du Pont Co.
Government patents primarily, de novo, or were they patents
acquired by purchase?
Colo)eCl MCIULLEIN. We acquire patents in a number of different
ways. For instance, if we make a development contract with the
du Pont Co. to experiment and produce a certain thing, sometime
in the contract we provide that any inventions growing out of
the contract Pt our expense shall be assigned to the Government.
We get patents in that way.
The CHAIRMAN. You did not sell any to the du Pont Co.?
Mr. MCMULLEN. No; we did not sell any; we just licensed them.
We acquired a -good many important patents in that way, through
development contracts.
For instance, take the present searchlight, the 60-inch reflector, the
only really successful 60-inch reflector made in the world. We
paid about $200,000 to have that developed, and we got the patent
on it by reason of paying for the development.
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The COAIRMAN. They are all supposed to be for national defense?
Colonel MCMVLLEN. Yes, sir; and w*e usually, if we can get away
with it with a contractor, protect the Government by taking title
to the inventions that evolve out of the experiments.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. All that was upon the idea that
the Government would need that particular process for use in governmental affairs; was it not?
Colonel McMuLLE,. Yes, sir.
Senator JONFS of New Mexico. Now. then, there is another class
of Vatents to which you referred yesterday, such as salvarsan.
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Colonel MCMULLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Upon what theory do you think

that the Government should own those patents?
Colonel MCMULLE.N. I think I explained that ye-terday. My
theory on that is that that is a very important pharmaceutical, and a
lot of others belonging in the same class, a specific for a particular
disease, and dangerous if not made exactly right., and it ought. to be
not necessarily owned by the Government but under the control of
the Government so that they could supervise the production of that
pharmaceutical.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Is not the same thing true with
respect to thousands of other articles produced in general commerce
by drug companies, et. ?
Colonel MCMULLEN. I do not think so; no. sir; becaus.4 salvau'san,
as an example, and a number of other alkaloidal drugs and medicines,
are specifics for parti.ular diseases; andl if they are not manufactured
properly and with the greatest care. and taken with wthe greatest
care, they are a menace to thbe l)ubli health.
m Army and Navy made great use of
Senator SHOu{RTRIDGIF The
them ?
Colonel MCMULLE.N. Oh. of course. lVe made great tisc of that
particular substance when the medical fraternity, after they conmpleted our physical examinations for the war, (Iecided that there
were over 10,000,000 people in the United States who ought to be
treated with salvarsan.
Senator ,JONES of New Mexico. Let mIte ask you this question: How
long was salvarsanm sold in this country before we got into the war?
Colonel McMULLE.s. Six years.
Senator JoNEs of NOW Mexico. )id the Gove, mnent. niake any
attept at that time to niartufacture that product, to acquire that
patent, to control the product?
Colonel MCMTI..',EN. No.
Senaor JoNE' O! New Mexico. Why not? If it was not necessary
then, why is it necessary now?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Of course that is purely a matter of policy
of Congress, and Congress did not kake ujp the matter.
Senator JoxEs of New Mexico. But we have got to know soinething about these things so as to develop t policy.
Colonel MCMULLEN. The view, as I have just said, sir, is that the
drug is a specific for a particular disease. It is dangerous if it is
not manufactured exactly right; and the Government. ought to, as
it is doing now, control the production of it so that it will be safe
for the public. That is my personal view, of course.
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Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Yes. Now let nie ask you again
if there are not other such specifics manufactured by the drug trade
which would be deleterious to health if not properly manufactured,
and which are of value in the cure of diseases?
Colonel McMujjpa,. That is true, and most of them we control.
We control a good uuany of those now because we have. gotten control
of them through the seizure of these German patents.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. But prior to the war you do not do
anything of that sort: (lid you?
Colonel McMur:,iEx. No.
Senator loNEs of New Mexico. Why should we now embark upon
a program which we did not even consider prior to our entry in the
War?

Colonel
I sldhl
slhmx. say we are already embarked. Wre
are not starting to embark; we are already embarked, We have been
eilbarked on it for about 8 or almost 10 years.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. We embarked upon it not through
any act of Congress. as I take it, or any declared policy of Congress?
Colonel MCMILEN
. No: I do not think Congress ever declared
specifically that the (Governlmlellt should control the production of
any Jarticulr sort of drug; but there is not any question but that
they declared the policy in the trading with the enemy act and its
lilliflnlnients.
Senator JONES of New Meh-xico. But that was the result of our

engagement in the war.
Colonel McMJLm,'.Yes.
,JoNEs of New Mexico. And now we are dealing with things
if)Senator
peace time.
Colonel M'M JL
Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And we are dealing with a question
of policy which you are advocating with respect to the Army ai'd
the Navy which is entirely new so far as Congress is concerned.
Colonel M"L'um,,EN. No; I do not like to admit, Senator, that
I am advocating it. I am merely giving you the facts. I maintain
that we are operating at present mder the law. I am not advocating
anvthing. It is not for me to suggest policies to Congress.
Ilie (u.I
N. W as it not a fact that when the wal- wis declared.
and the draft was being made ul)on men all over the United States
from every section and every class, it developed that syphilis was
more prevent in the United States than anybody had any idea of?
Colonel 3CMULLFN. Absolutely; yes, sir.
The (HAIRMAN. I suppose that wias why they took this over. for
the purpose of healing those that were drafted that had that disease.
Colonel MCMLLLN:x. Yes. You see, this is a very rapid and a
very sure cure for syphiis, taken at the proper time, and produced
properly. Then, before the war, the regular price of the German
(lruig was $3.b( a (lose, andi it weAit up as high as $150 before we got
to producing it ourelves; ani after we got to producing it ourselves
we got a. much better drug at 18 cents, price to the hospitals.
. Senator JoNms of New Mexico. Just explain to us where this drug
is manufactured, under whose supervision, and by what authority.
Colonel McMuLLN. I can not explain that, Senator. I know offhand that there are six companies-I could not name the companies,
because I do not remember them, and I have not any record of it--
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but I do know that early in 1917 six chemical companies were
selected, two or three of them in Philadelphia (I forget the names
of them offhand), who were celebrated for their ability in making
fine chemicals; and they were given the problem and the work of
producing salvarsan. After a 'very short tim,--I think probably I
ave here some report of the Surgeon General on the subject-they
produced an article which was much superior to the German drug.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Under the House bill, is it not
contemplated that the Government shall take over all these patents
and pay for them what the arbiter shall fix as a reasonable Iprice?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Not at all; no, sir.
Senator JONES
of New Mexico. What is contemplated, as you
it?
understand
Colonel McMuu.EN. Under the House bill it is contemplated that
We shall pay the former German owners a fair price for the nonexclusive license which the Government now has. We merely have
the right to use these patents by or for the United States dovernment, for its uses and needs. With respect to the 187 patents that
we purchased, we will compensate the former owners for the fair
value of the entire right, title, and interest, and we will then own
the patents. We do now, as far as that is concerned. We will own
the patents outright. There are 187 of those, of which all except
102 have expired.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. As to those 187, you think the
Government ought to retain the complete title; do you?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Probably not necessarily in every instance;
some of them, certainly; but I would not like to say just offhand what
particular patent or just what number ought to be retained-I
mean, the entire right, title, and interest.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Why should this committee be
called upon to purchase now for the Government those 187 patents
without any knowledge or information as to whether the Government
needs those patents and should have them?
Colonel MCMULLENN. I would say that the presumption is that we
needed them or we would not have purchased them in the first place.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. But do you think this committee
ought to act on presumption?
Colonel MCMUlLEN. I think you are perfectly justified in acting
upon the theory that the people who bought those 187 patents in the
first instance were honest and bought them with the best interests of
the Government in mind at the time.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. May that not have been) in view of
the fact that we were then engaged in war and were getting then at
a reasonable price?
Colonel MCMULLEN. No; we were not engaged in war. All these
patents were both licensed and purchased after the war was over.
Senator JON'Es of New Mexico. But it was because they were in
the custody of the Alien Property Custodian, was it not?
Colonel MCMULLEN. They were not, The Alien Property Custodian had not yet seized them. These patents were seized for the
very purposes for which we are now using them, and under the special authority of Congress. By the way, the bill authorizing the
seizure of these patents was passed and approved by the President
on the 6th of Novemtber, 1918, five days before the armistice, and the
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seizures did not start until some time in 1919. The whole thing was
done after the war was all over and we knew it was all over; but it
was done with a view to protecting the interests of the United Sta*a
the public health, etc.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Was it not done as a war measure?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Of course it was, as far as Germany was
concerned, a war measure. As far as we were concerned, it was
purely an economic measure, and you can not spell anything else
out of it.
Senator WADSWORTH. That was the whole tone of the discussion
at the time that bill was passed?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator WADSWOnTH. It was to prevent a resumption of the German monopoly.
Colonel McMULLXN. Exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. They did not want to pay $50 a dose any longer.
Senator BAYAID. Do you think your statement of a moment ago
that they were taken for nonwar uses after the armistice
Colonel McMuLLEN. I do not think I stated that they were taken

for nonwar uses, sir. Some of them were taken for war uses in the
future; that is true.
Senator BAYARD. You said they were taken for purely commercial

purposes.
Colonel MCMULLEN. No; I do not think I said that.
Senator BAYAnD. I so understood you.
Colonel McMULLEN. I do not think I said that, sir.

Senator BAYAUD. The reason I raised the question is that the
declaration made in relation to the patents taken over and sold to
the Chemical Foundation Co. was that they were for the purpose
of enabling our people primarily to establish by uvllization of those
patents defensive means in case of war and secondarily the cominercial operation came in.
Colonel MCMULLEN. That, of course, is purely economic.
Senator BAYARD. But that was between 1918 and 1921, when the

Berlin treaty was signed.
. Colonel ,cMULLEW. Yes, sir. I think there is not any doubt but
that what they had in mind was that they were desired for war use
if we have war, but for peace use if we do not have war.
Senator BAYAl. But you say primarily it was a defensive operation.
('olonel MCMULLEN. Of course; not only a national defense proposition but an economic defense proposition. It was in defense of our
economic situation as well as our national defense situation.
Senator BAYAwm. And, more than that, because at that time we
were, technically speaking, at war with Germany, because we had
not signed any peace.
Colonel MC'IULLEN. Yes; we had the full authority; we took it
un(ler the war powers. 'There is no question about that..
Senator JONriS of New Mexico. Now then, if we are not going
to disturb the transaction whereby we sold to the Chemical Foundation a large number of patents at a price which it is often said was
nominal, why should we disturb this sale to the Government of the
United States of these patents which were made to it St the price
fixed at the time?
28623-27T-17
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Colonel MCMULLEN. My personal view is that in the sale to the
Chemical Foundation the courts have said-of course the Supreme
Court did not say that it was nominal, or that it was an adequate
consideration; they said in that case it did not make any differencee;
but as a matter of fact the price was about $50 a patent, and that is
just about what the general run of patents were worth. There may
be individual patents in that group, of course, that were worth a
million dollars; but in our case, in the case of the Government, we
admit that we paid only a nominal consideration, a dollar, merely
a Jega ¢isideration. Ihat is all we paid. I am not advocating
payig for the German patents or paying for the licenses. That is
n0t say business here. I am here because' I was called here to give
you the facts. I am not advocating anything one way or the other.
Senator Joxis of New Mexico. I understand; but as a matter of
faet, then, as to these 187 patents, the Government did buy them outright, and paid a consideration?
Colonel MCMULLFN. A nominal consideration.

Senator Jo.Es of New Mexico. And as to the balance of the patents
which the Government took over. it licensed and paid a fee for that
license; did it not?
Colonel McMULLEN. Yes. sir.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. I should like to ask whether there
are any other classes of patents than those that were turned over to
the Chemical Foundat ion, the 187 which were sold to the Government and the 5.000 and odd which were licensed to the Government?
Colonel MCMIULLEN. Yes. sir.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. What disposition. if any. did the
Alien Property Custodian make of any others?
Colonel McMULLE.. 'Tlere are a few others, not very many, that
they turned back to the former eiiemy owners. I do not remember
jist the number, but there are a few.
tThe CHAIRMAN. Senator Southerland, do you remember how
many were turned back?
Senator Sxiowruxi.. Turned back to whom. Senator?
To the enemy owners.
The CHnIMAN.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. What is the (jueStiol, Mr. Chairman .
The CHAIRaMN. How many patents after the war were tried

back to the enemy owners?
,:x.,,. One hundred and thirty-one. I have it right
Colonel McM
here.
1Mr.
SuPrHRLAND. One hundred and thirty-one.
Cdonel McMr2Nvux. Yes; I have it right here. I had forgotten
that I had it.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Do you know why they were turned
back?
Colonel MCMULLE.N. They were turned back because they were
ordered by Congress to turn them back.
Senator BAYARD. Under the Winslow Act?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Under the Winslow Act; yes, sir. The Winslow Act provided, in substance, that all patents, trade-marks., etc.,
which had not been sold or otherwise disposed of should be returned
to the former enemy owners, and that was all there was in that
category-131.
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Senator Jiixi'.s of New Mexico. Would it not be clieaper to turn
back a lot more than to try to pay for then?
Colonel MeCMNULLENv. No. We are paying here for something we
You see, ats I have already stated, in a great many
already have.
instances a lot of these patents have alreadyv exp~ired. We have had
the use of them for 10 years-excluding thle war period-anywhere
from six months, you might say. to eight years. Some of the
patents expired a year after the war. and. as f say. t hey vary from
six months use, you mnighit say to eight years. That, we have already
had. Of course, if Congress sees fit to turn back these patents that
we bought, and just pay*for the use up to the (Late they are turned
back, that is another question:-,bt to turn themn back niow without
w
ould not make the former owners
of course
anything
them
payng
whole.
themi
to'nmake
desire
you
if
whole,
T
rh e CHAIRIBAN. Your estimate of $7. f)O0.000 inlese the use of
those patents by the Government?
Colonel INCMNULLEN. Yes, Sir1.
Thle CHAIUM3AN. From the time that they were turlned(l oer to the
time that they are turned back'?
Colonel MCLLE.N. NO. It,inchu(t s the itse of those patents from
November 12, 1918, to the late that we took the license or purchased
them, both dates inclusive. It includes the payment for t he license
itself, to use those licensed from the date we took the license to the
end of the patent; and, for the patents we purchased, just a fair
price for the value of the patent. Those are the three categories.
Senator JONES Of New Mexico. If you eliminate any payment for
the use of any of these patents until after the Berlin treaty, what
difference would it. make?~
*Colonel"MCMULLE.N. About two years afld six mnonths:.
Senator JoNE-Fs of Nei.v Mlexico. The treaty ivas, niade in October,
1921.
*Colonel MCMNULLEN. It would make at difference of about two and
a quarter million dollars. roughly. Tfhat would be at rather rough
estimiate-I wecan, if you cut ouit that period of our use.
Senator REED) of 1Pennsylvania. A (fiest ion was asked ats to what
Part (of the Winslow Acet *qpplied to the return of patients That will
ne found in subisection (3) of section 9 of the trading with the
eenmy act, as amuendedl by the W1inslow Act tof Mfarch 4. 192:3. It
s f ollows:
(j ) Slubsec('1 (gl anOJd p;i iugraipis, (9) ;ad 4100 (t' ~scik041 I i) oft this
Sectioni shan!IIot aplply to alliy hia1tent. t Illdveuio I'h. prinlt, 111110. cojiyght. 0o,
right thereiti or cIl n tlavlet(i. conveyed. t ratisfeired. assigned. or delivered
to the(' Alit ii Propert'y ('ust(odi . or sd-zt') fly himii. ,I- to theL j1ifrotiE received
?r-oll tho sifle. HIeeiise. 401,either (1Ilio24ition~ Elf aiiiy 5114ih ii-aren. trafde-nmark.
print. label, vojyriglir. oIr r'glit t ierein or vdiiit broto., bur thbe A liell Pre4porty
Clnstodii-uI is uaflthorim('d anu(i (Ilrett'd to i'etiii'Itoi ow persw~i enitletd tlW1rQtQ,
whether' or not all elleiny orj ajflly' of enlemy andm regdardiess oif the value. any
patent. truide-niark. jiriit. 11114l. co~pyright. o~r right therein or cIhilii thereto,
10fleh has been conveyedl. train4erred. asshied. or (h'hivere(d to thle Allen Pr'operty Custodian, or seized bsy him. and( which 41.1 hais not b'~en sold. licensed. or
otherwise, disposedl of under the Provisions of this acvt. and (21 i. not involved
(at thle tile this Subse'ction takes effect) ill litigatfolnh1.1111.1 the Un'ted
States. oir anty agency thereof. is -, porty.

Senator .Jwxt-s of Xew Mfexico.
cerned.

'lhit is all. is far %,,I all) Con-
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The CHAIRMAN. At what date was salvarsan first used by the
Government?
Colonel MC\IMULLEN. About July, 1917.
The CHAIRMAN. In any of your figuring have you figured any
claim on the part of the Government between that time, 1917, and
the close of the war 9?
Colonel MCMULLE-. Oh, no; we have excluded that period.

Strange to say, our large use of any of these patents was really after
the armistice. You see, the reason for that was this: We were really
just getting down to business when the end of the war' came-I
mean, as far as production and use was concerned.
The CHAIzuAIN. You mean you. had been experimenting in the
meantime?
Colonel McM(uraXN. More or less; but, you see, our wounded and
sick were coming back from France, and our hospitals had been
built, etc.-I am talking about drugs now-so that we had hundreds
of thousands of men in the hospitals, and so that the use of these
drugs-I mean, the large use-really came after the armistice. So
I left out the period of use from 1917, when we started to use these
drugs, up to November 11, 1918; and, as I say, in many instances
our large use or our large infringement of patents came after the
armistice.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. But before the Berlin treaty?
Colonel McMuLLEN. But before the Berlin treaty; yes, sir. You

see, we were not able to taper off our production until well along
toward the last of 1919, as you probably remember.
The CHAIRMAN. Then the use of it up to the Berlin treaty you
have not takca into account in your estimate of $7,500,000?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Not at all, sir. I have cut out that period

entirely.
Senator JoNxs of New Mexico. I did not understand it that way at
all. I understood the witness to say just a moment ago that he did
not consider the use of it up to the time of the signing of the armistice, the 11th of November, 1918, but that he di,lirclude the use of
it after the signing of the armistice down to the present time.
fCoi1onel McMULLEN. That is correct. That is what I said.
'Senator JO.NES of New Mexico. And so he did include in that e. timate the period between the armistice and the Berhn treaty?
Colonel McMuLLLEzi. Oh, yes; that is correct.
Senator WADSWORTH. You must have misunderstood.
;The CHAEIHAN. Yes; you must have misunderstood my question,
then. That was my question.
Colonel McMUL 1 EN. Oh! I guess I misunderstood you then, Senator. Of course the large use which I considered and did consider
was from November 12, 1918-I think I stated thi.t clearly-up until
the Berlin treaty.
Senator Smovr. That is the day after the armistice was signed?

Colonel MCMUTLEW. Yes, sir.

From then on, of course, I in-

cluded. That is what I based my estimate on because it is during
that period that we made the large use.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what I though,,;.
Colonel MCMULLrN. Yes, sir. I misunderstood you. Senator.
Senator SHORIrRDGE. In August, 1914, as of the time of the beginning of the WVorld War, the United States was dependent almost
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wholly on Germany for certain dyes and chemicals. Is not that
true?
Colonel MCMULLEPN. Yes, sir; and many other things.
Senator SHORTLInGE.. To be sure; but I am inviting immediate
attention to dyes and chemicals, and including what was then called
606," or salvarsan.
Colonel MCMUL .EN. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTRImE. It was discovered that a great ilany of our
people in this country suffered from that diea;e of syphillis?
Colonel MCMULLEk. Yes, sir.
Senator S]IORT1II))GI. That was discovered, was it not?
Colonel McMuLLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator SnoiIThiPOE. Just when was it that our Government seized

or took over the German patents covering salvarsan?
Colonel MCMULIE. The seizure was not authorided untilSenator SIOTRIDGE. I do not care whether it was authorized or
not; when did we do it ?
Colonel MCMULLEN. When we started to infringe it was, as I formerly stated. July, 1917.
Senator SHOUT1I)GE. Very well. Later, did the Government
acquire title or claim to acquire title to the patent or patents covering
this particular medicine?
Colonel MCMULLE*N. We did, through the Alien Property Custodian.
Senator SHORTHIDGE. Precisely. You have given that date here,
have you ?
Colonel McMut.,E.x. I do not know the exact date. but it was in
1919.
Senator SHOWTI)oID.. It is easily fixed in the record.
Colonel MCMULLENT. Yes, sir.
Senator Si-ionITaWGE. Now, since that time has the Government
claimed to own that patent or patents?
Colonel MCMULLIx. Well, of course,, we have through (he Alien
V'roperty Custodian.

Seui16, SHOhniUDG. Certainly. The Alien Propeity Cuctodian
seized,
:. took over possessionCo1o0;ewl MCMULLEN. As an agency of the Government.
Sei l , Siionm1R'1X.. As an agency of the Government. of this
"'

patent,(!

Col011l MCMULLEN. Yes, sir.
Sv(nat:)r SiIoRTuIw(oE. And claimed the right to transfer title and
did transfer title to the Government. Is that right ?
Coloiwl 1CMULLINx. Yes. sir.
Senator Sliom'rnr)nE. NOW. has the Government from that ime
forward until now claimed to have title to these patent,; ?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Except where we have sold then: yes, sir.
Senator STIoHlr'lii)Ur. Yes.
Colonel MI'MN1LLUN. In sonIe instances they have beel)
sold.
Senator Smi
,inwII I i Iean.
the particular patent. Colonel, cover'

ing this part ictilar iuedicine, for example.
('olhel %MC'1ULTU:N. This particular patent, covering this particular niedicine. as I recall. was sold to the Chemical oxidationn.
Senator SiRTRlDG)[E. That is what I asked. It was sold to the
Chemical Foundation ?
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Colonel 'MCMULLEN. It was sold to the Chemical Foundation,
though the Government reserved the right to control the production.
etc.
Senator SIIoaTmIM)GE. But you have just stated that the custodian
took it over and sold the patent to the Government.
Colonel MCMULLE.N. No.
Senator SOIOIDGE. You made that answer.
Colonel MCMULLENs. Not this particular patent; no, sir. He took
over certain patents and sold them.
" Senator Jo.NEs of New Mexico. My understanding was the same
as that of the Senator from California. We both may have been
inerror.
Senator SHORTRIDOE. True.
Colonel MCMULLEN. This particular-Senator S1IORTRIDOR. Question and answer will develop it much
more quickly. The Government seized the patents?
Colonel MCMULLEN'. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. They were in the possession of our custodian.

Is that right?

Colonel MCMULLEN. Yes, sir.

Senator SnoiTmm. Then did the custodian license to the Government or sell the patent to our Government, if you remember?
Colonel McMuiFx. I should like to explain to you, Senator,
that in these particular cases the Government sold wh~at you might
call the right. title, and interest to the patent to the" Chemical
Foundation. and1hey Sol( to the United States a license under the
patent, and the riglht to all the choses in action under the patent
arising before the( date they sold it to the Chemical Foundation.
It is rather complicated.
Senator SHORTuRIn:. I

do not think it is at all complicated. This
book here explains the whole thing, and I think a few questions
and answers will clear it u p. It is perfectly clear in other minds;
it is not in mine now, according to this record.
These patents belonged to German owners.
Colonel MCIMULLE.I. Yes, sit'.
Senator Simi)-rrmea-. I invite your attention to the immediate

patent or patents covering this paiticlllar medicine.
Colonel McMt'uI.N. Yes, sir.
Senator SimitoiiMo:. This Government. through some agency,
seized them. That is right: is ii not?
Colonel MCMhULLNNx. Yes. sir.
Senator SIm[i'ritDox.-.

And tiey were under the control or in tile

possession of tile Alien Property Custodian; were they not?
Colonel McM t:L4i.rQ.
es
1i.
Senator SrmuxiE. The Alien Property Custodian sol thienli or

granted nonex(,lcisive licenses to the Clenlical Foundation: did
le not ?
Colonel M(M'LLEN. He sol them to the Chemical Foun(iation.
Senator Sirowriiio.;i. So that the Chemical Fomndation claims to
be the owner of these particular patents?
Colonel MCMULLE.N. Yes. sir.
Senator S[oit'RImD(. Now. the

Cheii1 Foiuidation. then. nider

the provisions of the sale to it. granted nonexcliusive licenses to certain inanufiet urers of this medicine?
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Colonel MOMULLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Did it also grant to the Government, as such,

the right to manufacture?
Colonel McMuLLiEN. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTIMIE. Not the titile, but a license.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Was. not that license in the Goverinent reserved at the time of the sale to the Chemical Foundation?
Colonel McMuLLEN. Oh, yes; it was a condition of the sale.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Then theydid not grant it.
Senator SHORTRIDOE. It had been reserved by the Government,
had it?
Colonel MCMULLEX. Yes, sir. It was a condition of sale.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. When the custodian sold to the Chemical
Foundation, the Government, speaking through him, reserved to the
Government the right to use the patent?
Colonel McMuLLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTRDGDE. That is it, is it not?
Colonel MCMULLEN..

Yes, sir.

Senator SHoRTRimiO. Then the sale to the Chemical Foundation
as a corporation provided, to prevent a monopoly, that licenses
should be nonexclusive if granted by it to various parties?
Colonel MCMULLE.N. Yes, sir; and on equal terms,
Senator SHORTHIDGE. And on equal terms?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator SHOJTIIDGE.. As of now, to-day, who, according to your
information, is the owner of the patents?
Colonel MICMULLEFN. The Chemical Foundation.
Senator S1ORTRiDGE. And who are enjoying licenses, if you (an
state that?
Colonel M[1CMULLEN. I do not know the companies, of course;

but there are six particular companies who are producing it.

Senator SHORTIUDGE. The Government took over those patents and

other patents, as I understand you, as written records may disclose,
for two reasons: First, as a war measure, and second, as an economic
measure, to build up American industries and prevent foreign mo-

noply controlling this market. Is not that so?
Colonel MC'MULLEN. I should like to, if I may, Senator, change
that just a little, because as a matter of fact-I do not think I have
it with me-I have the original memorandum prepared in the War
Department on this very subject. We took these patents to preserve
the key industries, certain branches of key industries that were established as a war measture. It was to preserve those that we took
these patents.
Senator So1' III)E.

Very well.

-hnator JoNxEs of New Mexico. Now, I think I am all confused
again. Are these salvarsan patents a part of the 1,87 patents to
which you have referred?
C0Clonel MC'MU'LLIN.. No.sir; they are not.
Senator .JoN.,sof New Mexico. I have been led to believe all along
thttt that is what we were talking ahout-something that the United
SikeI s hInl taken-and no10w it al)leavs that these particular patents
were s0ld to the Chenicial Foundation. WlNhat -ire some of those 187
to w1hi(h yout have made reference?
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Colonel MCMULLEN. As I stated yesterday, the most valuable of

those 187 are a group of about 12 or 14 radio patents. There are
others-engine patents, lubricating systems for engines, ignition systems for engines; I mean airplane engines-but the most important
are the radio patents.
The CHAIRMAN. Any dye or drug patents?

Colonel McMuLLEN. No; there are no dye or drug patents in those
at all. Most of those are strictly what you might call mechanical
or electrical or radio patents.
The CHAIRMAN. Was salvarsan the only drug for which the Government obtained a reservation?
Colonel McMULLFEN. Oh, no. There were a lot of very important
drugs. I can give you some of the most important drugs-I meant
very important because we produced them in large quantities. These
were considered absolutely essential by the Surgeon General.
This is a statement to me by the Surgeon General in 1922-General Ireland-and he said that it was developed that of the drugs
which were essential to the conduct of the war, atropin, phenacetin,
quinine, and salvarsan were the most important. There were a lot
of others in his report, which is not all published yet-the medical
history of the war.
The CHAIRIMAN. You had a reservation made as to salvarsan?
Colonel MCMULLENN. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRnMANw. But you had no reservation made for the other
drugs mentioned in that letter?
Colonel McMuLLEN. You mean here?
Senator REEn of Pennsylvania. In the sale to the Chemical Foun-

datioii.
Colonel MCMULLEN. Oh, yes; we had reservations made as to all
of them. We were merely talking about salvarsan. We had the
same reservation applying to all the drugs and all the patents turned
over to the Chemical ?'oundation that we had for salvarsan.
The CHAI MAN. That is what I asked you.

Colonel MCMULLEN. I did not understand it, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. I asked you if salvarsan was the only one, and
you answered " Yes."
Colonel MCMULLEN. I (lid not get your meaning.
The CTIATUMA,. Then do I understand that of the 6,00() patents

that were sold to the Chemical Foundation, the Government reserved
the right to use all of those patents?
Colonel McMuLmiJN. Absolutely.
The CHAIRAIN.

Did it also reserve the right to dispose of them in

any way it saw fit?
Colonel MCMUILLrEN. No.
The CHAIMA-AN. For the Government's own use?
Colonel McMULLEx. It was the right to manufacture, use or sell for
governmental purposes. I think I have the exact language here.
Senator ,hN.s of New Mexico. I wish you would put in tie record
arrangement.
the exact language of that
Colonel McMinUU 4 N. It is very difficultt to do it, because it is all a
little bit different. There were .,eventeen different assignments to
the Chemical Foundation, it I think one in general would do.
Senator JON:s of New Mexico. If they were all the sante. one will
%
I
do; but-
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Colonel McMuuEN. I meant, in substance they were all the same.
The first assignment, the $250,000 assignment, provided that
theysell, assign. transfer, and set over the whole right, title, and interest acquired
Nv 11(1--

The Alien Property Custodian; this is to the Chemical Foundationto ceh of the letters patent, together with all claims and demands for profits
1(d daunages recoverable at law or in equity for the past Infringement of
said letters patent of the United States against every person, firm, corporation,

or government except the Government of the Uniteq States.

That was the nature of the assignment. Tjere was another provision. That is just one of them, the $250,000 assignment. That was
afterwards
in different language.
Senator Rconfirmed
EE% of Pennsylvnia. Then, Colonel McMullen, you
were not quite accurate in saying that the Alien Property Custodian
reserved those hoses in action.
Colonel McMULLEN. Yes, sir; I am. That is the language there
in this; but we have also reserved the choses in action.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. But that is an assignment of
them.
Colonel McMuILEN. I know it is inconsistent, but it is a fact never.
theless. We have a great many of such inconsistencies in the handling of these patents. I do not know how they happened, but it is
a fact. There are 696 patents that were, for instance, assigned to at
least two different parties; and in one instance there was a group
of patents sold outright to three different parties, including the
United States as one of them.
Senator Jo-.,-s of New Mexico. I do not construe this assignment
as you seem to indicate in your testimony.
Colonel McMumu N. This particular assignment, Senator, was
made three different times. Let me see if I can find one or two of
the others.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I should like to clear ip what
you have just put in the record. The language of this is as follows:
After ma king a complete transfer of the whole right, title, and interest acquired by the Alien Property Custodian to each of these
letters patent, then there is addedtogether withill eilais and d(ldemands for profits mid (hilllttgeS recoverible
at law or In t-quity for the past infringement of said letters patent of ihe
Uniteid States against every person. firm. corporation, or government, except
the, Government of the UnIttd States.

As I .on.stre that the only thing there that was excel)ted to the
Government of the United states was any claim which the Alien
Property Custodian might have for infringement of these patents
prior to'that date.
('oloel MvMmLrEi'. Senator, as I said, that particular thing there
is merely the substance of it. As a matter of fact, what I stated
is true. 'I think Mr. Skinner over there can tell you that we did

reserwe to the Inited States the hoses in action; and the chose in
action here I think I cal explain in this way: That from that
time on. from the time they took all right, title, and interest, they got
the chlo,'_s in action.
hat, as* a matter of fact, is the correct
statement.
28623-27-
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Sfnator'JoNTES of New Mexico. We are not speaking of chose in
action. What we have been talking about is the title to these patents,
and the right to the use of the patents.
Colonel MCMULLEN. The United States has the right to use them.
We have that.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Where do we get that right?
chr. SUTHERLAND. Mr. Ct-airman, I think you will find that in the

charter" to the Chemical Foundation, which reserved to the United
States Government the right to use all of these patents which were
transferred to that Foundation.
Senfator JONES of Neu- Mexico. Does it reserve the right or permitthe right, or what language is used with respect to the'right?
Mr, SUTHERLAND. I will get that and put it in the record.
Se'iator WADSWORTH. I can not recollect where the language is
used, or how the words ar phrased; but it is a historical fact, and
it has been known in the chemical trade and among the managers
of 1he Chemical Foundation since 1921, that the Government has
the complete right to use these patents.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. We are now trying to follow up
the chain of title.
Colonel MCMULLEN. The license to the United States is a very
voluminous document, consisting of about 500 pages, I should say.
if you want it in the record I shall be glad to put it in the record.
I have the original copy.
Senator JONES Of New Mexico. The license from whom?
Colonel McMuLLEN. From the Chemical Foundation. I mean,
we, can put the whole history in if you want it. It is very voluminous; but what I have stated to you is merely the substance of
these various things.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I should like to know where and
through what instrument and in what language the Government
now retains the right or has the right to ule this patent covering
salvarsan, for instance, as an illustration only.
The CHAIRMAN. We have 5,999 patents.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. No; I refer now to this one as an
example of those which were transferred to the Chemical Foundation, but which the Government has, through some source, the right
to use.
Senator REjn, of Pennsylvania. Can you give us the date of the
license from the Chemical Foundation to the United States for
salvarsan?
Colonel MCMULLE.. It is not separate from any other patent. It
is included with 5,055 others.
Senator REE, of Pennsylvania. I quite understand that. but-Colonel MCMULLEN. My recollection is that it is dated March 20,
1920.
Senator RtEED of Pennsylvania. Then it was not a reservation in
the grant from the Alien Property Custodian, but it was a separate
instrument of license from the Chemical Foundation to the United
States?
Colonel MCMuLLEN. It is both. We had the reservation, and then
we got the license.
Senator R :EI of Pennsylvania. I.see.
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Colonel MCMULLEN. We have got them both; and also, as Senator
Sutherland has stated, it is in the charter of the Foundation itself.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Mr. Chairman, I will undertake to prepare and
have prepared carefully a brief memorandum of a couple of pages
which will set out the history of this patent business in compact
form.
Senator JoNE of New Mexico. Very well, then.
Mr. Su'rH:RLAN'. I will give it to the reporter to put in the
record.
Senator JoNs of New Mexico. No; we want to have it before us
in tile regular way.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Very well. I will prepare it for presentation
to the committee to-morrow or next day.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. To avoid further po-:Aible obscurity,
may I propound a question?
You have mentioned atropin, phenacetin, quinine, and salvarsan
as the four important drugs for war purposes. You do not mean
that there were any patents in here covering the manufacture of
quinine or of atropin?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Oh, no. You see, here is where the patent.,
hit some of those things: For instance, quinine--I do not know%
whether this is particularly true as to quinine-but as to some ol.
these drugs that were not patentable or patented as a product, the
process or machinery for producing then in a particular form
was patented, you see. That is the way in which the Germans
had control of these industries. They either patented the process
for producing them in the shape that the trade wanted them, and
kept the others ouf because they were able to produce them cheaper,
or they patented the product itself. Not in every case were the
products patented; but it happened that in the caise of salvarsan
the product was patented, the process of making it was patented, and
the machinery for producing it was also patented; so they had
it three ways.
The CUAIKMAx. These 6,000 patents that were sold to the Chemical
Foundation for $270,000 included salvarsan and almost all of the
patents on chemicals and dyes?
Colonel MCMULLE-. Yes, sir: and medicines.
Senator SHOIRmulE. Perfumery. also.
The CHAIRIMAN. Have you any idea of the amount Of sales mitade
by the Chemical Foundation. of salvarsan .
Colonel MNIcMuLLE N. They do not sell salvarsan. 'T'hey license,
as I stated before-they may have licensed more .ince *but they
license six selected manufacturers to sell it.
The CHAnTMIAN. Do you know what percentage they get of the
cost of production or the cost of sale?
(Colonel MCMULLMN. It would be comparatively small, because the
producers are able now to sell it for 18 cents per (lose to hospitals,
and I should say that their percentage of return on the patents is
very small. It -yould have to be.
The CxIAx'UNAx. Not small in aggregate amount, but small in each
particular sale?
Colonel MWCMtULLE:N. Yes, sir.
Senator RFED of Pennsylvania. What does their revenue amount

to annually from the salvarsan patent: do you know?
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Colonel MvMuL zN. I do not know, sir. : So far. as I know, it
never has been published.
The CHAMAN. Do you understand that the German owner of
these
hssthese
any patents
right toprior
bring
against
Statespatents
for using
to an
the action
time that
they the
wereUnited
taken
overI
Colonel MCMULLEN. Not at all.

They have not' any rights to

bring an action under the terms of the Versailles treaty, which were
written into the Berlin treaty. They have absolutely no standing.
in court whatever with respect to any of these patents or any of the
property. I mean, that to my mind is perfectly clear; and it it were
not before, it is since the Chemical Foundation suit and the suit that
was recently passed upon by the second circuit in Philadelphia,
Judge Buffington. I have forgotten the name of the case.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. They would have no more right to bring a

suit to recover those patents than they would have to bring a suit
to recover a cannon which was captured on the battle field

The CHAIRMAN. Th3ri any payment that we may make is gratuitous

as far as the Government is concerned?
Colonel MCMULLEN. There is no question about that, Senator.
There is not any question whatever in my mind that any payments
you make with respect to any of this property-ships, raaio stations,
or patents-is a gratuity absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. IS there anything else that any members of

the committee want to ask the witness?
Senator SHORMDGE. I should like to have a brief statement showing the deraignment of the title, just like an abstract. .

. Colonel MCM!uLLE N. May I make a suggestion; simply from the

War Department's standpoint, with respect to the administration
of this bill if it is passed as it stands?.
The CHAIRIVAN. Certainly.
Colonel McMuLLENw. Because of the very nature of the proposi-

tion, the burden of furnishing the evidence in defending any claims,
if you permit claims to be made against the United States. will
fall upon the War Department; and the reason, of course, is that
practically all the production under the patents, with the exception
of the radio station, the use of the ships, was by the War Department; and, with the exception of the appraisal of the ships by the
Navy Department, all the evidence of such use or value, if they
permit such a consideration before the arbiter, will have to e'
furnished by the War Department. We have not, of course, any
appropriation or any machinery for furnishing such evidence. It
will be a task, in the case of the-patents alone, that will be stupen-.
dous. It is a task that can be easily handled, though, and quickly
handled, if we had the machinery and the money.
I think that probably an aribter who happened to be a judge or an
able lawyer might construe the bill as it now reads to charge all
those expenses from the general fund which is set up in the bill;t
but I do not think it is safe to leave it as it is, because you provide
in there, for instance, for the Comptroller General to pass upon the
payment of these expenses. He might hold that the bill does not
provide for that payment, and I think the bill ought to be made
perfectly clear that it does provide for the payment of -0I those
expenses of producing the vidence; for our records, for instance,
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are stored, you might sav, from New York to San Francisco. Of
course some of the^ activities with respect to the use of these ships
are in Honolulu. The records with respect to these patents are
scattered all over the United States. It would involve travel and
enormous expense for making photostatic copies of the records, etc.
This bill, as I say, does not provide for paying that expense, and we
have not any appropriations; and it certainly would delay the operation of the matter if that is not provided for, either in the bill or
provided for in advance.
The CUAIRMAN. Why not get an appropriation for it in the rome
way that every other appropriation is made for the War Department--have an estimate made for it, have General Lord pass upon
it, send an estimate through the President to the House and Senate,
and, if necessary, we could put it in the last deficiency bill when we
know that it is going to pass?
Colonel McMu zN. I was speaking, of course, primarily for the
War Department, Senator; but the sources of information with
respect to the defense of the United States in respect to making
these payments for patents, ships, etc., are quite numerous. As I
say, tho burden will be on the War Department; but you have the
Shipping Board, the Navy Department, the Alien Property Custodian--he may be able to pay the expense out of his fund; I do
not know, but he will have to furnish quite considerable evidencethe Comptroller General's Office, and probably many other sources.
*This bill as it now stands provides for the payment of witness fees
and travel of witnesses, but it does not provide specifically for the
payment of these other expenses, and I think it is really the intention-that is my view, that it is the intention of the bill as it stands
now-to pay those expenses, including the War Department ex,penses.
Senator VAswoRTX. Would it be possible to make one appropriation which could be allotted by a selected authority to the different
branches of the Government that will have to incur expenses in
this work?
Colonel MCMULLEN. That is what it would amount to if you made
it plain in this bill. I think it is in the bill now, but i is not plain;
and, as I say9 it might be construed otherwise.
. Senator WADSWORTH. Have you any language to suggest which
will make it clearer?
Colonel McMuLLEN. Yes, sir; I have.
use, and we will conThe CHAIRMAN. You can leave that with
0
sider it.
Senator WADwoRTH. Let us hear from the witness how he would
clarify that.
Colonel McMuLLEN. I would change subdivision (1) of section 4,
page 12, line 15, by inserting, after the word "Arbiter," the followmg words:
and at the expense o. the special deposit fund authorized under subdivision
(a) of section 5 hereof.
That is the provision in the bill requiring the various departments
--and establishments to furnish the information required under section
1188 of the Revised Statutes.
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There is one other thing that I would suggest, Senator, with respect to the administration of this bill, and that is this:
Subdivision (a) of section 6 provides thatThe decisions of the Secretary of the Treasury in respect of the funds to
be paid into the special deposit account and of the payments therefrom, shall
be final and conclusive, and shall not be subject to review by any other officer
of the United States, except that payments made under authority of subdi.
vision (c) or (i)-

That is, the expensesof section 4 or subdivision (e) of section 5--

That is the Treasury Department's expenses in issuing certifi.
cates shall not be excluded from the audit by the Comptroller Gen.
eral. I provide here, instead of that-and I should like to explain
the reason-that it shall be audited by the General Accounting Office
and any alleged unauthorized payments reported to Congress.
The reason why I suggest that change-it would still be audited
by the Comptroller General-is that in the administration of this
bill, if it is passed substantially as it now stands, it will be necessary
to rent offices, etc.. in foreign countries. When you rent in Germany, for instance, one of the conditions of the contract, alwaysyou can not get away from it-is that you pay what amounts to
depredations; it means damage. Under our law we have not any
authority to contract to pay unliquidated damages, and that is just
an example of what you would be up against, and which the Comptroller General under the law I should think probably would disallow, and you would embarrass the arbiter. So I think it perfectly
proper, of course that the accounts should be audited; but provision
should be made that they shall report the disallowances to CongTess.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Is it your view that this arbiter and
his retinue would have to go to Germany and hold court over there?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Not his retinue, probably; but he would have
to send either some of the referees provided for under the bill or
send somebody there. - He might not have to go, but somebody would
have to go-that is, if you propose to defend the interests of the
Stiates.
United
Senator
ReF. of Pennsylvania. Why not defend them here? Why
not require the proofs to be brought here by the claimants?
Colonel MCMULLEN-. The proofs of the claiihants would be brought
here; but when it comes to the proofs of the United States we have
got to get them where we find them, and with respect to many of
these patents and some of the ship information, too, I should say
it can be procured only in Germany. I should say that there is
some very important evidence with respect to the defense of the
United States to be had in Germany, and certainly a part of the
hearings by the referees would be held over there.
The CHAI1MrA.. Are there any other questions?
Senator SHORTRIDGE. I do not want to prolong the matter, Mr.
Chairman; but the Colonel has spoken about patents, many of which
he says in his judgment are invalid for certain reasons, some of
which are of little value for certain reasons. Do I understand that
-if this bill goes through, containing a provision that some compe*
nation shall be paid for these patents, the arbiter or some officer set
up is to determine that question; namely, the amount of compensation for all these patents?
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Colonel MCMULLEN. Yes, sir.

Senator SHORTIIDGE. That is the idea, is it, as you understand it?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Yes, sir; but it would have ;to be done
individually..
Senator SHoRTRIm E. Certainly, Just for the record, may I ask
you if this is a fair statement of the facts as of the time these patents
were seized or taken in possession by our Goverment? Iam ruoting from the statement of a witness before a Senate committee:
There was no possibility of getting any Idea of their value. For instance,
so far as the Bayer patents were concerned, I know I took the advice of Mr.
Mathewson, of the National Aniline, who has been in the business 35 years,
and he had had his experts value those patents, and he did not value the
patents of the Bayer Co. at over $10,000. Right there I want to state that
these German chemical patents are not an open sesame to the manufacture
of the article named there; in fact, they are quite the opposite. I do not think
there are any of them in which you can take the formula as filed with the
Government and go and make anything out of it. Some of them are filed so
that if you attempt to do so they will blow you up--that is, if you follow the
formula that is there. So that it takes intense research to develop the idea
of that patent, and it takes a large investment of money.
For instance, before we could work the 606 patent here, I do not know how
many hundreds of thousands of dollars were spent by the Government and
by private institutions and everything else to attain the manufacture under
the patent. H. A. Metz himself, who went int. the business of manufacturing
under that patent, had to send his brother to Germany in order to get some
idea of how to work It. The United States Drug Service spent an enormous
amount of time and money upon them, and then, of course, it cost an enormous amount to set up a plant.

Is that a fair statement of the then condition?
Colonel MCMULLEN. Yes, sir; I think it is perfectly fair.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. And those facts ought to be taken into con-

sideration in arriving at the value, if any, of the given patent?
Colonel McMuLLEN. Most certainly.

That is the defense I am

talking about, and that I say will be expensive, and that you have
got to have funds for.
Senator SHOITRIDGE. Very well, sir.
The CHAIrMAN. Senator Sutherland, would you like to go on now?
Are you ready?
Mr. SUTHEILAND. Just whenever you wish, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. How long will it take you-a half hour?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. I have no prepared statement.

I only wish to

give whatever information you want.
The CHAIRMAN. You can take the chair, and we will proceed. I
hope we can get through by 12 o'clock.

STATEMENT OF HON. HOWARD SUTHERLAND, ALIEN PROPERTY
CUSTODIAN.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Sutherland, you have been here during
all of these hearings, and I take it for granted that you have some
statement that you want to make to the committee. If you are prepared now to proceed, we shall be glad to hear what you have to
a.r. SUTHERLAND. Mr. Chairman, with reference to the bill I will

only s y that I had no particular part in preparing the bill. I was
called into conference upon one occasion at the Treasury Department, having had the bill in my possession a few hours only prior

I
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to that, and asked what I thought about the bill. I had not even
had an opportunity to read it all. I told them that I was very
much in favor'of some legislation, and that so far as I had been able
to read the bill it appeared to be a very fair bill in a general way,
'but J Was n6t attempting to advocate that particular bill or any
partial 'bill, 'utl Iwas in favor of 'the general principle of returnings the prf6pefty' under whatever plan the Congress decided to
adopt lat Wuld safeguard all of our interests.
Now as to the particular provisions of the bill as to retaining a
certain fixed percentage: That is entirely a matter of policy which
this committee is better qualified to pass upon than anybody else.
ThiW bill has to do with a great many things with which my office.
has had nothing whatever to do, and I have not particularly studied
all these related questions. I have been trying to administer the
affairs of which I was indirect charge.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you consulted in the preparation of the
bill?

Mr.

SUTHERLAND.

Mr.

SUTHERLAND.

Not at all, except that I had only had the bill

in my possession a few hours before I was asked what I thought
of it. It is a rather complicated bill. I did not even attempt to
read it all. I read the main provisions of it, and was in sympathy
with the general purposes of the bill only, and did not attempt to
pass upon the adequacy or the sufficiency of all of its provisions.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. If it will not distutrb your line of
thought, as I understand this bill there is to be a special fund
set up, and into that fund is to be put 20 per cent of the property
seized by the custodian. Of course, as to that part of the property
which has been converted into cash, there will be no difficulty about
that; but, as I understand, there is still a considerable amount of
property not converted into cash.

I brought that feature to their attention. There

is also in the possession of the Alien Property Custodian considerable
real estate; and of course it is quite evident that the only way in
which that could be returned in the proportion set forth in the
bill would be to liquidate it, or any of this other property.
Senator GERRY. Does that touch'those wharves at Hoboken? Are
t ey included in that?
r. SUTHERLAND. Those wharves have been sold.
ator GERRY. Yes; that is my recollection, that they have been
Yes. So that the provision, I presume, is in
they stated that it would be-that where the custodian
pii erty other than cash, and it was intended under the bill
'to keep 20 per cent, the property would be appraised, and the alien
owners would be permitted to put up 20 per cent in cash in the hands
of the custod %1 #nd then receive their property back.
Se~atr JRcz of Pennsylvania. That is in the bill?
SUTHERLAND.

MrJI .

Jo

S

ERI A

New Mexico. Who is to appoint the appraisers?
course that machinery would have to be set

. Of

up in thb Till.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Is it set Up ?
Mr. SUThIrELAN. The Alien Property Custodian office has been
making appraisals all the ,way along. We have had them made by
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capable people where we had not the machinery to do it, or had
not a capable person. In those cases we would get people who had.
We have had all our stocks and bonds appraised, of all classes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. They were appraised by your office,
were they?
Mr. SUTIRLAND. Yes.

Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Or, in other words, the Alien
Property Custodian, through some process of his own. has fixed the
value on these properties which have been sold?
Mr. SUTrIiLAND. Yes.

Senator Jo.aEs of New Mexico. And has fixed the value on the
properties which are yet unsold for the purposes of this 20 per cent?
1r. SUTHERLAND. Yes; unless it was otherwise provided.
Senator BAYARiD. Do you understand that this Mixed Claims Commission can go over the head of your office in determining values at
other apraisals than the appraisals made by your office?
3Mr. SUTHERLANDU I do not understand that they can, with reference to property which we hold.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. As I understand, the Mixed Claims
Commission simply ascertains the amount of claims against Germany
or German nationals?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Yes.

. Senator JONES of New Mexico. And that the property in the
hands of the custodian will be either liquidated or appraised by
him?
Mr. SUTHELAND. Yes.

Senator JONES of New Mexlvo. And his valuation will be accepted
as final?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Yes.

.. The bill so provides; does it?
Senator SHmitTrJ''
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. That is the point I was trying to
bring out-whether under this bill that would occur.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. The bill provides for. the deposit of the 20 per
cent; but I can not state just offhand about that appraisal-who is to
make the appraisal. In the absence of that I assume that the custodian would make his own appraisal and fix the valuation, just as I
am obliged to do under the law at present with reference to sales
of property.
The CHAIRMAN. Would not the arbitrator fix that?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. No; the arbitrator is simply to fix the valuiation of certain specified things-that is, the ships and the patents and
copyrights and the radio station.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That is all.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. But, of course, a very large percentage of this

property is now held in cash in the Treasury.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. The point that occurred to me was
this: If we are going to trust to our own agent--namely, the Alien
Property Custodian-to put his value upon all property taken over
by him, why should we not in this bill accept the appraisal which
is put upon the ships made by an agency of the Government of the
United States, and why should we leave that valuation to an arbiter
when we are not leaving to an arbiter or anybody else the question
of the actual value of this property taken over by the custodian?

l!I
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Senato'r RPED of Pennsylvania. I think we are leaving it to the
custodian. This bill speaks of the retention of "20 per centum of
the aggregate value of such money or other property, as determined
by the Alien Property Custodian.' I find that on page 32, section 12,
of the bill. That is the only thing I see in the bill which deals with
the valuation of the physical property.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. That would be binding on the arbiter.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. It probably would be binding on
everybody.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think we ought to have some expert draftsman tell us whether or not that is made plain in the
bill.
Senator REl.1 of Pennsylvania. Senator Sutherland, can you tell
us in round figures how much of the principal of the alien property
now in your hands is in cash, how much is in stocks and bonds, and
how much is in lands and other properties?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Yes, sir. Under a reappraisal made on October
31, 1926, a few months ago, the amount of cash deposited with the
Secretary of the Treasury, invested, was $180,752,717.56; uninvested,
$649,515.83; a total of $181,402,233.39.
The CHAIMMAN. Is that $650,000 in the Treasury?
Mr. SUTHERILA . Yes; that is in the Treasury.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Why not invest it?
Mr. SuTIan)D. That is some floating money that you need to
pay out, you know. We sometimes have to sell something in order
to pay out these claims: so there is always a small balance there unin,
vested. We need the cash. You see, we are paying out something
like a million and a half dollars a month; so there is always a cash
balance there. Every now and then I have to order something sold
in order to get cash.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. What other property have you?
Mr. SUTHEMLAND. Cash with depositaries, $304,334.80; stocks,
$46,526,022.49; bonds other than investments made by the Secretary
of the Treasury, $33,960,338.97.
The CHAIRMBA . Those were investments which were made by the
custodian?
Mr. SUTIHERLANI). Those were bonds, property in its original form,
taken over by the Alien Property Custodian.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, taken over?
Mr. SUTHEILAND. Yes.

Mortgages, $1,877,638.58. That is the same type.
Notes receivable, $313,345.56.
Real estate, $5,786,744.89.
Accounts receivable, $702,141.22.
Miscellaneous, $605,066.99.
A total of $271,537,866.89.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. How much of that is corpus, and
how much is income?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Whatever we have in our possession of income
is included in that; but we are paying out considerable income,
and of course the treasury includes accruals of income from time
to time.
Senator RE.ED of Pennsylvania. But you have upward of $25,000,000 of unallocated interest;,have you not?
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Mr'. SUTIIIRLAND. Yes. That would be included in that $180,'00.000. That is invested also, you see.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. All income accruing since the

passage of the Winslow act has been paid to the alien owners;
has it?
Mr. St:TIEIMLAND. Y(s.

Senator REE3) of Pennsylvania. So far as they could be located?
Mr. SUTHERtLAND. It is being credited, and so far as we can estab-

lish their right to it we pay it to them up to the limit set forth in
the bill, $10,000.
TIhe CHAIRMAN. Have you got most of those $10,000 claims pro-

vided for in the Winslow act paid?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Yes; most of those, a very large number of
them, have been paid.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I was asking him about the payment of income, Senator. 'You are asking him about the payment of
$10,000 of principal.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but he answered you in relation to the income,
and then referred to the other matter.
Mr. SUTHERLANi). The value of property returned under section

23 of the Winslow Act-that is, relating to income-was $9,508,630.28.
The total value of all property returned to date of October 31
is $330,615,590.45.
The entire amount returned under the Winslow Act-that is, other
than the interest-is $48,685,983.
Senator BAYARD, Do your figures show. Senator, how much of
the last sum you have just mentioned would apply to capital, and
how much apply to interest?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. YoU mean of payments made?
Senator BAYARD. No; you referred to these payments made under
the Winslow Act, and'you mentioned some forty-odd million
dollars. Under the Winslow Act, all estates up to $10,000 were to
be paid in toto.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Yes.
Senator BAYAwD. And then the interest of $10,000 on the larger
estates?
Mr. SUTHELAN)D. Yes.
Senator BAYAUrD How much of that sum of forty-odd million
dollars is allocated to the payment of the principal, and how

muchThat is all principal, and the interest is the
which I read; and the total amount of property returned
provisions of the act, section 9, exclusive of the Winslow
is, returns to others provided for in section 9, as amended
times--is $272,420,977.17.
Senator SHORTHIME. Right there, Mr. Chairman, may I ask

Mr. SUTIMERLANI).

$.9.508,000
uider the
Act-that
at various

whether your statement shows whether you. as the officer, have paid
to the foreign or German fire-insuriace companies anything, mean-

ing those fire-insurance companies against which certain citizens of

California have claims?
Mr. SUTIHERAL.mD. There have been no amounts paid, Senator. We

-till hold those.
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Senator SnOETRIDoG.

The, Winslow Act, as I recall, provided

against such payments.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Yes. We are still holding all of that.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I am very glad to know that.
Senator RFFD of Pennsylvania. Senator, we may confuse your
statement just made about payments of interest under the Win'slow
Act. You gave an item of $9,000,000, which you said was interest
returned to the owners under the provisions of the Winslow Act.
Did that mean interest %ccumulated prior to the passage of the
Winslow Act?
Mr.SJTiruIRLAXD. Oh, no.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Or subsequently to it?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Since, subsequent to March, 1923, when the

Winslow Act was enacted-March 4, I think it was.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Down to what date?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Down to October 31, 1926.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Now then, in the $I8,000,000 which
you describe as being principal, which was paid to them under the
Winslow Act, there was included some accumulated income prior
to the date of the passage of the Winslow Act, necessarily; was
there not?
Mr. SU'THERLAND. Well, not of money in the Treasury, because
money in the Treasury was not allocated to anybody, and is still
held there, amounting as I recall to about $33,000,000; but only
the money that hau: earned interest since that has been included.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Is the $33,000.000 to which you
have just referred included in the total of the moneys now in the
Treasury, which you have already given?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Yes.
Senator RERD of Pennsylvania. The unallocated interest fund
amounts now to $33,000,000, does it?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. I can give you the exact figure, but that is my

recollection.
Senator GEORGE. That is the fund that is to go into the special
fund, as I understand, set up in this bill-the unallocated interest?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Yes.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania.
It is stated in the House report
0
as being $25,000,000.
Mr. S1UT11LAND. I think it is somewhat larger Than that.

Under

the decision in the Henkel case it was decided that property of
Americans is entitled to interest, no matter at what time it was
burned, either prior to or since. March, 1923. Therefore, a lower
figure has been used, because we have not known exactly how much
of this unallocated interest would be payable to these American
claimants who are now coming back and asking for their portion
of the interest. I will put the exact figure in tle record, Senator.
I have not it right at hand. I think it is about $33,000,000.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Out of that $33,000,000 there is a
part which belongs to German claimants.
Mr. SunmIERAwD. Yes.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. And there is, of course, a further
part which belongs to the Austrian and Hungarian citizens?
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Mr. SUTHIUMAND. Yes. I think I have here a statement which
shows all of the property held of the following nationalities:
Germans

-----------------------------------

Austrians and Hungarians

Interned

-----------------------------

---------------------------------------

Other nationalities--------------Total

7-

----------

---------------------------------

$251, 709,441.83
12,478,182.31

15, 400.00
7,334, 842. 75
271,537,806.89

The CHAIRMAN. Have you any suggestions to offer by way of
amendments to the House bill?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. I have not thought of any particular amend-

ments. I passed upon one that Senator McLean had submitted to
him by some one in his State, on yesterday I took the papers and
studied them over, and also have had then studied by others, it being
in regard to the claim of a German citizen who had been left property
by a brother abroad, who had died over there before we got into
the war. This man was entitled to money or the property, and the
property was seized. He came within the class of persons proclaimed by President Wilson as being enemy. And yet certain other
classes of aliens have had their property returned, but under the
existing law we can not do that. I wrote to Senator McLean that
I saw no objection to including that class in the bill. That is a
minor matter. There would probably be several entitled to a return
under such a provision as his constituent suggested.
The CHAIRtMAN. You have no idea as to the amount of such
claims?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. No; but it would not be very large. It might
amount"to several million dollars,, all together, but it would not be
very large.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Some of our citizens who have purchased alien property have been put to heavy expense in defending
suits brought by enemy owners. Has any suggestion been made to
you that the bill should include a provision for compensating them
for their expense in defending their title?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. I have had no such- suggestion made to me, but

I would think it would be worthy of consideration.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I notice in the document referred
to as the McCarl report a statement that a citizen of Germany
acquired certain properties in the United States before the war, and
that he went over to Germany and fought in the German Army, but
afterwards returned to the United States, and that he had been paid
something over $600,000 by the Alien Property Custodian. Do you
know anything about that claim?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Mr. Skinner may be able to give you some facts

about that.
The CHAIRMAN. Will Mr. Skinner look up the details of that?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Mr. Skinner gives me a statement here by which
I see the claim referred to is in Senate Document 182, Sixty-ninth
Congress, second session, on page 125:
The caim of Paul Haberland, trust 13928, claim 665, was allowed on
October 21, 1921. by assistant to the Attorney General Guy D. Goff, for
$595,745.65.
It appears that Paul Haberland, formerly president of the
Garfield Worsted Mills. was taken from a steamer en route to Holland and
interned by the French, as he ws a reserve officer in the German Armny: later
exchanged as a prisoner through Switzerland and served in an auxiliary service
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of the German Army. The Department of Justice gave
the following reas, a
for the allowance of the elcim:
"The department is therefore allowing this claim
upon the ground that
this man was fit the same position as a German citizen
interned in the
United States."
This claim wits forwarde(d to the Department of Justice
$eptember 21, 1921, apparently with the claim for American for allowance4
Metals, as the
question

as to whether or not it was immediately allowed

wits the subje.t
of telegrams between T. W. Miller and his secretary.
F.
11.
Wilson.
The opvlion af the Department of Justice, dated October
16. 1923. and sigalte.1
1I. M. Daugherty, recoenuemds the allowance of claims
of Willian (;raupcr.
John H. Love, 'nd Anton ,chdnul
for the proceeds of certain Gartield stock
amounting to $51.823.90.
The allowance as stated it this opinion rests entirely
upon, the evidtA .e
shown on the certificates fhtit they were Indorsed tin
March 30. 1916. by the
original owner, P4dward Lel:wess. in the presence of Carl
Schmieder. before a
German notary.

I have here a statement of that interest, or of the unallocated
interest, or interest on that interest, up to March 4, 1926.
amovinting
to the total of $32,260,302.45.
The CHAMMrAN. The committee will now stand in adjourn
nt
until 10 o'clock Thursday morning.
(Whereupon, at 12.15 p. in., the committee adjourned to, nvtot
again Thursday, January 20, 1927, at 10 o'clock a. in.)
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1UNITi'-) STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Waghington, 9). (1.
The committee met, pursuant. to adjournment (the session set for
Wednesday, January 19, having been postponed), at 10 o'clock a. m.,
in the committee room, Senate Office Building, Senator Reed Smnoot
presiding.
Present: Senators Smoot (chaim'man), McLean, Reed of Pennsylvania, Wadsworth, Jones of New Mexico, Bayard, and George.
STATEMENT OF HON. EDWIN B. PARKER, UMPIRE OF THE MIXED
CLAIMS COMMISSION, UNITED STATES AND GERMANY
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Parker, what position do you hold in the
Government service?
Mr. PARKER. In the Government service?
The CHAIRMAN. If you hold any, say so.
Mr. PARKER. I am umpire of the Mixed Claims Commission.' I
asked that question because it is not in the Government service.
The CuAIRMAN. I did not know but that you held some other
position.Mr. PARKER. No.
The CHAITRIAN. I)id you testify before the Hotise committee?
Mr. PARUER. I did.
The C1-nRA1Q-. Did you 'ay before that committee all that

'olt

desired to say in behalf of the ipending measure ?
Mr. PAHrKER. Mr. Chairman, I (1o not wish to be hypercritical or
to bandy terms; but, occupying the position that I do as umpire of
the commission, holding that appointment by the Government of
the United States and the Government of Germany jointly, I could
not with propriety say anything either in behalf of or against tlhe
measure; but I shall be more than glad to give to the committee any
information as to facts which I possess.
The CmAuNMAN. Senator Jones, have you any particular line of
questions that you desire to ask?
Senator .ONES of New Mexico. ,Just in brief way.
I should like to know what the commission did, if anything. toward promulgating the fact of its organization, nid the'tine-himit
for the filing of claims before the commission.
Mr. 1 RmUatmr. The commission did nothing, Senator Jones. The
commission sits as at court to hear cases brought before it in an orderly manner. I am advised that the Government of the United
States, which was one of the parties before that tribunal, did broad275
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cast notice through the press and by writing numerous letters to
or that they
withclaim
the department
hadtocommunicated
everyone
that
against Germany.
believe had any
reason
had any that
notices were given out in the usual way a number of times in conferences with the press; but that is a matter about which the American Government can better speak than I can.
Senator Jo.Nzs of New Mexico. We have asked the Secretary of
State to furnish us with anything the State Department has done
regarding that matter, and I wanted to get a statement in the record
as to whether or not the commission itself had done anything regardi g that subject.
Mr. PARKER. You will readily appreciate, Senator Jones, that the
commission, sitting as a judicial tribunal, could not with propriety
advertise for litigants to come before it.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think that is probably a correct
view to take of the matter.
Senator BAYARD. Did your commission feel itself precluded from
taking any cognizance of the matter of extension of the six months'
period after the Government had made its engagement with Germany, as appears from the record?
Mr. PARKER. May I answer that question by stating very briefly
the status of the commission?
The commission, as you know, is composed of three miembers-a
German commissioner, and American commissioner, and the umpire
selected by agreement of the two Governments. It is constituted
under an agreement between the two Governments of August 10,
1922. Under that agreement, the commission has jurisdiction to hear
and determine all claims of the United States or its nationals
against Germany falling within the terms of the treaty of Berlin.
The two Governments had agreed that Germany, who was the defendant in this action, should have notice of all claims to be presented within six months after the first meeting of the commission.
As a matter of fact, the commission did not meet for two months,
approximately, after the agreement was signed.
That agreement between the two Governments was, in effect, a
period of limitation so far as the commission was concerned. The
commission, of course, had no voice in fixing its jurisdiction, which
was fixed by the treaty of Berlin. It could neither add to nor take
from that jurisdiction.
So far as the period of limitation is concerned which was agreed

to between the two Governments, that was a matter which was
ending on the commission.
Senator BAYARD. In other words, that was a rule under which the
commission felt itself bound to proceed without any question?
Mr. PARKER. It had no voice, of course, in either making the
agreement or making the treaty. It was constituted under the agreement, and its task was to apply the terms of the treaty of Berlin to
the claims that were presented to it.
Senator BAYAID. And your commission took that stand notwithstanding the fact that the Berlin treaty provided that all claims
might be submitted to your commission-I mean, regarding the
period of limitation of filing claims?
Mr. PARKER. Yes.
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The CHAIRMfAX. Senator, do you mean-could your question be
construed to mean-that those claims could be submitted at any time
without any limit of time I
Senator BAYARD. My point is that the treaty in itself provides
that all claims of American nationals may be presented before this
commission.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator BAYAR. The agreement between Mr. Kellogg and the
German ambassador here in Washington made a period of limitation of six months after the first meeting of the commission.
The CITAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator BYARD. The question has come up, because of the filing
of claims since the expiration of that period, of the right of the
American nationals to have determined their claims which had been
filed since the expiration of that period; but the commission, as I
understand from the commissioner, have taken the stand that they
are precluded from entertaining any such claims because the rule
was made before they commenced to operate, and they are bound
by the rule. That is the substance of it.
The CHAT VMAN. Do you agree with the commission, or do you
think that the claims could be filed 10 years from now. we will say?
SenatorBAATARD. I merely wanted to know what position the commission took, and why. That was the substance of it.
Mr. PAitKR,,. May I suggest that it is hardly accurate to say that
we adopted a rule or followed the rule adopted by the two Governments. We were bound by the agreement of the two Governments.
The commission, as you know, does not exist under the treaty of
Berlin. It is a very different tribunal than any that is referred
to or any that is provided for in the treaty of Versailles. The treaty
of Berlin defines or prescribes what Germany shall pay for. but
there is nothing in the treaty of Berlin which stipulates how much
Germany shall pay.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Or how. it shall be ascertained.
Mr. PARKEr. Or how it shall be ascertained.
The CHAIRMAN. Or when it should be paid.
Mr. PARKER. Or when it should be paid. The commission has
repeatedly held that it has nothing in the world to do with the payment of claims against Germany. That is a matter for the two
Governments to deal with.
Senator BAYARD. It is merely a. fact-finding commission.
Mr. PARKER. That is too narrow a definition, too. The treaty of
Berlin prescribes, as I said a moment ago, what Germany shall pay
for. The two Governments entered into an agreement providing for
an international judicial tribunal to determine how much Germany
should pay. Obviously, that requires a construction of the treaty to
determine what claims fall within the terms of the treaty. That is
the first task that confronts us when a claim is presented: Does it
fall within the terms of the treaty of Berlin? Is Germany financially
obligated to pay this claim? In that sense it was something more
than a fact-finding commission, because it had to construe the treaty.
Senator BAYARD. In other words, your commission, under the
treaty of Berlin, had a right to pass upon the character of the claims
as well as their validity?

I
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Mr. PARKER. It was required to determine the classes of claims
which fell within the treaty of Berlin. There were many claims.
The treaty of Berlin, as you very well know, is quite general in its
terms. In order to construe the treaty, it was necessary in some
instances to have recourse to the pre-armistice agreements, to the
terms of the armistice, ta the terms of the treaty of Versailles, and
to the negotiations leading up to the treaty of Berlin. The commission undertook, as far as was practicable, to construe the treaty by
what it termed administrative decisions.
.J do not wish, Mr: Chairman, to go into too much detail, but I
can not very well answer the Senator s question without very briefly
explaining how the commission functions.
rhere were some 13,000 claims filed of which the United States
gave Germany notice within the six months' period. They were of
a great many different classes. Obviously, if each of those claims
had been tried as a separate lawsuit, it would have taken from
30 to 50 years to complete the work. So, believeing as the commission did, a fact emphasized by both Governments, that it was
to the interest of both Governments that this task should be speedily
disposed of, the commission classified those 13,000 claims into different groups, and then would hear typical cases in each group, and
would lay down the principles which should govern the decision of
that group of cases, so that the agents, through the counsel for the
private claimants, might prepare their cases under those decisions
and leave out all evidence that was immaterial or irrelevant. In
that way it was possible, after the principles governing the decisions
were laid down, for the agents in many cases to stipulate the facts,
and from those facts the national commissioners--the German commissioner and the American commissioner--could agree on the award,
if any. to be made..
Senator BAYAlD. May I interrupt you there for one moment?

Mr. PARKER. Yes.

Senator BAYARD. Who agreed primarily to these stipulations as
to facts on behalf of the nationals of the Americans or on behalf of
the nationals of the Germans'?
Mr. PARKER. America is represented before the commission by an
American agent, Mr. Bonynge. All American claimants are represented by him. He confers with the private claimants and their
counsel.
Senator BAYARD. And lie was the officer of the commission who
arranged for these stipulations?
Mr. PARKER. He was the officer of the American Government practicing before the commission who entered into those stipulations,
conferring with the private claimants and their counsel.
Senator BAYA1ID. Was his agreement to a stipulation binding upon
the claimant, or, if the claimant objected to the stipulation, did he
have a right to appeal over Mr. Bonynge's head?
Mr. PAtKER. As a matter of fact, Mr. Bonynge advises me that
he has never made an agreed stipulation without the consent of the
claimant. If the claimant objects to the stipulation proposed by him,
he submits the case without any stipulation.
Senator BAYARD. He would have a right of appeal to your commission ?

I
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Mr. PARKER. No; Mr. Bonynge would not stipulate the facts if
the claimant objected. The commission would simply take the record
and examine it without any stipulation as to the facts. The stipulation is simply made in the interest of expediting the work of the
commission; but Mr. Bonynge, representing the American Government, would not make a stipulation of facts that is not approved by
the private claimant, and has never done so. A number of cases, of
course, are submitted to the commission where the facts are not
stipulated.
In such cases the members of the commission have to take the
whole record and examine it. But let me emphasize this point: The
stipulations of the agents, of course, are not binding on the commission. Very frequently the national commissioners call for additional evidence and examine the record, if they are not sat'stied
with the stipulation, in order to see whether or not the facts are
correctly stipulated. In the majority of cases they can rely on the
stipulation of the agents. The American agent is a sworn officer of
the American Government. The German agent is t sworn officer
of the German Government.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is the agent of Germany?
Mr. PARKER. The agent of Germany before the commission is
Doctor von Lewinski, a gentleman who was here with Doctor Kiesselbach.
Senator BAYARD. Do you happen to know, sir, who appointed Mr.
Bonvnge as the agent of the American claimants?
Mr. PARKUR. President Harding.
Senator BAYARD.
Yes. He was appointed by the President?
Mr. PARKER.
Perhaps I should add that under the agreement under which the
commission is constituted it was not contemplated that the umpire
should have any voice in the decision of cases before the commission
save in the event of disagreement of the two commissioners, in
which event they would then certify the case to the umpire for
decision. While" it was not incumbent upon the umpire to assume
that burden, in the interest of expediting the work the umpire has
always sat with the two commissioners and has heard every case
that has been submitted. There have been only two instances since
the constitution of the commission in which the umpire has not been
present at the meetings of tie commission, and then only routine
matters were transacted.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you give the full name of each member of
the commission and their addresses, if you remember them?
Mr. PARKER. Yes. The German commissioner is Dr. Wilhelm
Kiesselbach, of Hamburg, Germany. The American commissioner
is Chandler P. Anderson, of Washingon. who, as you know. has
had a very long and varied experience in international lawThe CiAIRMAN. I know him well.
Mr. PARKER (continuing). And was the counsellor of the State
Department when Mr. Knox was Secretary of State. I am the
umpire-Edwin B. Parker.
The commission sits, then, as a court, under the chairmanship of
the umpire, and hears cases. While in cases that are not certified
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to the umpire the umpire has no voice in the decision, that course
of procedure results in there being no necessity for reargument if
the two commissioners are not able to agree on the decision; and in.
many instances the umpire is able, by conferring with the commissioners, to reconcile differences, so that there is no necessity for
certifying the case to the umpire for his decision.
In all of the administrative opinions laying down the principles
which govern the decision of the cases the umpire has either written
the opinion-in the majority of the cases the umpire has prepared
the opinion or has concurred in it.
Senator BAYARD. In that connection, may I ask you a question?
There has been a protest filed, as you know, in the House, in the
hearings over there, by Zimmerman & Forshay, brokers in Philadelphia, in regard to the handling by your commission of certain claims
of owners of German bonds which were purchased prior to the
outbreak of the war, or before we got into the World War. Was
the question as to whether or not they failed to exercise a rule placed
upon them by the commission to produce certain evidence decided
by you as the umpire, or was that decided by the commission without
your vote
Mr. PARKER. I do not know what particular Zimmerman & Forshay case you refer to. There is in the hands of the American
agent a claim of Zimmerman & Forshay against Germany which
has not been passed upon by the commission, and my information is
that since the decision of the Supreme Court of the I Tnited States
in the Humphreys case the other day they have determined to press
that claim before the commission.
Senator BAYAm. The reason I asked the question is that I have,
same correspondence here, and I should like to put some of it in the
record, briefly.
It has been brought to my attention that certain owners of German bonds which were purchased prior to the outbreak of the var.
and of course prior to the time of our getting into the war, now
claim that the commission has ruled, up to date, that unless they
can produce evidence of their having made certain overt acts to
obtain information or to file requisitions in Germany as to the return
of their property, they are otit of court. Their complaint is that
they were unable to do that by reason of the .fact t at had they
done it they would have broken our laws. which forbade their
doing so.
Senator EnoF. They would have violated the trading with the,
enemy act.
Senator BAYAlI). Yes; and in that connection, at this time-I do
not want to embarrass the cominissioner-I should like to plate iln
evidence a letter from Ferdinand Meyer and a letter from Leopold
Zimmerman, as typifvinf what I had in mind. If you would like
to read these letters, sIr. should be very glad to have you do so.
Mr. PARKEI. N .
Senator BAYARD. I merely want to typify what I had in mind.
Mr. IFARiKER. 1)o not be afraid of embarrassing me.
The CIIAIMAN'. The letters, will go in the record at this point.
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(The letters referred to are as follows:)
B.%LTMORE, MD., January 17, 1927.
Hon. THoMAS F. BAYAMD,
Senate Oflce Building, Washington, D. C.
MY DxAs SENATOR BAYARD: I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of
the 18th instant.
You have asked me for a complete history of my claim against Germany,
and I am complying with your request. On October 4, 1915, 1 purchased,
through the firm of Zimmerman & Forshay of New York, certain German
Government bonds that had been Issued prior to that time. The bonds paid
5 per cent interest and for marks 20,000 of them I paid $4,154 at the rate of
21 cents per mark, which was within three points of par.
Zhnmerman & Forshay kept the bonds for me with their agency in Berlin,
Germany. Some years later when it looked as if the United States was going
to declare war against Germany I understand that the firm of Zimmerman
& Forshay instructed their agent in Berlin to take the bonds out of Germany
and sell them in a neutral country, and this is confirmed according to a cable
in the possession of the Department' of State from Ambassador Page at
London.
However, the German Government would not allow the bonds to be removed
from. Germany, and shortly after we declared war, the securities were turned
over to the German custodian of enemy property and they were tied up by
reason of Germany's war measures until January. 1920. In the meantime the
bonds had become practically worthless.
During the early part of 1918 Zimmermann & Forshay gave an Itemized
statement to the Department of State of all their customers' bonds which had
been sequestrated by Germany. Agan In 1919 that firm reported to the )epartment of State that over 22,000.000 marks of German securities belonging
to over 5.000 of their customers in the United States were tied up In Germany
so that they could not be disposed of or taken'out of Germany, and Zimmerman & Forshay specifkilly notified the department that they were filing a
claim against Germany with the Department of State. All of these bonds
and 5,000 customers had acquired thrm somewhere about the time I bought
them.
It seems that because each and every customer did not ratify the act of
Zimmerman & Forshay in notifying the Department of State within six months
that only a bout a dozen customers have been able to have the, Mixed Claims
Commission take Jurisdiction of the claims, and even they are having great
difficulty in recovering their losses on account of certain harsh rules of procedure which makes it Incumbent epon a claimant to prove that he tried to
remove his bonds from Germany and was prevented from doing so by reason
of Germany's war measures. I understand that these war measures did not
become effective against the United States until after we entered the war.
As you know it is unlawful to carry on correspondence with any enemy, I do
not see why I or anyone else should have to violate the laws of our country
to recover losses caused by Oerviany. I can't believe that the United States
when it ratified our treaty with Germany.
Senate intended any such thli
Our bankers In this country who had mark currency upon deposit in German
banks that was acquired after I had bought my bonds, and who had been
able to buy marks as low as 17 cents and put them in a German bank, have
been awarded 10 cents per mark and do not have to prove that they tried to
get their property out of Germany. This seems to be an unfair discrimination
between holders (if bonds and owners of mark currency that might have been
bought for speculative reasons.
The coupons that matured during the war were cashed by the agent of
Zimmermann & Forshay in Germany and credited to the account of that firm
by a German bank. Now, just because Zimmermann & Forshay failed by fact
of the way Germany acted the receiver clitms that lie is entitled to my property for the benefit of post-war creditors of Zimmermann & Forshay. I am,
therefore, deprived of my interest and lost practically all of the principal, and
the alien property bill gives that receiver the right to my property which I
claim is an injustice.
I can not understand why the Mixed Claims Commission can make an award
in favor of a receiver of a firm who did not sustain the loss. I was the owner
of bonds and coupons for eight years before the failure, and why the receiver
ts entitled to the proceeds of my coupons I am unable to see the equity of it.
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German owners of vessels are going to be compensated upon the basis of tilte

"fair value" of their prolprty at the time it was taken vver by our Govern-

ment. Owners of radio stations got the "fair value " and. in additi n, the
bill provides a remedy for such owners if the condition of their property Is not
just as good to-day as when it was taken over.
German claimants have no six months governing their claims. They do not
have to prove a demand to receive compensation. They are well taken care of
if the condition of their property is of less value when they get it. But the
American citizen is denied all of these advantages, and why our own Governiment permits it, I am at loss to understand.
I am indeed very grateful for your interest in this matter.
Respectfully yours,
FERDINANDIP
M.'VER.
LETrLPR FROMI ZIMM. R.ANN & FORSHAV, NEW YORK
NovEMRER, 12. 1926.

Hon. WILLIAM R. GsEN.
Chairman Committec on Ways anld Meo 58,
House of Representativces, Vashington, D. C.
My l)KAB CoNoiissfAN: At the request of some of your constituents who
were customers of our firm long before the United States declared war against
Germany, and who had property over there which became practically worthless
by reason of the war, I submit the following for your consideration:
During our 50 years of international banking, chiefly in German securities
since 1872, we developed amongst the residents of the United States a large
clientele numbering over 10,000 persons who had acquired German securities
through our firm for which they had paid in excess of $5,000,000 before we
entered the World War.
Some of these German securities were issued before we began business in
1872, and others from that time on which included various issues of the
German Government, its States and municipalties, industries, and banks.
Many of these American-owned securities remained upon deposit with various
banks located in Germany. and at the time of our declaration of war against
Germany, April 6,1917, there were upon deposit in the Deutsche Bank. Berlin.
Germany, 20,877,400 marks of such securities with a pre-war value of about
$5,000,000, the 'property of our customers living in the. United States.
Soon after we declared war against Germany that Government began taking.
on August 9,1917, economic measures against American-owned property located
in Germany. Such measures were vigorously enforced against that property
and they were made most effective by an order of the Imperial Chancellor of
November 10, 1917, entitled "Economic measures of retaliation against the
United States of America."
The order of retaliation provided that all American-owned property in Germany was to be reported to the German alien property custodian, that no
debts owing to residents of the United States should be paid, and furthermore
that no securities were to be exempted from the 'effects of this order.
Soon after the signing of the armistice my firm requested the Department
of State to ascertain the status of our customers' securities which were being
withheld from them through the act of the Government of Germany. I learned
that the German alien property custodian had subjected to his measures of
administration the 20.877.400 marks of securities owned by American residents, and that the Deutsche Bank had reported these securities to the German
custodian as the property of our firm's customers in the United States.
On February 3. 1919. my firm tiled with the American Alien Property Custodian notice of claim in behalf of our customers against the property ofthe
Deutsche Bank, which was held by the American custodian. This claim was
filed in accordance with the provisions of section 9 of the trading with the
enemy act, which provided for the payment of debts out of the property of the
debtor. A list was transmitted to the custodian disclosing the names and
addresses of about 7,000 American residents, whose securities in tile amount
of 20,877.400 marks were being withheld from them in Germany.
One of the members of my firm conferred with the officials of the Department
of State about his going to Germany .to recover our customers' property, and
aboul: the time le was ready to make the trip the War Trade Board on July
14. 1919. pointed out that correspondence could be had with Germany. 3y
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firm then sent a cable to the Deutsche Bank demanding the lpo sioJn of our
customers' property. The bank replied that it could not comply with our
request.
A few months later I arrived In Germany for the sole purpose of getting
the securities. I conferred with th officials of the Deutsche Batik, Berlin,
and was informed that the 20,877.400 marks of American-owned securities had
been reported to the German alien property custodian, and they had been
placed under that German official's control. I was told that the securities
would not be released until the German custodian had given his permission.
After spending some time in Germany in conferring with the officials of
the German custodian's office and the Deutsche Bank, I was able to secure
the release of the securities from the control of the German Government. In
the meantime, the mark currency in which the securities were payable had
depreciated to the point where it was only worth a few cents. Please bear
in mind that the securities were bought before the war, paid for on the basis
of the pre-war rate of exchange in dollars.
Several years ago my firm brought suit against the Deutsche Bank with
respect to our own individual claim, and the German orders entitled "6Measures
of economic. retaliation against the United States" were submitted in the form
of exhibits by the defendant. A defense witness testified that the orders had
been certified to by the German Embassy at Washington as being true and
correct.
In a sworn affidavit executed by the Deutsche Bank, signed by an official
thereof, the original of which is in possession of the German agent associated
with the Mixed Claims Commission, reference is made to our customers' bonds
being under the control of the German Government, and I now quote from
the affidavit:
"that after their release by the Treuhander the bonds were delivered."
The Treuhander referred to is the official designation of the German Wlien
'property custodian.
My purpose in writing to you is to assist my customers in recovering the
losses they have sustained. It seems that only about a dozen of them gave
notice of their losses under the agreement of 1922 creating the Mixed Claims
Commission. However, notice of all their claims covering 7,000 customers was
given to the American Alien Property Custodian on February 3, 1919, more
than three and one-half years before the commission was created.
Those whose cases are pending before the commission are offered two and
a fraction cents per mark by the German agent in settlement of their claims.
The greaf bulk of the cases are outside the jurisdiction of the commission
because notice of their claims was not filed in time with that commission, but
as I have stated, they had all been filed with the American Alien Property
Custodian long before the commission existed.
The Mixed Claims Commission on May 7, 1925; prescribed the rules covering
the character of proof required to obtain a recovery of 16 cents per mark with
respect to American-owned securities located in Germany during the war
period. These rules provide that the burden of proof Is on the American
claimant to show that from all the facts and circumstances in reference to the
purchase of the bonds, it could be demonstrated that they would have withdrawn their bonds from Germany-except for that exceptional war measure on
the part of Germany.
I understand that out of the thousands of American owners of German
Government securities purchased before we entered the war that in only two
or three cases has the Mixed Claims Commission allowed a recovery of 16
cents per mark upon the principal of the loan.
No such character of proof is required by those whose claims have been
allowed covering deposits of mark currency in German banks. It seems so
unfortunate for these thousands of American residents, owners of German
securities, that they could not recover their loans by merely submitting the
same measure of proof as is provided for in bank deposits of mark currency.
It appears that the Mixed Claims Commission lacks due legislative authority
to provide for the return of the money borrowed from American citizens before
the outbreak of the war by the Government of Germany and its nationals.
The American holders of German securities therefore must have recourse
against their German debtors under the provisions of the trading with the
enemy act. According to section 9 of that act it is provided that debts. owing
before and on October 6, 1017, are to be paid out of the debtors' property in
the possession of the Alien Property Custodian.
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A right hats been given by Congress to American creditors, but the remedy is

not complete because of the lack of legislation defining the rate of exchange in
which mark debts should be paid.

On August 17, 1926, the Alien Property

Custodian, Senator Sutherland, addressed a letter to Chairman Porter of
the House Committee on Foreign Affairs, in which the custodian said in part:
"I have much sympathy for those of our people who suffered from the debasement of the mark currency, and should be glad if it were possible to frame

some legislation that would assure settlement of such claims on the valuation

of the mark as of date of contract. In so far as the proposed amendment serves
to accomplish this purpose, I feel that it is commendable."
I want you to know that many of these American owners of German securities are of an elderly age now and have become to a certain extent dependent
tpon their relatives. Many of them call upon me frequently and tell me a
pitiful story of the hardships they have suffered by reason of the German
Government having repudiated the loans which it borrowed that represented

the life savings of the owners of these securities.

*.I will appreciate very much having this letter inserted in the records of the

hearings relative to the payment of awards by the Mixed Claims Commission
and return of German property.
Very truly yours,
LEOPOLD ZIMMEBMANN.

Senator McLEAN. Did these bonds mature before October, 1916?
Senator BAYARD. These bonds were bought before 1914, even.
Senator McLEAN. When did they mature-before October, 1916,
when the German Government requisitioned all securities?
Senator BAYARD. The actual status of these bonds I am unable to
tell you, Senator, or the varying claims.
Senator McLEAN. You do not know when they were due?
Senator BAYARD. NO.

Senator RFED of Pennsylvania. Many of them are not due yet.
Senator BAYARD. Some of them; and I think you will find that
stated in this letter of Mr. Meyer, which I quoted. It is a pretty
comprehensive letter. Mr. Meyer, of Baltimore, took up the matter
with me.
Senator McLEAN. I was wondering whether the cases which you
presented to the committee are like those involved in the resolution
which was offered by Senator Copeland.
Senator BAYARD. I think some of the bonds may have matured,
but I think in the case of a great many of them their term has yet
to run.
The CHAIER3M. Do the parties owning those bonds claim that
they have a just claim on bonds that had not matured as well as
bonds that had matured before October 1916?Senator McLEAN. That seems to me the important point.
The CHAIRMAN. You recognize, do you not, that there is a difference between the bonds, depending upon whether they matured
before October 1,1916, or whether they matured after that time?
Senator BAYARD. I do not recognize any difference in equity, sir.
I think this: If the German Government, by its procedure, prevented
the American owner who bought that bond in good faith before the
war from realizing upon his property, either principal or interest,
1 do not care when the bond matured; they have a right under this
procedure, under the Berlin treaty, to present their claims.
Mr. PARKER. Yes; and they will receive an award.
Senator BAYARD. But in this particular case and in many of these
cases they were unable, because of the terms of the trading with the
enemy act, to do something forbidden by an American law which
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the commission, as I understand, now undertakes to say they should
have done, and therefore their claims are not to be allowed.
Senator EDGE. Is it not true, Mr. Umpire, that the French Govern.
ment, following exactly the same point with their nationals owning
German securities purchased before the war-that is, before 1914.
in their case-investigated this thing very carefully, and insisted
upon full restitution to their nationals on bonds of that character?
That is what I have understood, in a general way.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Would we not get to the bottom of
this best if we would allow Mr. Parker to go on and tell us just what
the commission has done in all these German bond cases?
Senator McLEAN. I think so.

Senator EDoE. I ask permission also to put in some letters on the
same subject.
The CHAIRMAN. They will be inserted in the record.
(The letters are as follows:)
UNITED STATES TRUST Co. OF PATERSON, N. J.,
January 4, 1927.
Hon. WALTER B. EDGE,
Semiete Office JBuild/ing, Washington, D. 0.
MY DEAR SENATOR EDGip: Before the outbreak of the war many of our
clients in New Jersey purchased German securities through our bank. They
have submitted claims for the confiscation of their securities by the Government of Germany with the Department of State in accordance with the provisions of our treaty of pence. Other claims have been filed with the Alien
Property Custodian in accordance with the provisions under subdivision H
of section 9 of the trading with tile enemy act.
As yet, none of the claims have been allowed. The claims filed with the
Department of State are predicated upon the action of the Government of
Germany in confiscating our customers' bonds which they acquired before the
outbreak of the war between the United States and Germny. Being .unable
to remove their bonds from Germany they were sequestered by reason of
Germnany'a war legislation. When these measures of sequestration were revoked, the mark currency in which the bonds were payable was worth little
or nothing.
They are able to prove that becau,;e of tle act o f the Government of Germany it was impossible to dispose of the bonds. Gerimny's war orders of
retaliation against citizens of the United States clearly indicate their purpose
of preventing our people from realizing upon their securities during the war
period. We quote from tile German order of August 9, 1917:
"It shall henceforward be unlawful to make any payments either directly or
indirectly to the United States of America, whether in cash or by means of
bills or checks, or by transfer, or in any other manner whatsoever, or to
remove or transfer money or securities directly or indirectly to the aforementioned country."
The Mixed Claims Commission has ruled, in effect, an American citizen who
filed a claim against tlbo Government of Germany, oi1against its nationals,
based upon evidences of indebtedness whi.h came under the control of the
German alien property custodian must submit proof that he tried to dispose
of his property while the United States was at war with Germany, and
thereby put himself in the position of violating the provisions of the laws of
the United States known as the trading with the enemy act which prohibited
our corresponding with anyone in Gernihny.
It is inconceivable that the United States Senate intended when it ratified
a treaty with Germany giving our citizens a right to recover their losses for
the sequestration of their property that it was necessary to prove that the
claimant made an effort to carry on correspondence with a German enemy in
violation of the law of the TTnitel States.
We inclose for your consideration a copy of the Mixed Claims Commission's
rules apm-,icable to American-owned bonds, and you will kindly note that,
according to paragraph 12, "All American-owned bonds located in German
territory on November 10, 1917, will be considered as subjected to an exceptional war measure by the issuance of the decree of that date."
28623-27-19
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The decree of November 10. 1917, referred to, provided for tile reporting of
American-owned property through the German custodian of allen property and

was entitled "Order of the Imperial chancellor, concerning economic measures
of retaliation against the United States of America," and according to section
10 thereof "securities " were included.
These economic measures of retaliation against the United States are of
such importance that we take the liberty of submitting the same to you for
your careful consideration. The translations were copied from exhibits in a
claim of an American citizen against a German national which was certified'
to by the German embassy at Washington.
Gernai debtors should not be allowed to shield themselves from accounting
for the loans they received from American citizens and be permitted to profit
at our expense and defeat the rights of American creditors by virtue of
Germany's sequestration measures simply because such creditors made no
demand for their sequestered property.
We submit that the Senate of the United States should not fail to realize
that German debtors have had tile benefit and use of American loans which
have been converted into material wealth that possesses a far greater replacement cost compared to tile time the loans were made. If the debtor located
in a foreign country cones over to the United States and borrows American
calltal. which is not restored to the lender, then it becomes an economic
loss to the United States and a profitable gain to the debtors' country.
We understand that the Government of France made a thorough investigation
of Germany's sequestration measures with particular reference to Frenchowned securities that came under the control of the German custodian of
enemy property. As a result of the investigation, France decided that its
nationals could recover the pre-war value of their securities by simply proving
that they were subject to Germany's exceptional war measures.
France took this action in favor of its subjects in accordance with the
provisions of the treaty of Versailles which, we have been informed, are applicable to claims of American citizens because, by reference, these provisions
were incorporated into our treaty of peace with Germany. We believe that
Belgium and some of tile other allies have determined upon the same course.
If you will kindly note tile rules applicable to the bonds applied by the
Mixed Claims Commission to the claim of an American citizen you will readily
understand from a reading of paragraph 15 what appears to be a harsh
provision.
' Whether an exceptional war ileasure was the proximate cause of the
damage will depend on the facts in each particular case. In considering these
factts the following principle will be observed:
"(a) If the claimant took appropriate steps to sell or exchange tile bonds
in Germany and wiis "prevented front accomplishing this by ant exceptional
war measure, then the exceptional war measure will be regarded as the
proximate cnuse of the damage sustained on account of depreciation in the
value of such bonds."
In interpreting the above provision tile German agent associated with tile
Mixed Claims Conlmission takes a position which hits been contirmed by tile
conimission that all American citizen niust prove that lie. s nmetline suliseqeneit
to November 10. 1917. made an effort to dispose of his bonds. Please bear lit
mind that our trading with the enemy act was il elect lit that time an31d
prevented al American citizen front corresponldilg drectly or indit'ectly with
anyone it Germany.

Surely tile United States Scnate dies not concur in this interpretation of its
approval of the treaty with G.rnitaity. Tile right of recovery for losses Sustained by the Gleriman Government sliouhl not be made contingent uponl
American citizens' violations (tf any of our laws. This would be a nost dangerous preedent for our country to estallish.
We respectfully direct your attention to the following rule of tile c''nmj!,ion
" (b) The exceptional war
.tln('*,ul will be established as the proximate
cauwe of tile damage sustained oil aveount of tiltdepreciation in the value of
sucl bonds that may be proven Irnytte evidence in any particular case, if it
appears that front all the facts and circumstances in such case the reasoniiable
inference to be drawn thet'efrol is !hut the claimant would have withdrawn
his bonds from Germany for the pturlpoIse of sale or exchange had lie not been
prevented from doing so by such exceptional war measures."
The exceptional war measures referred to became effective November 10.
1917. It provided for the reporting of American-owned securities located in
Germaty and prohibited fleir withdrawal from that country as well as the
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payment of any debts owing io American citizens. Furthermore. Germany's
retaliation against our pe()ple prohibited the sale of Aimerica-owneld .ecurlties.
Now. according to rule '"I" they must disclose facts anli circumstances
from which itreasot-ihIe Inference itist be drawn that our ('lstonlers would
have withdram'n their bonds front Germany if they had Riot been prevented
by that Government. It is utterly impossible to produce any such proof, and
we dlo not know of i -single case presented to the coumnissitoi where any
claimant has been able to produce such proof as is required by rule "B."
Any over act of the panrt of our cu-stomers which would conforin to the
proof acquired by rule '"
It" would have caused them to have been subjected
to punishment in accordance with our provisions of the trading with the
enemy act. We can not reconcile the rules of the comni .sion with that act.
So far as the remainder oC the rules of the commission are coJnerned our
cusqtomer-s' claims can be reaidily proved, but we are absolutely unable to
submit proof of our customers breaking any of the laws of our country.
It has come to our attention that Senator Copeland submitted an amendment to the alien property bill which is not before your committee for consideration, and such amehnilent makes Germany liable for the sequestration of
Anierican-owned securities. We are informed that this amendment does not
conflict with the decision of the Mixed Claims Commission but is merely
declaratory of our Senate's action in protecting the interests of American
citizens. The decisions of the Mixed Claims Commission are predicated ou
('lims for (lebasement of currency, whereas Senator ('peland's anieneineit is
based upon Germany's "Economic measures (of retaliation against the 'nJited
States." and harnonizi-s with the lklicies ,f our own Governmet inre.,torijg
German property which we took over.
Yours very truly.
ROUT. It. FoHtuvCE:,
ChairmaJn of the Board.
(AUrEMM.

N. J., Deeember 22. 1926.

HOn. WALTER E. EDGE,
,Senate Office Buildingl, IVaslhington,, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR: I have sustained a los of about $2,500 because the
German Government confiscated my property. It was acquired before the
outbreak of the war between the United States and Germany and camie under
the contiol of the German Government because of its war legislation and was
not restored to me until after the war was over when it was practically worthless.
Bills in Congress relative to payment of awards by the Mixed ('l:,ims Cornwissioned and return of German property have a provision in them amendlug subsection E of section 9 of the trading with the enemy act which provildes a remedy in favor of American citizens to .whom debts were owing by
German debtors on October 6, 1917.
Bills now pending in Congress provide that notice or application by a
creditor must be given before the passage of such bills. They should be
amended so as to define the liability of German debtors under the above provisions of the trading with the enemy act. Ex-Secretary of State Hughes
and Ilon. John W. Davis have eases lic-ndlng in the United States Supreme
Court in which they both contend that German debtors must paiy their American creditors according to the pre-war rate of exchange, and not in worthless
mark currency.
When Congress enacted the Winslow Act it gave a remedy to American creditors, but failed to define the rate of exchange in which debts should be paid.
Due to this inadvertence. (onsiderable litigation is now pending, and It seems
to ine that ('ongress should eliminate this difficulty as it has done in many
other instances involving an unfavorable interpretation of the trading with
the enemy act.
Congress has enacted amendments to the trading with the enemy att permitting persons to recover their property taken over by the Alien Property
Custodian. anti occasion now arises for taking some action to protect our own
citizens.
Surely. Congress does not intend to permit German debtors to escape
liability in paying their American creditors through the use of worthless mark
paper. German debtors now Insist under the provisions of the Winslow Act
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upon profiting t.t the expense of Ainer:can citizens because of the dlebasement
of mark currency.
I remI)ee-tfully suggest tit(' following flutend~int'ft be incor)(oritte1 it a bill by
* Congress:
"Nor lin any event Shall a debit he allowed under this section unless It was
* owIng to and14net due, or due, and not paid in full and owned by t he claimant
prior to October Ii, 1917. That such debt is to lie paid ftccording to the exchange willh Germany existing sit the time It was ('ontriteted by at person not
an enemy or anl ally of an enemy. That the computing of exchange' is to be
determined by the figure., of the Treasury Dlepartmnent In fixing thle conversion
of the rate of mnarks into dollars l'or revenue purposes."
-The' adopt onl Of thle Ilb0VP Iillf'lidmnent will .4erve to accord tile same measure
of equity andI.justice to Amicanh~i creditors of (frrntany anid its nationals as
that wich'l IS given to Ckermlany III thle Matter of the restoration of their
property.
P'leaset (10 not lee. confused over the deeisoms of the Mlixed (Claiin Conimission regard in g Aittriecn pr.epert y located Ii Geri'a ny, ita stieh decli is arle
based upiom an'tuai Seizur'es o1' Aitteriefal pr4)plty by the Gernialt Government.
That GOV'&'iniiittoo41k good (*aie not to actually seize ueh American property
because! it fins more at stake lit thei matter of our' Seizures of German property. Gerniany atotoildjiihed .1 p4lurime~~of seq.Iuest rationi of Amterican property wvtlout itetmilly takcig It over by etiactimig laws which pr'ohibtitedi AmenlCansH from1k taking tht-ri prolwrty out of' Germany, 1111( preventing the p~aymnent
of debts oewing bcy the Government of Germiany and its nlit.onals.
If we are going to restore that which our Government to)0k froin Gorinminy
* andl coiltntsitte litt'III fotr their property, I believe thle same measure of equity
and Justice shlmld liet'teiI ott to Aitteiklii citizens wvho.%-( plolcerty, rghts,
and i terests were ('oIIIilt ed by r'easo4 n of Germany's war legislat ion.
Germany vinetd mieaisures of evoiieic retaliation agalist the property of
Ainei'ican cvitis !ovateel inl Getrmany and its war legislation lprohliiitetl me
fromt either dsesigof mty 1lc-lrty or taking it out of Clerntanky Until after
the war w~is over.
I Unlder'Stal thalt ; 011( Off thle Germian property taken over by our Governunent roleprents dollar11 leans olitained from Amterican cItizens wilt were ti)
receive relitymnt of their loans,~ in iarks front their German debtors. M1ark.s
at tile time thme loans were conttraicted were equal to 23.8 cvnts i our money.
It Is itot fair 1to tmrn over it,' dollars to the borrower and let tile Americanl
ctrediltor stfe' Ili. loss5.
The Secretatry of thep Tt'easury ruled that thie Allen Property Ciatodian was
entitled to recover l1tit,'inet of d~itts owing to Germatn creditors In marks fromn
American dt'I.Ies co te liams of. Is 'entts per' mark. It is cer'talinly not Justice
for Germlans If) ee011(4-. their odetts oil such a basis and~ then be allowed to pay
their Americi n ctedi tors it ivoi hies4 cturreitey.
If the( Frenich. (Iovernuttent, wich hits not seen lit to return German prolcerty,
has grantted a right #if recovery to its nal.)nals whose p~roperty was affeCted by
Germiany's war imeisures similar to the way mine was. I teelieve It Is only right
that our own GXovernmnent should protect the Interests of Its citizens.
Will you kindly urge some mt'mubtr of the counmitlce whicht is considering
this matter to tgive this attention to preserving the cijuities oif Americnnere(dito)rs
In the p~rolperty of Germans ait tile time i.s wits taken over bey thle Allen IPm'olwrty
custodian?
I understand flipe Alien Prolierty (lustodian has recommended renedittl legislation by Covi;lgress iii the formn of the anmendmtent above referred to, an1d41
trust you w~'ill vote lit favor of It.
Very truly your's,
*

PAUL .MARTZINH.

Senator EIm&E I imagine every member of the committee has had

these letters; bit I think Judge Parker should really give the commission's viewpoint, if hie understands the proposition presented, as
to the opinion of the commission on titese securities, without going
into detail.
Mr. PARKERn. I shall be 'glad to, Senator.
The Senator referred to the equitable rihts of Zimmerman &
Forsha . Yoti will readily appreciate the fct-
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Senator 1hYAiI). I beg pardon; when I spoke of themn I spoke
of the bondholders whom they represent.
Mr. PARKER. Yes. They are speaking for' their customers. to
whom they distributed these bonds.
The Seniators will appreciate the fact that the comnmissionl had
nothing to (10) with the making of the treaty of B3erlin. It is hound
by the terms of the treaty. The treaty is
c(harter. It can neither
add to nor take fromt the terms of that. treaty. If at claims falls
within the treaty, it must be (lealt with by the commission; and if;
in the ca-se of a claim falling within the(, terms of the treaty, the
claimant has bevii damaged by the act of (lermany. ain award; will
be nmade in favor of thle United States onl his behalf against G~er'many.
But obviously the Governments themselves have Jpresei')ibedl what
Germiany shall pity for, in what classes of claims Germany shall be
held financially liablle. The commission has not thle power to ('!)nsider whether oor not thle treaty should have Pr'ovidled something
that it (does mot provide.

Senator .JoNt~s of New Mexico. May I interpose at qwi(st jol? Are
the provisions of the treaty of Berlin,. which iflCOll)0Iates certain
provisions of the treaty of Versailles, circumscr'ibed] or curtailed in
any manner by the agreement which constituted] the c'commission?
Mr. PARK~lt. None whatever. Tihe conitnmissiort hils so eXjplivitlVy
held that the executive agreement under which the c.'Aninission is
constituted could neither add to nor- take from thle treaty. That
treaty is the commission's charter; an(d while we tuight look to thle

terms of the agreement

as throwing sonmc light ijpon thle ('oilstrtl('tion
placed upon the treaty by the executive dIep~artments of tite two
Governments, we aire not bound by that. We mlay not ligiee Witil that
construction. It is the trl'
flit spas
i tileayttbid
id
rayta4pas
n
lit
the CommIission).
Senator .JONES of New M1exico. And you have con)tstruedI the agreemlent which providled for thle organization of this voiIWiis ~on merely
ats the creation of a commiissionl to carry out the provisions Of th'e

treaty of Berlin. and1 not limited in ainy resp-et by, the( provisions of
tite atgreeient Const itutting tile (oflhil$51loni

Mfr. PAIU( mit. The aigreemtenit conisti Itutinig the 'omision
canezu
not
affect thle rights of thle parties, Which aire fixed b~y the( treaty. It, .cn
affect. the pow~ers~ and juriisdli(ction of the colIitIssion whih is constituted under it.

Ini a olecison relPOrted on pages 186 aind 187 of the sprinted dei-

siofl5 tind] opinions of thit( commIissionl, t11w IuhlJire , it) 4(laitig with
Gxerinianv's (conitractual obligations a rising undIer tile treaty of Berlin,

hleld:lt

'1iThese coiti'l('tltI obiigettiollis. wvih i am: in 1141 i*evi'ttdliflohll Col.('4nt1iligelit. becalint' 10.hsolule whemi. [out 110t 111ti1. the I th-1t3' hoalit'itu' eive.
~T'IIy
eiirict. fill chum111s which WveIimprzjnessed with Amnerican iiifnaIlity boith io

the date1 when the loss, (lamnnge. or injury occurr'ed andl tit the timet the trenty
heC11m1e ef(tCVP11 wichllsh)
W1110
posses.-eu thlt other preremuisit('s to bring themil
Withini thQ tr1eity piov1in .v
this flgre('ilt (se(rinamy is hound. The
rights thivns fixedi constitute property. * * * Thme Americanm nat buntls who
acqluiredi rights utider this treaty are1 Withuit 11 remel~, to enifo-Ce themil save
through the ('Ite(1 States. As a Part of the 11I('i1Is of sujilitag thati relmdy
this emoiniilsi wfis 1). aigreemient citeateq as the forum11 for dete-rinling the
aniount of aprinauiy's obligations uflei' the treaty. Tha sgreemnt neither
added to nor subitractedI from the rights or the obuilgathIlls fixed thy the treaty
but clothed thisC0
c~I f~ii40I with Jurisdiction over till limitss h'UN'dv onl suchl
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rights and obligations. The treaty does not attempt to deal with rules of
procedure or of practice or with the forum for determining or the remedy to
be pursued in enforcing the rights and obligations arising theyeunder.

Senator EDGE. Let me ask you a direct question right there, and
see if you understand that as presented by one of my correspondents.
Your commission, in promulgating your rules or regulations covering their claims on such securities bought before the war, made
this provision, as I understand:
Whether an exceptional war measure was the proximate cause of the damage
Will depend on the facts in each particular case. In considering these facts
the following principle will bt observed:
(a) If the claimant took appropriate steps to sell or exchange the bonds in
Germany and was prevented from accomplishing this by an exceptional war

measure, then the exceptional war measure will be regarded as the proximate
cause of the damage sustained on account of depreciation in tie value of
such bonds.

Lo

In interpreting that provision, as I understand, your commission
have taken the position that the holder of the bonds must prove
that he made a direct offer of sale previous to 1917; and at that
time lie could not make a direct offer of sale, because of the trading
with the enemy act. Is that correct?
Mr. PARKER. NO, Senator; it is not.
Senator EDGE. That is what I wanted to find out.
Mr. PARKER. The letter that you are reading refers to subdivision
(e) of article 297 of the treaty of Versailles, which was read into
the treaty of Berlin. That provision provides that the nationals
of the allied and associated powers shall be entitled to compensation in respect of damage or injury inflicted upon their property,
rights, or interests, including any company or association in which
they are interested, in German territory as it existed on August 1,
1914, by the application either of the exception war measures or
measures of transfer mentioned and defined in the treaty.
Senator BAYAin). And that would include any action taken by the
German Giovernment in regard to the bonds which we are now talking about?
Mr. PARKE. It would. It provides for compensation for (lainages, as contradistinguished from a debt.
As you know, the treaty of Versailles is divided into two major
groups so far as concerns the liability of Germany-the reparations
provisions an( the economic provisions of the treaty. This is found
in the economic provisions of the treaty. The principles governing
the liability of (Germany in the econolnic provisions of the treaty
are essentially different from those arising in the reparations provisions of the treaty.
May I. in order to iake the position clear, just very briefly-I do not 'want to take up time in going into all of these questionsdraw that distinction between these two major divisions of the
treaty?
When war was declared between the belligerent countries, of
course, all commercial and economic intercourse was disrupted.
German exceptional war measures or measures of transfer necessarily operate in Germany, in territory where German decrees and
laws were effective. To the extent thai those exceptional war measures operated on American property to the damage of American
nationals, Germany is liable.
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Senator BAYARD. Regardless of either phase, the economic or the
reparations propositions?
Mr. PARKER. Germany's liability in a case of that kind arises
under the economic provisions of tle treaty. If these bonds were
held by Germany, if they were taken into the possession of the
Treuhiinder-which was the alien property custodian of Germany-and could not be withdrawn, to the damage of the American citizen,
he is entitled to recover to the extent of that damage.
The CHAIRMAN. But supposing the bond had not been seized by
Germany, but was held in the United States, and there was no chance
of realizing on the bond: That is a different case, is it not?
Mr. PARKER. Held in the United States?
The CHAnRMAN. Held in the U7nited States by United States
citizens, with no chance whatever of having it redeemed when it fell
due, on account of the war with Germany: What have you held in
such a case?
Mr. PARKER. In such a case as that, obviously, no act of, Germany
has affected that bond, unless it matured.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose it had not matured. I should have added
that, because we all recognize the fact that if it maturedMr. PARKER. Then it became a debt of Germany.
The CHAIRMAN. Then it became a debt of Germany
Mr. PARKER. And the claimant would be entitled to recover the

amount of that debt.
The CHAIRMAN. That is as I understood it.

Mr. PARKER. Yes; but if the bond had not matured, and no act of
Germany affected that bond, then Germany, under the treaty, could
not be held liable.
Senator EwGE. Does not that place the American security holder
in an absolutely impossible position? He could not offer his bonds
for sale; he could not trade or deal with an enemy country, and he
was helpless here because of the war; and yet, as I follow your ruling
or interpretation, he has absolutely no redress.
Mr. PARKER. In the hypothetical case stated by the chairman, why

could he not deal in that bond.?

Why could he not sell the bond?

The CHAIRMAN. Sell it here, or sell it at any place in the world.

Senator EDGE. Of course, if he sold the bond, perhaps it would be
of no value whatever.
The

CHAIRMAN.

That is exactly it.

Senator McLEAN. Suppose I state the case that is presented in
this communication:
As an example, we will take the case of A, a German national, who issued
bonds payable in marks and sold them In 1910 to B, an American citizen residing In the United States. The proceeds of the bonds were used by A-

That is, in Germanyto Influence his property holdings in the Unilted States.

B left his bonds upon

deposit with a bank In Germany so that the coupmns could be presented to the
main office of the debtor, A. In August, 1917. the German Government sequestered B's bonds. Later, when our trading with the enemy act was passed,
the custodian seized A's property in the United States. A's property was
partially created out of the proceeds of the bonds sold to B. Now, under the
provisions of the bill which passed the House, B can not recover the debt
,owing to him by A: and the result is that A will get his property returned
to him and make a handsome profit at B's expense, because the marks in
which the debt was owing have become worthless.
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The CHAIRMAN. He had to take his chances.
Mr. PARKER. Suppose it had been the other way around?
Senator McLEAN. That is all right, but take it this way around

to start with.
Senator EqE. It seems to me the poor American in all these matters had to take his chances. He seems to be the last person to be
considered.
The ChAIRCMAN. Senator, (o you see any difference between this
case and where a man dealt in marks? There is not any difference
at all, in my opinion.
Senator Ei)GE. Yes; I see some difference.
The CHAIRNMAN. Billions of marks were dealt in.

Americans
bought them on speculation.
Senator E
The
'o.man dealing in marks was merely speculating
on the market, of course.
The CHAIRMAN. SO was the bondholder. The bond was an investment, the same as the investment in the mark.

Senator McLEAN. But the value of the mark has been fixed in the

claims that have been allowed, as I understand, at 16 cents; and I
imagine that that valuation would be satisfactory to these claimants
if they could get anything.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, certainly.
Mr. PARKER. The American claimants taking the American
nationals as a wbole, I think you will find, Senator, have been pretty
well cared for in this treaty. Under the treaty it is perfectly plain,
and the commission has so held, that Germany is not liable for all
of the consequences of the war. Of course, that is obvious, that she
could not be. To the extent that Germany's act, either through the
seizure of property in whatever form or the seizure of bonds by the
Treuhiinder, has resulted in damage to the American citizen, that
citizen is entitled to a recovery.
The CHAIRMAN. Or destruction of property?
Mr. PARKER. Or destruction of property, or the requisition of
property, or the destruction of life, or damage or injury to the
person-Germany is liable; but wher. an American citizen happened
to hold, in this country or in Germany, German securities that had
not matured, and that, when they mature, may or may not be of
value, and Germany did nothing to touch or affect those securities,
then, under the treaty, Germany is not liable. *
Senator EDGE. Then, Mr. Parker, why did you provide this regulation that I read? If the claimant took appropriate steps to sell
or exchange the bonds, they had not matured, naturally; then you
would consider that in considering the claim they had against Germany. You must have admitted that such American claimants
had some claim, because you are qualifying to find out whether
they tried in anyway to dispose of their holdings.
The CHAIRMAN. They could have disposed of their bonds, the
same
Senator EDGE. Well, then, they come back and say they could not
dispose of them without violating the law.
The CHAIRMAN. They could have sold them just the same as theGerman bonds were sold.
ILe
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Senator EDGE. But the point I make is that the commission must
have recognized the justice of the situation, or they would not have
provided this particular method that I have read twice.
Mr. PARKER. If those bonds were affected by exceptional war
measures of Germany to the damage of the American citizen, he is
entitled to an award. That is what that rule says.
Senator BAYARD. Nothwithstanding his inability to conform to the
rule of the commission in regard to making a demand upon the German Government on account of the trading with the enemy act#
Mr. PARKJR. I did not catch that.
Senator BAYARD. I say, then, notwithstanding the fact that he has
been prevented by the trading with the enemy act from making his
demand, your commission apparently will withhold an award because he can not prove that he made a demand?
Mr. PARKER. No. All he has to prove is that some act of Germany, quite independent of the American trading with the enemy
act, operated on his securities and prevented hisSenator McLEAN. Securities due and not payable?
Mr. PARKER. Securities due and not payable.
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly; everybody recognizes that.
Senator BAYARD. Would the commission go so far as to say that
the act of Germany, having provoked the war with the United
States, and further having provoked the passage of the trading with
the enemy act, was such an act on the part of the German Government as would give him a day in court?
Mr. PARiER. Manifestly; no. That would be holding Germany
liable for all of the consequences of the war.
Senator BAYARD. But assuming that they were responsible in equity
for the claim that he sets up as the owner of these bonds, you deny
him his day in court because he can not physically prove that he did
something at a time that his own Government forbade him to do it.
Mr. PARKER. No; not at all. The action of his own Government
in passing the trading with the enemy act is not material at all.
The CHAIRMAN. I can not see that it is material.
Mr. PARKER. As a matter of fact, if the exceptional war measures
of Germany had not operated on the property, it may well be that
his own Government would have prevented his getting possession of
those bonds; but, I say, that would not prevent his asserting a claim
against Germany. If the act of the German Government operated
on his security to his disadvantage, he has a 61aim.
Senator EDGE. But the act of our own Government, while unfortunate, does not give him a claim against Germany. That is your
contentionI
Mr. PARKER. No.
The CHAIRMAN. I can not see how it is possible.
Senator EDoE. Yet this American claimant still thinks he has a
,case, when his own Government makes it impossible.
Mr. PARKER. He probably has a case against his own Government,
ag the Senator would say, an equitable case.
The CHAIRMAN. A moral case.
Mr. PARKER. But, of course, he has no legal demand against his
own Government or against Germany unless you hold Germany liable
for all the consequences of the war. Some of the Senators, or all of
Ahem, had their income taxes very substantially increased on account
28623-27-20
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of the war. You may say that if Germany had not provoked the war
you would not have had your income taxes increased; you would not
have had to pay excess railroad fare on the railroads during the
Government war administration of the railroads, and what not.
The CHAIRMAN. The excess cost of living.
Mr. PARKER. Yes.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. In other words, Mr. Umpire, your
contention is that such claims do not fall within the provisions of
the Berlin treaty?
Mr. PARKER. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Which incorporated the provisions
of the Versailles treaty, and that your commission is limited to the
allowance of claims specifically provided for in the Versailles treaty?
Mr. PARKER. In the Berlin treaty.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. In the Berlin tre,'y which incorporated the Versailles treaty? "
Mr. PARKER. That is not the contention, Senator; it is the decision.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Pardon me for using the word
"contention."
The CHAIRMAN. The decision of what-the commission?
Mr. PARKER. It is the decision of the Mixed Claims Commission.
Senator McLEAN. What course has the commission followed with
regard to claims that may not have been filed with the commission
within the six months' limitation but that were filed with the Alien
Property Custodian or the Secretary of State?
Mr. PARKER. If the German Government had notice of those
claims, the commission has jurisdiction.
Senator McLEAN. No; but the commission fixed the six months'
limitation.
Mr. PARKER. No; the Governments fixed it.
Senator McLEAN. Well, the Governments fixed it. My information is that some claims were not filed with you, but were filed with
the Alien Property Custodian or the Secretiry of State. What has
been the course of your commission with regard to the consideration
of those claims? That is, if anybody has failed to file a claim with
you or with the commission within the six months, but has filed it
with the Alien Property Custodian, do you entertain it?
Mr. PARKER. The agreement under which the commission is constituted provides in substance that the Goverbment of Germany
should, within a period of six months from the first meeting of the
commission, have notice of all claims against her to be presented to.
the commission. The obvious purpose of this agreement was to give
Germany notice of the claims she would be called -upon to defend.
It was of paramount importance that all claims or controversies of
every nature growin out of the war between the Government of the
United States and the Government of Germany should be speedily
disposed of. In a broad sense all of the claims to be presented to the
commission constituted a single ease against Germany on approximately 13,000 counts. Germany was the sole defendant. The United
States was the claimant in its own behalf and on behalf of designated
nationals. In order expeditiously to hear and dispose of this case
against Germany it was to the interest of both Governments and to
the claimants that Germany should, within a reasonable time, know
the case which she was called, upon to prepare and defend. The

t
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two Governments agreed that Germany must have notice within six
months from the date of the tirst meeting of the commission of every
claim that would be presented to the commission against her.
your ruling excludes
that
understand
Senator McLEA-,. Then I within
months?
that six
filed
not
were
that
claims
all
Mr. PAnKm,. Not filed, no; but of which notice was not given to
Germany.
Senator McLEAN. Or notice given to Germany?
Mr. PARKER. Yes. As a matter of fact, claims were in the hands
of the American agent or in the hands of the State I)epartment,
and formal notice was given to Germany of the claims that would
be , resented against her.
The CIrAutMAN. Was the formal notice given to (Germnany of
claims that were filed with the Alien Property Custodian e
Mlr. PARKER. It was the task of the Department of State to cause
all claims of American nationals against Germany to be assembled
and lodged with the American agent. Germany had notice of every
claim so lodged prior to the expiration of the six-months' period.
I am informed that the State Department gave out through the
usual channels press reports and through the press broadcast to all
claimants notice of the agreement that Germany must have notice
within the six-months' period of all claims to be presented to the
commission. In addition to these press notices, the )epartment of
State or the American agent wrote letters, sent telegrams, or otherwise communicated to every American national that ha l at any
time since the outbreak of the World War the latter part of July,
1914, given the State Department any inkling of a desire to assert
a claim against Germany.
The CH1tAIRMA. Then, there was no claim that was filed with the
State Department or filed with the Alien Property Custodian but
that Germany was notified of; and if Germany was notified of those
claims, your commission will undertake to deciele them ?
Mr. PARKER. Yes.

Senator McLEAN. That is. all claims that were received by the
Alien Property Custodian or by the Secretary of State within the
six-months' period?
The CHAIRMA,. Of which Germany had notice.
Senator McLEAn. Now, I understand that certain claims have been
presented to the Alien Property Custodian since the expiration of the
six months' limitation. Those you exclude?
Mr. PARKER. To the Alien Property Custodian, claims against
Germany? Why would a claim against Germany be presented to
the Alien Property Custodian?
Senator McLEAN. Claims for economic damages, either against
this Government or the German Government; that is, claims resulting from the war.
Mr. PARKER. But I can not conceive, Senator, why a claim of an
American national against the Government of Germany would be
presented to the Alien Property Custodian, save by suit under the
trading with the enemy act.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. A number were presented, Mr.
Parker, so I am advised. They lodged them there rather than with
the Secretary of State.
Senator McLEANq. That is my information. I do not know.
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Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. It is mine, too.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Parker, what action is your commission going
to take based on the decision of the Supreme Court in these onedollar bonds? Have you considered it at all? In other words, there
are claims against Germany filed with the Alien Property Custodian
on these one-dollar bonds. What action will you take upon them,
seeing that the Supreme Court of the United States held that the
claim was good against Germany? Do you know how many of them
there were?
-Mr. PARKFR. You refer to German treasury notes that had
matured ?
The CHAIRMAN. That had matured prior to the war, and had not
been paid, and no demand made for payment.
Mr. PARKER. They constitute debts of Germany provable before the
commission.
Senator REM of Pennsylvania. Many of those claims have been
reduced to judgments, and executions Issued against the funds in
the hands of the Alien Property Custodian, and that has exhausted
the fund so far as it is known to be ascribable to the German Government, as I understand.
I will be glad, after examining the records of the commission, to
file with the committee a statement with respect to claims before the
commission of American nationals against Germany based on the
German. treasury notes to which you refer.
Senator BAYARD. In regard to the filing of these claims, Judge
Parker, did your commission receive claims that were filed either
with the Alien Property Custodian or with the )epartment of State
as though they were filed with you under the terms of the creation
of this Mixed Claims Commission; or (lid yOU require them to be filed
with your commission as such, and de novo ?
Mr. P.1R1iER. The claims wer heard by the commission, by the
tribunal as a judicial tribunal, when they were presented. It they
were not timely pre.ented, and the German agent interposed an
objection of limitation, if Germany (lid not have notice within the
six months' period, that objection was sustained.
I have the impression-the commission does not judicially knowthat the German Government has not raised the 'bar of limitation
in any case that was actually filed with the Secretary of State or any
agency of the United States Government and "of which through inadventenee the (.ermuan Government was not given notice. By the
terms of the agreement between the two G(overnments under which
this commission was constituted. Germany could have interposed
what was in effect a plea of limitation against any k)articular claim.
She could in effect have said to the commission. "'Ihis Government
had no notice of this claim within the six months' period and hence
it is not one which. under the terms of the protocol creating the coinmission, it has to power to hear and determine." In such a case the
commission woiil( have been bound to have sustained such plea of
limitation. Mv information is, however, that Gernmany has not
interposed the *pleaof limitation in any case where a claim had been
filed with the Secretary of State or wth the Alien Property Cstodian or with any agency of the Government of the United States
where the claimant was trying in good faith to give notice, and,
through inadventence, filed hia claim with the wrong agency.
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Senator BAYAiaI. As long is they came within the six months'
period?
Mr. PAUKR. Yes. Is that correct, Mr. Phoenix?
Mr. PHOENIX. My understanding is that since July 1 the German
agent has raised the question of the six months' bar.
The CHAIRMAN. Since July 1?

Mr. PARtKiEn. Since July 1 of last year, 1926.
Senator REI, of 1'ennsvlvania. Mr. Parker, explain to me, if you
please, how it comes that the Mixed Claims Commission lhas any
jurisdiction of these debts owing by Germany prior to our declaration of war. I am thinking of these dollar bonds or Treasury
certificates which matured before we declared war. How does it
come that the commission has any jurisdiction of those?
Mr. PAIRKER. I will answer that as briefly as I can. I can not
answer it in a word.
The economic clauses of the treaty of Versailles--(we w1l leave
out entirely the reparations provisions, which deal only with physical damage to persons or property)-were constructed with a view
to restoriig as far and as speedily as possible economic rehitioiscommercial intercourse-between the allied and the Central lowers
that had been disrupted by the war. One of the methods for accomplishing this end provided in the treaty of Versailles was to estabfish a clearing-office system, which the United States never adopted.
Tihe l)urpose of the machinery set up under the clearing office
system was to offset the claims of allied national against the claim
of German nationals and "clear" them just as banks make daily
clearing house settlements. This system in its application as between Great Britain and Germany, for example, functioned thus:
Great Britain created a British clearing office to deal with German
claims and Germany created a German clearing office to deal with
British claims. The British clearing office collected from British
nationals the debts owing by them to German nationals and the
Geninan clearing office collected from German nationals thel debts
owing by them to British nationals. Under this clearing office plan
these debts were computed and discharged at the Ire-war rate of
exchange. Under it, notwithstanding their vigorous protests., lritish nationals were required to pay into the British clearing office
debts payable in marks, owing by them to German nationals at the
pre-war rate of exchange, although the value of the mark had very
greatly depreciated. Under it, (Great Britain also paid into the
British clearing office the proceeds of the liquidation of property
of German nationals which Great Britain had seized or subjected
to exceptional war measures or measures of transfer during the war.
Under this plan Great Britain utilized the funds paid' into tho
British clearing office for the payment of claims of British nationals whose property had been sequestered by Germany during
the war and also for'the payment of the debts owing to British
nationals by German nationals. Germany was given credit by Great
Britain for all amounts paid by the British clearing office to 'British
nationals. The plan further contemplated that Germany should,
through the German clearing office, pursue the same course that
Great Britain pursued through the British clearing office and that
payments made by one Government to its nationals should be offset
against the payments made by the other Government to its nationals

,I
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and a balance struck. It will be noted that this plan was reciprocal
in its nature and equally binding on both Governments, parties to
it. Debts and claims were valorized at the pre-war rate of exchange. The obvious reason for this provision was that on the
declaration of war, debts could not be paid, and if they were due
on the declaration of war the creditor was entitled then to payment at the then rate of exchange. If the debt matured during
the war the creditor was ordinarily entitled to payment at the then
rate of exchange. Under these provisions Great Britain required
British nationals to pay at the pre-war rate of exchange into the
British clearing office, debts owing by the British nationals to German nationals payable in marks. The British nationals protested,
saying their debts were owing in marks; that they had the marks
and they wanted to pay their debts withinmarks, ut their Government rep~lied. in substance, that the provisions of the clearing office
system were reciprocal and the British debtor was bound thereby
as much as the British creditor. Therefore, the British debtors were
required to pay their mark debts into the British clearing office at
the pre-war rate of exchange. This illustrates the reciprocal character of the clearing. office plan.
One of the provisions of the clearing office system was that each
Government should guarantee the debts of its own nationals. The
representatives of the United States at Paris, participating in the
framing of the VersailIles treaty, opposed the hearingg office' system,
andl gave notice that they would have none of it-that is, so *far as
their voice could controf-that the United States would not adopt
the clearing office system; that it would not go into the business of
guaranteeing the debts of its nationals. Practically all the allied
powers did adopt it. When it was to their advantage to do so, they
always did adopt it; but it was optional with the Allies to adopt or
not, as they saw fit. If they did not withn six months, I think it
was, after the coming into effect of the treaty give notice that they
adopted. the clearing office system, it was not adopted as between
them and Germany.
Right there, let me say that Great Britain contends that she has
never confiscated any Germany prop erty.
Senator REED of Pennsylvana. She has merely put it into the
clearing office pot?
Mr. SPARKER. She has put it into the cleaning office, and that if
Germany had lived up to the provisions of the treaty of Versailles
and collected from the German debtor the amount owing by him to
the British creditor at the pre-war rate of exchange, the amount
would have far exceeded that collected by Great Britain, and that
the amount would have been more than sufficient to pay all of the
British debts. Of course, Germany's response to that is that to have
required the German debtor to settle at the pre-war rate of exchange
was economically impossible; that to have done so would have broken
every bank in Germany, and financial, commercial, and industrial
chaos would have resulted.
Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. Let us not forget my original
question.
Mr. PARKEr. I beg your pardon. I did digress there. But therepresentatives of the United .States, having in mind that America
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probably would not adopt the clearing office system, did provide
by paragraph 4 of the annex to section IV of part X of the treaty
that all the property, rights, and interests held by any allied or
associated power could, at tie election of that power, be charged
(a) with claims by its nationals "with regard to their property,
riurhts,eand interests * * * in German territory " or (b) with
dets owing to such nationals by German nationals and (c) with
claims growing out of acts committed by the German Government
or authorities during the period of neutrality between that power
and Germany.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Regardless of whether those debts
matured before or after the war?
Mr. PARKER. No. The term "debt" is defined in the treaty.
"Debts" dealt with are those which matured either before the war
or during the war.
Senator REE) of Pennsylvania.. Does it include these pre-war
bonds?
Mr. PARKR. If they matured before or (ring the war.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Yes; )ayable in dollars, which
matured before we entered the war?
Mr.

PARKER.

Yes, sir.

Senator RrED of Pennsylvania. Those have been reduced to judgment in a number of cases in this country, I understand.
31r. PARKER. Yes.
Senator REED or Pennsylvania.

And the fund in the Alien Property Custodian's hands ascribable to the German Government and
the royal family has been wholly absorbed in the partial satisfaction
of those judgmnts?&
Mr. PARKER. Yes.
•The CHAIRTMAN. $2,442,000.
Mr. PAitji. The German Government realized that the United

States had the power, if it elected to exercise it, to apply the German
property that was in the hands of the Alien Property Custodian to
the payment of American debts falling within the treaty, and that
the treaty provided that, to the extent that the United States did
apply the custodian's fund to the payment of such American debts,
Germany should reimburse her nationals for their property so
applied. There is an indirect liability of Germany for the payment
of those debts. That was the contention of the State Department,
that Germany was liable for the payment of those debts falling
within the treaty. Germany contested that before the commission;
but, before it was decided by the commission, the German Government accepted the viewpoint of the American Government that Germany was primarily liable-not secondarily, not as a guarantor, but
primarily liable-for the payment of those debts; and the commission has recognized that agreement and applied it to the claims that
have been presented to it. So that Germany, realizing that debts
falling within the terms of the treaty could, if the United States
elected, be paid out of the alien property fund, recognized its primary liability for those debts; and awards have been entered against
Germany for those debts as debts, quite irrespective of whether any
exceptional war measures or measures of transfer have been applied
to them or not.
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Senator REED of Pennsylvania. And that includes not only debts of
the German Government, for which, of course, she was primarily
liableMr. PARKER. Yes.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. But also debts of German
nationals?
Mr. P'ARKER. To American nationals, which matured before the
war or matured during the war.
Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. And in such cases awards have
been made against the G'erman (Government as if it were the primary
debtor?
Mr. PARKER. Yes.
Senator MCLF ANN. Because they fell within the terms if the treaty?
Mr. PARKER. Because they fell within the tennis of the treaty.
Senator MCLEAN. The definition of the debt?
Mr. PARKER. Yes.
The (C1Am
RMAN. If the obligation fell due prior to November 11,
1918?
Mr. PARKER. If it fell due prior to the making of peace with Germany, prior to July 2, 1921, which is a very much more liberal provision to the American creditor.
The CHAIRMAN'. Oh, yes.
Mr. PARKER. I will put into the record following my testimony
some of the orders of the cominission dealing with claims of American
nationals against Germany involving debts, bank deposits and/or
bonds which will give to the committee a fuller understanding of the
principles governing the disposition of such claims.
Senator Rm) of Pennsylvania. You conceive it to be within our
power to apply the sequestered property here to the payment of a
debt due by German nationals as well as by the German Government,
because
the fact thatforthethem'?
German Government has now as smed
primary of
responsibility
Mr. PAiRKEir. As I said, Senator, the commission has nothing in
the world to do with the payment of the claims. That is for you.
Senator REEu of Pennsylvania. I am looking for light on our
treaty powers. Under tie Berlin treaty there seems to be an enlargement of the provisions of the Knox-Porter resolution and of
the treaty of Versailles by this assumption of liability on the part
of the (erman Government that it is the primary debtor, even
though the debt was created by one of its nationals. *
Mr. PllKa.:. The (German governmentss position is that their
adoption of the viewpoint of the American Government in that regard was an enlargement of their obligations.
Senator BAYARD. Did that operation take place by an exchange of
notes, Judge Parker, or what form (lid it take?
Mr. AIIKEM. ']'lie GIermnan (hancellor atithorized the (elrnan agent
to make the commitment. The then Secretary of State, Mr. Hughes.
authorized the American agent to accept it. That was all a natter
of record, and spread on the minutes of the commission.
Senator Jomi-.s of New Mexico. I think it advisable to have that
much of the record in our record here.
Senator RtED of Pennsylvania. Are copies of those letters available?

tI
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The;CAIM MAN. You mean the minutes of the commission covering

this agreement?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes; between our agent and the
German agent as to that point; or, in other words, the record and
the correspondence leading up to it.
Mr. P,11KF0u. I shall be very glad to supply that.
The CHAII1Vxx. If there is no objection to making it public. They
are public records, I presume?
Mr. PARIiK1. They are public records.
The CAIRMAN. ''hen will you prepare it, and we will have it go
in the record at this point?
Mr. PA u1u:. I shall be very glad to furnish it. Everything the
commission does is a public record.
The CHIAIRMAN. Are there any other question ?
Senator BAYA1Un. I should like to ask Judge Parker one more
question, if I may, in regard to the question of the value of the
German ships.
Has your commission tip to date determined upon any basis of
valuation?
Mr. PARK],'. (Of German ships?
Senator BAYARD. Of the ships taken from Germany by this
Government.
Mr. PArafcl.,a. That, Senator. is a matter over which the commission has no jurisdiction whatever. Our jurisdiction is confined to
determining what claims fall within the terms of the treaty of
Berlin, and the amount of Germany's financial obligation thereon.
We have no jurisdiction whatever over claims of German nationals
against the Tnited States.
Senator BAYA11D. There are claims filed before your commission
in regard to these ships taken by the Aimerican (overnment from.
the German nationals, are there not?
Mr. PAKFJI. None whatever.
Senator BAYAiu. None at. all?
Mr. PARKED. None.
Senator BAYA,1). In other words, the reparations or the repayment to the German national owners of the ships taken by the
American Goverment in no way come before your commission?
Mr. PRM:Au
. None whatever. The question of valution of ships
has been before our Commission in cases where ships were destroyed
or damaged by Germany or for which Germany was liable under
the Treaty of"Berlin; and we have devoted a great deal of time
and accumulated a vast amniount of evidence as a basis for valuing
ships and valuing all interests in ships including charter interests.
The CAnItIAx. Were any of those ships taken over by our Goveminent, or were they owned by American companies or American
individuals?
Mr. 1AImuElt. Some of then, were owned by American nationals,
American companies, some of them were being operated by the
United States Gover'nment under requisitions or otherwise.
The CIARIMAN. W ere any of them the German-owned ships?
Mr. PARKC,1,. No. That i.s the other side of the picture.
Senator BAYTA11. It does not come within the powers of your
Commission?
Mr. PARiKEi. No.
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Senator BAYARD. I wanted to make sure of that.
Mr. PAnI E.. We had a vei y great many ship cases before us, and,
as a matter of fact, probably two-thirds in amount of the awards
made by the Commission to date grow out of maritime losses, deaths,
personal injuries, damage to ships, destruction of ships, destruction
of cargoes, and what not.

Senator

BAYARD.

You did have to pass, Judge Parker, upon tie

claims of the American shipowners whose ships were injured or
taken or destroyed by Germany, did you not?
Mr. PARKER. Yes.
Senator BAYARD. IWhat general rule did you apply in determining their value, and as of what date-as of the time of the destruction or taking?
Mr. PARKER. The reasonable market value of the ship at the time
and place of destruction.
Senator BAYARD. Taking into consideration their condition and
all attendant circumstances?
Mr. PARKEft. Taking 4hat into consideration.
If I may do so without boring you, I think I can turn to the rule
that we undertook to lay down.
We had some very difficult cases which involved the question of
American charterers interests in foreign ships; and in undertaking
to lay down that rule, to determine what interest the American
charterer had in a ship chartered by him, we determined the reasonable market value of the ship at th1e time and place from evidence
that was before us and determined to what extent the charter was
an incumbrance on the ship. In some instances the charter was
worth more than the ship.
The CAHRIMAN. But all of those cases are not involved in the
legislation before us?
Mr. PARKFit. None whatever. The question was as to the rule in
determining the value of the ship and in a decision by the umpire
that rule is quite clearly announced.
Senator BAYARD. In other words, to take one class--if. I may

divide them generally into classes-where a ship was laden and
going across the ocean and was sunk, you take into consideration all
the circumstances surrounding that operation and you apply the
then value of the thing?
Mr. PARKER. Yes.

Senator

BAYAM).

And, on the other hand, when it c(ame to the

question of a ship that was interned in ('ermany, you take into consideration the fact that, being interned, its market value would be
determined by the fact of the'internment?
Mr. PARiEmt. This would have been true had any American-owned
ships been interned in Germany, but no such case has come before our
commission. The commission has, however, had cases where the
principle which you invoke was involved. Such a case was that
presented by the United States on behalf of the Housatonic Steamship Co. (Inc.), in which an award against Germany was sought
for the value of the steamship Housatonic which was sunk by a
German submarine on February 3, 1917. The opinion of the umpire of the commission deciding this ca"se is found in the printed
report of the decisions and opinions of the commission, pages 689
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to 694, inclusive. From that opinion it appears that at the outbreak of the war in 1914 a German corporation owned this ship
which sought an American port of refuge from which it was unable
safely to issue. The German owner sold it to the American claimant
for a very small sum. The American claimant in turn chartered
the ship to a British firm "for the term of the present war," the
charter rate stipulated for being less than one-fourth of the then
current charter rate. The reason for this low rate was that Great
Britain and the other Allied Powers were then asserting the right
to capture and condemn vessels transferred subsequent to the outbreak of war from German to neutral register. The existence of this
condition made the Housatouic of little more value to the American
claimant than sli had been to her previous German owner because,
notwithstanding her change of ownership, name, registry, and flag,
she was still subject to the risk of capture and condemnation. One
of the principal considerations moving the American owner to enter
into a charter party with a British national was the obligation of
the British charterer to secure immunity against attack or seizure
on the part of the British andi Allied Governments. In the course
of the umpire's opinion this language was used:
Under nrnmal conditions the cost of a vessel, her age. and physical condition. and tl cost of relia'ement tire important factors in arriving at her
market value. Even in February, 1917. these factors were given soine weight
in arriving it the value of a slip. but the great demand for tonnage at that
time rendered availability for immediate uls of controlling importance. * * *
But the 11ousatoie was not a free ship. She was under charter to a British
firmu until "the cessation of the present war." at a stipulated hire of about 7
shillings per month per deadweight ton, while at the time of ler loss the current
rate was 46 shillings 6 pence per month per deadweight ton. sincee that charter
had been entered into the cost of operation of (he Ilouoatonio, which was borne
by the claimant hterein, such as wages of the master an(l crew, the cost of provisiotis, -stores. repairs, etc.. had greatly increased but the income from the lire
was stationary, fixed by a charter of unertain dlrationl at a rate of less
than one-fourth of the (urrent rate at the time the charter was entered into
and less than one-sixth the current rate at the time the ship was destroyed.
These abunornmally high charter rates were caused by the abnormal demand for
tonnage for Immediate use far in excess of the available supply. While
ordinarily the prevailing freight rates were a controlling factor in determining
the reasonable value of a free ship, they had little influence in determining
the value of the owner's interest in the Housatonic, which was not a free ship.
The fact that she was not free,. the fact that she was not available to the
owner so that he might take advantage of the abnormally high freight rates
and charter rates but must. be operated exclusively in the interest of at British
firm until the *'cessation of the present war" at charter hire little if any In
excess of the operating costs which must be borne by the owner, render the
owner's interest in her of a highly speculative and doubtful value.
'

*

*

*

*

*

,

,:

:

*

In view of the conditions existing on February 3. 1917. it may well be
doubted if the claimant could have realized on the llousatonlc, encunmhiered with
her charter, any substantial.amount. Doubtless there were in America and in
other countries many adventurers willing to take great risks for the chance of
reaping large rewards.
But all such as a rule confined their activities to
garnering war profits where large and quick returns were promised; they
were not interested in tying up their cash resources without any return during
the war, where the afterwar profits were at best uncertain and highly
speculative.

In dealing generally with ship values and charter values the umpire
in the decision designated "Administrative Decision No. VII-A"
held:

I1
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The comuiission has had procured and laid before it much data dealing with
the relative demand and supply of ships; charts purporting to reflect the
market prices of vessels with the fluctuations in those prices graphically expressed; and tabulated statements of actual sales of hot toms made during
periods prior to, throughout, and subsequent to the World War, compiled from
evidence filed in numerous cases before the commission. From these it is
possible to evolve a fairly accurate composit of tonnage values at any particular
time during the war period. But at best this presents merely a composite
picture, a general average, and while helpful as a general guide it can not
safely be used as a standard of measurement without making particular
adjustments for the actual conditions which obtained in each particular case.
Ships are In a sense living things, created to move and to carry, not to be
consumed. Food and fuel may be measured on a unit of value per ton, but a
ship's value must be measured according to her ability to perform-to carry
safely in volume with dispatch and economy.
There are many factors which must be taken into account in arriving at
the fair market value of any vessel at any lartivular time and place. aul

the we:ghted value of each factor varies, of course, from time to time as
tihe conditions change. Thie is especially true with respect to the abnormal
amd kaleidoscopic conditions created by the World War. as a result of which
the trade in whi(dlia vessel was engaged, or the particular seas to which her
use was restrcte(, or her nationality (as affecting the extent of her exposure
to regulation, requisition, or destruction), considered In connection with the
law s of the nation to whic b site was subject. may, singly or together, have
had an lnfluemc. more or less controlling in determining her market value.
although in normal times they would have been much less important. Nornmally the cost of a vessel, her age and physical condition, and the cost of
replacement are Inqmortant actors in arriving at her market value. Some
of the shipping experts whose testimony has beein presented to the (oimmissa 'mngo so fas as to declare that during the wavr period those factors were

11

p
'00,

without influence in determining the value of a ship. which was measured

solely byi her availability for use. While the evidence before the commission
of actual sales made and of charters actually entered into, involving bottoms
of varying jges and classes. does not justify those extreme statements,
mevrtheless" there were timcs during the war period when the demands for
to.
mge 841 far exceeded tbe available supply, and those
demands were so
imperative. that factors normally (ontrolling were so far outweighed by the consideration of availability for use as to become comparatively insignificant.
But even that condition was not constant. and conditions existing at the
a artiular time must be looked
to in determining the relative importance of
ithe various el m'nts obtaining in each ease.
Speaking g( rally. the factors which must be taken into account during
the war period in fixing the value of the whole ship Including all estates
therein are avai!abllity for use. cargo capacity, nationality of registry and
of ownership. nationality of charterer. (lass, original and reproduction costs.
seed, age. draft, and adaptability for particular trades.
The nationality of registry and of ownership and the charterer's nationality
are important in determining generally the degree of eXposure to requisition
indti regulation both as to use and rates. For example, it will be recalled
that Great Britain did not hesitate to assert and to exercise jurisdiction for
the purpose, of requisitioning ships of British registry operating even outside
of 1British waters while under charter to Americants during American neutrality.
It will also be recalled that the far-reaching regulations applied by the
allied powers. and later by the United States after it had entered the war.
affected not only the tonnage of the nation issuing them but indirectly, to
a great extent, neutral tonnage as well. Witness the British regulation of
January 12. 1917. forbidding the chartering of any vessel of over 1,000 tons
deadweight cargo capacity to or from an allied port, except with the license
of the bNard of trade; the later rculation of March. 1917, forbidding the
purchae or sale in England of any foreign vessel; the regulation of chartering and of charter rates on vessels of both American and foreign registry
by the United States Shipping Board; the arrangement devised by Great
130tain. somnetinmcs referred to as the "bunker pressure," made possible by
the nevd of Norway. Sweden. and Denmark for British coal, whereby those
Scandinavian countries provided for the chartering or requisitioning at reduced
rates of certain tonnage of their nationals to the allied powers in eonsideration of the latter's arranging to deliver them coal and other supplies: the
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requisitioning by the allied powers and by the United States of Dutch tonnage;
and the agreement entered into between the United States and Japan in
March. 1918. whereby tie latter nation undertook to furnish the former with
150.000 dead-weight tols of steam shipping for war-zone trade In exchange

for steel to be n5sed prinipa!!y in shipbuilding.

The influence exerted by the

interailled ship control over tonnage values. chartering, and charter rates.
even as applied to neutral vessels While indirect, was substantial, but it

varied from time to time; ond this influence at any particular moment must

the value of a vessel or the value of a charter
be considered in deterninnii
thereof at that tin.
While it is true that vessels of neutrals and vessels of some belligerents were
less subject to thes, restritimis than those of other belligerents, nevertheless

it is a mistake to assmune, ws several of the shipping experts have assumed in
their testimony before this e4miIision. that neutral bottoms were throughout
the period of the war free front all restrictions and hence that American

charters on such vesels must ie valued accordingly.

We are not here con-

cerned with any question of the right of a particular government to enforce
restrictions and regulations without conilwilsatIon. but only with the fact of
their existence and enforcement and the effect which they actually had00'on the
market value of the vessel, at the tinie of destruction.

In the same opinion the empire held in substance that by the law
of averages the risk of loss of a vessel as it then appeared at any
given time can be approximated by the application of the war-risk
insurance rates which were then in effect and applicable to the
particular trade in which the ship was at that time engaged, taking
into account the safe margin allowed by the insurers."
The CH IIVIAx. 'The staime as in the case of life insurance on a
mnan~
Mr. P.%RKtat. Yes: and it can be determined with reasomiable accuracy. The United States Veterans' Bureau had fixed rates; the
British Government had rates for war-risk insurance, so that one
could tell what the reasonable probabilities were of a given ship
surviving the war.
Sendtor JoNEs of New Mexico. In other words, the owner, in
order to establish a value, had to insure it for the war?
Mr. PARKER. Th1e owner could if he liked carry his own insurance
but in determining the value of a ship the risk of loss was a factor to
be taken into account. Immediate availability for unrestricted u;e
was one of the principal factors determining the value of a, ship
during the war. Thus the steam ship I1ouaton?c to which reference
has been made, which at th.e outbreak of the war in 1914 sought
an American port of iefuge, was of comparatively small value to
her German owner because she was not available for use, and after
she was acquired by the American claimant her value was not greatly
increased because the America claimant in order to use her (American being then neutral) was oinlpelled to charter her to a British
national during the period of the war at a very low charter rate.
The committee hat; requested that I file with it an excerpt from the
minutes of the committee of May 15, 1923, dealing with Germany's
primary liability for debts owing by German nationals to American
nationals. I h've pleasure in so loing. Such excerpts from the
minutes follow:
The German agent, Mr. Karl von Lewinskl, read the following statement,

which the commission directed be spread upon the minutes:
To the Mixed Claims Connlssion, United States and Germany:

In the course of the preliminary proceedings before the Mixed Claims Com-

mission established under the agreement of August 10, 1922, to ascertain Germany's financial obligations, a difference of opinion has arisen with reference

r
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to certain claims, In particular those against private debtors, as to whether
the German Government is directly liable for the same as principal debtor
or whether Germany's liability is restricted to the German property seized
in the United States.
In order that a speedy and amicable adjustment of all claims may be effected
the Government of Germany is desirous of clearing this dispute out of the way.
For this purpose I am authorized by my Government to adopt, and do hereby
adopt, the wider viewpoint asserted on behalf of the United States Government
by the American agent according to which Germany is primarily liable with
respect to all claims and debts coming within the jurisdiction of the Mixed
Claims Commission under the agreement of August 10, 1922.
I am authorized to state that this declaration is made without prejudice to
the-American Government's right under the treaty of August 25, 1921, to have
such claims and debts satisfied from the proceeds of the property of the German Government and German nationals seized by the United States; and that
it is also made subject to the following reservations or conditions:
(a) By the adoption of the broader viewpoint according to which the Ger.
man Government is liable as principal debtor, the German Government Ailnd
the German private debtor, as respondents to the claims brought before the
commission, shall in no wise be prejudiced or restricted in asserting any
rights or defenses with respect to the merits of such claikis or debts not Involving Germany's primary liability as principal debtor, in particular as regards tlw currency and rate of exchange at which such debts are payable.
(b) Germany will not be liable for a private debt if such debt was on
July 31, 1914, already barred by a statute of limitation or if the debtor tit
that time was in a state of bankruptcy or failure or had given formal indication of insolvency.
(c) The claims based upon private debts shall be directed against the Government of Germany and the German private debtor jointly.
(d) Upon a claim based on such debt being entered upon the commission's
docket by the United States, Germany shall within 45 days from the date of
such docketing (subject to extension of time by order of the commission.
give notice thereof to such German national and require such national to
furnish Germany with all necessary information and data for its proper defense. if any. Such claims may be called for submission by the commission
at any time not less than 90 days after their pocketing. subject to an extension of time for submission by order of the commission on the application of either party.
(e) Each award In claims where private debtors are included shouhi state
the portion thereof for which the German private debtor is also obligated.
KARL voN LEWINsKt,

German Agent.
Thereupon the
statement, which
*"The foregoing
call agent subject

American agent. Mr. Robert C. Morris. read the following
the commission directed be spread upon the minutes:
declaration of the German agent is received by the Amerlto the reservations and conditions mentioned.
." RopERT C. MoRRIs,
"'American Agent."

It will be noted that Germany had contended that with respect to
private debts owing by German nationals to American nationals
"Germany's liability is restricted to the G'erman property seized in
the United States" but that in order to settle the controversy
Germany admitted primary liability "with respect to all claims and
debts coming within the jurisdiction of the Mixed Claims Commission under the agreement of August 10, 1922." By this admission
Germany waived her contention that she was not'primarily liable
for "neutrality claims" and

"

debts " falling within the terms of

the treaty of Berlin and that the satisfaction of such claims was
restricted to the German property seized within the United States.
It will be borne in mind that in order to provide for the payment
of debts owing to American nationals by German nationals without
adopting a clearing-office system and also to provide for the pay-
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ment of claims of American nationals arising during the period of
American neutrality, paragraph 4 of the annex to Section IV of
Part X was, largely on the suggestion and insistence of the American
representatives, written into the treaty. The provisions of this paragraph in terms simply authorized the United States to charge the
proceeds of German property, rights, and interests and the cash
assets of German nationals received by it with the payment of the
enumerated claims of American nationals. But it will be noted that
by the treaty terms Germany has not only agreed that the assets
of her nationals held by the United States may be applied to the
payment of the debts mentioned, but has expressly undertaken to
compensate her nationals for their property so applied. Paragraph
(i) of article 297 of the treaty provides that "'Germany undertakes
to compensate her nationals in respect of the sale or retention of their
property, rights, or interests in allied or associated States." In the
last analysis these provisions, read together, amount to an indirect
method on Germany's part of undertaking to pay these claims of
American nationals which by virtue of such undertaking become
liabilities of Germany. It was this viewpoint, asserted by the American Government, through the American agent, which Germany,
through the German agent, adopted as set forth in the minutes of the
commission above set out.
CLAIMS OF AMERICAN,% NATIONALS AGAINST GERMANY INVOLVING DEBTS,
BANK DEPOSITS, AN D/OR BONDS, FALLING UNDER PART X OF Ti"rle TREATY
OF VERSAILLES AS CARRIED INTO THE TREATY OF BERLIN.

I also have pleasure in complying with the request of the committee and filin herewith certified copies of excerpts of the meetings of
the commission of (a) February 25, 1925, (b) March 25, 1925, and
(c) May 7, 1925, all dealing with claims of American nationals
against Germany involving debts, bank deposits, and/or bonds.
These records, which should be read together, follow:
[From the meeting of February 25, 10251

The American agent, Mr. Robert W. Bonynge, announced that he was in
proposition submitted by the German agent, Mr. Karl von
Lewinski, on behalf of the Government of Germany covering a general basis

receipt of a

for the settlement of claims before the commission involving mark bank
balances and private debts owing in marks. This proposition reads as follows:
BERLIN, GtERMAY, Angwrt 19, 1924.
Hon. ROBF.T W. BONYNGO,
.iUont of the United Sqtates
Before lhe .Iixud (lahiii Cong@i.v.ion,
United State8 and Germaity,

Washington, D. 0.
Sm: Reference is made to the class of claims against the government of
Germany included in the list of claims that have been notified to the commission and to the German agent that embrace (1)

the mark balances carried in

German banks in favor of American nationals, and (2) private debts owing in
marks from German nationals to American nationals, with respect to which
two classes of claims the principal sum involved has not been paid over to

the German Treuhander in accordance with exceptional war legislation enacted
by the government of Germany.
As I understand your position In regard to claims of these two classes, It is,
briefly, that the American claimant under the treaty of Berlin is entitled to

I
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recover the principal sum involved at the pre-war rate of exchange. together
with interest thereon, as you contend. is provided for in the treaty.
As you know, the position of my Government in respect to claims of this
particular class may, I believe, be stated briefly as follows:
The American claimant is only entitled to a recovery other than In marks in
those cases where the principal sum Involved was affected by the exceptional
war legislation. In such eases recovery may be had based on the difference
between the value of the mark as of the date affected and the value as of the
date of the repeal of the exceptional war legislation. Interest on this principal
sum should alqo, according to the contention of my Government. be suspended
during the period that the United States was at war with the Government of
Geymany.
As it will. in my opinlo. unluestionably lie of material advantage to both
Governments to arrange for a settlement of the many difficult and Intricate
questions involved. I have the honor to subynit. with the approval of my Govern.
meant, a proposition in the nature of a compromise- covering a general settlement of the principles governing these particular claims. This proposition, my
Government feels, should lie submitted in order that an amicable adjustment
may be reached that will lie fair. Just, and equitable to the two Governments
and their nationals concerned, and that a speedy adjustment of the differences
may be bad.
With respect to mark bank balances. I am authorized to say that I will
consent to an award being entered whereby the American claimant may recover
such balances on the basis of one mark equals 16 cents; the balances in general
in such claims to be stated as of April 6, 1917, or as near such date as may
be convenient and practlcable. the bah!nee as of the date stated to be increased
or diminished by appropriate, credits or debits arising out of changes in the
account during the period of belligerency as defined in the commission's administrative decision No. I. The balance as thus stated to bear interest at the
rate of 5 per cent from January 1, 1920. until date of payment.
I am also authorized to say that a settlement of the mark debts owing front
German nationals to American matlonals will IK, made onl the sine general
basis, namely. that an awi'd maly ibe entered whereby the prinilmal mark sum
involved will Ib, valued on the basis of one mark equals 16 cents. Where the
debt became due and owing prior to April 6, 1917. such debt to be stated as of
April 6. 1917. in(.luding interest thereon at the rate agreed upon between the
parties, or. in the event of no express agreement, then at the rate provided
for in acErdance with eusitoni and practice in good business dealings.

4

Where

the debt fell due during the period of belligerency as defined tit administrative
decision No. I, then the debt to be stated as of its due date. The awards thus
arrived at are to bear interest at the rate of 5 per cent from January 1, 1920,
until paid.
It will he understood that this offer of compromise does not embrace claims
involving bank deposits or private debts that may have been satisfied under
he legislation of the Govertintent of Germany by the German national paying
the amounts involved directly to the Treuhander. In all such cases an award
may he entered whereby ret'overy may be had of the amount Involved ol the
basis of one mark equals 17.4 cents, such award to bear Interest at the
rate of 5 per cent from date of payment to tile Treuhander to the date of final
payment of the award ly the Government of (lermany.
This offer of compromise is submitted with the understanding that as a
condition precedent to an award it favor of the United States on lwhalf of
one of its nationals. such national is to Ie required by the Government of the
United States to execute a formal ,waiver of any rights he may consider he
has to proceed directly against the German nationfil involved in the courts
of either Government or under the provisions of the trading with the enemy
act, approved October 0. 1917. and the amendments thereto.
It is my further understanding in case this offer of compronse is accepted
by the Government of the United States that tihe awards In each case are to
be made by the Mixed Claims Commission, United States and Germany, against
the Govermnent of Germany, such awards, however, to set out in appropriate
detail the facts in relation to the debt betWeen the nationals involved, including the amount thereof in marks. and the due date arrived at in the manner
above outlined.
It will, of course, be understood that In submitting this offer of compromise
I reserve the right to make whatever defenses may ibe appropriate in any
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particular claim, other than such defenses as may involve the question of the
rate of exchange or interest.
In submitting this offer of compromLse my Government desires It to be
understood that the offer in no way whatsoever Is to be taken as affecting
in any manner the question of the liability of the lartlcular German national
involved to the German Government.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
KAaL VON LEWINSKI,
German Agent.
The American agent inforined the commission that lie had submitted this
proposition to the honorable the Secretary of State for his consideration with
the request that appropriate instructions be issued to hiin in relation to its
acceptance on the part of the United States.
A question having arisen as to the proper interpretation to be placed on the
particular paragraiph of the proposition relating to the execution by the claimant of a waiver of rights to proceed against the German national in a forum
other than the commission, the German agent on February 16, 1925, submitted to the American agent the following Interpretation to be iaced on this
particular paragraph of the proposition:
WASIHINOTON,

]D. 0..

February 16, 1925.
Hon. RoBET W. IIONYNGE,
Agent of the United States MI.red Claims Commi&dion,
United States and Germany.
AlY DEAR Ma. BONY"NGE: Confirming our conference of to-day I beg to advise
you that I approve of the following interpretation of my proposition of
August 19. 1924:
First. In case the particular claimant is the holder of a lien. or liens, the
proposition is to be interpreted so as not to interfere with the claimant maintaining and prosecuting any lien he may have based on the possession prior
to October 0, 1917, of assets of the German debtor involving property within the
United States, title to which is alleged to be itthe particular German debtor,
or has been seized under the trading with the enemy act of October 6, 1917,
or amendments thereto, as property of such debtor. Al award may be made
at the rate provided for in the proposition of August: 19, 1924, subject to the
condition.incorporated litmid forming a part of the award that any funds
recovered by the lien holder on account of such lien, or liens, be deducted from
the amount awarded.
Second. With respect to a claimant other than a lien holder, as hereinbefore
mentioned, who has heretofore brought suit for the recovery of a mark bank
balance, or a debt owing in marks. if such claimant does not make an election
on or before December 1. 19'5. or such later date as nty be fixed by you,
either to proceed before the Mixed Claims Commission or to continue with the
suit, then an award may be entered by the commission at the rate provided
for in the proposition of August 19, 1924, subject. however, to the condition
subsequent to be incorporated in and form a part of the award that such
award shall be ineffective for any purpose whatsoever should the clatmant
proceed to enforce any judgment he may obtain litthe court proceedings.
Third. The waiver, hereinabove referred to, does not in any sense involve a
waiver of the general charge on the privately owned enemy property provided
for by the treaty of Berlin in favor of the United States for the satisfaction of
claims against the Government of Germany as enumerated In the joint resolution of the Congress of July 2, 1921.
Yours very truly,
KAnL VON LEwINsa,
German Agent.
The American agent further informed the commission that, in accordance
with authority received from the honorable the Secretary of State, he is now
authorized to accept and does accept on the part of the United States of
America the foregoing proposition subject to the interpretation placed thereon
by the German agent, as above st out.
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(From the meeting of March 25. 19251

The umpire announced the following order of the commission:
By the CoMMtIssIoN:
Whereas the commission is now called upon to deal with that certain category of claims based on mark balances in German banks due American
nationals, and/or private debts owing in marks from German nationals to
American nationals, and
Whereas the American ald German agents have submitted for the consideration of the commission correspondence passing between them with respect to
sold category of claims, which correspondence is fully set out in the minutes
of'the meeting of this commission of February 25, 1925, at pages 410-416
inclusive;
Now, after fully hearing the American and German agents, and after full
examination and consideration of the questions presented and the provisions
of the treaty of Berlin applicable thereto, it is
Ordered (1) That the basis set forth in the aforementioned correspondence
for computing the amount of the awards to be made by this commission in
claims submitted to it falling within the terms of the treaty of Berlin of August
25, 1921, and within the aforementioned category be. and the same is hereby,
adopted and will be applied by this commission in determining the amount, if
any, to be awarded In such claims.
(2) Upon tile submission of each claim falling within such category there
shall be presented, by the American agent, a waiver. in writing, in the formu
approved by tile commission, executed by the claimant in triplicate originals,
one of which shall be placed iln the commission records pertaining to that particular claim, one delivered to the German agent, and one retained by the
American agent.
(3) Every appropriate defense to each claim of Hil(] category may be Interposed by tMe German agent anti answered by tile Anerieail agent and will
receive due consideration by tile commission.
(4) This order, in so far as applicable, will control the preparation, presentation, anti decision of 1ll claims submitted to the commission falling within Its
scope, and whenever either agent is of the opinion that the peculiar facts of
any case take it out of the rules here announced, such facts, with the differentfation believed to exist, will be called to the attention of the commission in
the presentation of that case.
(rrom mre-,ting of Mny 7. 19251
The umpire joined with the two national (.oMn1nlissioer
following order of the commission:
By the CoMMissiox:

ott',lhl
1i llot11

tike

Whereas the commission is now called upon to desl with claims Involving
debts, bank deposits. and/or bonds falling under Part X of the treaty of Versallies as carried into the treaty of Berlin; and
Whereas the commission (1id4,on March 25. 1925, etter an order in relations
to certain of such claims:
Now, therefore. after fully hearing the American and the Gernan agents. it is
Ordered, That i t determining the financial obligations of (lerlany arising
under the treaty (of Berlin with respect to all such claims till following rules
shall govern:
1. In order to establish liability on a claim based on a debt or bank balance.
owing In marks from a German national or from the German Government. at
the rate of 16 cents to tile mark the claim must have been Inpressed with
If.
American nationality continuously front April 6, 1917, to July 2. 19121.
however, the claim became imlressed with American nttionality by the tmituralization of the claimant or otherwise through operation of law after April
6, 1917, but before July 2, 1921, and remained to that date Impressed with
American nationality,. the American natioml will be entitled to recover his
mark debt or mark bank balance at the rate of exchange existing at the time
the claim became thus impressed with American nationality, not exceeding,
however, 16 cents to the mark.
2. In all cases covered by paragraph 1 above, the residence of the American
creditor as claimant must lie established in the territory of the United States
and the residence of tile Glerman debtor in German territory as it existed 01)
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July 2, 1921, at some time between April 0, 1917, and July 2, 1921, both Inclusive, and also in so far as concerns debts at some time after the debt became
due.
3. No pecuniary obligittiontif the German Government for debts or bank
balances as suc attaches to debts or bank balances that by direct action of

the parties have been actually'satisfied. In all cases, however, in which Germany is ndt obligated for the debt or bank balance as such, the claimant will
be entitled to an award for such (lamitges as he may establish he sustained
as the direct result of the application of an exceptional war measure to a
debt or bank balance.
4. In all cases 4f obligations satisfied by payment to the Treuhaender, the
clah must have ien impressed with American nationality tit the time of
such payment. but It will not be necessary to establish that the claimant had
a residence inthe Uilted States. If, however, the claim became impressed
with American nalinlity by tle naturalization of the claimant, or otherwise
through operation of law. after the date of payment to the Treuhuender
but before July 2. 1921. and was continuously to that date impressed with
American nationality., the American national will be entitled to recover tile
amount involved at the rate of exchange as provided for in the last sentence
of paragraph 1.
5. In all cases of payment directly to the Treuhaeuder II satisfaction of
obligations for money due. by way of dvide(nds, interest, or other periodical
payments, interest thereon shall be allowed from December 11, 1921, at the
rate of 5 1per cent per annual until Pld.
0. German public
bonds
, including treasury notes, which became payable
on or before July 2, 1921. to American nationals wheresoever residing, find
which bonds or notes were inlpressed with American nationality as provided
in paragraph I hereof, will be treated in the same way as debts are treated
which are covered by the order of the commission of March 25, 1925, provided
that the bonds or notes are produced and filed with the commission. Appropriate provision may. however, be made for cases in which it is established by competent evidence that the bond or notes is lost or destroyed.
7. Interest on German public bonds, including treasury notes, which became
due and payable, on or before July 2, 1921, to American nationals wheresoever residing, and which bonds or notes were impressed with American nationallty, is provided in paragraph 1 hereof, will be treated in the same way
its debts itre treated will(h ire covered by the order of the commission of
March 25. 1925. provided that the couipons, if any, tire produced nilid tiled
with the commission. Appropriate provision may. however, be made for cases
in which it is established by comiptent evidence that such coupolls have been

lost or destroyed. The fact that coulns have not been presented to the
debtor will ntot constitute a defense.
8. Ii all claims for debts or bank balances payable In other than German
currency. the rules with resi(.! 'to the nationality of the claims aiid tile resldence of thl partl cs as set forth in paragraplhs 1 and 2 hereof, shall apply.
In all

lailnls baxed onl Gerian public bonds, including treasury notes, and/or

oin Interest (in such Ni.nds or Illowts the iules with respect to tle nationality
of such plains as set forth l itparagraphl
I hereof shall apply.
9. i all debt or bank balate cases involving oitler than German or Ulited
States eurrenicy Ill,,
tate of excliange slall lie the average cable transfer rate
prevailing Ilitle I nited Stiltes during the monthl i niaihtely preceding
April (. 1917. If. however, the aihn became illpressed with Amerhiscn nationallty by the nituraliza tion of the clainant or otirwise through operation of

law after April 0. 1917. but before July 2. Ifl11, land remained to that date
impressed with Ainerlcan nationality, tile Amerlcan national will in' entitled to
recover such debt il' bank balance it the rate of exchange existing tittie tine

the clain beenale thus inpressed with Americin nationality.
10. Bonds as stih are not to be, regarded as cash assets within the ineaning
of the treaty. its the terlls (of the treaty do not warrant a chlin for valorization
of bonds its such.

11. The American owners of ionuds of any kind are entitled to compensation
In respect of danage inflihted upon such bonds in German territory as It existed
on August 1, 1914. by the application either of tle exceptional war measures or
measures of transfer mnentionmed Ill paragraphs 1 and 3 of the amliex to Section
IV of Part X of time Versailles treaty as Incorporated tinthe treaty of Berlin.
12. All American-owned bonds located In Germain territory on November 10,
1917, will be considered as subjected to aniexceptlonal war measure by the
Issuance of tile de('ree of that date.

d

fl
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13. Although all exceptional war measures of Gernmany then in force were
repealed by law on January 11, 1920, at chlimant nevertheless will be entitled
to establish by evidence that his property, rights, and interests were subject
to measures in the nature of exceptional war measures in German territory,
as defined in paragraph 11 hereof, before November 10, 1917. or after January
11, 1920, and in the event that he establishes such fact Germany will be responsible for any damage that the evidence shows he sustained by the application
of such measures.
14. The fact that an ext'eptional war measure was applied to Americanowned bonds is In itself not sufficient to justify t claim for compensation
on account of depreciation in value but the claimant will ie required to
establish by evidence that the damage sustained was the proximate result
thereof.
15. Whether an exceptional war measure was the proximate cause of the
damage will depend on the facts in each particular case. In considering these
facts the following principles will lie observed:
(a) If the claimant took appropriate steps either to sell or exchange the
bonds in Germany and was prevented from accomplishing this by an exceptional war measure, then the exceptional war measure will be regarded as the
count of the depreciation in
proximate caust, of the damage sustained, on
the value of su(h Inds.
(b) The exceptional war measure will Ihe esrllished as the proxinate
cause of the damage sustained on account of the depreciation in the value of
such bonds that may be proven by the evidence in any particular case, if it
appears that from all the facts and circumstances in such case the reasonable
inference to be drawn therefrom is that the claimant would have withdrawn
his bonds from Germany for the purpose of sole or exchange, had le not
been prevented from doing so by such exceptional war measures.
(c) If the owner of the bonds was bound by contract or by the terms of the
bond obligation to leave the bonds in Germany during the period of the war,
the claimant must himself bear the consequence of the depreciation accruing
during the period he was thus bound.
(d) If it appears from the circumstances and the evidence that the person
having possession of the bonds in Germany was obligated to transmit them to
the claimant without demand and did not fulfill this obligation on account
of the war legislation, the principles laid down in administrative decision No.
IV relating to estates will be followed.
The undersigned, joint secretaries of the Mixed Claims Conmission. United
States and Germany, established in mursuance of the agreement between the
two Governments signed at Berlin on August 10. 1922. do hereby certify that
the foregoing, according to its purport, Is a true copy of a record of said
commission.
and affixed
In witness whereof, we have hereunto subscribed our tlnes
the seal of the said commission at Washington this 20th day of January, 1927.
ROBERT I. NEWBY,
[SEAL.]
A mcrican Joint Secretary.
M1AlTIN.
M
NIAX
German Joint Sccretairy.

It is apparent that the commission's order of May 7, 1925, is the
one referred to in the letter from Ferdinand Meyer, of Baltimore, dated January 17. 1927, placed in the record ci ,Janury 20
by Senator Bayard, and also in the letter from Robert H. Fordyce,
chairman of the board of the United States Trust Co., of Paterson,
N. J., dated January 4. 1927, placed in the record by Senator Edge.
If, as stated in these' letters, bonds owned by American claimants
held in Germany. were sequestered by Germany to the damage of
the American claimants it would seem that such claimants on producing evidence in substantiation of their statements would be entifled to awards by the commission against Germany. These letters
quote isolated paragraphs from the commission's s orders set out in
full above. It will be noted that paragraph 11 of the order of May
7, 1925, provides that "The American owners of bonds of any kind
are entitled to compensation in respect of damage inflicted upon such
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bonds in German territory as it existed on August 1, 1914, by the
application either of the exceptional war measures or measures of
transfer mentioned," etc.
It will also be noted that paragraph 12 provides that "All American-owned bonds located in German territory on November 10, 1917,
will be considered as subjected to an exceptional war measure by the
issuance of the decree of that date."
This rule of evidence was promulgated by, the commission in view
of the difficulty of the American bondholder producing proof that
his bonds were subjected to German war measures. This is a liberal
rule favorable to American claimants.
It will also be noted that subdivision (b) of paragraph 15 provides thatThe exceptional war measure will be established its the proximate cause of
the dainge sustained on account of the deprelation in the value of smeh bonds
that
that may bo proven by the evidence in any particular case. ifit apjars
from all the facts fad vircuinlstanlles In such ast- the reasonable inference to

be drawn therefrom Is that the claimant would have withdraivn his bonds
from Germany for the lurpo.se of sale or exchange. had lie uot been preventedl1
frou doing so by such exceptitonal war iiteiure.

This again is a liberal rule of evidence favorable to the American
claimant and justified because of the practical difficulty experienced
by American claimants in proving that war measures were the proximate cause of the damages complained of.
It will be noted that tinder paragraphs 6 and ' of tlhe order of the
commission of May 7. 1925, German public bonds or interest thereon
which became payable on or before the adoption of the congressional
peace resolution of July 2,1921, are treated as debts" of Germany
and provable as such, valorized tit the pre-war rate of exchange.
But obviously bonds which were not payable at the time peace was
restored between the 'nited States and Germanv arte not "debts
within the terms of the treaty. (See par. 10 of the order of May 7,
1925.)
But if such bonds were subjected to exceptional war measures or
measures of transfer by Germiany, then Gernmany mnust make coinpensation to the extent of the (damage sustained by the American
This liability is entirely disnational because of such measures.
tinct from the liability arising tinder the debt provisions of the
treaty and is predicated on the provisions of paragral)h (e) of
article 297 of the tr-eaty which provides that " The nationals of
allied and associated powers shall be entitled to compensation in
res ect of damage or injury inflicted upon their property, rights
or interests, including nay company or association in which they are
interested. in (lernau territory as it existed on August 1, 1914, by
the application either of the exceptional war measures or measures
of transfer," etc. ITUnder this provision and the order of the comninission of May 7, 1925, American owners of bonds in Germany should
have little difficulty in proving their daniages against Gernany if
they in fact sustained damages by reason of German exceptional war
measures.

It seems reasonably apparent that niany of the bond claims men-

tioned in the correspondence above referred to, placed in the record by

Senator Bayard and by Senator Edge, and also those mentioned in the
letter from Mr. Zimmerman. of Zimmerman & Forshay, and men-

.
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tioned in.the letter of November 12, 1926, to Hon. William R. Green,
placed in the record by Senator Bayard, are those which were dealt
with by this commission in its Adlministracive D,.ision No. VIII,
found at pages 347-352 of the printed d(ision and opinions of this
commission. From that opinion it appears that some of the claimants
did not even acquire their bonds until after the signing of the
armistice on November 11. 191S. Some of the others acquired Germian war bonds through the firm of Zimmerman & Forshay during
the period of American neutrality with the understanding'that the
bonds were to be held for the purchaser by Zimmerman & Forshay's
(srmnan correspondent. The purpose was apparent. The principal
market for Gernman war bonds was in Germany, and the records of
this commission indicate that in many cases it was believed by the
purchtser that at the conclusion of the war the securities of victoriouns Germany would command a price in excess of that paid by
instances
it was
agreed
the
purchasers.
was
j period
of thethat
war.the Itbonds
remain in In some
-ermany
(uring the
should
therefore provided in the order of May 7, 1925 (subdivision (c) of
paragraph 15), that "If the owner of the bonds was bound by
contract or by the terms of the bond obligation to leave the bonds in
Germany during the period of the war, the claimant must himself
beat the consequence of the depreciation accruing during the period
he was thus bound." In such a case it is apparent that the owner
of G(erman war bonds could not have sustained any damages by
reason of Gjerman exceptional war measures which prevented his
doing what he had contracted to do, namely, to leave his bonds in
(ermany during the period of the war.
It is obviously impossible for the Senate Finance Committee to
try all of these German war-bond cases and equally impossible for
me here to take them up and examine them on their merits. Of one
thing I am certain: All of these claimants who have timely presented
their claims against Germany before the Mixed Claims Commission
can obtain awards against Germany for the full amount to which
they are entitled under the terms of the treaty of Berlin.
It is apparent that Zimmerman & Forshay knew of the agreement
between the Governments of the United States and Germany for the
giving of notice to Germany within six months of all claims to be
asserted before this commission. Their own claims were timely filed
by Zimmerman & Forshay. If those of their customers were not
filed in time, the reason for the failure does not appear.
I also have pleasure, in complying with the request of the committee, to put in the record a statement as follows with respect to
claims of holders of German treasury notes:
ritAsuty NOTES PAYABLE IN TIE UNITED STATES
CLAIMS S OF 11OI-ERs oF (KIERMAN
IN )OLIARS 1'RESENTED OR V) 1i1 PIIESENTED TO TIlE MIXED CLAIMS COMMISSIONN,

'NrrEI) STATES AN) GEEMANY.

(01 The German treasury notos re-ferred to In this memorandum were all
issil by Germany in the United States, payable in the United States and in
dFllars, and nature on April 1, 1917, but were extended for one year from
that date In consi(hralion of the payment of Interest. A typical note and the
Indorstenent thereon follows:

I
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Due on the first tiny of April, 1117.

Series 26. Lit. X. Nr. 157

TREASURY NOTE OF THlE GERMAN EMPIRE

Part of a total of 10,000,000 dollars Issued under authority of
December 24, 1915. (Code of the Empire (of1915., p. 842.)
The holder of this note Is entitled to revive payment on April 1st,
Ini gold coin of
amount of 10000~ dollars (tell thousand dollars)
States of Ailierica. sit the&o~ffice of the Central Trust Company of

New York.

the law of
1917. of the
the U7nited
New York,
(SEAL. I

This note Is exempt from till crtesent. and future German taxes and tiese.
The time for payment of this note after maturity is limited by prescription to
April 1st. 11)47.
This note Is valid only If legalised by thle signature of the ImperIal Germanl
Ambassador tit Witshin.-ton, or by the signature of his authorized rellreseuta.
tive. under the embassy's o111(h)) seal.
BmFnLIN,

JIanuaryi

1e.
916.

flEiciissCJit11ivEN VEIWALT VN0.
I Ilegible]

Registered:

W'ARSHINGTON
GERMAN EMBASSY.
ISSUed : Haln.

KgI.1"Rums.Konvoll
de stoat-4papore
F. BERNSTORLV.
(I1dolesellint I

Ili coniisderaition of the payment to the undersigned holder Elf this nlote
og $600 interest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum from April .1. 1917,' to
April 1. 1918. the receipt whiereof Is hereby acknkowledgedI the PlII.ivilt andc
maturity of this treasury note Is hereby extendedI to April 1. 1918.
[Signal ure.j
APHLn, 26, 19)20.
Paid $323.33 onmit((ouII of Interest dlue onl the within ('ertilicate.
CHANDLER & CO. (11nC).
(2) Awards Ii such cases have beenx made by the (conmissiollitas follows:
1)oeket No. 142. itusch 11. Lombh Optical ('o. Onl Jainuary 20. 1926. Ii the
amourit of $510.00JQ with interest thereon.
1)oeket No. 7459. Alfred V. Lichtenstein and Oscar Ht. Liebitenstein. 'xpe,ti'e.
of file estate of Paul Lich Iuestei. deceased. Ott November .4. 1926. in1 the
amlount of $.5.000 with Interest thereon.
(3) Pc.mmdimg i the Ainerican algency.% are vases listed 4)11the) act-o4)llpfly'ig
shepet which thll- A nrlcan idgent initenlds to present to thet coiiission. in
accordanc(e with the deleisioii of the Supreme Court of the Unlited states
renlllered( Deceiiimt' 14. I')2i. ii the N1echmaniuics Secuirities Corpor-allon vase,
tMe claimants hit i-l 4f these cases were. on .January 14. 19241. paid tile full]
Iillioimt olf the prittelpml of1 the noftes%and4 it furtther sum~l on1 acomiit of HI(crued
Interest.
Onl SImm.h 219. 1926. it second painient wats ide) to eitch clahimant
oil Alecount Elf iir
Iiilitere~st. Thel bahnices (1110 mnd unpaid are Indlicated
Ini the hist colmim Alf tile liveomian~viig statement. The chiant. through
the Anteican agmit. will pir'semt test, cases mind atsk awards furoin the( Mixed
Chhinlis Comlmissionl for the balance due. The( claimants are unable to collect
this balance fram the Alien Property Custodinmn tit tils time bleaulse the
custodian Is not olle to certify that hw has it) Is po~ssessionl fund(s lielomiging
to tho Governmem of Oermatny. A part or1 these amounts could not be
recovered II ill.%e)Wvent ili tle suits against thle Allen Property Custodian
because of it stipullatilonl (Ajlparemtly erroneouisly nmde) that interest should
aibate during the ppeIioe of thbe war.
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List
No.
5208

Dateq of
payuaents

under
Paid
non
t Iao
Judgm
ent
Face on note

Cini'.ant

I

Mechanics & Metals National 'lank
and/or Mechanics Securitios Corporation of New York.

$500,000.00

Jan. 14,1926
I.. .48,362.82
00...
.....
do ........
8,561.39

Mar. 29,1926

556,924.21
5141

August Tfeekscher, New York .........

Total
remaining
unpaid

25,000.00

25, 000.00 Jan. 14,1926
2,418.56 ----- do-.-427.71 Mar. 29,192

178,000.00

178,000.00 , Jan. 14,192;
do.
17,218.66
3,017.37 !Mar. 29,1 2

IO,

575.79

-.

*-o.....

8,028.73

27.846. 27
1106 1lepublic Trading Co., Now York...

...........

198,266.031
&577-3 A. L. (larbat. New York ..............

1, C17.40
5,000.00 Jan. 14, 1926)
------492.40 ....
85.20 1Mar. 29,1926

5,000.00
..............

5029

5,67.60..........

i Ii.A)C. oo Jqn. 14,19W6
3,532.41
1.(1A.38 ;- do....
1.0. 21 Mar. 29,192 J

ll-,00.0

)Anna Thalmann, New York ...........

- -

.....---------

5' 7-'5 iJacob Kaufman, New York ............

10,00. 00

I
,

6244

Mere antilp Trust Co., St. Louis .......

1Equit able

.12,252.59
10,00.00 _Jan. 14,1926
3212.59
w. 19 ...
.. .. -J
171.22, Mar. 29,192611
i 1 1,37.41

............
10516

67,1I63. 97

'I

............

JLO.-o Jan. 14,192 I
32,113.68
9,674.41
10 .000.G0
1,711.91 Mar. 29, 1926
L. I11 ,38f .32
510
Jan. do14,19116
__ 575. 79
48,36(2. 82-0.~
.....
........
1C0,
C,57.
.
(0
c2
1o~.
486c,
50, 000.0

I...do...
I

Trust Co., New York .....

Total ..........................................

8, 561.39

556, 91121

Mar. 29,1920

------------

As I have already stated, the claims of American owners of these
German treasury notes fall within the treaty of Berlin, and when
such claims are properly presented to the commission awards will
be made against Germany on behalf of American claimants for the
full amount of the notes and interest remaining unpaid just as has
already been done in the two cases listed above.
While I an sure that all members of this committee agree that
in all matters falling within the jurisdiction of the Mixed Claims
Conmnission its decisions are final and binding i upon the Governments of both the United States and Germany, and that no department of either Government has the power to disturb such decisions.
nevertheless, in dealing with the broad question of how and when
these awards shall be paid-with which the commission has no concern and with which you must deal-the members of this committee
and other Members of the Senate of the United States have the
right to know what the awards are and how they were arrived at.
Ifthis information is not already before you, I place myself unreservedly at your service to furnish it. If I can to any extent contribute in any way toward the solution of the difficult problems with
which you are called upon to deal, I shall esteem it a privilege to
serve you.
When you and all interested parties come to consider the decisions,
opinions, and awards of the commission you will find that the coin-
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mission has patiently, painstakingly, and industriously discharged
its task with even-handed justice, without regard to rank, station,
or nationality. The traditional American policy of promoting international arbitration can be most effectively sustained and developed
by arbitral tribunals actually functioning in a manner to deserve
and command the respect and confidence of all interested parties.
I hope and venture to believe that you may find the work of the
Mixed Claims Commission has this elfect.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Mr. Chairman, do you plan to
take uji the consideration of the bill this morning in executive
session'.
The CHAIRMWAx. No; not this morning. We are not through yet.
We should like to hear from Mr. Neagle this morning. We have
25 minutes more.
STATEMENT OF PICKENS NEAGLE, SOLICITOR IN THE OFFICE OF
THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL, NAVY DEPARTMENT

The CHAIRMAN. Please give your full name and position to the
reporter.
Mr. NEAGLE. Pickens Neagle; solicitor in the office of the Judge
Advocate General, Navy Department.

Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Mr. Neagle, we have been discussing the organization of the commission to appraise the value 6f
certain ships which were taken over by the Government of the United
States about the time we entered the war. Will you tell us who
constituted that commission, and how it was selected, and, so far
as you know, what it did?
Mr. NEAGLE. A board was'appointed consisting of three officersfour officers, perhaps--a captain, a constructor, an engineer, and a
Supply Corps officer.
Senator JONE S of New Mexico. Will you give their names?

Mr. NEAGLE. I can get them.
Senator JoxEs of New Mexico. I wish you would.
Mr. NEAGLE. Capt. W. A. Gill was president of the board; Naval
Constructor W. B. Robert was a member; Lieut. Commander C. S.
Joyce was a member; and Lieut. Daniel H. Cox was a member.
The joint resolution of May 12, 1917, provided, in section 2:
That the Secretary of the Navy be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
to appoint, subject to the approval of the Presi(ent, a board of survey whose
duty it shall be to ascertain the actual value of the vessel, its equipment,
appurtenanees, ainld al property contained therein at the time of Its taking,
and to make a written report of their findings to the Secretary of the Navy,
who shall preserve such report with the records of his department. These
findings shall be considered as competent evidence in all proceedings on any
claim for compensation.

In accordance with that, the Secretary on the 19th of May appointed the board that is here named, and there was an appointment
of the board with reference to each ship, and the board's report was.
made separately with reference to each ship.
Senator BAYARD. And a detailed report was made in regard to
each ship, sir ?
Mr. NEAGLE. For instance, this is a copy of one of the orders
from the board to appraise enemy vessels to the Secretary of the
Navy, relating to the Adam8tur.m:
28623-27-21

I
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S9,enator JTOYES of New Mexico. That is thle name of the ship?~
Mr. NNE4 mrux Tfhat is the name of the (lermall ship:
Thle Waird1 appointed loy tile Neertary of the 'Navy under date of May 19,
19)17. with the approval of the President, after full alnd careful consideration
of te age alnd llysi('1l cond~itionl of tihe ship) Adoedu~irmI~ ts eqipmlilenlt anid
appurtenances, ait the time of fle~ taking thereof, mnd tll oilher information
aind facits bearing upemin the value thereof, has ascertained and( determined tile
aictuRl value Of 81aid veSsel1, its equipment, appurtenances, aind all property
contained1 therein ait thle time of its takilig. to be $209,Wt.
'This value Is !ompolIsedl of thle following. tezns:
(a) Thie vessel. its equipment andii laplurtenmtes, $2MA.i)
"I do not know whether youl wanlt these figures to go Ii or tiot.
Tile ('IAIRNI14N. Yes.

Mr. Nl:AGLE (reading):
Ili) All other propeirly comlineel therein, including fuel, conlsumabhle supplhies. cargo.

ete., $550..

Total, $209.4150.

Tlhe CHAIRMtAN. It (toes. not give the tonnage of the boat?'

Mr. NVAGILi:. No, Sir'. That is g1iVen ells'ewhere.
Th'le ('IAlItRAN. IVe Caill tfi jt.
Mr. NPIAMIL That is. very easily f11un(i.
Senator Itmlm Of PennilsylvanIii. IDoes it give tile condition of its
mitehinery.
Mr'. NE.AGLH.. This paper' loes not ; but the board had before it
exhc~austiv'e information on that feature, anid that information is in
the possession of the Navy D~epartment, inl the provemdings of thle
board.
Setorui~ BAYAmI). Andi at survey wits made of eavii shlip for the pur.
posOSof Vauai~tioni?
.NI , NI:AGL IP AthI N1111) stj 'llm'teiy,

separ'ately.

andI each sip wvas reported on

The CHfAIlt.5A.N. Ant(i the total iiuiouflt of vahiatioii of tile interned
silipS wits
Mlr. NEAGIJE,. About $33,000,000: about 99 ships.
Senator #JoN.%s of New Mexico. Whio has a copy of Mr. M(Carl's
report here? I should like to have it for reference.
TIhme CHAIRNIAN. I left Illy copy down ill lmy room1. Have you a
list here of tfie rv'sale pricelof thle ships?~
.Ni'. NEAWGt:. Yes, Sir.
fie CHAIRMzAN. Catrry,ing tile 0111011llt. of iIisli-mranee Oil CIICli, aid(,
whereWI stink, the amuiointoof inlsutrance paid ?
Mril. NEAGL1X. No; I have) hot thait before tile.
(A copy of Mr. MceCtir's rep'Jort wits p~laced before Senator Jones of
New Mlexilco.)
TheQ CHAIRMA~N. IoM hamve S'ill1j)ly got tile sale prices
.M11.NEAOLE. 1*'S, sir'.
'(-mator RtEED Of IPeliiisyVili ill. Wha11t have yoil about the( Adamstill

?~

Mrll. NE'A4LE,. In tile calse of th
diiiumits
tile lansat Lille of~ G~erm1any.
it, t llt ti*l
TlW CIRM~u~AN. That is the American name?'
.Mr'. NEMILE. Yels, Sir.
imel~ ('nA11131N. After' taking over tile boat I
Mr. Ni:AOIE. Yes, Sill. Its (deadweight tonnage
its Navy appraisal Inl accordance with this report
The CJ14UltMAN. SOeen tliOtiS11tid tonks?
. N . I Seven tholisald tons; yes, sir.

former owners were,
~le ieAten

wits 7,W00 tolls, and

wits $209,650.
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'The ("IANIAx. That would
Mr. NEAGLE. Yes, sir. Its

be a little less than $301 a ton.
fate is given here. That vessel wats
stink: this (lops not say how or when.
The Shipping Board reports that tit(- iiuotiit spent on re(ond~ition-~
1i191 reQP11ir8 Mnd betterments amounted to $179.189.17.
The CHAIRMAN. And you (10 not know what insinrance wits paid
it?
Mr. NEAGLE. No, sir. That i*s not shown here.
Th 'itCAIR3MAN.I wonder if you could give us a complete list of
these ships, the history of them as you have it on this statement, but
adding to it just where the ships were. Why not put in the voniupon

plete statement ?
Senator~ Joxs of New Mexic'o. I it fls ~t going to (ollI the atttenition of the witness to thle report of the Cofiiptrifflet- General, Mr..
McCarl, which is published in his report to the Senate, andk aj pears
onl poges 64. 41. 66, andl 67.

Thet statement onl oge 64 Stotts the
which thle appraisal was nmdkoe: andI I will ask
to insert in the records tit this point this stailernent, of Mr. McCari,
beginning on poIg(.b 64 of his rejwc't. headed -Stearnships seizedl as
proprtyof eemis." andl then the( following pie lwit
n

('irclllustounees tinde1r

including about (me-haif of page 6S. which is it simnmu'y of his

UHIP

C'E IM AN.

A rec~apituihationi of It?

Senator ,Joxins of New MHexico. Yes.

(T'he( uiatter referred to is as follows:)
STlMAM1411i1 H N~iZ*

AN 1'k40i11TY (IF NNYMIS

Ilk IldditiOln it) the lirolitro taken 4l(I
ve b the Allei P1roiiir
custodlaii,
all enleni3' vessels found In Awleriea atvfers tit or subtI$4wiu4.it to the tidaratio
(if war against (Germuany andi Austria-lluaigary were seiltwil loy the United
States Governuient under Eixecutive orler ofl' upie :to. 19)17, andi subsefitent
Eixecuitive orders. till lssu(I iI lisuaniee to Joint resolution iof Congress apIlrovl'(i May 12, 1917. These vessels were turn4ld over to thie Nitvy, the war
IDepartoent, the I united Mautes Shiiplig lloird. iiiid other (overimient agencies

for use anid (jierationi.

These vessels were41 neVer 1under the control ofi the Alleni 11roixerty etwilouan.
H1oweve~r. they were recorded 411ithei boks 41f Is offlee. With -i view of deteriilug like jiresent status of Such vessels as were14 turned over to 11(- 1e11110i4e
States Shipping Board. Moe~ was set-ed
E in
th11Iait ihosird the, Infrtiiion
reicitive tiWIertO whIichI 1S 44011lll(d III staitein.'t i'o&Ioii g.)Jshowitig Ihle capital
eXieniditui'es Inide by the hii
nd
1111iilit
ielfli/ed fori 811011 vessels. is were
sold(. lost. and14 Insuredl or were clilrt('rei to foreign governments.
nhis stilteInpunt in1dicites that the 1*iiitei States Shiliinig BoaI~rd realli?.d $12.013,712.94

ffir 411)
shipls. (III which ow vI'(ajitalize4d vost for (hlem- patiIcular ships wats
$10.110.1171.14. exclusive oft the cost of fordillary 4~rilWi ag repairs 111id reeoll4atlitliig 111141
not ineluihhia1lg the eXlIenlditiures boy the4 1ited States tbiveraaienr.
I tile liicllsitioll and1( the' 1('conilnbting (if the vessels for tin sport service.
etc.. tII(e (cost of which wats paid fromn file " uitlonwil (efellSe 1,1nd." Fo.ur of
these Shipis. Illlily. (Iilniraed, I'duiz .$igfimund. $lW1hflhlId. 11411t.,gia.
spizi'd inI the harbor tit Crislolial, C~i;aah Ydoli.reoitiil
by the
iian
('m1111
lt the0 4eXIKIIISe 1111di 14W theI 5('ivc4 olf t ie( 1imIiiitailroad Co0.. were
mild1 to Milt (orpoitionl for $187,500) eaii. tit- *1 total ofI $70.000I.
The( i)iiee'ds (of the vessels sold4 by thatlI'fited MSte 1Sh1Ipig Board HEauergeli(e3 Flehet C'orpioration were used for Shipi cozstructioa, repairs. miainiteniance,
operation, j)*yIieIt of chlnis. Me(, as5 provided III tile wierchiaiat iini'e act
and uifeidivieiats thereto, thus reducing thle lippropiiioai reqia'ilets 4)f that
corp~orationl.
As showti by the following statement of vessels taken over by thle Untited
State Shipping Board, the majority was owned by the Jlamnburg-Anieriean
Line and thle North Germnan Lloyd 'Steamiship Co.

&atement of ex-enemy vessds taken over by the United States Shipp Lg Board, showing status of property as of January 2, 1926, including
and cost of seizure -nd reconditioning by the
capitelised cost and proceeds of vessels sold, exclusive of general and administraive expen
Navy
Name of vessel at time of
seizure

Ex-owner

Class

Disposition

S ]Poeeds of
costto .U
Shipping
sale-or
insurShi
g Board
Bo
an
e collected'

I
I
$177,420.75 $1,120,3,20.00
O thers
h----er---- . . . . . . Steel cargo ................. Sink (insured)....................
........
Adamaturm .. t...r...
673,400.00
234,!Y26.70
.....
do ................................ Hamburg-American Line. -Allmanni-ma nn.......
-............
1,235,691.39 .......-- -- ......... -do Passenger and cargo ......... In operation .......................
ka---..
e
Amerik ------99,219.78
322,678.68 Sold ................................
...................-do Steel cargo ..............
Andalusia alusla-----..
1,0309.
54
--............
.....................
To U. S. Navy
o...ed.......... Others ..................... Steel collier .............
Andromeda ..
.130,231.f
102,37541
Sold ...............................
Hamburg-American Line._. Steel cargo ................
--------cidis
Ar
.............
8,833.33
197.66
do .............................
----- Barge ......................
do .....................
Argus ......................
9%,320.00
113,591.20
_
_..do ........----....---.....
......................
do .............................
Stee cargo
----........do .....................
e n ia..........
Armenia
3,S,3.33
1,ft2.22
1 .. do .............................
Barge .................
48,125.00
83,703.38
do .............................
Arnoldus Vinnen ------------- Others ..................... Sailing. .....................
3,833.34
5,324.95
Wood bargend
----.............
do .............................
Hamturg-American Line..
s
r ....-c --............
Aro
114 9 2.76
68,177.19
Passenger and
......................
cargo
do
......................
North German Lloyd .....
Barbarossa ..................
47,
914.58
938:13
142,
Steel cargo
..................
ado p-............................
...... Others ....................
B ochum c h um----------......... ,;..
27,178.
L ld up.........................
..
-do .....................
Hamburg-American Line...
........
m ia.......
Bohemian ... e
Sold
Sd
..............................
.-------------- 237,500.00
Borneo. --------------------- North German Lloyd .------ do.......and ..........
1%950.40
284,418.99
.............
cargo
unk
d o .....
---.................
Hamburg-American Line... Pas anger and
Bu
lgaria.----------95,404.40
-(no insurance)........
Camlil Rickmers------- Others .................... Steel cargo..............Sunk
.
200,000.00
33,212.22
.--Sold
................................
r..........
ndo.er
-----.
.....
.....................
do
Carl Dederichsen--- n.......
4, 597. 86............
Cincinnati ----........Hamburg-American Line... Passenger and cargo.......To United States Navy .............
280,000.00
119,312.74
Sold ................................
Others ..................... Steel cargo ................
........
Clara Menng .........
400,000.00
430,237.92
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
...
.
.....
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
d
o
...
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
..
.
.
....
.
.
.
.
.
.
d
o
..
North German Lloyd .....
........
Coblenz b l en----------57,062.50
44,840.99
--....................
do ..............................
Sailing
Others ................
.........
lek
D al ...............
370, 445. 92
---------------Steel c-..r . ................. Stranded (insured).................
North German Lloyd.
e .........
l----r------Darvel
84,166.66
148,810.18
................................
Sold
---..
de
----------------------Others .....................
o
omshorn
...................
s
539, 328. 34
212,370.08
.........
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . do .......
.do ...........
North German Llbyd .......
462,500.00
240,023.83
...
. .....
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . d o .......
.d o ...........
...............
Others
ge.sslingen
237,884.11 ...............
Burned and sunk ..................
Passenger and cargo........
North German Lloyd.
Friederich der Greas.
38,411.04 ...............
..................... In-operation.do .......................
.....
.-................
do
ton-.......
George Washington
235,000.00
170,352.79
Hamburg-American Line... Steel cargo ................. Sold ................................
e-.......
Gouverneur Jaeschke
I100,000.00
532,890.88
..............................
do
--------and
cargo
Passenger
Lloyd
.....
German
North
Grosser Kururst ..ur.....
17,o500.00
. .....
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---------------d o ...
....
...
.do ---------------------Hamburg-American Line...
Grunewald ewald...............
50,000.00
142,482.18
.... ---------------------do.. -- -.. . . . . . . . .. Laid u p ------.....
.
-...........
r ........
g.... do....b......
Hamburg
143,446.66
220,254.06
Sold
--------------------------------cargo
..................
Steel
.....................
Others
-----........
Harburg
Holsatisk .......
-. ------------ Hamburg.Amerlcan Line...
241,467.90 ...............
ce) ................
....
do ...................... Su nk (no insuran
24,583.34
64,280.61
Others...............---- Sailing .................... Sold ...............................
r
a .........
.......---..
d
Indr
174,600.00
do
..............................
-----------------Steel
cargo
.....
............... ........do ......................
Jo banne
105,539.63............
Laid up ............................
Passenger and cargo.........
Kaiser W ilh elm I I ..........North German Lloyd .....
... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
348,022.90
18,965.52--.................----.do ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sold ...........
------- do ...
K oln ..................
129, 084. 49 ............
..............
.....
do ...................... To War Department
Konig Wilhelm 11 ------------- Hamburg-American Line...
598,158.08 ............
.....
Laid up ............................
do ....................
Kronprinzessin Ceclie ...... North German Lloyd . .....
35,000.00
...
Sold ................................
1,8I65.82
.....
do -----------..........
do ....................
lm........
Kronprinz Wilhelm

I

j

Appraised
value in
1917
$209,650.00
71,700.00
1,588,390.00
100.360-00
153,600.00,
86,940.00
86,150.00
23,6.00. 00
463,710.00
781,300.0O0
246. 400. 00
82,800.00
215, 020.00
417,210.00
44,390.00
1,385,730.00
99,200.00
92,440.00
32,370.00
67,230.00
210,630.00
469,810.00
243,88&00
432,620.00
2,357,300.00
46,700.06
606,350.00
239,300.00
448,930.00
105,660.00
249,900.00
27,910.00
63,170.00
1,178,160.00
184,140.00
100.00
1,719,
765, 960.00O

o

-a
Kurt (dreadnougt) .
.
Others
ai- ---g..
3,006.71 I
80,907.06
d)..................
Longmoon.
..
,Hamb-Aerin
Line.--j Steeldocargo
------g
..-139,532.19 I .tadd.i...
201,937.50
T-yeem oon ---.....----------.---1_..._ _ o ----------------------------.
.......
......
......
Stranded (-insur----------------)
55090.00
Ma deburg ---------------- - Others ---------------------- 226,687.601
.
do ---------------------- Sold
188,585.25
S
43,103.45
(insured)---------------------M .........................
a
..... o.........
do .....................
1
74,494.45 I
143,168.77
Mark ----------------------- I North German Lloyd- -----do .....................
p
------......................
183,323.39
4784125.
-_-do
00
Martha Washington -------- Others --------------Passenger and'cargo-..
31,870.87: -do60,000.00
............................ "
Marudu ---------------------North German Lloyd ....... Steel cargo ...........
-----------.-.250,000.00
do
..................
....
--Matador --------------------Others --------------Sailing .....................
(no insurance) .........
105,72. 48 -.............
Nassovia ---------------------- Hamburg-American Liue_.. Steel cargo ------------------ Stranded
114,186.091
150, 21&54
.....----.......................
Neckar----------------------North German Lloyd ----- Passenger and cargo......... Sold
Laid
UP..................
......
Ockenfels -------------------Others --------------------- I Steel cargo -----------------117,781.70
17.9,666.66
0.. D. Ahiers
d
do
o ---------------------................
251,271.99
516,679.18
Sold o..............................
Ottowa
do ----------------- Sailing ...............
do
.---..............-.......
-....
Sod..............vy..........
Pennsylvania ------------- I Hamburg-American Line._... Passenger and cargo --------•%8,
10238
do..
8, 000. 00
......................
--Pis --------------------------- I -- ddo --------------------Steel cargo................
184,946.43
66,199.36
Pollux ------------------- --- Others --------------------Tug ........................
18,515.59
21,000.00
Pommern -------------------North German Lloyd ----- Steel cargo.............
278,932. 44 ---------------Pongtong ------------------- -do --------------------- ----- do ---------------------313.39
23,000.00
Portonla --------------------Others -------------------------do .
.................
97,579.48
62, 245. 00
President Grant ----------U
Iamburg-American Line .. Passenger and cargo...
To United States Navy (sunk)....
240,024.09
1.............
P; ident Lincoln .------------136,.504L 69 ---------------Sold ...........................
do -------------------------...
do ------------------372,35&.75
Princ Alice ---------------- North German Lloyd ---------- do
MO,
000.00
"...-.-- "
do.
.....................
---Prinz Eitei F ledrich ----------................
do -------------------------800, 0K 00
do ---------------------D o --- ---- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - Ha m bu rg-A me rica n Lin e .-. S te el ca rg o ------------------ do.........................
3,116.11
-... 50, 000. 00
..........
.............
04,20.55
Prinz Joachim ------ --------18510M00O
ddo -----------------Pas;snger and cargo ---- ..- do..
Laid.up......................
Sold
191,870. 37 ------------------.........................Prinz Oskar ------------------ do -------------------------------------o
Prinz Sigismund -----------147, M00
do------------. do.
.................
do.
........
... .....
... -----------.------Prinz Waldemar ---..---Nor German Lloyd ------ Steel cargo
231,117. 95
........
do--......................_.
---445,000. 00
Pri.nes Irene ---------------- ------.
do -Passengers and cargo.
do
........................ . ---..---------.-.
---100,100. 0
Rajah -----------------------------57,242.19 i
110,626.00
do -----------------Steel cargo ................
250,240.50
14,778.07
Rhetia--------------... .---Hamburg-American Lie.__. Passengers and cargo ----- Laid up ......................
"
ehm----------------21,483. 73 :,................
North German Lloyd ------- .--. do ......................
To
War
Department
(snk)..::
Sachsen -------------- ----- Hamburg-American Line .-...... do ....................
Sold ................................
Sachsenwald ---------- --.do -----------------Steel cargo ..................
do ................ ..........
-.--.
Sambia -------------..--do --------293.49C.34
do-................
-----------------do. -.--.....................
--- 40,000.00
Savoia ---------------------------................
187, SM0.00
do --------------------------do......................
Serapis ----------------------121,988.33
Others -------------------------- do ----------------------224,M.0
..........................
-_-do
Setos -----------------------------316.
321.98
do --------------------------- do ......................
215,.190.0
do.....
..............-........
-----.
Staatsaekretar Kraetke ........ Hamburg-American Line... Passengers and cargo ........
61, 885.1]3
300,000. 00
22,101.27
30?,833. 33
Steinbek --------------------- Other---------------- Sailing ....................
do... .... .............
........
-.. 139, 000. M
Suevia. -----------------Hamburg-American Line...- Steelcargo ................
1
2K
8349.
81
do. .......... .........
....
..
-..
Tsintan-------------------155, 341.5 6
North German Lloyd --------- ddo....................
ort.........
.*..............
- 275, 000. 0
Tubingen -----------------do --------------------------- do .....................
157, 175. 79
218,750.00
Vaterland ..----------------Hamburg-American Line... Passengers and cargo ......
6, 241, 62,4 67 ---------------Sold ..........................
W iegand --------------------Others -----------------------------------Steel cargo .........
27.,5M0. 0
Willehad --------------North German Lloyd---------- do ................
193, 072. 27
do -......................
-- 14, 000. 00
332, M7.91 '
9, 70OD.
0
Wittekind ------.
..-------d----------------------Passengers and cargo.
Total -----.
-------------------....
120.J524,W6.5

' 1291371.4

8423&00
31,390.00
112310)00
101,200.00
362,940.00
822,00.00
360,710.0O
9#,970.00
424,320O
252,990.O0
283,66000
30,300.00
408,83.00
84,3f000
518,910.00
76,42D.00
89,100.00
1,248,680.00
1,266,420.00
506780.00
142,400.00
167,130.00
200,150.00
137, 810. 00
100,430.00
503,460.00
64,970.00
253,820.00
397,560. 00
487,700. O0
124,200.00
102,730.00
34,870.00
136,270.00
130,210.00
77,400.00
36,800.0
146,150. 0
45,820.00
13,990.00
7,020,260.00
26,560.00
89,100.00
112,130.00
33,9530, 71&. 0
3,3,71 8.0
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SUMMARY
Number of vessels
$tatus

Hm,;ra
-

North I Other
erman corn-

old ..................--------gold
Lost:and repossessed .............
Insured ......................
Uninsured ...................
In
operation
.....................
Ls4d up...........................
Delivered to Navy ...............
Delivered to War Deplament....
Total ......................

parties

Lloyd

ine 8

22
19
1............

1
3

23

35j

27

64

1
2
.......

I
4
4
4"

27

89A

1

2
18
2J..........1

Proceeds of
Cost to United
States Shi pping sales or Insur.
Board
ance
collected
Total

.

. . ......
...

.. .

$10,149.547.02

639, 35.05

080, 5. 89
7,755,761.19
1,174, JO. 09
4.. 421,065.53
376,139.69

Cost to United
States Shipplng

Ex-owner

$9,335, 453.91
142,482.18

20,524, 0W.53

Proceeds of

sale or insurance collected

2,714,165.92
.....

...

o......

12,913,71Z 94

Appraised

iValue

in 1917

-1

Hamburg-American Line ..............................
North German Lloyd ----------......................
Others .............................................

A$13,155,935.85
4,556,690.02
2,812,040,66
20,524,660.53

$3,620, 755. 31
4,527,522.54
4,759,435.09

$17,548,410.00
11,104,090.00
4.878,218.00

12,913,712.94

33,530,718.00

'Includes the Vaterlvi (Leviathan), on which $6,241,024.67 expenditures have been capitalized and
which is in operation at present.

The CHAIRMiZAN. " Cost to United States Shipping Board, $177,420.75." That is expenditures for reconditioning.
Mr. NEAGLE. Is that the Adanatuma?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Is that correct?
Mr. NEAGLE. This says $179,189.
The CHAIRMAN. It says here. "$177,420.75.
Now, the proceeds of sale or insurance collected was $1,120,320.
The appraised value in 1917 was $209,650; so we made considerable
money on that boat.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes; and apparently it is about
the only one we did make any money out of.
The CHAIMAN. Oh, no, Senator. Some of themSenator JONES of New Mexico. Just follow through the list, and
you will find that we did not make any money..
The CHAIRMAN. You mean as a total?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
The CHAIRMAI. I have not looked that up; but there are some of
them-well, this is about as extreme a case as there is.
Senator jONES of New Mexico. First, I should like to ask with regard to this appraisement here. If the witness will turn to the
McCarl report, he will see that some of these vessels were not appraised, according to this report; and I should like to know if you
have examined this report?
Mr. NEAGLE. I have not observed this report at all.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. In the first place, there are three
barges here which apparently were not appraised by the commission;
at any rate, no amount of appraisal is put in this report.
Mr. NEAOLE. I do not know how they were gotten possession of.
Were they seized under that?
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Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. This is all I know about them.
Mr. NEAGLE. I mean, does it show that they are?.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Yes; and you will notice that in
the last column there is a list of the amounts of the various appraisals, and there are a few blanks in the righthand column. the
rthest column.
Mr. NEAGLE. "1Burned and sunk "-that does not show when.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. The farthest column.
Mr. NEAGLE. I have that, sir.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. No; I think you are pointing to
the middle column.
Mr. NFAGLE. "A praised value in 1917?"
Senator Jo4Es of New Mexico. Yes, sir; appraised value. You
will see that there are three blanks there. Those vessels have no
appraised value set opposite them by Mr. McCarl in his report.
Mr. NEAGLE. That vessel was sold. The sale price was $3,833.33.
The CHAIRMAz. That is what that report says.
Mr. NEAGLE. The amount of reconditioning is twenty-six thousand
and something. The Navy appraisal is blank.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. That is what I wanted to get at.
Mr. NEAGLE. Yes. Now, why that is, I can not say.
Senator JoNrEs of New Mexico. I see. If you will follow down that
righthand column, at the bottom of the first page you will see the
Knraprinz Wilhelm, a North German Lloyd steamer. It was reconditioned, according to this report, at a cost of $1,865.82, and the
receipts upon the sale of it were $35,000, but no appraisal.
Mr. NEAGLE. The expenditure shown here is $5,166 in the Shipping
Board's report.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I think probably I had better explain that Mr. McCarl, in his report here, states that the expenditures
by the. Shipping Board, as stated in this report, constitute only
capital expenditures, and not disbursements for any purpose which
would not be considered a capital expenditure, or, in other words, an
improvement of the vessel, as I interpret it; and there may have
been other expenditures in connection with the ship but not included
in Mr. McCarl's figures.
The CHAIRMAN. If you have a copy of this that you could leave
with me, I will put it here, and then, with two, we can find outi
something about it.
Mr. NFAGLE. This was gotten for the purpose.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Then farther down on the second
page is another tug which was not appraised, and then comes a ship.
the Pinz E tel F'Aedrich, belonging to the North German Lloyd
Co., as to which the proceeds received by the Shipping Board were
$800,000. That ship does not appear to have been appraised by the
Shipping Board, north any expenditures by the Shipping Board in
putting it in condition, but there are receipts there of $800,000 on
account of that ship.
The CHAIRMAN. What does this show?
Mr. NEAGLE. The Pinz Eitel Frikd'iok is North German Lloyd
owned; amount claimed, naval appraisal, $142,400.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. That is the Prnz Eitel F2iedrieh
of the Hambrug-American Line that you are reading there.
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Mr. NEAGLE. This is the North German Lloyd vessel. The other
one is the Prinz h'itel Frkedrkio of the Hamburg-American Line.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I am speaking with reference to
the Prinz Eitel Friedrichowned by tile North German Lloyd Line.
Mr. NEAGLE. That was valued by the naval board at $142,400.
The CHAIRMAN. But the Navy board-it does not say what it is,
here.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Mr. McCarl does not have that in
his table, at all.
Mr. NEAGLE. There are two Piinz Eitel Ftiedrkcl.
-The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes, I see; there are two of them.
Mr. NEAGLE. One is the Prinz kitel Friedric of the HamburgAmerican Line. That was not appraised.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Oh. the Hamburg-American Line
vessel was not appraised?
Mr. NEAGLE. It was not appraised.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Then the appraisal hereMr. NEAOLE. But that vessel was sold for $60,000.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Then the appraisal put down in
thisMr.
NEAGLE. That fits the other ship.
Senator
JONES of New Mexico. It is for the other ship.
The CHAIRMAN. They got it, then; the wrong way around?
Mr. NEAGLE. They got it the wrong way around.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes; I see. Now, on that one that
was sold for $60,000, what were the expenditures by the Shipping
BoardI
Mr. NEAGLE. On the North German Lloyd vessel, $321; on the
other, $904,131.
TheCHAIRMAN. They have $372,116.11.
Mr. NioLE. As I understand, this information here is the same as
given to the Comptroller General. How they came to change it, I
do not know.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I am sure I do not.
Mr. NEAGLE. The fact that these vessels were not appraised by the
Navy board is probably accounted for by the fact that they were not
in some American port at the time. I do not know where they were
interned when the board took them, but they were seized somewhere;
so the board, it seems to me, should have had a chance at them.
The CHAIRMAN. Were those that were in the Philippines appraised?
Mr. NEAGLE. For instance, take the Seeretary/of State Soil. That
was in Samoa, and was not appraised. That was a gunboat. That
was not appraised by the board. That is because it was not in the
United States. Now, that P)inz Eitel Friedhel may have been in
some port not an American port.
The CHAIRMAN. We had some in the Philippine Islands, and I was
wondering whether you appraised them there.
Mr. NEA GJE. No; this board did not appraise them there, as I
understand. That may account for the lack of appraisal.
The CHAIRMAN.
Did you appraise the ones that were at Honolulu?
Mr. NEAGLE. Which one was that?
The CHAIRMAN.

There was more than one.
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Mr. NEAGLE. I can get the information on that for the committee
and furnish it very easily, showing why they were not appraised.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I think the committe ought to have
a statement of these vessels which were taken over by the Navy and
not appraised; and I wish the witness would check over this list in
Mr. McCarl's report and see what changes have been made. Evidently the expenditures by the Shipping Board are quite different
from the expenditures mentioned in Mr. 'cCarl's report.
Mr. NEAGOE. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I take it that he has in some
manner attempted to fix the amount of such expenditures as should
be charged to capital cost. I judge that from his statement here;
but I wish you would make up a list showing all of those expenditures by the Shipping Board as you have it, and if you can furnish
us some explanation as to why those expenditures have been separated in the McCarl report we should like information on that
subject. In other words, we should like you to check over the McCarl report and let us know what you find.
Now, Mr. Neagle, you say that there is in the custody of the Navy
Department
itemized basis on which this appraisal was made for
each of thesethe
ships?
Mr. NEAGLE. The board has a great many papers and information
concerning the chips; and while I can not say to what extent that
goes, just what the detail is, those papers are available. They are
on file in the department.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Do you happen to have any knowledge, yourself, as to the condition olf those ships at the time they
were seized?
Mr. NEAGLE. No, sir. All the information on that would be in
those papers.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Who of the Shipping Board could
give us information in that respect, in a general way, at least?
Mr. NEAGLE. I think that would come from somebody in the Navy
rather than the Shipping Board, because it was the Navy people
that made the examination of the ship at the time.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Did not the Shipping Board examine the ships themselves?
Mr. NEAGLB. I do not doubt that they did; probably they did;
yes, sir.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I wish you would find out, if you
will, who can give us information on that subject.
Mr. NEAGLE. Somebody who can come here and talk to you
about it?
Senator JoNES of New Mexico. Somebody who can come as a witness and tell the committee about it.
Mr. NEAGLE. Yes, sir; I will find out.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you have him here to-morrow morning at
10 o'clock?
Mr. NEAGLE. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Did you have any part in connection with this board of appraisers, as to its work Did you assist
it in any way?
Mr. NEAGLE. No, sir; not at all.
28623-27-22
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Senator JOXES of New Mexico. How was your connection with

the subject reached?
Mr. NEAGLE. Only because I am in the law office of the department,
and this matter seems to have a sort of legal aspect.
Senator JoWEs of New Mexico. I see.
Mr. NEAoLL. The physical, technical part of it was not done in
the office I am in at all.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Then you would not be able. to
testify from first-hand information as to the factors which entered
into this appraisal, nor the necessity for accepting this appraisal
af this time; would you?
Mr. NEAOL. No, sir; not at all.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Your general impression, however,
as stated by you before the Committee on Ways and Means, if I
recollect it, was that it would be impossible now to get the information from which to make the appraisal?
Mr. NFAGLE:. Hardly so strong as "impossible." It would be difficult, very difficult. The statement I made was based on the idea
that the reasonable, convenient, and reliable way to arrive at that
value would be to take the work done by the people who made the
examination at the time, and had a first-hand view of the ship and
its condition.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think that probably is all that
this witness can tell us; and if you will kindly furnish us the name
of one or more persons who did make an actual investigation of the
condition of the ships, and can tell us what factors entered into this
appraisal, we should like to have it.
Mr. NEAGoz. Captain Gill and one other member of the board have
died since then.
The CHAIRMAN. Then send up one man.
Mr. NEAGLE. They undoubtedly had assistants who worked with
them and I think I can find somebody.
O(Whereupon, at 12 o'clock meridian, the committee adjourned until
to-morrow, Friday, January 21, 1927, at 10 o'clock a. in.).
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FRIDAY,- JANUARY 21, 1927
UNiTED STATES SENATE,
CoMmirrnK O FI ANCE,

]Vashhmgton, D. C.
'he committee met at 10 o'clock a. m. in room .312. Senate Office
Building, pursuant to adjournment. on yesterday, Senator Reed
Smoot presiding.
Present" Senators Smoot (chairman). McLean, Curtis. Reed of
Pennsylvania, Shortridge., Edge, Jones of New Mexico, Gerry, Harrison. Bayard, George, King, and Walsh of Massachusetts.
The CHAIRMAN. If the committee will come to order we will resmine our hearing on the return of tlien property. Captain Robert,
will you kindly give your full name. position. and .ddrems for the
l)Ui'p)OSe of the record i
TESTIMONY OF CAPT. WILLIAM P. ROBERT, CONSTRUCTION
CORPS, UNITED STATES NAVY, ON DUTY IN THE NAVY DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON, D. C.
The CHAITRMAN. Senator Jones. you askel that this witness be
here this morning.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Captain Robert. I understand that
you were connected with the appraisemnt of ships which were taken
over by the United States Government soon after we entered the
WorldlWar.
Captain ROEM. Yes, sir: I was a member of the board of
aplpraisement. appointed by the I1re,,ident in lursulan'e of the joint
resolution of Congress of May 12, 1917.
Senator JoNEs. I wish you would tell us now how that board was
organized. and in a general way the condition of the ships as you
found them, and how the appraisal was made by the board.
Captain ROnERT. In pursuance of the joint resolution of Con.
gess the President appointed a board of five naval officers, at least
one of whom was a reserve officer who had formerly been in the
service and was at that time a shipping man well ti in shipping
matters. particularly in matters of ship building and shiip brokerage.
That man was Mr.'Di). 1I. Cox.
Senator IlAINl so.. Who were the other members of the board?
The CHIRAmMl. That was all put in the record m yesterday.
'
'
Senator IIutIsoN. All right. Never mind. ,
(apt.min lRo:liirI. I hiS boalr-d plo)nl aI)lointilient liOtef-led to study
the precept of the joint, resolution and to establish a general basis
for its work. The question of the value of ships at that time, and
particularly following that period. was one rather ,liflicult to aseer327
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taiui. As we fall knom, vessels capable of plouigiig tile high sells
Soon livellii4 extrteieiv scarce anld very 1vahllal1le. 11e. tile efoie fol.
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lection is that we got such data as was available of contract values
for the new ships.
The CI wEMAN. All right, you may go on.
Captain Roni:wr. Having established that eurve, it was a very
simple matter to take the proportion of the value of a ship of any
atge and divide it by the estiniated value of the new ship in order
to get the )ercentage of the value of a ship of a given number of
years of age.
'T0he (',nAU ,I-. In t0her words, you took the average depreciation.
Captain Rouri:r. Yes; the difference between the value of a ship
of it given itmber of years lndlthe value of a new ship. That
would lie the(depreciatel value of the ship under consideration.
The (IHAIRMAN. All right.
Captain
wEir. living established that curve, which we might
call the curve of depreciotion, we then from time to timte inspected
the various ships. 'iere were, I think, something like 90 to 100
of thet. We would go over a ship as thoroughly as we cold in the
time available. 1111(lget a gelerll idea, which necessarily was based
on jidgment. as to Whetlher any laritictilai ship of it known age,

was Q11 to. better than, or worse than what we felt should be tile
c'Oldition of tile average ship of tlt. age.
For. example. if the cn-ve of depreciation wold indicate that
the ship we were inspecting would have 80 per cent of the value
Of a new ship, and we found that particular ship to he materially
better than what tin average ship of that age would be, we would
arbitrarily, in a(cordance with the best judgment we could bring to
bear, ineaIeo. the J)ercentapv value of that particular ship. Or
if that piartiilllar ship it,(r tile appearnce of having been very
poorly cared for, and allowed to run down, we would correspondingly' place the value on that parficular ship below tle value as
determined by the curve of depreciation. But in many cases. doubtless we found, and I do not remember just at the moment how many
cases, but I would say that in a niajority of the cases we found that
ships were practically on the curve, because we were dealing with
a curve of ave,'aes.
Having established by oulr first ciuve tile estimated average vale
of a new ship. and having determined that any ship in question was
worth about such and such percentage of thait value its it whole, we
woull consider the sabotage is alfecting the machinery. If the alachinery Were ( esiinated to represent about 30 per cent of the value
of the ship as a whole front the figure that we had found as the
approximate vaueih of the shil), we would ascertain the value of tile
mnR'hine,'y, and then in a general way estimate as nearly as we could,
first., whether that machinery was in particularly good condition, or
in particularly poor condition, anti add to or subtract froma, as might
be ne(essar3v, the otherwise estimated value of the machinery; and
also subtract tile estimated cost of any repairs made necessary by the
damage (lone by the agents of the shipowner by way of sabotage.
Senator Jo)NEs of New Mexico. wouldd you at this particular point
a(vise the committee of the general condition of those ships that were
seized, and to what extent, they were destroyed? I mean. as far
as they could destroy them without- sinking them.
Captain lom.si-ui. Yes; but iniy I just add one word to mny previous
statemueit first?

L
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JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
Captain ROBERT. In addition to this cost data just described we
ascertained whether the ship had on board any cargo such as coal
stores or any other articles of any unusual value. And, for example,
as in the case of the Vaterland, and possibly a few others there were
elaborate paintings and hangings and furnishings, so that as far as
we could we included in the final figure for each ship the value of
the contents of the ship, in accordance with the joint resolution,
which required that it shall be the duty of the board "to ascertain
the actual value of the vessel, its equipment, appurtenances, and all
property contained therein, at the time of its taking * * *"
I believe the question was asked that I state in general to what
extent the vessels were wrecked by the wanton acts of the crews.
The favorite act appeared to be that of drilling holes into the walls
of the largest cylinder, and using a drift bolt and sledge hammer to
break out sections of the cylinder proper, the idea being that it
would take at any rate a very considerable length of time to cast
new cylinders of the largest size. The wreckage in some cases
extended also to other parts of ships; for instance, some cheap part
might be thrown overboard, but the damage I have just mentioned
seemed to be the favorite one. One would assume that probably itwas done by general consent among those concerned, that that would
be the easiest thing to accomplish a bad wrecking of the ships.

Senat6r

The

CHAIRMAN.

It went directly to the heart of the ship.

Captain ROBERT. It went directly to the motive power.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Make it as plain as you can just
what that act meant. You spoke of cylinders, and of drilling into
cylinders. I wish you would describe ihat a little more particularly
so that the average layman may get the idea.
Captain ROBERT. The cylinders of some ships were very large in
diameter, so large that to cast one would involve not only the making
of a very large pattern but require very intricate work, and would
also require machinery of large capacity.
The CHAIRT-AN. And a considerable length of time.
Captain ROBERT. And a correspondingly long time. We may consider the enormous cylinder as to diameter and length, if we compare
it to this tableSenator JONES of Nlew Mexico (interposing). Indicate that in feet
so that it may show in the record.
Captain ROBERT. Oh, we will say 4 to 6 feet.
Senator McLEAn. By cylinder do you mean what I would consider
the boiler?
Captain ROBERT. No, sir; in general, the main motive power of the
ship. The cylinder is what I mean, inside of which is the reciprocating piston, the cylinder containing the steam.
Senator McLE.t.. I understand now.
Captain ROBERT. If we consider a section of that, say, around the
perimeter of the top. 3 feet, and let us consider a section cut
diagonally this way, 3 feet below that point and let us suppose
that they drilled all the way along that line, hoies close together, and
all the way along this line, to weaken it. and then took a large drift
pin, a pin with the small 'end of it slightly smaller than the drill,
and with the large end much larger, and use that, with which they
could exercise a great deal of force.

.
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Senator McLEAn. It is the same relation to a ship that a cylinder
is in 'an automobile.
Captain ROBERT. Yes, sir. They then took a sledge hammer, or
some other kind of hammer, and hammered it until they cracked it.
Then that cylinder was done for for that ship, was their idea. But
they were not correct in all respects in that matter, because we developed a means of repairing those cylinders in fairly good shape
within a short space of time, casting a piece to correspond to the piece
cut out, cleaning up the holes, and then either welding it in or
repairing it with patch pieces, so that as a matter of fact we got
those ships in service within a comparatively short length of time
afterwards.
Senator McLEAN. You took that into consideration, probably,

when you fixed the value of the ship?
Captain Romrr. Yes, sir.
Seitator McLEAn. The cost of reinstating the ship?
Captain ROBERT. Yes, sir.
The CHAMMAN. You put in a patch covering the whole damaged
part?

Captain ROBERT. Yes, sir; as a rule, that is the way it was done.

Senator McLEAN. In many cases the wrecked part represented a
very large percentage of the value of the ship?
Captain R
-OBERT.-No,
sir; a comparatively small proportion. As
a matter of fact. the value of a ship as we determined it was not very
much reduced by this, because naturally this was of comparatively
small value.
Senator MIcLEAN. There was no exaggeration of that depreciation in your estimate?
Captain ROBERT. No, sir. I believe I have not fully answered your
question, Senator Jones. The joint resolution specified that it should
be the duty of the board to ascertain the actual value of ships etc.,
at the time of their taking. Having in mind that the ships of the
world were beginning to be extremely valuable, we felt that we had
no alternative but to take as a basis for our work the values of ships
that had been sold shortly before. One might say that these ships
when interned had no commercial value, and one might say that
some time after they were put into service they would have very great
value, because ships were being sunk so rapidly that values were
rising very fast.
Senator BAYARD. You took that as their vilue at that time, with
all those conditions affecting them?
Captain ROBERT. As of 1914, the commercial value of ships as

sold.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. As of 1914?

Captain

ROBERT.

Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Why as of 1914?
Captain ROBERT. We had data up to 1914, and that was the begin-

ning of the war. After that it was not so simple a matter to get
data, and ships began then to appreciate in a way that was so intangible as to value that we could not use any such data verqy well.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you give the committee an estimate, and I
know you could not give it positively, as to the value per dead-weight
ton of a ship at the date that you appraised these boats, and on the
date that we declared war, April 6, 19171

I
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Captain. ROBERT. I can give it to you, approximately, by stating
the unit value per dead-weight ton that our board used for ships of
about 10 to 10/2 knots an hour and of about 6,500 tons dead weightin other words, the tramp ship of that kind. The figure that we
found from sales and from contracts, etc., was about $34 a deadweight ton.
The CHAIRMAN. That is as to 1914?
Captain ROBERT. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What was it in 1917?
Captain ROBERT. In 117 a ship that was capable of going to sea
freely was worth a figure that was too uncertain for me to attempt
to state it. I have not looked that up for a long while, and, in fact,
have not thought of it.
The CHAIRMAN. And if you went up into the latter part of the
year 1917 you would have a value running all the way from $200
a dead-weight ton to $225 a dead-weight ton?
Captain ROBERT. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. [thought maybe you had followed it closely
enough and could reinember just about the time we declared war
what it was.
Captain ROBEir. I would not be able to state any figures, because
at one time it would be one thing under one condition and at an.
other time it would be something else under other conditions. In
fact, it would be one thing under one condition and another thing
under other conditions at one and the same time.
Senator HARRIso . It was considerably higher.
Captain ROBERT. Yes, sir.
Senator HARRISON. And the resolution directed that it would be
upon the value of when they were taken, which was in 1917.
Senator Cuirs. Oh, no; they were taken in 1914.
Captain ROBEIT. 'No, sir; we took them in 1914. We were confrGnted by that. very question that you bring up, and we felt we must
follow as nearly as we could the wording of the resolution. The
ships were interned in 1914, and the commercial value of a ship in
the years 1917 and 1918 was whatever one could get for them; it
was in no sense an established figure.
Senator HARRISON. Was the Government operating then, in 1917?
Captain ROBERT. As soon after that time as we could we put a good
many of them into service. Some of them took 4 or 5 or even 6 to
8 months in the case of the larger ones, such as the Vaterkand and
so on. I do not remember how Tong she required for reconditioning
but some were repaired within a short space of time, and as soon as
the could be used they were used.
Senator HARRISON. You took them over in 1914, but did not commence making repairs on them until 1917?
Captain ROBERT. Yes, sir.
Senator HARRISON. So they lay idle about three years?
Captain ROBERT. Yes. sir.
Senator HAmRSON. When did you make this investigation?
Captain ROBERT. Shortly after our declaration of war.
Senator HARRISON. So there was a period of three years after they
were interned before you made your investigation?
Captain ROBERT. Yes, sir; if you consider that they were interned
in 1914, as we felt we must follow the resolution.
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Senator McLFAN. What tare did they have in the meantime?
Captain ROBERT. Some had excellent care, and some very indifferent care.
Senator McLEAx. Did you consider that as reducing their value
in your estimation; and if so, where did you place the responsibility?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Senator McLean, the witness has
already stated all those things were taken into consideration in
establishing a value above or below the curve of depreciation, which
curve he fully described a while ago.
Senator McLEAN. All right.
Senator HARRIsoN. I have understood that some of these ships
were sold for a very large percentage more than the appraised value.
Do you know anything about that?
Captain ROBERT. I do not personally, but I do not doubt that they
may have been so sold afterwards, because ships did increase so
_reatly in value that they could be sold for very considerable sums.
during the course of the war they reached a figure much greater
than we gave as an estimated value in pursuance of the joint resolution of Congress.
The CHAIRMAN. But taking the whole sales into consideration and
considering the valuations placed upon the ships by your board, and
the cost of reconditioning those ships by our (overnment, the sales
fall a little short of the valuation that was placed upon the boats
by our board.
Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. But in considering that you have
to remember that some of them have never been'sold, like iheVaterland, and if all the ships had been sold it would probably have
in to a much greater figure.
The CHAIRMAN. There are a few ships that were held, and perhaps
as Senator Reed says. if sold. that would bring the price to greater
than the estimated value.
Senator HARRISON. Was any of these boats ever sunk after we
got into the war?
Captain ROBERTS. Yes. sir; I remember the first one on the list,
the Adarnstuitm, was sunk by the Gernians, and I think a good
many others.
The CHAIRMAN. I call to the attention of the committee that we
may find on page 66 of Senate document 182. a complete list of
the ships taken over by the United States Shipping Board. and all
the information given as to whether they were sunk, what they are
doing now, the valuation of them. the amounts spent on then by
the g overnment by way of reconditioning, and the amounts of sales
where sold.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I do not know whether you have
taken up the language of this joint resolution of May 12, 1917. but
I notice that in the first section it says "The President is authorized
to take over" certain vessels which are within the jurisdiction of
the United States. Then. section 2 provides "That the Secretary
of the Navy shall appoint a board to ascertain the actual value at
the time of the taking."
The CHAIRMAN. He has explained that in detail.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I believe you said that your board
did not consider that the word "taking" in spetion 2 referred to
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the taking which was authorized in section 1. Has he explained
that?
The CHAIRMAN-. No, not in that form.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. It was evident from the language
of section 1 that the internment of these ships was not regarded as
the taking over, and I do not see how it could be, because the ships
were left in the possession of their German crews and merely were
denied clearance. Here is authority for the President in the future,
after May 12, 1917, to take over, and then section 2 requires a finding
of the value at the time of the taking.
Senator HARRIsoN. Your construction would be that "i ought to be
the appraised value of 1917 and not of 1914.
Senator CURTIS. Oh, that would be unfair to our Government.
Senator BAYARD. That taking over would explain itself and the
woula explain
internment under the terms oA". the jointasresolution
interned ships.
itself. They were tied up under our law
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. As to the time of taking Congress
obviously meant after May 12, 1917. I do not know whether that
would call for a hi': er value than the 1914 value or not, because in
1914 those were free ships, capable of use any place on the globe,
while on May 12, 1917, they were intern& ships which could not get
clearance, and had no usefulness until the expiration of the war,
which was some vague date in the future. So the value of these
ships in 1917 was not to be determined according to the world market
by any means, because they were not capable of being put into
world trade.
The CHAIRM..3N.N. They were not free ships. They were tide up
and could not go info service.
Senator REEui of Pennsylvania. That is what I say. They were
interned ships. and the market value of interned ships was very
much less tian the world market value of free ships. But the
board had this matter ,, consider, I take it, and I wish to ask:
Did the board try in any way to regard them from that standpoint?
Captain Ronm., rr. The board considered most carefully and most
earnestly the questions you have just enuneiated. and it was necessary foi the board to carry out what it felt were the requirements
of the joint resolution, both as to the wording of it and the spirit
of it; it felt that to appraise these vessels that had been tied up.
as having no value, would be manifestly not in accordance with the
spirit of the resolution: and, on the other hand, to appraise them,
as having a value of some particular sale at a time when values were
not in anv sense stabilized would be unfair, such as in some cases
of ships that were free to go on the high seas, bringing excessively
high prices. All these things were most earnestly considered by
the board, and it finally decided that the sales results and the contract
prices for ships at the time the war broke out in Europe was in the
board's opinion as nearly as could be taken a proper basis for coinplying with this joint resolution.
Senator REFju of Pennsylvania. Did the board consider then that
the 1914 value represented the value to the German owner of a ship
in the location and the condition in which it was in 1917?
Captain RoBERT. I did not understand that inquiry.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Let me put it in this way: Suppose
(hat the German owner had beca able to advertise and sell his ship
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at public auction, I mean his interned ship in an American harbor,
somebody would have been willing to pay something for his title
to that ship, I presume.
Senator SnowrmiE. Do you mean in 1914, or in 1917?
Senator REw of Pennsylvania. I mean in 1917.
Captain RoBEaT. We considered that point, and realized that the
German Government could not give title to these ships in such manner. and if so bought they would have certainly no value to the
purchasers until this Government of ours did in some way free
them.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. Presumably the war would end
some day, and if the German owner could sell his ship free to use
at the expiration of the war it had some value.
Captain RoBimT. I think, sir, that condition did not exist, because
these ships were actually in the custody of this Government, which
was at war with the Government of the Owners of those ships, and
this Government naturally could not have been expected to release
them for such a sale as that. I do not know whether I have fully
explained what you wanted or not.
Senator REED of Pennsylvania. I do not think you have caught
myv question at all. Everybody knew that this Government was not
going to release them; everybody knew that the German owner
could not get any use or income from his ship until the war was ever*
aind yet at some dim date in the future that article of property had
a value, which was reflected as of that moment; his'expectancy, you
might call it, was worth something.
Captain ROBERT. The expectancy was, I might say, realized by the
value that the board appointed by the President placed on the ship,
if that value that the board placed was ultimately used that has been
sulposed to be used under the joint resolution.

Senator REED of Pennsylvania. That is what I am driving at. But
the figure that you put on these ships in your judgment represented

their value to the German owner on May 12, 1917.
Senator McLrAx. Subject to the hazards that then existed.
Senator REED Of Pennsylvania. Yes, subject to the war, and to internment, and to incumbrances resting upon its title.
Captain ROBERT. I think I might just answer that question by
saying that we endeavored to settle the matter by giving it the commercial value that tile ship had on the basis of the time of intern'nent, as slightly modifiedSenator REED of Pennsyivania, (interposing). That is not an an.wer to my question.
Captain ROBERT. No, sir; it is'not, butSenator REED Of Pennsylvania (interposing). What this committee
is concerned with is payment to the German owner of the value of
his ship at the time we took it. What I am trying to find out is
whether the 1914 value in your judgment expresses Ae value to him
in 1917 under all the circumstances. Had it been on the world market
at the time and free for charter obviously it would not have been.
Captain ROBERT. Yes, sir; that was as nearly as we could ascertain
it in our judgment tile value of the ships.
Fhe CHAIMMAN. In other words, on April, 1917. if the Government
of the United States haid released the ships and sold them, which
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Captain R0oBERT. Yes, sir. You will remember that we were at
war and it was manifestly a difficult matter for us to take a long trip
of that kind to do something that. could in great measure be furnished to us by local officials.
The CnIA110AwN. The ships that were sold at a high increase over
the valuation as given by your board, were those ships sold during
the war when high prices prevailed?
Captain RoBEwir. I am without information at this moment in
regard to terms or times of sales. I would add, howeverr, that many
of these ships had considerable repairs made to ti... and no doubt
elaborate alterations were made which appreciated their value.
The CHAI AlMA.But in some cases there were sales made that were
three times the appraised value and of the amounts expended on reconditioning. I simply want to say that they were sold at a time
when the value of ships was at the very peak.
Captain ROBERT. And that value was very high immediately after
the armistice, as I remember it; and they may very well have been
sold during the course of some months following the armistice when
ships were greatly needed. But I am without information in detail
in regard tothat "asit is not a matter that comes within illy province.
The CHAIRMAN. It must of necessity have been so or else you
never could have gotten your money back. The Government would
not have received its money back otherwise. In other words. tlat
these ships that were sold ai tl'e or foiiir times the amount of their
valuation and cost of reconditioning had to be sold then to bring that
price, and if they were sold to-day we would not get what we estimated their value to be and the amounts paid for reconditioning.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I call attention to this fact as
stated in Comptroller General McCarl's report:
't'hl. statement Indicate. iiit the United States, Xhipping Bord realized
$12,913,712.94 for 69 ships, on which the enptalizd eost for tliest, particular
ships was $10,116.971.14. exclusive of the cost of ordinary operaling reimrs
and reconditioning, and not including eXpefl(litu'L'S )).V tiht! Illitt'd Statts (oveinent In the acquisItion and the r'econditioning of Mew vessels for tratvnl4tr
service, etc., the cost of whihh was pai

from nhe "mttioni

(i'ftns' fnmn."

I take it that that means that, as to these 69 ships, the I nited
States Shipping Board expended something over $10,000,000 in capital im|roveenits--that is, in adding to the original plan or device of
the ship-and that in the Sale of these 69 ships it only realized soe,thing less than $13,000,000. Taking the cohtznn as a'whole, as found
on pages 66 and 67, I note that the total appraised value as fixed by
your board, Captain Robert. is something over $313,000,000; that th~e
Shipping Board expended in reconditioning all the ships or. rather.
ill adding to their capital cost, something over $120,000,000. but that
all the ships sold, sunk, or otherwise disposed of brought less than
$13,000,000, and that includes over $1,120,000, receivedd through insurance from tie A&II1411In, which was alppraised by the bouarl at
$209,650, and where the Shipping Board had expended on it soniething over $177,000. That would indicate, would it not, that in the
final disposition of these ships the board realized from them very
much less than the appraised value of the ships as made by your
board?
Captain Rom.:AT. I would ask that an authoritative answer to sul
a question be given by the United States Shipping Board. if practicable, as I 1am not personally familiar with that phase of tie suibject.
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But i think your statement is a correct one as regards tile figures
published in ihis Document No. 182, if we add to them the fact that
apparently a considerable number of these ships have not yet been
sold, and it may be that those are the more valable ones.
Senator JoN;.S of New Mexico. I was just calling attention especially to the 69 ships referred to there in the McCarl report, which
were sold, and that as to those notwithstanding the United States
Shipping Board expended over $10.000,000 in adding to their value
as arrived at by your board, yet on the sale they realized less than
$13,000,000, showing that the United States Shipping Board actually
obtained for those ships very much less than the price of valuation
given by your board.
Senator KING. Are you not in error in assuming. if you did assume,
that any ships still on hand might bring a higher price or a larger
price tl'an they might have brought some time ago? Is not that
assumption wrong, because ships deteriorate, and 10 years or 15 years
is substantially the life of these ships, and these ships were taken in
1917, and some of then were old ships then. So that some of these
s lils that may still lemnin might be 15 or 20 years old.
ai)tain RonI.1T. Senvtor, I did not intend to state what in general
terms would he the value of the ships not yet sold. because I am without information in regard to that, but I merely tried to point out that
the r~su114 of the situation as stated in the McCarl report referred to
by Senator Jones, was apparently a correct statement if to that
be added the fact that a number of these ships have not yet been
sold, and their value, whatever it may be, is not represented in the
proceeds of sale of insurance collected.
Senator JoNxs of New Mexico. I notice in that tabulation to which
we have just been referring sonic blank spaces in the olumn giving the alpraised value of ships. Is it. a fact that .your board did
not apliraise all of the ships?
Captain RoiwlfT, The board did not appraise tile Iiropr4n1 n'helMn and the Priz Eitel Friedreh,because the board was informed
by the Navy Department that these ships were armed and in the
possession of the German Government, were war vessels. and naturally they were not subject to ,ompensation. an(l if eaj)tllr(ld they
would I' sl)ject to (,ondenmnation without (,Olpen1'esation.
Senator JoN.ES of New "Mexico. I see that there arte some other
Ships Inentioned here as not having been appraised by your hoard.
What about theu ?
C(a)tiiin ROBERT. As to tIe .
.4rq
011. Itrmh
lrof. anld JPo11.. or.
boar. had no record
in
regard
to
them.
the
tirst
three being barges
tug.
and the fourth a
Senator JonEs of New Mexico. I wits wondering if vouir board
had any record of these barges, and if it did Riot, if tlhat was the
reason Why tlere was no appraisal.
Ca)tai ROnmRET. Ihat was it. And I might add that our hoard
wAs acting iuder instrWtions from the Secretary of the Navy. and
where we were not givn the name of a ::hil ) to iiisp)eCt we naturally
(lid not inspect it.
The
AIRIAMN. Tlieir' Valime would be very small.
('aptain RoBEurT'. Very small, naturally.
SePiator ,lONESof New Mexico. As to the ship KIi'onpi,v !'Phe'li'
there appears to have been no appllraisvl value on that Ship.
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Captain ROBERT. We were informed by the Secretary of the Navy
that thle Ironprinz ilhelm and the Piinz Eitel Fredieh were
armed and were considered warships, and naturally would not come
under the provisions of this joint resolution,. as ihey. if captured.
would be subject to condemnation without conl)ens'ation. and the
resolution was only in reference to vessels which would be the subject of compensation in case they were used by our Government.
Senator KING. Is there any proposition to reimburse Germany
for these war vessels?
Captain ROBERT. I think not, at least I know of none.

r

Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. That is what I was trying to get
at. I notice down here the Pollux-but I believe you have already
explained that.
Captain ROBERT. Y es.
The ('.1131AN.. Then I night say, in order to get a general conclusion as to this list which has been before us, that of the three
barges and the one tug of relatively small value. your board has no
record of them.
Captain ROBERT. No.
The CHAIRMAN. As to the other two vessels, the KJronpr iz Withelim and the Prinz E itel Friedrch,which appear not. to have been
appraised by your board, you were advised that they were vessels of
war and therefore did nt come within the joint resolution under
which vour board was acting.
Captain ROBERT. Yes, sir; that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. I notice from this table that the United States
Shipping Board expended on the Aroa the sum of $5.329.95, and
that she was sold for $3,833.34. So the point I want to emphasize
is that the vessels which are not included within the appraisal are
not of sufficient consequence to materially affect the acceptance by
the committee of this statement as tabulated as a fair value as found
by your board.
Captain ROBERT. I understand that that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know how many of these ships were
chartered to other countries?
Captain ROBERT. I am without information in regard to that.

I

would suggest that perhaps the United States Shipping Board could
give you that information.
The CHAIRMAN. But whether they were chartered and were sunk
those governments paid to the United States insurance money.
Captain ROBERTS. I am without positive information on that.
The CHAnTIMAIN. I will say this, that the first ship mentioned on

this list, the Adanmbtuwrn. was chartered to France, and that France
carried the insurance of $1,120,320, and that that was paid to the
Government of the United States.
Senator JONEs. That particular ship was sunk.

Yes; and the next one mentioned on the list wauR
chartered to Italy, the Aleimannia, and Italy paid $673,400 insurance
money.
Senator JoNEs. I think Captain Robert has now explained the
situation to us very adequately.
The CHATILAN. "We will excuse the captain, and wish to thank
him.
The CHAIRMAN.
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Senator JoNEs of New Iexico. Yes; I wish to thank you for
coming here.
Captain ROBERT. 1 am very glad to have been able to give any
assistance, if I have.
(Thereupon the witness left the stand.)
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Sutherland, is there anything that you
want to file to-day for the record?
M1 SUTHFAL.xD. I have two statements here:
1. Statement of patents by the Alien Property Custodian.
2. Claims filed against property held by Alien Property Custodian
to credit of Imperial German Government.
The CHAIRMAN. They may be made a part of the record.
(The statements referred to are here made a part of the record,
as follows:)
ClOiti4 filed agaiwit property heid byl Alit'n Propert., Cu.Vtodian to Credit of
hnipet-ial Gernma (love'n. ient

Claims for--

Number
_______-

Dollar German treasury notes....

Ci CamIClaims
Totai.~d
under
involved,
Claims
rw-i
court Totalamount
an claims
dcecourt
_pending
drawnj
decree

28

German marks, filed prior to2,60
Property
21311
Mar. 10,......................
1924 ...................:
German marksand German mark I
.'
bonds sine Aug. 14, 1926 .......
5-.9
Total...................... 1
1

.ere

I

10
23

1,

.

..

17

1$3,870, 375.00

$2,757, 889. 39

..............
211.'....'..."
---.226,175.00
-- IZ625,6W0.70 ..............
.

5701........... .......... •3,160,413.97 ...............

5

,1

4.67

'And interest.
1$2,200,000 of United States Veterans Bureau for Insurance paid on account of loss of American vessels
and lives.
Finds 110d to the cr dit of Imperial G'rhian U orcrnnwnt

I
Trust
No. 555 .................................................................
No. 9322.................................................................
Total ..............................................................

I Amount paid
Amount held , under court
decree
$557,889.39
2,200,000.00

$557, 889.39
2,200,000.00

2,757, 889. 39

2,757,889.39

Reference Is also made to tile statelelent submitted by the Alien Property
Custodian Ahowing property held to the credit of -Undisclosed eneiily trusts,"
which may or may not be disclosed later as belonging to the nl)erilal German
Goverinent. which statement alpliears on pmges 472 and 473 of the hearings
before the hous e Ways uand
Means Ctinimittee (No. 4. November 15-24. 1926).
The nimendnient to the trading with the enemy act of November 4. 1918,
provided. in substance, for the seizure of alien enemy-owned Jatents, tradetuirks. and copyrights, which authority had been held by the Attorney General
as lacking in the original act.
The amiendmnent of March 4. 1923. provided, .. , substance, for the return to
the former allen enemy owners of all of the patents, trade-marks, and Colkyrights whih had not been licensed, sold. or otherwise disposed of.

mm m
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Seizure add disposition by Alica Property (ustodlan of patents, trade.marks,
and eopyriqhtx.
SEIZED'

Totul r

Property
Prtperty.n..r

11,8

Patents .........................

1,728
3,166
16,882

Tradeninarks ...............
Copyrights ................
Total ......................

So)ld

Title
Othertturned
d wise
eddisof now held

and
LiCsed Sold
I.licensed

.

5.492

77

12

11
0
144

3
0
632

1
18
5,434

1,701
3,120
10,601

1331

529

5,415

5,834

3
40
5,545

---

ill

DISPOSITION

Sold Licensed Total
U. S. Government:
Patents ...............................

Contracts ............................

Chemical Foundation:
Patents ...............................
Trade-marks .........................
C opy righ ts ............ ...............
Various others:

Sale__

Total

License

$3,690.00 $100,000.00 $103,090.00
154
5,850 6,004
...........................
14. ..........14.
'5,089
None. 5,089 271,850.00
870 ............
870 ..........
492 ............. i
492 ..........

.. .. .. .. .. ... .. .
Pa ten ts . ... ... .......
Trade-marks .......................
Sold with assets of corporation, 50 per cent
or more stock owned by Alien Property
Custodian; no value set up for patents,
trade.aiarks, or copyrights:
Patents ...............................
Trade-marks ..........................
Copyrights ............................

Consideration

Property

1-

Assignee

57
96
13 ..........

1,024 ....
None.
795
2,694 .........

Total ......................................

None.
271,850. 00
............
.........

1,386,949.99
153 1,383.351.00 .........
13 ........... 3, 598. 99 ............

1,24 ..............................
795 ...........................
2,591 ............. ..................
I58, 891.00

i5. 598.99

......

, 762,489.99

P128 patents involved In Federal trade licenses.
RELLIXY 18(11l ElT Al.. r. ALLEN PROPEIITY VUSTIIIAN

(Gerinan botd cases: 12 plaintiffs ill tile Sup,' 'ite Court of ile District of
Columbia and five in the l)istrict Court of the United States for the Eastern
District of Missouri)
In the above-entithql

etlis

it was admitted by the Alien Propwrty Custodian

that there was deposited ill the Treasury of the United States $2.715,571 In cash
whicl belonged to the German Governmient. Judgment was rendered oil a
mandate of the Sulreime Court of the U'nited States for tills aniount. The
howeWer. itivolved lit these suits were for miore than $2,715.571. but
clams,
the court only gave Judgment, for what this office admitted it hehl.
This judgment I1as beenl satistled in full so far its it affects tile Treasurer
and the custodian. The plailtiffs. however, have file. a supplementary bill
reciting tile fact that interest accrued oil this $2,715.71 'vhile held in the Treasury of lhe UnliteI Stlates. and this suilt is still penlliilg oil appeal.
If judglmlent 1.4 rt'cov'red iigahist tile custodiin an11d tilt- Treaisurter. this
Ilterst will come out of til nnallotted interest held ill the Treasury.
Tlere aire 1o unsatiftied jlgments against this trust.
s'rA'rEME T ON PATENTS IY TIlE AI.EN PROPERTY CUUTOIIAN
History ilicates thaut the loving c'Ihsiderations for the trading with tile
(lle'1y act and the actimis of the executive department of the Government in
treating the subject of allen eneny patents primarily grew out of an econoile
situation existing iefort- the World War and which becane acute after the
United States entered tile war with Germany.

U
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Tie first legislative expression was tile trading with the enemy a(t of
October 0. 1917.
Section 10 (c) of that act provided for the licensinlg of alien-owned patents

to American Industry.
Section 10 (f) of that act provided that with respwet to licenses granted. if no
suit was brought by the owner within one year from the time peace was
declared. then the licensee was not required to make any further delsIts of
license fees and sUeh fees aswhad been deposited would be returned to hlm.
Federal trade licenses tnder trading with enemy act, section 10
Property

Number involved
Number
oflicenses

Patents ...............................................................
Trade-marks .........................................................
Copyrights ...........................................................
Total ....................................

'

13

71

161

3

i

182

.......

I

(c)
Royalties
$W4175.95
408, 434. 60
966.76
993,577.31

S$157,000 Liberty bonds.

Section 10

([

Suits

Owners

Owns
Total

Alien Property Custodian
Chemical Foundation (Inc.) Other owners .................

T

Royalties
involved
Settled

.....
12 --6) ........

4

.otal............
. 123

3

Pending

Roalities
palid out,
court decree

12
$126, 644.65
None.
(15 48,0 t6 .
None.
8ft 595. in $345,14&.22
43
1...............

Royalties
paid out,
nosuit
None,
None.
$12,387.09

.............

Received ..................................................................................... $W3, 577. 31
Paid out ..................................................................................... &57,&3Z,31
Now held .................................................................................... 636.045. 00
'-$157,000 Liberty bonds.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Senator Owen, the committee will be glad to

hear volI.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT L. OWEN, INVESTMENT BUILDING,
WASHINGTON, D. C.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator ()wen. I notice ill the hearings held by the
House of Representatives you made a statement on this question.
Have you studied the bill as it passed the House, and if so, I should
like t(;have you make a statement as to your views on it.
Mr. .()wE.x. I have read the bill quite carefully. When I was in
the Senate the war IIIIlI'es were pIas.ed and I took an active part
in them. including the trading with the enemy act, and before leavin the Senate I took occasion to express at opinion with regard
to the principles that were involved in the trading with the enemy
act, and the importance of those policies which had been writteil
into that act, and tile duty of the United States to respect the princil)Ie of the protection and inviolability of private property and
to returnti all alien property in accordance with the original intent
of the Congress in taking It over and putting it in the hands of an
alien property custodian for preservation and ultiniate return. The

Ill I

I '
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opinions then expressed I continue to entertain firmly and believe
this bill should pass.
The best domestic policy of the United States from our own standgoint, entirely regardless of the property ovner's interests, is to
rmly maintain the doctrine of the sacredness of private property.
Our record in regard to this has been quite perfect for 150 (years,
and has had the effect of making the United States more largely
than any other country in the world perhaps the haven to which
property has come, as a country where its safety was maintained.
rhis policy has greater importance now than ever since other leading nations have? under the treaty of Versailles, violated this principle. Our foreign policy and our foreign interests require that
we should protect private property, for the reason that already we
have investments abroad amounting probably to one hundred times
the amount of the German alien property involved. Our foreign investments now are estimated at about twventy-two thousand millions,
while our alien property involved was not p probably over $300.000,000; if we disregarded the rights of such private property and did
not firmly maintain the principle of protecting it, such a precedent
might come back to plague us in the future, because these investments abroad, which are already very large, were growing rapidly,
at the rate of between one and two 'billions of dollars per annmn,
and our interests throughout the world and the interests of our
citizens make it to our national interest to maintain firmly this just
policy.
And all the more so because other belligerent governments, the
British Government, the Belgian Government, the French Government, the Italian Government, and others have disregarded the just
rights of private property and have in violation of the principles
which they themselves had established up to the time of the World
War, seized private property of individuals and applied it for the
payment of the indebtedness of the defeated countries and even for
private purposes.
It is true that the British Government denies that it has confiscated
propeity-and
other governments to some extent, disclaim having
confiscated private property for that purpose, because they each
charge Germany with the duty of repaying to the individuals the
value of the property taken by force from such private citizens.
I can not regard that as a. sound position, because tie British Government and the other belligerent governments knew perfectly well
that the Government of Germany as such hal been redced b" them
to complete incompetency as related to the possible payments to
German nationals whose private property had been sequestered and
then confiscated by these governments. All of the assets of the
German Government had been taken over by the belligerent governments and fantastic claims made, until finally it (ame to the point
where the Dawes plan was put into effect. The incapacity of (icrmany to meet the charge of 132 billions of gold marks, and'the other
charges which were being made against Germany under the Versailles treaty left the German Republic bankrupt. So that the (ierman Government, as a matter of fact, in promising to pay the
amounts thus due to the German nationals, whose property had been
to
wrongly seized and appropriated, was only able to pay fr'om 11/..,
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4 per cent on such amounts, and it came to the point where the German Republic, of necessity, declared the policy, as a final declaration from the German Government,'of incapacity to pay these German nationals.
I put in the record of the hearings of the Ways and Means Coinnmittee of the House in November last a statement of the German
law, with which I was familiar, and pointed out Germany's undisputed incapacity to pay her own nationals. The effect of the
action taken by the belligerent entente governments was a complete.
or almost absolutely complete confiscation of the private property
of the German nationals. It has affected necessarily the credit values
in those belligerent countries and indirectly they are paying a high
price for this folly. It has been a declaration to the worldthat in
the event of war alien private property in those countries would not
be safe, and therefore it warns those aliens who have investments to
make that they must be mindful of this new declaration of policy in
England and France, confiscation of alien private property if war
ensues. It is the more important to the United States because disregard of private property, and of private life for that matter,
during the World War had so disordered society in Eirope, and
throughout the world, that it has given an immense impulse to communism throughout Europe, and elsewhere, and has developed a
Bolshevik movement, which is threatening private property holdings
throughout the whole world, and has given rise to the world-wide
propaganda of the Third Internationale of Russia, which is now
carrying on its devices almost everywhere with mischievous consequences, particularly in the Orient, in China, in India, and to some
extent in South America.
We have had occasion recently to have the Secretary of State point
,out to us the activities of this Third Internationale in -Mexico, our
immediate neighbor on the south; and for that reason I regard it as
it policy of supreme significance that the United States, regardless
of the property rights of any of these individuals affected by this
bill, American claimants or German claimants, shall faithfully and
firmly maintain. the doctrine of the sacredness of private property
against
doctrine of Bolshevism.
I put the
a memorandum
in the record of the hearings of the Ways
and Means Committee of the House giving our own history with
regard to private property, pointing out the treaty relations which
we had with Great Britain under the ,Jay treaty, here the United
States went so far as to pay the British Government $3,000,000 on
account of private property which has been taken over by the
individual States of the Union.
Your attention is especially called to this memorandum in Part 4.
Heuse hearings.
The Prussian treaty, which contemplated that private property
would be preserved safely in the United States in the event of war.
and particularly in event of war has remained our unbroken policy.
We instructed our delegates to the Hague convention, not only to
maintain that pricipal but to insist that private property, even
on the seas, should be made safe and be protected in the same way.
The record of the United States in respect to the sacredness of
private property has been perfect.
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Just preceding our entrance into the World Var on April 6, 1917.
(which was being considered in January, 1917) where the Grman
owners of deposits in the United Sfates began to withdraw them
from the New York and seaboard banks, and in order to stop that
mischief which was doing harm to our financial centers and which
threatened to reach large proportions, the Secretary of State, representing the President of the United States, gave the most positive
assurance to all alien people who had property or deposits in the
United States that they need have no fear whatever as to their
property, that it would be protected safely. I put that quotation
in the hearings of the Ways and Means Committee of the House, and
with the consent of the committee it may be advisable to put in my
statement here references which I made at that. time, so I will not
pause to take the time to read then.
The CHAIRMAN. They may be included as a part of your remarks.
Mr. Owmx. If I may be permitted to note them in the hearing
I think that will suffice.
The CHAIRMAN. Permission to do so is granted.
Mr. OwFr;. Mr. Wilson, our President, made many statements
which are of great world-wide interest pledging the United States
to protect alien private property in connection with our going into
the World War, for example:
EXCERPTS FROM AIDIFSSES BY WOOD)ROW WILSON WHILE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED*
STATES

[From his second inauguiral address (March 5,1917)1
We desire neither COIiumst nor advkintage. We wish iothilg that can lie
had only tit the cost of another people. We have always professed unselfish
purpose and we covet the opportunity to prove that our professions are sincere.
[From his address to Congress advising that Germany's course be ueclared war against
the United States, delivered In joint session, April 2, 1917]
We desire no conquest. no dominion. We seek no Ideintltes for ourselves.
no imaterial compensation for the sarifttces we shall freely make.

I Frm his aldress at dedication of the lied Cross Building, Washington, May 12, 1917]
We have gone in with no special grievance of our own, because we have
always said that- we were the friends and servants of wankinl , We look for
no profit. We look for no advantage. We will accept 11 advantage out of
this war.
[Fromlhis message to Iussla. delivered to the Provisouai Governnent on May 20, 1917;
made public at Washington on Jine 91
The position of America in this war is so ceh,arly avowed tlat no man can be
excused for mistaking it. she seeks ito material profit or aggrandizemient of
any kind. She is fighting for no advantage or selfish object of her own but for
the liberation of peoples evcrywhlere fromithe aggressionis of autocratic foree.
[Prom, 0-s reply to the

hope's s ltene propomil]

The purposes of the United States in this war are known to the whole
world-to every peo lle
to whom the truth as been permitted t( come. Ihey
do not need to be stated again. We seek no material advantage of any kind.
President Wilson on April 6,1917, pledged protection of all enemy aliens and
that they would"be accorded the consideration due to all peaceful and law-abiding persons.
except so far as restrictions may be necessary for their own protection and for
the safety of the United States."
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"We have no quarrel with the German people.
then but one of sympathy and friendship
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We have no feeling toward
*.

We are but one of the

champions of the rights of mankind. We shah be satisfied when these rights
have been made as secure as the faith and freedom of the United States can
wake then)."

Is it consistent with this declaration to refuse to return this property to
its owners?
President Wilson, in his reply to Pope Benedict, said, referring to the Germans in Europe at actual war with us, that the American people"desire no reprisal upon the German people, who have themselves suffered
all things in this -war which they did not choose."
In his niessage to Congress, December 4, 1917, he said:
No nation or people shall e robbed or punished because the irresponsible
rulers of a single country have themselves done * * * wrong."
He said on April 6. 1918:
"We ourselves propose no injustice. no aggressions. We are ready whenever the final reckoning Is nidt, to be, just to the German people.
John Bassett Moore in his book International Law and Some Current lhlslons, page 24. said:
"In the original statute the function of the Alien Property Custodian was
defined as that of a trustee. Subsequently, however, there came a special
revelation, marvelously brilliant, but perhaps not divinely inspired, of the
staggering discovery that the foreign traders and manufacturers whose property had been taken over had made their investments in the United States
not from ordinary motives of profit but in pursuance of a hostile design, so
stealthily pursued that it had never before been detected or even suspected. but
so deadly in its effects that the American traders and manufacturers were
eventually to be engllfed in their own homes, all the alien plotters left in
grinning possession of the ground. Under the spell engendered by this agitating apparition and its patriotic call to a retributive but profitable war on the
malefactor's property substantial departures were made from the principle
of trusteeship."
It was the animosities and propaganda of war which led to these departures
from the high principles of Justice which the United States has uniformly
maintained and which makes Americans so proud of their noble Government
and their glorious flag that always stands for justice and liberty and mercy.
Perhaps no one has more strongly expressed disapproval of the confiscation
of private alien property than the lon. Charles Evans Hughes. Secretary of
State, in his address at Philadelphia, November 23. 1923. In whiesh lie said:
"A confiscatory policy strikes not only at the interest of particular individuals but at the foundations of ,Iternational intercourse, for it Is only on the
basis of the security of property. validly possessed under the laws existing at
the time of its acquisition, that the conduct of activities in helpful cooperation
Is possible. * * * Rights acquired under Its jaws by citizens of another
State [a State] is under an international obligation appropriately to recognize.
It is the policy of the United States to support these fundamental principles."
0171

ECONOMIC INTEREST FORWIIDS CONFISCATION

The trading with the enemy act was presented to the U"nited
States Senate for consideration bv President Wilson, and there
appeared before our committee the Secretary of State, Mr. Lan-

sing, the Secretary of Commerce, Mr. Redfield. and other aitthorities, who at considerable length explained the intent of that bill;
that the bill was intended to prevent property belongVing to aliens
in the United States from being emploved against the interests of
the United States in times of war; and that at the same time it was
necessary to pass a trading with the enemy act in order, among
other things, to provide an alien property custodian, who should
safely keep this property, protect it from the natural aggressions
which would have taken place when the war spirit began to run,
high after the declaration of war, and to keep it from being sub-
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jected to 'abotage and injury in various ways. The bill was passed
with that end in view.
Afterwards it was consistently interpreted by the Congress of the
United States in the Winslow Act, and all property belonging to
alien property owners of less than $10,000, or where the amount was
more than $10,000 the sum of $10,000 was paid. So that Congress
disposed of all small amounts owned by alien property owners by
returning their property to them or by making them a payment up
to $10,000.
All property belont-ing to German or Austrian citizens who were
transferred by boundary changes to France Belgium, Italy, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Denmark was fully returned by
the United States.
But the Winslow bill provided the remainder above $10,000 due
such owners should still continue in the hands of the Alien*Property
Custodian as a measure of quasi-security for American claimants.
Americans had considerable claims against Germany, which, upon a
final adjustment by the Mixed Ciaims Commission, United States and
Germany, will amount, together with what is due to the United
States Government, to a sum estimately approximately at
$250,000,000.
There was a measure passed in 1921, called the Knox-Porter
resolution, looking to the ending of the war, that is, a formal declaration of the ending of the war between the United States and Germany; and that measure very naturally, and I think justly, provided
that the United States might retain this German alien property
until the German Government had "made suitable provision for
the satisfaction "of American claims, or until the Congress otherwise
ordered.
The term "suitable provision " is not a closely defined expression.
The word "suitable" means appropriate, fit, proper, or reasonable
under all the circumstances of the case, that which would be fitting
under the circumstances.
The term "satisfaction" which is used is not itself a defined term
in our legal language. We often use the term "satisfaction " when
it does not mean 100 per cent payment, but means a settlement to
the extent of the ability of the debtor. The debtor goes into a court
of bankruptcy and submits all of his means to pay, and when he has
done that, and turned .ov'r to the legal authorities all of his assets,
he is permitted to give satisfaction to his creditors, even if it is not
a 5 per cent payment which results from the liquidation of the
property that he has. So the term "suitable provision for the
satisfaction" of these claims shows just what it really means and
was intended to mean, and it was explained by Senator Knox who
drew the resolution and presented it on the floor of the Senate. I
put into the record of the Ways and Means Committee of the House
of Representatives the language used by Senator Knox, and with
the permission of the committee I will insert it as a part of my
remarks.
The CHAmIRAN. That may be done.
On June 30, 1921, Senator Knox, in discussing the conference report on the
peace resolution, made the following statement (Congressional Record, Senate,
p. 3249) :
"The whole theory is this: Speaking for myself personally, I hope the day

is not far away when we sha'l come back to the traditions of the American
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people that the right upon land of private property belonging to an alien
enemy is a sacred right; that such property may be taken into custody only
for the purpose of conservation; and that at the end of the war there shall
be a strict accounting to the owners of that property by the Government of the
United States, which may take it temporarily into its possession. That is one
of the principles for which this country has contended for a hundred years.
While, as Chief Justice Marshall said,. the Congress may have the power to
provide that the priv;tte property of alien enemies may be taken during the
war, it can only do so by putting upon itself a moral terpitude of which it
ought to be ashamed.

The purpose of the joint resolution is simply to hold in

statu quo the things that have been done by the Alien Property Custodian.
The joint resolution simply states that until a suitable adjustment has been
made of the claims of American citizens against Germany for the property that
has been seized by 6ermany. the property in the hmids of the Alien Property
Custodian shall be held until Congress shall dispose of it. I do not know

whether I have quite answered the question that has been propounded by the
Senator from North Dakota, but what I have stated is the whole theory of the
Joint resolution, not that we are in any way committing ourselves to the propo-

sition that we are going to retain alien enemy property, but that we are going
to retain it only until suitable provision has been made for the satisfaction of

American claims against Germany and against Austria."

Mr. OWEN. The Knox resolution was afterwards written into the
Berlin treaty, and the Berlin treaty in turn made reference by which
the United States was to be entitled to the rights of other belligerent
Governments under the terms of the treaty of Versailles. So that
article 297 of the Versailles treaty must be considered in connection
with- the Knox-Porter resolution, the Berlin treaty, and the settlement of this question.
Article 297 expres-sly declares that alien property liquidation is
left to the laws of the nation concerned. It does not confiscate but
leaves a nation free to confiscate or not confiscate, as its own policy
decrees.
The meaning of the language of the treaty of Berlin, I think, must
be in the light of a reasonable interpretation of the Knox-Porter
resolution and of the terms of the treaty of Versailles referred to and
the Constitution of the German Republic, which forbids confiscation.
The authorities of the Government of Germany in considering that
question, I think, may not justly be held to have understood that
they vere expected, in agreeing to make suitable provision for the
satisfaction of claiiis, to pay 100 per cent of the claims unless they
had the means with which to pa3. They did not consent to do the
impossible, nor to an unauthorized confiscation of private property.
The fact of the maximum which the German governmentt by any
possibility could raise without collapse of the Government itself, was
determined by the Dawes plan to he $600,009000 per annum, with
the possibility of having it increased in case of their commercial
recovery to a point where their taxes would make it possible for them
to pay more. But the German Government had also no voice as to
the distribution of the $600,000,000 proposed under the Dawes plan.
The question of distribution of that amount was fixed without the
presence of the (Uerman authorities, at Paris, by the belligerent
powers. The United States participtited in that division, because at
the time the division was made in Paris, in January, 1925, the United
States had failed to collect the $250,000,000 approximately which due
to the Government of the United States on account of army occupation costs. They also had not secured any adequate means of settle.
ment of individual American claims against Germany, which repro
28623-27-23
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lP-iileyf

1$8.0,0

or $190,000,000 under thle

findings of the Mixed Claimns Comm issi ons.
Therefore the (J'overnient of the I~ni tedj Staltes. t1 a'oittili thle
till)bit Ssa(lor t. li London, then Mr. Kellogg, now Secretary of State,
in conjunctioni with Air. Iiei'tiek whot wats then Unitedi "States faihassador lit Pariis. aind Mr. logarln, who was the representatives of
tile Unfited( States sitting inlWitlhout ofivil authority 01r offiial
Capacity except itstl
liii
we tt15ti'V
te RwJepariat ions Comm~lission, repjresented lie interests ol the( U nitedl State's.
And thvre wals con)siderable' reluctance onl the part of (ire1-at
'Britain to agree that the JUnited,( Sta-tes sll(itih J1mvp any13 particputininthis$600.000,000 p~er antmil. The ilritish ( 4o~eii-1
e by Autenh ('hani11berlainl, who Was seereta ry
pat
inN'throis
of State for foreigni affaisThe (CHAIRIM
4 N. It waIS 1i0t o11lY the' Br1it iSli G4O~'ernliitt.

Mr. OwrN. Yes; hut I ivent-ionied him because be carried on thle

actual Corres onldellceI with thle Ainerivan a it lorit les. le con~tendled
very Strolgily linf(. urgently that tile IUnitedl States haditi o right to
part-icillte inl this funid. hecatu-;e thle United States 111d atSlilicienit
11,11o0111t, of G.1ermalln l ieil 1)11vaite-owu'l
j)P-Optrty inlthle U~nited
States with Which to pay these ('li is. amid that, Since the U nitedl
States had that property atvadahlle the United States ought to uise it
for that lll1'otseC just Us the British 1111d (l(-101 141 JUst ats thliFr4iench
had doneW. '11o thait contention Mr. Kellogrg. with great proj )rit't

and great force, tated that. the( treaty%of Versaiilles left. the 1 niio'd
States ait complete Iibeirty to do ats it pleaIsed with rega rd to thlat
Proprty 1nd that it had a.perfectrihune 'e
elyofXer
sailles to return eve-ry dollar of it if it. saw fit. t111t, the I 111iisdt States;
was not precluded froml don
pleased with thalt alien I)ropertv,
and that it wais not compe(''tet for th BrIhit ishi (ioverlnient, 01' thle
Entent(e Allies, oi- the betlligerts1~i.
to maitke anly demands onl thle
United States With regard to its pol1ic'y relatk.ivE torjiv~ate lprolt'rty
in tile Inlitetl Stattes which hald beeii setilute
Id
as
Iadrte
tile 'Unitedl Staltes and w*%hich by thet terns of thle trading with the
enemy act- Was left exclttsively 'ill the( hands of the Conagress of' tile
United States to settle Uts it, satw lit..
That. viewv finally lprt'v'iledl, but.t wiu h the exception that Mr.
('ha tberhain urged onl behalf of tile Enitentet Allies that if thle
U nited States dlid talke over and1( ('onfscat(' a~tiy (14.1rmuaan1 alienl pr1opel-ty, it. wsS acL'(oullntalbe to) thle 14Eltente 1)001 for So mcaof that
hproel'ty ats it. took. And that has at %very%
imlportanlt relation to
this whole Iliattor, tIWO1Cai( julSt. to t lie extent that tie 1 iVAeStateQs
Should abandonl its p~olicy of protecting l)Iih-t( hlwol)(.rt. amid just
to thle extent that the Uited States should volniscate, either directly
or inldire(ctly this prolperty. they iim'st make reiittatite of just thiat
muchel out of thle amlounits to be paid under thle D~awes plan1.
It is it very iampjortatnt thing I think as 11matter o~f princvile and
policy for this contmittee to he well advised with regard to that,
anld You will find inl the record, Senate IDocenlllt. 17:1. sit pairt- 40,
5',
9,an 7, nd(I hrpage~s, Y11tn1IerIlts declarations by Sevretary
Kellogg, declaring j)oi ut 1)111 k that thlt aesty' of Versa illes does
not provide ta thle I Tnitedl Staites is +, onflliscakte or is lact to (Collaois it. pleaise's With regard to that. pr1jrty,
tlscat(', that~ it I1(0
but if it does Confiscate thlen Secr'etary' Kelloggr agreed that thle
.si
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United States was leSl)onsible to the belligerent Iowers and must
make tin accounting for it. Senate l)ocuiment 173 is a very important
docilment in this iiiatter, not to lie by tiny eilvanls overlOokel.
You take the matter of ships, for instance, and while the Congress
may put any vialiiation on thlem it pleases. ift oi please to put a
viluiation thlt is less than the real value of the ships to those owners,
yoii lilr'
accountalble under this record for that amount. I think,
therefireSenator JoNEs of New Mexico (imerposing). Might I inquire:
)id the Reparation Conmnission or any other authority asslilne to
value property in France or' in England which those ( Iovrninents

setlesteretl and al)l)liedi to the 1 liyiiellnt of tlleir claimtis?
)id not
they alcqiesce inl a ccept the ret urns froit l hat property as ast'erttined by those resl)ect ive Governments, and does not the t'tatv of
Versailles provide that this pi'opert ilay
I. disposed of lidei: tile
Iiiaws of the

Tjilej(I States?

Mr. Own.. It, does; ves.
Senator JoNiis of N',w Mexico. Then. wht aullithiory is there in
tile treaty for going back of the ascerttii|i|lie|it of values by tle rcslpec-

live Governments?
Ir. (N)wr:.
I think M. (htllIPell-linl's Contelit 101 is 110t jilstified on
any groundl. bit I ami
rei(lillg yoiI wlhat. his coltetiinfl was. And
tile Seretarv of State conceded tlat if the U'nited States (lid contiscatte any 1)olion of this property the Unitedl Stait('s \l'ils i'CTIlO.<-;n
hle. Shall read Vo(lolie lailgilage of thle SecreyTi iV of Slate, on tbhltl ?
S('lltitii* ,JONES (if New Mexico. I still (lliite familiar wili it.
Mr. ()WEx. Thi Secrelarv refer., IMthe shi,- as well.
)n Atigitst ( l9( 192.Ba1roi
,
Ma tza n i (icilila
{illi:assador,

tippa r(h to

vltlolt olght that lie

Titedj St ate('s

t hi'ge

i.Ii('

obligat ion to 'etllrn the Gl-'lalll alien piopterly (!).

3;) Iuihder the
.Berin Ireay , be.allse the Gernian
l
,piil-l ihli
iliade stiitaile pioVisi(ns; Ilitlhe Secret
lrV of State, May 4., 11020 (p. 37). ploi;ts olit
thal the I lnt(l States hlas thlie legal right uder the Versa ilhs traty
to takew it alil lis, it as it sees fit (p.) 39), but. ca r'ill
'
pollts
lv
. (lit t ,at
Wlllier it shall Ie exprIpriated is
t lie
tI
h t rillrg wililI the ('ilvly
act "'reservedl to the Congress." The*Secre
tarI of Stite )(ilits it
that the St(ate )epartnent. had done nothing to pirehihe Congriess
froi tIree exerci e (If its reseIvedl )(ower:.
IhI says (1). 3119)
(if

The 4iI'st
1.1w

(ll

:il11

i1gwh

O!'
.'4
*l

1 i4ivy i,

or ci Iir ',54,. 4'',11
11 d llP
1111411-vil~wl,
h1m. beeq.ll l'trvwled

(*h liiio y is ,4ow

t

'

' i
Ffi

(d lilt
.41 1 , lll ,4111, 11 I
1,41l.

liii

tl0l

milll

li

l-Slit

by

jlll
ilh(-

tlit ' t i)ll.

Of course.

the Se'cretary of Stalte did lol refer, ill
i'ie.., a
foreign anllasstilo,. t( any (jlesl io ;iifecl ilg (Pill' oillest ic policies
Stich as
(illrown i fit i'jltat
ion of lit Exe(uit i Vt, aid i'gislative
pledges to the alien Il'l
(rpely
Oners or illr d(heliest ic and foreign
111t4re,sts and allied lllinst 1lt,. wlicli (1he Collgress l1'()IIhi consider.
The Set'rkta l'V of St(ate. il

instructig

Jlie |+lli-t e

States a llisalor

to Great Britilil. said (). .13)
I. The IlltPly (if Vers:i h's (dhnl
ry left , 1e.11 l 144 , r allld
i 'Ctshi 1 -41('
l'lltIlt
M eo ioll of Ied
Ol nil
or I'it I'lli4l.4 schll Ili'ltyi.l4
The
itI, 1e4
till
I'l lllu
, (i li, '~ r Govt
l l tl'4 ill {,11
- J1
l oi l1'111
wlIIt t,I 1 X t s tiltA
at eq .u5ml{
1,
.4i1 ll' I'X-'lillil'i
0 111111yl
l
tf rieeil
(1,
1'4, l. r tt .1 . i
or l.4-4-t
liq IIII
.
ll ,
1l1'y IIits IIImlo
11llli
tlln
vsvl f'l
i ill fIill, exel-qi,,41. 411' IhvI 41|1till,
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If any property Is finally Rappropriit~ed to to! 3)Iynietnt (if Attirk'un (litins,
the Value thereof wilt, of course, be creitedI ugiist the-s'- l1111 im gulit
Ge'rmahny.

U. 'rimL, stiticnetet ini itirgriipli 5 applies not only to property taken over by
the Aliu Propvrty ('ustoulitn but tit vessels. titl to which wats taken under lite
joint resolutions of Congress, May 12, 1917. * * *

This doctrine is fully repeated (P. 59) by Secretary Kellogg to
Secretary Chiamberlain, and lie says:
My Government, of coarse, liKteIIs. with respect to Such properly or proieeds.
V4't1iill((, toi give flppropriatt- credit ulint its climts.

as Julty be finally

In other words, Chamberlain has a right to mlidleistanfd that tiny
German a11in pr'opersty retained will comeC to the entente Allies by
diminishiing the climi of the Uniited Sttes iii its participation in thle
amoun11ts payable now to the United States under the D~awes plan
and will he takent from the 45,000,000 gold marks annually ntow due
to the United States and tihlflCd over' to the (entente pool.
Onl .hiimary 4, 1925, Secretary Kellogg again repeats this whole
doctrine in his; letter to Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs ('liamberlain. (See p). 70, ibid.)
TihteIUnited States really has not. bien treated fairly ait all in the
iatet' of its claims, because tile Allies conifessedl to r4.weivilg
$4,000,000,000) of pr-operty fromt the G'erman Government., Jin(]l they
(lid not pay the *$-2,,),001',000) of- out' army occupation costs, which
they ough t to have paid. Blilt they retaineul it, and afterwards jiastified it oin the pre~tense fthat thiey did( not have tiny reasoll to believe
that thle Ulnitedl States wats going to claim any army occupation
costs-for which pretense ther-e is no justification ait aldl. I thiink
herlal0.11in, whbich appears' in thlt. rIor
tll(. phtiffitln
ofl Aliim
is highly discreditable to the British Government.
heargiumlent aplpleared~ somiewhetre iii the hearings before Ilite
anl Meanls Commiittee of the House of Representatives, and1(
INI'
I (K0 not remember now where or by wvhomi, that the Germuai Governumen(t.t hatd thle right to knowv that they had agreed to a emifiscationl of Germanl alien p~roper'ty ini the Unitedl States. The German
('o0rCIt'IiitejtlI (lid, Of cour11se, agree to imake no protest of amy1kind
%whatsoeveraga inst ainy adjustment the United States lightt' see lit
to makce. As far as thec German governmentt is concerned it is
Byv
al)solutel v prech u1(ed from opening its month on this question.
thW trealty Of Berlinl they were silenced ; amlid they are silen~t. but I
thought~ it was proper to c~all t~o the attention oof thle Ways arild
Means C1 ommittee ot thle House, tI exjpressimng anr opinion about this
mat ter' at aill. that the Germian Gfiovernlium ent itself had ]to aIuthoi'ity
whiter
~wt'ilr(ler thie ('nst iti tiomi of thle Gern aln Repuiblic, thle W1eimar
Conustituition, to conliscalte lprolei-ty of any German citizen or sulbj!ct.
Th1e A1e611111i, ('ollstitll ionl I)I'('(dtI(1s that, andl thlat (constitution being
in existence, aind there being nothiing lin the Berlin treaty wliicl us
tifies the( ideai of' the German constilt tion beingv isiegarded by the
GernuanIII aulthiorities, I think it can1not be held With rea.sonl t ha-t the(
German111 authorities jut ended to atlhomize the United States to -oinfiscate ally (1,01111111 lpprty. With thle conlsent of tilie committee
1. will pmmt, into thle record quiotationls from the Weimar~t coust itud ionl
which cove' this point. (See House hearings, v'ol. 4, 1). 423.)
'I'lle ( 11imt-mu1m N. Th'lat maly lie (lne.
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Senator Sm4)1mum)(.

1a1

I should like to ask atquestion right there. I

0so
deeplv intrested in what you ire Saying, which is so clear

and illuminating, that, I want to ask: Under tie Berlin treaty who
was to determine whether suitable provision for the satisfaction of
0111 elaimi was made?
Mr. ()wlx. It was not expressly provided in the terimis of tile
Of coulrse, it was
treaty Its to Who Shoul pass 1I)Oil that latter.
to Ie determined by the parties to it, and ti reasons Which would
lie ti h,rneath the language used and the cireuInistiices 1?1(lhr which
made. 1 was only Pointing out that the (jerlmanil (ioverilllent col
not. be un(lerstood to have intended to authorize lie U nited States
(Goveruiikent to contis('ate (Gei'zniln alien liivate-owiled p'o)erty!
that the Ienling of the lgitlage Was not such its to nec'esii'ily plit
that ililerlretlatio ilj)Ol the t'eatV.
Seniltor JoNvs of New Mexii.'o. lMlliy I inquire: What was tie pulrpose of inserting ill the Berlin ti'eaity tli( provisions of the Verstiilles
tiretily 0that we iighit isl-this property of ('i'uiii nationils for
of Ailiel'ican iiitioniials, and1(1 that the (ierthe satisfaction of (hills
nationals
ll
for such
wo
I'ecop('nise ( lerlla
Govermlelnt Wol
ll111nl
piopertv '
Mr.()wi.:N. The I.nttelite Allies lictlitel these hairsi teriis for their
owi stqilosed l)ellefit, noit for oill's. We wer' not considerId illthiis
sa111ilair. The Gernlu Gove'nment wl1'I1s, ats we lill kniow, it ileteitd
government, witlollt power to object to allytling thlat wts dellillinde
G overniUet
of it within the boudlls of reason: 1inl the ( h'i'llli
'1,iey
agreed to do whatever the victorious noitio.is dtenildeld.
silgnl the r'ity of V i';ailles at the polite of (lit" baliolet. its Verv'lbo(v knows. The whole retol shows that after the. miost lilt het ic
of the ( erlalllnls that the tfrelity conlille(i unh1ard
plei on the pat
of aindl i)OslblC provisions. thiy filially i.I(ied b('cat ' Mr. (le
tiel the German ftpresentat ys that the a rinics of thi
Iii letti
Entente powers Wonl aldviinceithiroligh ( uerliany Inless that was
I'lie 1lnit-d st iltes wii not
dolle. So they vieldel 11nl signed it.
rcis)oisibl for tils grreat wrong.
Ifhe great anxiety ol tle l)lrt of the German Governient to
reestablish reiitions with the United Stites justified theit in signing
the treaty of Berlil, bit. neither that reiaty nor t lih ilrelily of Versailles, il lily oliiIol, illilly wiy involved the idea that the (erlli11)
(overnniit inteitded to aulhorize, colifiseltilon of its l)rOl)ity.
They only agrto' that if it.Was (ol)iscll ted( they Wolld uldertlke
to pay their nationals. They dlid not, lit thilt time. absolutely know
I
that they were bankrupt. -They did not know that until 'se ve rIll
Years Iitl.e:rwir .s,because tlietilllli al catillysnilt lillt occi'rlled ill
pei

o

ite

'

I

il

Germany vlane iW 1923.
I was going intl G'ermany illAigust, 1,923, fron Switzerlan(I.
I bought (Gel,i'iin larks litthe rlite o ia i50!,0(l( l111lrk for it (ollr
went to Stralssbilrg lit( niext
W
the diy before I entered (erinany.
ily alid bought Gerlnl uilarks i. fihe rate of I .4t0,41tt) for It (1h1r.
In Berlin itweek oi- two liter I holighi it(riiai
of 6,000,M0)

to the. dolla1'.

I

t the rate
iiirks al

went into J)eniaiiirk aind returned to

Germany lit ('oblenz i few weeks afterwards, and I bolight befo'e
I left (ieriany 12i,000*)0.() marks for ia(ollar.

j
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lIn the siunxer of 19,)23 (C'Frnuma finances went through a colete
collapse because they wvi'( clflgedl with reCsp)osibility under thle
Ve'rsailles treaty and were mnider the urgent necessity of !emoUbiliz~ing their *irics 110(1 getting back to civil life, and they were subject
to sl1(h charges that t hey cold not possibly ineet theiii. The consoqh~('ic'e was that they used the( next best thing, which wats the ru-111
111111" Of thle jprinting pressesS Ill printing marks,-so that the whole

financoi-al sti-mliire of G~ermnany welnt through it Complete Collapse.

and( every persmz who hand any savings in banks in terms11 of Itiarks.
lost those Silvilig's. TIhose wvhio had1 l)ank dep1 osits of anyl kind lost
them. Those who hiad (iovernmit bJonds1 01r mllicilpal hbonds or

indlistril bonds lost thle value11 of their property. The mliddle
* classes, thle saving classes of Germany, were redluc(l to Ibanlarilltcy.
That wvill laccomnt for the reason A11'IN (1411,11111v fool it,:-!f abso-.

1uu-alltll( to mleet jlivnillts to its owni nationials: oil property
*lultely
fiItake awayv from thtem 1wy Gr'eat Britain, Fraiwe, Italy. Belgium,
and so oil.
The'I1 important lpoit whiuch I think should he obh:ervvd is that thlt
treaty of Versailles. ats thle Senlato,' froim New Mexico ver-y properly
J)oiflts out. states thatl illcase of Ji(Illidation tile liqjlidhtiolII must
takce place inlavcori lanlc with the( laws (ot thle alliedl 01 associated
That Iiieanls that at tble last this (hulstion goe's
powers coniele.
to the ( Conigress of the~ UnIitedl States, Adler it wats left. iiiuler t-he
me with
trading with the( vieemy act." ;lrd has to be interpreted in lI
precludes in tihues of peave
ourt ('oust itnlit-oi. whi('hi under sec'tio 50k
comufiscat toll of pm'iite p~rop~erty.
f co)l154e volt Avoithi hold that. that atppl ies
Senlator, SOE)rfhl(E
to aliiell-ow')iedl property Cas well.] Rs cit i'enl-owned Jprivalte property.
Mr
I' ()iux. ( )h, yes. Alid since thle German111 Governmen1plt did( not
* initend(l t) ant hoi/. it that would lprevelude the slugestionl wh1iichi I
wats refel-rin2'i to As havingo l)ept 1114I in tile htearimigr be(fore( tilie
House Wlys a lvaiis (Committee and to which I made that reply.
ohlb
a.te(~runGvrmn
But file idea. til sggestio
treal v alut horize thle UnlitedI States ( ovTI lermet to (disregard its
Owln ( onstitiut-ionl with regard to private property, is incredlib~le. a111(
1 tliiiik nto orne %vol(i serioimslv ma1intainl that the( GiermanIII Governiiiieflt cotilol gi ve ally right to 41 isi'egai'd ou4)11OWi) coiist ititionlal pro~Cxeriaii GOoverUietit. lilts nothing to j14)
visionls. :tin of vourse- te (.
ou generally policy with re-tgardl to thle
With 4)111' domestic jpolli- o 0!'
lpreserv'at ionl of fihe ifeiu.t of private l)1o)leriY.
With r-egard to Aiiit'ricvaii (lailiaflis, I ha1ive felt at Symlpathy for1
('aim that they have 5Cci11ity 'Inl this pr1Pwhile
the
ertxv. I am 4hor-ol rgi I cn i need thatl flhey have'( not cht in ag-ainst the
nhS ov4riimleiit hals gol the
1114,111 lpr~pel'ty ats sliid. Thle I *1lite(I Stae
right iv. a ma.-tter of1 Prmicil policy to Say: We will 1h01( this
4woerIlnIvent doeIS W1'liat it cani, blt after thlt ( 'eriiiuiui
until the (ertiiaii1
(4overnmlleit. has pill al I its assets milide,' the( control of the eiiteiite
all ies, 4-11141 i 1aM. 10114' 4vvt'!'vt hi in it(')1(
to Illt'tt tile (1)1igatiomijs,
4)
that
:Iitab~hle p rovision 'for1 hat sci5ZI('t
unless; that lbe I't'gii'4 ed as -1
*he

teri lin ily 1ii.o4liiieti Voild be .!IIiiockery.
V
the4 Amelilt'l U claiill Ian Is I I(''ui se whle a cit izenl
I sYmi )itIi '.' Nvii
o)1 the I iiit(d Siaet' k thle vie ii (d, it (lecliat iOol ofwar. o4W)1
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policy of war declared ill the interest of all the peoj)le, I think it

unfair that the loss which ensues by virtue of the action of his own

Government upon tlw t citizen shoh( be visited disproportionately
upol
him; it should fall pr'oportionately upon all the people of the
United States and not exclusively upon the indlivildld. He not only

pays his own taxes, which entitles him to protection. but lie pays at
that time the extraordinary taxes of war. More than that, he 1sbmits his life itself in dellsnoe of his GV'ernIient. and his Govenmient
OW tie reciprocal obligation to him to )rotect him and to protect
his wife and children against the destruction of his private property
by an act of war declared Iby his own Government, or bv the policies
of war aol)ted in the interest of all thei)(ople. i'ponl that I have
no doubt . I believe in protecting Citizens of the United States, and I
think the reciprocal obligation which (lemauds loyalty front the citizen is based upoll soundl reason. anl there is no l)licv of greater

value to a country than to bind the loyalty of the citizen in tie
strongest l)O.sible way to the Governmelt. an1 when that GrovernnIelit (lisregards its diattv to tle citizen tluat (overnwent need not
w1oler if that cit izen loses his loaltv to tie GovernInent.

Therefore I sympathize with thw Americtan claimants, and I sympathize all the more with then because they were entitled to representation by the Government of the United States, and the dlutv of
replresentatioil is a serious duty not to be lightly considered. It is a
duty not only to rel)esent th'e citizen ill that 'respect. but it is the
dty, of the governmentt to rel)resent that citizen competently and
not incompetently, anol the United States. )e(ause of the turmoil
following ti war, was unable, an( because of other policies, found
it inexlpe(lient to take part in this Reparations Commission, they
refuse(I to be a member of the Reparations Commission, and I'think

justly enough, but when they did refuse, and when they for reasons
of policy did not obtaill from (ermanv when it had the j)roperty to
ay with. the means to liquidate the cItlims of American claimants,

then I think the Government of the United States has assne(l the
responsibility of meeting those claims to tlhe last dollar, not in )art
but to pay tfhe whole of them it necessary. I think it will ultimately
work out all right. but, if there is a loss by the default of Germany
the loss )roperly belongs to the U7nited Sta'tes, I think that is a question of policy of the most vital significance to the future welfare of
the American people.
Tbe questionn of American policy is one to
which I have given deep and long study, it, is the matter that has
more intimately engaged my attention and my interest than any
other 1 estion in the worlol. I have given almost mV whole life
to 1)111)1i, service, I feel very deei)ly on the situation before this
Comimnittee. J'his committee is charged with a ,,rave resJ)onsibility,
mid I am stre it will work it out satisfactorily and adequately. I
0111

very limt clI oblige(I to the committee forlthis ol)prtunity of

explressinig that opinion.

The ('i\m.vu.,N. We thank you. Senator Owen.
(And the witness left tie fi~l(l.')
(he
following is the l)art of Mr. Owen's statement that is here
inclmded in the record, as follows:)
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EXHIBIT A

PARIS

AGREEMENT

REGARDING

DISTIUIUTION
T1I1
OFFICIAL COMMENT

OF

TILE

DAWES

ANNUITIES,

Extract from letter of Secretary of State to the President, February 3, 1925,
transmitting information in response to Senate resolution 301.
In its report, the Dawes conunittee made recommendations with respect to
annual payments by Germany stating that these payments were to be of an
inclusive character. The committee said:
Before passing from this part of our report we desire to make it quite clear
that the sums denoted above in our examination of the successive years, comprise all amounts for which Germany may be liable to the allied and associated powers for the costs arising out of the war, including reparation,
restitution, all costs of all armies of occupation, etc.
It is evident that it was the intention of the committee to provide a coinprehensive plan of economic reconstruction and that the annual payments to
be made by Germany were to be applicable to all her obligations to the "Allied
and associated powers," this descriptive term manifestly including the United
States.
The United States has two classes of claims against Germany: (1) for the
costs of its army of occupation, and (2) for the claims upon which it is entitled to recovery under the treaty between the United States and Germany of
Aupgust 25, 1921, An executive agreement had been made under date of May
25, 1923, for the gradual liquidation of the claim for the costs of the American
army of occupation, but this agreement had not yet become effective. Te
amount of the claim for unpaid costs of the army of occupation was approximately $250,000,000. The other claims which the United States is seeklng to recover are the subject of an executive agreement with the German
Government under date of August 10, 1922, providing for a Mixed Commission
to determine the amount to be pati by Germany. This commission consists of
an American commissioner, a Germany commissioner, and an umpire who
by agreement of the Governments of the linited States and Germany is an
American citizen. Under the agreement establishing the Mixed Commission
it is provided that the following categories of claims shall be passed upon,
to-wit:
(1) Claims of American citizens, arlsing since July 31, 1914, in respect of
damage to, or seizure of, their property, rights and interests, including any
company or association in which they are Interested, within German territory
as it existed on August 1, 1914;
(2) Other claims for loss or damage to which the United States or its nationals have been subjected with respect to injuries to persons, or to property,
rights and interests, including any company or association in which American
uvtionals are interested, since July 31, 1914, as a consequence of the war;
(3) Debts owing to American citizens by the German Government or by
German nationals.
This Mixed Commission has been sitting in Washington. and, the claims
of the Government of the United States and its nationals against Germany
are in course of adjudicalion. While It is not possible at this lime to fix
precisely the total aniount of the awards, it is estimated that they will not
exceed $350,000,000.
On July 10, 1924, a conference of representatives of the allied powers was
convened in London to consider the recommendations of the Dawes comreittee. It view of the Inclusive nature of the payments contemplated by the
Dawes plan, the American ambassador at London was directed to attend the
conference in order that the interests of the United States might be appropriately safeguarded. While the London conference resulted in agreements
between the allied powers and between those powers and Germany for the
putting into effect of the Dawes plan, that conference did not attempt to
distribute the payments which it was expected would be received by Germany under the plan. It was arranged that a meeting of finance ministers
of the allied powers should be convened for the purpose of allocating these
payments. That meeting was held in Paris on January 7, 1925. As it was
important that the payments expected under the Dawes plan should not be
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distributed without appropriate recognition of tile claims of the United States
and ist participation in these payments, the American ambassador at Part;
the American ambassador at London, and Mr. James A. Logan, Jr., who has
been acting as an observer in relation to the transactions of the Reparation
Commission, were Instructed to attend and to represent this Government
at the Paris meeting. They did so, and this meeting resulted in an agreewent between the representatives of the respective powers as to the allocation
of the payment.4 expected to be made by Germany under the Dawes plan.
With respect to the purpose and scope of this meeting and of the agreement
there reached, I made on January 19 the following public statement:
(1) The conference of finance ministers held at Paris was for the purpose
of reaching all agreement as to the allocation of payments expected through
the operation of the Dawes plan. In view of the inclusive character of these
payments, it was necessary for tile United States to take part in the conference in order to protect its interests.
(2) The conference at Paris was not a body, agency, or commission provided
for either by our treaty with Germany or by the treaty of Versailles. In taking
part in this conference there was no violation of the reservation attached by
the Senate to the treaty of Berlin.
(3) The agreement reached at Paris was simply for the allocation of the
payments made under the Dawes plan. It does not provide for sanctions or
deal with any questions that might arise if the contemplated payments should
not be made. With respect to any such contingency, the agreement at Paris
puts the United States under no obligation legally or morally, and the United
States will be as free vs it ever wias to take any course of action it may
think advisable.
(4) The agreement of Paris neither surrenders nor modifles any treaty
right (f the United States.
With respect to payments to the United States, the agreement provides as
follows: (Ifere follows article 3 of the agreement, which is printed in full in
the supplement to this Journal, pp. 66-8.)
It will be observed that while provision is thus made for the participation
of the United States in the payments to be made by Germany under the
l)awes plan, there is no agreement to limit the amount of the claims of the
United States, which, as I have said, can only be estimated at the present time.
As I said in the statement above quoted, the agreement makes no provisions
for sanctions and does not commit the United States In any way to any action
In case. the contemplated payments are not made. Moreover, the agreement
itself provides as follows:
"The provisions of the present arrangement concluded between the powers
interested in reparations do not prejudice any rights or obligations of Germany
under the treaties, conventions, and arrangements at present in force."
In conclusion, it may be said that this agreement was negotiated under the
long-recognized authority of the President to arrange for the payment of claims
in favor of the United States and its nationals. The exercise of this authority
has many illustration, one of which is the agreement of 1901 for the so-called
Boxer indemnity.
AGREEMENT R1WARDING TIlE DISTRIBUTION OF TIlE DAwEs ANNUITIES

(JANUARY,

14, 1925)
FINAL PROTOCOL

The representatives of the Governments of Belgium, France, Great Britain,
the United States of America, Italy, JHpan, Brazil, Greece, Poland, Portugal,
Itounlia, Serb-Croat-Slovene State, Czechoslovakia, asse:mbled at Paris from
the 7th to the 14th January 1925 with a view to settling as between their
respective Governments questions which arise out of the distribution of the
receipts arleady entered, or to be entered, in tie accounts of the Rteparation Commission, in particular after the Is. January 1923 to 1st September
1924, and also in the first years of the application of the Dawes I'lan which
formed the subject of the Agreements concluded in London on 31st August
1924,
2 623--27-- -24
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Have agreed on the provisions contained in the Agreement of to-day's date
of which a copy Is attached to the present Protocol.
Done at Paris, 14th January 1925.
Elf. J. TsouDERos.
CLEMENTEL.
G. TiiEuxis.
WINSTON S. CHURCIHILL.
MYRON T. HERRiCK.
FRANK B. KELLOGG.
JAMES A. LOGAN JR.
ALBERTO DE' STIFAN[.

J. MROZOWSKI.
J. KARSNICKi.
ANTONIO D)A FON5SECA.
VINTILA BRATIANO.
N. TITULESCIT.
STOYADI NOVI TCII.

K. Isiiu.
L. M. DE SOUZA DANTAS.

STEFAN OSUSKY.

AGREEMENT

The Governments of Belgium, France, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, the
United States of America, Brazil, Greece, Poland, Portugal, Roumania, the
Serb-Croat-Slovene State, and Czechoslovakia, respectively represented by
the undersigned, have agreed as follows:
SUMMARY

*

*;

CHAPTER I.-Allocation of Dawes Annuities.
ART. 1. Costs of Commissions.
ART. 2. Costs of Armies of Occupation 1924-192,.
ART. 3. Share of the United States of America in the Dawes Annuities.
ART. 4. Belgian War Det.
ART. 5. Restitutions.
AlRT. 6. Belgian Priority.
ART. 7. Greek and Roumanian share of reparations.
ART. 8. Miscellaneous, Claims.
ART. 9. Compensation due to the European Commission of the Danube.
ART. 10. Clearing Office Balances.
CEAPTER IT.-Settlement of Past Accounts.
ART. 11. Distribution of Accounts: Provisions as to Arbitration.
ART. 12. Ruhr Accounts.
CHAPTIER III.-Special Questions Arising out of Previous Agreements.
AnIT. 13. Extension beyond January 1st, 1923 of the provisions of Article
2 of the Agrenement of the 11th March 1922: Appropriation of
Deliveries in Kind to the Costs of the Armies of Oc'upation.
ART. 14. Extension beyond January 1st, 1923 of the provisions of Article
ot' the Agreemmit of 1Ith March 1922: Retention by each
Jwer of the Deliveries in Kind received by it.
ART. 15. Costs of Armies of Occupation from Ist May 1922 to 31st August
1924.
ART. 16. DebitS for vessels allotted or transferred to Belgium under
Article 6 (4) of the Spa Protocol.
ART. 17. Debits for Shantung Mines and Itailwhys.
CHAPTER IV.-Interest and Arrears.
ART. 18. Interest Account.
ART. 19. Account of Excesses and Arrears as at st September 1924.
AiRT. 20. Recovery of Arrears.
ART. 21. Costs of Armies of Occupation to 1st May 1921.
CHAPTER V.--MisCellaneous

Questions.

ART. 22. Repayment hy Czechoslovakia in respect of certain Deliveries In
Kind.
ART. 23. Bulgarian Payments.
AnT. 24. Properties ceded to the Free City of Danzig.
ART. 25. Itecomwendations with regard to the distribution of the payments
throughout the year.
ANT. 26. Interpretation and Arbitration.
ART. 27. Reservation as t the rights and obligations of Germany.
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CHAPTER I.-ALLOCATION OF THE DAWES ANNUITIES

ARTICLE L.-Costs of the Commission
A) The maximum normal charge on the Dawes Annuities of the Reparation
Coninission, including the organisations set up under the D~awes Plan, shall be:
For the year from 1st September 1924. 9% million gold marks.
71/. million gold marks.
For the later years .---------------(to be taken partly inforeign currencies or in German currency as required).
Of these sums not more than 3,700,000 gold marks a year shall be attributable
to the organisations set up under the Dawes Plan. If necessary this sum may
be increased in order to meet the costs of the arbitral bodies provided for by
the Dawes Plan and file London Protocol.
B) The maximum charge for the Interallied Rhineland l11gl Commission
(including deliveries under Articles 8-12 of the Rhineland Agreement) shall
not exteed 10 million gold marks (to be taken in foreign currencies or In
German currency as required) for the year from 1st September 1924, this sum
being allocated between the French, British and Belgian H1igh Comnmissariats
in the proportion of 62:16: 22, after providing for the other expenses of the
Commission. The amount for any later year will be settled at a later date.
C) The charge of the Military Comnmnission of Control shall not exceed a
maximum of 8 million gold marks (to be taken in German currency) in the
year from 1st September 1924. Tie amount of any later year will be settled
at a later date. This figure does not include the Commission's expenses in
national currencies, which shall continue to be paid by the Governments concerned, the amounts so paid being credited to their respective accounts by
the Reparation Commission.
ARTICLE

2.--Costs of A rmies of Occupation. 192. /1925

A) The sums to be allowed as a prior charge on paymenats by Germany
during the year 1st September 1924 to 31st August 1925 in roslp'eet of the costs
of the Armies of Occupation of Belgium, Great Britain aid France, shall be
fixed at the following amounts:
Belgian Army ............................
25. 000, 000 gold mrks.
25, 000, 000 gold marks.
-------British Army -. -------110, 000, 000 gold marks.
French Army............
B) JBelgium, Great Bi'itain and France will meet their additional Army costs
during the lirlod nwutlimond out of i heir risIletive slinrs in German rewi~rationl1111yients, but shall noEt be delited on reparathio account therewith, that is
to say, their respective repairatiot arrears vill be in|reosed by corresponding
C) The additional Army eosts shall Ib ealculated as follows. Each Power
will be entitledoto receive
1. The sunis payable undi, the Filance Ministers' Agreement of 1lth March
1922, calculated in the ea.se of Great Britaimt oil the basis of the French capitttion rate with a sIec.ial allowance of 2 gold marks it mian, emnvered Ilo sterling
oll the, basis of the mean rates of exchange of tle respective currencies during
the niontli of Deemiber 1921. Th: value of German marksN supplied to the
Armiesnof Occupation and the value of any requisitions under Article 6 of the
Rhinh(nd Agreement shall, as lretofore, be included it these sums, and ,
2. h'lnevalue of the requisitions and services under Article S- 12 of the Rhineland Agreement, whleh are credited to Germany in le accounts of the Agent
Genera ! for Reparation,..
F'r each lower I1 e addilonal Army costs shall be the difference between the
total silmso calculated and tibe amount of tile prior charge set out in paragraph
(A) above.
1)) It is agreed that the Powers concerned in the occulpation shall not charge
for effieclives in excess (o' the strength authorlzed for each re,,pectively by
Article 1 (2) and (3) of ie Agreement of 11th March 1922.
E) The provisions of this Artlev, for the year to 31st August 1925 are
flecepted without prejudice, to any question of lriineiple. and the Allied Govern(mvnt,-amud the Governmnent: of tIe United States of America will discuss, before
the 1st Septemnber 1925, the arran.ement for Army C(,.ts In the fivure.
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ARTICLE 3.-Share of the United States of America in the Dawes annuities

*
:
,

.

*

A) Out of the amount received from Germany on account of the Dawes annul.
ties, there shall be paid to the United States of America the following sums in
reimbursement of the costs of the United States Army of Occupation and for
the purpose of satisfying the awards of the Mixed Claims Commission established in pursuance of the Agreement between the United States and Germany
of August 10th, 1922.
1. Fifty-five million gold mrks per annum
beginning September 1st, 1926,
and continuing until the principal sums outstanding on account of the costs
of the United States Army of Occupation, as already reported to the Reparation Commission, shall be extinguished. These annual payments constitute
a first charge on cash made available for transfer by the Transfer Committee
out of the Dawes Annuities, after the provision of the sums necessary for
the service of the 800 million gold mark German external loan, 1924, and for
the costs of the Reparation Commission, the organizations established pursuant to the Dawes Plan, the Interallied Ithinehlnd High Commission, te
Military Control Commissions. and the payment to the Danube Commission
provided for in Article 9 below, and for any other prior charges which may
hereafter with the assent of the United States of Amierica be admitted. If
in any year the total sum of fifty-five million gold marks be not transferred
to the United States of America the arrears shall be carried forward to the
next succeeding annual instalment payable to the United States of America,
which shall be xpro 'anto increased. Arrears shall be cumulative and shall
bear simple interest at 4/,% from the end of the year in which the said
arrears accumulated until they are satisfied.
2. Two and one quarter per cent (214%) of all receipts from Germany on
account of the Dawes Annuities available for distribution as reparations,
provided that the annuity resulting from this percentage shall not in any year
exceed the sum of forty-five million gold marks.
B) Subject to the provisions of Paragraph A above, the United States of
America agree:
1. To waive any claim under the Army Cost Agreement of May 25th 1923, on
cash receipts obtained since 1st January 1923 beyond the sutnm of $14,725,154.40
now deposited by Belgium to the account of the Treasury of the United States
in a blocked account In the Federal Reserve Bank of New-York, which sum
shall for," with be released to the United States Treasury.
2. That the Agreement of May 25th 1923 does not apply to payments on
account ot reparations by any ex-enemy Powers other than Germany.
3. That tMe Agreement of May 25th 1923, is deemed to be superseded by the
present Agreement.
C) Time provisions of this Agreement relating to the admission against the
Dawes Annuities of charges other than reparations, and the allotments provided for such charges shall not be modified by the Allied Governments, so as
to reduce the sums to be distributed as reparations save in agreement with
the United States of America.
D) The United States of America is recognised as having an interest, proportionate to its 21/4% interest inthe part of the annuities available for reparation, in any distribution of railway bonds, indalstrial debentures or other
bonds issued uiner the Dawes Plm. or in the proceeds of any sale of undistributed bonds or debentures and as having the right also to share in any distribution or in the proceeds of any sale, of such bonds or debentures for any
arrears that may be due to it in respect of the repayment of its army costs
as provided !n the present Agreement. The United States of America is also
recognised as having an interest in any other disposition that may be made
of the bonds if not sold or distributed.
ARTICLE 4.-Belyian l1'ar Debt
A) As from the 1st September 192.1 5% of the total sum available .,nany
year after meeting time charges for the service of the German Externlal Loan,
1924, and the charges for Costs of Commissions: Costs of U. S. Army of Occupation; Annuity for Arrears of pre-Ist of May 1921 Army Costs; Prior charge
for current Army Costs; anti any other prior charges which may hereafter
be agreed, shall be applied to the reimbursement of the Belgian War Debt as
defined in the last paragraph of Article 232 of the Treaty of Versailles.
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B) The amounts so applied in any year shall be distributed between the
Powers concerned in proportion to the amount of the debts due to them
respectively as at - May 1921. Pending the final settlement of the accounts,
France shall receive - % Great Britain 42% and Belgium (by reason of her
debt to U. S. A.) 12%.
ARTICLE 5.-tCe8it?tio
A) There shall be applied to the satisfaction of claims for restitution:
a) During the first four years 1% of the total sum available in any year
after meeting the charges for the service of the German External Loan, 1924,
and the charges for Costs of Commissions: Costs of U. S. Army of occupation;
annuity for arrears of pre-lst May 1921 Army Costs; prior charge for current
Army Costs; and any other prior charge which may hereafter be agreed;
b) During subsequent years 1 % of the balance of the first milliard after
meeting the charges enumerated above and 2% of the surplus of the annuity.
B) The amount so applied shall be distributed between the Powers having
a claim for restitution proportionately to their respective claims under this
head as accepted by the Reparation Cornnhssion.
C) The French and Italian Governments reserve the:r rights to claim restitution of certain objects of art by the application of article 238 of the Treaty
of Versailles. The other Allied Governments will support their efforts to secure
the execution by Germany of such restitution. Nevertheless, if the fulfilment
of this obligation involves a charge on the Dawes annultivs the value will be
charged against the share in the annuity of the Power interested.
ARTICLE 6.-lc,qian Priority
A) It is agreed that the determination of the exact po.,.ilias regards the
satisfaction of the Belgian priority depends ott the settlement of thr distrlbution account which the Reparation Commission has been requested tc" draw up.
B) Out of the part of the annuities received from Germany and avallab e
for distribution as reparations among the Allied Powers After 1st September
1924, Belgium will receive:
a) During the year commencing 1st September 1924: 8%.
b) During' the year commencing 1st September 1925. so long as Belgian
priority is niot extingished 8% of each monthly payment. As soon as the
priority is extinguished, the percentage of all further payment,; during the year
In question will be reduced to 4.5%.
e) During the yetar commencing 1st Sep.tember 1926 and during each :tiue.
feeding year: 4.5%.
This reduction iii precentage is accepted as fully dischargilg Belgium from
her obligations to repay her priority.
C) As From the date at which Belgian priority is extinguished or at the
latest from 1st September 1926, the 3'A% released by the above arrangements
for the repaymcit of the Belgian priority will be p;yal(e to France and
Great Britain in the proportion 52:22, in addition to their Spa percentages.
The sums debited to Belgium in respect of the period of 1st September 1924,
will not be regarded as creating for her either excess payments or arrears,
Provided that tills shall be without prejudice to the liability of Belgium to
account for any final balance under the lEconomic Clauses of the Treaty.
D) The right accruing to Belgium as a result of previous Agreements on
payments received or to be received from or on account of Austria, llungary
and Bulgaria remain unaltered.
ARTIcLE 7.---Orcck' and Rouman iaa

Rceparation

lk'reeu tagCs

A) The percentage of reparation payments available for dis.trihution between
the Allied Powers to be allotted to Greve is fixed at 0.A per cent of payments
by Germany and of lhe first half of payments by Austria. H1ungary and
Bulgaria and 25 per cent of the second half of payments by Austria, hungary
and Bulgaria.
B) Tit' percentage of rel,aration payments available for dist rilurtion between
the Allied Power- to lie allotted to Rioumanmia is fixedt at 1.1 per vit of payments made by Germany awld of the first half of payments by Austria. Hungry
and Bulgaria. 1n10 20 per tent of the seco'ld half of patients made by Austria,
Hungry and Btulgarila.
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ARTICLE 8.-MiSacelaCOUe ClaIMS

A) The following claims namely:
a) Costs of military occultation of the Plebiscite zones (Annex to Article 1%
of Treaty) ;
b) Costs of repatriation of German prisoners of war (Article 217 of the
Treaty);
e) Repayment of' exceptional war ex petises-. ad vanceul by Alsace-Lorrainte
during the( war, Or by public bodies inI Alsace-Lorraine, on account of the
Empire (Article 5S of the Treaty);
d) Payment Of certain iiideiiiiities tin the Cameroons mu! French Equatorial
4frica (Arlieles 1241 andu 125 of tile Treaty).
sliull ble submittedl for Vaua11tiOn to the Rep~aration Commission which shal
be at liberty to list, for this purpose all thle meais ait Its (disposal including
refe~elice to arb~itrationl a,, proposee] in ArticlIe 11 below.
The amounts of these chaims, when established shatll be credited to the
Interested Powers lin th'-'r Rteparatioti accounts its at thle 1st September
3924. tad the( 4eredits trinted its arre-ars tit- that (late lit accordance with
the provisions of Article 11.)below.
D!) The following clalimq would appear to ble payable apart front and it
addition to the Movwes amitiiitles tIal(ly:
a) The costs: of 1411wvi1i 1111 military pensions lin Alsacee-Lor raIie earned
at the (late of the krinIlice (A itiede 62 of the Treaty):
b) Trit(, transfer of the reserves of sipial insuramce funds in Alsace-Lorralne

(article 77 of the TIreaty). Should, however. the Gerani (overmtnent suc('ee
III estaibl.ilhiiig that thos-e claims inust be mlet. out of thle Dawves Annuities
the Allied Grovernmieiit w~ill concert together as to the nanier in whIch they
should be dealt wil Ii.
Armt:l

9.-Conipensa lion. due to the European Commissiorn of the Danube

Thce liutll be paiid forthwith to the European Commission of the Danube out
of the Annuitie-4 the sum of 266,800 gold francs, being the amount agreel to be
flue fromt Germ-iiy t4) thei Commission lit respect of compenisationi for (h1Uht11ges

AURTICLE 1(.-VCaHing Offle Bailanea
No spia~il charge shall be admitted against the lDames annuities fiI respect of
Clig
ofilcs balalnces4 of pro-war (debts or other clalins under thle Economic
Clauses of tie Treaty unless It is shown that -.my AlliM Power clutiniig thle
benefit o1f stichitcharge, has a net credit bahuince (lie for paymifent, after applying.
to meet Its vhainis under the lconoinic Clauses, the Germany properties mid
other asscts which It 11114 thle power to liquidate under the snine3 orticles. No
provision ,hll[ be nmde for such net credit balances4 during the first four years
of thle Da:wes I11l1111.
CH~APTERm IT.-Srrf.FmENT OF' PAST ACCOUNTS
AirricrEp I .-- -IWiributiou Aecounts-Protision as to Arliit,'atifat
The Allied Governments request the Reparation Commission to draw uip fig
som'i as possible definite distribution accounts its tit 1st September 1924.
They will give authiprity to their respective D~elegates on the Reparationl
comnllis'1, to sninit to arbitration all questions of fact or' of figures arising

on the accounts and to the fullest possible extent, questions of interpretatitfoil,
on wlhiel they atre not unanimous, lin so far as is4 not ailredy p~rovidled for ill
aniy existing arrangement.
"'ie( ablove provisions will appl1y In particular to the settlement of thet Ruhir
accoun~tts i accordance with the principles set out below mid to questions which

nmy arise In regard to the amounts due under the heads of restitutions or
410I

no~y'
1 n-rel-arat ion climsfl.

AnTiCLE 12.-Rithr Accounts
A) The Reparation Commission shall fix In accordance with the provisions
of the Treaty of Versailles and the practice hitherto In force the value In gold
marks of the receipts of every nature obtained by the French, Belgian, and
Italian Governments from Germany since 11th January 1923, In so far as such
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receipts have not already been'accounted for to it. The Reparation Commission
shall similarly determine the amounts to be set against such receipts with a
view to securing that the Powers concerned receive credit for expenditure actually incurred by them, subject, however, to the detailed provisions below with
respect to Army Costs.
B) Separate accounts will be drawn up for deliveries in kind and cash
receipts.
C) The account of deliveries in kind shall include the value as determined by
the Reparation Commission of:
1. Deliveries in kind not yet accounted for to the Commission Including deliveries paid for from the "fonds commun" antd the 11fonds special ".
2. All requisitions under or on the analogy of Article 6 of the Rhineland
Agreement and all paper marks seized and fines imposed by the Armies of
Occupation (luring the period 1st January 1923, up to the 31st August 1924, In
so far as they have not already been reported to the Reparation Commission.
Against these receipts will be allowed as deductions the extra costs incurred
by the French and Belgian Governments (luring the period 1st January 1923,
to the 31st August 1924, through the maintenance of military forces in German
territory not occupied on the 1st January 1923, after setting off the normal
costs of the maintenance of these forces in their home garrisons.
The net value of the deliveries in kind so determined shall be debited in the
reparation accounts against the Powers which have received then).
The value of coal and coke sold to Luxembbtrg during the same period shall
he treated as a delivery In kind to France.
) The account of cash receipts shall include cash receipts of all kinds obtained by the Occupying Powers including the gross amounts obtained from
taxes or duties, licenses, derogations, etc . . and the net receipts of the
Railway Regie. as ascertained by the Reparation Commission after verification
of the accounts.
From these receipts will be allowed as deductions the civil costs of collection
and expenses i of administration incurred before the 31st August 1924, and the
costs of load ng coal and exploitation of mines and cokeries up to the same
date.
The halonve of the account shall, with the exception of the qum mentioned In
sub-paragraph 1 of parag. It of Art. 3. be paid over to the Belgian Government
which slall be debited on account of tile priority for the period before 1st
Septeitber 1924, with the full amount so received less the Interest due on the
German Treasury Bills transferred to Belgium In 1922.
E) 1'naccordanve with Ate'xe, iII ltotito londonI 'rolooi 110 (li
will
be made for Irymt'nt out of the D)itwes anlnlilles of any costs in respect of
military forces in (erman territory not occupied on the 1st January, 19123,
other than tle val e of requisitions elflled ly. or services rendered to these
forces after Ist September. 1921. The vtluetof such requisitions or services
will be accounted for us deliveries on Relpration Account to the Allied Powers
concerned.
7ImAPTR IlII.----SPF CIAL QUEt'rlONS AlRISNG o'Tr or,l'itvious AGREEMENTS

AuTwLE 3.--Exteision btcyowad

.Jaular!y Ist. 1923 of "he provisions of Article 2
of the 4gree'ment of March 11, 19122: Approprialion ', dcli'erie8 in kind to
the costs of Armics of Occupation.

The French, British, and Belgian Governments agree that the forfalts fixed,
or to be fixed, for their respective armies of occupation from tile 1st January,
1923. and unti l the 31st August, 1928, In so far as they are not met out of
requisitions of paper marks and services, etc., under Article 6 of the Rhineland Agreement. should be charged on the deliveries in kind (including receipts
under the British Reparation Recovery Act and any similar levy established by
any other (oloverninent) received by them respectively. and the Reparation Coniinlskon Is reqtiested to give oifect to this dteislon In its af(*ounts.
ARTICLE 14.-Rxtension beyond January Ist, 1928, of the Provisions of Article

6 of the Agreement of March 11, 192:
Deliveries in Kind received by it

Retention by each Power of the

Each of the Allied Governments having a credit due to it on reparation account shall be entitled to retain, without being required to make payment in
,eash for the value thereof, the deliveries in kind (including Iteparation Re-
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covery Act. Receipts) received and retained by them between the 31st December 1922. and the 1st September 1924. The receipts of each Power, however,
up to the 1st September 19.24, shall be taken into account in determining tie
adjustments provided for In Article 19.
ARTICLE

15.--oste of the Aruiies of Ocupation for the period Ist May 19L22 to
81st August .191./

A) The credits to be given In respect of the costs of occupation for the
period 1st May 1922 to 1st May 1924, are as follows:
French sharo Belg hinshnre British slhre

of forfeit
Gold marks
May 1, 1922, to Apr. 30, 1923........................... 155, ,20, 693
Miy 1, 1923, to Apr. 30, 1924.............................. 117, 195, 330

o forftuit
Gold marks
30, 680, 153,
23,284,921.

of forfeit
Gold marks
21,092, 922
22,369, 507

B) As regards the costs of occupation for the period 1st May 1924 to 31st
August 1924, the Allied Governments will authorlse their representatives on
the Reparation Commission to make the necessary adjustment on the basis of
the principles on which the above figures were calculated.
0) The Reparation Commission Is requested to introduce those figures into
its accounts for the years in question.
AwRxcLu 1&.-Debits for the Vessels allotted or transferred to Belgium under
Article 6 (4j) of the Spa Protocol
The debits in the Interallied accounts for the vessels allotted or transferred
to Belgium under Article 6 (4) of the Spa Protocol shall be dealt with under
Article 12 of the Finance Ministers' Agreement of the 11th March 1922 Instead
of as provided for in the Spa Protocol.
AuT[OLM 17.-Debt for Shantung Railways and Mitcs

ti
(.
*

In respect of the Railways and Mines referred to in the second paragraph of
Article 156 of the Treaty of Versailles, Japan will be debited by the Reparation
Commission in the Interallied accounts only with the equivalent of compensa.
tion which has been or may be in fact paid by the German Government to its
nationals for their interests. Pending the establishment of the amounts in
question Japan will be regarded as entitled to her full percentage of reparations
as from 1st September 1924.
C(ItAPTSIt IV.-INTERIEST AND AltRAIs

ARTICLE 18.--intercst Account
The Allied Governments agre that all interest charges on reparation receipts up to 1st September 1924, should be waived as between the Allied
Powers and all provisions in existing agreements requiring interest accounts
to be kept to that date are cancelled. Interest at 5 /0shall, however, be charged
as from 1st September, 1924, on the excess receipts shown in the account to
be drawn up under Article 19 below as due at that date by any Allied Power
to the Reparation Pool a,4 viel as on any further excess receipts which may
accrue after that date until they are repaid.
AwricLz 19.-Ercess and Arrears
A) The Reparation Commission shall as soon as possible draw up an account
showing, as at 1st September, 1924, for each Power entitled to a share in the
reparation payments of Germany, but not including the United States of
America.
a) The net receipts of that Power on reparation account as at lst September,
1924, which shall be calculated by deducting from its total gross receipts as
valued for the purpose of Interailled distribution, the credits due to it in
respect of Spa coal advances, of costs of Armies of Occupation (excluding the
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arrears as at 1st May, 1921, provided for in Article 21), costs of Commissions
of Coittrol not paid in German currency, profits on exchange, and of any other
approved claims such as the claims referred to in Article 8 A) of this Agree.
ment;
b) The amount that Power should have received bad the total net reparation
receipts of all the Powers been distributed in accordance with tie Spa
percentages.
By deducting from tbe amount due to each Power its actual debit, the
Reparation Commission will determine the arrears due to that power or the
excess payments due from that Power as at 1st September, 1924.
B) A similar calculation shall be made by the Reparation Commission on the
1st September in each succeeding year.
C) For the purpose of the above calculations the figures relating to Belgium
shall be included on the same footing as those relating to other Powers but,,
save as provided elsewhere in this Agreement, Belgium shall be free of any
obligation to repay reparation receipts obtained before 1st September 1924.
Belgium shall, however, if the case arises, be required to account with interest for any excess of reparation receipts obtained by her after 1st September
1924, over her due proportion, as laid down elsewhere in this Agreement, of
the total receipts effectively debited to all the lowers after that (late. In the
contrary case Belgium will be regarded as having a claim in respect of arrears.
D) The provisions of the second paragraph of Article 7 of the Agreement of
11th March 1922 relating to the debits to be&entered In the account to be
drawn up under Article 235 of the Treaty in respect of coal received by Italy
before 1st May 1921, shall apply also to the debits for coal received by Italy
between 1st May 1921 anl 31st I)ecember 1922.
ARTICLE

20.-Rccoveru of Arrears

Except as otherwise provided for in this Agreement:
(A) The excess receipts of any Power as fixed at the end of each year under
Article 19 shall be repaid by the deduction of a certain percentage from
the share of that Power in each succeeding annuity until the debt is extinguished with interest at 5%, provided that no repayments under this subsection shall be required out of the annuities for the years commencing 1st
September 1924 and 1st September 1925.
(B) In the case of Italy and tile S. II. S. State this deduction shall be fixed
at 10%. In the case of other countries the deduction shall be calculated by the
Reparation Commission on a similar basis.
(C) The repayments made by the Debtor Powers shall be distributed between
the Powers in credit to the Reparation Pool in proportion to their rcslective
arrears.
ARTICLE 21.-Costs of the Armies of Occupation to 1st May 1921
The arrears due to France and Great Britain on account of pre-lst May 1921
Army Costs shall be excluded from the general account of arrears and shall be
discharged by a special allotment out of the Dawes annuities (ranking immediately after the charge in favour of U. S. Army Costs) of the following amounts
namely:
15 million gold marks.
-----------------------1st year
20 million gold marks.
2nd year -------------------------25 million gold marks.
3rd year --------------------------30 million gold marks.
4th year --------------------------and thereafter an annuity of 30 million gold mnarks till the arrears are
extinguished.
This allotment shall be divided between Franc(- and Great Britain in the
proportions France 57%, Great Britain 43%. The allotment shall be taken in
deliveries in kind during tle first two years of the Dawes Plan and thereafter
may be transferred either In deliveries In kind or cash. This arrangement
will not affect the distribution of any cash receipts now in the hands of the
Reparation Commission available for the liquidation of Army Costs arrears,
which receipts will be,dealt with In accordance with Article 8 of the Agreement of 11th March 1922 and credited against the capital arrears. Further,
the annuity above provided for will retain a prior charge up to 25% of its
amount on any cash receipts not rising out of the Dawes Plan which may
accrue to the Reparation Commission in the future on account of Germany.
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CHAPTER V.-MSCELLANEOUS QUESnONS

ARTICLE 22.-Payment by

'zeehosloviwda for Deliverie8 in Kind

The sums due by Czechoslovakia to the Reparation Commission in respect
of the deliveries in kind received by her from Germany and Hungary since
1st May 1921, shall be placed in a suspense account and carry interest at
5% from the 1st September, 1924.
ARTICLE 23.-Bulgarian Payments
Without prejudice to any question of principle, the payments made or to
be. made up to 31st December 1926, by Bulgaria under the Protocol of Sofla
dated 21st March 1923, will be distributed between the Allied Powers in the
proportions laid down in Article 2 of the Spa Protocol. The Allied Governments will agree together as to the method of distribution or these payments
to be adopted after 31st December 1926.
ARTICLE 24.-Properties ceded to the Free City of Don'azig
The Allied Governments give full powers to their respective representatives
on the Reparation Commission to settle all questions connected with the debt
due by the Free City of Danzig in respect of the value of the public properties
ceded to the Free City by Germany, including such adjustments of the payments
to be made by the Free City as may be necessitated by its financial situation.
ARTICLE 25.-Recommcndations with regard to Dis.tribition of Paymcnts
throughout the year
The Finance Ministers drew the attention of the Reparation Commission to
the fact that the operation of the Dawes Plan would be greatly facilitated if
the Agent General for Reparation Payments could so arrange that the annual
payments to be made during the operation of the Dawes Plan may be dlistri.
uted throughout the course of each year. and tlhey request the Reparation
Commission and the Agent General to et,tsider what steps call be taken to
secure this result, which is of particular importance during the second and
third years of the Plan.
With a view to accomplishing this result the Allied Governments, so far as
they are concerned, authorise the Reparation Commission anl the Agent General for Reparation Payments in cooperation with the Trustees for Railway
Bonds and Industrial Debentures to take all action that may be necessary to
arrange the due dates of the payments to be made on the Railway and Industrial Bonds so as to provide for ,I gradual and even flow of payments throughout
each annuity year.
Furthermore, the Finance Ministers authorise the Reparation Commission to
make arrangements, so far as may be practicable without prejudicing the
requirements of other lpowers, to enable the Portuguese Government to obtain
during the earlier months of the second year of the Dawes Plan (within the
limit of Its share in the second annuity) tie sunis necessary to ,-ompolete certain
outstanding orders for deliveries In kind of special Importance to it.
ARTICLE 26.-Interprotationand Arbitration
This Agreement shall be transmitted to the Reparation Commission, and the
Commission wil be requested to give effect thll)er, to(and to adjust the payments during the remainder of the year to 31st August, 1925, and during subsequent years,
so that the total receipts of each Allied Power during each year shall not exceed
its share under this Agreement. The Reparation Commission shall have authority by unanimous resolution to interpret the provisions of the Agreement. in so
far as the Allied Powers are concerned. If any difference or dispute shall arise
on the Reparation Commission or between the Allied Powers in respect of the
interpretation of any provisions of this Agreement or as to anything to be done
hereunder whether by the Commission or otherwise, the some shall be referred
to the arbitration of a single arbitrator to be agreed unanimously ly the
members of the Reparation Commission, or, failing agreement, to be appointed
by the President for the time being of the Permanent Court of International
Justice.

I
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Any difference or dispute that may arise with the United States of America
regarding the interpretation of this Agreement affecting American claims or
the rights of the United States of America under this Agreement shall be
referred to an arbitrator to be agreed upon between the -United States of
America and the Reparation Commission acting unanimously.
ARTICLic 27.-Resertltion as to the Rights and Obligations of Germany
The provisions of the present Arrangement concluded between the Powers
interested in reparations do not prejudice any rights or obligations of Germany
under the Treaties, Conventions and Arrangements at present in force.
The present agreement, done in English and French in a Single Copy will
be deposited in the Archives of the Government of the French Republic which
will supply certified copies thereof to each of the Signatory Powers.
In the interpretation of this Agreement, the English and French texts shall
be both authentic.
Paris, January 14th, 1925.
Em. J. T8ou1)ROs.
CLEMENTEL.
J. MHOZoWSKI.
G. TIKuNIs.
J. KARSNICKI.
ANTONIO DA FONSECA.
VINTILA BRATIANO.
N. TITULESCU.
STOYADINOVITCn.
STEFAN OsusKY.

WINSTON S. CIIUIICIIILL.
MvuoN T. HERRICK.
FRANK B. KELLOGO.
3AME5 A. LOGAN JR.
ALBERTO DE' STEFANI.
K. IsHI.
L. M. DE SOUZA DANTAS.

EXIIIIT

B

ChIEF OF WESTERN
REPLY OF GERMAN EMBASSY TO HON. WILLIAM R. CASTL
EUROPEAN AFFAIRS, AS TO PAYMENTS BY GFRMANY TO ITS OWN NATIONALS FOR
PROPEItTY CONFISCATED BY TIE ALLIED POWERS

Memorandum
On April 12, 1920, the following questions were submitted to me by Mr.
Castle':
(1) 1 should like to know whether the German Government has taken any
assignment from German nationals covering property now in the hands of
the Alien Property Custodian.
(2) Does the German budget for 1924-25 contain this provision: Settlement
charges, compensation for losses due to sequestration and liquidation of German property in foreign countries, 289,600,000 marks? Does the 192.5-26 budget
contain a similar provision?
The first question I have already answered in the negative. After communicating with my Government I have merely to confirm my statement.
As regards the second question t hav upon inquiry received the following
informationn from my Government:
"The German budgets for 1924, 1925, and 1926 contain certain items for
the allowances of compensation to German nationals whose property has
been confiscated by victorious powers during or in consequence of the war.
The table annexed hereto (Exhibit 1) specifies these items and shows the
amounts actually granted and paid under them to German natiqmals. This
table shows in particular that the item of 289,000.000 marks contained in
the budget for 1924 and mentioned in Mr. Parker Gilbert's report of May 30.
1925. referred principally to losses caused to German nationals through compulsory measures (expatriation and expulsion from territories ceded to allied
powers under the Versailles treaty) and to damage to German private property
caused by hostilities within the former German colonies. Only 17,400,000
marks out of this item of 289,000.000 marks were granted and paid for damages
caused by confiscation of property abroad. The corresponding items in the
budgets for 1925 and 1926 are 89,700,000 and 4.141,200 marks, respectively.
"The German legislation dealing with the comperisation of Germain nationals
for losses sustained by confiscation of private property abroad is set out in
detail in Exhibit 2. It appears from this exhibit that the compensation granted
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by Germaney in such cases averages 4.10 per cent of the pre-war value, that
in case of confiscation of cash or securities the percentage allowable is only
2 per cent and that in all cases where the loss sustained exceeds 200,000 marks
the percentage allowable for damages beyond this figure Is only two-tenths of
1 per cent.
"German nationals whose property in the United States was takenx over by
the Alien Property Custodian under the trading with the enemy act have not
received any compensation under the laws quoted in the annex andlare not
entitled thereto for the reason that their property has not been confiscated,
but is merely being retained by the United States. If such property were
to be confiscated by the United states they would thereby become entitled to
the same rates as allowed to Germans whose property was confiscated by the
allied powers. As, however, the assets held by the United States consist
almost exclusively of cash and securities the percentage to be applied would
with a few exceptions, be 2 per cent of the pre.war value for assets not exceeding 200,000 marks in each particular case and two-tenths of 1 per cent forfall
amounts exceeding this figure.
"It must be noted that the laws set out in the annex do not apply to ships
taken by the United States during the war for the reason that the losses susaided by the German shipowners were settled on a different basis. The shipbuilding industry in Germany was a very important one, employing many
thousands of mechanics and laborers, and the general welfare was especially
involved in this question for the double reason that these workmen were not
well adapted to other trades and that the acquisition of ocean-going vessels
to enable Germany to undertake once more an export trade (which also. involved the import of raw materials for her factories) wrs necessary if economic life was to be revived and the country enabled to live and to look forward
to the payment of rep.'iration obligations. It was therefore considered advisable instead of including the shipowners in the gener-l compensation scheme
to meet their requirements for once and all by the payment of a fixed amount
under the condition that the sum as so granted was to be used for immediate
reconstruction of at least a sinall part of the German merchant marine. The
amounts allowed under this settlement were tt first calculated in such a way
as to equal about one-third of the pre-war value of tile vessels in question.
Due to the depreciation of the German currency, however, the suns paid out
to the shipping companies decreased in value before they could be translated
Into the form of ships actually built to such an extent that they did not cover
more than approximately 10 per cent of the peace value of the lost fleet. In
view of this obvious inadequacy it was expressly provided that the shipowners
could retain for themselves any sums which they might afterwards receive
from foreign governments on account of lost tonnage. As far as the ships
taken in American ports are concerned the situation to-day is that the former
owners have not been compensated for them from any source whatsoever and
that in the event the United States make compensation for these losses the
amounts aw'vrded would go to tlie former owners exclusively, the German
Government having no charge on or share in the amounts thus paid.
"Washington, D. C., April 20. 1926.
EXHIBIT 1
Appropriations for compensating German nationals for losses caused by confiscation of private property abroad and payments actually made under such
appropriations
Amounts appropriated Amounts paid for
confiscation dmfor confiscation damages
ages and other war
losses 1
1924 ..........................
1925 .....................
1920 ..........................

320,710, 000 marks
(-$70,328,980)
73, 000, 000 marks
(-$17,374,000)
50, 000, 000 marks
(-$1,9,000)

17,400, 000 marks
(=$4,141,2000)
89, 700, 000 marks
(-$21,348,000)
4,400, 000 marks
(-$1,047,200)

other war damages

82, 100, 000 marks
(- $19,639,800)
196,500, 000 marks
(-$40,767,000)

I The appropriations do not distinguish between the different classes of war damages.
Up to 1924 there had been paid for zonfiscation damages altogether 208.700,000 marks
($48,242,600). The total sum up to now paid for this pohrpose, Including the amounts
paid up to 1924 and the amounts set out alove, is 314,200,466 marks ($74,779.600).
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EXHIBIT 2

Article 297(i) of the Versailles treaty provides as follows:
"Germany undertakes to compensate her nationals In respect of the sale or
retention of their property, rights, or interests in allied or associated states."
The aggregate value of the private property to which this article applies
bas been estimated at 11,000,000,000 gold marks, or $2,618,000,000, exclusive,
however, of private property retained'by the United States.
In order to execute this provision the German constitutive national enacted
a law on August 31, 1919, providing that "appropriate compensation" should
be paid to German nationals for seizures, retention, or confiscation of their
property, rights, or interests under the treaty of, Versailles.
In consequence of the financial difficulties confronting Germany after the
war, and in particularly in view of the reparation problem, it was not feasible
for a long time to establish definite principles as to the amounts payable under
this law. It was merely possible to make certain provisional payments in
order to meet the most urgent needs. Up to the time when the German finances
collapsed in 1923 these payments had reached the aggregate amount of approximately $48,000,000.
The paramount purpose of balancing the budget in order to lay the found.
tion for the stabilization of the German currency at the end of 1923 made it
necessary for Germany to cut down her expenditures to the utmost minimum.
Under the pressure of that emergency the Reichstag on November 20, 1923.
enacted a law fixing the compensation payable for private property, rights,
and interest lost on account of seizure and confiscation to two-thirds of 1 per
cent of the peace value in general and to five-tenths of I per cent in certain
exceptional cases of hardship.
After the budget had been successfully balanced and the currency stabilized
the German Government found it possible to yield to the urgent demands of
her nationals and to raise the rates of compensation from what was practically
nothing to at least some tangible percentage for losses not exceeding the amount
of 200,000 marks (or $47,000). and to take better care of cases where the
confiscatory measures applied by the victorious powers had practically ruined
the existence of the persons affected thereby. As far as the damage done
exceeded the amount of 200,000 marks the above-mentioned rate of two-tenths
of 1 per cent remained intact.
Under these new regulations issued by the German Government, with the
consent of the Reichstag on April 4, 1925, the former owners of confiscated
property are entitled to the following rates:
Indemnity rates applicable to cash assets and securities.
The general rate of compensation allowable for loss of cash assets or securlties is 2 per cent of the peace value, the absolute maximum payable to any
one person for such losses being limited to 10,000 marks.
In the exceptional case that securities formed part of an industrial or commercial enterprise which was confiscated as such the rates described below under
II are applicable.
II
Indemnity rates applicable to tangible property.
The rates allowable for loss of property (real estate, plants, factories) are
as follows:
(a) In the event that the peace value of the property confiscated does not
exceed 50,000 marks (or $11,900):
Per cent

100
-----------------------------------For the flrst 2,000 marks
10
For the next 28,000 marks
--------------------------------------------------------------------6
For the further 20,000 marks (b) In the event that the peace value of the property confiscated exceeds
50,000 marks but does not exceed 200,000 marks (or $47.400) :
I'or cent
For the first 50,000 marks
-----------------------------------12
8
-------------------------For the next 50,000 marks ----------6
For the further 100,000 marks
.....-------------------------------() In the event that the peace value of the property confiscated exceeds
200,000 marks:
For the first 200,000 marks, 8 per cent.

:
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III
INDEMNITY RATES APPLICABLE TO DEBTS

As to debts owing to German nationals that have been liquidated under the
Versailles treaty the compensation rates described above under II apply only
in so far as such debts formed part of an industrial or commercial enterprise
which was confiscated as such. Otherwise the rate of two-tenths of 1 per cent
applies.
The present regulations are to be considered as final. The German natldnals
affected by the confiscatory measures applied to their property by the allied
powers have no-hope for a further increase of the indemnification rates beyond
the above limits, since any improvement of Germany's capacity to pay will have
to yield primarily to an increase of the payments to be made by her under the
Dawes plan for her obligations arising out of the war.
to,a

EXHIBIT C

The German federal act of June 4, 1923, contitins the following proviso
concerning taxation of German private property seized and later on returned
by one of the victorious powers:
too

PARAGRAPHS 18

I:
*|

4

If a power, formerly an enemy, releases entirely or in part the Germanowned assets seized by it in favor of the parties entitled thereto or if it lu
case such assets had been liquidated puts their net proceeds wholly or in part
at the disposal of the parties entitled thereto. withlit being obligated to do
this under the provisions of the Treaty of Versailles and without receiving an
adequate consideration therefor from Germany, the assets and moneys mentioned above are exempted from the Federal taxes enumerated in paragraph
12, clause 2; paragraphs 1 to 8 of this act I in the way prescribed in clauses
2 to 6 of this paragraph.
As* regards the exemption from the war tax on increment of wealth, the
emergency levy and the capital levy the provisions of paragraph 13 apply.'
As regards the income tax and the corporation income tax, the assets
mentioned in clause 1 or the moneys paid in compensation therefor are to be
left out of consideration in fixing the taxable income accruing in the year
during which the assets are being returning or the moneys paid to the parties
entitled thereto.
As regards the property tax, it is provided that the assets and moneys
referred to in clause 1 will be exempted from this tax when it is first levied.'
As regards the levy on increment of wealth. the assets referred to in clause
1 are to be deducted from the taxable increment. * * * The same rule
applies as to the moneys referred to in clause 1. * * *
As regards the inheritance tax, the assets and money, referred to in clause
1 are exempted in favor of persons designated in paragraph 17, clause 13,1 provided the claim for return or compensation arose in the person of the decedent,
provided further that the succession does not take place more than five years
after the return or payment and that until the death of the decedent the support of the heir had been paid to a considerfble extent out of the proceeds of
the estate.
I The taxes enumerated in paimgraph 12. clause 2. paragraphs I to 8. are the following:
(1) Tho war tax on increnment of wealth; (2) the Federal emergency levy; (3) tle
capital levy; (4) the Federal income tax; (5) the corporation income tax; (6) the
property tax and the forced loan ; (7) the tax on Inerease of property ; (8) the Inheritance
tax.
2fParagraph 1:1 provides that the assets and monies In question are to he left out of
consideration In fixing the. amotnt of the taxabl property.
inut husband. and wife.
'Desc, ndants,
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EXHIBIT D
A STATEMENT ON 'TilE IIETIUIIN OF ALIEN IROPEIITY AND SEIVrLEM ENT OF
AMERICAN CLAIMS AGAINST GERMANY
return of German alien property and the settlement of
the
In considering
American claims, your attention is respectfully invited, first, to the interests of
the United States and the importance of its fixed policies with regard to the
safety of private property.
OUR DOMEStIC INTERESTS
During the last century international law had developed a policy of giving
complete protection to private property in the event of war, and practically
all of the civilized nations respected this policy of protecting private property.
The United States for a hundred and fifty years has maintained this policy
firmly without a single departure. In 1802 it paid Great Britain approximately
$3,000,000 to settle claims arising from confiscatory acts of individual states
during the preceding war. The reason for this policy was as stated by
Jefferson, Hamilton, and others responsible for the Constitution of the United
States. That is, that when individuals confided themselves and their property
to the hospitality and protection of our Government; when they loyally sub.
ejected themselves to our laws; when they paid taxes and created values by
their industry and intelligence, there arose an implied contract between sucl
individuals and the government that they were entitled to protection, even
if the foreign government of which they might be subject, should engage the
United States in war.
Obviously, such individuals were innocent of making war, and the making
of war by our Government could not be justly held to break the social compact, implied or actual, between them and our Government. Our Government,
therefore. by the Constitution does pledge protection of their property against
confiscation by numerous provisions. In consequence of this policy long pursued, the United States became a haven to which men might repair confiding
in the safety of their private property invested in the United States. As an
obvious result, hundreds of millions of dollars came to America and were
invested in America, and the United States became of Increasing industrial,
commercial, and flnancil importance. Huge sums of money were borrowed
from abroad and invested in the United States, by which our railroad system
was built up and many industries were transplanted from abroad to the
United States as a place both of profit and safety.
If we should now confiscate the German alien property and hold these individuals responsible for the alleged wrongdoing of the ol German Imperial
Government, or of the present democratic German Republic. we should be
serving notice on all the world that the ancient and honorable standards set
in the United States for the safety of private property could no longer be
relied on.
Obviously, this would be a very serious reason to prevent in future the free
flow of capital for investment in the United States from abroad, and would
thus interfere with the greater future prosperity which America might other.
wise attain. It would be against our present domestic financial interest.
Moreover, it would be against the hnorno and good repute of tli United States
abroad, because su h,an act, iii violating our executive and legislative promises,
would lower in the estimate of the world the good name of the United States
Government, which huis- the ol)portuniity now of setting a standard of high

principle throughout the world.

This is peculiarly thMe case because by the

treaty of Versailles private property of lons was in effect confiscated by
Great Britain, by France, by Itoly. by Belgiumn. These Governments have
injured their own standing, by this disregard and violation of the rights of
privnate property, a fatal principle which led, perhaps, to the extreme disregard
of private property by the Comnunists und Bolshevik throughout Europe. It
is to the national interest of America to stand strenuously against the Polshevik doctrine, or any doctrine which disregards the rights of private property, upon wlhich civilization itself is based. For that reason the domestic
policy of the United 'Stntsshould stand steadily for the safeguarding of private property and complete protection to the owners of the German alien,
property now held by the United States Government. as well as for the protection of the American claimants whose property has been put in jeopardy
by war and who now seek the protection of their own government in the
measures which your honorable committee is considering.
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It is of equal importance to the United States in relation to our foreign
affairs that we should treat private property as a sacred right.
The United States during the last 10 years has had an enormous development In its industrial, commercial, and financial life, and the present known
outstanding Investments of the United States and its nationals abroad exceed
$20,000,000.000.
If we treat the right of private property lightly or inconsiderately, we
thereby set a false precedent which may be infinitely injurious to the United
States. If we confiscate private property Invested In the United States in
disregard of our own Constitution and legislative pledges, we should not be
slirprised if other nations should avail themselves of such an evil precedent to
confiscate the private property of our citizens and bring on international coniplications of dangerous consequences. The great friction which has taken place
between our Government and other Governments where American property has
been put in jeopardy on a serious scale will readily occur to your honorable
committee. The German alien property, amounting possibly with its deductions
to $200,000,000, is only one-hundredth part of the American investments abroad.
Our foreign economic interests, therefore, require that we should not put in
jeopardy such interests by establishing a bad precedent. We should not be
influenced by those nations who have in the stress and excitement at the ending
of the great war violated this principle. It is clearly evident that their present
financial embarrassment and difficulty of getting credits on a favorable basis are
partly due to the sense of insecurity which has been brought about by this
unwise policy. Their grave blunder in disregarding their own previous better
policies is a warning to us and not an example.
Therefore, in considering the question of the German alien property and the
settlement of American claims, our own national, domestic, and economic
interest should be well considered as of the greatest importance in guiding our
action in regard to such settlements.
America has now the opportunity to maintain and set precedents of farreaching consequences to the great future of the United States and to the world
itself. We feel justified; therefore, in submitting to your honorable committee
the further consideration which justifies your committee in recommending to
Congress the complete settlement of these questions.
THE HONOR AND DIGNITY OF TIE UNITED STATES

Separate and apart from all economic considerations is the honor and dignity
of the United States. The devotion of the American people to their Government is due to the fact that they entertain a profound respect and love for the
Government of the United States, because they know that that Government is
incapable of conscious wrong; that they are justifled in entertaining the deepest
sentiment of honor and respect for tlat Government; that that Government
fulfills every just obligation; that its dignity and its honor are kept immaculate by the Representatives of the American people. And nothing could make
amends to have this faith of the people weakened 1R any degree by an act of
Congress or by an omission to act by Congress, which would show that the
Congress of the United States was in any way indifferent to the legislative
and executive pledges and commitments of this Government. So that our honor
and our dignity alike require the most scrupulous consideration in disposing of
this important question.
We therefore feel every c(.ifidence in submitting. the following observations
with regard to the questions before your committee:
First. The question of the return of the German alien property.
GERNIAN ALIEN PROPERTY RETURN

We submit that the German alien property owners should have relief at the
present session of Congress.
For nine years they have been deprived of their property. Even if Congress
acts now, it will take from one to two more years to make the settlements.
Their need has been, and is known to be, serious.
It Is conceded that as private individuals, trusting their large investments
entirely to the protection and the justice of the United States, they were not
responsible for the World War wbich was ruinous to them.
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TRFATY PROVISIONS

They came under the mutual protection of the Government of the United
States and of the former Imperial Government of Germany; under the special
treaty provisions of the United States and Prussia of 1799, article 23, as renewed
by article 12 of the treaty of 1828, and of the principles declared by the United
States in the Jay treaty of 1794, article 10.
The treaty between the United States and Prussia of 1799 provided as follows:
"ART, 23. If war should arise between the two contracting parties, the merchants of either country then residing in the other shall be allowed to remain
nine months to collect their debts and settle their affairs; and may depart
freely, carrying off all their effects without molestation or hindrance; and all
women and children, scholars of every faculty, cultivators of the earth, arti.
sans, manufacturers, and fishermen,. unarmed and inhabiting unfortified towns,
villages, or places, and in general all others whose occupations are for the
common subsistence and benefit of mankind, shall be allowed to continue their
respective employments and shall not be molested in their persons, nor shall
their houses or goods be burnt or otherwise destroyed, nor their fields wasted
by the armed force of the enemy into whose power by the events of war they
may happen to fall; but if anything is necessary to be taken from them for
the use of such armed force, the same shall be paid for at a reasonable price.
"And It is declared that neither the pretense that war dissolves all treaties,
nor any other whatever, shall be considered as annulling or suspending this
and the next preceding article; but on the contrary, that the state of war is
precisely that for which they are provided, and during which they are to be as
sacredly observed as the most acknowledged articles in the law of nature and
nations."
This article was renewed by article 12 of the treaty of 1828, in force when
the property was taken over. (See vol. 2, Malloy Treaties and Conventions,
p. 1494.)
Article 10 of the Jay treaty of 1794 provided:
"Neither the debts due from individuals of one nation to individuals of the
other, nor shares, nor moneys, which they have in the public funds, or in the
public or private banks, shall ever in any event of war or national differences
be sequestrated or confiscated, it being unjust and impolitic that debts and
engagements contracted and made by individuals, having confidence in each
other and in their respective governments, should ever be destroyed or impaired
by national authority on account of national differences and discontents."
The United States Government in pursuance of this just policy under the
treaty of January 8, 1802, paid Great Britain some $3,000,000 to make good
acts of confiscation against British subjects practiced by some of tile States in
the Revolutionary War.
UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION

They came under the special protection of the Constitution of the United
States, which having taken every precaution to secure the protection of private
property, declares as a fundamental principle:
"The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and
effects against unreasonable searches and seizures."
It expressly declares that this right "shall not be violated."
It declares that private property shall not be taken for public use without
just compensation. It makes no provision for taking private property for private use, even with compensation.
Amendment 5 especially declares:
"No person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process
of law."
The word person, as used in this amendment, is not confined to a citizen,
but covers any person of foreign allegiance domiciled in America, or doing business in Amejrica.
The Constitution provides adequate means of protecting property rights
against private, as well as public, trespass.
The Constitution makes the principle of holding private property inviolably
binding on the 48 States, and says:
"Nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property without
due process of law."
The Constitution forbids, any State to pass any bill of attainder or law
impairing the obligation of a contract.
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These constitutional provisions were based on the principles enunciated by
Thomas Jefferson, Alexander Hamilton, Benjamin Franklin, George Wash.
ington, and were based upon fundamental justice, sound morals, and wise
international policy.
The authors of the Constitution held that when the Government admits
foreigners, or invites them to bring property into the country, to pay taxes,
to obey and uphold the law, the Government thereby tacitly pledges protection
and security to such tax-paying foreigners. That such aliens subject to the
civil and criminal law in war its well as In peace, by their loyal obedience
to the law, are entitled to protection. That the seizure of their prolQrty,
therefore, and its confiscation, would not only violate the implied cont t'act
of.hospitable residence, but would violate every rule of justice and equity.
In his Camillus Letter 18, Alexander Hamilton said:
"No power of language at my common( can express tile abhorrence I feel
at the idea of violating the property of individuals, which, in an authorized
intercourse in time of peace. has been confided to the faith of our Government
and laws, on account of controversy between nation and nation. In my view,
every moral and every political sense unite to consign it to execration."
Alexander Hamilton, in 1704, discussing the treaty between the United
States and Great Britain, urging the doctrine of the protecion of private
property, said:
"Moreover, the property of the foreigner within our country may be regarded
as having paid a valuable consideration for its protection and exemption from
forfeiture ; that which i.s brought in, commonly enriches the revenue by a
All that is within our territory, whether acquired there or
duty of entry.
brought there, is liable to contributions to th Tr(Nim'y. in common with
)oes there not result an obligation to project thitt
other similar property.
which contributes to the expense of its protection? Will justice sanction,
upon the breaking out of a war, the confisatlon of' a property which, durilig
peace, serves to augment the resources and nourish le liro Mi('rity of a
State? * * * Reason, left to its own rights, would answer ill these questions it one way, and severely condemn tie molestation, on account of a
national contest, as Well of the property a: of the person of a foreigner found
in our country, under the license and guaranty of the laws of previous
amity."
It was under this policy that the United States paid Great Britain some
$3,000,000 to make good certain acts of confiscation against British subjects
practiced hy some of the Stntes in the Revolutionary War.
The United States Supreme Court has held, through John Marshall, Chief
Justice (U. S. v. Perchenun, 7 Peters 51) that while in waging war the United
States has, as one of its war lowers. the right to confiscate, stillThe modern usage of nations, which has become law, would be violated;
that the sense of justice and of right, which is acknowledged and felt by the
whole civilized world, would be outraged, if private property should be generally confiscated and private rights annulled."
The United States never has, even in war, in a hundred and fifty years
-confiscated alien private property.
CONFISCATION WOULD VIOT

EXECUTIVEE PLEDaES

When this country was threatened with the renewal of the submarine warfare, and war was contemplated, and the probable consequences, and alien
property owners began to withdraw deposits from America, the President of
the United States on February 18, 1917, through the Department of State,
made the following official declaration:
"The Government of the United States will under no circumstances take
advantage of a state of war to take possession of property to which, under
International understanding and recognized law of the alien, gives it no just
,claim or title. It will scrupulously respect all private rights alike of its
own citizens and subjects of foreign states."
The President of the United States said on April 2, 1917:
"We have no quarrel with the German people. We have no feeling toward
them but one of sympathy and friendship * * *. We are but one of the
champions of the rights of mankind. We shall be satisfied when these rights
have been made as secure as the faith and freedom of the United States can
,make them."
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The President, on April 0, 1917, pledged the protection of all enemy aliens
and said they would be "accorded the consideration due to all peaceful and
law-abiding persons, except so far as restrictions may be necessary for their
own protection and for the safety of the United States."
The President, replying to Polpe Benedict, said, referring to the Germans
in Europe, that the American people "desire no reprisal upon the German
people, who have themselves suffered all things in this war which they did not
choose."
In his message to Congress December 4, 1917, lie said:
"No nation or people shall be robbed or punished because the irresponsible
rulers of a single country have themselves done * * * wrong."
The President said, on April 0, 1918:
"We, ourselves, propose no injustice, no aggressions. We are ready whenever the final reckoning is made to be just with the German people."
CONFISCATION WOUID VIOLATE LEGISLATIVE PIEDOES
TRADING WITH TIIE IN.MY AUT

The trading with the enemy act, apprved (October 6, 1917, shows oil its face,
by its context, by the manner of its prc..,ntaltion to Congress, by the testimony
before the committees, by the reports of the committees of Congre..s, IoN the
debates in Congress, that it had no intention whatever to confiscate alien property or to dishonor the pledges nade by the President of the United States and
by the Secretary of State immediately preceding the presentation of this bill

to Congress.

The act was intended as it war ineasure to c4introl trade and commlnih tion
between (itizens of the United States and citizens of Germnany to prevent allen
property being used to the disadvantage of the United States during the war,
to give complete security to alien property, and to safely return it a|'ter the war
or to make a just settlement, as promised by tWe President.
This et was drawn under the direction of the President of the United States
and lpifled at the request of his administration for the alboive plrPo:e. It was
elaborately explained to Congress by Hon. Itobert Lansing, Secretary of State,
Bon. William C. Redfield, Se(retary of Commerce, Ilon. Charles W.arret,
Assistant Attorney Gnenral, Dr. Etdward E. IPrenty, Chief of the Bureau of
Foreign .and D)onestic ColnniercO, uder' whose dirue-tioll the act was drawn,
before till- contknittuD May 29, 1917, pa-ge 13, that the bill was intended for the
protection of alien property. Secretary Redfield, speaking for Mr. Lansing, in
hi, presence, said:
"The creation of ann Alien Property Custodian is a novelty and is in line with
that same effort toward equity which impels us to Indicate an earnest desire to
show to the people with whom unfortunately we are engaged in Wiar that here
Is the opposite of confiscation and here is the opposite of rt'quisition."
Mr. Lansing said that the act " will put it il the hands of the Government to
protect the property, and it will avoid any lawless acts against it."
Mr. Warren said: "It is merely a temporary taking over of an enemy property; its conservation is in the hands of the Alien Property Custodian."
Bioth the Senate committee report and the House committee report (11. R.
Rep. 685, 65th Cong., and S. Rep. 113, 65th Cong.) expressly declare the same
principles and that the act did not contemplate confiscation.
The debates inI Congress demonstrated the same purpose exclusively.
Mr. Montague said the act of taking over the property was done "to couerve
the interests of America in this great struggle, and at the same time its final
and honest payment to the creditors is made more secure."'
Mr. D)eWalt said: "This property is not confiscated at all." He also said
that the bill was not In violation of 'l'hn Il ague convention of 1907, which
expressly provides for tihe protection of private property on land, and said:
"It was in conformity with that idea that t-ie proclamation of the President as
early as last June was made, reaffirming the doctrine that private property
should not be confiscated and that the provisions of this bill were made as
they are."
Upon the suggestion of Mr. Stafford tht
Congress might, after the war,
neglect to act, that it would have the effect of confiscation, Mr. Snook said:
"Does the gentleman think that Congress will assume that position? Has the
gentleman so little confidence in the Congress of the United States as to think
it will not act fairly and Justly with those men?"

.,
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The courts decided against confiscation in Penn;ylvania Supreme Court (266
Pa. St. 189) and said: "The trading with the euemy act is not for confiscation
of property; it is rather for its preservation. While, if the President so directs,
the money or property of alien enemy may be taken by the Government for its
own purposes, the owner does not part absolutely with it if, after the end of
the war, his claim to it shall be settled as Congress shall direct." This decision
was confirmed by the United States Supreme Court.
In the Forty-sixth New York Supreme Court Reports, page 175, the court
says: " In the exercise of Its plenary power In this matter, Congress might
have provided for the confiscation of enemy property, but it did not do so. The
act on its face is plainly not confiscatory."
The decision of the Supreme Court in the case of the United States v. Chemical Foundation does not negative this sound doctrine. The issue of the Chemcal Foundation case was whether title passes to the Chemical Foundation by
sale of the patents by the Allen Property Custodian to that corporation. The
court held that as a matter of law that the sale during war of said property.
was valid, but this does not mean confiscation even in time of war, because the
promise of the President of the United States and of the Congress of the United
States to make Just settlement after the war sufficiently cover the case and
left an open forum for the settlement of any claim for damage arising. No
Individual Instance had occurred under which the Allen Property Custodiani
should have disregarded the rights of an alien property owner that would
change the purpose of the executive and legislative branches of the Government
to which we have referred above.
Hon. Charles Evans Hughes, Secretary of State, in an address at Philadeipha, November 23, 1923, said: "A coilfiscat(.ry policy strikes not only at
the interest of particular Individuals but at the foundations of international
intercourse, for it is only on the basis of security of property, validly posses.:ed under fhe laws existing at the time of Its acquisltion, that the Conluct
of activities in helpful cooperation is possible, * * * rights acquired under
its laws by citizens of another state, a state is under an international obligation appropriately to recognize, it Is the policy of the United States to support
these fundamental l)rlncphles."
T

' LANGUAF oh'
OFTHf ACT

The language of the act shows the act was intended as a war measure only
to control trade and communication between citizens of the United States and
citizens and residents of Germany, and to prevent alien property being used to
the disadvantage of the United Statem during the war, io give security to
alien property and safely return it after the war or settle damage done.
The Alien Prperty Custodiai, section 6, wias empowered to receive all
money and property belonging to a nonresident enemy.
German citizens in the United Slates holding properly were not molested
in person or property unless, as in a few negligible cases, by presidential proclanmtion they were declared enemies.
The Alien 'roperty Custodian was to receive the )rdperty, "to hold, adininister, and account for the same under the general direction of the President,
and as provided in this act." But the president was expressly pledged not
to confiscate but to protect the property and faithfully account for it when the
war is over.
The alien property owners residing In Germany, left their properties In the
United States under the pledge of a German-American treaty, under the constitutional protection of the United States, under the unbroken policy of 150
years, under the protection of The Hague Convention of 1907, and the international obligation of the United States, under the executive pledges of the
Secretary of State and of the President of the United States, and were perfectly Justified in doing so. To confiscate the property now or to continue to
retain it with tl effect of confiscation, would clearly dishonor the pledges
mnafde by tile Chief Executive of the United States, and the obligations of tile
Congress Itself.
The Allen Property Custodian was "vested with all of the powers of a
common law trustee In respect of all property other than money," and "under
such rules and regulations a& the President shall prescribe, may manage such
property and do any act or things in respwet thereof," necessary to prevent
waste. "To protect such property to the end that the Interests of the United
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States in such property and rihts of such person as may ultimately become
entitled thereto or to the proceeds thereof, may be preserved and safeguarded."
This language Is entirely inconsistent with the confiscation of the property.
Section 12 declares: "After the end of the war any ct .t;
f -,iy enemy or
of an ally of an enemy to any monoy 0' other property received and held by
the Alien Property Custodian, or deposited in the Unitec States Treasury, shall
be settled as Congress shall direct." This language wgs discussed in Congress
and Its meaning explained to be that sin honest accosting should be mande to
the owner and the return of the property or its valn after the war was ended.
Section 16 imposed a penalty for willful violathim of the provisions of the

act that "any property, funds, security papers or .thiar articles or documents
or any vessel," etc. "concerned in such violation shall be forfeited to the
United States."
This language is entirely inconsistent with tiv Idea that the property was
intended to be confiscated by the United States e:ccpt for a willful violation
of the act itself. At a later date, March 28, 1918, the President of the United
States was authorized to acquire the title of the docks, piers, walreh(uses,,
wharves and terminal equipment facilities on the Hudson River, now owned
by the North German Line Dock Co. and the Hamburg-American Line Terminal
& Navigation Co., two corporations of the State of New Jersey. if lie shall
deem It necessary for the national security and defense: Provided, that if
such property cannot be procured by purchase, then the Pres!dent of the
United States is authorized and empowered to take over for the United States
the immediate possession and title thereof. If such property shall be taken
over, as aforesaid, the United States shall make such compensation therefor
to be determined by the President. Upon the taking over of sad property by
the President, as aforesaid, a title to ill such property so taken over shall
immediately vest in the United Staites."
But the President was fully committed by his own proclamation aad by the
policy of the government not to confiscate, but to account for such property
uprightly. A plan for such adjustment is now being considered by your
honorable committee, upon the recommendation of the Secretary of the Treas.
ury, representing the President of the United States. The language of this
latter amendment shows there was no intent to confiscate.
On March 28, 1918, the act was further amended to give the custodian under
the President, the power to dispose of such properties by sale or otherwise
"in like manner as though lie were absolute owner thereof."
Thtis amendment
was necessary to enable the custodian, as trustee, to convey a title free from
doubt to- protect the property Itself. It often became necessary to dispose of
assets which otherwise might be perishable, but there was no negation whatever
of the duties of the trustee to continue to act faithfully as a trustee, nor was
there any modification of the pledge by Congress, after the end of the war,
to make a just settlement its promised by the President.
It was under this act, as amended, that the chemical patents relating to
explosives, gases, medicines, etc.. were sold to the Chemical Foundation before
the end of the war. The Chemical Foundation was not organized for profit,
but for public fiduciary purposes, to make available to the chemical industries
of the United States the important patents necessary for war-making purposes
and for irposes of defense. The Supreme Court held at the October term,
1920, that there was no conspiracy or fraud in such sale and that a good title
passed regardless o, the consideration paid. The reasoning is clear, and
there Is n',.... inconsistent with the trading with the enemy act in this
decision, for the very sound reason that the owners of the patents were pro.
vided a reinedy in the law Itself, and because the executive and legislative
branches of the government were pledged to a just settlement when the war
was over, and no Injustice Is done under these circumstances, only in the
event that a fair and just settlement were refused could a complaint of
Injustice be made.
The Allen Property Custodian has advised the return of the property.
TXH CAUSES OF THE DELAY IN RETURNING OMMAN ALIEN PROPERTY

The treaty of Versailles, officially terminating the war, ,.At into effect
January 10, 1920. It was submitted to the Senate of the United States and
subjected to a prolonged discussion which finally terminated at the close of
the Wilson administration in a refusal to accept it.
The new admiiAstration of the Sixty-seventh Congress came into power March
4, 1921. On July 2, 1921, the Knox-I'orter resolution was passed declaring the
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war at aoi end and declaring that the United States and its nationals were
entitled to all rights accruing, under the ternis of the armistice signed November 11, 1918, or under the treaty of Versailles, or as to one of the principal allied
and associated powers.
It further provided (see. 5): "All property of the Imperial German Govern.
ment or its sucesor or successors, and of German nationals which was on
April 0, 1917, in. or has since that date come into, the possession or unler
control of, or has been the subject of a demand by the United States of America,
or of any of Its officers, agents, or employees from any source, or by any agency
whatever * * * shall be retained by the United States of America, and no
disposition thereof made except as shall have been heretofore, or spe'ifically
hereafter shall be provided by law, until such time as the Imperial Girman
Government * * * or their successor or successors, shall have respectively
made suitable provision for the satisfaction of all claims against said Government of all persons, wheresoever domiciled, who owe permanent allegiance to
the United States of America and who have suffered through the acts of tie
Imperial German Government or its agents * * * since July 31, 1914, loss,
damage, or injury to their persons or property, directly or indirectly, whether
through the ownership of shares of stock in Gernwn * * * American or other
corporations, or in consequence of hostilities or of any operations or war or
otherwise," etc.
The Knox-Porter resolution also demanded the "munost favored nation" treatment; and confirmation to the United States by Germany of "all fine., forfeitures, penalties, and seizures imposed or made by the United States of
America during tile war, whether in respect to the property of the Imperial
German Government or German nationals" * * * "anid shall have waived
any anl all pecuniary claims against the United States of America."
retaining the Germmn alien property except md until provided by law
was already the United States statute law under the trading with the enemy
act and Germany being required to agree to it was merely a method of
made "'suitable
requiring Germany to agree to existing law until Gerny
provision" which Germany was anxious to do.
The obvious intention of the Knox-Porter resolution wais mot to confiscate
German property but to retain it until the Germanm Govcrmuent had ,:omplled
with the demands made.
The German Government did conil)ly to the extreme limit of its capacity by
the treaty of Berlin. (Hearings, Part III, pp. 17-24.)
THE BIIIN' TMETY

On the 25th of August, 1921. the plenivotentiaries of the German Coaltonwealth and of the United States entered into a treaty of peace, reciting the
armistice, the treaty of Versailles of Jtne 28, 1919, and the Knox-Porter
resolution of July 2, 1921, as follows:
"Being desirous of restoring the friendly relations existing between the two
nations prior to the outbreak of war"Article I. "Germany undertakes to accord to the 7lnited States and the
United States shtll have and enjoy all the rights, privileges. indemnities,
reparations, or advantages specified n tile aforesaid joint resolution of tile
Congress of the United States of July 2, 1921, including tll the rights and
advantages stipulated for the benefit of the United States in the treaty of
Versailles, which the United States shall fully enjoy, notwithstanding tihe fact
that such treaty has not been ratified by the United States."
At the time of the Berlin treaty, August 25, 1921, the German Government
was under the military, financial, and commercial control of the allied and
associated
powers. The treaty of Versailles had been enforced by a famine
blockade, and the threat of an immediate resumption of war if the Government of the German commonwealth refused to submit to the treaty of Versailles,
as dictated.
The President of the United States in October, 1918, bad demanded the abdication of the German Imperial Government. William II and his dynasty,
against which the Government of the United States had waged war. William
II and the Hohenzollern dynasty abdicated prior to the armistice of November
11, and on November 9, 1918, a revolution took place in Germany to establish
such a government as that demanded by the President of the United States,
and desired by an overwhelming majority of the German people.
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Frederick Ebert, leader of the German social democracy, on November 10.
assumed the chairmanship of the council of people's commissioners. The
hereditary rulers and other German kings, princes, and notables, followed the
action of William II. They all stipulated abdication or acquiesced in their
deposition. The military masters of Germany were overthrown. The United
States had accomplished its declared purpose in waging the war.
On November 30, regulations for an election were framed to elect representatives to a constitutional convention. These regulations established the principles of universal, direct, secret, and equal suffrage for all German men and
women of 20 years of age or more on the date of election. Prportional representation was established. The election wait, held January 19, 1919, and a
provisional government was established February 10. 1919. The convention
was composed of 423 d delegates from 38 districts, elected by proportional
representation.
Social Democrats
--------------------------------------------16
The Center (Catholic)
--------------------------------------0
75
German Democratic (progressive) --------------------------------German National People's Party (conservative) -----------------------42
German People's Party -----------------------------------------22
Independent Social Democrats (radical) ---------------------------22
The monarchist element was thus demonstrated by proportional selection to
have been practically eliminated by this vote of the German people. The constitution of the German Commonwealth was adopted on July 31, 1919, and
became effective by executive order August 11, 1919. A new cabinet had been
organized by Gustavus Bauer. (See Constitution of the German Commonwealth by Monroe and Iolcomb, Harvard University, published by the World
Peace Foundation, 40 Mount Vernon Street, Boston.)
Under this treaty seeking to "restore friendly relations" with the German
people shall we confiscate any part of the private property of the citizens of
Germany and now, in time of peace, violate our Executive and legislative
pledges to them on the theory it will profit us in money to do so?
TIE GERMAN LAW ON EXPROPRIATION

The term "Reich" now means "Commonwealth" or "Republic," representing a national union of States.
Section 1, Article I, declares as follows: "The German Commonwealth is a
Republic. Political authority is derived from the people."
Article 7 provides, among other things, for jurisdiction in conjunction with
the StateR of"12. The law of expropriation." (Confiscation Is not recognized.)
Article 153 recites: "The right of private property is guaranteed by the
constitution. Its nature and limits are defined by law. Expropriation may
be proceeded with only for the benefit of the community and by due process of
law. There shall be just compensation in so far as Is not otherwise provided
by national law. If there is a dispute over the amount of the compensation.
there shall be a right of appeal to the ordinary courts in so far as not otherwise
provided by national law."
Article 178 declares as follows:
"The constitution of the German Empire of April 16, 1871, and the law of
February 10, 1919, relating to the provision of government of the commonwealth are repealed;
"The other laws and regulations of the Empire remain in force in so far as
they do not conflict with this constitution. The provisions of the treaty of
peace, signed on June 28, 1919, at Versailles, are not affected by the constituti011."
The other laws and regulations of the empire remaining in force provide that
the ex-appropriation of private property is a matter of state law under which
a private property owner may have his property appropriated for public purposes upon just compensation, with a right of hearing in the state court. In
this mannei the rights of private property of a German c*,tzf n is protected under
the German State law. The German Government in agreeing to the Berlin
treaty that the German Government accords to the United States the right to
retain all private property of German citizens in the United States until suitable provision was made by the German Government for the satisfaction of all
claims against that Government would have had no option even if confiscation
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of vested .private property had been contemplated. But that Government had
no reason to believe, it is respectfully submitted, that when the German Gov.
ernment did everything in its power to make suitable provision, that then the
United States would resort to confiscation of the private property of the German nationals under American protection if the American claims were not
fully and immediately liquidated on a cash basis.
The German Government therefore had no constitutional right to authorize
the confiscation of the property of German nationals under the Weimar consti.
tution.
It is perfectly obvious that the German Government had no intention of
authorizing the confiscation. It merely surrendered to the requirement of the
Government of the United States and accorded to the United States the right,
which Congress had already taken, to retain the property of German nationals
ulitil the German Government made suitable provision for (ihe satisfaction of
the demands of American claimants.
But even if the German Republic had had the right to confiscate, and if the
treaty of Versailles had authorized confiscation, even if the German Govern.
ment had intended to authorize confiscation, the German Republic is not competent to modify the Constitution of the United States, nor to modify the
social compact of the United States with private persons holding property in
the United States, nor to modify nor interfere with the contract relation arising
from the executive and legislative pledges of the United States to protect
the private property of individuals who are under the safeguard of our laws.
The United States has persistently refused to recognize the existing Govern.
ment of Russia for many years, on the ground that the Russian Government
had systematically violated the sacred principle of the rights of private prop.
erty, and was undertaking to spread this pernicious doctrine elsewhere. The
United States can not afford, itself, to violate this principle.
Hon. A. W. Mellon, Secretary of the Treasury, in his public letter of April
19, 1920, in discussing the question of Germany's action in attempting to make
suitable provision for the satisfaction of American claims, as provided under
the Knox-Potter resolution and the Berlin treaty, said:
"A creditors' committee investigated Germany's economic capacity and found
that 2,500,000,000 gold marks ($625,000,000) per annum was Germany's entire
capacity to meet her treaty obligations. * * * German creditors accepted
their committee's recommendation as embodied in the Dawes plan, sind by the
Paris agreement divided the total annuity among the creditors. The United
States signed the Paris agreement, and thereby accepted the Dawes plan. By
the Paris agreement the annuity for the payment of the American Mixed Claim
was fixed at 45,000,000 gold marks ($11,000,000)."
The German Republic therefore has made suitable provision for the satisfaction of the American claims, unless it Is held that where Germany has paid
to the utmost of her capacity, such provision is still not "suitable." Such an
interpretation of the Berlin treaty is unreasonable. The purpose of the KnoxPorter resolution was to put pressure to bear on Germany and compel Germany
to do her utmost to pay these claims. Germany has done her utmost: and
her utmost has been fixed by the entente allies and accepted by the United
States. If this be not ' suitable provision," the term is a mockery.
CONGRESSIONAL

ACTION UNDER THE TlADING WITH TiE ENEMY ACT

The Congress of the United States under the trading with the enemy act has
released all of the property held by many of the persons whose property was
held by the Alien Property Custodian, even where such persons have had their
property taken over lawfully under said act by the Alien Property Custodian.
The property of all persons, German alien property owners, who by the operation of the Versailles treaty had become citizens of other newly erected
nations, or had become citizens of other governments under the treaty of
Versailles, such as the German citizens who have been residents of SchleswigHolstein, or of Alsace and Lorraine, or who had become citizens of Belgium
when Eupen and Malmedy were attached to Belgium; or of German citizens
who had become citizens of Czechoslovakia, or had become citizens of Poland,
as in Dantzig and the Dantzig Corridor, and In other portions of eastern
Germany attached to Poland; or who had become citizens of Jugoslavia; showing that Congress had no intention to confiscate this property, and had actually
released all of the holdings belonging to thousands of former German citizens
who came within certain categories.
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Moreover, the House of Representatives passed the Winslow bill on February 23, 1923, by a vote of 300 to 11, directing the return of all German
alien property to German owners up to an amount of $10,000, showing that
with regard to such persons Congress did not intend to confiscate their property
but ordered it returned.
It is incredible that Congress intended to confiscate the property remaining
after such action of Congress in ordering the full return to innumerable individuals as above set forth. The reason for retaining any portion of the
property was obviously in the interest and for the benefit of the Americanl
claimants whose advocates naturally desired to have these claims settled.
before the claims of all the German nationals had been finally disposed of.
It was in deference to their wishes that a portion of the property was still
retained and, due to a parliamentary compromise, which enabled a partial
settlement to be made at that time with the smaller owners.
THiE AMERICAN CLAIMS AGAINST THE oERMAN REPUDLIC

The question arises--what course should Congress take in regard to the
American claims against the German Republic.
During the last session of Congress the Secretary of the Treasury, Hon.
A. W. Mellon, with the approval of the President of the United States (hearings), proposed that the United States should finance the American claims.
and be reimbursed such advances by Germany out of 100,000,000 gold marks
payable annually, using $30,000,000 of accumulated interest which had been
obtained on German alien property funds, but not allocated. The use of this
interest was agreed to by the representatives of the German owners of the
alien property, so that by this settlement the American claimants would not
be compelled to wait for a period so long is to be destructive of their rights,
and so that the return of the German alien property might be immediately
made without the objection of those who feel that the German alien property
should be retained until the American claims were liquidated.
The objection was made that to use the credits of the Treasury of the
United States to liquidate the American claims would be unjust to the Treasury
because in the event that the German Government should default in making
the payments pledged by the German Government to the United States it would
inflict a possible loss on the Treasury which would be against the interest of
the taxpayers of the United States.
The matter was somewhat strongly put by saying it was equivalent to
Treasury money paying German debts. These objections deserve a careful
consideration.
The amount of the indebtedness of the German Republic to the United States
on account of the Army of Occupation costs is $250,000,000, without interest.
The amount which would be due to the American claimants and the United
States, less the amounts available, would be approximately $200,000,000, making
a total of $450,00,000, less credits and cross-entries of $100,000,000 or more,
to be liquidated by the payment of $23,820,000 (100,000,000 gold marks) per
annum.
The Treasury can obtain this money due to liquidate the American claims
for approximately 83% per cent. The United States is committed not to charge
interest on the Army occupation cost, so that the liquidation under the plan
of paying the United States 100,000,000 gold marks per annum would liquidate
the fund within a reasonable time, unless Germany defaulted.
There is no probability of Germany defaulting this debt, which is peculiarly
a debt of honor which the German Government fully recognizes, and Germany
is otherwise obliged to pay these debts even if the Dawes Plan were modified.
The debt due to the United States by Germany under such an arrangement
would amount to a little over 30 cents per capita per annum of the German
population for the annual payment of $23,800,000 per annum. Germany is
one of the most thoroughly organized industrial communities in the world.
But the objection still lies against the use of the Treasury fund for payment of Atperican claims--if Germany should default-and it is therefore
necessary to inquire further whether or not the financing of the American
claims by the Treasury is or is not justified, in view of a possible risk.
Primarily the obligation to pay the American claims rests upon Germany,
the German Republic, and is freely acknowledged. But in the contingency of
German default we have a right to inquire whether the United States Is not
obligated as a matter of law, as a matter of sound policy, as a matter of good
conscience, to protect the American claims in such event.
28623--27---25
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THE.UNITED STATES IS OBLIGATED TO PROTECT THE AMERICAN CLAIMS

In times of peace a citizen who pays his taxes and supports the law is
entitled to the protection in his life and property by his government, and the
United States is charged with the duty of meeting the expense of protecting
the life and property of the citizen through the processes provided, and private
property can not be taken without just compensation. If he is assaulted the
Government of the United States goes to the expense of prosecuting those who
are guilty of the assault.
But in times of war the citizen must do more than pay his taxes--he must
offer his life itself for the protection of his Government. He must pay extraordinary taxes; he must be prepared to subordinate every private interest
for the public safety, and a reciprocal obligation arises in times of war with
the Government. The Government should protect the citizen to the extent of
its power against any injury by ,the operation of the Government itself.
The Government in time of war declares war for the purpose of protecting
the larger interests of all of the people, and if in protecting all of the people
by war a citizen is subjected to an extraordinary loss due to this act of the
Government in declaring war, or due to the policies laid down by the Government during the war, the losses should not be allowed to fall disproportionately
upon the citizens, but should be apportioned upon all of the people in whose
interest war or the policies of war were declared.
An American citizen who suffered a great loss in Germany as a result of the
declaration of war. or on the sea because of war policies adopted by the Government, is entitled to look to his Government for redress if the German Govern.
ment, which is primarily responsible, should default in the liquidation of such
claim.
The American claimants have a primary claim against Germany but a
secondary claim against the United States. If Germany defaults, it is the duty
of the American Government to protect its citizens, nevertheless.
This is the exact principle recognized by France in rebuilding the devastated
regions-France paid the cost of repairing and rebuilding the destroyed property and looks to Germany to repay; why should the United States be less considerate of its citizens or less just and fair to its own people who have
suffered?
. The American citizens having property in Germany are under the mutual pro.,
tection of the German Government and of the American Government by international treaty between Germany and the United States, and also under The
Hague Convention, which pledges the citizen safety of private property in war,
and if Germany defaults in this obligation, the citizens who relied upon the
mutual obligations of Germany and the United States to safeguard their
property have a right to look to the United States Government for payment.
THE UNITED STATES AS TRUSTEE

The United States was chargeable with the duty as the representative and
trustee of its citizens to see to it that its citizens were protected in their private
property rights as against the German Imperial Government and its successor,
the German Republic. A private citizen can not safeguard himself against a
foreign government; he must rely upon his own government to protect him,
and the responsibility of his own government to protect him is perfectly manifest. The United States recognizes this obligation in passing the Knox-Porter
resolution and the Berlin treaty, and in the international agreement, establishing the Mixed Arbitral Commission, and in its negotiations obtaining 100,000,000
.gold marks with which to liquidate the obligations of the German Republic to
the Amercan claimants.
But the United States is not only responsible for the discharge of this duty,
but for the discharge of the duty in a competent manner. The United States
Government may not by negligence Imperil its own citizens' rights without
responsibility.
It is a notorious fact that when Germany had quick assets available to pay
the army occupation costs, and the American claimants in 1918, 1919, 1920, etc.,
the United States, by its negligence, failed to collect the amount even of the
army occupation costs from the Reparation Commission established by the allied
and associated powers. Was not this a grave negligence of the Government of
the United States of which the American claimants would be the victims unless
now the American Government assumes the responsibility of the loss, if any,
from a future possible German default?
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The United States, when Geemany had quick assets, made no demand on
Germany for payments to protect, the American claimants, which was its
bounden duty to do. Since, therefore, the United States by its negligence has
put the American claimants in danger of the possibility of loss in the event
that the German Republic might default, the United States, chargeable with the
duty of protecting its own citizens against its own negligence in this matter,
should take the risk, if any there be, of German default.
THE PARIS AGREEMENT

The United States having by its negligence failed to secure the assets necessary to meet the army occupation costs, and the amounts due the American
claimants, went to Paris, January 24, 1925, when the Dawes plan was adopted,
six years after the armistice, and demanded a participation at that belated
date, and obtained from the allied powers the agreement that the United States
should have 55,000,000 gold marks as first lien for the protection of the army
occupation costs, and second, 45,000,000 marks out of the Dawes reparation
fund, after certain primary charges had been made, including the 55,000,000
gold marks. In other words, the United States, acting as representative of the
American claimants, obtained a first lien for itself, and a second lien for the
benefit of the cestul que trust-the American claimants.
It should be clear that the United States, as trustee, according to the principles, practices, and underlying reasons of the law of equity, should not take
advantage of the American claimants in this manner by giving itself preferential treatment. Moreover, the United States obtained the 100,000,000 gold marks
on the ground, as stated by its representative in Paris, that the United States
had no other means available for meeting these charges. It was perfectly clear
that under the Constitution of the United States, the executive and legislative
pledges of the United States, that the German alien property could not be confiscated and used as a means of meeting the army occupation costs or pay the
American claimants. Having on this ground obtained the 100,000,000 gold
marks under the Dawes plan, the United States in effect confessed that the
Americpn claimants had no security in the alien property in +he hands of the
United States. This implied contession that the alien i,: pierty was not a
security leaves the Government all the more responsible.
If the Government attempted to confiscate the German alien property it'
would lose the right to retain the 100,000,000 gold marks per annum, which it
got allowed at Paris on the representation that the alien property was not
available..
For this reason, since the United States can not plead the right to confiscate the German alien property as a means of meeting the American claims,
the United States, as a matter of common fairness, should recognize its duty
to give the American claimants the position of preferred creditors against the
100,000,000 gold marks, finance them, and take the possible risk, if any, of
having Germany default.
This policy is a wise policy from a national standpoint, because it is of
grave importance that the citizens of the United States should be able to rely
upon their Government to protect them in the event of war against the consequences the governmental acts or governmental policies. The strength of the
Government of the United States is based upon the devotion of its citizens, and
the attachment of the citizens to the Government must depend upon the
Government giving full protection to the citizen in his just rights.
For these reasons the United States should, as a matter of right, as a matter
of good conscience, as a matter of sound policy, take the risk, if any, of Germany defaulting. The actions of the Government of the United States in protecting its citizens against the contingencies of war are shown by many Instances during the war where the Government organized special instrumentalities for the protection of the citizen against the extraordinary demands of
war, such as the War Finance Board, where the Government used its credits
on a huge scale to protect the citizens against the injuries which war otherwise would hmve inflicted; where the Government, for instance used its own
credit to the extent of $200,000,000 to finance loans through the Farm Loan
Banks to the farmers of the Nation. The Government is now spending
$500,000,000 per annum for the protection and restoration of citizens injured
by war (through the Veterans' Bureau). It set up machinery for personal
insurance during the war for citizens who enlisted under the colors; it pro-
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vided pensions for them: It set up marine insurance for the protection of its
citizens when the American insurance companies were unable or unwilling to
bear the risk of marine insurance.
It is of great importance that the policy laid down in the Berlin treaty of
restoring friendly relations between the German people and the American
people should be carried out by liquidating all of these unsettled claims of
German nationals and of American nationals.
The settlement of these claims would release a very large volume of frozen
credits, which would immediately flow into the channels of industry, of commerce, of finance. A very large part of these funds would be invested in
American cotton, cottonseed oil, petroleum and its by-products,, in metals,
agricultural products, manufactured products, and the United States would
be the beneficiary of increased revenue, of increased commerce passing through
our ports, and from internal revenue.
The premises considered, we respectfully submit that a sound national
policy justifies the immediate return of the German alien property and the
liquidation of the American claims.
RoeseT L. OWE.N.
ST. GREGORY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH,

Maryevllle, Kans., December 20, 1926.
ion. CIAHLES CURTIS,

Senate Office Building, Wahintton, D. C.
My DEAu SENATOR: I have sustained a loss of about $1,500 because the German Government confiscated my property. It was acquired before the outbreak of the war between the United States and Germany and came under the
control of the German Government because of its war legislation and was
not restored to me until after the war was over when it was practically
worthless.
Bills in Congress relative to payment of awards by the Mixed Claims Commission and return of German property have a provision in them amending
subsection E of section 9 of the trading with the enemy act which provides a
remedy in favor of American citizens to whom debts were owing by German
debtors on October 6, 1917.
Bills now pending in Congress provide that notice of application by a creditor
must be given before the passage of such bills. They should be amended so as
to define the liability of German debtors under the above provisions of the
trading with the enemy act. Ex-Secretary of State Hughes and Hon. John W.
Davis have cases pending in the United States Supreme Court in which they
both contend that German debtors must pay their American creditors according to the pre-war rate of exchange, and not in worthless mark currency.
When Congress enacted the Winslow Act it gave a remedy to American
creditors, but failed to define the rate of exchange in which debts should be
paid. Due to this inadvertence, considerable litigation is now pending, and it
seems to me that Congress should eliminate this difficulty as it has done in
many other instances involving an unfavorable interpretation of the trading
with the enemy act.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there anything else?

Senator CuRTis. I have sone letter.; that I should like to make a
part of the record.
The CHAIRMAN. That may be done.
(The letters furnished by Senator Curtis are here made a part of
the record, as follows:)

111

Congress has enacted amendments to the trading with the enemy act permitting persons to recover their property taken over by the Alien Property
Custodian, and occasion now arises for taking some action to protect our own
citizens.
Surely Congress does not intend to permit German debtors to escape liability in paying their American creditors through the use of worthless mark
paper. German debtors now insist under the provisions of the Winslow Act
upon profiting at the expense of American citizens because of the debasement
of mark currency.
,J respectfully suggest the following amendment be incorporated in a bill
by Congress:
I
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"Nor In any event shall a 'debt be allowed under this section unless it
was owing to and not due or due and not paid in tull and owned by the claimant
prior to October 6, 1917. That such debt is to be paid according to exchange
with Germany existing at the time it was contracted by a person not an
enemy or an ally of an enemy. That the computing of exchange is to be
determined by the figures of the Treasury Department in fixing the conversion
of the rate of marks into dollars for revenue purposes."
The adoption of the above amendment will serve to accord the same measure
of equity and Justice to American creditors of Germany and its nationals as
that which is given to Germans in the matter of the restoration of their
property.
Pleased do not be confused over the decisions of the Mixed Ciaims Cornmission regarding American property located in Germany, as such decisions
are based upon actual seizures of American property by the German Government. That Government took good care not to actually seize much American
property, because it has more at stake in the matter of sequestration of
American property without actually taking it over by enacting laws which
prohibited Americans from taking their property out of Germany and prevented the payment of debts owing by the Government of Germany and its
nationals.
If we are going to restore that which our Government took from Germany
and compensate them for their property, I believe the same measure of equity
and justice should be meted out to American citizens whose property, rights,
and interests were confiscated by reason of Germany's war legislation.
Germany enacted measures of economic retaliation against the property of
American citizens located in Germany, and its war legislation prohibited me
from either disposing of my property or taking it out of Germany until after
the war was over.
I understand that some of the German property taken over by our Government represents dollar loans obtained from American citizens who were to
receive payment of their loans in marks from their German debtors. Marks at
the time the loans were contracted were equal to 23.8 cents in our money. It
is not fair to turn over the dollars to the borrower and let the American
creditor suffer the loss.
The Secretary of the Treasury ruled that the Alien Property Custodian was
entitled to recover payment of debts owing to German creditors in marks from
American debtors on the basis of 18 cents per nmrk. It Is certainly not justice
for Germans to collect their debts on such a basis and then be allowed to pay
their Anierican creditors in worthless currency.
If the French Government, which has not seen fit to return German property,
has granted a right of recovery to its nationals whose property was effected
by Germany's war measures similar to the way mine was, I believe it is only
right that our own Government should protect the interests of its citizens.
Will you kindly urge some member of the conunittee which is considering
this matter to ghe this attention to preserving the equities of American
creditors in the property of Germans at the time it was taken over by the
Allen Property Custodian.
I understand the Alien Property Custodian has recommended remedial legislation by Congress in the form of the amendment above referred to, and I
trust you will vote in favor of it.
Very truly yours,
MAtYSVILLE,

Rev. AUGUST REDEKERt.
KANS., January 6,1927.

Ron. CHARLES CURTIS,
,Senate Offlce BaiUding, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR CURTIS: Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of the
24th ultimo for which I thank you.
I have filed a claim for my losses which is In duplicate form, one having
been filed with the Department of State and the other with the Alien Prop.
erty Custodian. My claim is based upon the sequestration of my securities
by the German Government during the war period but has not been allowed.
I would like to call to your attention the great injustice that has been done
thousands of our citizens which would not have occurred had Senator Under.
wood's plan been adoptedd by the Senate several years ago which provided for the creation of a commission to adjudicate the claims of American
citizens against Germany.
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During the Sixty-seventh Congress,. second session, Senator Underwood
introduced S. 3852, a bill to amend an act entitled "An act to define, regulate,
anti punish trading with the enemy, and for other purposes." On July 27,
1922, the Committee on the Judiciary held hearings, and on page 12 thereof,
the following appears:
"Senator CUMmiNs. What would you .do with the case of a claim of an
American citizen against Germany for seizure in Germany of the individual
property of the American citizen? Now, I am told that Germany offers to
pay back--offers to pay American citizens their claims. But they seized
the property when the mark was worth, we will say 20 cents, and they want
to pay it back in a mark that is not worth 1 cent. Would the failure on
the part of the German Government to make honest returns for the property
so seized be a claim against the German Government that we could try in an
American court?
"Mr. PALMER. Yes, sir; it is expressly 'nominated in the bond.'
Senator CummNs. What is that?
"Mr. PALMER. I say it is expressly so 'nominated in the bond.' It is in
the treaty, just that way. Germany agreed not merely to pay the claim of
the American citizen whose property was taken by Germany under a law
similar to ours but Germany agreed to restore the property, and 'restore'
means to put the American citizen back in the position lie was in when Germany took the property."
lon. A. Mitchell Palmer's testimony approved of Senator Underwood's bill
and gave all of its provisions very serious consideration. It was his judgment
that American owners of bonds which were sequestrated by Germany would
have recovered their losses.
One of the largest single categories of damages filed by American citizens
aainst Germany as a consequence of the war covered American-owned securities
which the German Government prevented American citizens from either disposing of or collecting what was owed to them. These securities were in
Germany and were acquired before the war, representing a value in excess of
$67,000,000 according to Senate Document No. 411), Sixty-sixth Congress. tllrd
session, pages 8 and 9. 1 understand that the amount of awards made by the
Mixed Claims Commission upon the principal of bonds which were sequestered
by the German Government amounts to less than $100,000.
The Senate should know the total amount of awards made by the Mixed
Claims Commission upon the principal of bonds for which claims were filed
by our people and you undoubtedly will be amazed at the small amount. When
you consider that the proceeds of the bonds have been used by German debtors
to increase their property holdings the replacement value of which is far
greater to-day compared to the time when the bonds were sold before the
war, you will appreciate the great profit of the German Government's war
regulations.
As an example, we take the case of A. a German national who issued bonds
payable in marks and sold them in 1910 to B, an American citizen residing
in the United States. The proceeds of the bonds were used by A to increase
his property holdings in the United States. B left his bonds upon deposit
with a. bank in Germany so that the coupons could be presented to the main
office of the debtor, A. On August 9, 1917, the German Government seques.
tered Ws bonds. Later, when our trading with the enemy act was passed,
the custodian seized A's property in the United States. A's property was
partially created out of proceeds of the bonds sold to B. Now, under the
provisions of the bill which passed the House, B can not recover the debt
owing to him by A and the result is that A'will get his property returned
to him and make a handsome profit at B's expense, because the marks in
which the debt was owing have become worthless.
However, before marks became worthless, "B" was prevented from realizing upon his bonds because of Germany's war orders which tied up the
bonds in such a way that "B" could not dispose of them when marks were
of These
value. American creditors
of German debtors should have their rights and
remedies protected in the fullest measure by our Senate. To permit German
debtors to borrow money from our nationals and have the evidences of such
indebtedness sequestrated by the German Government without holding the
Government of Germany liable would certainly be most inconsistent with our
policy of the inviolability of private property, especially as we are going to
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compensate German nationals for ships, radio stations and patents according
to the value at the time we took them over.
I can not conceive of our Senate adopting so liberal a policy with reference
to our late enemies and cast aside the appeals of our own citizens for the
application of the same policy to their own cases.
Mr. Mills, who sponsored tile bill in the House of Representatives, said
that an American citizen could recover 16 cents upon these securities in the
event that it could be proven that the claimant was unable to remove his
bonds because of the war regulations of the German Government. I want
you to know that this is 'not so, because that fact has been proven that
Germany's war orders of "Measures of economic retaliation against the United
States" prohibited American citizens from either removing their bonds or
selling them, and is borne out by the report of the Ways and Means Committee
on page 7, and I now quote from its report:
CLAIMS OF AMERICAN

NATIONALS

"During th. war the German Government seized and sequestered property
of American citizens in Germany. Moreover, even prior to our formal entrance
into the war, war regulations of the German Government made it impossible
for our citizens to withdraw much of their property from Germany, more
specifically bank deposits and securities."
The Mixed Claims Commission, created by an Executive agreement not ap.
proved by the United States Senate, containing an unreasonable limitation of
time in which to file claims, which wits set forth at six months, has frozen out
every American owner of bonds which were sequestrated by the German Government. You will hear a great deal about the difference between tweedledum
and tweedledee from the commission as to how this happened, but I believe the
matter should be fully investigated by your committee. However, this agreement was ratified by the German Reichstag in 1922.
Please bear in mind that Germany did not actually seize much American
property. It accomplished that purpose in another way by enacting war legislation which prohibited American citizens from disposing of their securities in
Germany, which was an indirect method of sequestration.
Senator Copeland has introduced an amendment to the alien property bill
which has been referred to the Committee on Finance. This amendment pro.
vvides that the Government of Germany shall be liable for the sequestration of
American-owned securities which came under the control of the German Government during the war period.
As the foreign policies of our Government are to a large extent defined by
our Senate. as evidenced by our treaties with foreign governments. I do not
believe it was the intention of the United State. Senate, when it ratified the
treaty of Berlin, to permit the Government of Germany to sequester Americanowned securities and profit thereby at our expense.
Senator Lodge made a brief statement in the Senate, September 24, 1921,
regarding the treaty of peace which President Harding had negotiated with
Germany, in which he said:
"It was necessary in making this treaty to make it in such a way that it
would conform to the resolution passed by the Congress, and that was a work
of no little difficulty. The resolution was general in its terms, elaborate in
regard to the protection of claims of citizens of the United States, and stated
broadly that we should insist on reserving all rights and advantages that came
under the treaty of Versailles, whatever they might be.
"We are not limited by the Versailles treaty as to the character of claims
for damages; we can make any claims we like."
Senator Kellogg, in discussing the treaty of peace in the Senate, September
28, 1921, said:
"Another provision of the treaty for peace for our benefit, as well as the
benefit of the other allied powers, is the settlement of debts owing from German
nationals to American nationals."
I am transmitting to you a copy of a letter by Zimmermann & Forshay,
which contains a clear exposition of the manner in which Germany sequestered
American-owned securities.
Respectfully yours,
Rev. Auuusr RSDr xa
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LETTER FROM ZIMMERMANN & FORSHAY9 NEW YORK

NOVEMBER 12, 1926.
Hon. WILLIAM R. Gizwq,
Chairman Committee on Ways and Means,
House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.
MY DEAR CONORESSMAN: At the request of some of your constituents who
were customers of our firm long before the United States declared war against
Germany, and who had property over there which became practically worthless
by reason of the war, I submit the following for your consideration.
During our 50 years of international banking, chiefly in Germwn securities
since 1872, we developed amongst the residents of the United States a large
"clientele numbering over 10,000 persons who had acquired German securities
through our firht for which they had paid in excess of $5,000,000 before we
entered the World War.
Some of these German securities were issued before we began business in
1872, and others from that time on which included various issues of the
German Government, its States and municipalities, industries, and banks.
Many of these American-owned securities remained upon deposit with various
banks located in Germany, and at the time of our declaration of war against
Germany, April 0, 1917. there were upon deposit in the Deutsche Bank. Berlin,
Germany, 20.877,40) marks of such securities with a pre-war value of about
$5,000,000, the property of our customers living in the United States.
Soon after we declared war against Germany, that government began taking,
on August 9, 1917, economic measures against American-owned property located
in Germany. Such measures were vigorously enforced against that property
and they were made most effective by an order of the Imperial Clancellor of
November 10, 1917, entitled "Economic measures bf retaliation against the
United States of America."
The order of retaliation provided that all American-owned property in Germany was to be reported to the German alien property custodian, that no
debts owing to residents of the United States should be paid. and furthermore
that no securities were to be exempted from the effects of th0 order.
Soon after the signing of the armistice my firm requested the Department
of State to ascertain the status of our customers' securities which were
heig
withheld from them through the act of the Government of Germany. I learned
that te German alien property custodian had subjected to his measures of
administration the 20.877.4(X) marks of securities owned by American resi.
dents, and that the Deutsche Bank lad reported these securities to tike German
custodian as the property of our firm's customers in the United States.
On February 3, 1919, my firm filed with the American Alien Property Custodian notice of claim in behalf of our customers against the property of the
Deutsche Bank, which was held by the American custodian. This claim was
filed in accordance with the provisions of se,tlon 9 of the trading with the
enemy act, which provided for the paymecmlt of debts out of the propt-rty of the
debtor. A list was transmitted to the custodian disclosing the mmalnes and
addresses of about 7,00w American residents. wliose securities in the iimount
of 20.877,400 marks were being withheld from thent.in Germany.
One of the members of my firm conferred with the officials of the Department
of State about his going to Germany to recover our customers" property, and
about the time he was ready to inake the trip the War Traide Board, oil July
14, i919. pointed out that correspondence could b had with Germany. My
firm then sent a cable to the Deutsche Banik demanding the possession of our
customers' property. The balnk replied that it could not comply with our
request.
A few months later I arrived in Germany for the sole purpltwe of getting
the securities. I conferred with the officials (if the Deutsche Bank, Berlin,
and was Informed that the 20,887,400 marks of American-owned securities had
been reported to the German alien property custodian, and they had been
placed under that German official's control. I was told that the securities
would not be released until the German custodian had given his permission.
After spending some time in Germany in conferring with the officials of
the German custodian's office and the Deutsche Bank. I was able to secure
the release of the securities from the control of the German Government. In
the meantime the mark currency in which the securities were payable had
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depreciated to the point where'it was only worth a few cents. Please bear
in mind that the securities were bought before tle war, paid for on the basis
of the pre-war rate of exchange in dollars.
Several years ago my firm brought sul against the Deutsche Bank with
respect to our own Individual claim, and the German orders entitled "Measures
of economic retaliation against the United States" were submitted in the form
of exhibits by the defendant. A defense witness testified that the orders
had been certified to by the German Embassy at Washington as being true
and correct.
In a sworn aflidavit executed by the Deutsche Bank, signed by an official
thereof, the original of which is in possession of the German agent associated
with the Mixed Claims Commission, reference is made to our customers' bonds
being under the control of the German Government, and I now quote from
the affidavit:
"That after their release by the Treuhander the bonds were delivered."
The Treuhander referred to is the official designation of the German alien
property custodian.
My purpose in writing to you is to assist 1y customers In recovering the
losses they have sustained. It seems that only about a dozen of them gave
notice of their losses under the agreement of 1922 creating the Mixed Claims
Commission. However. notice of all their claims covering 7,000 customers was
given to the American Alien Property Custodian on February 3, 1919, more than
three and one-half years before the commission was created.
Tho'e whose cases are Iendling before the connissioni are offered two and a
fraction cents per mark by the German agent in settlement of their claims.
The great bulk of the cases are outside the jurisdiction of the commission
because notice of their claims was not filed in time with that commission, but
as I have stated, they had all been tiled with the American Alien Property
Custodian long before the commission existed.
The Mixed Claims Commission on May 7, 1925, prescribed the rules covering
the character of proof required to obtain a recovery of 16 cents per mark with
respect to American-owned securities hcated in Germany during the war period.
These rules provide that the burden of proof is on the American claimant to
show that from all the facts and circumstances in reference to the purchase of
the bonds it coull be demonstrated that they would have withdrawn their bonds
from Germany except for that exceptional war measure oil the part of Germany.
I understand that out of the thousands of American owners of German
Government securities purchased before we enterexl the war that in only two
or three .cases has tile Mixed Claims Commission allowed a recovery of 16
cents per mark ulmn the princilpl of the loan.
No such character of proof is required by those whose claims have been
allowed covering delmssi(s of mark currency in German banks. It seems so
unfortunate for these thousands of American residents, owners of German
securities, that they could not recover their loans by merely submitting the
same measure of proof as is provided for in bank delpsits of mark currency.
It appears that the Mixed Claims Commission lacks due legislative authority
to provide for the return of the money borrowed from American citizens before
the outbreak of the war by the Government of Germany and Its nationals.
The American holders of 'German securities therefore must have recourse
against their German debtors under the provisions of the trading with the
enemy act. According to emotion 9 of that act it is provided that debts owing
before an(d on October 6, 1917, are to be paid out of tile debtors' property in
the possesssion of the Alien Prolrty Custodian.
A right has been given by Congress to American creditors, but the remedy is
not complete because of tile lack of legislation defining the rate (if exchange In
which mark debts should be paid. 01 August 17, 1926, the Alien Property
Custodian, Senator Sutherland, addressed a letter to Chairman Porter of
the House Committee on Foreign Affairs, In which the custodian said, in part:
" I have mucn sympatlly for those of our people who suffered from the debase.
ment of the mark currency, and should be glad if It were possible to frame
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some legislation tiat would assure settlement of such claims on the valuation
of the mark as of date of contract. In se *ar as the proposed amendment serves
to accomplish this purpose I feel that it is commendable."
I want you to know that many of these American owners of German securities are of an elderly age now and have become to a certain extent dependent
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upon theit relatives. Many of them call upon-me frequently and tell me a
pitiful story of the hardships they have suffered by reason of the German
G overnment having repudiated the loans which It borrowed that represented
the life savings of the owners of these securities.
I will appreciate very much having this letter inserted in the records of the
hearings relative to the payment of awards by the Mixed Claims Commission
and return of German property.
Very truly yours,
LiopXOD ZIMMmMANN.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will now stand adjourned to meet
again Monday morning at 10 o'clock on S. 5358, a bill to amend the
World War adjusted compensation act.
(Whereupon, at 12 o'clock noon, the committee adjourned to meet
on Monday, January 24, 1927, at 10 o'clock a. m.)

